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FZ  -   F`ectif ier

T  -Triode
TET -  Tetrode
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The  Eimac  8165/4-65A   is  a  small  radial-beam  tetrode  with  a  maximum  plate-
dissipation  rating  of  65  watts.  In  most  applications,  no  forced  air  is  required,  normal
radiation  and  convection  cooling  being  adequate.    An  instant-heating,  thoriated  tung-

:tne:5£:=£et:£tn;steh:pc]:¥seediv::::¥£:£gpa:[w:]recdt::[qnegvs:;tna££;tpoep£:daspptLeed8S;%g;t£.n6e5o£S:;.
therefore,  a  good choice for many  mobile  applications.

Short,  heavy  leads  and  low    interelectrode   capacities   assure  stable,   efficient
operation  at  high  frequencies  and  permit  its  use  at   maximum  ratings  through   150
megacycles.  The  8165/4-65A  is  equally  useful  in  audio-amplifier  or  modulator  service.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten

Voltage-----

Current-----
Grid-Screen    Amplification    Factor       -          -

Direct    lnterelectroide    Capacitances :

Grid-Plate
Input          -

Output-----
Frequency   for   Maximum   Ratings           -          -

MECHANICAL
Base

Maximum   seal   Temperature          -          --

Maximum   Envelope   Temperature           -           -

Recommended   Socket   Operating   Position

Cooling

Recommended    Hea+   Dissipating    Connector

Maximum   Over-all    Dimensions

Length-----

Diameter

Ne+    Weigh+        -.----
Shipping   weight    (Approximate)          --

RADIO-FREOUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM   Telephony

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   (Key-down  conditions)

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE
D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN      DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

Min.      Nom.      Max.

6.0                             yolts

3.2                             3.8      amperes

57

TYPICAL    OPERATION

3000   MAX.  VOLTS
400   MAX.  VOLTS

-goo  MAX.  VOLTS
150   MAX.   MA
65   MAX.  WATTS
10   MAX.  WATTS
5   MAX.  WATTS

PLATE-MODULATED  RADIO-FREquENCY
AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   (Carrier  conditions)
D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE
D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

2500   MAX.  VOLTS
400   MAX.  VOLTS

-500  lvlAX.  VOLTS
120   MAX.   MA
45   lvlAX.  WATTS
10   MAX.  WATTS
5   tvlAX.  WATTS

(Effective   5-I-62)   Copyright   I?61    by   Eitel-Mccullough,    lnc.

8165

5-pin-National    HX-29   or   Johnson    122-101
2000   C
2250   C

-          -          -Vertical,    base   down   or   up

-          -          -          Convection    and    radiation

Eimac     HR-6

4.19      inches

2.38      inches

3    ounces

I.5   pounds

(Frequencies   up   to    150   megacycles)

D.C    Plate    Voltage      -
D-C    Screen    Voltage   -
D-C    Grid    Voltage      -
D-C   Plate   Current       -
D-C   Screen   Current*
D-C    Grid     Current*    -
Peak    R-F    Grid    Voltage+
Driving     Power*     -          -

Plate    Input    Power        -
Plate    Output    Power    -

1500          2000          2500

250            250            250
-105     -105     -105

150               137               124

3,               32               26

'9                  15                  13

205              I?5              185

3.9              2.9              2.4

225             275             310

160              210              245

*Approximate    values

TYPICAL   OPERATION    (Frequencies    up   to   150   megacycles)

D-C    Plate    Voltage
D-C   Screen   Yoltage
D-C    Grid    Yoltage
D-C   Plate   Current
D-C   Screen   Currentt
D-C   Grid   Current'
Peak    R-F    Voltage.
Driving       Power*
Plat®    Input    Power
Plate    Output    Power
*Approximate   values

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california    94070

3000  yolts
250  volts

-'05  yolts
'12   rna

22ma
9ma

'75  yolts
I.6  watts
335  watts
270  watts

2500  volts
250  volts

-'50  yolts
'02  rna
26ma
lama

235  yolt$

3.I   watts
255  watts
2'0  watts
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ALJDIO  FREOUENCY  POWER AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE       -

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE  -

D-C    PLATE   CURRENT      -

PLATE    DISSIPATION           -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION       -

3000   MAX.   VOLTS

600   MAX.  VOLTS

150   MAX.   MA

65   MAX.  WATTS

10   MAX.  WATTS

RADIO-FREQUENCY SSR POWER AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE      ----     3000   MAX.   VOLTS

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE             -           -          -600   MAX.  VOLTS

D-C   PLATE   CURRENT      ----        150   MAX.   MA

PLATE   DISSSIPATION         ----          65   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION       ----           10   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION
Class-AB]   (Sinusoidal   wave,   two   tubes   except   where   noted)

D-C     Plate    Voltage       ---.     1500
D-C    Screen    Voltage    -.--       500
D-C   Grid   Yoltagel       ---.- 90
Zero-Signal   D-C   Plate   Current            -          60
Max.-Signal    D-C    Plate    Current           -        166
Max.-Signal     D-C    Screen    Current*    -          10
Peak  A-F   Grid   voltage   (per  tube)*          70
Effective       Plate-to.Plate       Load            -13.300
Max.-Signal     Plate    Input    Power           -        250

2000          2500
500            400

-105      ul5
4030

'50               132

66
8077

24,000      37,500
300             330

Max.-Signal    Plate    Output    Power      -        120             170            200

:AS!pu::x.}:a?ebt:.:|u:jss.ted   Zero-Signal   d-c   plate   current.

TYPICAL    OPERATION

Class-AB|      (Frequencies     to     150     megacycles)

#;.:i::;t::i:i(:i;!t:a:!ia:t:::nccu:r:r::n:t:t*

¥:a;k::§R;-gF::ir:3d|:i:°'t!n:P:u:tut-P3:;-:r

3000  volts
400  volts

-90  yolts
30ma

'20  rna
6ma

77  yolts
50,000  ohms

360  watts
240  watts

1500          2000          2500              3000   volts
500            500            400               400  volts-90     -105      -5        -90 volts
3020
8375
53
7080

125              '50
6085

15                   '5   rna
66                60  rna
33ma

11               Tl  volts
165                 180   watts
loo                120  watts

:A€!pu,S:I,tfa?ebti.:n,u:!sS.ted   Zero-Signal   d-c   plate   current.

i::::::i;'s:ci.::;;;:'p:ew;iEt::C;:|};rdN:::I:rt:dir::::dj°a::fe:i';,;e:in!t:e:s:c:I::bpey:I::;::;u:;;ri:unE+ca:ir;:mrf::e:::::;hi:::y.:c:u:r;::+:ue::a:+'t:oho::I;:e;:i:;:,i,i:,°ebnif:;:;:roe:;
°u+Pu+I:a:iearss:A'BLb?inne°a+redo.poration,   screen   current   win   also   vary   from    tube   +a   +ubo    but    is   a    useful    indicator   of   relative

linoarity.    In    general.    less   screen    curren+    moans    better    lineari+y,    providing    other    condi+ions    are    held    cons+an+.   The    same
degree   of   lineari+y   will    be   obtained   from   different   +ubes   if   loading    and    drive    are    adius+ed    +a    give   +he    same    pla+e    and
screen    curren+,    although    output    power    may    vary   from    +ube  +a  +ube.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

Mounting-The  4-65A  must  be   operated  vertically,
base  up  or base  down.  The  socket  must provide  clear-
ance  for  the  glass  tip-off  which  extends  from  the  cen-
ter  of  the  base.  A  flexible  connecting  strap  should  be
provided  between  the  plate  terminal  and  the  external
plate  circuit,  and  the  Eimac  HR-6  connector  (or  equi-
valent)   used  on  the  tube  plate  lead.  The  socket  must
not  apply  lateral  pressure  against  the  base  pins.  The
tube   must   be   pi.otected   from   severe   vibration   and
shock.

Adequate  ventilation  must  be  provided  so  that  the
seals  and/or  envelope  under  operating  conditions  do
not   exceed   their   rated   maximum   temperatures.   For
operation  above  50   Mc.  the  plate  voltage  should  be
reduced,  or  special  attention  should  be  given  to  seal
cooling.

When  the  ambient  temperature   does  not   exceed
30°   C   it  will  not  ordinarily  be  necessary  to  provide
forced-air  cooling  of  the  envelope  or  plate  seal  at  fre-
quencies  below  50  Mc.  provided  that  a  heat-radiating
plate  connector  is  used  and the  tube  is  so  located that
noi.mal   circulation   of   air   past   the   envelope   is   not
impeded.

ELECTRICAL
Filameh+ Voltage-The filament voltage, as measured
at  the  filament pins,  should  be  6.0  volts.  For long life,
excursions  from  this  value  should  not  exceed  ±  5  per-
cent.
Bias  Volrdge-D-C  bias voltage for the  4-65A  should
not  exceed  -500  volts.  If  grid-leak  bias  is  used,  suit-
able  protective  means   must  be  provided  to  prevent
excessive  plate  or  screen  dissipation  in  the  event  of
loss  of  excitation.

i,

Screen   Voltage-The   d-c   screen   voltage   foi.   the
4-65A  should  not  exceed  400  volts  except  in  the  case
of  class-AB   audio  operation  and  Single-Side-Band  r-f
amplifier   operation   where   it   should   not   exceed   600
volts.

:ccrre::no£Dt:hs:!E:6`5an=t:Fenoi°e¥::eddj;So]P:taet€s.bsycr:::
dissipation  is  likely to  rise  to  excessive  values  when  the
plate  voltage,   bias  voltage  or  plate   load  is  removed
with   filament   and   screen   voltages   applied.   Suitable
protective  means  must  be provided  to  limit  screen  dis-
sipation  to  10  watts  in  the  event  of  circuit  failure.

Plal'e   Voltage-The   plate-supply   voltage   for   the
4-65A  should  not  exceed  3000  volts.  Above  50  Mc.  it
is   advisable   to   use   a   lower   plate   voltage   than   the
maximum,  since  the  seal  heating  due  to  I.-f  charging
currents    in    the    screen    leads    increases    with   plate
voltage  and frequency.  See  instructions  on  seal  cooling
under  "Mechanical"  and  "Shielding."

:i|ants?thDejs;i:tae`jd°£:siaTrodnerofntirem£:65°Apesr£:1:n]g::tn££:
allowed   to  exceed  65  watts  in  unmodulated  applica-
tions.

In  high-level-modulated  amplifier  applications,  the
maximum  allowable  carrier-condition  plate  dissipation
is  45  watts.

Plate  dissipation in  excess of the maximum rating is
permissable  for  short  periods  of  time,  such  as  during
tuning  procedures.

OPERATION
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neutralization  up  to  Ilo  Mc.  if  reasonable  precautions
are  taken  to  prevent  coupling  between  input  and  out-
put  circuits  external  to  the  tube.  In  single-ended  cir-
cuits,    plate,     grid,    filament,     and    screen    by-pass
capacitors   should   be   returned   through   the   shortest
possible  leads  and  short,  heavy  leads  should  be  used
to  inter-connect  the  screens  and  filaments  of  the  two
tubes.   Care   should   be  taken  to   prevent  leakage   of
radio-frequency  energy  to  leads  entering  the  amplifier
in   order   to   minimize   grid-plate   coupling   between
these  leads  external to the amplifier.

Where  shielding  is  adequate,  the  feedback  at  fre-
quencies  above  110  Mc.  is  due  principally  to  screen-
lead-inductance   effects   and   it   becomes   necessary   to
introduce  in-phase  voltage  from  the  plate  circuit  into
the  grid  cricuit.  This  can  be  done  by  adding  capaci-
tance  between  plate  and  grid   extemal  to  the  tube.
Ordinarily,  a  small  metal  tab  approximately  9{"  square
and located adjacent to the envelope opposite the plate
will  suffice  for  neutralization.   Means   should  be  pro-
vided  for  adjusting  the   spacing  between  the  neutral-
izing  capacitor  plate  and  the  envelope.  An  alternate
neutralization  scheme  for  use  above  110  Mc.  is  illus-
trated  in  the   diagram   shown  below.   In  this   circuit,
feedback  is  eliminated  by  series-tuning  the  screen  to
ground   with   a   small   capacitor.      The   socket   screen
terminals   should   be   strapped  together   as   shown   on
the  diagram,   by  the   shortest  possible  lead,   and   the
lead  from  the  mid  point  of  this  sci.een  sti.ap  to  the
capacitor,  a,  and  from  the  capacitor to  ground  should
be  made  as  shoi.t as  possible.

Screen-tuning  neutralization  circuit  for  use  above   loo  Mc.
C  i5  a  smcill  splil-Slcitor  capacitor.

CLpfd)=#,opprox.

Typical   driving   power   aiid   output   power  vei.sus
frequency  are  shown  below.  The  output power  shown
is  the  actual  plate  power  delivei.ed  by  the  tube;  the
power  deliver.ed  to  the  load  will  depend  upon  the  ef-
ficiency  of the plate  tank  and  output  coupling  system.
The  driving  power  is  likewise  the  di.iving  power  I.e-
quired  by  the  tube   (includes  bias  loss).   The   di.ivei.
output  should  exceed  the  driving  power  I.equirements
by   a   sufficient   margin   to   allow   foi.   coupling-circuit
losses.  The  use  of  silver-plated  linear  tank-circuit  ele-
ments  is  recommended  at  frequencies  above  75  Mc.

::::Sascuts¥dTaeb`:?eh°unnyd=Tc?aess=afFC#Cuof]it:?:5:.g;rhay-
also     apply  to  amplitude-modulated  opei.ation  of  the
4-65A.   When   the   4-65A   is   used   as   a   class-C   high-
level-modulated  amplifier,  both  the  plate  and  screen

4-65^ -
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should   be   modulated.    Modulation   voltage   foi.   the
screen   may   be   obtained   by   supplying   the   screen
voltage  through  a  series  dropping 1.esistor fi.om  the un-
modulated  plate  supply,  or  by the use  of  an  audio-fre-
quency  reactor  in  the  positive  screen-supply  lead,  oi.
fi.om  a  separate  winding  on  the  modulation  transfoi.m-
et..  When  sci.een  modulation  is  obtained  by  eithei.  the
series-resistor  or  the  audio-reactor  methods,  the  audio-
frequency   variations   in   screen   current,   which   l.esult
from  the   variations   in   plate  voltage   as  the  plate  is
modulated,    automatically    give   the    I.equii.ed   sci.een
modulation.  Where  a  reactor  is  used,  it  should  have
a  I.ated  inductance  of not less  than  10  henries  divided
by  the  numbei.  of  tubes   in  the  modulated  amplifier
and  a  maximum  cur.I.ent  rating  of  two  to  thi.ee  times
the   operating  d-c  sci.een  curl.ent.   To   pi.event  phase-
shift between  the sci.een  and plate modulation voltages
at  high  audio  fi.equencies,  the  screen by-pass  capacitor
should  be  no  lai.ger   than  necessary  for  adequate  r-f
by-passing.

For high-level  modulated  service, the  use  of partial
grid-leak  bias  is  recommended.  Any  by-pass  capacitors
placed  across  the   grid-leak  resistance  should  have  a
reactance at the highest modulation frequency  equal to
at  least  twice  the  grid-leak  1.esistance.

Class-ABL  and  Class-A82  Audio-Two  4-65As  may
be  used  in  a  push-pull  circuit  to  give  I.elatively  high
audio  output  power  at  low  distortion.   Maximum  1.at-
ings   and   typical   operating   conditions   for   class-ABi
audio  operation  are  given  in  the  tabulated  data.

Sci.een  voltage  should  be  obtained  fi.om  a  soul.ce
having  good  I.egulation,  to  pi.event vai.iations  in  sci.een
voltage  from  zero-signal  to  maximum-signal  conditions.
The  use  of  voltage-regulator  tubes  in  a  standard  cir-
cuit  should  provide  adequate  regulation.

Grid-bias   voltage   for   class-A82    service   may   be
obtained   from   batteries   or   from   a   small   fixed-bias
supply.  When  a  bias  supply  is  used,  the  d-c  I.esistance
of the bias  source  should not  exceed  250  ohms.  Under
class-AB,    conditions    the   effective   grid-circuit   resist-
ance  should  not  exceed  250,000  ohms.

In  some  cases the  maximum-signal plate  dissipation
shown   undei.   "Typical   Operation"   is   less   than   the
maximum   rated  plate   dissipation   of  4-65A.   In  these
cases,   with   sine-wave   modulation,   the   plate   dissipa-
tion  reaches  a  maximum  value,  equal  to  the  maximum
rating,   at   a   point   somewhat   below   maximum-signal
conditions.

The   output-power  figures   given   in   the  tabulated
data refer to  the  total  output power from  the  amplifier
tubes.  The  useful  output  power  will  be  from  5  to  15
percent  less  than  the   figure  shown,   due  to  losses  in
the  output  transformer.



Sllielding-The  internal  feedback  of  the  tetrode  has
been   substantially   eliminated   and   in   oi.dei.   to   fully
utilize  this  advantage,  it  is  essential  that  the  design  of
the    equipment    completely    eliminate    any    feedback
external  to  the  tube.   This   means   complete   shielding
of the  output  cricuit  from  the  input  circuit  and  ear.lier
stages,  propel.  reduction  to  low  values  of  the  induct-
ance  of  the  screen lead  to  the  r-f ground,  and  elimina-
tion   of   I.-f   feedback   in   any   common.   powei.-supply
leads.

Complete  shielding  is  easily  achieved  by  mounting
the  socket  of the  tube flush with  the  deck  of the  chas-
sis  as  shown  in  the  sketch  shown  at  the  right.

The  holes   in   the   socket  permit  the  flow   of  con-
vection   ail.   cur.rents   fi.om   below  the   chassis   up   past
the  seals  in  the  base  of  the  tube.  This  flow  of  air  is
essential  to  cool  the  tube  and  in  cases  where  the  com-
plete  under-pal-t  of the  chassis  is  enclosed  for  electrical
shielding,   screened   holes   or   louvers   should   be   pro-
vided  to  pei.nit  air  cji.culation.  Note  that  shielding  is
completed  by  aligning  the  internal  screen  shield  with
the  chassis   deck  and  by  proper  r-f  by-passing  of  the
sci.een  leads  to  I.-f  ground.  The  plate  and  output  cir-
cuits  should  be  kept  above  deck  and  the  input  circuit
and   circuits   of   earlier   stages   should  be   kept  below
dec`k   or  completely  shielded.

`L-, 4-65A -
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given   here,   write   to   Powei.   Grid   Tube   Marketing,
Eitel-Mccullough,     Inc.,     301     Industrial    Way,     Sam
Carlos,    California,    for    information    and    recommen-
dations.   Copies    of   characteristic   curves,   either   con-
stant-grid-voltage     or     constant-current,     for    various
sci.een potentials may be obtained from this department
on   request.

..,,.,.__
HR-6       HEAT      DISSIPATIN§

CONNECTOB

CHASSIS      DECK

DIMENSION    DATA

PEE NOM. MIN. MAX.

A 4 4  3/,6
a 23/8
C .350 .365
D 7,,6 9/,6
E Zl/64

F 2  15/,6 3 5/,6
6 2VB
H 3/8 I/2

J .844 I.219               I

K .000
L 5/,6
M 3/8
N I.000
P 1020

R 520
S .122   D'A. .128   DIA.

)T .055  DIA. .061   DIA.

ALL   DIMENSI0NS   IN   INCHES
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The EIMAC 4-125A is a radial-beam power tetrode intended for use as an
amplifier, oscillator, or modulator. It has a maximum plate-dissipation rating
of 125 watts and a maximum plate-voltage rating of 3000 volts at frequencies
up to 120 MHz.

The low grid-plate capacitance of this tetrode together with its low driving-
power   requirement   allows   considerable   simplification   of   the   associated
circuit and drivel. stage.

Cooling is by radiation from the plate and by air circulation through the
base and around the envelope.

The 4-125A in class-C rf service will  deliver up to 375 watts  plate  power
output with 1.2 watts nominal driving power.

GENERAL      CHARACTERISTICS

1
ELECTRICAL

Filament :  Thoriated Tungsten
Voltage-------
Current--.....

Grid-Screen Amplification Factor ( Average )
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances ( Average )

Grid-Plate--------
Input---------
Output---------

4.125A
(4D2 I )

RADIAL-BEAM
POWER   TETRODE

®

MODULATOR
OSCILLATOR

AMPLIFIER

Transconductance  (Ib=50 rnA, Eb=2500 V, Ec2=400 V)     -
Highest Frequency for Maximum Ratings      ----

MECHANICAL
Base-----------.-
Basing-----------

-        -        -5-pi}imetalshell
-       -        Seeoutlinedrawing

Socket       -       -            E, F. Johnson co. socket No.122-275, National co. No.HX-loo, or equivalent
Mounting position        ------
Cooling---------
Recommended  Heat-Dissipating Plate  Connector
Maximum Over-all Dimensions :

Length--------
Diameter-------

Net weight     -----
Shipping weight   ----

(Revised  6-1-67)   ©    1958,1967  by  Varian

Vertical, base down or up
Radiation and forced ail.
-       -       -EIMAC  HR-6

-        -        -5.69         inches
-        -        -     2.1         inches
-        -        -     6.5        ounces
-        -        -     I.5      pounds
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
AND   OSCILLATOR

Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
( Key-down condition,  I  tube )

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DCplatevoltagel      _     _     _
DCscreenvoltage    ---
DC  Grid  voltage  ----
DC plate current ----
Plate  Dissipation   ----
ScreenDissipation      ---
Grid  Dissipation    ----

TYPICAL   OPERATION

( Frequenc`ies below  120  MHz )
DCplatevoltage       ---
DCscreenvoltage    ---
DCGridvoltage       ---
DC  plate  current      ---
DCscreencurrent    ---
DC  Grid  current ----
ScreenDissipation      ---
Grid  Dissipation   ----
Peak RF  Grid Input Voltage

( approx. )
Driving  Power   (approx.)3   -
Platepowerlnput      ---
Plate  Dissipation  ----
Plate  Power  Output  -     -     -

3000 volts
400 volts

-500 watts
225 rnA
125 watts
20 watts

5 watts

AUDIO-I=REQUENCY   POWER   AMPLll=lER
AND  MODULATOR

Class-AB 1

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC  plate  voltage  ---------
DC  screen  voltage    --------
Max-Signal DC plate current, per Tube       -
Plate Dissipation,  per  Tube       -----
Screen  Dissipation,  per  Tube    -----

3000 volts
600 volts
225 rnA
125 watts
20 watts

TYPICAL   OPERATION

( Sinusoidal  wave,  two  tubes  unless  otherwise  specified )
DC  plate voltage  -----
DC  screen  voltage    ----
DC  Grid  voltage.-'       ----
Zero-Signal DC Plate Current   -
Max-Signal DC Plate Current   -
Zero-Signal DC Screen Current
Max-Signal DC Screen Current
Effective  Load,  Plate-to-Plate  -
Peak, AF Grid Input Voltage

(per  tube)    ------
Driving power ------
Max-Signal  Plate  Dissipation

(per  tube)    ------
Max-Signal  Plate  Power Output
Total  Harmonic Distortion   --

1500     2000
600       600
-90    -94
6050

222       240
_i.0    -0.5

17         6.4

2500     volts
600    volts

-96    volts
50mA

232     rnA
-0.3    rnA

8.5     rnA
10,20013,400 20,300     ohms

90          94          96     volts
0            0            0    watts

87.5        125        125     watts
158       230       330     watts

5            2         2.6   perct.

2

HIGH-LEVEL   MODULATED   RADIO-I:REQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

Class-C  Telephony
( Carrier conditions  unless otherwise  specified,1  tube )

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DCplatevoltagel      _     _     _
DCSc`reenvoltage    ---
DC  Grid  voltage  ----
DC plate current ----
Plate  Dissipation   ----
ScreenDissipation       ---
Grid  Diss].pation    ----
TYPICAL   OPERATloN
( Frequenc`ies  be]ow  120  MHz )
DC  Plate  Voltage     ----
DC  screen  voltage   ----
DC  Grid  voltage       ----
DC plate current      ----
DC screen current  ----
DC  Grid  current      ----
Screen  Dissipation     ----
Grid  Dissipation  -----
Peak AF  Screen Voltage,  100%

Modulation-----
Peak RF Grid Input Voltage

( approx. )      ------
Driving  Power  (approx.):i  -     -
Plate  power Input     ----
Plate  Dissipation  -----
Plate power  output  ----

2500 volts
400 volts

-500 watts
200 rnA

85 watts
20 watts

5 watts

210             210     volts

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
AND  MODULATOR
Class-AB i!

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC  plate  voltage    ---------
DC  screen  voltage    --------
Max-Signal DC plate current, per Tube        -
Plate  Dissipation,  per  Tube       -----
Screen  Dissipation,  per  Tube    -----
TYPICAL   OPERATION

300 volts
400 volts
225 rnA
125 watts
20 watts

( Sinusoidal  wave,  two  tubes  unless  otherwise  specified )
DC  plate voltage  -----
DC  screen voltage     ----
DC  Grid voltage   -----
Zero-Signal DC Plate Current   -
Max-Signal DC Plate Current    -
Zero-Sigrial DC  Screen Current
Max-Signal DC  Screen  Current
Effective  Load,  Plate-to-Plate   -
Peak AF Gricl Input Voltage

( per  tube )    ------
Max-Sigml Avg. Driving Power

( approx. )       ------
Max-Signal Peak Driving Power
Max-Signal Plate  Dissipation

( per  tube )    ------
Max-Signal  Plate  Power  Output
Total  Harmonic  Distortion  -     -

1500     2000
350       350
-41     -45
8772

400       300
00

2500     volts
350     volts
-43    volts

93mA
260     rnA

0mA
34            5            6     rnA

720013,600 22,200     ohms

141         105           89     volts

2.5         I.4            i     watts
5.2         3.1          2.4     watts

125        125        122     watts
350       350       400    watts
2.5             1         2.2   perct.

OAbove  120  MHz  the  maximum  plate  voltage  rating  de-
pends  upon fi.equency.  See  page  4.

ng:;hc:eedftf;toi,voeoogroifmcsi.rcuit  resistance  for  each  tube  must
© Driving power increases above 70 MHz. See page 4.

lF    IT    IS    DESIRED   T0   OPERATE   THIS   TUBE   llNDER   CONDITloNS   WIDELY   DIFFERENT    FROM    THOSE    GIVEN    UNDER    "TYPICAL    OPERATION"    POSSIBLY XCEEDING

THE    MAXIMllM    RATINGS   GIVEN    FOR   CW   SERVICE,   WRITE    EIMAC    DIVIsloN     0F    VARIAN    ASSOCIATES,    FOR     INFORMATloN    AND    RECOMMENDATloNS
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

Mounting-The   4-125A  must  be  mounted  vertically,
base  down or base  up.  The  socket must be  constructed
so as to allow an unimpeded flow of air through the holes
in the base of the tube  and must also provide clearance
foi. the glass tip-off which extends from the center of the
base.  The  tube  should  be  mounted  above  the  chassis
deck to allow free circulation of air in the manner shown
in the mounting diagram below. The above requirements
are  met  by  the  E.  F.  Johnson  Co.  socket  No.   122-275,
the National Co.  socket No.  HX-100,  or a similar socket.

A  flexible  connecting  strap  should  be  provided  be-
tween the HR-6 Heat Dissipating Plate Connector on the
plate terminal and the external circuit. The tube must be
protected from  severe vibration and shock.

00000
11111±11±

/IT,U\H\
4-125A   mounting    providing   base   cooling,   shielding   and   isola+ion

of   output   and   inpu+   compartmen+s.

Cooling-Adequate  cooling   must   be   provided  for
the  seals  and  envelope  of  lhe  4-125A.   In  continu-
ous-service    applications,    the   Temperature    of   The
plate seal, as  measured on  the top  of   tlie  plate  cap,
should   not  exceed  ]70°   C.   A  relatively  slow  move-
ment  of  air  past  the  tube  is  sufficient  to  prevent  seal
temperatures in excess of maximum at frequencies below
30 MHz. At frequencies above 30 MHz, radio frequency
losses  in  the  leads  and  envelope  contribute  to  seal  and
envelope heating,  and  special attention should be  given
to  cooling.   A  small  fan  or  centrifugal  blower  directed
toward  the  upper  portion  of  the  envelope  will  usually
provide  sufficient  circulation  for  cooling  at  frequencies
above  30  MHz,  however.

In  intermittent-service   applications  where   the   "on"
time  does  not  exceed  a  total  of five minutes  in  any  ten-
minute period, plate seal temperatures as high as 220 °  C.
are pei.missible. When the ambient temperature does not
exceed  30°  C.  it will not ordinarily be necessary to  pro-
vide forced cooling to hold the temperatures below this
maximum at frequencies below 30 MHz, provided that a
heat-dissipating plate  connec`tor is  used,  and the  tube  is
so located that normal circulation of air past the envelope
is not impeded.

4-125A-
(4D2 I )

Provision   must   be   made   for   circulation   of   air
through the  base  of The  Tube.     Where    shielding    or
socket  design  makes  it  impossible  to  allow  free  circula-
tion of air through the base, it will be nec`essary to apply
forced-air  cooling  to  the  stem  structui.e.  An  air  flow  of
two cubic feet per minute through the base will be suffi-
cient for stem  c`ooling.

ELECTRICAL

Filament  Voltage-For maximum tube life the filament
voltage, as measured directly at the filament pins,  should
be  the  rated  value  of  5.0  volts.  Unavoidable  variations
in  filament voltage must be kept within  the range  from
4.75  to  5.25  volts.

Bias  Voltage-Dc  bias  voltage  for  the  4-125A  should
not  exceed  500  volts.  If  grid-leak  bias  is  used,  suitable
protective means must be provided to prevent excessive
plate   or   screen   dissipation   in   the   event   of   loss   of
excitation.
Screen  Voltage-The dc screen voltage for the 4-125A
should not exceed 400  volts,  except for  class-AB    audio
operation.
Plate Voltage-The plate-supply voltage for the 4-125A
should not exceed  3000  volts  for frequencies  below  120
MHz.  The  maximum  permissible  plate  voltage  is  less
than 3000 volts above  120 MHz, as shown by the graph
on page  5.

ghr!t|gLs::pbae`i:if.-w?iiioedxi::iepdatf::wfaot:s.:hreidf;sis?:A_
tion may be calculated from the following expression:

Pg-ecmp'c
where  Pg±Grid  dissipation,

ecmp±Peak  positive  grid  voltage,  and
Ic ± D-c grid  current.

e„np    may  be  measured  by  means  of  a  suitable  peak
voltmeter connected between filament and grid.
Scl.een  Dissipation-The power dissipated by the screen
of the 4-125A must not exceed 20 watts.  Screen  dissipa-
tion  is  likely  to  rise  to  excessive  values  when  the  plate
voltage,  bias  voltage  or  plate  load   are  removed  with
filament and screen voltages  applied.  Suitable protective
means must be provided to  limit screen dissipation to 20
watts in the  event of circuit failure.
plate  Dissipation-Under  normal  operating  conditions,
the  plate  dissipation  of  the  4-125A  should  not  be  al-
lowed to exceed  125 watts  in unmodulated applications.

In   high-level-modulalted   amplifier   applications,   the
maximum  allowable carrier-condition plate dissipation is
85  watts.  The  plate  dissipation  will  rise  to   125  watts
under  100%  sinusoidal modulation.

plate  dissipation  in  excess  of  the  maximum  rating  is
permissible for short periods of time, such as during tun-
ing procedures.

3
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OPERATION

Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony-The    4-125A
may be operated as a class-C telegraph or FM telephone
amplifier without  neutralization  up  to  about  30  MHz  if
reasonable  precautions   are  taken  to   prevent  coupling
between  input and  output  circuits  external  to  the  tube.
A  grounded metallic plate  on which  the  socket  may be
mounted  as  shown  in  the  mounting  diagram  on  page
three provides  an effective  isolating  shield between  grid
and  plate  circuits.  In  single-ended  circuits,  plate,  grid,
filament   and   screen  by-pass   capacitors   should  be  re-
turned through the  shortest possible leads  to  a common
chassis  point.  In push-pull applications  the filament and
screen  terminals  of  each  tube  should be  by-passed  to  a
common chassis point by the shortest possible leads,  and
short,  hea,vy  leads  should  be  used  to  interc`onnect  the
screens  and  filaments  of  the  two  tubes.  Care  should  be
taken  to  prevent  leakage  of  radio-frequency  energy  to
leads  entering the  amplifier,  to  prevent  grid-plate  coup-
ling between these leads  external to  the  amplifier.

Where  shielding  is  adequate,   the  feed-back  at  fre-
quencies  above  100  MHz  is  due  principally  to  screen-
lead-inductance  effects,  and  it  becomes  necessary  to  in-
troduce  in-phase  voltage  from  the  plate  circuit  into  the
grid circuit. This can be done by adding capacitance be-
tween plate  and  grid  external to the tube.  Ordinal.ily,  a
small  metal  tab  approximately  9{-inch  square  connected
to the grid terminal and located adjacent to the envelope
opposite  the  plate  will  suffice  for  neutrahization.  Means
should  be  provided  for  adjusting  the  spacing  between
the  neuti`alizing  capacitor  plate  and  the  envelope,  but
care must be taken to prevent the neutralizing plate from
touching   the   envelope.   An   alternative   neutralization
scheme is illustrated in the diagram below.  In this circuit
feed-back  is  eliminated  by  series-tuning  the  screen  to
ground with  a small capacitor..  The  socket  screen  termi-
nals  should  be  strapped  together,  as  shown  on  the  dia-
gram,  by  the  shortest  possible  lead,  and  the  leads  from
the  screen  terminal  to  the  capacitor,  C,  and  from  the
capacitor to ground should be made as  short as possible.
All connections to the screen terminals should be made to
the center of the strap between the terminals, in order to
equalize the current in the two screen leads and prevent
overheating  one  of  them.  The  value  for  C  given  under
the diagram presupposes the use of the  shortest possible
leads.

At  fi.equencies  below  loo  MHz  ordinary  neutraliza-
tion  systems  may  be  used.   With  reasonably  effective
shielding, however., neutralization should not be required
below about 30 MHz.

The  driving  power  and  power  output  under  typical
operating  conditions,  with  maximum  output  and  plate
voltage,  are shown on page 5.  The power output shown
is  the  actual  plate  power  delivered  by  the  tube;   the
power delivered to the load will depend upon the effici-
ency of the plate tank and output coupling system.  The
driving power is likewise the driving power required by
the  tube  (includes  bias  loss).  The  driver  output  power
should exceed the driving power requirement by a suffi-
cient  margin  to  allow  for  coupling-circuit  losses.  These
losses  will not ordinarily  amount  to  more  than  30  or  40

per  cent  of  the  driving  power,   except  at  frequencies
above  150  MHz.  The  i.ise  of  silver-plated  linear  tank-
circuit  elements  is  recommended  at  frequencies  above
loo  MHz.

Conventional capacitance-shortened quartet.-wave lin-
ear grid tank circuits having a calculated Zo  of 160 ohms
or  less  may  be  used  with  the  4-125A  up  to  175  MHz.
Above  175  MHz  linear  grid  tank  circuits  employing  a
capacitor"-type shortening bar,  as illustrated in the dia-

gram  below,  may be  used.  The  capacitor.,  Ci ,  may  con-
sist of two silver-plated brass plates one inch square with
a piece of .010 inch mica or polystyrene as insulation.

Class-C  AM  Telephony-The  rf  circuit  considerations
discussed    above   under   Class-C    Telegraphy   or   FM
Telephony also apply to amplitude-modulated operation
of  the  4-125A.  When  the  4-125A  is  used  as  a  class-C
high-level-modulated   amplifier,   modulation   should   be
applied to both plate and screen.  Modulation voltage for
the screen may be  ()btained fi.om  a  sepai.ate winding  on
the  modulation   transformer,   by   supplying   the   screen
voltage  via  a  series  dropping resistor  from  the  unmodu-
lated plate supply,  or by the  use  of  an  audio-frequency
reactor  in  the  positive  sci-een-supply  lead.  When  sci.een
modulation is obtained by either the series-resistor oi. the
audio-reactol. method,  the  audio-frequeney  variations  in
screen current which i`esult from variations  in plate volt-
age as  the plate is modulated  automatically  give  the  re-
quired  screen  modulation.  Where  a  reactor  is  used,  it
should   have   a  rated   inductance   of  not   less   than   10
henries  divided  by  the  number  of  tubes  in  the  modu-
Iated  amplifier  and  a  maximum  current  I.ating  of  t\vo
or  three  times  the  operating  dc  screen  curl.ent.  To  pre-
vent  phase  shift  between  the  sci.een  and  plate  modula-
tion  voltages  at  high  audio  frequencies,  the  screen  by-
pass  capacitor  should  be  no  larger  than  necessary  for
adequate rf by-passing. Where sci.een voltage is obtained
from  i` separate winding on the modulation ti.ansformer,
the  screen  winding  should  be  designed  to  deliver  the
peak   screen   modulation   voltage   given   in   the   typical
operating data  on page  2.

For  high-level  modulated  service,  the  use  of  partial
grid-leak  bias  is  recommended.  Any  by-pass  capacitors
placed  aci.oss  the  grid-leak  resistance  should  have  a  re-
actance at the highest modulation frequency equal to  at
least twice the grid-leak resistance.

Class-AB]    and  Class-A82  Audio-Two   4-125A's   may
be  used  in  a  push-pull  Oil.cuit  to   give  relatively  high
audio  output  power  at  low  distortion.  Maximum  ratings
and typical operating conditions for class-ABi   and  class-
A82  audio operation are given in the tabulated data.

When  type  4-125A  tubes  are  used  as  class-ABi ,  oi-
class-A82  audio amplifiers at  1500 plate volts,  under the
conditions  given  under  "Typical  Operation,"  the  screen
voltage  must  be  obtained  from  a  source  having  reason-
ably good regulation, to prevent variations in screen volt-
age from  zero-signal to maximum-signal conditions.  The
use  of voltage  I.egulator  tubes  in  a  standard  circuit  will
provide adequate regulation. The variation in screen cur-
rent  at plate  voltages  of  2000  and  above  is  low  enough
so  that  any screen  power  supply  having  a  normal  order



of regulation will serve.  The  driver plate  supply  makes
a  convenient  source  of  screen  voltage  under  these  con-
ditions.

Grid  bias  voltage  for  class-A82 service  may  be  ob-
tained from  batteries  or  from  a  small  fixed-bias  supply.
When a bias supply is used, the dc resistance of the bias
source  should  not  exceed  250  ohms.  Under  class-ABi
c.onditions  the  effective  grid-circuit  resistance  for  each
tube should not exceed 250,000 ohms.

The peak driving power figures given in the class-A82
tabulated data are included to make possible an accurate
determination of the required driver output power.  The

-

4-125^ -
SOO J1-Ec

i

.00 0'       ,,               F\FC6.''I_ucT15 JJtl +Ec2

RFC+EBB

±n    c4.#,
EF

00

''11

ol           ''                       RFC8SjjH

If-,25A

Screen-+uning   neutralization  circuit  for  use  above   loo  Mc.
C  is  a  small  split-stator  capacitor.

C(#Hfd) = # ,  approx.

4-125^ -
(4D2I  )

driving amplifier must be capable of supplying the peak
driving   power   without   distortion.   The   driver   stage
should, therefore, be capable of providing an undistorted
average output equal to half the peak driving power re-
quirement.  A  small  amount  of  additional  driver  output
should  be  provided  to  allow  for  losses  in  the  coupling
transfoimer.

The power output figures  given in the tabulated data
refer to the total power output from the amplifier tubes.
The  useful power  output will be from  5  to  15  per  cent
less  than  the  figures  shown,  due to  losses  in the  output
transformer.

-
L1                                                     4-12SA                           L2

C4 F\FC

RF-C

11'1IT

C2C3I

C1 RFC `1clEF
EEL1'1'

IC.2

+ C2 +E a
C4

#4-,

F\F-C

!1[
L1 5AL2

Typical   circuit  arrangement   useful   for  frequencies  above   175   Mc.
C,-See  above.                               L,-3/8''  did.  copper  spaced
C2-Neutralizing   capacitor.                   I ''  cen+er-+o-center.

C'-.00l   „fd.
C.-,00  4Hfd.

6„   ,ong.
L2-7/8"   did.   brass,   silver   plated.

spaced    I I/2"   center-+o-center,
4,,   long.
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4-125A

Lpl

F\ FC  2"1
cp,I"       i

C2
4-125AJT

C'C'C1

u'Cc,

C1RFC'

i
SH I  ELO

RF

I

I

IT\LG'

C'

ItlIIL_

__J

EFILA-MI-NT  V 0 L T S Eccl Po                                      EBB

50V 3   8  WATTS 2SO0V ,  ZOO  M^
SOV 2   5  WATTS 30\\0  `  .  ,® `  ",

Typ'Ca'ra.d'°iroi:gureanpcryp°5:3rwaaT+Ps'';iepru;.jrcu;tlc'assc

Oti
LPS

Cp3                   RFC2

4-12SA-I- C2

_I--I13

C' C'RFC'

C'

1=IIII'52MAII_ I
11

SHIELDFj

C

2A3CATHODEBIAS2A3

RFC1 CG,                    LG,

S

.
RONf'IvE

T111

R2                        3oMA

35T                                T21135T

2MA

od                            ±      6              6    6    °

Typical   high-level-modulated   r-f  amplifier  circui+,   with   modulator
and   driver  stages,   380  watts   plate   input.

Ecc' F  i i  .` PoEF EBB

-I S0  V.  24MA 3SO V .  cO  MA 7   6  WATTS 50V 2soo  v  ,  aoc)  MA

350 V,  60  MA 5   0   WATTS \- 3000V     335MA

Typical   radio-frequency  power  amplifier  circuit,   Class-C
telegraphy,    1000   watts   input.

diT    |p4

Cp4

4-125A

R6

C2                                            4`12SA

---    C'          C1
C'C'- T=IIII   300 MAIIR4COMA

I   I        IJ,  J,             I            \   -

SHIEL D
K€3 \c3

CG2

F\ F C  I

IIIII

RFC1

Lc2Fi3 C'

iiiiiiiii=il
4-'25A45T3                                     T4

I
11

Rj
260  MA

cT     p,         T`C4 4-`2SA C4

tttV''3A-;8°MVA;gf)VMER-43V                        5V,llA                 +3SOV       +266W^TTS

Typical   high-level-modulated   r-f   amplifier   circui+,   wi+h   modulator
and   driver   stages,   750   watts   plate   input.

See   opposite   page  for   list  of  components. ®



COMPONENTS  FOR  TYPICAL  CIRCUITS
(Diagrams,   Page   6)

Lpi-Cpi-Tank    circui+    appropriate    for    operating
0= 12.  Capacitor  pla+e  spacing=.200''.

Lp2-Cp2-Tank     circui+     appropriate    for    operating
0=  12.  Capaci+or  plate  spacing = .ZOO".

Lps-Cp3-Toan=k,2::r€:::ac:tpo:r;Par+::tsepafc::gip.:r7a5t.'J?9

Lp4-Clt4-Toa=[,2::r€:::ac?tpo:r;Part::tsepafc?:gip.:r7a5t/i/?g

Lri-CL;I-Tuned   circuit    appropriate    for   operating
L.,2-Cg2-Tuned     circuit    appropriate    for    opera+ing

Ci-.002-ufd.,   500-v.   mice
C2 -.002-ufd.,   5000-v.   mica
C3-.00l-ufd..   2500-v.   mica

C4 -16-ufd..   450-v.   electrolytic
C5-lo-ufd.,   25-v.   electrolytic
Ri -7000  ohms,  5  watts

frequency:

frequencyi

frequency:

frequency:

frequency.
fr®qency.

4-125A-
(4D2 I )

R2 -70,000  ohms,loo  wa+ts
R3-3500  ohms,  5  wa+ts
R+ -35,000  ohms,  200  watts
R5-560  ohms,   I   watt
R6-25,000  ohms,  2   wa++s

R7-1500  ohms,  5  Vat+s
RFci -2.5-mhy.,125-rna.  r-f  choke

RFC2 -I-mhy.,  500-rna.  r-f  choke
Ti -10-wet+  driver  transformer:   ratio  pri.  +o   I/2   sec.  approx.  2:I.

T2-200-wa+t   modula+ion   transformeri   ratio   pri.   to   sec.   approx.
I :I :   pri.   impodance=  16,ZOO   ohms.   see.   impedance=  16,500
ohms.

T3-5-watt  driver  transformer:  ratio   pri.  to  I/2  sec.  approx.I.I :I.

T4-400-watt   modulation   transformer:   ra+io   pri.  to   see.   approx.
2.7:I:   pri.   impedance=22,200  ohms,   soc.  impedance=8300
ohms,

7
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   5D22/4-250A   is   a   compact,   ruggedly   constructed  power
tetrode   having  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of  250  watts.  It  is  in-
tended  for  use  as  an  amplifier,  oscillator  or  modulator.  The  low  grid-plate
capacitance  of  this  tetrode  coupled  with  its  low  driving-power  requirement
allows   considerable   simplification   of   the   associated   circuit   and  driver
stage.

The  5D22/4-250A  is  cooled  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  circula-
tion  of forced-air  through  the  base,  around  the  envelope,  and  over  the  plate
seal.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage...............

Current,  at  5.0  volts     ......
Transconductance  (Average):

Ib  =  100  rnA,  Ec2  =  500  Vdc
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen     ..........

4000   Hmhos

5.1

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitance  ( grounded filament) 2
Input
Output
Feedback...........

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW................

5D22
4-250A

RADIAL   BEAM

POWER   TETRODl

12.7   pF

4.5   pF
0.12   pF

....        110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment design.

2.    Capacitance values are for a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded f ixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length..............

Diameter.............

Net  Weight   ..............

Operating Position  .........

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:
Plate  Seal    ............

Base  Seals  ............

..       6.375in;  161.93mm

..      3.563in;     90.50mm

8oz;     226.8gm

Vertical,  base down  or up

...........        200OC

...........        170OC

(Effective  5-5-70)     ©   1970,  1952   by  Varian Printed  in  U. S. A .

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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Cooling  .  .  .
Base....

5 D22/4 -2 5 0A

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  .
Recommended  Chimney   .......

.   Radiation  and  forced  air

........     Special  5-pin

....  EIMAC   SK-400  Series

......... EIMAC   SK-406
Recommended  Heat-Dissipating  Connector:

Plate.....................................................HR-6

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB|

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE .
DC  PLATE  CURF{ENT  .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION   .   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION   .

GRID   DISSIPATION      .   .

4000   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

0.35    AMPEF{E

250   WATTS
35    WATTS
10    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

5:::eenv#itgaeg; :  ..  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Grid  Voltagel ...........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ...,
Single-Tone  Plate  Current  ...,
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current2.  .  ,
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2  .  ,
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2 ......,
Plate  Dissipation    ........,
Single-Tone  Plate  Output  Power
F}esonant  Load   Impedance  ...,

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  110  MHz)

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R
OSCILLATOR   Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE.  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE   .   .

DC  PLATE  CUF{RENT .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION  .   .

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION  .

GFuD   DISSIPATION     .   .

4000   VOLTS
600    VOLTS

•500   VOLTS

0.35    AMPEF{E

250   WATTS

35    WATTS
10    WATTS

Plate  Voltage   ..........
Sci.een  Voltage  .........
Grid  Voltage     ..........
Plate  Current    ..........
Screen  Current2 .........
Grid  Current 2 ..........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2 .....
Calculated  Driving  Power2/3
Plate   Input  Power    .......
Plate  Dissipation     .......
Plate  Output  Power    ......

1.    Above  110  MHz,  the  maximum  plate  voltage  rating  de-

pends  upon  frequency.  See  Application   (Electrical)
section.

2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Driving  power  increases  above  40  MHz.  See  Application

( E I ectri ca I )  secti on .

PLATE  MODULATED  RADlo FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN  Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE1 .............   3200    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  ............      600    VOLTS
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     .............- 500    VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CURRENT   .............  0.275    AMPERE

PLATE  DISSIPATION2 .............       165    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION  3............          35    WATTS

GPID   DISSIPATION  3  .............          10    WATTS

1.    Above  110  MHz,  the  maximum  plate  voltage  rating  de-

pends  upon  frequency.  See  Application(Electrical )sec-
ti on .

2.   Corresponds  to 250 watts  at  100% sine-wave modula-
t i on .

3.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  110  MHz)

Plate  Voltage   ..........
Screen  Voltage  .........
Grid  Voltage     ..........
Plate  Current   ..........
Screen  Current4   ........
Grid  Current  4 ..........
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage (1 oo°/o

modu lati on ) 4   .........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  4   ....
Calculated  Driving  Power4/5
Plate  Input  Power    .......
plate  Dissipation     .......
Plate  Output  Power    ......

4.   Approximate  Value.
5.    Driving  power  increases  above  110  MHz.  See  Applica-

tion  (Electrical)  section.

F-
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AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R
MODULATOR  class  AB,  Grid  Driven

(Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS   (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .,..........       4000    VOLTS

DC  SCFiEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT   .

PLATE   DISSIPATION    .

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION

GRIDDISSIPATION        .

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION   (Two  Tubes),  Class  ABi

Plate  Voltage  .......
Screen  Voltage ......
Grid  Voltagel /3  .....
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current
Max.  Signal   Plate  Current
Zecr::rs:::il.:C.r:e.n....

M%Xu.rrse'ngtnTa:::r::n....

Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2.   .
Peak  Driving  Power  .  .   .
Max.  Signal   Plate

D i ss i pa t i on 2   ......
Plate  Output  Power   .  .  .
Load  Pesistance

(plate  to  plate)     ....

-0.40   -0.30       -0.30

23         22               13
64         88             90
000

145       175            225
310      460           625

3000   Vdc
600   Vdc

-116    Vdc

417    mAdc

-0.20   mAdc

11     mAdc
93v
Ow

250W
750W

600   VOLTS
0.35    AMPEF}E

250   WATTS
35   WATTS
10    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Two  Tubes),  class  A82

Plate  Voltage .......     1500   2000
Screenvoltage ......       300      300
Gridvoltagel/3  .....- 48       -48

120   mAdc      Zero-Signarplatecurrent     100      120

6250    917011,40015,000   a

Max.  Signal   Platecurrent    485       510
Zero-Signal  Screen

Currentl   .........              0             0
Max.  Signal  Screen

Currentl  .........           34          26
PeakafGridvoltage2.          96         99
PeakDrivingpower4..         4.7        5.5
Mix;sS,'pgant::np2.a:e.....       150      185

Plateoutputpower...       428      650
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate ,....

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Per  tube.
3.   Adjust  to  give  stated

4.    Nominal  drive  power

2500       3000   Vdc
300          300   Vdc
•51             -53    Vdc

120            125    mAclc

500          473   mAdc

0               0   mAdc

23             33   mAdc
100              99   v
4.8            4.6   w

205            190    W
840         1040   W

54cO   800010,90016,000   a

zero-signal  plate  current.

is  one-half  peak  drive  power.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output

power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  varlations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor   must   be  adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  ls  applled.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  5.0  volts  ...................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded  filament connection)
Input................................

Output...........................I....

Feedback..............................

1.     In   Shielded   Fixture.

Min.        Max.

....    i3T   FTA

...         10.714.5    pF

•...            3.7           5.1    pF
---0.14   pF

3
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APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

„OOwT/IVG   -   The      4-250A     must     be    mounted
vertically,  base  up  or  down.  The  socket  must  be
constructed   so  as  to  allow  an  unimpeded  flow  of
air  through  the  holes  in  the  base  of  the  tube  and
must  also  provide  clearance  for  the  glass  tip-off
which   extends  from   the  center  of  the  base.  The
metal    tube-base   shell   should   be    grounded   by
means    of    suitable    spring   fingers.    The   above
requirements   are  met  by   the   EIMAC   SK-400  and
SK-410  Air-System  Sockets.  A  flexible  connecting
strap should  be  provided between  the  EIMAC  HR-6
connector  on  the  plate  teminal  and  the  external

plate   circuit.   The   tube   must   be   protected   from
severe vibration  and  shock.

COOL/IVG   -   Adequate    forced-air    cooling    must
be    provided    to   maintain   the   base   seals    at   a
temperature   below  170°C,   and  the  plate  seal  at
a temperature below 200°C.

When  the  EIMAC  SK-400  or  SK-410  Air-System
Socket    is   used,   a   minimum   air   flow   of  5  cubic
feet  per minute at a static  pressure  of  0.25  inches
of   water   or   less,   as   measured  in   the  socket  or

plenum   chamber  at  sea  level,  is   required  to pro-
vide    adequate   cooling   under   all   conditions   of
operation.    Seal   temperature   limitations   may   re-

quire   that   cooling   air   be   supplied   to   the    tube
even  when  the  filament  alone  is  on  during  stand-
by  periods.

In  the  event  an  Air-System  Socket  is  not  used,

provision    must    be   made    to    supply   equivalent
cooling  of  the  base,  the  envelope,  and  the  plate
lead.

Intermittent-service    applications    where    the
``on"  time does  not exceed a  total  of five minutes

in  any  ten-minute  period,  plate-seal  temperatures
as  high  as  220°C,  are  permissible.  When  the  am-
bient  temperature  does  not  exceed  30°C,   it  will
not    ordinarily   be   necessary   to   provide   forced
cooling   of   the   bulb   and   plate   seal   to  hold  the
temperature   below   this   maximum   at   frequencies
below    30   MHz,    provided   that   a   heat-radiating

plate  connector   is  used,   and  the   tube  is  so lo-
cated    that   normal   circulation    of   air   past   the
envelope  is  not  impeded.  The  five  cubic  feet  per
minute  base-cooling requirement  must  be  observeci
in  intermittent  service.

Tube   temperatures   may   be   measured   with   a
temperature    sensitive    paint,    spray    or   crayon,

such   as   manufactured   by   Tempil   Division,   Big
Three  Industrial  Gas  &  Equipment  Co.,  Hamilton
Blvd.,  So.  Plainfield,  N.J.  07080.

ELECTRICAL

FJLAMEIVT  VOLTAGE   -   For  maximum  tube  life
the  filament  voltage,  as  measured  directly  at  the
filament   pins,  should  be  the  rated  voltage  of 5.0
volts.    Variations    in    filament   voltage   must   be
kept within  the  range  from  4.75  to  5.25  volts.

BJAS   VOLTAGE   -   The   dc  bias   voltage   for  the
4-250A   should  not   exceed   500  volts.   If   grid  re-
sistor  bias  is  used,  suitable  means  must  be  pro-
vided   to  prevent  excessive   plate   or  screen  dis-
sipation  in  the event of loss  of excitation,  and  the

grid  resistor  should  be  made  adjustable  to  facili-
tate maintaining the bias  voltage  and  plate current
at   the  desired  values  from  tube  to  tube.  In  oper-
ation   above  50  MHz,  it  is  advisable  to  keep  the
bias  voltage  as  low  as  is  practicable.

SCREEIV  VOLTAGE   -   The  dc  screen  voltage  for
the    4-250A   should   not   exceed   600   volts.   The
screen   voltages   shown   under   Typical   Operation
are   representative  voltages  for  the  type  of oper-
ation  involved.

PLATE   VOLr4GE   -   The   plate-supply   voltage
for   the   4-250A   should  not  exceed  4000  volts  in
CW   and   audio   applications.   In   plate-modulated
telephony    service   the   dc   plate   supply   voltage
should   not  exceed   3200  volts,   except  belowl.10
MHz,   intermittent  service,  where  4000  volts  may
be  used.

GR/D    DJSS/PATJOIV   -   Grid   dissipation   for   the
4-250A  should  not  be  allowed  to exceed  10 watts.
Grid    dissipation    may    be    calculated    from   the
following expression:

Pg  =  egkxlc

where Pg  =  Grid  dissipation

egk  =  Peak positive  grid  to  cathode  voltage,
and

Ic  =  dc  grid  current

egk   may   be   measured   by   means   of   a  suitable
peak   voltmeter   connected   between   filament  and
grid.



SCREEIV   DISSIPATION   -   rrhe   power  dlss.ipated
by   the  screen  of  the  4-250A  must  not  exceed  35
watts.  Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  ex-
cessive  Values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  volt-
age   or  plate  load  are  removed  with  filament  and
screen     voltages    applied.     Suitable    protective
means   must  be  provided  to  limit  screen  dissipa-
tion  to 35 watts  in  event  of circuit  failure.

PLATE  D/SS/PATJOIV   -   Under  normal  operating
conditions,   the   plate   dissipation   of   the  4-250A
should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  250 watts.  The
anode   of  the   4-250A   operates   at   a   visibly   red
color     at   its   maximum   rated   dissipation   of 250
watts.

In     plate    modulated    amplifier    applications,
the    maximum    allowable    carrier-condition   plate
dissipation   is   165  watts.   The   plate  dissipation
will    rise   to   250   watts   under   1.00%   sinusoidal
modulation.

Plate  dissipation   in  excess   of  the  maximum
rating   is   permissible   for   short  periods   of  time,
such  as during tuning procedures.

PULSE     SERVJCE   -   For     pulse    service,    the
EIMAC  4PR400A should  be  used.

MULTIPLE   OI'ERATION   -   To  obtain  maxinum
power  output  with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes
operated   in   multiple,   it   is  desirable    to   adjust
individual   screen   or   grid  bias   voltages   so  that
the   peak  plate  current  for  each  tube  is  equal  at
the   crest   of   the   exciting   voltage.   Under   these
conditions,   individual  dc   plate  currents   will  be
approximately    equal    for    full    input    signal   for
class  AB|  operation.

CAUTION-GLASS      IMPLOSION    -   The     E"AC
4-250A  is  pumped  to  a  very  hich  vacuum,  which
is  contained  by  a  glass  envelope.  When  handling
a  glass  tube,  remember  that  glass  is  a  relatively
fragile    material,    and    accidental    breakage   can
result  at  any  time.  Breakage  will  result  in  flying

glass  fragments,  so  safety  glasses,  heavy  cloth-
ing,    and    leather    gloves    are    recommended   for

protection.

CAUTION-HIGH   VOLTAGE   -   Operating  voltage
for   the  4-250A  can  be  deadly,   so  the  equipment
must  be   designed  properly  and  operation  precau-
tions  must  be  followed.  Design  equipment  so  that
no  one can  come in  contact with hich  voltages. All
equipment    must   include    safety   enclosures    for
hich  voltage circuits  and`terminals ,  with interlock

5D22/4-25 0A

switches    to   open    the    primary    circuits    of   the

power  supply  and  to  discharge  hich  voltage  cap-
acitors   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.   In-
terlock    switches    must   not    be    bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN   KILL.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   1£   ±t   ±s   desired   tc)
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent   from   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power
Grid   Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,
for information  and  recommendations.

+000
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OPERATING  CHARACTERISTICS  ABOVE  40 MHz
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DIMENsioNAL   DArIA

®
i5  Am  HOLEs
EOUALLY    SPACED

BOTTOM     VIEW

D,Ml
'NCHES M lLLIMETERS

M(N         I        MAX FiEF MIN. MAX. REF

A' 5.87516.375   i '49.23 161.93

!8!
--     i3.563 90.50

I

Dl 5.125     I   5.625 130. '8 ffl2 . 8 8

E'(  0.350   i  0.365 8.89 I    9.27

F .  0.328 8.33
1

I

I

H 0.438 11-13

J 0.969 24 . 61

K 0.250 6.35
L I__ 0.750 19 . 05

M 0.250 6.35

N i   2.750 69.85
P 0. 312 7.92

Q 0.500 I 2. 70

!R I.625 41.28

S I . 2 50 31. 75

T 0.185 0.191 4,70 4.85

U 500 300
V GOO 600
W 450 450

rroTEs:
TrfeF DiwErsioNs AFH For mFa

REcaT##°#j#+#Fgr

NOTE:
Base  pins  T  and  tubulation  K  are  so  alined  that  they  can  be  freely  inserted  in  a  gage %  inch  (6.35  mm)  thick with
hole diameters of  .204  (5.18  mm)  and  .500  (12.70  ,Tim),  respectively,  located  on  the  true  centers  by  the  given  dimen-
sions S,  U,  V.
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8438

TECHlllcAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   8438/4-400A   is   a   compact,   ruggedly   constructed   power
tetrode   having  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of  400  watts.   It  is  in-
tended  for  use  as  an  amplifier,  oscillator  or  modulator.  The  low  grid-plate
capacitance  of  this  tetrode  coupled  with  its  low  driving-power  requirement
allows   considerable   simplification   of   the    associated   circuit  and  driver
stage.

The   8438/4-400A  is  cooled  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  circula-
tion  of  forced-air through  the  base,  around  the  envelope,  and  over the  plate
seal.   Cooling  can  be  greatly  simplified  by  using  an  EIMAC  SK-400  Series
Air  System  Socket  and  its  accompanying  glass  chimney.  This  socket  is  de-
signed  to  maintain  the  correct  balance  of cooling  air  between  the  compon-
ent parts  of the  tube. 3

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.............................

Current,  at  5.0  volts  .....................

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib=100mA,       Ec2=500volts   ..............

Amplification  Factor (Average):
Grid  to  Screen      ........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded filament)2
Input...............................

Output..............................

Feedback............................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW...............

5.0  ±  0.25   V

..         14.5    A

•.       4000   „mhos

5.1

4-400A

RADIAL   BEAM

POWEF]   TETRODE

12.5   pF

4.7   pF
0.12   pF

110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.     In  Shielded  Fixture.

3.    Guarantee  applies  only  when  the  4-400A  is  used  as  specified  with  adequate  air  in  the  SK-400  or  SK-410  Air-System
Socket  and  associated  chimney or equivalent.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length  ...........................................      6.375  in;   161.93  mm

Diameter     .........................................      3.563in;     90.50mm

(Effective7-20-70)   ©     by  varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california    94070

-
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Net  Weight    ..............

Operating Position   .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Plate  Seal
Base  Seals

..           9.Ooz;     255     gin

Vertical,  base down or up

`   I   '   `   ............................................           225OC

•...............................................           200OC

Cooling     .........................................      Radiation  and  forced  air

Base.........................

Recommended  Socket  ...............

Recommended  Chimney     .............

Recommended  Heat-Dissipating Connectors:
Plate     ...-..--.-------    _    _    _    _

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN
Class  ABi

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .....
DC  PLATE  CUFIFIENT   ......
PLATE  DISSIPATION    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GRID   DISSIPATION   .......

.  4000   VOLTS

.     800    VOLTS

.0.350    AMPERE

.     400    WATTS

.        35    WATTS

.        10    WATTS

.....   Special  5-pin

EIMAC SK-400  Series
•...   EIMAC  SK-406

HR-6

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz)
Class  AB| ,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  .....................

Screen  Voltage  ....................

Grid   Voltagel .....................

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .............
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .............
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2   ...........
Useful   Output  Power   ................
F!esonant  Load  Impedance  .............

0
80

290
13

470
5000

1.   Adjust to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

OSCILLATOR    Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE .

DC   PILATE  CuF{RENT  .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION   .   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION   .

GF}lDDISSIPATION      ..

.   4000   VOLTS

.      600    VOLTS

.  0.350    AMPEPIE

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1  ....
Grid  Dissipation   .......
Calculated  Driving  Power 2.
Plate  Input  Power    ......
Plate  Dissipation     ......
Plate  Output  Power    .....

1.    Approximate     value.

2.    Driving  Power  increases  with  frequency.  At  75  MHz  dri-
400   WATTS                            Vlng  power  is  approximately 12  watts.

35   WATTS
10   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  .  .  .
Screen  Voltage  .  .
Grid  Voltage    .  .   .
Plate  Current   .  .  .
Screen  Currentl    .
Screen  Dissipation
Grid  Currentl   .  .   .

2500
500

-200

350
46
23
18

rvpICAL  OPERATION   (110  MHz,  two  tubes)

Plate  Voltage  .....
Screen  Voltage  ....
Grid  Voltage    .....
Plate  Current   .....
Screen  Current   ....
Grid  Current     .....
Driving  Power 1
Plate  Output  Power 1
Useful  Output  Power

1.  Approximate  value.

3500
500

-170

500
34
20
20



PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN  Class  C  Telephony
(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE.   .
DC  SCF!EEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE   .   .
DCPLATE  CURRENT      .
PLATE  DISSIPATION1    .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2

GBID  DISSIPATION2      .

3200   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

-500   VOLTS
0.275   AMPEPE

270   WATTS
35   WATTS
10    WATTS

1.   Corresponds to 400 watts at  1000/o sine-wave modu-
lation.

2.    Average,  with  or without modulation.

TYPICAL  OPEF!ATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz )

Plate  Voltage  ............

Screen  Voltage ...........
Grid  Voltage    ............

plate  Current  ............
Screen  Current 1   ..........
Screen  Dissipation    ........
Grid  Currentl  ............
Grid  Dissipation  ..........

Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1
(100%  modulation)  ........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1 .......
Calculated  Driving  Powerl   .  .   .
plate  Input  Power   .........
Plate  Dissipation    .........
Plate  Output  Power   ........

1.    Approximate  value.

4-4oo^ a-

MAXIMUM  RATINGS (Frequencies  to  30  MHz,
Intermittent  Service

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .   .
DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE .

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE    .   .
DC  PLATE  CURRENT  .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1.   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2
GRID  DISSIPATION2  .   .

4000   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

-500   VOLTS

o.275   AMPERr
270   WATTS

35   WATTS
10   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz,
Intermittent  Service)

Plate  Voltage  .........
Screen  Voltage ........
Grid  Voltage    .........

Plate  Current  .........
Screen  Currentl ........

8:ir:e:upr:snst,9:t.,?n...........
Grid  Dissipation  .......
Peak  Screen  Voltage

(1000/omodulation).....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel ....
Calculated  Driving  Power 1.
Plate  Input  Power   ......
Plate  Dissipation    ......
Plate  Output  Power   .....

AUDIO  FREOuENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER OR

MODULATOR    Class  AB,  Grid  Driven
(Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUF`RENT  .
PLATE  DISSIPATION   .

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION  .   .

.   4000   VOLTS

.      goo   VOLTS

.  0.350    AMPEFtE

.      400   WATTS

.         35   WATTS

.         10   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class  AB|

Plate  Voltage .........

i:::ecoyt:,::gTe,4 :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Curl.ent   .
Max.  Signal  plate  Current  .
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current
Max.  Signal  Screen  Currentl

:::i3f,i::idg::#2::::
Max  Signal  plate
Dissipation2........ 370      400

Plate  Output  Power   ......      850110013301540   W
Load  Fiesistance

(plate  to  plate)     .......   6800    890011,50014,Ooon

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)  class  A82

Plate  Voltage   .........
Screen  Voltage   .......,
Grid  Voltagel /4 ........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    .
Max.  Signal   Plate  Current   ,
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 ....
Peak  Driving  Power3   ....
M::;sS,,pgant::np2a:e.......

Plate  Output  Power   .....
Load  Fiesistance

(plate  to  plate)  .......

320      363      400      400   W
1110137516501750    W

7200   910010,80014,0000,

Approximate  value.
Per tube.
Nominal  drive  power  is  one-half  peak  power.
Adjust  to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

3
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NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to  obtain   the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and  plate  voltages  is  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  ln
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principal ly
by   means  of  a   grid  resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the  required  bias  voltage when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  5.0  volts  ....................

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1(grounded  filament connection):
Input..................................

Output.................................

Feedback.........................,.....

1.     In  Shielded  Fixture.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL
MOOwTJIVG   -   The     4-400A     must     be    mounted
vertically,  base  up  or  down.  The  socket  must  be
constructed  so  as  to  allow  an  unimpeded  flow  of
air  through  the  holes  in  the  base  of  the  tube  and
must  also  provide  clearance  for  the  glass  tip-off
which  extends  from  the  center  of  the  base.  The
metal    tube-base   shell   should   be    grounded   by
means    of   suitable    spring   fingers.    The   above
requirements     are    met    by    the    EIMAC   SK-400
and  SK-410  Air-System  Sockets.   A  flexible  con-
necting   strap   should   be   provided   between   the
EIMAC  HRi5  cooler  on  the  plate  terminal  and  the
extemal  plate  circuit.  The  tube must be  protected
from  severe  vibration  and shock.
COOLJIVG   -   Adequate    forced-air    cooling   must
be    provided   to   maintain   the   base   seals   at  a
temperature  below  200°C,   and  the  plate  seal  at
a temperature below 225°C.

When  the  EIMAC  SK-400  or  SK-410  Air-System
Socket   is   used,   a   minimum  air  flow  of  14  cubic
feet per minute  at a  static  pressure  of  0.25 inches
of  water  or  less,  as   measured  in   the  socket  or
plenum  chamber  at  sea  level,  is  required  to  pro-
vide   adequate   cooling   under   all   conditions   of
operation.   Seal   temperature   limitations   may    re-

quire   that   cooling   air   be   supplied   to   the  tube
even  when  the  filament  alone  is  on  during  stand-
by  periods.

In  the  event  an  Air-System  Socket is  not  used,
provision    must   be   made   to   supply   equivalent
cooling  of  the  base,  the  envelope,  and  the  plate
lead.

4

Mini  EL
13.5       14.7    A

10.714.5   pF
4.2         5.6   pF

----      0.17   pF

Tube    temperatures    may    be    measured   with
a   temperature   sensitive   paint,   spray   or  crayon,

i:::eat:d::,nr:::C::rsed& bEyquT:::;1, :;y;sioan:i|:::             u
Blvd.,  So.  Plainfield,  N.J.  07080.

ELECTF]ICAL

FJL4MEIVT  VOLTAGE   -   For  maximum  tube  life
the  filament  voltage,  as  measured  directly  at the
filament  pins,  should  be  the  rated  voltage  of  5.0
volts.    Variations    in    filament   voltage   must   be
keptwithin  the  range  from  4.75  to  5.25  volts.

B/4S  VOLr4GE   -   The  dc  bias  voltage  for  the
4-400A   should   not  exceed   500  volts.   If   grid  re-
sistor  bias  is  used,  suitable  means  must  be  pro-
vided   to  prevent  excessive  plate  or  screen  dis-
sipation   in  the  event  of  loss  of  excitation,  and
the   grid   resistor  should   be   made   adjustable   to
facilitate  maintaining  the  bias  voltage  and  plate
current at the  desired  values  from  tube  to  tube.  In
operation  above  50  MHz,  it  is  advisable  to  keep
the  bias  voltage as  low as  is  practicable.

SCREEIV  VOLTAGE   -   The  dc  screen  voltage  for
the   4-400A   should   not   exceed   800   volts.   The
screen   voltages   shown  under  Typical  Operation
are   representative  voltages  for  the  type  of oper-
ation  involved.



PLATE   VOLTAGE   -   The   plate-supply   voltage
for  the  4-400A  should  not  exceed  4000  volts  in
CW   and   audio   applications.   In   plate-modulated
telephony    service   the   dc   plate-supply   voltage
should  not  exceed  3200  volts,  except  below  30
MHz,  intermittent  service,  where  4000  volts  may
be used.

GRID   DJSSJPAr/OIV   -   Grid   dissipation   for   the
4-400A      should   not   be    allowed   to   exceed  10
watts.   Grid   dissipation   may   be   calculated  from
the  following expression :

Pg=  egkxlc

where Pg = Grid dissipation
egk  =:nedak Positjve  grid to  cathode voltage,

Ic      =dc  gridcurrent
ecmp   may   be  measured  by  means   of  a  suitable
peak   voltmeter  connected  between   filament  and
grid.

SCREEIV   DISSIPATIOIV   -   "e  power  dissipated
by   the  screen  of  the  4-400A  must  not  exceed  35
watts.   Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  ex-
cessive  values  when  the  plate voltage,  bias  volt-
age  or  plate  load  are  removed  with  filament  and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable    protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  screen  dissipa-
tion  to 35 watts  in  event of circuit failure.

PLATE  D/SSJP4rJOIV   -   Under  normal  operating
conditions,   the   plate   dissipation   of  the  4-400A
should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  400  wattso  The
anode   of  the   4-400A   operates   at   a   visibly   red
color    at   its   maximum   rated   dissipation   of   400
watts®

In    plate    modulated    amplifier    applications,
the    maximum   allowable   carrier-condition   plate
dissipation   is  270  watts.   The  plate  dissipation
will   rise   to   400   watts   under   100%   sinusoidal
modulation.

Plate   dissipation   in   excess   of  the  maximum
rating   is   permissible   for  short   periods   of  time,
such as  during tuning procedures.

4-40oA a-

F¥EJ.SE  ._S_EPVICE   -   For     pulse     service,    the
EIMAC 4PR400A should be used.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   rFo  obtain  maxinum
power  output  with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes
operated   in   multiple,   it   is   desirable   to   adjust
individual   screen   or   grid   bias   voltages   so  that
the   peak  plate  current  for  each  tube  is  equal  at
the   crest   of   the   exciting   voltage.   Under   these
conditions,   individual  dc   plate  currents  will  be
approximately    equal    for    full   input    signal   for
class AB| operation.

CAUTION  -GLASS   IMPLOSION    -The     E"A.C
4-400A   is  pumped  to  a  very  hich  vacuum,  which
is  contained  by  a  glass  envelope.  When  handling
a   glass  tube,  remember  that  glass  is  a  relatively
fragile    material,    and    accidental    breakage   can
result  at  any  time.  Breakage  will  result  in  flying

glass  fragments,  so  safety  glasses,  heavy  cloth-
ing,    and    leather    gloves    are    recommended   for
protection.

CAUTION-HIGH   VOLTAGE   -   Operating  voltage
for  the  4-400A  can   be  deadly,  so  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and  operating  precau-
tions  must  be  followed.  Design  equipment  so  that
no one can  come in  contact with high voltages.All
equipment    must    include    safety   enclosures   for
high  voltage circuits  and  terminals,  with interlock
switches    to   open    the   primary   circuits    of   the

power  supply  and  to  discharge  high  voltage  cap-
acitors   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.   In-
terlock    switches    must   not   be    bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation   with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember    that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   1£   it   ±s   desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent    from    those   listed   here,   write   to   Power
Grid   Tube  Division,   EIMAC  Division   of  Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,
for information  and  recommendations.
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DiMENsioNAL   DAmA

®
i5  Am HOLEs
EOUALLY    SPACED

BOTTOM    VIEW

DIM.
lNctiES MlLLIMETERS

MIN. MAX REF MIN. MAX. REF

A 5.875 6.375 149.23 161. 93

a I 3.563 90.50

D 5 . I 25 5. 625 130-18 r,2 . 8 8

E 0.350 0.365 8.89 9.27
F 0.328 8.33

H 0.438 11.13

J 0.969 24 . 6 I

K 0. 250 6.35
L 0.750 19 . 05

M 0.250 6.35
N 2 . 750 69.85
P 0.312 7.92
Q 0.500 I 2. 70
a I.625 41.28

S I.250 31. 75

T 0.185 0.  I  91 4.70 4.85
U 300 30®

V 600 GOO

W 450 45®

roTES:
irfeF DLreNBIONs  AFtE  FOFi mFQ

¥£##OiiFT"

NOTE:
Base  pins  T  and  tubulation  K  are  so  alined  that  they  can  be  freely  inserted  in  a  gage %  inch  (6.35  mm)  thick with
hole diameters of  .204  (5.18  mm)  and  .500  (12.70  mm),  respectively,  located on the true centers by  the given dimen-
sions S,  U,  V.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

6775

4-400C

RADIAL    BEAM

POWEF}   TETRODE

®

®

The  EIMAC  6775/4-400C  is  a  compact,  ruggedly  constructed,  broadcast-

quality   tetrode   having  a   maximum   plate  dissipation   rating  of  400  watts.
It  is   intended   for  use  as  an  amplifier,   oscillator,   or  modulator.   The  low

grid-plate  capacitance  of  this  tetrode   coupled  with  its   low  driving-power
requirement   allows   considerable   simplification   of  the   associated   circuit
and  driver  stage.

The   6775/4-400C  is  cooled  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  circula-
tion  of forced-air  through  the  base,  around  the  envelope,  and  over  the  plate
seal.   Cooling  can  be  greatly  simplified  by  using  an  EIMAC  SK-400  Series
Air-System   Socket,   and  its  accompanying  glass  chimney.   This   socket  is
designed  to  maintain  the  correct  balance  of  cooling  air  between  the  com-

ponent  parts  of the  tube.1
The  6775/4-400C is  especially  recommended  for applications  where long

life  and  consistent  performance  are  of prime  consideration.2

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS3

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage...........................................

Current,  at  5.0  volts   ...................................

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib  =  100  rnA,  Ec2  =  500  volts    .............................

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  Screen

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  filament)4
Cin..............................................

Cout.............................................

Cgp..............................................

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating:
CW     ....--.-------    I    ---'    _     _     .     .     _     _

5.0  ±  0.25    V

14.7   A

4000   Hmhos

5.1

12.5   pF

4.7   pF
0.12   pF

110   MHz

1.    Guarantee   applies  only  when  the  4-400C  is  used  as  specified  with  adequate  cooling  air  in  the  SK-400  or  SK-410
Air-System  Socket and  associated  chimney,  or  equivalents.

2.    See  FILAMENT  VOLTAGE  section  for  recommended  operating  conditions  when  long  life  and  consistent  performance
are of  prime  concern.

3.   Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

4.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  F}S-191.

(Effective  4-1-71)    ©    by  Varian-rl Printed  in  U.S.A.

EiTTi_--            I    _                   _
EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



6775/4-400C

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length......................

Diameter.....................

Net  Weight    .....................

Operating Position   ................

Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Plate  Seal ....................

Base  Seals   ...................

Cooling.......................

Base.........................

Recommended  Socket ...............

Recommended  Chimney    .............

Recommended  Heat-Dissipating Connectors:
Plate.......................

.          6.375  in;   161.93  mm

.          3.563  in;     90.50  mm

9.Ooz;         255gm

•...........           Any

............     225OC

............    200OC

. Radiation and  forced air

......         Special5-pin

.  .    EIMAC  SK-400  Series

......      EIMAC  SK-406

.............   HR-6

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  ABi

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    .....

DC   PLATE  CUF`RENT     ......

PLATE   DISSIPATION      ......

SCPEEN   DISSIPATION      .....

GFuD   DISSIPATION     .......

4000    VOLTS

800   VOLTS

0.350    AMPEFIE

400   WATTS

35    WATTS

10    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz)
Class  ABi ,   Grid  Driven,   Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  ..........

Screen  Voltage .........
Grid  Voltage  1     .........

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .
Single-Tone  Plate  Current  .   .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2
Useful  Output  Power   .....
F`esonant  Load  Impedance  .   .

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R
OSCILLATOR  Iclass  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CuPIF!ENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

4000   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

0.350    AMPEF`E

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel ....
Grid   Dissipation  .......

Calculated  Driving  Power 2
Plate  Input  Power   ......
plate  Dissipation    ......

Plate  Output  Power   .....

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Driving  Power  increases  with  frequency.  At  75  MHz  dri-

400   WATTS                     ving  power  is  approximately  12  watts.
35    WATTS
10    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .  .
Screen  voltage    .
Gridvoltage       ..
Platecurrent      .  .
Screen  Currentl    .
Screen D i ss i pat i on
Grid  Currentl  .   .   .

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (110  MHz,  two  tubes)

Plate  Voltage  .....,

Screen  Voltage  ....,
Grid  Voltage    ......

Plate  Current   ......

Screen  Current  .....
Grid  Current     .....,
Driving  Powerl   ....,
Plate  Output  Powerl .
Useful  Output  Power

1.    Approximate  value

a

A
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN    Class  C  Telephony
(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSol_UTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  SCFiEEN  VOLTAGE   .
DC  GF`ID  VOLTAGE   ,   .   .

DC  PLATE  CUPIBENT     .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION 1.   .

SCREEN  DI SSI PATl oN 2 .

GFHD  DISSIPATION2    .   .

3200   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

-500   VOLTS

0.275    AMPERE
270   WATTS

35   WATTS
10    WATTS

1.   Corresponds to  400 watts  at  100% sine-wave  modu-
I at i on .

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz,
Continuous  Service)
Plate  Voltage  .........

Screen  Voltage ........
Grid  Voltage    .........
Plate  Current  .........

Screen  Currentl ........
Screen  Dissipation    .....
Grid  Currentl  .........
Grid  Dissipation  .......
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1

(100%  modulation)  .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel ....
Calculated  Driving  Powerl.
Plate  Input  Power   ......
plate  Dissipation   ......
Plate  Output  Power   .....

1.    Approximate  value.

2000  2500
500     500

-220   -220

275     275
3028
1514

1212

1.1              1.1

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Frequencies to 30  MHz,  Intermittent
Service)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ......

DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC   GRID  VOLTAGE      ......

DC   PLATE  CUF}F{ENT     ......

PLATE  D I SS I PAT I ON 1  ......

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION2 .....

GPID   DISSIPATION  2    ......

4000   VOLTS
600   VOLTS

-500   VOLTS

0.275    AMPEFtE

270   WATTS

35   WATTS

10   WATTS

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPEF]ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz,   Intermittent
Service)

Plate  Voltage  .........

Screen  Voltage ........

Grid  Voltage    .........

Plate  Current   ........

Screen  Currentl ........

Screen  Dissipation   ....

Grid  Current  1 .........

Grid  Dissipation      ......

Peak  Screen  Voltage

( 1 0o°/o  modu I at i on )  .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel ....

Calculated  Driving  Power  1
Plate  Input  Power   ......

Plate  Dissipation    ......

Plate  Output  Power   .....

2000  2500  3000  3650   Vdc
500     500     500     500   Vdc
220   -220
275     275
3028
1514

1212

1.1             1.1

220   -225   Vdc
275     275   mAdc

26       23   mAdc
13          12    W

12        13    mAdc
1.1          1.2     W

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR   class  AB,  Grid  Driven
(Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GPIID   DISSIPATION    .   ,

4000   VOLTS
800   VOLTS

0.350    AMPERE
400   WATTS

35    WATTS
10    WATTS

a

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class  AB|

Plate  Voltage .........    2500   3000  3500
ScreenVoltage ........      750     750     750
Grid  Voltagel/4  .......- 130    -137    -145
Zero-Signal  platecurrent   .190160140
Max.Signal  platecurrent    .      635     635     610
Zero-Signa I screen current.           0          0          0
Max.Signalscreencurrentl        28       26       32
PeakafGridvoltage2...130137145
Peak  Driving  power3  ....           0          0          0

Max  Signal   Plate
Dissipation 2  .   .

Plate  Output  Power
Load  Ftesistance

(plate  to  plate) .

370      4(`10     400     400   W
850110013301540   W

6800 890011,50014,000  a

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class  A82

Plate  Voltage  ........
Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltagel /4  ......
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current
Max.Signal   Plate  Current.
Zero-Signal  Screen Current
Max.Signal Screen Current
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2  .   .
Peak  Driving  Power3   .   .  .
Max.Signal   Plate
Dissipation2.......

Plate  Output  Power   ....
Load  Fiesi stance

(plate  to  plate)  ......

320     363     400     400   W
1110137516501750    W

7200 910010,80014,coo  a
Approximate value.
Per  Tube.
Nominal-drive  power  is  one-half  peak  power.
Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

3
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NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPERATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor  must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  5.0  volts  ....................

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1(grounded  filament connection):
Cin...................................

Min.         Max,in  rfuA
10.714.5   pF

Cout    ..............................................              4.2            5.6    pF

Cgp.

1.     In  Shielded  F ixture,  per  E IA  Standard  F3S-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOowrJIVG   -   The   4-400C  may   be   operated  in
any  position.  The  socket  must  be  constructed so
as  to allow  an  unimpeded  flow  of  air through  the
holes  in  the  base  of the  tube and  must  also  pro-
vide   clearance   for  the   glass   tip-off  which  ex-
tends   from   the   center   of  the   base.   The  metal
tube-base  shell  should  be  grounded  by  means  of
suitable  spring  fingers.  The  above  requirements
are   met   by  the   EIMAC   SK-400  and   SK-410  Air-
System    Sockets.    A    flexible    connecting   strap
should   be   provided   between   the   EIMAC   HR-6
cooler   on   the   plate   terminal   and   the  external
plate   circuit.   The  tube  must  be  protected  from
severe vibration  and shock.

COOL/IVG   -   Adequate   forced-air   cooling   must
be   provided   to   maintain   the   base   seals   at  a
temperature  below  200°C,  and  the  plate  seal  at
a  temperature below 225°C.

When the EIMAC  SK-400 or SK410 Air-System
Socket   is  used,  a  minimum  air  flow  of  14  cubic
feet   per   minute   at   a   static   pressure   of  0.25
inches   of  water   or   less,   as   measured   in  the
socket  or  plenum   chamber  at  sea  level,   is  re-
quired   to   provide   adequate   cooling   under   all
conditions  of operation.  Seal temperature  limita-
tions  may  require that  cooling air be  supplied  to
the   tube  even   when   the  filament   alone   is   on

4

0.17    pF

during standby  periods.
Tube  temperatures  may  be  measured  with  a

temperature   sensitive   paint,    spray   or   crayon,
such   as   manufactured   by   Tempil  Division,   Big
Three  Industrial  Gas  &  Equipment  Co.,  Hamilton
Blvd.,  So.  Plain field,  N.I.  07080.

ELECTRICAL

FJLAMEIVT     VOLTAGE   -Filament    voltage
should   be  measured   at   the  tube  base   with  an
accurate  meter.   When   operating  at  the  nominal
voltage,   variations   of   ±5%   are   tolerable   and
should  have  little  effect  on  electrical  perform-
ance  of  the  tube.  However,  when  very   bng  life
and  consistent  performance  are  factors,   voltage
can  often  be  reduced  to  a  value  lower  than  the
nominal   voltage,   but   should   be   regulated  and
held  to  ±1%  when  this   is   done.   To  achieve  a
regulated  voltage  and  still have  it  adjustable,  a
typical   procedure   would   involve   a   one-to-one
regulating  transformer,   feeding  a  variable  ratio
transformer   (such   as   a   POWERSTAT   or   a
VARIAC),    which   in   turn   feeds   the   filament
transformer.    The   equipment   is   first   operated
with  nominal  filament voltage  applied,  and when
stable  operation  is  achieved,  the  voltage  is then
reduced  in small steps  (about  0.2  volt  at  a time)
until  the  point  is  reached  where  performance  of
the  tube  is  clearly  affected.  The  voltage  is  then
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raised  to  a  few tenths  of a  volt  above  this  level
for   operation.  Periodically   (every   500   to   1000
hours) this  procedure  should be  repeated  and  the
operating value  of the  filament voltage  readjusted
if necessary.

BJAS  VOLTAGE   -   The  dc  bias  voltage  for  the
4-400C  should  not  exceed  500  volts.  If  grid  re-
sistor  bias  is  used,  suitable  means  must  be  pro-
vided  to  prevent  excessive  plate  or  screen  dis-
sipation  in  the  event  of  loss  of  excitation,  and
the   grid  resistor  should  be  made  adjustable  to
facilitate  maintaining the  bias  voltage  and  plate
current  at  the  desired  values  from  tube  to  tube.
In   operation   above   50  MHz,   it   is   advisable to
keep  the  bias  voltage  as  low  as  is  practicable.

SCREEIV   VOLTAGE   -   The   dc   screen   voltage
for  the  4-400C  should  not  exceed  800  {.Jolts.  The
screen  voltagc's  shown  under  Typical  Operation
are  representative  voltages  for the type  of opera-
tion  involved.

P£,ATE   VOLTAGE   -   The  plate-supply  voltage
for  the  4-400C  should  not  exceed  4000  volts  in
CW   and   audio   applications.   In   plate-modulated
telephony   service   the   dc   plate-supply   voltage
should  not  exceed  3200  volts,  except  below  30
MHz,  intermittent  service,  where  4000  volts  may
be  used.

GR/D   DJSSJPArJOIV   -   Grid   dissipation   for  the
4-400C   should   not   be   allowed   to   exceed   10
watts.  Grid   dissipation   may  be  calculated  from
the  following expression:

Pg = egk x Ic

where  Pg   = Grid  dissipation
egk= Peak  positive  grid to cathode  volt-

age,  and
Ic    =dc  grid  current

SCREEN  DISSIPATION    -   The  power  d±ss±pated
by  the  screen  of  the  4-400C must  not  exceed  35
watts.  Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise to  ex-
cessive values when the plate voltage, bias volt-
age  or  plate  load are  removed with  filament   and
screen   voltages   applied.   Suitable   protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  screen  dissipa-
tion  to 35 watts  in  event  of circuit  failure.

PLATE DJSSJP4rJOIV   -   Under normal operating
conditions,  the   plate  dissipation  of  the  4-400C
should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  400 watts.  The

anode  operates  at  a  visibly  red  color  at  its  max-
imum  rated  dissipation  of 400 watts.

In    plate    modulated    amplifier   applications,
the   maximum   allowable   carrier-condition   plate
dissipation  is  270  watts.   The  plate  dissipation
will   rise   to   400   watts.   under   1009ro   sinusoidal
modulation.

Plate  dissipation   in  excess  of  the  maximum
rating  is   permissible  for  short   periods  of  time,
such  as  during tuning procedures.

MULTIPLE  OPERATION   -   To  obtain  maxinum
power  output  with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes
operated   in   multiple,   it   is   desirable   to  adjust
individual  screen  or  grid  bias  voltages   so  that
the  peak  plate  current  for  each  tube  is  equal  at
the   crest   of  the  exciting  voltage.  Under  these
conditions,  individual  dc  plate  currents  will  be
approximately    equal    for    full   input    signal   for
class  ABl  operation.

CAUTION-GLASS     IMPLOSION    -Tt\e   E"ALC
4-400C`  is  pumped  to  a  very  high  vacuum,  which
is  contained  by  a  glass  envelope.  When  handling
a  glass  tube,  remember  that  glass  is  a  relatively
fragile   material,   and   accidental   breakage   can
result  at  any  time.  Breakage will  result  in  flying

glass  fragments,  so  safety  glasses,  heavy  cloth-
ing,    and   leather   gloves   are   recommended   for
protection.

CAUTION-HIGH  VOLTAGE   -Operating voltage
for  the  4-400C`  can  be  deadly,  so  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and  operating  precau-
tions  must be  followed.  Design equipment so that
no  one  can  come  in  contact  with  high  voltages.
All equipment  must include  safety enclosures  for
hich  voltage   circuits  and  terminals,  with  inter-
lock  switches  to  open  the  primary  circuits  of the
power  supply  and  to  discharge  high  voltage  cap-
acitors  whenever  access  doors  are  opened.  In-
terlock   switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or
``cheated"  to allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.   Always   remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL  APPLICATION   -   lf  it   ±s  des±ted  to
operate   this   tube  under  conditions   widely  dif-
ferent   from   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power
Grid  Tube  Division,  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,
301  Industrial Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,
for information and  recommendations.

5
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15   AIR  HOLES
EOUALLY    SPACED

BOTTOM     VIEW

6

e

DIMENSIONAL   DATA

DIM.
INCHES M lLLIMETERS

I          MIN. MAX REF MIN. MAX+ REF
A 5.875 6.375 '49.23 16' . 93

a 3.563 90.50

D 5 . I 25 5. 625 130. '8 k,2 . 8 8
E 0.350 0.365 8.89 9.27
F 0.328 8.33

H 0.438 I   I.13

J 0.969 24 . 6 I

K 0.2sO 6.35
L 0.750 I 9 . 05

M 0.250 6.35
N 2 . 750 69.85
P 0.312 7.92
Q 0.500 I 2. 70
R I.625 41.28
S I.250 3' . 75
T 0.185 0.191 4.70 4.85
|J 30® 30®
V COO 60®
W 450 45®

NOTES:
TIEF DmErsloi\is  AFtE  FOFt LNFa

ELARE#°RTRmsTEFTSTFT"

NOTE:
Base  pins  T  and  tubulation  K  are  so  alined  that  they  can  be  freely  inserted  in a  gage %  inch  (6.35  mm)  thick  with
hole diameters of  .204 (5.18  mm)  and  .500  (12.70  mm),  respectively,  located on the true centers by the given dimen-
sions S,  U,  V.
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4-500A

TECHNICAL    DATA-j^

a

®

The   EIMAC   4-500A   is   a   compact,   ruggedly   constructed,   broad-
cast-quality   tetrode   having  a   maximum   plate  dissipation  rating  of
500  watts.  It  is  intended  for  use  as  an  amplifier,  oscillator,  or  mod-
ulator.   The  low  grid-plate  capacitance  of  this  tetrode  coupled  with
its  low  driving-power  requirement allows  considerable  simplification

of  the  associated  circuit and  driver  stage.

The  4-500A  is  cooled  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  circula-
tion  of  forced-air  through  the  base,   around  the  envelope,   and  over
the   plate   seal.   Cooling  can  be   greatly   simplified   by  using  an

EIMAC    SK-400   Series   Air-System   Socket,   and   its   accompanying

glass     chimney.   This   socket   is   designed   to   maintain   the  correct
balance    of  cooling  air   between   the   component  parts   of  the  tube.

The   4-500A   is   especially   recommended   for  applications  where
long   life   and   consistent   performanc.e   are   of   prime  consideration.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.....................................,

Current,  at  10.0  volts     ............................,

Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen    .................................,

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  filament)2
Cin........................................,

Cout.......................................,

Cgp........................................,

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating:
CW........................................,

F!ADIAL    BEAM

POWEFI    TETRODE

10.0  ±  0.5    V

10.2   A

5.5

15.0   pF

5.0   pF
0.15   pF

110    MHz

1.    Characteristics   and   operating   values   are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance   values  are  for  a  cold  tiibe  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  PS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length.................

Diameter................

Net  Weight    ................

(Effective  3-10-72)      ©      by  varian

7.000  in;   177.80    mm

3.562in;     90.47    mm

8.7oz;        245    gr

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california    94070
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Operating  Position   ................

Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Plate  Seal ....................

Base  Seals   ...................

Cooling.......................

Base.........................

Recommended  Socket ...............

Recommended  Chimney    .............

Recommended  Heat-Dissipation  Connectors:
Plate....,..,.,,.,.,,...,...

Vertical,  base  up or down

...........       225OC

...........      200OC

Radiation and  forced  air
.......    Special  5-pin

.....        EIMACSK-410

.....       EIMACSK-426

............     HR-6

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN     ClassABi

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUF}RENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION     ,

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .   .

4000    VOLTS
1000    VOLTS

0.450    AMPEBE
500    WATTS

35    WATTS
12    WATTS

1.    Adjust  for  specified  zero~signal   plate  current.
2.    Approximate  values.
3.    The   intermodulation   distortion    products   are   refer-

enced   against   one 1:one  of  a  two-equal-tone  signal.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ..........

::I:e'.Ytoal::g,e :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .
One-Tone  Plate  Current    .   .   .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current    .  .  .
Zero-Sig.  Screen  Current 2 .  .
One-Tone  Screen  Current2 .
Two-Tone  Screen  Current 2.  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2.....
Plate  Dissipation    .......
One-Tone  Plate  Output  Power

F#S°;:on:ut::d3'mpedance  .  .
3rd  Order     ..........
5th   Order     ..........

-33       -33       -29   dB
-38       -35       -34   dB

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
0S'CILLATOR  (Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony -
Key  Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

4000   VOLTS
..            600    VOLTS
.   .        0.450    AMPERE
.   .            500    WATTS

35    WATTS
12    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUF`FIENT     ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GFHD   DISSIPATION

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Driving    power    increases   with   frequency.   Values

shown  are  calculated  or  measured  at  Low  Frequency.

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  75  MHz)

Plate  Voltage      .......

Screen  Voltage .......

Grid  Voltage        .......

Plate  Current       .......

Screen  Currentl .......

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.   .   .

Driving  Power2 .......

Plate  Input  Power   .....

Plate  Dissipation    .....

Plate  Output  Power   ....

F}esonant  Load  Impedance

2500   3000   3800   Vdc
500      500      500   Vdc

-265    -270    -280   Vdc

402      428      445   mAdc
34        48        49   mAdc

645      890
2520   2970

P,LATE  MODULATED  RADlo  FREQUENCY
POWER  AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DCGRIDVOLTAGE       .
DC  PLATE  CUF{RENT     .
PLATE   DISSIPATION  1.
SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION2
GFnD  DissipATioN2.   .

3200   VOLTS
600    VOLTS

-500    VOLTS
0.35    AMPEPIE
335    WATTS

35    WATTS
12    WATTS

1.    Corresponds  to   500 watts  at  100°/o sine-wave modu-
I at i on .

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.
3.    Approximate  value.
4.    Driving   power   increaseswith  frequency.  Values

shown are  calculated  for  low frequency.

TYPICAL  0PEF}ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

(Continuous  Service)

Plate  Voltage  .........

Screen  Voltage ........
Grid   Voltage    .........
Plate  Current   .........

Screen  Current  3  .......
Grid  Current3 .........
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage3

(100°/omodulation)....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 3....

Calculated  Driving  Power4.
Plate  Input  Power   ......
Pl ate`  D i ss i pat i on    ......
Plate  Output  Power   ....,
F{esonant  Load  Impedance
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AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR  Class  AB,  Grid  Driven,  Sinusoidal  Wave

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  SCF{EEN  VOLTAGE    .
DC  PLATE  CURPIENT     .   .
PLATE   DISSIPATION     .   .

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION     .

GRIDDISSIPATION        .   .

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Per   tube.
3.   Adjust  to give stated

4000    VOLTS
1000    VOLTS

0.450    AMPEFIE
500   WATTS

35    WATTS
12    WATTS

zero-signal  plate  current.

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Two  Tubes-Class  ABi)

Plate  Voltage  ..........

Screen  Voltage ........,
Grid  Voltagel /3  ........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .
Max.  Signal   Plate  Current  .   ,
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current   ,
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current 1
Max.  Signal   Grid  Current    .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2.   .   .
Peak  Driving  Power      ....,

3000   3800   Vdc
750      750   Vdc

-138     -150

200       150
735       715
00

1616

00
123       135    v

0Ow
Max.  Signal   plate  Dissipation    ..           480       500    W
Plate  Output  Power       ........        1240    1720    W
Load  Pesistance  (tube-to-tube) .  .      780010500  a

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPERATION   data  are  obtained   from  direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from  published  character-
istic    curves.   Adjustment   of  the   rf   grid   voltage   to  obtain   the   specified   plate   current  at  the  specif led  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  foHowed,   there  will   be   little  variation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations   in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained   principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain  the   required  bias  voltage when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  10.0  volts       ...............................

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded  filament  connection):
Cin................................................

Cout.....'.........................................

Cgp................................................

1.     In  Shielded  Fixture,   per  EIA  Standard  Pis-191.

APPLICATloN

Min.        Max.

9.7        11.2    A

13.0       17.0   pF

4.0         6.0   pF
---0.20   pF

MECHANICAL

MOowrJIVG   -   The     4-500A     must     be    mounted
vertically.  The  socket  must  be  constructed  so  as
to   allow   an   unimpeded   flow   of   air   through   the
holes   in  the  base  of  the  tube  and  must  also  pro-
vide   clearance   for   the   glass   tip-off   which   ex-
tends    from   the   center   of   the   base.   The   metal
tube-base  shell  should  be  grounded  by  means  of
suitable   spring  fingers.   The   above  requirements
are  met  by  the  EIMAC  SK-410  Air-System  Socket.
A   flexible   connecting   strap   should   be   provided
between    the    EIMAC   HR-6   cooler   on   the   plate
terminal  and  the  external  plate  circuit.  The  tube
must    be   protected   from   severe   vibration   and
shock.

COOLJIVG   -   Adequate    forced-air    cooling    must
be    provided    to   maintain   the   base    seals    at   a
temperature   below   200°C,   and  the   plate   seal  at
a  temperature  below  225°C.

When   the   EIMAC   SK-410   Socket   and   SK-426
Chimney  are  used,  a  minimum  air  flow  of  14  cubic
feet    per    minute    at    a    static    pressure    of   0.25
inches   of   water   or   less,   as   measured   in  the
socket   or   plenum   chamber   at   sea   level,   is   re-

quired    to    provide    adequate    cooling    under   all
conditions   of  operation.   Seal  temperature   limita-
tions   may  require  that  cooling  air  be  supplied  to
the    tube   even   when   the   filament   alone    is   on
during standby  periods.

Tube   temperatures   may   be   measured   with   a
temperature    sensitive    paint,    spray    or   crayon,
such   as   manufactured   by   Tempil   Division,   Big
Three  Industrial  Gas  &  Equipment  Co.,  Hamilton
Blvd.,  So.  Plainfield,  N.I.  07080.

ELECTRICAL

F/LAMEIVT      VOLTAGE   -Filament     voltage
should   be   measured   at   the   tube   base   with   an
accurate   meter.   When   operating   at   the   nominal

3



4-500A

voltage,     variations    of    ±597o    are    tolerable   and
should   have   little   effect   on   electrical   perform-
ance   of  the   tube.   However,   when  very   long  life
and   consistent   performance   are  factors,   voltage
can   often   be   reduced  to  a  value   lower  than  the
nominal    voltage,    but    should   be   regulated   and
held   to   ±1%   when   this   is   done.   To   achieve   a
regulated  voltage  and  still  have  it  adjustable,  a
typical    procedure    would    involve    a   one-to-one
regulating   transformer,   feeding   a   variable   ratio
transformer    (such   as    a    POWERSTAT   or    a
VARIAC),     which    in    turn    feeds    the    filament
transformer.     The    equipment     is    first    operated

with  nominal  filament  voltage  applied,  and  when
stable  operation  is  achieved,  the  voltage  is  then
reduced   in  small  steps  (about  0.2  volt  at  a  time)
until   the   point   is   reached  where   performance   of
the  tube  is  clearly  affected.  The  voltage  is  then
raised  to  a  few  tenths  of  a  volt  above  this  level
for    operation.    Periodically   (every   500   to   1000
hours) this  procedure  should  be  repeated  and  the
operating value  of the  filament  voltage  readjusted
if necessary.

BJAS   VOLTAGE   -   The  dc  bias  voltage  for  the
4-500A   should  not   exceed   500  volts.   If   grid  re-
sistor  bias  is  used,  suitable  means  must  be  pro-
vided  to  prevent   excessive   plate  or  screen  dis-
sipation   in  the   event   of  loss of  excitation,  and
the   grid   resistor   should   be   made   adjustable  to
facilitate  maintaining  the  bias  voltage  and  plate
current  at  the  desired  values  from  tube  to  tube.
In   operation   above   50   MHz,   it   is   advisable  to
keep  the  bias  voltage  as  low  as  is  practicable.

SCREEIV    VOLr4GE   -   The   dc   screen   voltage
for  the  4-500A  should  not  exceed  1000 volts.  The
screen   voltages   shown   under   Typical   Operation
are  representative  voltages  for  the  type  of  opera-
tion  involved.

PLATE   VOL7`AGE   -   The   plate-supply   voltage
for   the   4-500A   should   not  exceed   4000  volts   in
CW   and   audio   applications.   In   plate-modulated
telephony    service   the    dc   plate-supply   voltage
should   not   exceed   3200  volts,   except   below  30
MHz,   intermittent  service,  where  4000  volts  may
be  used.

GRJD   DJSSJPArJOIV   -   Grid   dissipation   for   the
4-500A    should    not    be    allowed    to    exceed    12
watts.   Grid   dissipation   may   be   calculated   from
the  following  expression:

Pg = egk x Ic
where  Pg = Grid  dissipation

egk= Peak  positive  grid  to cathode voltage,
and

Ic=dc  grid  current

SCREEN   DISSIPATION   -   The  power  d.isslpated
by  the  screen  of  the  4-500A  must  not  exceed  35
watts.  Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  ex-
cessive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  volt-
age  or  plate   load  are  removed  with  filament  and
screen   voltages   applied.    Suitable   protective
means   must  be  provided  to  limit  screen  dissipa-
tion to 35 watts  in  event  of circuit  failure.

PLATE  DJSSJP4rJOIV   -   Under  normal  operating
conditions,   the   plate   dissipation   of   the   4-500A
should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  500  watts.  The
anode  operates  at  a  visibly  red  color  at  its  max-
imum rated dissipation of 500 watts.

In     plate     modulated    amplifier    applications,
the    maximum    allowable    carrier-condition    plate
dissipation   is   335  watts.   The   plate  dissipation
will    rise   to   500   watts    under    100%   sinusoidal
modu lat ion .

Plate   dissipation   in  excess    of  the   maximum
rating   is   permissible   for   short   periods   of  time,
such  as  during tuning  procedures.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   To   obtain  maximum
power  output  with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes
operated    in   multiple,   it   is   desirable   to   adjust
individual   screen   or   grid   bias   voltages   so  that
the   peak  plate  current  for  each  tube   is  equal  at
the   crest   of   the   exciting   voltage.   Under   these
conditions,   individual   dc   plate   currents   will  be
approximately    equal    for    full    input    signal   for
class  AB 1  operation.

CAUTION-GLASS      IMPLOSION   -   The     E"AC
4-500A   is   pumped  to  a  very  high  vacuum,  which
is  contained  by  a  glass  envelope.  When  handling
a  glass  tube,  remember  that  glass  is  a  relatively
fragile    material,    and    accidental    breakage   can
result  at  any  time.  Breakage  will  result  in  flying

glass  fragments,  so  safety  glasses,  heavy  cloth-
ing,    and    leather    gloves    are    recommended   for
protection.

CAUTION-HIGH   VOLTAGE    -   Operating  voltag;e
for  the  4-500A  can  be   deadly,  so  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and   operating  precau-
tions  must  be  followed.  Design  equipment  so  that
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no  one  can  come   in  contact   with  high  voltages.
All  equipment  must  include  safety  enclosures  for
high    voltage   circuits   and   terminals,   with   inter-
lock  switches  to  open  the  primary  circuits  of  the

power  supply  and  to  discharge   high  voltage   cap-
acitors   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.   In-
terlock    switches    must    not    be    bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember   that    HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN KILL.

INTERELECTRODE   CAPACITANCE   -Tt\e
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance   added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key  component
involved,   the   industry   and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This  requires  the  use   of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield

all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test    is    performed    on   a    cold    tube.   CIther
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability    of    tubes    over    a    period    of
time,   even   when   the   tube   may  be   made   by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The    capacitance   values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test    specifications,   normally   are   taken   in   ac-
cordance  with  Standard  RS-191.

The    equipment    designer    is    therefore    cau-
tioned   to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
tance    values    which   will   exist    in   any   normal
application.   Measurements   should  be   taken  with
the    socket    and    mounting   which   represent   ap-

proximate    final    layout     if    capacitance    values
are  highly  significant  in  the  design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   1£   1t   ls   desired   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent    from   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power
Grid   Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  Sam  Carlos,  California  94070,
for  information  and  recommendations.
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A 6.5cO 7.OcO '65.10 177.ao
a 5.562 sO.47
D 5.750 6250 14605 15&75
E 0.350 0.365 8.89 9.27
F 0.328 8.33
H 0.468 I I .89

J I.125 28.57
K 0.250 6.35
L 0.750 19.05
M 0.250 6.35
N 2`750 69.85
P 0.a2 792
Q OcOO 12.70
R I.625 41.27
S I. 250 31 .75
T 0.185 0.191 4.70 4.85 -
U 300 - 300
V GOO GOO
W 450 450
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NOTES:

I.   BASE   piNs  ®a   Tu8uLATioN

® ARE       SO    ALIGNED      TllAT

THEY     CAN    BE     fflEELY      IN-

SERTED     INTO    A     GAUGE    I/4

THICK      WITH      lloLE      DIA'S    OF

.204    a   .500    f`EspECTlvELy

LOCATED     ON     THE     TF`uE

CENTERS     BY    THE    GIVEN

DiMENsioNs   ©,®  a  ®.
2.fiEF.     DIM'S      AflE     FOR     INFO,

ONLy     a    APE       NOT       REo`D

Fofl      lNSPECTION     PuRPOSES.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The EIMAC 8166/4-1000A is a radial-beam tetrode with a maximum
plate  dissipation  rating  of  1000  watts.  Intended  for  use  as  an  amplifier,
oscillator, or modulator, the 8166/4-1000A is capable of efficient operation
well into the VHF range.

In  FM  broadcast  service  on  110  Megahertz,  two  8166/4-1000A  tet-
rodes will deliver a useful output power of over 5000 watts.

Operating  under  class  A82  modulator  conditions  with  less  than  10
watts of peak driving power, two of these tubes will deliver 3900 watts of
output power.

In class ABi, a pair of 8166/4-1000A tetrodes will deliver 3800 watts
of output power.

Cooling of the tube is accomplished by radiation from the plate and by
circulatibn of forced-air through the base and around the envelope. Coonng
can be simplified through the use of the EIMAC SK-500 Air-System Socket.

GENERAL     CHARACTERISTICS-

1

ELECTRICAL

Filament :  Thoriated  tungsten
Voltage     ---`   ------
Current-------..

AmplificationFactor(Gridtoscreen)      -       -       -
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances : t

Grid-Plate--------
Input---------
Output---------

Min.

-        -        .         20.0

6.1

-        -        -         23.8

6.8
Transconductance  (Ib=300  rna)       -------
Highest Frequency for Maximum Ratings      -       -

MECHANICAL
Base
Basing---.------
Reconimended  socket   -------
Recommended  chimney -------
Operating position         -------
Cooling----------
Recommended Heat-Dissipating Connector :

Plate---------
Maximum Over-all Dimensions :

Length----
Diameter         -       -       -

Netweight (tubeonly)       -

HITill

4.1000A
RADIAL-BEAM

POWER TETRODE

Nom.    Max.
7.5 volts

22. 7        amperes
7.7

0.35       „„f
32.4       „„f
9.4       w,£

10,000                     Hmhos
110         MHz

-------     5-pinmetalshell
--------      Seedrawing
-       -       -      EIMACSK-500Air-Systemsocket

SK-506
Vertical, base up or down
Radiation and forced air

-       -       -EIMAC  HR-8

Shipping weight    -------..
tln Shielded Fixture

(Revised  10-30-66)  ©  1963,1966  Varian

-   9.63  inches
-   5.25  inches
-    1.5     pounds

-       -       -    12      pounds

Printed   in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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RADlo   FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER   AND   OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Key-down  conditions,  per tube  to  Ilo  MHz)
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE            -------
DC   SCREEN    VOLTAGE      -------
DC  GRID   VOLTAGE    --------
DC   PLATE  CURRENT  --------
PLATE    DISSIPATION             -------
SCREEN    DISSIPATION         -------
GRID   DISSIPATION     --------

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below   110  MHz,
one  tube)

§!iir!:d:n¥l!tr!::nie:     :     :     :     :
DC   screen   current         ----
DC   Grid   current    -----

ii::;:inni;:pit:ij;i:;ijn;;::r¥::;:g:(a:Pro:"

3000     4000
500       500

-150    -150
700       700
'46        '37
3839
7369
56

290       290
11'2

2100     2800

5000     6000  volts
500        500   volts

~200   -200  volts
700       700  rna
147         140   rna
45          42   rna
73          70   watts

7            6  watts
355        350  volts

16             15   watts
3500     4200   watts

670       700       690        800   watts
430      2100      2810      3400watts

*#:a:r::s,th:#t8,§§#e§r,,erae:q:u's:#i{:t:Sg.j285eawsaett:b;::t3u°beMtHoZ.taAte:i°reMo¥Zfetehde.

--------       6000   VOLTS
--------         1000   VOLTS
--------- 500   VOLTS
--------        loo  MA
-         -         -         ~         ----        1000   WATTS
--------            75  WA:ITS
--------             25   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Ilo  MHz,  two  tubes,  push-pull)

;i ;ir!:d:nS!t.i:¥e:    :    :
DC   screen   current         -        -
DC   Grid   Current    -        -        -

!i::r::,::un::n:;i;i;p;:i:::i?;;jp5e:r;::u'::;e)

4000       5000       6000  volts
450          500         500  volts

-150      -160      -180volts
'2!8        12.28        12.38::ps

80            80          100  rna
63            60            63  watts

350         400         400  watts
4600       6250       7500  watts

650          850          900  watts
3000       4200       5200  watts

!o:::I;tee:,,ir:c!,:tteMiti:i:d;ei;yi;i:s:e;:*°erwii;C}3#{tt;h8:i:r:P:gen::jerjts:;utbs:e;f#ed:#yregr:;#dre3C%tt¥ccTfe;d:;I;n;;i
better   performance    might   be    obtained.

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS (Per  tube  to   110  MHz)

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE  -

DC   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION   -

t5500   Max.   volts   below   30   MHz.

5000   VOLTst
1000    VOLTS

~500   VOLTS
600   MA
&J0  W A:ITS

25   WATTS
7 5  W A:ITS

TYPICAL OPERATION  (Frequencies below tube)

i!s;ir:;i:n¥,:ttrj:lie
DC   screen   current         -        -
DC   Grid   current    -        -        -

i;r;i;i;n!i;;S;i§:iaji:!i;;::t;jgo:tage

5500*vo'ts
500  volts

-2cO  volts
600  rna
105   rna
28ma
52  watts
3  watts

*5500  volt   operation   may   be   used   below   30   MHz   only.

**#j%rre3thodu|!dv]Bgcpa°pwaebiereoiu;ruepTiy|.tnsgj2nocore£;:tsabp°evret:geMt:Zta&::::e#Zfetehd:

through,   circuit   losses,   and   radiation.

AUDlo   FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER   AND   MODULATOR
Class-AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per tube)
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE            -          -

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE        -          -

MAX-SIGNAL  DC  PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION              -          -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION          -          -

TYPICAL  OPERATION   Class-ABi
(Sinusoidal   wave,   two   tLibes   unless   otherwise   specified)

DCplatevoltage---
DCscreen   voltage        --

2ecro9sr,ign?,obt!g;,#eppcr:rxr.e):,

rear:-.Sji%::'i  DDCc  Ps'carteee:u€ruer?:nt-       :
Max-Signal   DC  screen  current--
Effective   Load,   Plate-to-Plate      .         -

B:jav[n£Fp:rj;der,npu:Vo.,tag:tp:r,u.be,

A:::;iig::l'  8'1::: %:s,`bpua,ti;:J::I tu-be)

4000        5000        6000   vc>lts
1000         1000         1000   volts

-115      -125      -135  volts
300          240          200   rna
1.og         1.o8         0.98:TPS

60            60             64   rna
7000     ]0,000    14,000   ohms

115              125              135   volts
0               0               0  watts

930          950          930  watts
2340        3100        3840   watts

*AwdjJ:Estthte°c8ivtefo,St8:,eddoiere°a-csig{3!ep!ahtoeu,§uiroetnt6xcTeheed28o,:88jsjaELCse.jnserjes

2

--------       6000   VOLTS
--------        ]000   VOLTS
--------         700   MA
--------        1000   WATTS
--------            75  WA::rTs

TYPICAL  OPERATION   Class-A82
(Sinusoidal   wave,   two   tubes   unless   otherwise   specified)

B€  ::::eenv%itga:e-:      :

2fro?sriignav,obt!g;,a(:eppcr:rxr;):,

rear;-.Ssjiggnna8'i  DDCc Ps':rteeefu€ruer?:nt-       :

9\ffaexc-tSLgenaL!ogdc,  SpC,raet:Tt#,rarteent  :       :

#§kp§i§Fo;x::,)r'§;::t:::n:;::;:ija;t:a,I:;::::;:r.:::
*Adjust  to  give   stated   zero-signal   plate   current.

4000       5000
500         500-60      -70
300         200

I.20            1.10
00
9590

7000    11,000
'40          '45
1'.0        „.0

5.5            5.5
900         850

3000       3800

6000  volts
500  volts
-75  volts
150   rna
•98  #?ps

65ma
15,000   ohms

130   volts
9.4  watts

4.7  watts
900  watts

3900  watts

Note,    Typ al    operation   data    are    based   on    conditions   of   adjusting   the    rf   grid    drive    to    a    specified    plate    current,    maintaining   fixed    conditions   of   grid    bias   and
screen    v tage.    It   will    be   found   that   if   this   procedure    is   followed   there   w I    be   little   variation   in   output   power   between   tubes   even   though   there   may   be   some
variation grid    and    screen    currents.   Where   grid    bias    is   obtained    principa y   by   means   of   a   grid    reslstor,   it   is   necessary   to   make   the   resistor   adjustable   to
control    plate    current.

lF    IT    IS    DESIRED   T0   OPERATE   THIS   TUBE   UNDER   CONDITTHEMAXIMUMRATINGSGIVENFORCWSERVICE,W'0R NS   WIDELY   DIFFERENT    FROM    THOSE    GIVEN    UNDER  "TYPICAL   0PERATloN,"   POSSIBLY    EXCEEDINGlTEEIMACDIVIsloN0FVARIANASSOCIATES,FORINFORMATIONANDRECOMMENDATloNS
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MECHANICAL

Mo"7tt€7tg  - The 4-1000A must be operated
vertically.  The  base  may  be  down  or  up.  The
recommended socket for this tube is the SK-500
Air-System Socket.

Cootimg  -  Adequate forced-air cooling rmust
be provided to maintain the base seal tempera-
tures  below  150°C  and  the plate  seal tempera-
ture  below  200°C.  Cooling is  simplified  by  the
use  of  the  EIMAC  SK-500  Air-System  Socket,
and its SK-506 Air Chimney, which control the
flow of air around the tube.

When  the  EIMAC  SK-500  Air-System Socket
is  used,  the  following  flow  rates  apply  to  sea
level operation, with an ambient temperature of
25°C for the operating conditions described :

At 110 megahertz, with maximum rated plate
dissipation,  an  air-flow  rate  of  35  cfm  is  re-
quired.   The   corresponding  pressure   drop   as
measured  in  the  socket  is  1.9  inches  of  water
column.

At  frequencies  below  30  megahertz,  an  air-
flow rate  of 20  cfm provides  adequate  cooling.
The  corresponding  pressure  drop  as  measured
in the socket is 0.6 inch of water column.

In  the  event  that  an  Air-System  Socket  and
Air  Chimney  are  not  used,  air  must  be  circu-
lated through the base of the tube and over the
envelope surface and the plate seal in sufficient
quantities  to maintain  the  temperatures  below
the maximum ratings. Seal-temperature ratings
may require  that cooling  air be supplied to the
tube if the filament is maintained  at operating
temperature during standby periods.

In any questionable situation, the only criteri-
on  for  correct  cooling  practice  is  temperature.
A convenient medium for measuring tube tem-
peratures is a temperature-sensitive paint.

ELECTRICAL

Fizczmc7tt Vo!tcigc  -  For maximum tube life
the filament voltage, as measured directly at the
filament pins, should be the rated voltage of 7.5
volts.  Variations  in  filament  voltage  must  be
kept within the range of 7.13 to  7.87 volts.

Bfcls  Voztcige  -  The  dc  bias  voltage  for  the
4-1000A should not exceed 500 volts. With grid-
leak  bias,  suitable  means  must  be  provided  to
prevent excessive plate or screen dissipation in

the event of loss of excitation. The grid-resistor
should  be  made  adjustable  to  facilitate  main-
taining the bias voltage and plate current at the
desired values from tube to tube. In the case of
operation  above  50 megahertz, it is  advisabe to
keep the bias voltage as low as possible.

Scrccm  Vo!tclgc  -  The  dc  screen voltage  for
the  4-1000A  should not exceed  1000  volts.  The
screen  voltages  shown  under  "Typical  Opera-
tion" are representative voltages for the type of
operation involved.

PZczfc Voztczgc  - The plate-supply voltage for
the  4-1000A  should  not  exceed  6000  volts  in
CW and  audio applications. In plate-modulated
telephony  service  above  30  megahertz,  the  dc
plate-supply   voltage   should   not   exceed   5000
volts;  however, below  30  megahertz,  5500-volts
may be used.

G7icz  Dissipcitio7t  -  Grid  dissipation  for  the
4-1000A  should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  25
watts.  Grid dissipation  may be  calculated from
the following expression :

Pg-ecmplc
where :   Pg=Grid dissipation,

ecn,p=Peak positive grid to cathode
voltage

I.=DC grid current.
e„np may be measured by means of a suitable

peak voltmeter connected between filament and
grid.

Scrcc7t Dissipcitio7t-The power dissipated by
the  screen  of  the  4-1000A  must  not  exceed  75
watts.  Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  ex-
cessive values when the plate voltage, bias volt-
age,  or  plate  load  are  removed  with  filament
and screen voltages  applied.  Suitable protective
means must be provided to limit screen dissipa-
tion to 75 watts in event of circuit failure.

P!c!tc D¢ssipczt€o7t  -  Under normal operating
conditions,  the plate dissipation of the 4-1000A
should not be  allowed to exceed  1000 watts.

In plate-modulated amplifier applications, the
maximum  allowable  carrier-condition plate dis-
sipation is 670 watts. The plate dissipation will
rise to 1000 watts under 100 per-cent sinusoidal
modulation.

Plate  dissipation  in  excess  of  the  maximum
rating  is  permissible  for  short periods  of  time,
such as during tuning procedures.
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Nczttrczzfzc[tio7i  -  If  reasonable  precautions
are taken to prevent coupling between input and
output circuits, the 4-1000A may be operated up
to  the  10-megahertz region  without  neutraliza-
tion.  In  the  region  between  10  megahertz  and
30  megahertz,  the  conventional  type  of  cross-
neutralizing  may  be  used  with  push-pull  cir-
cuits. In single-ended circuits ordinary neutrali-
zation systems may be used which provide 1800
out of phase voltage to the grid.

At frequencies  above  30 megahertz the feed-
back is principally due to screen-lead-inductance
effects.  Feedback  is  eliminated  by  using  series
capacitance  in  the   screen  leads  between  the
screen and ground. A variable capacitor of from
25  to  50  p#fds  will  provide  sufficient  capaci-
tance  to  neutralize  each  tube  in  the  region  of
loo  megahertz.  When  using  this  method,  the
two  screen  terminals  on  the  socket  should  be
strapped  together by  the  shortest possible  lead.
The lead from the mid-point of this screen strap

4-1000A -

RE
to the variable capacitor and from the variable
capacitor to ground should have as little induc-
tance  as possible.

In  general, plate,  grid, filament,  and  screen-
bypass  or  screen-neutralizing capacitors  should
be  returned  to  rf  ground  through  the  shortest
possible leads.

In  order  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  high
power  gain  obtainable  with  the  4-1000A,  care
should  be  taken  to  prevent  feedback  from  the
output to input circuits. A conventional method
of  obtaining  the  necessary  shielding  between
the  grid  and  plate  circuits  is  to  use  a  suitable
metal  chassis  with  the   grid  circuit  mounted
below  the  deck  and  the  plate  circuit  mounted
above the deck. Power-supply leads entering the
amplifier should be bypassed to the ground and
properly  shielded to avoid feedback couphng in
these  leads.  The  output  circuit  and  antenna
feeders  should  be  arranged  so  as  to  preclude
any possibility of feedback into other circuits.
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DIMENSIONS

lN    INCHES

REF MIN. NOM. MAX.

A 8.875 9.250 9.625'

a a.000 8.375 8.750

C 5.2SO

D 3.625

E .313

F .825 .875 .925

G I.Ilo I.125 I.'40

H .559 .566 .573

J .484

K 600

L 30®

M 30®

N I.495 I.500 I.505

`P .371 .374 •377

I

asng\\   \ -?'¥
•%'  //    ;

'p

BOTTOM  VIEW
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The  Eimac  4CN15A  is  a coolerless version of the 4CX300A tetrode intended for
use   in  low  duty  or  pulse  service.  It  is electrically identical to the 4CX300A with
the   exception   of  plate  dissipation  which  is  rated  at 15 watts in air.  Where other
cooling means are used,  such as liquid immersion, plate dissipation is limited only
by the maximum allowable anode and seal temperatures.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:     Oxide-Coated,  Unipotential                    Min.       Nom.       Max.

HeatingTime  -------    30           60
Cathode-to-Heaterpotential      --JL    ---- ±150

Heater:       Voltage       ----------     6.0
Current--------2.6

Amplification Factor (Grid to screen)   ---4.0
Transconductance  (Ib =  200  rna) ------     12,000

Direct hterelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode:
Input---------25
Output---------3,5
Feedback-------------0.06

Frequency for Maximum Ratings     ---------    500

MECHANICAL

Base  ----------------    I    --Special,breechblockterminalsurfaces
Recommended socket   -------------------    Eimac  SK-700  series
Operating position -----------
Maximum Operating Temperatures:

Ceramic-to-Metal Seals  -
Anode core -----

Cooling---------
Maximum Over-all Dimensions:

Height----
Diameter    -    -    -

Net weight   ------
Shipping weight -----

MAXIMUM   CW   RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE -
DC  PLATE  CURRENT -
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRIDVOLTAGE      -
PLATE  DISSIPATION  -
SCREEN DISSIPATION-
GRID DISSIPATION--

I

-----     2500      C
-----     2500      C
Convection or conduction

Class-C                Class-C                Class-AB
FM or Teleg        Plate Mod

*Up to  250  Mc.

**Rating in air - may be increased with adequate cooling.

(Effective  6-1-68)     ©     1963,1968 by  varian

2.5      inches
inches
ounces
pound

2500*       MAX.     VOLTS
250          MAX.             MA
400         MAX.     VOLTS
---         MAX.     VOLTS

15**     MAX.    WATTS
12          MAX.    WATTS

2         MAX.    WATTS

Printed  in  u.S.A.
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MAXIMUM   PuLSE   RATINOS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  -     -     -
PEAK PLATE  CURRENT  (DC  Component)
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE -------
DC  SCREEN VOLTAGE ------
PLATEDISSIPATION(AVG)**      ---
SCREEN DISSIPATION (AVG)  ----
GRID DISSIPATION (AVG)  -----

*According to table below.

**Depends on cooling method.

Class-C
Grid Pulsed

Class-C
Plate Pulsed

7000 (pulsed)
6.0*

-500
1500 (pulsed)

15
12

2

rinse
Modulator

4000
6.0*

-300
750

15
12

2
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"reNSION   DATA

Fn¥.      Non MIN MAX

A,I25cO t5cO
a 8cO 894
C 941 gr77

0 7ro 770
E 1052 1092
F G02 .ae
¢ 470 500
H 32® '350
J 193 213

K OsO a,t
L 0'0 020
N 93€ 956
N 170 185

P ao®
a 55® a,i
A 2cO 2eo
S 2®' 3'3
V' coo .9sO

MAX.       VOLTS
MA X.         AM PS
MAX.      VOLTS
MAX.       VOLTS
MAX.      WATTS
MAX.     WATTS
MAX.      WATTS

NOTE:     These dimensions
reflect standard manufact-
uring  tolerances.     Where
they   are  to  be  made  the
basis    of  purchase speci-
fications,  they should first
be checked with the factory.
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The  EIMAC  8590/4CPX250K  is  a  compact  forced-air  cooled,  extemal
anode  radial   beam   tetrode,   intended   for  wideband   grid-pulsed  radio   fre-

quency amplifier    and  pulse modulator service.

The  8590/4CPX250K  has   a  maximum  anode  dissipation  of  250   watts
and  is  capable  of  delivering  pulse  output  power  in  excess  of  10  kw  with
10  db  gain  when  cathode driven  at 450  MHz.

The  tube  is  of coaxial  construction  and  especially  designed  for  cavity
Operation.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS     1

ELECTRICAL

A          Cathode:  Oxide coated, Unipotentia|
Heater:  Voltage   .........

Current,  at 6.0  volts  .
Amplification  Factor (Average):

Grid  to  Screen    ..........

....          6.0±0.3    V

2.5A

5
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances (Grounded  grid)2

Input.......................................................

Output......................................................

Feedback....................................................

Frequ'ency  of Maximum  Rating:

CW...............

14.0   pF
4.1   pF

•006   pF

500   MHz
Plate or  Grid-Pulsed   .............................................        500    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures    may  change  without  notice  as  the
result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this   information
for  final   equipment  design.

2.    In  Shielded  Fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum Overall  Dimensions:
Length............
Diameter..........

fi          Netweight    ...........

2.81  in;  71.37    mm

1.64  in;  41.66    mm

4 oz;  114    gin
Operating Position     ...................................................        Any

(Effective 4-i-70)      ©      1970  by  varian Printed in U.S.A.
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MECHANICAL

Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals    ..............................................       250    oC

Anode  Core    .......................

Cooling............................

Base      ®   ,   ,   e   ,........................

Socketing:  EIMAC  collets  are available  as  follows:
Heater pin  connection  .................

Cathode  connection    .............,....

Control  grid  connection      .................................

Anode  connection     .....................................

Screen  grid  connection    ..................................

.........        250     OC

.......      Forced-Air

.........      Coaxial

EIMAC  Part No.  008290
EIMAC  Part No.  008291
EIMAC  Part No.  008292
EIMAC  Part No.  008294
EIMAC  Part No.  882931

RADIO  FREQUENCY   POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  OSCILLATOR

Class C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE ....

DC  PLATE  CURFiENT    .   .   I

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .   .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .

GRID   DISSIPATION   ....

2500   VOLTS
500    VOLTS

-250    VOLTS

0.250    AMPERE
250   WATTS

12    WATTS
2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage    ........
Screen  Voltage    .......
Grid  Voltage  .........

Plate  Current     ........
Screen  Current 1  .......

Grid  Current  1    ........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1   .   .   .

Calculated    Driving
power   I    .   .   .   I   ........

Plate  Input  Power      .....
Plate   Output  Power    ....

1.    Approximate  value.

PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE      .........

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ..,......

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE ..,...,...,

PEAK  PLATE   CURRENT       ........

PULSE   DUFIATI0N  ............

DUTY  FACTOFi  .............,

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .........,

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    ........,

GRID   DISSIPATION   ..........

.        7000    VOLTS

.           750    VOLTS

.          -400    VOLTS

.             6.0    AMPERES

(See  Derating  Chart)
(See  Derating  Cr`art)

.           250    WATTS
12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage    ....,
Screen  Voltage    .  ,  .
Grid  Voltage  .....
Peak  Drive  Voltage 1
Peak Plate  Current
Peak  Screen  Current 1
Peak  lnputpower      .
Peak  Output  Power   .  ,
Peak  Output  Voltage  ,
Pulse  Duration ....
Duty  Factor     .....

t?

1.   Approximate   value   .



.   .     5500    VOLTS
.  .   .     1000    VOLTS
...- 250    VOLTS
...         6.0    AMPERES

Jsee  Derating Chart)
(See  Derating  Chart)
.   .   .        250    WATTS
..   .            12    WATTS
.   .   .              2    WATTS

a

A

RF  POWER  AMPLIFIER

class  8 or  C,  Grid  and  Screen  Pulsed

MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE      ..........
PEAK  DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE      ...........

PEAK  PLATE  CUF!RENT  1   .........

PULSE  DUBATION      ............

DUTY  FACTOF}       ..............

PLATE  DISSIPATION    ...........

SCREEN  DISSIPATION    ..........

GRID   DISSIPATION   ............

1.    Peak  anode  current  may  be  considered   as  average
during   the  pulse   and   should   be   limited   to   6.0   amperes.
With   a   pulse   length   longer  than  80  4is,   or  a  duty  factor
higher   than   0.0016,   peak   current   should   be   reduced   in

8 5 9 0 /4 CPX2 5 0 K

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  500  MHz)
Class  a,  Grounded  Grid  (Measured  Values)

Plate  Voltage    ....................

Screen  Voltage  (Pulsed)  ..............
Grid  Voltage       ....................

Peak  Grid  Voltage2 .................

Peak  Driving  Power2 ................

Peak  Output  Power  (useful)  ............
Pulse  Duration      ...................

Duty  Factor     .....................

accordance   with   the   data   shown   on   the   Derating   Chart
for    Anode   Current.    For    longer   pulse   duration   or   larger
duty  factor,  consult  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian.

2.    Approximate   value   .

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves.   Adjustment  of
the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen  and  plate voltages  is
assumed.   If  this   procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   little  variation   in  output  power  when  the tube  is
changecl,  even  though  there  may  be  some variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen  currents
which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are   incidental   and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These
current variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence of
the  variations  in  current.   If  grid  bias  is  obtained  principaHy  by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor must
be adjustable to  obtain  the  required bias  voltage when  the  correct rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts   ...................

Cathode  Warmup  Time   .......................

Interelectrode Capacitances i   (Grounded  Grid  Connection)
Input...............................

Output  .  .

Feedback

1.    Capacitance values are  for  a  cold  tube as measured  in  a  shielded  fixture.

APPLICATloN

AfoowTJIVG  -  The  8590/4CPX250K  may  be  mounted
in   any  position.   The  concentric  arrangement  of  the
electrode   terminals  permits   the  use  of  the  tube  in
coaxial   line   or   cavity-type   circuits   to   advantage.

Min.         Max.

2.3         3.0    A
30        -.-   sec.

12.0       16.0    pF

3.90       4.35pF
---      0.01   pF

Connections  to  the  contact  surfaces  should  be  made
by   means  of  spring  finger  collets  which  have   suf-
ficient  pressure  to  maintain  a  good  electrical  con-
tact    at   all   fingers.    Points   of     electrical contact
should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of  oxidation  to  mi fro
imize   rf losses.
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HEATER  -The    rated   heater    voltage    for   the
8590/4CPX250K   is   6.0   volts,   as   measured   at   the
base  of the  tube,  and  variations  should  be  restricted
to  plus  or  minus  0.3  volt  for  long  tube  life  and  con-
sistent   performance.   At   frequencies   above   approx-
imately    300   MHz   under   Class    C   Telegraphy
conditions,   it   may   be   necessary   to   reduce   heater
voltage  to  compensate  for  rf  transit-time  heating  of
the  cathode.  This  type  of  back~heating  is  a  function
of  frequency,   grid  current,   grid  bias,  anode  current,
duty  cycle,   and  circuit  design  and  adjustment.   The
following heater  operation  voltages  are  recommended
for  straight-through  CW  amplifier operation:

Frequency  (MHz) Heater Voltage

300  or lower 6.00
301  to  400 5.75
401  to  500 5.50

COOLJIVG  -  Sufficient    forced-air    cooling   must   be

provided   to  maintain   the  anode  core  and   seal   tem-
peratures  within  maximum  ratings.  Special  care  must
be  observed  to  insure  that  there  is  adequate  cooling
in  the  area of the  coaxial filament  and  grid  terminals.
With   an   anode  dissipation  of  250  watts   and  an  in-
coming  air  temperature  of  50°C  at  sea  level,   a   min-
imum  air  flow  of 4.8  cfm  must  be  passed  through  the
anode    cooler,    with    a   resultant   pressure   drop    of
approximately 0.25 inch of water.  Air should  normally
be  directed  in  a  base-to-anode  direction  in  order  to
minimize   base   cooling   problems.   In   cases   where
long   life   and   consistent   performance   are   factors,
cooling  in  excess  of  minimum   requirements   is  nor-
mally  beneficial.  Air  flow  should  be  applied  before
or  simultaneously  with  the  application  of  electrode
voltages    (including   heater   voltage),    and   may    be
removed   simultaneously  with  them.

CATHODE   WARWC/P   rJME  -  Heater  voltage  should
be  applied   for  a  minimum  of  30  seconds  before  the
application    of   other   electrode   voltages    to   allow
proper  conditioning of the  cathode  surface.

CArJroDE    OPERAr/OIV  -  The    oxide-coated    uni-
potential   cathode   must   be   protected   against
excessively  high  emission  current.  The  DF.RATING
CHART  FOR  ANODE  CURRENT  shows  the  current
capability  of  the  8590/4CPX250K  anode  at  various
pulse  durations  and  duty  factors.  To  use  this  chart,
enter  with  pulse  duration  and  note  the  intersection
with  the  desired  peak  anode  current.   At  this  inter-
section  read  off  the  values  of  maximum  duty  and/or
pulse   repetition rate.

Under  a  given  set  of  operating  conditions,  element
dissipation  may  limit  the  maximum  pemissible  duty
to  a  smaller  value  than  anode  current  considerations
alone   would   dictate.   It  will   usually  be   found  that
screen   grid  dissipation   is   the   limiting  factor  with
large  plate  voltage  swings  and that plate dissipation
limits   the   maximum   duty   with   small   plate   voltage
swings.

CONTROL  GRID  OPERATloN  -  The  avetagie  power
dissipated  by  the  control  grid  must  not  exceed  two
watts.  The  control  grid  dissipation  can  be  computed
as   the   product   of   average   grid   current,   and   peak
positive   grid to  cathode voltage.

SCREEN   GRID   OPERATION  -  The   avetag;e   power
dissipated  by the screen  grid must not exceed twelve
watts.   Screen  grid  dissipation  is  the  product  of  dc
screen   voltage,   average   screen  current   during  the
pulse,   and  duty  factor.
The   screen   grid  current  may  reverse  under  certain
operating   conditions   and   produce   negative   current
indications   on   the   screen  milliammeter.  This   is   a
normal   characteristic  of  most  tetrodes.   The  screen
grid   power  supply   should   be  designed   with   this
characteristic  in  mind  so  that  the  correct  operating
voltage  will  be  maintained  on  the  screen  grid  under
all  conditions.  A  current path  from  screen to  cathode
must   be   provided   by   a   bleeder   resistor,   gaseous
voltage  regulator,  or  an  electron  tube  shunt  regulator
connected  between  screen  and  cathode  and  arranged
to   pass   approximately   15  milliamperes  per  tube.   A
series  pass  tube  regulated  power supply  can  be used
only  when  an  adequate  bleeder  resistor  is  provided.
Protection  for  the  screen  grid  should  be  provided  by
an  over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the  screen
supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  applied  before
screen   voltage  can be  applied.

PULSE  MODULATOR PLATE OPERATION   -   Aver-
age     plate   dissipation   may   be   calculated   as  the
product  of  average  plate  current  during  the  pulse,
minimum  anode  voltage,  and  duty  factor.  Excessive
average   dissipation   is   likely   to   occur   with  high
values   of  minimum   anode  voltage.   The  calculated
value   of  plate  dissipation   may  well  be  below  250
watts   based  on  a  rectangular  pulse  but  excessive
dissipation  will  result  if  pulse  rise  and  fall  times
slow  down  the  plate  voltage  swing  and  allow  plate
current  to  flow  for  longer  periods  in  the  high  anode
voltage  region.

u
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® UHF  OPERAT/OIV   -   Such  operation  should  be  con-
ducted  with  heavy  plate  loading,  minimum  bias,  and
the lowest driving power consistent with  satisfactory
performance.   It  is  often   preferable  to  operate  at  a
sacrifice  in  efficiency  to  obtain  increased  tube  life.

MULTIPLE    0PERATIOIV  -Tubes    operating   ±n

parallel   or  push-pull   must   share   the   load  equally.
It  is  good  engineering  practice  to  provide  individual
metering  and  individual   adjustments  of  bias   and/or
screen   grid  voltage  to  equalize  the  plate  currents.
Where  overload  protection  is  provided,  it  should  be
capable   of  protecting   the   surviving   tube(s)   in   the
event   that any tube fails.

SPECIAL     APPLICATION

If it  is  desired  to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  different  from  those  listed  here,  write
to  Power  Grid  Tube  Division,  EIMAC  Division  of Varian,  301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California
94070,  for information  and  recommendations.
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TEcl"lcAL   DATA

The   4CS250R  is  a  compact,   conduction  cooled,  high  perveance  radial
beam   tetrode.  It  is  electrically  identical  to  the  4CX250R  except  that  the
maximum   dissipation  of   the  4CS250R  is  limited  only  by  the  maximum  al-
lowable   anode   and   ceramic/metal   seal   temperatures.   A   beryllium  oxide

(Beo) themal link is brazed to  the anode providing an electrically isolated,
low   thermal  resistance  path  between  the  anode  and  the  heat  sink.  Rug-

gedized   construction  allows  the  4CS250R  to  be  operated  in  applications
where  shock  and/or vibration is experienced.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage  ........................

Current,  at  6.0  volts  .....................

Cathode  -  Heater Potential    ................
Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)2

Input..............................

Output  3  .............................

Feedback...........

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
CW...............

6.0  ±  0.3

2.6
±150

4CS250R

CONDUCTION    C00LEI]

RADIAL    BEAM

TETRODE

500   MHz

Plate  or  Grid-Pulsed     ..........................................      500    MHz

1.    Characterlstics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2,     ln  Shielded  Fixture.

3.    See output capacitance.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length      ...........................................          2.46  in;  62.5    mm

Diameter    ..........................................       1.76in;     44.9    mm

Net  Weight   .....

Operating Position

(F,ffective9-1-70)      ©   by  varian

5  oz;  141.7    gin

•.....         Any

Printed in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam    carlos    /    california    94070



Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals     .........................................         250°C

Anode  Core     ...............................................          250°C

Plate  and  Base  Seals   .........................................         250°C

Cooling.................................................Conduction

Base      ..................................................     Special  9-pin

Recommended  Socket   .............................    EIMAC  SK-660,  SK-661  series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN              CA"ODE DRIVEN
Class AB|

MAXIMUM   F!ATI NGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCPEEN  VOLTAGE
DCGRIDVOLTAGE     .
DC  PLATE  CURF!ENT   .
SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION      .

.  2000   VOLTS

.     500    VOLTS

.   -250   VOLTS

.0.250    AMPEf}E

.         12    WATTS

2   WATTS

1.   Adjust     to    specified    zero-signal     dc    plate    current.

2.   Approximate  values.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  500  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or
Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage   ...............
Screen  Voltage  ..............
Grid  Voltage   1 ...............
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current    .......
T\ro-Tone  Plate  Current     ........
T\ro-Tone  Screen  Current2 .......
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage     ..........
useful   Output  Power    ..........
Pesonant  Load  Impedance   .......
Intermodulation  Distortion  Products3

3rdorder     .
5th  Order      .........   _

-30          -23   db
-35          -27   db

3.   The  intermodulation  distortion  products  are  referenced  a-
gainst  one tone  of  a  two equal  tone signal.

RADIO  FREOuENcy  rowER  AMPLIFIER
0R OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telechony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATI NGS:

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE  .   .   .
DC  SCPEEN  VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  GF}ID  VOLTAGE     .   .   .

DC  PLATE  CUFIRENT   .   .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .   .

GRIDDISSIPATION       ...

2cOO    VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250    VOLTS

0.250    AMPERE
12    WATTS

2    WATTS

PLATE MODULATED  RADio  FREcuENcy  rowER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
class C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
DC  Scl]EEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRIDVOLTAGE     .

1500   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250   VOLTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

plate  Voltage ..........,
Screen  Voltage ..........
Grid  Voltage    ...........
Plate  Current
Screen  Current l   .........
Grid  Current 1.
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1 ......
Calculated  Driving  Power 1.   .   .
Plate  Input  Power      ....
Plate  Dissipation   ........
plate  Output  Power   .......
F{esonant  Load  Impedance  .   .  .

1.    Approximate value.

DC  PLATE  CUF}BENT   .   .

SCFiEEN   DI SSIPATION  1.

GRID  DISSIPATION  1.   .

0.200    AMPEF!E
12    WATTS

2    WATTS

1.   Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

6
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AUDIO  FREOuENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR  MODULATOR
Class  ABi ,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  BATINGS  (Per  Tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE      ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE     .....

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE    .......

DC  PLATE  CuF{RENT   .......

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION   ......

GBID   DISSIPATION       .......

2000    VOLTS
....          500    VOLTS

-250    VOLTS

....      0.250    AMPEf}E

.   .   .               12    WATTS

2    WATTS

4 C S 2 5 0 F]

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Two  Tubes)   (Push-Pul I)

Plate  Voltage  .
Screen  Voltage
Grid  Voltage   1/2.   .
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    ....
Max.  Signal  plate  Current   .
Zero-Signal  Screen  Currentl    .  .
Max.   Signal   Screen  Currentl  .   .   .
Plate Output  Power    .   .   .
Load  Ftesistance (plate  to  plate)

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Adjust  to  give  stal:ed  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPEBATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of   the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the   specified   plate   currer`t   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor  must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN
Min.        Max.

Heater:Currentat6.0volts     ................................          2.3          2.9    A
CathodeWamupTime    ....................................            30          ---see.

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded cathode connection)
Input    .............................................         16.0         18.5    pF

Output.....
Feedback       ..

1.     In   Shielded  Fixture.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING  &  SOCKETING   -   r"e  4CS25C)R  may
be  mounted  in   any   position.   EIMAC  SK-660  and
SK-661     socket    series     is    recommended.    The
SK-660  (made  of  alumina)  and   the  SK-661  (made
of Beo) will  allow  the  tube  base  seal  heat  to be
effectively   transferred   to   the   heat   sink.   Other
sockets   may  be  used  if  a  means  for  keeping the
ceramic/metal   base   seals   below   250°C   is   pro-
vided.   The   EIMAC   SK-655   and   ERIE   2943   and
2929  series  screen  by-pass  capacitor  are  recom-
mended  for  use  with  the  4CS250Ro  F`igure  1  shows
the    recommended   method   of   mounting   the   4CS-
250R  to  the heat  sinko

When    using   natural    convection   heat   sinks,
Figure  2  will  assist  the  designer  in  determining
the  minimum  heat  sink  surface  area  required  for

•......          4.2           5.2pF

•......---        0.06    pF`

the    given   power   dissipation.    The   thermal   and
electrical  characteristics  of the  Beo  used  on  the
4CS250R    are   given   in   Table   I   and    Figure  3.

A    good    thermally    conductive   compound   (1)
should   be   used   in   the   interface   to   reduce   the
thermal  resistance  of  this  joint.  In  addition,  the
method   of   fastening   the   tube   to   the   heat  sink
should   provide   reasonable   compression   to  help
further  reduce  this   interface  thermal  resistance.

The  effectiveness  of  any  cooling  system  used
with  the  4CS250R  is  determined  by  the  anode  and
ceramic/metal  seal  temperatures.  These  must  be
held   below  250°C  for  all  conditions  of expected
ambient  temperatures   and   operation.   These  tem-
perature   parameters   should   be   measured   in   the
design   stage   using   accurate   thermocouples   or
thermistors.

3.
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(1)  Thermal joint  compound  and supplier.

a)   Wakefield   120,   Wakefield   Engineering
Co.  Wake field,  Mass.

b)   Dow  Coming  340,   Dow  Coming  Corp.,
Midland,  Michigan.

c)   Astrodyne       Thermal       Bond      312,
Astrodyne,      Inc.,      Burlington,    Mass.

d)   General  Electric  Insulgrease   -  G641,
General  Electric  Co.   Cleveland  Ohio,
44117.

COOLJA/G   -   The  4CS250R   is   designed   for  con-
duction    cooled   systems    by   using   a   beryllium
oxide   (Beo)   thermal   link   brazed   to   the   anode.
The   Beo   is   a   ceramic   material   which   exhibits
high    thermal   conductance   similar   to   aluminum
and    hich    electrical    resistance    and    low   loss
typical  of  ceramics.  When  this  Beo  thermal  link
is  fastened  to  a  suitable  heat  sink,  it  provides  a
low   thermal   resistance   path   allowing  the  anode
heat     to   be   transferred   to   the   heat   sink.  The
Beo   also  provides   electrical  isolation  between
the tube  anode and the heat sink.

The  heat  sink  can  be  cooled  by  natural  (free)
convection,  forced  air  convection,   liquid  cooling
or  a  combination  of  these  methods.   The  design
choice   is   determined   by   the   tubes   application
but  in  all  cases  the  cooling  system  must  maintain
the   anode   and   ceramic/metal   seal  temperatures
below  250°C.

In  a  conduction  cooled  system,  anode  temper-
ature  and  seal  temperature  are  determined  by  the
themal   resistance  of  the  thermal   path  between
the   anode   and    the   cooling   medium,    e.g.,   air,
water.  The thermal  path  consists  of the  Beryllium
oxide   thermal   link,    the   interface   between   the
thermal   link   and  heat   sink,   and   the   heat  sink.

The  themal  resistance  of  the  Beo  thermal  link
versus  its  average  temperature  is  given  in  Figure
3.  The  tube user must  then  determine  the  thermal
resistance   of   the   thermal   link   from   the   Beo
thermal   link  to   the   cooling  medium   for  his  par-
ticular  application.

DANGER-BERYLLIUM   OXIDE   CERAMICS   (Beo)
BREATHING     DUST     OR     FUMES     CAN     KILL
Normal   use   of   tubes   with   Beryllium   Oxide   cer-
amics  is  not hazardous,  but  the  user  is  cautioned
that   breathing   small   quantities   of   the   dust   or
fumes   from   Beryllium  Oxide  can  seriously   injure
or kill.  Do  not  alter,  disassemble,  grind,lap,  fire,
chemically   clean,   or  perform  any  other  operation
on    the   Beryllium   Oxide   block   attached   to   the
anode  of the  4CS250R,  or  to  the  socket used  with
the  tube,  which  may  also  contain  Beryllium  Oxide.

Any  tube  or  accessory  part  containing  Beryllium
Oxide   ceramics   should  be  returned   to  EIMAC  at
the   end  of  its  useful  life,   with  authorization  for
disposal.

SHOCK    AND    VIBRATION    ~   The    4CS250R   ls
shock  and  vibration  tested  with  plate  and  screen
voltages  applied.   Production  tubes  are  randomly
sampled and  tested under the following conditions.

With   a   plate   voltage   of   2000   volts   applied,
the  tubes  sampled  are  subjected  to  six  shocks  of
90   G's   minimum   half-sine-wave   motion,   with   a
duration  of  11.0  ±  2  milliseconds,  in  each  of  the
three  major  axes  (X,  Y,  Z).

With   the  rated  plate  and  screen  voltages  ap-

plied   and  the  control  grid  voltage  adjusted  for  a
plate  current  of  100  rna.  through  a  plate  load  re-
sistance   of  4900  ohms,  each  of  the  tubes  tested
is   vibrated   in   the   three   major   axes   throughout
the    range  of  28  to 2000and  back  to  28  Hz  in  a

CHARACTERISTICS  OF  99.5%  Beo

Electrical Resistivity  in
1ol4 Dielectric Strength in volts/nil 300ohm-cm  ee5ooF

Dielectric  Constant
6.40

Thermal  Conductivity  (K) in
C;al./CmD./C;in/Sec./°C

at  70°F  and  1  MHz of 99.59ro  Beo

at  70°F  and  8.5  GHz 6.57
200c 0.60at  250°F  and  8.5  GHz 6.64

1000c 0.45

Loss  Tangent
0.0006

4000c 0.20

at  70°F  and  1  MHz
at  70°F  and 8.5  GHz 0.00044

(F`rom  Coors  Data  Sheet  0001,  Aug  1965)at  250°F  and  8.5  GHz 0.00040

Table  I

4.



minimum    time   of  six   minutes   per   axis.   The  vi-
bration  level  is  maintained   at 10  G's.  The  noise
voltage  developed  across  the  plate  load  resistor
may not  exceed  30  volts  rms.

VOLTAGE  BREAKDOWN   VERSLIS  ALTITUDE   -
Table  11  shows  typical  breakdown  voltage  ve\rsus
altitude   across  the  Beo  themal   link.   The  mea-
surements  were  taken  with  the  heat  sink  plate  at
ground  potential  and  the  anode  at  the  breakdown
potential.

Altitude All  voltage

(thousands  of feet) readings  in  kvdc
(typical)

Sea  Level 11.5

5 10.5

10 10.5

15 9.0
20 7.5

25 6.5

30 5.5

35 5.0

40 4.0

45 4.0

50 3.5

Table  11

OUTPUT   CAPACJrAIVCE   -   The   interelectrode
capacitances  given in  the  General Characteristics
are  measured  in  a  shielded  fixture  and  does  not
include    additional    external   capacitances.    The
typical   capacitance   between   the   anode   and   a
heat  sink  plate  4"  x  4"  is  6.7  pF  at  25°C.  Total
output   capacitance   will   be   approximately   11.5

pF.   The   measurement  configuration   is   shown  in
Figure  1.

FIG.  1    TYPICAL MOUNTING  CONF`IGURATION

ELECTRICAL

HEATER/CATHODE    OPERATION   -   For    max-
imum   life   and   unifom   performance,   the  heater
voltage    should    be    maintained    within    plus   or
minus  5%  of  the  rated  6.0  volts  at  operating  fre-

quencies   up  to  300  MHz  for  CW  use.Between  300
and    400   MHz,    5.75   volts   is    recommended   and
between   400   and   500   MHz   5.5   volts   is   recom-
mended.

GR/D    OPERArJOIV   -   Maximum    rated    dc   bias
voltage   is   -250   volts.   D.C.   resistance,   grid  to
cathode,  should  be  no  more  than  100,000  ohms .
Maximum   grid  dissipation   allowable  is   2  watts.

SCREEN    OPERATION    -   NIarimum   screen   a.is-
sipation     is    12    watts,    normally     computed   by
multiplying   dc   screen   voltage   by   the   average
screen   current.   This   computation   is   essentially
correct  except  in  the  case  of heavy  plate loading
when   secondary   emission   current   may   mask  the
normal  screen  current.

All   tetrodes,   under  some  conditions   of  load-
ing   and   drive,   will   exhibit   secondary   emission
from  the  screen  which  changes  the  net  current  to
the  screen  and  may  even  cause  the  screen  meter
to    reverse.    Normally,    secondary    emission    is
harmless   provided  the  screen   voltage  is  stable.
To  insure  stable  screen  voltage,  it is  recommend-
ed  that  a  bleeder  resistor  calculated  to  pass  15
rna  from  screen  to  ground  be  used.

PLATE    OPERATJOIV   -   The    plate    dissipation
rating  of  the  4CS250R  is   limited  by   anode  core
and  ceramic/metal  seal  temperature.  These  are  a
function  of  the  thermal  link  and  are  discussed  in
the "Cooling"  section.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   To   obta.ir\  max±"m
power with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes  operated
in   multiple   it   is   desirable   to   adjust  individual
screen   or   grid-bias   voltages   so   the   peak   plate
current  for  each  tube  is  equal  at  the  crest  of  the
exciting    voltage.    Under    these    conditions,    in-
dividual  dc   plate  currents  will   be  approximately
equal  for  full  input  signal  for  class-AB|  operation.

SPECJ4L   4PPLJCArJOIV   -   If   it   is   desired   to
operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent   from   those   listed  here,   write   to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for
information  and  recommendations.

5.
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D 0.760 0.8cO 19.30 20.32
E 0.985 I.0'5 25.o2 25.78
F 1406 35.71
G Q187 4.75

H BASE  88-236
(JEDEC  DESIGNAITION)

J 0.559 0.573 L4.20 14.55
K 0.240 6.10
L 0.214 0.228 5.44 5.79
M 0.6cO 0.640 1524 626
N I.733 I .767 44.02 44.88
P '9.80 20.30 50.29 51.56
Fi 430 47® 43® 47,
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CV8000A  is  a  ceramic/metal  vapor-cooled  power  tetrode
designed   to   be  used   as   a   Class-AB|  linear  amplifier  in  audio  or  radio-
frequency  applications.  Its  characteristic  of  low  intermodulation  distortion
makes  it  specially  suitable  for  single-sideband  service.  The  vapor-cooled
anode   has  a  dissipation  rating  of  8000  watts  when  mounted  in  an  EIMAC
BR-101  broiler.

The  4CV8000A  is  also  recommended  for  Class-C  radio-frequency  power
amplifier   and   plate-modulated    radio-frequency   power   amplifier   service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............................

Current,  at  9.0  volts   ....................

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   ........................

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded cathode)2
Cin...............................

`  .   .9.0  ±  0.45    V

41.5   A

5.5

4CV8000A

VA PO F` -C 0 0 LE D

RADIAL-BEAM

POWER-TETRODE

130   pF

Cout    ..................................................        12.5    pF

Cpk...............

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW...............

1.0   pF

150    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values   are  for   a   cold  tube   as   measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accorcance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length...............

Diameter.............

Net  Weight    ..............

Operating Position   .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  ......

7.98  in;  202.69   mm
7.87  in;   199.90   mm

7.Olb;          3.2    kg
Axis  vertical,  base up

.........      250OC

Anode Flange
Cooling.....

Base.......
Recommended  Air  System  Socket
Recommended  Boiler  ........

(Revised 3-15-71)  ©    by  Varian

...........................       110OC

................. Vapor  and  Forced  Air

Special,  ring and  breach-block  terminal  surfaces
.........................         SK-1490

.........................           BR-101

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301    industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    californi`a    94070



4CV8000A

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUF{RENT     I

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .   ,

7000    VOLTS

1000    VOLTS

2.0    AMPEF}ES

8000    WATTS

175    WATTS

50    WATTS

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.

EY:!€AAL89,PEpfdTBiYv:F}¥euaekncE'nevse{8p%°o¥HM:)duiat,on
Crest  Conditions.

Plate  Voltage
Screen  Volta
Grid  Voltage
Zero-Signal   Plate   Current    .   a   ......

Single-Tone  Plate  Current  .   .
Single-Tone  Screen   Ciirrent2  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  2
Plate  Dissipation    ,
plate  ciitput  power   I
Besonant  Load  Impedance

2.    Approximatevalue   .

...6

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .

DC  SCFIEEN   VOLTAGE    .........

DC  PLATE  CUPRENT     ..........

PLATE   DISSIPATION     ..........

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION      .........

GRID   DISSIPATION     ..........

0     AMPEF}ES

0    Vl/ATTS

5    WATTS
0    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage      .   .   '   .
Screen   \'oltage  ,......
Grld   Voltage    I   .   I   .....

Plate   Ciirrent   ........

Screen   Currentl    .   ,   .   a   .   .

Grid   Ciirrentl   I    .

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.
Calciilated   Driving  Power
Plate  Output  Power   ....

1.    Approximate  value.

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN

Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ......

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CUF}RENT     ......

PLATE   DISSIPAT|ON1    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION 2 .....

GPllD   DISSIPATION  2    ......

5000   VOLTS
600    VOLTS
1.4    AMPEBES

5500    WATTS
175    WATTS

50    WATTS

1.    Corresponds   to   8000   watts    at    100°/o    sine-wave
mod u I at i on .

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

2

TYPICAL  OPEF{ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  voltage     ,
Screen   Voltage      .   .   a   .   .   .

Grid  Voltage    ........

Plate  Current   ........

Screen   Current  1   .   o   ....

Grld  Currentl
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1

( 1 o0°/o  modu I at i on )  .....
Peak  rf  Grid  voltage  1 ....
Calculated   Driving  Power  .
Plate  Dlsslpation    .   a   ....
Plate  Output  Power   .

1.    Approximate  value.



4CV8000A

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOF!
Class  AB   ,   Grid  Driven   (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ...........      7000    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ..........       1000    VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CURPENT

PLATE  DI SSI PATI ON

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GF}lD   DISSIPATION

a           2.0    AMPEBES

.   .      8000    WATTS

.   .          175    WATTS

50    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEPATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage      ............

a:::ecoYt°a'::gie/3:  :  ..  :  ..  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .   .   .   a   .
Max.   Signal   Plate  Current  .....
Max.   Signal  Screen  Currentl   .   .  .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage 2  .......
Max.  Signal  Plate  Dissipation2.   .
Plate  Output  Power   .........
Load  Resistance  (plate  to  plate) .

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Per  Tube.
3.    Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPEF`ATION   data   are   obtained   direct   measurement   or   by   calculation   from   published   characteristic
curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,   screen
and  plate  voltage  is  assumed.   If this  procedure  is  followed,  there will  be  little  variation  in  output  power  when
the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen
currents  which   result  when  the  desired   plate   current   is  obtained  are   incidental   and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.
These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  ci rcu it  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the
presence   of  the  variations   in  current.   In   Class  C  service,   if  grid  bias   is  obtained  principally  by  means  of  a
grid    resistor,  the  resistor  must   be  adjustable  to   obtain  the  required   bias  voltage  when  the correct  rf  grid
voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIC.N

Heater:  Current  at  9.0  volts    a  .  .  a  .......

Min.       Max,

39.5       43.5    A
Interelectrode  Capacitances I (grounded  cathode connection)

Cin  ...............................................           120140    pF

Cout   ..............................................         10.5        14.5    pF

Cgp     .   .    '   ...........................................                               1.4    pF

1.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  F`S-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOC/IvrJIVG   -   The   4CV8000A   must   be   operated
with    its   axis   vertical,   base   up   in   an   EIMAC
BR-101    boiler.    Care   must   be   exercised   when
installing  to  insure  that  the  boiler  is  level,  the
water  is  at  the  proper  level  and  that  the  flange
of the  tube  makes  a  vapor tight  seal  against  the
rubber    "0"    ring   and   boiler.   A   typical  vapor
cooling   system   is   shown   in   this   data   sheet.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC  SK-1490  socket  is  avail-
able     for    use    with    the    4CV8000A.    Filament,
control-grid,    and    screen-grid    connections    are
made to this  socket.

COOLJIVG   -   Cooling    is    accomplished    by    im-
mersing  the   anode   in   the   distilled  water  filled
BR-101    boiler.    The   energy   dissipated   at   the
anode  causes  the water to boil  at the  surfaces  of
the anode,  be  converted into  steam  and be  carried
away  to  the  condenser.  The  boiling action  keeps
the   anode   surfaces   at   approximately   100°C.   In
a  properly  designed  boiler-tube  system   (such  as
the   4CV8000A   and  BR-101),   it  is  extremely  un-
likely  that  the  anode  surfaces  will  ever  exceed
110°C-well  below  the  250°C  maximum  rating-at
full dissipation  ratings.

The  water  in  the  boiler must  be  maintained  at



4CV8000A

a   constant  level,  just  below  the  top  of  the  fins
on  the  anode  cooler.  This  is  accomplished  auto-
matically   in   the   vapor   cooling   system   shown.
Condensate  from  the  condenser is  returned  to the
boiler  to  maintain  this  constant  fluid  level.  Any
decrease  in  liquid  level  is  sensed  by  the  control
box,   CB-102.   A   low   water   level   in   the   control
box activates  the  solenoid  water  valve,  allowing
make-up   water   from   the   reservoir   to   enter  the
boiler. When  the  proper level  is  reached,  the  con-
trol  box  de-energizes  the  solenoid,  stopping the
flow  from  the  reservoir.  A  second  switch  in  the
control  box  is  energized  if the  water  level  drops
to  a  lower  level  because  of  an   empty  reservoir
or a  constriction  in  the  line.  This  switch  may  be
used  to  shut  down  the  equipment  or  activate  an
alarm.

For  reliable  operation,  it  is  important  that  the
control    box   and  boiler  be  mounted   so  that the
level  sensed  by  the  control  box  is  exactly  the
same  as  the  level  in  the  boiler.

Cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  accomplished by
blowing   25-50   CFM   of   air   throuch   the   socket
from  the  sides.

ELECTRICAL

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal   operating    voltages
used   with   the   4CV8000A   are   deadly,   and   the
equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so  that   no  one  can   come   in  contact
with  high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include
safety  enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and
terminals,   with   interlock  switches  to  open  pri-
mary   circuits   of  the   power   supply   and  to  dis-
charge high-voltage  condensers whenever access
doors  are opened.  Interlock  switches  must not  be
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -   The   tated   £±Lament
voltage  for the  4CV8000A  is  9.0  volts.  Filament

voltage,    as   measured   at   the   socket,   must   be
maintained  at   9.0  volts   plus  or  minus   five  per-
cent  to  obtain  maximum  tube  life.   The  use  of  a
constant   voltage  filament   transformer  is   recom-
mended.

GRID  OPERArJOIV   -   The  4CV8000A  grid  has  a
maximum    dissipation    rating   of   50   watts.   Pre-
cautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceeding
this   rating.   Grid   dissipation   is   the   product   of
the   dc   grid   current   and   the   peak   positive   grid
voltage  swing.

SCREEN   OPERATION   -   The   power  dissipated
by  the  screen  must  not  exceed  175 watts.  Screen
dissipation,  in  cases  where  no  ac  is  applied   to
the  screen,  is  the  product  of  screen  voltage  and
screen   current.   If  the   screen   voltage   is   modu-
lated,   the   screen   dissipation   will   depend  upon
loading,  driving  power and   screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage
or    plate    load    are    removed   with    filament   and
screen     voltages    applied.    Suitable    protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation  in  the event  of these  failures.

PL4rE   DJSS/P4r/OIV   -   The   plate   dissipation
rating   of   8000    watts    attainable   through   vapor
cooling  provides  a   large  margin   of  safety.   It  is
unlikely  that  this  rating  will  be  exceeded,  even
during  tuning  periods.

When  the  4CV8000A  is  used  as  a  plate-modu-
lated  rf  amplifier,  this  rating  is  reduced  to  5500
watts  with  a   reduced  plate  input   rating  of  5000
volts  and  1.4  amps.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS   -   1£  ±t  ±s  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,   301
Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos,    Califomia   94070,

for infomation  and  recommendations.

u

u
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VAPOR   COOLING   SYSTEM

STEAM    PRESSUFiE   INTERLOCK
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'1

DIMENSIONAL   DATA

DIM.
INCHES M I LLI METERS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 3.475 3.525 882T 89.53
8 0.860 0.890 21.84 22.61

C 2.985 3.025 75.82 76.84
D 3.490 3.525 88.65 89.54
E 3.472 3.602 88.19 91.49

F 6.000 6.200 152.40 I 57.48
G 7.753 7983 196.93 202.77

R                     ,,/;
H 0.965 I.005 24 . 5 I 25.53
K 0.700 0.730 1778 18.54

L 0430 0.460 10.92 I  I.68

`© M 0. I 60 0. I 8 0 4.06 4.57
N 0.018 0.025 0.46 0.64
P I.050 I I  loo 26.67 27.94
R 390 4la 590 410

I                  P

I

S 890 910 890 910

T 0.485 0.515 12.32 13.08

u I.557 I . 567 39.55 39.80

U V 4.000 4.175 101.60 106.05

W 2.968 75.39

vi.FILAMENT
X 7.875 200.03
Y 0.344 8.74
Z I.785 I .9'  5 45.54 48.64

\ccNTfmGRID__\\:aeNI=oi\\\, ®,rco          ,   M  "  h

NOTES:
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The Eimac 4CV20,000A is  a vapor-cooled, ceramic-metal, powertetrode designed
for   use   as   an   oscillator,   modulator.   or  amplifier  in audio and radio-frequency
applications.   The   vapor-cooled   anode   is  conservatively  rated  at  20 kilowatts of
plate dissipation when mounted in an Eimac BR-200 boiler.

amApii¥:::::rti::ewti¥ibe:eiFv::as3S5£E5waai::°ofurt:#:n:Xe°:rreaqdu±e°n:;eFourenfyan]£{£ia=
ratings  is  30  megacycles;  operation to 110  megacycles is possible at reduced input.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS

\-

EE-

EIECTRICAL

Filament:     Thoriated Tungsten                                                Min.     Nom.
voltage------------7.5
Current----------73

Amplification Factor (Grid-Screen)      -------    4.5
Direct lnterelectrode Capacitances,  Grounded Cathode:

Input-----------108
Output----------18
Feedback-----------

Direct hterelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid:
Input   -'    ---------
Output---------
Feedback--------_

Frequency for Maximum Ratings     ----

MECHANICAL

Base-------
Recommended socket     -    -
RecommendedBoiler     --
Operatingposition   ---
Cooling------
Maximum Seal Temperature
Maximum Anode Core Temperature
Maximum Over-all Dimensions:

Height------
Diameter-----

Net weight     --------

RADIO   FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER

OR   OSCILLATOR

Class-C  Telegraphy or  FM Telephony

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE  (to  30  Mc)   -     -   7500  VOLTS

(30-60  Mc)   -     -   7000  VOLTS
(60-110  Mc)   -     -   6500   VOLTS

DC    SCREEN  VOLTAGE -----  1500   VOLTS
DC    PLATECURRENT(to30Mc)    --3.0     AMPS

(30-60Mc)    --2.8     AMPS
(60-110Mc)    --2.6     AMPS

PLATE  DISSIPATION                                      20,000  WATTS
SCREEN DISSIPATION     -----     250  WATTS
GRIDDISSIPATION     ----      +     -       75WATTS

(Effective  6-1-68)    ©    1962,  1968  by  Varian

Special,  Concentric
Eimac,    SK-300A

Eimac,   BR-200
Axis vertical, baseup
Vapor  &  Forced  air
----     2500    C
----     2500    C

TYPICAL  OPERATION    @elow  30  Mc)

DC    Platevoltage    ---          6000
DC    Screenvoltage---            500
DC    Gridvoltage      --E          -290
DC    Platecurrent   -    -    -            3.0
DC    Screencurrent*     -     -            500
DC   Gridcurrent     -    --           290
Peak   RF  Grid  voltage*      -            520
Driving power     ----            150
Plateoutputpower  ---12,900
*Approximate  Values

9.13        in
7.75        in

21     lbs

7500   volts
500  volts

-300  volts
3.0  amps
500      rnA
290      rrIA
530   volts
155  watts

17'000  watts

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER   AMPLIFIER

Class-C   Telephony  (Carrier eqCindi`tions  eaeapt where
noted)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE   ----           5000   VOLTts
DC    SCREENVOLTAGE       ---            1000   VOLTS
DC    PLATECURRENT   ----              2.5     AMPS
PLATE  DISSIPATION*    ----       13,coo  WATTS
SCREEN DlsslpATION    ----            25o  wATrs
GRID DISSIPATION    -----               75  WATTS
*  Corresponds  to  20,000  watts  at  100-pel`cent sine-

wave modulation.
** Approximate values.

TYPICAL  OPERATION
( Frequencies  below sO  megeeyslefty
DC    P]atevoltage -----    4cOO     5000    volts
D`C    Screenvoltnge     ----       500       5cO    volts
Peak   AF  Screen Voltage

(Forl00Tj  modulation)---      4
-3DC   Gridvoltage   ---

DC   Platecurrent---
DC    Screen current**       -
DC   Gridcurrent**    --
Peak  RF   Grid Voltage** -
GridDrivingpower     --
PlateDissipation   ---
Plateoutputpower     --

RADIO-FREQUENCY

LINEAR   AMPLIFIER

Class  ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)
DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE  ----
DC    SCREENVOLTAGE       ---
DC    PLATECURRENT  ----
PLATE  DISSIPATION      ----
SCREEN  DISSIPATION    ----
GRID DISSIPATION           ----
*  Per Tube

**Approximate values.

7500   VOIuTS
1500   VOLTS

4.0     AMPS
20,000  WATTS

250  WATTS
75  WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Peak-Envelope  or Modula-
tion-Crest  Conditions.

DC  plate voltage     ----
DC Screen  Voltage   ----
DC  Grid  Voltage   -----
Max-Signal  Plate  Current

Max-Signal  plate current    -
Zero-Sigrial  Plate  Current   -
Max-Signal  Screen  Current*-
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage*   -   -
Driving  power   ------
Plate  Dissipation -----
Plate  Output  Power ----

-   -   5000     7500    volts
-   -    1500     1500    volts
-         -250     -260    volts

-   -       4.0        4.0    amps
-   -       2.0         2.0    amps
--165         150         rnA
-   -      240       250    volts
--          0            0   watts
--970012,500   watts
-    10,30017,500   watts

Resonant Load Impedance--            5901030    ohms

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER

0R   MODULATOR

Class-ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC    SCREEN  VOLTAGE
QC    PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCREEN DISSIPATION
GRID DISSIPATION
*  Approximate values

7sOO  VOLTS
1500  VOLTS

4.0     AMPS
--       20,000  WATTS

250  WATTS
75 WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Two Tubes)

DC plate voltage     -----
DC  Screen  Voltage   -----
DC  Grid  Voltage   ------
Max-Signal  Plate  Current     -   -
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   -   -
Max-Signal  Screen  Current**  -
Peak  RF  Driving Voltage**    -
Driving  power   -------
Load  Resistance,  Plate-to-Plate   1

volts
volts
volts
amps
amps

rnA
volts
watts
ohms

Max-Signal  plate Dissipation*     -970012,500   watts
Max-Signal  plate cfutput power     20,600 35,000   watts

NOTE:   ``TYPICAL  OPERATION"   data  are  obtained  by  calculation from published characteristic curves.
No  allowance  is  made  for  circuit  losses of any kind. Adjustment of the  rf   grid drive to obtain the  speci-
fied plate current at the specified grid bias, screen voltage,  and plate voltage is  assumed.  If this procedure
is  followed,  there will  be little variation in output power when tubes  are changed,  even though there may be
some  variations  in  grid  and screen currents.  The grid and  screen currents which result when the desired
plate   current   is   obtained   are   incidental   and  vary  from tube to tube.  These current variations cause no
difficulty  so  long  as  the circuit maintains the correct voltage in the presence of the variations in current.
If  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally  by  means  of a grid resistor,  the  resisto,I must be  adjustable to  obtain
the I.equired bias  voltage when the correct  rf  driving voltage is  applied.
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING  -   The   4CV20,000A   must   be   aperated
with  its  axis  vertical,  base  up  in  an  Eimac BR-200
boiler.   Care   must   be   exercised  when  installing  to
insure   that   the   boiler   is  level,  the  water  is at the
proper  level  and  that  the  flange  of the tube makes a
vapor tight seal against the rubber"0"ring andboiler
A typical vapor cooling system is  shown below.

SOCKET  -The Eimac  SK-300A  socket is availablefor
use  with  the  4CV20,000A.  Filament,  control grid and
screen  grid   connections   are   made   to   this  socket.

COOLING  -    Cooling is accomplished by immersing
the  anode  in  the distilled water filled BR-200  boiler.
The energy dissipated at the anode causes the water to
boil  at  the  surfaces  of  the  anode,  be  converted into
steam and be carried away to the condenser. The boil-
ing  action  keeps the anode surfaces at approximately
100°C.   In   a   properly   designed   boiler-tube  system
(such as the 4CV20,000A  and BR-200) ,  it is extremely
unlikely   that   the   anode   surfaces   will   ever  exceed
||0°C  -  well  below  the  250°C  maximum  rating -at
full dissipation ratings.

STEAM    PRESSURE   INTERLOCK

The  wat`er  i`n the boiler must be maintained at a eon-
st,ant level as indicated by the markonthe boiler,  just
below  the  top  of the fins on the anode cooler.  This  is
accomplished  automatically in the vapor cooling sys-
tern shown.  Condensate from the condenser is returned
to the boiler to maintain this constant fluid level.  Any
losses or drops  in liquid level  are sensed by the con-
trol   box,   CB-202.  A  low  water  level  in  the contl.ol
box activates the solenoid water valve, allowing make-
up water from the reservoir to enter the boiler.  When
the  proper   level   is   reached,   the   control   box   de-
energizes   the   solenoid,   stopping  the  flow  from  the
reservoir.   A   second   switch   in   the   control   box  is
energized   if  the  water  level  drops  to  a  lower level
because of an empty reservoir or aconstriction in the
line.  This switch may be used to shut down the equip-
ment or activate an alarm.

For  reliable  operation,   it  is important that the  con-
trol box  and boiler be mounted so that the level sensed
by the control   box is exactly the same as the level in
the boiler.

Cooling  of  the  tube  base  is accomplished by blowing
25-50  CFM  of  air  into  the  socket  in  the area of the
filament seals.

VAPOR   COOLING   SYSTEM

3



ELECTRICAL

I.lLAMENT  OPERATION  -The   rated  filament  voltage
for  the  4CV20,000A  is  7.5  volts.  Filament  voltage,  as
measured   at  the  socket,   must  be  maintained  at  7.5
volts  plus  or  minns  five  percent to obtain maximum
tt]be   life.   The   use   of   a   constant   voltage   filament
transformer is  recommended.

CONTROL-GRID  OPERATION   -The  4CV20,000A  con-
trol   grid   has   a   maximum   dissipation  rating  of  75
watts.   Precautions   should  be  observed  to  avoid  ex-
ceeding  this  rating.  Grid dissipation  is the product of
tine  dc  grid current and the peak positive grid  voltage
swing.

SCREEN-GRID   OPERATION   -The   power  dissipated
by   the   screen   must   not   exceed   250  watts.   Screen
dissipation,   in   cases  where  no  ac   is  applied  to the
screen  is  the  product  of  screen  voltage  and  screen
current.  If the  screen voltage  is modulated. the screen
dissipation   will  depend  upon  loading,   driving  power
and  screen voltage.

4
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Screen dissipation  is  likely to riseto excessive values
when  the  plate voltage,  bias  voltage or plate load are
removed  with  filament  and  screen  voltages  applied.
Suitable  protective  means  must  be  provided to  limit
the  screen  dissipation  in  the  event of these failures.

PLATE  DISSIPATION  -    The   plate  dissipation  rating
of  20,000  watts  attainable through vapor cooling pro-
vides  a  large margin of safety.  It  is unlikely that this
rating  will  be  exceeded,   even  during tuning periods.

When  the  4CV20,000A   is  used  as  a  plate-modulated
rf  amplifier,   this  rating  is  reduced  to  13,500  watts
with   a   reduced  plate  input  rating  of  5000  volts  and
2.5  amps.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS  -If  it  is  desired  to  operate
this    tube   under   conditions   widely   different   from
those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid  Tube  Market-
ing   Department,    EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial   Way,   San  Carlos,   California  for  informa-
tion and recommendations.
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TE0lINloAL    I}ATA

The  EIMAC  4CV35,000A  is  a  ceramic-metal  power  tetrode  intended
for use as a Class-C amplifier in radio-frequency  applications.  It features  a
new type of internal mechanical structure which results in higher RF operat-
ing efficiency.  Low RF losses in this mechanical structure permit operation
of  the  4CV35,OO0A  at  full ratings  up  to  110  megahertz.  The  4CV35,000A
is  also  recommended  for  Class-AB  audio-frequency  and  radio-frequency
linear power amplifier  service.  The  vapor-cooled  anode is rated  at  35  kilo-
watts  of  plate  dissipation,  making  the  tube  attractive  for  low  efficiency
applications.

GENERAL     CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated Tungsten                                 M€7a.      Nom.     Mcl#.
Voltage                                                                                         6.3
Current                                                                   152
Amplification  Factor  ( Grid-Screen )

(average)-----4.5

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode :
Input-----------
Output-----------
Feedback----------

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen :
Input---------
Output---------
Feedback

168

MECHANICAL
Base
Maximum  seal  Temperature     -------
Maximum Anode Flange Temperature ( See Outline Drawing)
Recommended  socket  ---------
Boiler-----------.

Operating  position          ---------
Maximum Dimensions :

Height-----------
Diameter----------

Base   cooling  ----
Net  weight      ----------
Shipping weight  (Approximate)       -----

40V35,000A
VAPOR-COOLED

RADIAL-BEAM
POWER-TETRODE

-±rfe±±±==5=`r=.-_,--`-_`-.::=f=r=E=E±

Special,  concentric
--.-          2500C

1100C
-        -        EIMAC,  SK-310
-       -       EIMAC,BR-200

Axis vertical, base up or down

"ESE   SPECIFICATloNS   ARE   BASED   0N    DATA   APPLICABLE   AT    PRINTING    DATE.    SINCE    EIMAC    HAS   A    POLICY
0F    CONTINUING     PRODUCT     IMPROVEMENT,    SPECIFICATloNS     ARE     SllBJECT     T0     CHANGE     WITHOUT     NOTICE.

(Revised  5-15{6)  ©   1962,1966  Varian

9.44  inches
7.75  inches
Forced Air
20  pounds
35  pounds

Printed   in   U.S.A.

_ _       c= T-I ---- _._                   -I-L|       -

EIMAC    division    of   varjan    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos    /    california    94070
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
OR   OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM Telephony  (Key-down  conditions)

MAXIMUM    RATINGS
DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE     -----     10,000   VOLTS
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE             ----        2,OOO   VOLTS
DC    PLATE   CURRENT       -          -          ~          -           -               5.O   AMPS
PLATE    DISSIPATION       -----     35,000   WATTS
SCREEN    DISSIPATION   -----             450   WATTS
GRID   DISSIPATION           -----             200   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION

DC   Plate   Voltage         -
DC   Screen   Voltage     -
DC   Grid    Voltage         -
DC    Plate   Current         -
DC   Screen   Current      -
DC   Grid   Current          -
Peak   RF   Grid   Voltage
Driving   Power      -         -
Plate    Dissipation            -
Plate   Output   Power   -

7500     10,000   volts
750           750   volts

-515      -540  volts
4.95             4.8   amps
.580           .585   amp
.360          .320   amp
675           700   volts
240           225   watts

9000     10'000   watts
27,000    38,000   watts

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER   AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions  unless  noted)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE     -----         8000   VOLTS
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE             ----          1500   VOLTS
DC    PLATE   CURRENT      -----               4.0   AMPS
PLATE    DISSIPATION*    -----     23,000   WATTS
SCREEN    DISSIPATION   -----             450   WATTS
GRID   DISSIPATION          -----             200   WATTS
*Corresponds  to  35,coo  watts  at   100   percent  sine-wave   modulation.

TYPICAL    OPERATION

DC   Plate   Voltage         -
DC   screenvoltage     -:
Peak   AF   Screen   Voltage

(For   100°/o   modulation)
DC   Grid   Voltage         -
DC    Plate   Current          -
DC   Screen   Current      -
DC   Grid   Current           -
Peak   RF   Grid   Voltage
Grid   Driving    Power   -
Plate    Dissipation            -
Plate   Output   Power   -

6000         8000   volts
750           750   volts

-740
-600

3.75
.450
.185

800
150

5100
17,400

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER
OR   MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS Per  Tube
DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION
*Per    Tube
**Approximate    Values

10,000   VOLTS
2,000   VOLTS

6.0   AMPS
35,000   WATTS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

DC   plate   voltage         -         -         -
DC   screenvoltage     --        -
DCGrid   voltage         ---
Max-Signal   plate  current  -         -
Zero-Signal   plate   current*         -
Max-Signal   Screen   Current"   -
Zero-Signal   screen   current        -
Peak  AF   DrMng   Voltage*         -
Driving   power      ----
Load    Resistance,    Plate-to-Plate
Max-Signal   Plate   Dissipation*  -
Max-Signal   Plate Output  Power

8000     10'000   volts
1500          1500   volts

-290     -300  volts
10.7           lo.7   amps
5.0             5.0   amps

.390          .340   rnA
0                0   amps

280           290   volts
0               0  watts

1680         2200   ohms
16,800    20,500   watts
50,000    66,000  watts

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

•Approximate   Values

10,000   VOLTS
2,000   VOLTS

6.0   ANIPS
35,000   WATTS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION,   Peak-Envelope   or   Modulation-Crest
Conditions

DCplatevoltage         --
DC   screenvoltage     --
DCGrid    voltage         --
Max-Signal   Plate  Current  -
Zero-Signal   Plate   Current
Max-Signal   Screen   Current*
Peak   RFGrid   voltage        -
Driving    Power     -         -         -
Plate    Dissipation            --

R:astoenaon:tp|:tadp:#:redanc:

8000     10,000   volts
1500          1500   volts

-290      -300  volts
5.35           5.35   amps

2.5              2.5   amps
.195            .170   rnA
280            290   volts

0                 O   watts
16,800    20,500   watts
25,000    33,000   watts

840         1loo   ohms

NOTE:    "TYPICAL    0PERATloN"    data    are    obtained    by    calculation    from    published   characteristic    curves   and    confirmed    by   direct   tests.    No    allowance    is    made   for
circuit    losses   of    any    kind.    Adjustment   of   the    rf    grid    drive    to    ob n    the    specified    plate    current   at   the    specified    grid    bias,    screen    voltage,    and    plate    voltage
is    assumed.     If   this    procedure    is   followed,    there    will     be     little    va tion    in   output    power   when   tubes   are    changed,    even   though   there    may    be    some   variations
in    grid    and    screen    currents.    The    grid    and    screen    currents    which esult    whenthe     desired     plate     cLirrent     is     obtained     are     incjdental     and     vary    from     tube     to
tube.    These   current   variations   cause    no   difficulty   so    long   as   the cuit   maintains  the  correct  voltage    in   the   presence   of   the   variations    in    current.    If    grid    bias
is   obtained    principally   by   means   of   a   grid    resistor,   the    resistor   in st   be   adjustable    to    obtain    the    required    bias    voltage    when    the    correct    rf    driving    voltage
s    applied.
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MECHANICAL

4CV35,OOOA
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Mott72£i7tg  - The 4CV35,000A must be oper-
ated with its axis vertical, base up in an EIMAC
BR-200   boiler.   Care   must  be  exercised  when
installing  to  insure  that  the  boiler  is  level,  the
water is  at  the proper level and  that  the  flange
of the tube makes a vapor tight seal against the
the  rubber  O-ring  and  boiler.  A  typical  vapor
cooling  system  is  shown  on  the  opposite  page.

Socfect -The EIMAC SK-310 socket is avail-
able  for  use  with  the  4CV35,OOOA.  Filament,
control  grid   and   screen  grid  connections   are
made  to  this  socket.

Coo!i7tg  -  Cooling  is  accomplished  by  im-
mersing  the  anode  in  the  distilled  water  filled
BR-200   boiler.   The   energy   dissipated   at   the
anode causes the water to boil at the surfaces of
the  anode, be converted into  steam  and be car-
ried  away  to  the  condenser.  The boiling  action
keeps   the   anode   surfaces   at   approximately
100°C.  In  a  properly  designed  boiler-tube  sys-
tem  (such  as  the 4CV35,000A  and BR-200), it
is  extremely  unlikely  that  the  anode  surfaces
will ever exceed 110°C -well below the 250°C
maximum rating  -  at full dissipation ratings.

The water in  the  boiler must be maintained

STEAM    PRESSURE    INTERLOCK

at  a  constant  level.  Just  below  the  top  of  the
fins  on  the  anode  cooler.  This  is  accomplished
automatically   in    the   vapor   cooling   system
shown.  Condensate  from  the  condenser  is  re-
turned  to  the  boiler  to  maintain  this  constant
fluid  level.  Any  losses  or  drops  in  liquid  level
are  sensed  by  the  control  box   CB-202.  A  low
water level in the control box activates the sole-
noid water valve,  allowing make-up water from
the   reservoir   to   enter   the   boiler.   When   the
proper  level  is   reached,   the   control   box   de-
energizes  the  solenoid,  stopping  the  flow  from
the  reservoir.  A  second  switch  in  the  control
box  is  energized  if  the  water  level  drops  to  a
lower  level because  of  an  empty reservoir  or  a
constriction in the line. This switch may be used
to shut down the equipment or activate an alarm.

For reliable operation, it is important that the
control  box  and  boiler  be  mounted  so  that  the
level  sensed  by  the  control  box  is  exactly  the
same as the level in the boiler.

Air  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required.  100
CFM   minimum   should   be   directed   straight
down  toward  the  center  of  the  SK-310  socket
from   a  blower   or  duct,   not  more   than   51/2
inches from the socket.

VAPOR    COOLING    SYSTEM

WATER

LEVEL



ELECTRICAL

FiJczmc7z£   Opc'rcztjo7.   -   The   rated   filament
voltage  for  the  4CV35,000A  is  6.3  volts.  Fila-
ment voltage,  as  measured  at  the  socket,  must
be  maintained  at  6.3  volts  plus  or  minus  five
percent  to  obtain  maximum  tube  life.  The  use
of  a  constant  voltage  filament  transformer  is
recommended.

Control-Grid  Operation  -  The  4CIV35,000A
control  grid  has  a maximum  dissipation  rating
of 200 watts.  Precautions should be observed to
avoid  exceeding  this  rating.  Grid  dissipation  is
the product of the dc grid current and the peak
positive  grid voltage  swing.

Scrcc7t-Grid   Opcrczfio7t   -   The  power  dissi-
pated by the screen must not exceed 450 watts.
Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  no  ac  is  ap-
plied to the screen is the product of screen volt-
age  and  screen  current.  If the  screen voltage is
modulated,  the  screen  dissipation  will  depend
upon loading, driving power and screen voltage.

Screen dissipation is likely to rise to excessive

:¥ifq

4CV35,000A

values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage  or
plate load are removed with filament and screen
voltages applied. Suitable protective means must
be provided to limit the screen dissipation in the
event of these failures.

Pzcifc Disstpcztzo7t - The plate dissipation rat-
ing  of  35,000  watts  attainable  through  vapor
cooling  provides  a  large  margin  of  safety.  It  is
unlikely  that  this  rating  will  be  exceeded,  even
during  tuning periods.

When  the  4CV35,000A  is  used   as   a  plate-
modulated rf amplifier, this rating is reduced to
23,000  watts  with  a reduced plate input rating
of  8000  volts  and  4.0  amps.

Spccjciz AppZ¢ccztio7ts -If it is desired to oper-
ate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  different
from   those   given   here,   write   to   Power  Grid
Tube Marketing Department, EIMAC Division of
Varian,  301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  Cali-
fornia  for  information  and  recommendations.
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The   EIMAC   4CV50,000E   is  a   ceramic/metal,   vapor-cooled   power   te-
trode   intended  for  use  at  the  50  to   100  kilowatt  output  power  level.  This
tube  is  characterized  by  low  input  and  feedback  capacitances  and  low  in-
temal   lead  inductances.   A   rugged   mesh  thoriated   tungsten   filament  pro-
vides   adequate  emission  over  the  long  operating  life.  It  is  recommended
for  use  as  a class  C  rf  amplifier  or oscillator,  a  class  AB  rf linear ampli-
fier  or  a  class   AB  push-pull   af  amplifier  or  modulator.   The  4CV50,000E
is   also  useful  as  a  plate  and  screen  modulated  class  C  rf  amplifier.  The
vapor cooled  anode is  rated  at  50  kilowatts  dissipationo

1

a

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Mesh  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............................

Current,   at  12.0  volts   ...................

Amplification  Factor  (Average)
Grid  to  Screen    a   ®   o   ...................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances (grounded cathode)
Input       a    ®    .    ®    a    ........................

12  ±  0.6    V

220A

4.5

Shown    with
boi ler  removed.

Output.............

Feedback...........

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW................

310   pF
53pF

•...................             0.7     pF

....................            110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment design.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length (less  boiler)  ....
Diameter...........

Net Weight (less  boiler) ,  .
Operating Position    ......

Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  terminals    .......................

Cooling..........................................

Base,,,,,,,,®,,,,,..............................

Recommended  Air  System  Socket    ..........................

Recommended  Boiler    ..................................

(Effective5-1-70)        ©      1970     byvarian

.11.500  in;  (292.1  mm)

.  9.531  in;  (241.0  mm)

.  .  . 31.51b;  (14.3  kg)

.  Vertical,  base down

.........       250OC

Vapor and  Forced  Air
•........    Special

EIMAC  SK-2000  Series
EIMAC  ER-700  Series

Printed in U.S.A.
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RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM   RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ......

DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE  .....

DC  PLATE  CUBRENT   ......

PLATE  D I SSI PATION    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GRID   DISSIPATION       ......

17,500    VOLTS
2.500    VOLTS

12.0     AMPEF`ES

50,000    WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400    WATTS

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.

2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,   Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions.

Plate  Voltage  ..........

::[:e€.Y[Oal::gf  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    .   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current   .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2    ....
Resonant  Load  Impedance   .   .
plate  Dissipation   ........
Plate  Output  Power    .

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuFIRENT   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCREEN   DI SSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION       .

17,500   VOLTS
2,500    VOLTS

12.0    AMPEF{ES

50,000    WATTS
1,coo    WATTS

400    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ....
Screen  Voltage  .   .   .
Grid  Voltage    ....
Plate  Current   .   .
Screen  Currentl.   .   .
Grid  Current   1 ....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage
Calculated  Driving  Power 1.
Plate  Dissipation    .
Plate  Output  Power    ....
Resonant  Load  Impedance   .

1.    Approximatevalue

PLATE  MODULATED  FiADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATI NGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .
DC  PLATE  CUBRENT   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1    .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION 2.

GF`lD   DISSIPATION2   .   .

15,000    VOLTS
2,000   VOLTS

12.0    AMPEF`ES

33,000   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400    WATTS

1.    Corresponds   to   50,000   watts   at   1000/o  sine-wave
nrod u I ati o n.

2.    Average.  with  or  without  modulation.

lYPICAL  OPEF{ATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage ........
Screen  Voltage     ......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current?  ......
Grid  Current    ........
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 3

(100%modulation)     .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 3  .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

3.    Approximate  value .

.9.0

.750

.   -600

.    7.41

.    0.69

.0 . 333

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR MODULATOR
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .
DC  SCFIEEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUPRENT  .
PLATE  DISSIPATION   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATLON      .

17,500    VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

12.0    AMPEF}ES

50,000   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Tvro  Tubes)

plate  Voltage   ...............

:::ecoYtoa'::g,e/5............
Zero-Si  gnal   plate  Current   .......
Max.   Signal   Plate  Current   .......
Max.   Signal  Screen  Currentl ......
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 ..........
Peak  Driving  Power   ...........
Max.   Signal  Plate  Dissipation  2   .   .   .
Plate  Output  Power    ...........
Load  Flesistance  (plate to  plate)  .  .   .

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Pertube.
3.    Adjust to give stated zero-signal  plate  current.

2.



4CV50,000E

NOTE,    TYPICAL   OPEBATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this   procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintalns  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be   adjustable  to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:    Current  at  12o0  volts      ..................
Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded cathode connection)

Input
Output.............................,

Feedback............................

Interelectrode  Capacitances (grounded  grid  connection)
Input     ..
Output  .  .
Feedback

APPL!CAT!ON

Min.        Max.

200        230   A

290        330   pF
47.0       57.0    pF

1.0   pF

.......       130150    pF

........     47.0        57.0    pF

........---             0.5    pF

4 MECHANICAL

MOowr/IVG   -   The  4CV50,000E  must be operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  must
be down.
SOCKET   -   The    EIMAC    sockets   type   SK-2000
series   are   recommended   for   use   with   the   4CV-
509000E.

COOLJIVG   -   Cooling    is     accomplished     by   im-
mersing   the   anode   in   the   distilled   water  filled
EIMAC  boiler.  The  energy  dissipated  at  the  anode
causes   the  water  to  boil  at  the   surfaces  of  the
anode,  to  be  converted  into  steam  and  be  carried
away  to  the  condenser.  The  boiling  action  keeps
the  anode  surfaces  at  approximately  100°C.  In  a
properly   designed   boiler-tube   system,   it   is  ex-
tremely    unlikely    that   the   anode    surfaces   will
ever   exceed   110°C   at   full   dissipation   ratings.

The   water  in   the   boiler  must   be  maintaine.d
at   a  constant  level  which  may  be  accomplished
automatically  in  an  EIMAC  vapor  cooling system.
Condensate  from  the  condenser  is  returned  to  the
boiler  to  maintain  a  constant  coolant  level.  Any
losses  or  drops  in  coolant  level  are  sensed  and
makeup  water enters  the  boiler  from  the  reservoir.
When    the   proper  level  is   reached   the  flow  from
the  reservoir  is  stopped  automatically.   A  switch
is  energized  when  the  reservoir  water  level  drops
to  a  low  level.  This switch  may  be  used  to  shut
down  the equipment or activate  an  alam.

Air cooling of the  tube  base is  required whenever
filament  voltage  is  applied.  A  minimum  air  flow  of
100 cfm  should  be  ducted  toward  the  center of the
EIMAC  SK-2000 socket  from  a  blower  or  fan.  Pres-
sure  drop  through  the  SK-2000  socket  is  approxi-
mately   0.5  inches  of  water.   The  air  system  must
be  capable  of  supplying  100  cfm  into  this  head.

The   water   used   as   a   coolant   in   the  vapor

phase   cooling  system   is   continuously   distilled.
It  is  imperative  that  the  resistivity  of  the  water
be   maintained   above    200,000   ohms/cm3.    The
entry  of  any  contaminator  to  the  system  must  be
prevented.   The   use   of  any   lead   bearing  alloys
such  as  brass  or  soft/solder  in  fabrication  of the
cooling   system   must   be   avoided    since   steam
leaches  out  the  lead,  contaminating  the  coolant.

Suitable   materials   for   a   cooling   system   are
copper,    hard    solder,    and    polypropylene.    Any
contamination   of  the  water  causes   leakage  cur-
rent   to   flow   through   the   water   supply   lines  to
ground.   When  the  resistivity  is  low  this  leakage
current     power   will   cause   boiling   in   the  lines,
interfering with  the  proper operation  of the  system.

The user must be  prepared  to flush  the system
on    initial    startup    to   purge    any   contamination
which   may   have   entered   the   components  during
shipment or  assembly.

3
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ELECTRICAL

4CV50,000E

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -Filament  voltage
should  be  measured  at  the  socket  with  a  1  per-
cent   rms   responding   meter.   The   peak  emission
at   rated   filament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC   4CV-
50,000E  is  normally   many   times   the  peak  emis-
sion  required  for  communication  service.  A  small
decrease   in   filament   temperature   due   to   reduc-
tion  of  filament  voltage  can  increase  the  life  of
the  4CV50,000E  by  a   substantial  percentage.  It
is   good   practice   to  determine  the  nominal  fila-
ment  voltage  for  a  particular  application  that  will
not   adversely   affect   equipment   operation.   This
is  done  by   ir.easuring  some  important  parameter
of  performance  such  as  plate  current,  power  out-
put,   or   distortion   while   filament   voltage   is  re-
duced   on    the   4CV50,000E.    At   some   point   in
filament    voltage    there    will    be    noticeable
reduction  in  plate  current,  or  power  output,  or  an
increase   in   age   slightly   higher   than   the  point
at    which    performance    appears    to   deteriorate.
This   point   should   be   periodically    checked   to
maintain  proper operationo

GRJD   OPER4rJOIV   -   The   4CV50,000E   control
grid   is   rated   at   400   watts   of   dissipation.   Grid
dissipation   is   the   approximate   product   of   grid
current and  peak  positive  grid  voltage.

SCREEN   OPERATION   -   The   power   dissipated
by  the  screen  grid  must  not  exceed  1500  watts.
Where  no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product of dc  screen  voltage  and dc  screen
current.   With   screen   modulation   the  dissipation
is   dependent   on    rms    screen   voltage   and    rms
screen  current.  Plate  voltage,  plate  load  or bias
voltage   must   never   be   removed   while   filament
and  screen  voltages  are  present since  the  screen
dissipation    rating   will    be    exceeded.    Suitable

protective  means  must be  provided  to  prevent  any
of these conditions.

The  4CV50,000E  may  exhibit  reversed  screen
current   to  a   greater  or  lesser  degree  depending
on  operating  conditions.  The  screen  supply  volt-
age  must  be  maintained  constant  for  any  values
of   negative   and   positive   screen   current   which
may  be  encountered.  Dangerously  high  plate  cur-
rent may  flow  if the  screen  power  supply  exhibits
a    rising    voltage    characteristic    with   negative
screen current.  Stabilization may be  accomplished
with  a  bleeder  resistor  connected  from  screen  to

4

cathode,  or an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may
be employed in  the screen  supply.  It is  absolutely
essential   to  use   a  bleeder  if  a  series  electron-
tube regulator is  employed.

PLATE   D/SS/P4r/OIV   -   The   plate   dissipation
of  50  kilowatts  attainable  through   vapor  cooling

provides   a  large  margin  of  safety  in  most  appli-
cations.    The   rating   may   be   exceeded   for brief
periods   during   tuning.   When   the   4CV50,000E  is
used    as    a   plate-modulated   rf    amplifier,   plate
dissipation    under   carrier   conditions   is   limited
to 33,300 watts.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used   with   the  4CV50,000E   are   deadly,   and  the
equipment  must  be  designed   properly   and  opera-
ting  precautions  must  be  followed.  Design  all  e-
equipment    so   that   no  one   can   come  in  contact
with   high   voltages.   All  equipment   must  include
safety   enclosures   for   hich-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"   to  allow   operation  with
access  doors   open.   Always   remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

X-RADJAr/OIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CV50,000E,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.   Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion  level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and   gradual  deterioration,  due  to  leakage  paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by    the   hich    voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must   be

provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes  operating  at these
voltages   to  provide  adequate  protection  throuch-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level   should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be   operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when     voltages    above   10   kilovolts   are   inuse.
Lead  glass, which attenuates  X-rays,  is  available
for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,
an   expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted   to

perform an X-ray  survey of the equipment.
Operation     of    high-voltage    equipment    with

interlock   switches   "cheated" and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order  to  be  better able  to  locate  an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can   result   in    serious    X-ray
exposure.
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RADIO   FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -   Avoid   ex-
posure   to  strong  rf  fields  even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of    rf   energy    by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it    is    worth   noting   that     some   commercial
dielectric   heating  units   actually  operate   at  fre-
quencies    as   low   as   the   13   and   27  MHz  bands.

Many   EIMAC   power   tubes,   such   as   the  4CV-
50,000E,  are  specifically  desigried  to  generate  or
amplify   radio   frequency   power.   There   may   be   a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general  proximity
of  the  power  tube  and  its  associated  circuitry---
the  more power  involved,  the  stronger  the  rf field.
Proper   enclosure   design   and   efficient   coupling
of  rf  energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in   the  vicinity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself.

F4ULr  PRorECTJOIV   -   In   addition   to   normal
plate  overcurrent  interlock,   screen   current  inter-
lock,     and    coolant    flow    interlock,    it    is    good

practice  to  protect  the  tube  from  intemal  damage
which   could   result  from  occasional  plate  arcing
at high  anode  voltages.

In    all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   5
ohms   to  25  ohms,   should  be  used  in  series  with
the     tube   anode   to   absorb   power   supply  stored
energy  in  case  a  plate  arc  should  occur.  If  power
supply  stored  energy  exceeds  750  watt  seconds,
some    form   of  electronic  crowbar  which  will  dis-
charge   power  supply   capacitors   in   a  few  micro-
seconds    following  indication   of  start  of  a  plate
arc  is  recommended.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   1£   1t   ls   deslted  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write to  Application
Engineering,   Power  Grid  Tube  Division,  EIMAC
Division    of    Varian,    301    Industrial    Way,    San
Carlos,    California    94070,    for   information   and
recommendations.

5
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EOuALLY  SPACED  0N
7.375   DIA.  P.C.

a

*'5/16DIAHOLETHRU
®

Ia a

a
8 trolrs  rouAil]r  smcED
ON  8.7sO  DIA. PC.

li,rty--+

4 CV 5 0 , 0 0 0 E

DIMENsloNAL   I)ATA

0'M.
lNCHES M I LLIM ETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 9.468 9.53' 240.49 242.09

a 5.000 5.250 '27.00 I 33.35

C

D I .230 I.270 31.24 32.26

E 3.865 3.885 98.17 98.68
F 4.240 4.260 I 07.70 '08.20
G 4.490 4. 5 I 0 '14.05 I '4.55

H 7.750J, 196.85 .

J 0.069 0.149 I.75 3.78

K 0.382 0.462 9.70 11.73

L 0.797 0.922 20.24 23.42

M 4.875 5.000 125.83 I 27.00

N 11.500 . 292.10*

P I.437 + 36.50*

R 0-469 0.531 11.91 '3.49

S 221/2.I 221/20 .

T 300, BOO+

•REFERENCE    DIMENsloNS   ARE    FOR    INFORMATloN

ONLY    AND    APE    NOT    f}EOUIRED    FOR    INSPECTloN

PURPOSES.

NOTE:       NOMINAL    0VEflALL    HEIGHT    WITH

BOILER    =    13.0    INCHES    (330,2    mm).
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TECHIIICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CV50,000J  is  a  ceramic/metal,  vapor-cooled  power tetrode
intended  for use  at  the  50  to  100  kilowatt output  power  level.  This  tube  is
characterized   by   low   input  and   feedback  capacitances   and  low  internal
lead  inductances.  A  rugged  mesh  thoriated  tungsten  filament  provides  ade-

quate  emission  over  the  long  operating  life.  It  is  recommended  for  use  as
a class  AB| rf linear amplifier.  The vapor cooled anode is  rated at  50 kilo-
watts  dissipation.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Mesh  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............................

Current,  at  12.0  volts    ...................

Amplification  Factor (Average)
Grid  to  Screen   ........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)
Cin...............................

Cout..............................

C8p...............................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW.......................'.......

12  ±  0.6    V

220A

4CV50,000J

VAPOR    COOLED

POWER   TETRODE

4.5

310   pF
48pF

1.0   pF

110   MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values   are   based   upon  performance tests.  These  figures  may  change without  notice
as  the   result   of  additional  data  or  product  ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

MECHANICAL

Overall  Dimensions:
Length  (less  boiler)   .........

Diameter................

Net  Weight  (less  boiler)  .......
Operating  Position   .....,......
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals and terminals
Cooling...................

Base...............,.....

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  .  .  .
Recommended  Boiler  ...........

11.500in;  292.1mm

.         9.531in;241.Omm

.            31.51b;     14.3kg

.     Vertical,  base  down

..........      250OC

.  Vapor and  Forced Air
•.........   Special

EIMAC  SK-2000  Series
EIMAC  BR-710,  720

(Effective  7-15-71)      ©      1971   by  varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos    /    california     94070



4CV50,000J

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN    Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....
Dc  PLATE  cuFmENT    ......
PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCPEEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

17,500    VOLTS
2,500    VOLTS

12.0    AMPEFIES

50,000   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400   WATTS

1.    Adjust  to  spec i f i ed  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.
3.   The   lMD   products  are   referenced  against  one  tone

of  a two-equal  tone  signal.

TYPICAL  OPERATloN   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      ..........
Screen  Voltage ..........
Grid  Voltage  1 ...........

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .   .
Single-Tone   Plate  Current  .   .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  2  .....
Besonant  Load  Impedance  .   .  .
Plate  Dissipation    ........
Plate  Output  Power   .......
Intermod.  Distortion  Products 3
3rd   Order     ............

5th   Order      .........    _    .    _

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtalned  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the  specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,screenandplatevoltagesisassumed.Ifthisprocedureisfollowed,therewillbelittlevariationinoutputpowerwhenthetubeischanged,eventhoughtheremaybesomevariationingridandscreencurrent.Thegridandscreencurrentswhichresultwhenthedesiredplatecurrentisobtainedareincidentalandvaryfromtubetotube.Thesecurrentvariationscausenodifficultysolongasthecircuitmaintainsthecorrectvoltageinthepresenceofthevariationsincurrent.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  12.0  volts     ...................

Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode  connection)
Cin      ......--------------    _     _    _     _     _     _     _

Min.         Max.

200        230   A

290        330pF
Cout    ..............................................         42.0         53.0    pF

Cgp  ...............................................---             1.5    pF

Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid  connection)
Cin   ...............................................            113137pF

Cout    ..............................................          45.0        55.0    pF

Cgk.

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOowrJIVG   -   The  4CV50,000]  must  be  operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  must
be  down.

SOCKET   -   The    EIMAC    sockets    type   SK-2000
series   are   recommended   for   use   with  the  4CV-
50,000J.

COOLJIVG   -   Cooling     is     accomplished    by    im-
mersing   the   anode   in   the   distilled   water  filled
EIMAC boiler.  The  energy dissipated  at the  anode
causes   the  water  to  boil  at  the  surfaces  of the
anode,  to  be  converted  into  steam  and  be  carried
away  to  the  condenser.  The  boiling  action  keeps
the  anode  surfaces  at  approximately  100°C.  In  a

properly   designed   boiler-tube   system,   it   is   ex-

2

---          0.5   pF

tremely   unlikely   that   the   anode   surfaces   will
ever   exceed   110°C   at   full   dissipation  ratings.

The   water   in  the  boiler  must  be  maintained
at  a  constant  level  which  may  be  accomplished
automatically in an EIMAC vapor cooling system.
Condensate  from the  condenser  is  returned to the
boiler  to  maintain  a  constant  coolant  level.  Any
losses  or  drops  in  coolant  level  are  sensed  and
makeup water enters  the  boiler from the reservoir.
When  the  proper  level  is  reached  the  flow  from
the  reservoir  is  stopped  automatically.  A  switch
is  energized when  the  reservoir water  level drops
to  a  low  level.  This  switch  may  be  used  to  shut
down the  equipment  or  activate  an alarm.

Air  cooling of the tube base  is  required when-
ever  filament  voltage  is  applied.  A  minimum  air

®
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1

flow  of  loo  cfm  should  be  ducted  toward  the  cen-
ter  of the  EIMAC  SK-2000 socket  from  a  blower  or
fan.  Pressure  drop  through  the  SK-2000  socket  is
approximately  0.5  inches  of water.  The air system
must  be  capable   of  supplying  100  cfm  into  this
head.

The   water   used   as   a   coolant   in   the   vapor
phase   cooling  system   is   continuously  distilled.
It  is  imperative  that  the  resistivity  of  the  water
be    maintained    above    200,000   ohms/cm   .    The
entry  of  any  contaminator  to  the  system  must  be
prevented.   The   use   of   any   lead   bearing  alloys
such  as  brass  or  soft/solder  in  fabrication  of the
cooling   system   must   be   avoided   since   steam
leaches  out  the  lead,  contaminating  the  coolant.

Suitable   materials   for   a   cooling   system  are
copper,  hard  solder,  and  polypropylene.  Any  con-
tamination  of the  water  causes  leakage  current  to
flow   through   the   water   supply   lines   to   ground.
When  the  resistivity  is  low  this   leakage  current
power  will  cause  boiling  in  the  lines,  interfering
with the  proper  operation  of the  system.

The  user  must  be  prepared  to flush the  system
on    initial    startup   to   purge    any   contamination
which   may   have   entered   the   components   during
shipment  or  assembly.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -Filament   voltage
should   be   measured   at  the   socket  with  a   1   per-
cent   rms   responding   meter.   The   peak  emission
at   rated   filament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC   4CV-
50,000]   is   normally   many  times   the   peak  emis-
sion  required  for  communication  service.  A  small
decrease   in   filament   temperature   due   to  reduc-
tion  of  filament  voltage  can  increase  the  life  of
the  4CV50,000J   by  a   substantial   percentage.   It
is   good   practice   to  determine   the   nominal  fila-
ment  voltage  for  a  particular  application  that  will
not   adversely   affect   equipment   operation.   This
is   done   by   measuring  some   important   parameter
of  performance  such  as  plate  current,  power  out-

put,   or   distortion   while   filament   voltage   is   re-
duced  on  the  4CV50,000J.  At  some  point  in  fila-
ment   voltage  there   will. be   noticeable  reduction
in  plate  current,  or  power  output,  or  an  increase
in distortion.  Operation must be  at a  filament volt-
age  slightly higherthan the  point at which  perform-
ance  appears  to  deteriorate.  This  point  should  be
periodically checked  to maintain  proper  operation.

GRID    OPERATJOIV   -   The    4CV50,000J   control
grid   is   rated   at   400  watts   of  dissipation.   Grid
dissipation   is   the   approximate   product   of   grid
current  and  p9ak  positive  grid  voltage.

SCREEIV   OPERArJOIV   -   The   power   dissipated
by   the  screen  grid  must  not  exceed  1500  watts.
Where  no  ac  is  applied  to the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product  of dc  screen voltage  and  dc  screen
current.   With   screen   modulation  the  dissipation
is      dependent   on   rms    screen   voltage   andrms
screen   current.  Plate  voltage,  plate  load  or bias
voltage   must   never   be   removed   while   filament
and  screen voltages  are  present  since  the  screen
dissipation    rating   will    be    exceeded.    Suitable
protective  means  must  be  provided  to  prevent  any
of these  conditions.

The  4CV50,000]  may  exhibit  reversed  screen
current  to  a  greater   or   lesser  degree  depending
on  operating  conditions.  The  screen  supply  volt-
age  must  be  maintained  constant  for  any  values
of   negative   and   positive   screen   current   which
may  be  encountered.  Dangerously  high  plate  cur-
rent  may  flow  if  the  screen  power  supply exhibits
a    rising   voltage    characteristic    with   negative
screen current.  Stabilization may be accomplished
with  a  bleeder  resistor  connected  from  screen  to
cathode,  or  an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may
be employed  in the screen supply.  It  is  absolutely
essential  to  use   a  bleeder  if  a\  series  electron-
tube  regulator  is  employed.

PLATE   DJSSJPAHOIV   -   The   plate   dissipation
of  50  kilowatts  attainable  through  vapor  cooling
provides  a  large  margin  of  safety  in  most  appli-
cations.   The   rating   may   be   exceeded   for  brief
periods   during  tuning.   When  the   4CV50,000J   is
used    as   a    plate-modulated   rf   amplifier,   plate
dissipation   under   carrier   conditions   is   limited
to 33,300 watts.

HJGH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used   with   the   4CV50,000J   are   deadly,   and  the
equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so   that   no   one   can   come   in  contact
with  high  voltages.   All  equipment   must  include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open  pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"  to  allow   operation  with
access  doors   open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

X-RADJArJOIV   -   High-vacuum tubes  operating at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-
gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CV50,000],  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
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X-ray  hazard.   Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and   gradual  deterioration,   due  to   leakage   paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must   be
provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes  operating  at  these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection  through-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are   in   use.

Lead  glass, which attenuates  X-rays,  is  available
for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,
an   expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted  to

perform  an  X-ray  survey  of the  equipment.
Operation     of     high-voltage     equipment    with

interlock  switches   "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order to be  better able  to  locate  an equip-
ment    malfunction   can   result   in    serious   X-ray
exposure.

RADIO   FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -   AIVo±d   ex-

posure  to  strong  rf  fields  even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of    rf   energy    by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health agencies  are  concerned  with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it   is   worth   noting   that   some   commercial
dielectric  heating  units   actually  operate   at  fre-
quencies   as   low   as  the   13   and   27  MHz  bands.

Many  EIMAC   power  tubes,   such  as  the  4CV-
50,000],  are  specifically  designed  to  generate  or
amplify   radio  frequency  power.   There   may  be  a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general  proximity
of  the  power  tube  and  its  associated  circuitry---
the  more  power  involved,  the  stronger the  rf field.
Proper   enclosure   design   and   efficient   coupling
of  rf  energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in  the  vicinity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself .

FAULT   PRorEcrJOIV   -   In   addition  to  normal
plate  overcurrent  interlock,  screen  current  inter-
lock,    and    coolant    flow    interlock,    it    is   good

practice  to  protect  the  tube  from  internal  damage
which  could   result  from  occasional   plate  arcing
at high anode  voltages.

In   all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   5
ohms   to  25  ohms,  should  be  used  in  series with
the   tube   anode   to   absorb   power   supply  stored
energy  in  case  a  plate  arc  should  occur.  If  power
supply  stored  energy  exceeds  750  watt  seconds,
some   form   of  electronic   crowbar  which  will  dis-
charge   power  supply  capacitors  in  a  few  micro-
seconds   following  indication  of  start  of  a  plate
arc  is  recommended.

SPECJAL   APPLJCArJOIV   -   If   it   is   desired   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to Application
Engineering,   Power   Grid   Tube  Division,   EIM.AC
Division     of    Varian,    301    Industrial    Way,    San
Carlos,    California    94070,    for    information   and
recommendations.

•-..
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I]lMENsloNAL   I)ATA

DIM.
INCHES MILLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 9.468 9.53' 240.49 242.09
a 5.000 5.250 127.00 133.35

C

D I.230 I.270 3'.24 32.26
E 3.865 3-885 98.17 98.68
F 4.240 4.260 I 07.70 '08.20
G 4.490 4.510 '14.05 I 14.55

H 7.750 I 196.85+

J 0.069 0.149 I.75 3.78

K 0.382 0.462 9.70 I I .73

L 0.797 0.922 20.24 23-42

M 4.875 5.000 123.83 '27.00
N 11.5001 292.10*

P I.437 . 36.50*

Fi 0-469 0.53' I I.91 13.49

S 22  I/20. 22 I/20 .

T 30®1 30®,

•flEFERENCE    DIMENsloNS    ARE    FOR    INFORMATloN

ONLY    AND    ARE    NOT    FIEOUIRED    F0fl    lNSPECTloN

PUFtposES.

NOTE:       NOMINAL    0VEI]ALL    HEIGHT    WITH

B0lLEFi    =    13.0    lNCHES    (330.2    mm).
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EIMAC
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C     A     I      i      F     a     R     F`{        i      A

The   EIMAC   8351/4CV100,000C   is   a  ceramic-metal,   vapor-cooled  power
tetrode   intended   for  use  at  the   100  to   200  kilowatt  output   power  level.   It  is
recommended   for  use   as   a   Class-C   rf  amplifier  or   oscillator,   a   Class~AB,   rf
linear   amplifier  or  a  Class-AB,   push-pull  af  amplifier  or  modulator.   The  8351/
4CV100,000C  is  also  useful  as  a plate  and  screen  modulatedclass-C rfamplifier.

The   vapor-cooled   anode  is   rated   at   100  kilowatts   of  plate  dissipation
when  mounted  in  the  EIMAC  BR-300  series  boiler.

GENERAL    CHAF}ACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.------------. 10V

Current        -----------------         300  A

Amplification  Factor (Grid-Screen) (average)   -

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Cathode
Input-----------
Output-----
Feedback----

th

EH
``  ,   v--

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Grid
Input-----.-------
Output-------------
Feedback---------...

Frequency  for Maximum  Ratings   ----

MECHANICAL

Base-----.------
Maximum  seal  Temperature       ----
Maximum  Anode  F`lange  Temperature       -
Recommended  socket      ------
Recommended  Boiler       ------
Operatingposition     --
Maximum   Dimensions:

Height----
Diameter   -     -     -

Cooling------
Net  weight         ----
Shipping weight  (approximate)       -----

--.--          4.5

----      Special,graduatedrings
----------      2500c
----------      1300c
-----   EIMACSK-1500Series
-----     EIMACBR-300Series
------        Vertical,baseup

-------.--  17.0   in
----------   10.0'in

-----       Liquidtovaporandforcedair
------------.    95   lbs

-  150   lbs

RAIllo-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER   0n   OSCILLATOR       TYPICAL  oPERATloN  (Frequencies  below  3o megacycles)

Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony  (Key-down  conditions)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC   PLATEVOLTAGE    _     _     _     20,000       VOLTS
DCSCREEN  VOLTAGE--.         2500       VOLTS
DC   PLATE  CURF3ENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION     -

.      .      _             15.0        AMPS
---loo,000       WATTS
-      -     -           1750       ivATTS
-      -     _             goo       WATTS

(Effective  2-1-68)     ©     1963,1968 by  varian

DCplatevoltage---
DCscreenvoltage     --
DCGridvoltage    ---
DCplatecurrent   ---
DC screen  current      --
DCGridcurrent     ---
Peak  RF  Grid  voltage--
Drivingpowert¢        ---
PlateDissipation  ---
Plateoutputpower     --
Resonant  Load  Impedance

15
1.5

-1020
11.8

1.0

100
1220

120

Printed  in  U.S.A.



PLATE-MODULATEl}    RADlo.FREQUENCY

POWER    AMPLIFIER-CATHODE    DRIVEII

Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions  except where  noted)
MAXIMUM   F3ATINGS
DC   PLATEVOLTAGE    ---17,500       VOLTS
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE---          2000       VOLTS
DC   PLATE   CUF3RENT     -      -      -             15.0        AMPS
PLATE   DISSIPATION*    ---66,500        WATTS
SCFiEEN   DISSIPATION±---            1750        WATTS
GRID   DISSIPATION±  ----              500        WATTS
*     Corresponds  to  loo,000 watts  at  100  per  cent  sine wave

modulation
t`*  Approximate  value

t     Calculated  low frequency  drive  power
I     Average,  with  or  without  modulation

4CVIOO,000C

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION   (Frequencies  below  30  megacycles)

DCplatevoltage-a     -®
DCscreenvoltage      ---
Peak  AF  Screen  Voltage

(for  100°/a  modulation3€*-
DC  Grid  voltage    ----
DC  plate  current   ----
DCscreencurrent      ---
DC  Grid  current     ----
PeakRFGridvoltage---
GridDrivingpowert   -®      -
Plate  Dissipation   ----
Plateoutputpower     ---
f}esonant  Load  Impedance     I

14            16      kv
7F!r)       7F!J)     v

Aul)IO-FREQUENCY    AMPLIFIER    0R    MODULATOR

Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC   PLATEVOLTAGE    ---20,000       VOLTS
DCSCREEN  VOLTAGE---          2500       VOLTS
DC   PLATE  CURF2ENT     ---             15.0        AMPS
PLATEDISSIPATION       ---loo,000       WATTS
SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ---           1750        WATTS
GRID   DISSIPATION     ----             500        WATTS
*Per  Tube

* i+Ai]Droximate  va lue

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION   (Two  Tubes)

DC  plate  voltage  -----
DC  screen  voltage     ----
DC  Grid  voltage    -----
Max-Signal  platecurrent       --
Zero-Signal  plate  current      a     -
Max-Signal  Screen  Currentj`jt      -
PeakAF  Drivingvoltage*     --
Drivingpower   -a      -a     --
Load  F`esistance,  Plate-to-Plate
Max-Signal  Plate  Dissipation*  -
Max.  Signal   Plate  Output  Power

0.690
350

0
1800
47.3

1 87 .4

PLATE.M0I)ULATED    RADIO-FREOUEIICY

powER    AMPLiFiEn-GRID    DRivEN

Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions  except  where  noted)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC   PLATEVOLTAGE    ---17,500       VOLTS
DCSCREEN  VOLTAGE---          2000      VOLTS
DC   PLATE   CUF3F3ENT     ---             15.0        AMPS
PLATEDISSIPATION      ---66,500       WATTS
SCF2EEN   DISSIPATION±---            1750        WATTS
GFaiD   DissipATioN±         ---             500       wATTs
jtvoltages  given  are  referenced  to  ground

±Average,  with  or  without  modulation

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Fiequencies  below  30  megacycles)

DC  plate  voltagex -...
DCscreenvoltage*   --.
DC  Grid  voltage*  ----
DCplatecurrent   ®     --.
DCscreencurrent      ---
DC  Grid  current     ----
Peak  F{F  cathode voltage      -
Cathode  Driving  power    --
Cathode  Driving  lmpedance-
Plate  Dissipation   ----
Plateoutputpower      --.
Resonant  Load  Impedance     .

RADlo.FREOUEIICY    LllIEM    AMPLIFIER

Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   F3ATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE     --
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  --
DC   PLATE   CURF`ENT     -      -
PLATE   DISSIPATION        -      -
SCF{EEN   DISSIPATION     -      -
GRID   DISSIPATION     -      -       -

`Approximate  value

-    20,000
-         2500
-             15.0

loo,COO
-            1750
-500

VOLTS
VOLTS
AMPS
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION,  Peak-Envelope  or  Modulation-Crest
Conditions,  (Frequencies  below  30  megacycles)

DC  plate  voltage  ----
DCscreenvoltage      -o     -
DC  Grid  voltage    ----
Max-Signal  plate  current       -
Zero-Signal  plate  current      -
Max-Signal  Screen  CurrentJ` -
PeakF}FGridvoltage        --
Driving  power   -----
Plate  Dissipation   ----
Plateoutputpower      ---
Fiesonant  Load  Impedance     -

2

NOTE:   "TYPICAL  OPEBATION"  data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves®  Adjustment
of   the   rf   grid   drive  to   obtain   the   specified   plate  current  at  the  specified   grid  bias,  screen  voltage,  and  plate
voltage   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is'followed,   there  will   be   little  variation   in  output  power  when  the  tubes
are  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variations  in  grid  and  screen  currents.  The  grid  and  screen  currents
which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube®  These  current
variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence  of the varia-
tions  in  current.   If  grid  bias   is  obtained  principally  by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable
to  obtain  the  required  bias  voltage  when  the  correct  rf  driving  voltage  is  applied.
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A P P L I CAT I o N

MECHANICAL

M0unting:              The   4CV100,000C   must   be   mounted
vertically,   anode  down,  in  an  EIMAC  BR-300  series
boiler.  Care  must be  exercised  to  insure  that  the  axis
of   the   tube/boiler  combination   is   vertical   and  that
water   in   the   boiler   is   at   the   level   indicated.   The
anode  flange  on  the  tube  must  seat  securely  against
the   rubber  "0"   ring,  forming  a  vapor-tight  seal  be-
tween  tube  and  boiler.

Socket:              The   EIMAC   SK-1500   series   socket   is
available   for   use   with  the   4CV100,000C.   Filament,
control  grid  and  screen  grid  connections  are  made  to
this  socket.  Spring  finger  contacts  on  the  socket  are
used  to  make  connections  to  the  concentric  rings  on
the  tube  base.

Cooling:               Cooling  is  accomplished  by  immersing
the  anode  of  the  4CV100,000C  in  a   "Boiler"  filled
with  distilled  water.  Energy  dissipated  by  the  anode
causes   the  water  to  boil  at  the  anode  surfaces,  be
converted  into  steam  and  be  carried  away  to  an  ex-
ternal  condenser.  The  condensate  is  then  returned  to
the  boiler,  completing the  cycle.

This  boiling action  maintains  the  anode  surfaces
at   a   fairly   constant   temperature   near   100°C.   The
vapor-cooled   tube   has   good   overload   capabilities;

STEAM
PRESSURE

INTERLOCK

SCHEMATIC  0F

TYPICAL  EIMAC  MULTl-TUBE

VAPOR  COOLING  INSTALLATloN

PRESSURE   EQUALIZEF(   FITTING

INSULATOR   TUBE

(STEAM)

excess  dissipation  for  moderate  periods  only  causes
more  water  to  boil.

The  system  schematic  drawing  shown  below  out-
lines    a   vapor-cooling   installation.    A    control   box

(EIMAC   CB-202)   is   used   to   sense   water   level,   to
signal  for  make-up water  and  to  shut down  the  system
in   case   of  low  water   level.   In   order  to   perform  its
function,  the  control  box  must  be  mounted  so  that  its
water   level   mark   is   at   the   same   elevation   as   the
water  level  mark  on  the  boiler.

Since   the  tube   anode  and  boiler  are  usually  at
high  potential  to  ground, water  and  steam  connections
to  the  boiler  are  made  through  insulating tubing.

A  pressure  equalizing  line  is  shown  between  the
steam  side  of  the  system  and  the  top  of  the  control
box.   Its  function  is  to  provide  the  same  pressure  in
the  control  box  as  in  the  boiler.

Separate  cooling of the tube base  is  required  and
is   accomplished  by  directing  approximately   120  cfm
of  air  horizontally  through  the  socket  from  the  side.
It  is  preferable  to direct  this  airthrough  three equally
spaced  ducts.

The   well  in  the  center  of  the  baseplate  of  the
tube  is  a  critical  areawhich  requires  cooling to  main-
tain    envelope   temperatures    less   than    250°C.    F`or
most    applications,    1   to   2   C.F.M.    of   air   directed
through  the  center  of  the  socket  is  sufficient  for  this

Purpose.

CONDENSER
STEAM-AIR   OR
STEAM-WATER



ELECTRICAL

Filament               The   rated   filament   voltage   for   the
4CV100,000C    is    10.0   volts.    F`ilament   voltage,   as
measured  at  the  socket,   should  be  maintained  at  10
volts   plus  or  minus  five  percent  to  obtain  maximum
life  and  consistent  performance.

Filament   starting  current   must  be   limited   to   a
maximum  of  900  amperes.

Voltage  between  filament  and  the  base  plates  of
either  tube,  or  SK-1500  socket,  must  not  exceed  100
volts.

Control-Grid   operation             The  4CV100,000C  con-
trol   grid   is   rated   at   500  watts   of  dissipation.   Grid
dissipation  is  the  approximate  product  of  grid  current
and  peak  positive  grid  voltage.

Screen   Dissipation             The    power    dissipated    by
the   screen  grid  must  not  exceed   1750  watts.   Where
no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,  dissipation  is  the  pro-
duct  of dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen  current.  With
screen   modulation   the   dissipation   is   dependent   on
RMS  screen  voltage,   and  RMS  screen  current.   Plate

4

4CV100,000C

voltage,  plate  load  or  bias  voltage  must  never  be  re-
moved  while  filament  and  screen  voltages  are  present
since  the  screen  dissipation  rating will  be  exceeded.
Suitable   protective   means   must  be   provided  to  pre-
vent  any  of  these  conditions.

Plate   Dissipation               The     plate     dissipation     of
100   kilowatts   attainable  through  vapor  cooling  pro-
vides  a  large  margin  of  safety  in  most  applications.
The  rating  may  be  exceeded  for  brief  periods  during
tuning.   When  the   4CV100,000C   is   used   as   a  plate-
modulated  rf amplifier,  plate  dissipation  under carrier
conditions  is  limited  to 66,500 watts.

Special   APplication              Where     it    is    desired    to
operate   this   tube   under  conditions   widely  different\
from   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power   Grid   Tube
Division,   EIMAC   Division  of  Varian,   301   Industrial
Way,    San    Carlos,    California,    for    information    and
recommendations.

i---i
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The    EIMAC    4CV250,000A   is    a    ceramic/metal,   vapor-cooled

power   tetrode  intended   for  use  at  the  250  to  500  kilowatt  output
power level.  It  is  recommended  for use  as  a  Class  C  rf   amplifier or
oscillator,  a  Class  AB  rf   linear  amplifier  or  a  Class  AB  push-pull
af    amplifiei.  or  modulator.   The   4CV.250,000A   is  also  useful  as  a

plate  and  screen  modulated  Class  C  rf  amplifier.
The  vapor  cooled  anode  is  rated  at  250  kilowatts  maximum dis-

sipation when  used  with  the  EIMAC  Y-585  boiler.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............

Current (at  12.0 volts)  .  .  .

Q

a_

12.0  ±  0.6    V

660A
Amplification  Factor  (Grid-Screen)(Avg.)  ........

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance:  (Grounded  Cathode)2
Cin
Cout................

Cgp.................

Frequency  for  Maximum  Ratings .

4.5

765   pF
124   pF
6.0   pF
30   MHz

1.   Characteristics   and   operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These f igures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  varian  should  be  consulted  before   using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold tube  as  measured  without  any  special  shielded  fixture.

MECHANICAL

Base.................

Maximum  Seal  Temperature  .  .  .

Recommended  Boiler     ......
Operating Position  ........
Maximum  Dimensions :

Height..............

Diameter.............

Cooling...............

Net  Weight    .............

I........  Special

........     200OC

....  EIMAC  Y-585

Vertical,  Anode  up

28.02  in;  71.17     cm
15.062  in;38.26     cm

.  .   Vapor and  water
180lb.;   82

Shipping  Weight  (approximate)      ................................      350  1b.; 159

(Revised  3-1-72)         ©       1972   Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/california    94070



4CV250,000A

RADICLFREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-down  Condition)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ......

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    .....

DC   PLATE  CUF`PIENT     ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION      .....

GRID   DISSIPATION         ......

20,000   VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

40    AMPERES
250,000   WATTS

3,500   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)

DC  plate  Voltage   .......
DC  Screen  Voltage   ......
DC  Grid  Voltage     .......
DC  Plate  Current    .......
DC  Screen  Current    ......
DC  Grid  Current  ........
Driving  Power   1    ........
Plate  Output  Power   ......
Plate  Dissipation   .......
RF  L#  Impedance   ......

1.    Calculated   Driving   Power
tance  and rf circuit   loss.

.....       16              19    kv

.....   800         800    V

.....- 800       -800   V

..... 23.5        32.5    A

.....    2.4           3.5    A

.....  1.15            2.5    A

..... 2.24          3.0    kw

.....   275         460    kw

.....    100          155    kw

.....   300        275   a

neg,ectsg,sri,;ngLtcofn£3u7c9.

PLATE-MODULATED  RADlo-FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER
Class  =  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions except where
noted)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .........         17,500    VOLTS
DC  SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE    ........            2,000    VOLTS
DC   PLATE  CUFiRENT     .........                     30    AMPERES
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1 .........       167,000    WATTS
SCREEN   DISSIPATION      ........             3,500    WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION    ..........              1,500    WATTS

1.    Corresponds  to  250,000  watts  at  100  per  cent  sine
wave  modulation.

2.    Approximate  Value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)

DC  Plate  Voltage    ...............
DC  Screen  Voltage    ..............
Peak  af   Screen  Voltage(for  100%  Mod.¢.
DC  Grid  Voltage      ...............
DC   Plate  Current     ...............
DC  Screen  Current     ..............
DC  Grid  Current       ...............
Peak  rf    Grid  Voltage  .............
Grid   Driving  Power  3   .............
Plate  Output  Power    ..............
F`F  Load   Impedance    ..............
plate  Dissipation        ..............'2

15

800
800

-800
22.8

4.1
1.46
1110     v

1630   W
280   kw
3230
63kw
8g?i#,.I

3.    Calculated   Driving   Power   neglects  input  conduc-
tance and  rf  circuit  loss.

AUDIO-FREQUENCY  AMPLIFIER  0R  MODULATOR
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .
DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuF`RENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION

GF}lD   DISSIPATION    .   .

1.    Approximate  Value.
2.    PerTube

20,000   VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

40   AMPEPES
250,000   WATTS

3,500   WATTS
1,500   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Two  Tubes  Class  ABi )

DC  Plate  Voltage    .........
DC  Screen  Voltage   ........
DC  Gi id  Voltage  ..........

Max-Signal  plate  Current    ....
Zero  Signal   plate  Current2 ....
Max-Signal  Screen  Currentl .  .  .
Peak  af   Driving  Voltage  2 ....
Driving  Power     ..........,

Load  Impedance  (plate to  plate)
Plate  Dissipation    .........
Max-Signal   Out_put  Power    ....

1520
1.8             1.8

-500      -500

4046
0.2         0.2
1.1                1.2

500        500
00

650        870
160         260   kw

660   kw

RADlo-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuRRENT    ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .   ,

20,000   VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

40   AMPERES
250,000   WATTS

3,500   WATTS
1,500   WATTS

1.    Approximate  Value.
2.    Calculated   Driving   Power   neglects   input  conduc-

tance  and  rf   circuit  loss.

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION  Class  ABi   Peak-Envelope  or
Modulation  Crest  Conditions  (Frequencies  below  30
MHz)

DC  Plate  Voltage    ..........
DC  Screen  Voltage   .........
DC  Grid  Voltage      ..........
Plate  Current   .............
Zero  Signal   Plate  Current   .....
Maximum  Signal  Screen  Current 1.
Peak  rf    Grid  Voltage     .......
Driving  Po\^;er 2 ............

Plate  Dissipation    ..........

Besonant  Load  Impedance  .....
Plate  Output  Power   .........

'&

20
1.8

-500
23

0.2
1.2

500v
OW

130    kw
435Q
330   kw

ERE-OiE

E=i
I

a
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PULSE  MODULATOR  OR  REGULATOR

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ...........        40,000    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   ........         2,500    VOLTS
PEAK  CATHODE  CUF`RENT  ......               350    AMPEF`ES

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .........   250,000    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ........         3,500    WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION        .........          1,500    WATTS

MECHANICAL

APPLICATloN

ELECTRICAL

MOowrJIVG   -  The 4CV250,000A  must  be  mounted
vertically,  anode  up.  The  tube  may  be  supported
by the  anode flange  or the  screen f lange.

Care   must   be   exercised     to   insure   that   the
axis   of   the   tube/boiler   combination   is   vertical
and   that   water  in  the   boiler  is   at  the   level  in-
dicated.  The  anode  flange  on  the  tube  must  seat
securely  against  the  rubber  "0"  ring,  forming  a
vapor-tight  seal between tube  and boiler.

COOL/IVG   -   Cooling    is     accomplished    by    im-
mersing    the   anode    of   the   4CV250,000A    in   a
"Boiler"  filled  with  distilled  water.  Energy  dis-

sipated  by  the  anode  causes  the  water to  boil  at
the  anode  surfaces,  be  converted  into  steam  and
be   carried   away  to  an   external  condenser.  The
condensate    is   then   returned  to  the  boiler,  com-
pleting the  cycle.

This  boiling  action   maintains  the   anode  sur-
faces  at  a  fairly  constant  temperature  near  100°C.
The vapor-cooled  tube  has  good  overload  capabil-
ities;   excess   dissipation   for   moderate   periods
only  causes  more water to boil.

Since  the  tube  anode  and  boiler  are  usually  at
high  potential to  ground,  water and  steam  connec-
tions   to   the   boiler   are   made   through   insulated
tubing.

The  f ilament  supports  of  the  4CV250,000A  are
water  cooled.  Approximately   .5   GPM  should  cir-
culate   through   each   of   the   filament   connectors
with   a   pressure   drop   of   20   PSI.   F`ilament  con-
nector   assemblies,   SK-1710,    provide   electrical
and  water  connections.  Two  sets  of  SK-1710  are
required .

It  is  recommended  that  the  water  cooled  con-
trol  grid  connector,  SK-1712,  be  used.  Water  flow
of  approximately  .5  GPM  should  circulate through
the  grid  connector.  The  pressure  drop  across  the
grid  connector  is  low.  A  convenient  way  to  make>
water   connection   is   to  series   connect  the   grid
cooling   water   with   the    outer   filament   cooling
water  path.

The    outer   filament   water   path   has   a   lower
pressure  drop  than  the  inner  filament  water  path
making this  connection  practical.

FIIA,MENT   OPERATION   -   The   peak  em±ss±on
at    rated   filament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC   4CV-
250,000A  is  normally  many  times  the  peak  emis-
sion  required  for  communication  service.  A  small
decrease  in  filament  temperature  due  to  reduction
of  filament  voltage   can  increase   the   life   of  the
4CV250,000A  by  a  substantial  percentage.   It  is
good   practice  to  determine  the  nominal  filament
voltage  for  a  particular  application  that  will  not
affect   the   operation   of   the   equipment.   This   is
done   by   measuring   some   important   parameter   of

performance  such  as  plate  current,  power  output,
or  an  increase  in  distortion.  Operation  may  be  at
a  filament  voltage  slightly  higher  than  that  point
at    which    performance    appeared   to   deteriorate.
This  voltage   should  be  measured  at  the  socket
with a  1%  meter and  periodically checked.

Filament  starting  current  must  be  limited  to  a
maximum  of  1800 amperes.

CONTROL   GRID    OPERATloN   -The   4CN-
250,000A  control  grid  is   rated  at   1,500  watts  of
dissipation   and   protective   measures   should   be
included  in  circuitry  to  insure  that  this  rating  is
not  exceeded.  Grid  dissipation  is  the  approximate
product  of  dc    grid  current  and  peak  positive  grid
voltage.

SCREEN   DISSIPATI01V   -   The   power   applied  to
the   screen   grid   must   not   exceed   3,500  watts.
Where  no   ac  is  applied  to the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen
current.   With   screen   modulation   the  dissipation
is   the   product   of   RMS   screen   current   and   RMS
screen voltage.

PLATE D/SSJPAT/OIV   -   The  plate dissipation  of
250   kilowatts   attainable   through   vapor   cooling
provides  a  large  margin  of  safety  in  most  appli-
cations.   The   rating   may   be   exceeded   for   brief

periods  during  tuning.  When  the  4CV250,000A  is
used  as  a  plate-modulated  rf  amplifier,  plate  dis-
sipation   under   carrier   conditions   is   limited   to
167,000 watts .
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X-R4DJ4TJOIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce  pro-
gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage   is   increased.   The   4CV250,000A,   opera-
ting  at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  po-
tential   X-ray   hazard.    Only   limited   shielding   is
afforded   by  the  tube  9nvelope.   Moreover,  the  X-
ray radiation  level can  increase  significantly with
aging   and   gradual   deterioration,   due   to  leakage

paths  or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  af-
fected  by  the  high  voltage.  X-ray  shielding  must
be   provided   on   all   sides   of   tubes   operating  at
these    voltages    to   provide   adequate   protection
throughout  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the
X-ray  level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should
never  be  operated  without  adequate   shielding  in
place   when   voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are   in
use.    Lead    glass,   which   attenuates   X-rays,   is
available   for   viewing   windows.   If   there   is   any
doubt  as  to the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of
shielding,  an  expert  in  this  field  should  be  con-
tacted   to  perf orm  an  X-ray   survey   of  the  equip-
ment .

Operation  of high-voltage equipment with  inter-

lock  switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors  open
in  order  to  be  better  able  to  locate  an  equipment
malfunction  can  result  in  serious  X-ray  exposure.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used  with  the  4CV250,000A  are  deadly,  and  the
equipment   must  be  designed   properly  and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so  that   no   one   can   come   in  contact
with   high  voltages.   All  equipment   must   include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"   to  allow   operation  with
access   doors   open.   Always   remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   lf   it   ±s   des±ted   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for
information  and  recommendations.

0
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TECIIIIICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CW800B  and  4CW800F  are  ce rami c/metal,
liquid   cooled  radial-beam  tetrodes  designed  for  use  in  dis-
tributed  amplifiers  and  VHF/UHF  power  amplifiers.

The  met.hanical  and  electrical  features  of  these  tubes  are
compatible   with   distributed   amplifier   circuit   requirements,
i.e.,   low  lead  inductance,  low  input  and  output  capacitance
and  small  size.

Ruggedized   construction   consisting  of   a   unitized   elec-
trode  structure  and  direct  mounting  to  the  chassis,  combine
to  make  the  4CW800B  and  4CW800F  suitable  for  environments
of  severe  shock  and vibration.

The  maximum  rated  plate  dissipation  is  800  watts  for  both
types.

ELECTRICAL

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

4CW800B
4CW800F

RADIAL    BEAM

POWER   TETRODE

Cathode:    Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:    4CW800B

Voltage    ...............................................         6.0    V

Current      ..........,....................................          4.4     A

Heater:    4CW800F

Voltage    ...............................................       26.5    V

Current      ...............................................           1.1     A

Transconductance:    (Ib  =  600  mAdc)         ...........................        40,000    Hmhos

Input  Conductance:   (Ib  =  600  mAdc)

(F  =  30  MHz)       .............................    0.1  x  10-3    mhos

Frequency  for  Maximum  Ratings     .................................        800    MHz

Direct  lnterelectrode  Capacitance:    (Grounded  Cathode)  2
cin   ..............,...................................              45    pF

Cout     .................................................            5.8     pF

cgp   .....   '   ............................................        0.15    pF`

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures may  change  without  notice
as the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance values  are  for  a  cold tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture.

MECHANICAL

Base..,.....,

Operating Position

Special
Any

Maximum  Operating  Temperatures:
Ceramic-to-Metal  Seals    .........................................    250°C

Base Plate
Cooling   .   .  .  I

(Revised  11-1-73)       ©      1968,1973by  varian

......     150OC

•.....   Liquid

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california    94070
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4CW800B/4CW800F

Maximum  Over-all  Dimensions:

Length      ..........................................          3.00  In;   76.20    mm

Diameter     .........................................         2.03  In;   51.56    mm

NetWeight    ..........................................                7oz;        198    gin

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:    4CW800B-Currentat6.0volts   .......................            4.0          4.7    A

4CW800F-Currentat26.5volts    ......................          0.85        1.25    A

CathodeWarmupTime-bothtypes     ..........................           180         ---sec.

Interelectrode Capacitances (grounded  cathode circuit) 1
Cin   ..............................................          42.0        48.0     pF`

Cout    ............................................             5.3            6.3pF

Cgp  ..........................   a   ..................---          0.2o    pF

1.    Capacitance values  are for a  cold tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Pis-191.

BROADBAND  RF  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB,  Grid  Driven

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuRF`ENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .
SCPEEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION    .   .

..           3000    VOLTS

..              500    VOLTS
0.6    AMPERE

.             800    WATTS
15    WATTS

3    WATTS

1.    Adjust for specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
Class  8,  Grid  Driven

ABSCLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .  .
DC  Scf]EEN  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  PLATE  CUF!RENT    .   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .   .   .
SCF!EEN   DISSIPATION     .   .
GRID   DISSIPATION    ....

3000   VOLTS
500   VOLTS
0.6    AMPEPE
800   WATTS

15    WATTS
3    WATTS

1.    Adjust for  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Delivered to  the  load.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Vo,tage     ......,
Screen  Voltage ......,
Grid  Voltagel ........

Zero  Signal  Plate  Current
Plate  Current  .......,

Screen  Current 2  .....,
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2.  .  .
Plate  Output  Power2   .   .  .
Plate  Dissipation  2   ....

rf  Load  Impedance     ....

TYPICAL  OPERATION          140-250  MHz
Strip-I ine  anp

Plate  Voltage     .....
Screen  Voltage .....
Grid  Voltage  1   .....
Zero  Signal  Plate

Current.......
Maximum  Signal  Plate

Current.......
Screen  Current?  ....
Grid  Current 2 ......
Useful  Power  Output3.
Bandwith (3dB)  of

Ampl i fi er    ......

Power  Gain 2   ....   _   _

432MHz    865MHz
Cavity        Cavity

1650       1950       2500       2000       2000   Vdc
400         300         300         300         300   Vdc
-75          -60          -60          -54          -60   Vdc

15              15              15             20              15    mAdc

00         600   mAdc
8   mAdc
0   mAdc

550W

9MHz
10.4    dB

a
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A P P L I CAT I o N

MECHANICAL

A/OOwTJIVG   -   These tubes may be  mounted  in  any

position.   No  socket  is  required.  The  tube  may  be
mounted    directly   on   the   SK-680   Screen   Bypass
Capacitor  which  in  turn  is  mounted  to  the  chassis
with    four   6-32   screws.    The   chassis   thickness
should  be  0.062  inch    to  insure  adequate  space
for  connections  to  the  base  of  the  tube  and  care
should  be  exercised  to  insure  a  flat  mounting  sur-
face to  minimize  cathode  lead  inductance.

COOLJIVG   -    Sufficient   cooling   must   be   provided
for  the  anode  and  ceramic-to-metal  seals  to  main-
tain  operating  temperatures  below  the  rated  maxi-
mum values:

Ceramic-to-metal  seals          250°C
Base  and  flanges                     |50°C

Anode    cooling    is    accomplished   by   circulating
liquid through the  integral  water jacket.

At   ambient   temperatures   of   25°C   or   less,   no
base cooling is  required.
At   higher  temperatures,  base  cooling  may  be  re-

quired  to  maintain  base temperatures  below  150CC.
This  can  be  accomplished  by  mounting  the  tube  to
a  cold plate  cooled by the  inlet  liquid.

WATER   COOL/IVG   -   The   tabulation   below   lists
the  minimum  water  flow  requirements  for  25°C  in-
let   water  temperature   with   a  temperature  rise  of
15°C  from  inlet  to  outlet.

Plate Water Pressure
Dissipation Flow Drop

(Watts) (GPM) (psi)

200 .050 .025
400 .100 .050
600 .156 .075
800 .202 .100

Water   pressure   should  never  exceed   200  psi  and
outlet  temperature  must  be  limited  to  70°C.

OIL  COOLJA7G   -   The  cooling jacket  was  specifi-
cally   designed  for  oil   coolant   such   as  Coolanol
35.   The   minimum   flow   requirement   and   pressure
drop    can   be   derived   from   the    following   graph:

CO

IOLAN0l
II-35

I 11

lN |ET    TEM60OC P

CO OLING     PIE OUIREM  I NTS    FOR 4ow8008/F

OU TLET   TIM PEFIATU RE    =    700 C

I)i,,,

I

--,//+,-1I--i
ItI

50OC40OC30OC20OC'OOC

/// I

II

0 2 00 4oo+6 00 80 0 10 00

ANODE    DISSIPATloN    WATTS)

*  Sample    Ccilculolion:   For   an   inlet   temperature    of   60°C    ol   500   walts

anode   dissipaliono   the   lequiled   flow   iale   is   .45   GPM.   The    plessule

drop   will   be    .25   inches   of   Hg.

In  cases  where  there  is  any  doubt  regarding the
adequacy   of  the   supplied   cooling,   it   should  be
borne   in   mind   that   operating   temperature   is  the
sole criterion  of cooling effectiveness.

ELECTRICAL

ffEArER   -   The  rated  heater  voltage  is  6.0  volts
for  the  4CW800B  and  26.5  volts  for  the  4CW800F.
The   voltage,   as   measured   at  the  socket,   should
be  maintained  at  this  value  to  minimize  variations
in   operation   and  to  obtain  maximum  tube   life.  In
no  case  should  the  voltage  be  allowed  to  exceed
5% above  or below the  rated value.

The   cathode   and   one   side   of  the   heater  are
internally connected.

It   is   recommended   that  the  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  period  of  not  less  than  three  minutes
before   current   is   drawn   from   the   cathode.   Tube
operation  will  stabilize  after  a  period  of  approxi-
mately  five  minutes  from  a cold  start.

CONTROL-GRID  0PERATloN   -   The coatroLglid
has   a  maximum  dissipation  of  3.0  watts  and  pre-
cautions   should  be  observed   to   avoid  exceeding
this  rating.  Derating of the  control  grid  dissipation
will  be  necessary  if  the  base  flange  temperature
exceeds  150°C.

There  are  four  threaded  grid  pins  on  the  base
of the  tube.  These  pins  can  be  used  separately  or
in   parallel  to  control  the   amount  of  grid  lead  in-
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4CW800B/4CW800F

ductance  to  suit  the   requirements  of  the  circuit.
The  grid  lead  inductance  for  one  pin  is  2.4  nano-
henries.

SCREEN      GRID     OPERATION   -   rrhe    max.imum
rated   screen   dissipation   for  the   4CW800B  or
4CW800F`  is  15  watts.

Under  certain  operating  conditions  the  screen
current   of  a  tetrode  may  reverse  as  indicated  on
the  screen  current  meter.  This  condition  is  the  re-
suit   of   secondary  emission   from  the   screen  and
is  normal  for  a  power  tetrode.  If  the  impedance  of
the  screen  power  supply  is  high,  negative  screen
current  will  cause  the  screen  voltage  to  approach
the  anode  voltage,   and  the  results  will  be  a  run-
away  condition  which  could  lead  to  a  catastrophic
failure.  This  condition  can be  avoided  if sufficient
bleeder current  is  drawn  from  the  screen  supply by
an    appropriate    bleeder    or    regulator    tube.    The
recommended   bleeder   current   for   these   tubes   is
20 rnA  for  each tube  connected to  a common  screen

power  supply.
A    low    inductance    screen    bypass   capacitor,

EIMAC   SK-680,   is  available  for  either  tube.  This
capacitor  is  easily installed  with  six  0-80  screws.
With   the   SK-680   capacitor   installed,   the   screen
self-resonant  frequency  of either  tube  is  in  excess
of  900 MHz.

PLATE  OPERATION   -   The  maxinum rated  plate
dissipation   power   for   either   tube   is   800  watts.
Except  for brief periods  during circuit  adjustments,
this  maximum  value  should  not  be  exceeded.  Con-
nection  to  the  anode  is  accomplished  by  a  clamp
around the  anode.

DISTRIBUTED  AMPLIFIER  SERVICE   -   The  me-
chanical   and   electrical   features  of  the  4CW800B
and    4CW800F`    are   compatible    with    distributed
amplifier     circuit     requirements,     combining    the

qualities   of  low  lead  inductance,   low   input   and
output   capacitances,   high   transconductance,   and
small  size.  Connection  is  made  to  the  control  grid
by means  of four threaded  studs.  By  using the  cor-
rect    number   of    connections,    the    designer   has
available  a  choice  of  several  values  of  grid  lead
inductance.  This  feature  is  quite  useful  in  design
of   VHF/UHF`   distributed   amplifiers.   In   addition,
rugged  internal  tube  construction,  consisting  of  a
unitized   electrode   structure   and   a   solid   direct-
chassis   flange   mount,    are   features   which   make
these  tubes   suitable   for   environments  exhibiting
severe  shock  and  vibration,   such  as  encountered
in mobile or  airborne  service.

A  distributed  amplifier  is  a  wideband,  cascade
device,   employing  vacuum  tubes  placed  along  an
artificial  transmission  line,  the  tube  capacitances
appearing  as  the  shunt  elements  of  the  line.  In  a

properly designed distributed  amplifier,  the driving
impedance  is  virtually  independent  of  the  number
of  tubes.  The  amplifier  may  make  use  of  the  char-
acteristics  of  the  low  pass,  the  band  pass,  or  the
high pass  filter configuration.

The  4CW800B  and  4CW800F  are  ideal  tubes  for
distributed   amplifier   service,   as   anode   heat  may
be    readily   disposed   of   by   a   compact,   external
cooling   system.   An   amplifier  using  one   of  these
types  is  an  advantage  in  instantaneous  bandwidth
rf  systems   as   it  eliminates  the  need  of  complex
and  slow  tuning  and  tracking  equipment  necessary
for  a  tuned  amplifier.

EIMAC    APPLICATION    BULLETIN    NUMBER
FOURrEEIV   -   This  23-page  booklet  is  available
from   EIMAC   and   contains   additional   information
on  the  use  of  these  tubes  (or  similar  types  of  the
same  tube   family),   including  some  constructional
details,    in   strip-line    amplifier   circuitry   in   the
140-250  MHz  range,   distributed  amplifier  service,
and    cavity   amplifier   operation   at   432   MHz   and
865  MHz.

JZJGH   VOLTAGE   ®   The   4CW800B   and   4CW800F
operate   at  voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the
equipment   must   be   designed   properly   and  opera-
ting precautions  must be followed.  Equipment must
be   designed  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact
with   high   voltages.   All   equipment   must   include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  pri-
mary   circuits   of  the  power   supplies   and   to  dis-
charge  high  voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.   Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation with ac-
cess    doors   open.    Always    remember   that   HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

RADIO    FREQUENCY    RADIATION   -    ANo±d   ex-

posure  to  strong  rf  fields  even   at  relatively  low
frequency.   Absorption   of   rf  energy   by  human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.   Under  30  MHz,
most   of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the   hazard,   however,   even   at   these  frequencies,
and   it   is   worth  noting  that   some  commercial
dielectric   heating   units   actually   operate   at   fre-
quencies   as   low   as   the   13   and   27   MHz  bands.



lNTERELEcmoDE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual    internal    interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables    in   most
applications,    such    as    stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis, stray  capacitance between tube terminals,
and  wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capaci-
tance  values  within the  tube, as the key component
involved,   the   industry   and   the   Military  Services
use    a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic     Industries     Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires  the   use   of  specially  con-
structed    test    fixtures    which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The  test  is  performed  on  a  cold  tube.   Other  fac-
tors  being  equal,  controlling  internal  tube  capaci-
tance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good   inter-

4CW800B/4CW800F @
changeability   of   tubes   over   a   period   of  time,
manufacturer's  technical   data,   or  test  specifica-
tions,    normally    are    taken   in    accordance   with
Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to    make   allowanc.e    for   the    actual   capacitance
values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.
Measurements    should   be   taken   with   mounting
which  represent  approximate final  layout if capaci-
tance  values  are  highly  significant  in  the  design.

SPEC/AL   APPLJCAr/OIVS   -   If   it   is   desired  to
operate    this   tube   under   conditions    widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC,   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial   Way,   San   Carlos,   California   94070  for
information  and  recommendations.
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4CW800B/4CW800F

Dl MENsloNAL   I)ATA

I)lM
INCHES MIL LIMETERS

M'N. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF,

A 2.515 63.88
a I . 485 I. 515 37.35 38.10

E 0.650 16.35
F 1.505 I.325 32.82 53.32
G 0I30 0.155 5.27 3.90
H 0.130 0.180 3.27 4,55
K I.710 I.750 43.01 44.0 I
L L950 2.025 48.54 50.95
M 0.455 0.475 10.94 11.95

N 150 250 150 250
P 0.550 • . .I. 13.97 1524
R 440 460 440 460
S 0. '80 0.220 4.53 5.53
T I . 550 I.610 38.98 40.48
U 0.400 10.06
V 0.440 0.520 I I.07 13.08

W 0.250 0,300 6.29 7.54
Y 590 610 590 610

Z I.608 I .628 40.84 4135

8
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The   EIMAC   8244/4CW2000A   is   a   ceramic/metal   water   cooled   radial-
beam  tetrode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  2000  watts.  It  is  a
low-voltage  high  current  tube  designed  for  Class  ABl  rf  linear  amplifier  or
audio  amplifier  applications  where  its  high  gain  may  be  used  to  advantage.
It is  also  recommended  for voltage  or current regulator  service.  As a  regula-
tor,  the  maximum  dc  plate  voltage  rating is  6000  volts. The  8244/4CW2000A
is  the  water-cooled  version of the  8168/4CX1000A.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide-coated  Unipotential
Heater  Voltage .........................

Heater  Current,  at 6.0  volts    .  a  ..............

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib=  1.0  Adc,  Ec2 = 325  Vdc  .................

Amplification  Factor  (Average):

6.0  ±  0.3   V

9.0A

37,000   ffmhos

Grid  to  Screen   ..........................................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance (grounded cathode)2
Cin.................................................

Cout................................................

Cgp.................................................

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
CW..............................-.--.--------------

_`j;.1

-JrE

i

D/

'-£J

3.8

81.5   pF
11.8   pF

0.015   pF

110   MHz

1.   Characteristics  and  operating values  are  based  on  performance tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as
the   result  of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  beforeusing
this   information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length................

Diameter...............

Net  Weight    ..............

Operatin g Position   .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  .......
Cooling................

Base.................'

...........        5.69  in;   144.5   mm

...........        2.66in;     67.6    mm

27oz;     766    gin
...................   Vertical

...................         250OC

I   '   .................          Water

Special,  breechlock  terminal  surfaces
Recommended  Socket    ..................................    F,IMAC  SK-800  Series

(Revised 6-15-71)       ©      1963,1966  by  varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN

class  ABi  or  8  (Single  Side-Band  Suppressed-Carrier

Operation)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,

DC  SCF]EEN   VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUBBENT    .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GPID   DISSIPATION    .   ,

3000    VOLTS

400   VOLTS

1.0    AMPERE

2000    WATTS

12    WATTS

0    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB|,   Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      ........

Screen  Voltage     .......
Grid  Voltagel     ........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .
Single-Tone  Plate  Current2
Two-Tone  Plate  Current  2.
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current
Single-Tone  Screen  Current
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2.
Plate  Output  Power   .....

2..   Agi::i,t=a::evc:[L=  zero-s,gnal  dc  p,ate  current.

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

MODULATOR
Class  AB   ,  Grid  Driven,  Sinusoidal  Wave

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT    ,

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GFllD   DISSIPATION    .   ,

3000    VOLTS

400    VOLTS

1.0    AMPEBE

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage      ,..........

Screen  Voltage  ...........
Grid  Voltage   1   ...........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ....
Maximum-Signal  Plate  Current   .
Zero-Signal   Screen  Current 2.   .   .
Maximum-Signal  Screen  Current2
Plate  Output  Power   ........
Load  F{esistance

2000    WATTS                          (Plate  to  plate). 2040   2850   3860   a

12    WATTS                  1,    Adjust  to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

0    WATTS                  2,    Approximate  value.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPEF`ATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf   grid   voltage  to   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is   assumed.   If  this   procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grld  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  Incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations   in   current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtainec]  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be  adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT   DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts    ....................

Cathode  Warmup  Time   ........................

Amplification  Factor  (g1  to  g2)   ..................
Interelectrode  Capacitance   (grounded  cathode  connection) 1

2

1.    Capacitance  values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  PS-191.

a

a
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MECHANICAL

APPLICATloN

ELECTRICAL

COOLJIVG   -    Sufficient     cooling    must    be    pro-
vided   for  the  anode  and  ceramic/metal  seals  to
maintain  operating  temperatures  below  the  rated
maximum  value  of  250°C.

Anode  fooling  is  accomplished  by  circulating
water   through   the   integral   water   jacket.   The
tabulation   below   lists   the   minimum   water  flow
requirements   for   50°C   inlet   water  temperature.

PlateDissipat i on(Watts) Water  Flow Pressure  Drop
( gpm) ( ps i )

1000 1.0 1.0

2000 2.0 2.5

Water    pressure   should  never   exceed   50 psi
and  outgoing  water  temperature  must  be  limited
to 700c.

At   ambient   temperatures   of   25°C,   or   less,
when    mounted   in   an   EIMAC   SK-800B   socket,
the   4CW2000A   does   not   require   base   cooling.
At  higher  temperatures,   however  separate  base
cooling may  be  required.

In   cases  where  there  is  any  doubt  regarding
the  adequacy  of  the  supplied  c.ooling,  it  should
be  bone   in   mind  that   operating  temperature  is
the  sole  criterion  of  cooling  effectiveness.  Sur-
face  temperatures  may  be  easily  and  effectively
measured  by  using  one  of  the   several  tempera-
ture-sensitive   paints    or   sticks   available   from
various    chemical   or   scientifi-c   equipment   sup-

pliers.  When  these  materials  are  used,  extremely
thin   applications   must   be  made   to   avoid   inter-
ference  with  the  transfer  of  heat   from   the  tube
to  the  air  stream,  which  would  cause  iriaccurate
in dications .

SIIOC-K  AND  VIBRATION    -   The  4CW2000A has
the   same   intemal   construction   as   the   EIMAC
4CX1000A,   and   both   are   capable   of   operation
under   vibration  conditions  at  10  g  to  500  Hz,  or
long-duration   shock   (11   milliseconds)   of   50   g,
with  full  rated  voltages  applied.

When    environmental    stress    is    anticipated,
care  must  be  taken  in  mounting  of  the  tube  and
socket  so there  is  sufficient  support  for the  tube
to    prevent    relative   motion   between    tube   and
socket  under  stress   conditions.   The   socket   `is
not  designed  to  provide  sole  support  for  the  tube
during shock  or vibrational  stress.

HEATER   -   The    rated   heater   voltage   for   the
4CW2000A   is   6.0   volts.   The   voltage,   as   meas-
ured  at  the  socket,  should  be  maintained  at  this
value   to   minimize   variations   in   operation   and
to  obtain  maximum  tube   life.   In  no  case  should
the   voltage  be  allowed   to   exceed   5%  above  or
below  the  rated  value.

The   cathode   and   one   side   of  the  heater  are
internally  connected.

It  is  recommended  that  the  heater  voltage  be
applied   for  a   period  of  not   less  than  3  minutes
before    other    operating-voltages    are   applied.
From   an   initial   cold   condition,   tube  operation
will   stabilize   after   a   period   of   approximately
5  minute;.

GR/D      OPER4rJOIV   -   The      grid     dissipation
rating  of  the   4CW2000A   is  zero  watts.   The  de-
sigri   features   which   make   the   tube   capable  of
maximum    power    operation    without    driving  the

grid   into  the   positive   region  also  make  it  nec-
cessary  to avoid  positive  grid  operation.

Althouch   the   average   grid   current   rating  is
zero,  peak  grid  currents  of  less  than   five  milli-
amperes    as   read   on   a   five    milliampere  meter
may   be   permitted   to   flow   for  peak   signal  mon-
itoring purposes.

SCREEN     OPERATION   -   Tetlode    tubes    may
exhibit   reversed   screen   current  to  a   greater  or
lesser  degree   depending  on   individual  tube  de-
sign.    This   -characteristic   is   prominent   in   the
4CW2000A    and,    under    some    operating   condi-
tions,   indicated  negative  screen  currents  in  the
order   of   25   milliamperes   may   be   encountered.

The    maximum    rated    power   dissipation    for
the   screen   grid   in   the   4CW2000A   is   12  watts
and  the  screen  power  should  be  kept  below this
level.    The   product   of  the   peak  screen  voltage
and   the   indicated   dc   screen    current   approxi-
mates   the  screen   input   power  except  when  the
screen   current  indication  is  near  zero  or  nega-
tive.   In   the   usual   tetrode   amplifier,   where  no
signal    voltage   appears    between    cathode    and
screen,    the   peak   screen   voltage   is   equal   to
the   dc   screen   voltage.   Experience  has    shown
that  the screen  will  operate  within  the  limits  es-
tablished   for  this   tube    if  the   indi`cated  screen
current,  plate  voltage  and  drive  voltage  approxi-
mate the  "Typical  Operation"  values.

The    screen   supply   voltage   must   be    main-

3
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tained   constant  for  any  values  of  negative  and
positive    screen   currents   that   may   be   encoun-
tered.  Dangerously  hich  plate  currents  may  flow
if   the    screen    power   supply   exhibits   a   rising
voltage  characteristic  with  negative  screen  cur-
rent.  Stabilization  may  be  accomplished  in  sev-
veral  different  ways.  A  bleeder  resistor  may  be
connected    from    screen    or   cathode;   a   combin-
ation  of  VR  tubes  may  be  connected  from  screen
to    cathode;    or   an   electron-tube    regulator   cir-
cui.t  may  be  used  in  the  screen  supply.  It  is  ab-
solutely   essential  to  use  a   bleeder  if  a  series
electron-tube  regulator  is  employed.  The  screen
bleeder    current    should    approximate    70   milli-
amperes  to  adequately  stabilize  the  screen  volt-
age.    It   should   be   observed   that   this   bleeder
power   may    be   usefully   employed    to   energize
low-power stages of the transmitter.

PLATE     OPERATION   -   The     maximum     tated
plate_  dissipation   power   is   2000   watts.   Except
for  brief  periods  during  circuit  adjustments,  this
maximum value should not be exceeded.

VOLTAGE  OR  CURRENT   REGULATOR   -   The
4CW2000A  is  attractive  for  regulator  service.  As
a  voltage  or  current  regulator  the  dc   plate volt-
age  rating  is  increased  to  6000  volts.  All  other
ratings  remain the  same.

HJGH     VOLTAGE   -   The     4CW2000A     operates
at  voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equip-
ment   must   be   designed   properly   and   operating
precautions must be  followed.  Equipment  must be
designed so that no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment-must  include  safety
enclosures   for   hich-voltage   circuits   and   term-
inals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  prim-
any   circuits   of  the   power  supplies   and   to  dis-
charge  high  voltage  condensers  whenever access
doors  are opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be

H
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  -HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a
tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray  capacitance  to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance r
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry  and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other  and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Other
factors    being   equal,    controlling   internal   tube
capacita.nce   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability   of   tubes   over   a   period   of

:::ee:tevmeannu¥:tnur:i:.tu::em::p::£t::::bvyaL::f:a
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in   ac-
cordance with Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to   make   allowance   for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal    applica-
tion.    Measurements    should   be   taken   with   the
socket  and  mounting  which  represent  approximate .
final    layout   if   capacitance   values   are   highly
significant in the design.

SPECJAL  APPLJCArJOIVS   -   If  it  is  desired  to
operate  this  tube  under  conditions  different  from
those  given  here,  write  to  the  Application  Engi-
neering   Department,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian`
San   Carlos,   California,    94070,   for   infomation
and recommendations.
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EIMAC
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s     fat      ;h{           i:      ,`t      2*      i     c3      a

ivy      A       i.       i       i      C;      P`      nI         `!       f4a

The  Eimac  4CW10,000A  is  a  water-cooled,  ceramic-metal  power  tetrode  which

is  electrically  identical  to  the   8171/4Cxlo,000D   (and   8170/4CX5000A,   except  for

plate  dissipation).  The  watei.-cooled  anode  is  equipped  with  an  integral  water  jacket

and  is  rated  at   12  kilowatts   dissipation.

The  4CW10,000A  is  useful  as  an  oscillator,  amplifier  or  modulator  at  frequencies

up  to   Ilo  megacycles,  and  is  particularly  suited  for  use  as  a  linear  rf  amplifier  or

or  class-AB  audio  amplifier.

A  pair  of  these  tubes  operating  class  AB  will  deliver  more  than  30  kilowatts  of

audio-frequency  or  radio-frequency  plate  output  power.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filament:   Thoria+ed   Tungsten

Voltage-------

Current-------

Amplification     Factor     (Grid-Screen)   ----

Frequency   for   Maximum   Ratings            ....

Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitances,   Grounded   Cathode:

Input

Ou,put------

Feedback-------

Direct  lnterelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Grid  and  Screen:

Input

Output----.--.
Feedback--------

MECHANICAL

Base------

Maximum   seal   Temperature           -

Maximum   Anode-Core  Temperature
Recommended    Socke+            -           .

Operating    Position       -           -           -

Maximum   Dimensions:

Heigh+             -           -           -

Diameter       -           -           -

Cooling-----

Net  weigh+          ----
Shipping   Weight   (Approximate)

(Elfeclive    4-15-63)             1963o    1967    by    VARIAN

Min.      Nom.      Max.

•            7.5                                yolts

73                          78    amperes
.4.5

.           -               30                Mc

:''''(,I,`i.,,i:

•            -            -Special    concentric

..---        250O   C

--.-        250O   C

-           -               Eimac   sK-300A

Axis   vertical,    base    up   or   down

Pi!nted     ln     UoSoAo

11.44   inches

4.66   inches

and    Forced   air

7.5   pounds

17   pounds
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RADIO-FREOUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR OSCILLATOR  (Up to  110 megacycles)
Class-C   Telegraphy   or    FM    Telephony    (Key-down    conditions)

MAXIMUM    RATINGS

D-C    PIATE   VOLTAGE         up    to     30     megacycles      7500     MAX.     VOLTS

30     to     60     megacycles      7000     MAX.      VOLTS
60     to   H0     megacycles      6500     MAX.     VOLTS

D-C     SCREEN     VOLTAGE     -----             1500     MAX.      VOLTS

D-C    PLATE    CuRRENT         up    to     30     megacycles             3      MAX.      AMPERES

30     to      60      megacycles         2.8      MAX.      AMPERES

60     to   Ilo     megacycles         2.6      MAX.      AMPERES

PLATE     DISSIPATION                -----        10,000      MAX.      WATTS

SCREEN      DISSIPATION           .----              250      MAX.      WATTS

GRID      DISSIPATION                   ----.                 75      MAX.      WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION

(Frequenc:es   below   30   megacycles)

D-C   plate    Voltage         -          -          -

D-C   screen     Voltage     -          -          -

D-CGrid    Yoltage         -          -          -

D-C   plate    Current        -          -          -

D-C   screen   Current      -          -         -

D-C   Grid     Current         -          -         -

Peak    R-F   Grid    Voltage        -          -

Driving    Power         ----

Plate   Dissipation               -           -           -

Plate   output    Power      -          -          -

7500      volts

500     yolts

-350    volts

2.8     amperes

0.5     ampere

a.25     ampere

590     yo'ts

'50     watts

5000     watts

'6,000     watts

PLATE-MODULATED  RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER  AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telophony   (Carrier  conditions  except  where  noted)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE

D.C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION*

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

5000   MAX.   VOLTS

1000   MAX.   VOLTS

2.5   MAX.   AMPERES

6650   MAX.   WATTS
250   MAX.   WATTS

75   MAX.   WATTS
tcorresponds   to   10,000   watts   at   loo-percent   sine-wave   modulation.

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    below   30   megacycles)

D.C   plate    voltage        -.-----.

D-C   screen   voltage      --------

Peak   A-F   Screen   Voltage    (For    loo-percent    modulation)

D-C   Grid    Voltage         ,-----,.

D-C   plate    Current         --------

D-C   screen   current     ------.-

D-C   Grid     Current         -----.--

Peak    R-F   Grid   Voltage        -.-----

Grid    Driving    Power      --------

Plate     Dissipation             --------

Plate     Output     Power              -.-----

5000     volts

500     yolt$

500     volts

-350    volts

2.4     amperes

a.4     arripere

a.22     ampere

550     volts

120     watts

3500     watts

8.5     kilowatts

AUDIO.FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER OR MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C   PLATE  VOLTAGE        -

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE   -

D-C   PLATE   CURRENT        -

PLATE    DISSIPATION             -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION       -

GRID   DISSIPATION               -

7500   MAX.   VOLTS

1500   MAX.   VOLTS

4.0   MAX.   AMPERES

12,000   MAX.   WATTS

250   MAX.  WATTS

75   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION,    two    tubes

D-Cplate    Voltage         -          -          -

D-C   screen   voltage     -          -          -
D.C   Grid    Voltage         -          -          -
Max.-Signal     Plate    Current            -

Zero-Signal     Plate     Current*
Max.-Signal    Screen    Current          -

Zero-Signal    Screen    Current         -
Peak    A-F    Driving    Voltage           -
Driving    Power         ---.

Load     Resistance,     Plate-to-Plate
Max.-Signal     Plate    Dissipation  *

Max.-Signal    Plate    Output    Power
*Per    Tube

4000         5000         6000         7500   volts

1500           1500           1500           1500   volts
-315     -320     -330     -340  volts

6.66          6.66         6.66          6.66   ampere

a.50          0.50          0.50          0.50   ampere

0.33          0.32          0.30          0.25   ampere

a               0               a               0   ampere

a                O   watts

940          1320          1700          2280   ohms

6,670        7,950        8,loo        9,050    watts

13,300      17,500      23,800     31,900   watts

RADIO-FREOUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM    RATING.S

D-C    PLATE   VOLTAGE       -

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE   -

D-C   PLATE   CURRENT        -

PLATE   DISSIPATION             -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION       -

GRID    DISSIPATION              -

2

7500   MAX.   VOLTS

1500   MAX.   VOLTS

4.0   MAX.   AMPERES

12,000  MAX.   WATTS

250   MAX.  WATTS

75   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION,     Peak-Envelope     or     Modulation-Crest   Conditions,
(Frequencies    below    30    megacycles)
D.Cplate    Voltage        -          -
D-C   Screen   Yoltage      -          -
D-C  Grid   Yoltaqe*       -         -
Max.-Signal     Plate    Current
Zero-Signal     Plato    Current
Max.-Signal    Screen    Current

Peak    R-F   Grid   Yoltage        -

Driving    Flower         -           -           -

Plate     Dissipation             .           .

Plate    Output    Power*-           -

7500     volts

1500      yolts
-340    volts

3.33     amperes
0.50     ampere

0.125     ampere

330     volts

a     watts
9050     watts

15,950     watts

*:fEdju:tu,3rui,do:or'!,ago:,;ou,opb:;ienrsapte:ifeise,doze:ooil#ta,bnplea:;elcoupr::nt.

NOTE:   ln   mos+   cases,   "TYPICAL   OPERATION"   data   are   obtained    by    calculation    from    published    characteristic    curves.    No
allowance   for   circuit   lasses,   either   input   or   output,   has   been   made.

r-T=r-i



APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

Mounting-The  4CW10,000A  must  be  operated  with
its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may  be  down  or
up  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit  designer.

Socket-The  E].mac  SK-300A  air-system  socket  may
be  used  with  the  4Cwlo,000A.  The  socket  has  provi-
sion  for  directing  cooling  air  through  the  socket  and
over  the  base  seals.

Cooling-Base   terminal   cooling   is   accomplished   by
directing  air  through  the  socket  and  over  the  filament
and  grid  seals.  Anode  cooling  is  accomplished  by  cir-
culating  water  through  the  integral  water  jacket.  The
table  below  lists  minimum  water  flow  rates  for  proper
cooling  at  various  plate  dissipation  levels.

Minimum  Cooling  Water  Requirement

Plate
0,ugapn:i)is,rty=`:a

Pressure
Dissipation Drop

(kw) (  psi  )

6 4.0      ,``i,?r 2.2
8 5.I 3.1

10 6.3 4.3
12 7.4 5.5

Note:  Since  power  dissipated  by  the  filaments
represented   about   560   watts   and   grid   plus
screen  dissipation   can   represent  another  325
watts,  an  extra  900  watts  has  been  added  to

plate  dissipation  in  preparing  this  tabulation.

Maximum    outlet-water    temperature    must    never
exceed 70°C and inlet-water pressure should be limited
to  50  psi.

When  the  tube  is  mounted  with  its  anode  up,  the
water  inlet  is  on  the  outer  connector;  when  the  anode
is  down,  the  inlet  is  the  center  connec.tor.  Water  and
air   flow   should   start   whenever   filament   voltage   is
applied.  There  is  no  danger  jn  I.emoving  cooling  water
and  air  simultaneously  with  power  removal.

Base   cooling   may   be   accomplished   by   directing
approximately  30  cfm   of  air  through  the  socket  and
over  the  seals.  Pressui.e  drop  will  be  approximately  0.1
inch   of   water.   An   alternate   method   for   frequencies
below  30  Mc is to  direct appi-oximately  10  cfm  through
a  9?'  ID  tube  directly  at the  center  stud.  The  jet  should
be no more than  two  inches  from the stud.

4CWIO,000A

ELECTRICAL

Filament  Operation-The  rated  filament  voltage  for
the 4CW10,000A is 7.5 volts.  Filament voltage, as meas-
ured  at  the  socket,  s.hould  be  maintained  at  this  value
to  obtain  maximum  tube  life.  In  no  case  should  it  be
allowed  to  deviate  by  more  than  plus  or  minus  5  per-
cent  fi.om  the  rated  value.

ElecTrode  DissipaTioh  Rafihgs-The  maximum  dissi-
pation  ratings  for  the  4CW10,000A  must  be  respected
to  avoid  damage  to  the  tube.  An  exception  is  the  plate
dissipation,  which  may  be  permitted  to  rise  above  the
rated   maximum   during   brief   periods,   such   as   may
oc`c`ur  dui.ing  tuning.

Control  OI.id  Operation-The  4Cwlo,000A  control
gr].d has  a  maximum  dissipation  rating of 75 watts.  Pre-
c.autions   should  be   observed  to   avoid  exceeding  this
rating.  The gi.id bias  and driving power should be kept
meal.  the  v€ilues  shown  in  the  "Typical  Opei.ation"  sec-
tions  of the  data  sheet whenever possible.

Screen-Grid   Operation-The   power   dissipated   by
the  sci.een  of  the  4Cwlo,000A  must  not  exceed  250
watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no  ac
applied   to   the   sci.een,   is   the   simple   product   of  the
screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.   If  the  screen
voltage   is   modulated,   the   screen   dissipation  will   de-

pend  upon  loading,  driving  power,  and  carrier  screen
voltage.

Sci.een    dissipation   is    likely   to   rise   to   excessive
values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,  or  plate
load  are   I.emoved   with  filament  and  screen  voltages
applied.  Suitable pi.otective means must be pi.ovided to
limit  the  screen  dissipation  to  250  watts  in  the  event
of  cii.cuit  failui.e.

Plole   Dissipation-The   plate-dissipation   I.ating   foi.
the 4CW10,000A is  10,000 watts for inost applications,
but  for  audio  and  SSB  amplifier  applications,  the  maxi-
mum  allowable  dissipation  is  12,000  watts.

When the 4CW10,000A is operated as a plate-mod-
ulated  rf  power  amplifier,   the  input  power  is  limited
by  conditions  not  connected  with  the  plate  efficiency,
which  is  quite  high.  Therefore,  except  during  tuning
thei.e  is  little  possibility  that  the  6650-watt  maximum

plate  dissipation  I.ating  will  be  exceeded.

Special  Applications-If it is  desired to operate this
tube   undei.   c.onditions   widely   different   from   those

given  her-e,  write  to  the  Power  Grid  Tube  Mar.keting
Depai.tment,    Eitel-Mccullough,    Inc.,    301    Industrial
Way,    Sam    Carlos,    California,    for    information    and
rec.ommendations.
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DIMENSION   DATA

REF NOM. M'N. MAX.

A 4.094 4.156

8 4.594 4.656
C .720 .760
D I.896 I.936
E 3.'33 3.173

F 3.792 3.832
G 3.980 4.020
H .188

J .188

K .188

L I.764 I.826

M I.500 I.750
N I.937 2.'87
P 2.312 2.812-
R .986 I.050
S 4.780 5.025
T 3.350 3.650
u 8.'25 8.625
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I
TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CW25,000A  is  a ceramic/metal  power tetrode  inten-
ded   for  use  in  audio  or  radio  frequency  applications.  It  features  a
new  type  of internal  mechanical  structure  which  results  in  higher  rf
operating  efficiency.   Low   rf  losses   in  this   mechanical  structure

permit  operation  of  the  4CW25,000A  at  full  ratings  up  to  110  MHz,
and  at reduced ratings,  to 225 MHz.

The   4CW25,000A   is   recommended   for   radio-frequency   linear

power  amplifier  service,  for  television  linear  amplifier  service,  and
as a  switch tube for  pulsed regulator  service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.........................

Current,  at  6.3  volts   .................

Amplification  Factor,  average
Grid  to  Screen   .....................

6.3  ±  0.3    V

160A

n

A

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (cathode  grounded): 2
Cin................,................

Cout...............................

Cgp................................

4CW25,000A

RADIAL    BEAM

POWEFI    TETRODE

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grid  and  screen  grounded):2
Cin    ...................................................        67.0    pF

Cout     .........,........................................       25.5    pF

Cpk  ...................................................           0.2    pF`

Maximum  Frequency  Ratings
CW    ...................................................           110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and   operating  values   are  based  on  performance tests.  These figures may  change without  notice  as
the   result  of  additional  data  or  product ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accoi.dance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  PS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length................,

Diameter................

Net  Weight    .............,

Operating  Position   ...........

Cooling......'..........,

(Effective  2-1-72)     ©         by  varian

....        12.69in;322.33    mm

....        4.750in;120.65    mm

....           13.51b;        6.10    kg

Axis  vertical,  base  up or down
.....   Water  and  Forced  Air

Printed  in  U.S.A.

iiiiiLri-I                            Ei#HllF -

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070



4CW25,000A

Operating Temperature,  maximum
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core

Base......................,

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  ....,

.......      250OC

Special,  concentric
.....       SK-300A

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

PLATE  VOLTAGE      ...............

SCREEN   VOLTAGE      ..............

PLATE  CURRENT       ...............

PLATE   DISSIPATION     .............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ............

GRID   DISSIPATION     ..............

1.   Adjust  for  specif ied  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  110  MHz)
Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage     ..........      7,500

Screen  Voltage     .........      1,500

Grid  Voltage   1   ..........- 350

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ...            1.0
Single-Tone  Plate  Current...           4.0
Single-Tone  screen  current2..          170
Peak  rf  Cirid  Voltage 2 ......          330
Plate  Dissipation    ........          12.2

Single-Tone  Plate  Output  Power     20.8

F`esonant  Load  Impedance...          865

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegrachy  of  FMTelephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

PLATE  VOLTAGE      ........

SCREEN  VOLTAGE      .......

PLATE  CuRRENT       ........

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  110  MHz)

Plate  voltage     .
Screen  Voltage .
Grid  Voltage
plate  Current
Screen  Current
Grid  Current   1   .......
Peak  rf  GTid Voltage 1.   .   .

Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

1.    Approximate  value.

iLMAPTLiF¥EQR?gRt5EDDRF€EDrd?cF,E:3:ETNe#:yER
(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

PLATE  VOLTAGE     .   .   .

SCBEEN  VOLTAGE     .   .
PLATECuRPIENT      .   .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .\

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GR'D  DISSIPATION    .   .

1.    Approximate value.

TYPICAL  OPEBATION   (Frequencies  to  110  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage .......
G`rid  Voltage    ........

Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current 1 .......

Grid   Current  1  ........

Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1
1000/omodulation.....

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel .   .  .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

6,000      8,coo
750          750

-600         -640

3.75          3.65
0.45          0.43
0.18           0.18

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR,  GRID  DRIVEN, Class ABi

(Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

PLATE  VOLTAGE     .   .
SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE     .
PLATECUPRENT      .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION    .

1.   Adjust  for  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.

2

TYPICAL  OPERA-.I-loN   (Two  tubes)

Plate  Voltage     ...........      7,500

Screen  Voltage  ...........      1,500
Grid  Voltage  1    ...........- 350
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ....         1.00
Maximumsignal  plate  current   .        8.80
Maximum  signal  screen  current2      0.34
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 .......          330
Maximum  Signal  Plate  Dissipation   12.2
Plate  Output  Power   ........         41.6
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate)     .   .   .

2.   Approximate  value.

1.730 2.520   a

EE
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SWITCH  TUBE  OR  PULSED  REGULATOR  SERVICE

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

PLATE  VOLTAGE     .....

SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .....

GRID  VOLTAGE     ......

PEAK  CATHODE  CURRENT

PEAK  ANODE  CUBRENT    .

GRID   DISSIPAT|ON  1 ....

SCPEEN   DISSIPATION1.   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION  1.

PULSE  LENGTH      ....

DUTY  FACTOB

25.0    kw
See  Note  2
See  Note  2

1.    Dissipation  values  shown  are  average.

2.    Duty   must   be   maintained   at  a   low  enough   level
that   average  tube  dissipation   ratings  are   not  ex-
ceeded.  For  pulse  lengths  in  excess  of  0.1   second,
some   reduction   of   electrode   dissipation   ratings
will  be  required.

TYPICAL OPERATION  values  are  obtained  by  calculations  from  published  characteristic  curves.  To  obtain  the  specified
plate  current  at  the  specif ied  bias,  screen,  and  plate  voltages,   adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  is  assumed.   If  this
procedure   is  followed,  there  will  be   little  variation   in  output  power  when  the  tube  is  replaced,  even  though  there  may
be  some  variation   in  grid  and  screen  currents.  The  grid  and  screen  currents  which  occur  when  the  desired  plate  cur-
rent  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current  variations  cause  no  performance degradation
providing  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage   in  the  presence  of  the  current  variations.   If  grid  bias  is  obtained
principally  by  means  of   a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  produce  the  required  bias voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current,  at  6.3  volts    .................

Interelectrode  Capacitances,   cathode  grounded 1
Cin...............................

Cout..............................

Cgp...............................

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  grid  and  screen  groundedl
Cin...............................

Cout..............................

Cpk......................I........

Min.rib  EE168A

154.0       167.0   pF

22.0          27.0   pF
2.0   pF

62.0         72.0pF

23.0         28.0pF
0.3   pF

1.    Capacitance   values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  F`S-191.

APPL ICATloN

MECHANICAL

#OOwT/IVG   -   The   4CW25,000A   must   be   opera-
ted  with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube
may  be  down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of  the  cir-
cuit designer.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC   Air-System  Socket  Type
SK-300A   is   designed   especially  for  the  concen-
tric  base  terminals   of  the  4CW25,000A.  The  use
of recommended  air-flow  rates  through this  socket

provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube
base seal  areas.

COOLJIVG   -   Anode   cooling   is   accomplished   by
circulating water through  the  integral  anode  water

jacket.  The  table  below  lists  the  minimum  cooling
water  requirements  at  various  dissipation  levels.

Plate
Water  Flow

Approx.
*Dissipation Pressure
(kilowatts) GPM DropPSI

10 2.2 3.3
15 3.0 5.0

20 4.0 8.0

25 5.0 11.5

* Since the  power dissipated  by  the filament  repre-

sents  about  1000 watts  and  since  grid-plus-screen
dissipation  can,  under  some  conditions,  represent
another   600  watts,   allowance  has  been  made   in
preparing  this   tabulation   for   an   additional   1600
watts  dissipation.
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The cooling table  assumes  a water temperature
rise  of  20°C.  Under  no  circumstances  should  the
outlet  water  temperature  exceed  70°C.  Inlet  water
pressure should not  exceed  50  PSI.

A   major   factor   effecting   long   life   of  water
cooled tubes  is  the condition  of the cooling water.

A  simple  method  of  determing the  condition  of
the   water  is  to  measure  the  resistance  across  a
measured   amount.   This   can  be   accomplished  by
inserting  two  electrodes  into the  water  through  an
insulted  section  of  water  line  and  measuring  the
resistance between the two electrodes  with  a  sen-
sitive  meter.  The  resistance  of  the  water  should
be maintained   above  50 kohms/cm3.

Separate  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and   is   accomplished   by  directing  approximately
50    cfm   of  air   at   sea   level  through  the  socket.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT    OPERATION   -   The   rated   £±Lameat
voltage   for   the   4CW25,000A   is   6.3   volts.   F`ila-
ment  voltage,  as  measured  at  the  socket,  should
be   maintained   at   this   value   to   obtain  maximum
tube  life.  In  no case  should  it  be  allowed  to devi-
ate  by  more  than  plus  or  minus  five  percent  from
the rated value.

ELECTRODE      DISSIPATION      RATINGS   -   The
maximum  dissipation  ratings   for  the  4CW25,000A
must  be  respected  to  avoid  damage  to  the  tube.
An  exception  is  the  plate  dissipation  which  may
be    permitted   to   rise   above   the   rated   maximum
during   brief   periods,   such   as   may   occur  during
tuning.

GRID    OPERArJOIV   -   The   4CW25,000A   control
grid    has   a   maximum   dissipation   rating   of   200
watts.   Precautions  should  be  observed  to   avoid
exceeding  this  rating.  The  grid  bias  and  driving
power   should  be   kept  near  the  values  shown  in
the    ``Typical   Operati-on"   sections   of   the   data
sheet    whenever    possible.    The    maximum    grid
circuit    resistance    should    not    exceed    100,000
ohms  per tube.

SCREEIV   OPER4rJOIV   -   The   power   dissipated
by   the   screen   of   the   4CW25,000A   must   not  ex-
ceed 450 watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
AC  applied  to  the  screen,  is  the  simple  product
of  the  screen  voltage  and  the   screen  current.  If
the  screen  voltage  is  modulated,  the  screen  dis-
sipation  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving  power,
and  carrier  screen voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or plate  load  are  removed  with filament  and  screen
voltages  applied.  Suitable  protective  means  must
be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dissipation  to 450
watts in the  event  of circuit  failure.

PLATE    DJSS/PAT/OIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating for the  4CW25,000A  is  25,000 watts.

When  the  4CW25,000A  is  operated  as  a  plate-
modulated    rf   power   amplifier,   the    input   power
is   limited  by  conditions   not   connected  with  the
plate  efficiency,  which  is  quite  high.  Therefore,
except   during   tuning   there   is   little   possibility
that   the   25,000  watt   maximum   plate  dissipation
rating will be  exceeded.

HJGH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used   with   the   4CW25,000A   are   deadly,   and  the
equipment   must  be  designed  properly  and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so   that   no   one   can   come   in  contact
with   high   voltages.   All   equipment   must   include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open  pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply    and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"  to  allow   operation  with
access  doors   open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

X-RADJ4rJOIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts  produce   pro-
gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CW25,000A,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.   Only  limited   shielding   is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level  can   increase   significantly  with  aging
and   gradual   deterioration,   due   to   leakage   paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must   be
provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes  operating  at  these
voltages  to  provide   adequate   protection through-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be   made,   and  the tube should  never
be   operated  without   adequate   shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are   in   use.
Lead  glass,  which  attenuates  X-rays,  is  available
for  viewing  windows.   If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,
an   expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted  to
perform an X-ray  survey of the  equipment.
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Operation     of     high-voltage     equipment    with
interlock  switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order  to  be  better  able  to  locate  an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can    result    in    serious   X-ray
exposure .

RADIO   FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -   A.void   ex-
posure  to  strong  rf  fields   even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of    rf    energy    by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most   of  the  energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the  hazard,  however,   even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it    is    worth    noting   that    some   commercial
dielectric   heating  units   actually   operate   at   fre-

quencies   as   low   as   the   13   and   27   MHz   bands.
Many   EIMAC   power   tubes,   such   as   the  4CW-

25,000A,  are  specifically  designed  to  generate  or
amplify   radio  frequency   power.   There   may   be   a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general  proximity
of  the   power  tube  and   its  associated  circuitry---
the  more  power  involved,  the  stronger  the  rf  field.
Proper   enclosure   design   and   efficient   coupling
of  rf  energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in  the  vic`inity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -rrtre
actual    internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,   capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and

wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and   the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic     Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires   the   use   of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test    is    performed    on   a   cold   tube.   Other
factors     being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability    of    tubes    over    a    period   of
time,   even   when   the   tube   may   be   made   by   dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The    capacitance    values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test    specifications,   normally   are   taken   in  ac-
cordance with  Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to   make   allowance   for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which  will exist  in  any normal application.
Measurements  should be taken with the  socket  and
mounting  which   represent   approximate   final   lay-
out   if  capacitance  values   are   highly  significant
in the  design.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS   -   1£   1t   ±s  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent   from   those   given   here,   write   to   the   Ap-

plication    Engineering   Dept.,    Power   Grid   Tube
Division,   EIMAC,  Division  of  Varian,  301  Indus-
trial   Way,   San   Carlos,   California,   94070  for  in-
formation and  recommendations.
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DIMENSIONA L   DATA

DIM.
INCHES M LLIMETEBS

MIN. MAX. BE:F MIN. MAX REF

A 4.570 4.630 „6.08 117.60

a 2.625 2.875 66.67 73.02
C .720 .760 18 .29 I 9.30

D I.896 I.936 48. I 6 49- I 7

E 3.133 3.173 79.58 80.59
F 3.792 3.832 96.32 97.33
G 3.980 4.020 I 01.09 102.I  I

H .188 4.77
J .188 4.77
K .188 4.77
L I .764 I.826 44.80 46.38
P 9.065 9.565 230.25 242.95
R .986 I.050 25.04 26.67
T 2.875 3. 12 5 73.02 79.37

u 4.750 I 20.65

V 3.625 3.675 92.07 93.34

NOTES:

I. (*1 oorncT sLmcE
2. REF  DluerslcwsARE in

miroRilfrloN Chilly a Aes
Nor REob Fort INspEc-
T" -SES.
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EIMAC
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The   EIMAC   4CW50,000E   is   a   ceramic/metal,   liquid-cooled  power  te-
trode  intended  for  use  at  the  50  to   100  kilowatt  output  power  level.  This
tube   is   characterized   by   low   input  and   feedback  capacitances   and  low
internal  lead  inductances.  A  rugged  mesh  thoriated  tungsten  filament pro-
vides   adequate  emission  over  the  long  operating  life.  It  is  recommended
for  use  as  a  Class  C  rf  amplifier or oscillator,  a  Class  AB  rf linear  ampli-
fier  or  a  Class  AB  push-pull  af  amplifier  or  modulator.   The  4CW50,000E
is  also  useful  as  a  plate  and  screen  modulated  Class  C  rf  amplifier.  The
liquid-cooled  anode is rated  at  50 kilowatts plate  dissipation.

GENERAL  CHARACTE RI STICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Mesh  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage................

Current,  at  12.0  volts   .......

Amplification  Factor (Average);
Grid  to  Screen

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded cathode)
Input..............................

Output.............................

Feedback...........................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating;
CW...............

12.0  ±  0.6    V

220A

4.5

Shown     with     SK-2050
water   I.acket    removed.

310   pF
53pF

0.7   pF

........          110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length  (with water jacket) .....
Diameter................

Net Weight (less  water jacket) .....
Operating Position  ............
Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals and terminals
Cooling..................

Base..,,,®..............

Recommended  Socket   ..........

.....   12.75  in;  (324 mm)

.....     9.53  in;  (242  mm)

.....           351b;(15.9kg)

.Vertical,  base up  or down

250OC

............  Liquid  and  Forced  air

.....................    Special

•..........    EIMAC  SK-2000  Series

Recommended  Water Jacket   .................................,     EIMAC  SK-2050

(Effective  7-1-70)         ©          1970   Varian Printed in U.S.A.
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RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFI ER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .....
DC  PLATE  CURRENT   ......
PLATE  DI SSI PATION    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GRID  DISSIPATION       ......

17,500    VOLTS
2,coo   VOLTS

12.0    AMPEPES
50,000   WATTS

1,500    WATTS
400   WATTS

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.

2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies to  30  MHz)
Class  ABi.  Grid  Driven.  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions.

Plate Voltage
Screen  Volta
Grid  Voltage
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current
Single  Tone  Plate  Current
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2   .  .
Resonant  Load  Impedance
Plate  Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power    ....

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCF`EEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCFIEEN   DI SSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION       .

17,500   VOLTS
2.500    VOLTS

12.0    AMPEF{ES

50,000    WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF!ATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ....
Screen  Voltage  .  .  .
Grid  Voltage    ....
Plate  Current   ....
Screen  Currentl.  .  .
Grid  Current   1 ....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage
Calculated  Driving  Power 1.
Plate  Dissipation    ......
Plate  Output  Power    .....
F}esonant  Load  Impedance   .

1.    Approximatevalue

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F!ATI NGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .
DC  PLATE  CURRENT   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1    .

SCFiEEN   DISSIPATION 2.

GF`lD   DISSIPATION2   .   .

15,000    VOLTS
2,000   VOLTS

12.0    AMPERES
33,000   WATTS

1,500    WATTS
400   WATTS

1.    Correspends   to   50,000   watts   at   100%  sine-wave
rrrodulation.

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

lYPICAL  OPEFtATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage ........
Screen  Voltage     ......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current?  ......
Grid  Current    ........
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 3

(100%modulation)     .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 3  .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

3.    Approximate  value .

.9.0
750

.   -600

.    7.41

.    0.69

.0.333

AUDio  FREOuENcy  rowER AMPLiFi ER
0R MODULATOR
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
Dc  PLATE  CuFmENT  .
PLATE  DISSIPATION   .

SCFtEEN   DI SSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION      .

17,500   VOLTS
2.500    VOLTS

12.0    AMPERES

50.000   WATTS
1.500    WATTS

400    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION   (Tvro  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage   ...............

::::e;oYtoa'::g|e/5............
Zero-Si  gnal  Plate  Current   .......
Max.   Signal   Plate  Current   .......
Max.   Signal  Screen  Currentl ......
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 ..........
Peak  Driving  Power   ...........
Max.   Signal  Plate  Dissipation  2   .   .  .
Plate  Output  Power    ..........
Load  Resistance  (plate to  plate)  .  .  .

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Pertube.
3.    Adjust to  give stated zero-signal  plate  current.

2.
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NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEPIATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified   plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,
screen  and   plate  voltages  is  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will   be  littlevariation  in  output
power  v`then  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means  of  a   grid  resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the  required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf grid voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current at  12.0  volts     ........

Interelectrode  Capacitances   (grounded cathode connection)
Input
Output..............................

Feedback............................

Interelectrode Capacitances (grounded  grid  connection)
Input..............................,

Output.............................

Feedback...........................,

MECHANICAL

Min.       Max.

200        230   A

290        330   pF
45           58   pF

---         1.0   pF

130       150   pF
47         57   pF
---0.5   pF

APPLICATloN
A   major   factor   affecting  long   life   of  water

cooled    tubes   is    the   condition   of   the   cooling
„OOwTJIVG   -   The 4CW50,000E must be operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may
be  up  or  down  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The    EIMAC    socket    type   SK-2000
is   recommended   for   use   with   the  4CW50,000E.

COOLJIVG   -   Anode  cooling  is   accomplished  by
circulating    water    throuch    the    SK-2050   water
jacket.   The   table   below   lists   minimum  cooling
water  requirements  at  various  dissipation  levels .

Plate Dissipa- Water Flow Pressure  Drop
tion*(kilowatts) (GPM) (PSI)

10 3.0 2.0

20 5.0 3.0

30 6.5 4.0
40 8.5 5.2
50 10.5 6.5

*Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  re-

presents   about  2500  watts   and  since  grid-plus-
screen  dissipation  can,  under  some conditions,
represent another 1900 watts,  allowance has been
made  in  preparing this  tabulation  for  an  addition-
al  4400 watts .dissipation.

The    cooling   table   above   assumes    a  water
temperature  rise of 20°C.  Under no circumstances
should  the  outlet water  temperature  exceed  70°C.
Inlet  water  pressure  should  not  exceed  100  psi.

water.  If  the  cooling  water  is  ionized,  deposits
of  copper  oxide  will  form   on  the  intemal  parts
of     the   water   jacket   and   can   cause  localized
heating  of  the  anode  and  eventual  failure  of  the
tube,

A  simple method  of  determining  the  condition
of  the  water  is  to measure the  resistance  across
a   known   volume.   The   resistance   of   the   water
should  be  maintained  above  50  K  ohms/cm3,  and
preferably    above   250   K   ohms/cm3.    A   relative
water resistance  check  can  be  made  continuously
by    measuring   the   leakage   current   which   will
bypass   a   short   section   of  the   insulating  hose
column   if  metal  nipples  or  fittings  are  used  as
electrodes.

Separate   cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and  is  accomplished  by  directing  approximately
200  cfm  of  air throuch  the  socket.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT    OPERATION   -F±\ament   voltage
should be measured at the socket with a 1  percent
ms  responding meter.  The  peak  emission  at  rated
filament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC   4CW50,000E   is
nomally  many  times  the  peak  emission  required
for  c o in in u n i c a t i o n  service.  A  small  decrease
in   filament   temperature   due   to   reduction  of
filament   voltage   can   increase   the   life   of  the
4CW50,000E   by   a   substantial   percentage.   It  is
good   practice  to  determine  the  nominal  filament
voltage  for  a  particular  application  that  will  not
adversely   affect   equipment   operation.    This  is

3.
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done   by   measuring  some   important.  parameter  of

performance  such  as  plate  current,  power  output,
or   distortion   while   filament   voltage   is   reduced
on   the   4CW50,000E.   At   some   point   in   filament
voltage    there   will    be   noticeable  reduction    in
plate  current,  or  power  output,  or  an  increase in
distortion.   Operation  must  be  at  a   filament  volt-
age  slightly  higher  than  the  point  at  which  per-
formance appears  to  deteriorate.  This  point  should
be  periodically   checked  to   maintain   proper  oper-
ation.

GRJD    OPERATJOIV   -   The    4CW50,000E    control
grid   is   rated   at   400   watts   of   dissipationo   Grid
dissipation   is   the   approximate   product   of   grid
current and peak positive  grid  voltage.

SCREEN  DISSIPATION   -   The  pcNIet  d±sslpated
by   the  screen   grid  must  not  exceed   1500  watts.
Where  no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,   dissipation
is the  product  of dc  screen voltage  and  dc  screen
current.   With   screen   modulation   the  dissipation
is   dependent   on   rms   screen   voltage,   and  rms
screen  current.  Plate  voltage,   plate  load  or  bias
voltage   must   never   be   removed   while   filament
and  screen  voltages  are  present  since  the  screen
dissipation      rating   will    be   exceeded.  Suitable

proLtective    means   must   be   provided   to   Prevent
any  of these conditions.

The  4CW50,000E  may  exhibit  reversed  screen
current  to  a   greater  or  lesser  degree  depending
on  operating conditions.  The  screen  supply  volt-
age  must  be  maintained  constant  for  any  values
of  negative   and   positive   screen   current  which
may  be  encountered.  Dangerously  high  plate  cur-
rent  may  flow  if the  screen  power  supply  exhibits
a    rising   voltage    characteristic   with   negative
screen  currento  Stabilization  may  be accomplished
with  a  bleeder  resistor  connected  from  screen  to
cathode,  or  an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit may
be employed in  the screen  supplyo  lt is  absolutely
essential  to  use  a  bleeder  if  a  series  electron-
tube regulator is  employed.

PL4rE   DJSSJP4r/OIV   -   The   plate   dissipation
of  50  kilowatts  attainable  throuch  water   cooling
provides    a   large   margin   of   safety   in   most  ap-
plications.  The  rating  may  be  exceeded  for  brief
periods    during    tuning.    When    the    4CW50,000E
is  used  as  a   plate-modulated  rf  amplifier,   plate
dissipation  under  carrier conditions  is  limited  to
33,300 watts.

4.

SrAIVDBy  OPERArJOIV   -   Coolant  must  be  cir-
culated  throuch  the  anode  water  jacket  whenever
filament  power  is  applied  even   though  no  other
voltages  are  present.  Sixty  to  eighty  percent  of
the  filament  power appears  as  heat  in  the anode.
In  the  absence  of  coolant, flow  temperatures  will
rise  to  levels  which  are  detrimental  to  long life.
If  the  coolant  lines  are  obstructed  the  coolant
jacket   may    rupture   from   the   generated   steam
pressure.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used   with   the  4CW50,000E   are   deadly,   and  the
equipment  must  be  designed   properly   and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed..  Desigri   all
equipment    so   that.no  one   can   come  in  contact
with   high   voltages.   All   equipment  must  include
safety   enclosures   for   hich-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"   to   allow   operation  with
access  doors   open.   Always   remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

X-HAD/Ar/OIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts    produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CW50,000E,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray   hazard.   Only   limited   shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level   can   increase  significantly  with  aging
and   gradual   deterioration,   due   to  leakage   paths
or  emission  characteristics   as   they  are  affected
by    the   hich    voltage.    X-ray    shielding   must   be

provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes  operating  at  these
voltages   to  provide   adequate  protection   through-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level   should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be   operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when     voltages    above   10   kilovolts   are   inuse.
Lead  glass, which  attenuates  X-rays,  is  available
for   viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the   requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,
an   expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted   to

perform  an  X-ray,survey  of  the  equipment.
Operation      of    high-voltage     equipment    with

interlock   switches   ``cheated"and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order  to  be  better able  to  locate  an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can   result   in    serious    X-ray
exposure.
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RADIO   FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -   Avoid   ex-

posure    to  strong  rf  fields  even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of    rf    energy    by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it    is    worth    noting   that     some   commercial
dielectric   heating  units   actually   operate   at  fre-

quencies    as   low   as   the   13   and   27  MHz  bands.
Many   EIMAC   power   tubes,   such   as   the   4CW-

50,OO0E,  are  specifically  designed  to  generate  or
amplify   radio   frequency   power.   There   may   be   a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general  proximity
of  the  power  tube  and  its  associated  circuitry---
the  more power  involved,  the  stronger  the  rf field.
Proper   enclosure   design   and   efficient   coupling
of  rf  energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in   the  vicinity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself.

F4ULr  PRorEcrJOIV   -   In   addition   to  normal
plate      over-current     interlock,     screen     current
interlock,   and  coolant  flow  interlock,   it  is  good

practice  to  protect  the  tube  from  intemal  damage
which   could  result  from  occasional  plate  arcing
at high anode voltage.

In    all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   5
ohms  to  25  ohms,  should  be  used  in  series  with
each   tube   anode  to  absorb  power  supply  stored
energy    in   case    a   plate   arc   should   occur.   If

power   supply   stored   energy   exceeds   750   watt
seconds,    we   strongly    recommend   use   of  some
form   of  electronic  crowbar  which  will  discharge

power   supply   capacitors   in   a   few  microseconds
following    indication    of    start    of    a    plate   arc.

SPECIAI.  APPLICATION    ~   Where  ±t  is  deslted
to    operate    this    tube   under    conditions   widely
different   from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power
Grid   Tube  Division,   EIMAC   Division  of  Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070
for  information  and  recommendations.

5.
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DIMENSIONAL    DATA

DIM
INCHES mLLIMETEFrs

MIN. MAX. FiEF MEN. MAX. REF

A 9.468 9.531 240.49 242.ce
a 5.OcO 127.00
C 0.125 3118

D I-230 I.270 3'.24 32.26
E 3.865 a8es 98.r7 9®.68
F 4.2cO 4.2cO 107.70 108.20

G 4.490 4.510 '14.05 'L4.55

H 77sO '96es
J 0.069 0.J49 I.75 3.78
K 0.382 0.462 9.70 I I .73

L 0.797 0.922 20.24 23.42
M 4.875 5Cxro '23.83 '27cO
N l[.5cO 29e.ro
P I.437 36.sO
Fl 0.4ro 0.475 10.41 '207
S 22.5, 229
T 30® SOO

U 12.2sO E2.7sO 311.15 323.85
V 6`437 G662 16a50 rs667
W 3Lre7 33B 8Q95 84.15
X OJ562 HL27

Y 0.3'2 7.ge
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TECIINICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CW50,000J  is  a  ceramic/metal,  liquid-cooled  power  tetrode
intended  for use  at  the  50  to  100 kilowatt output  power  level.  This  tube  is
characterized  by  low  input and  feedback  capacitances  and low  internal  lead
inductances.  A  rugged  mesh  thoriated  tungsten  filament  provides  adequate
emission  over the long operating life.  It is  recommended  for use as  a  Class
AB|  rf  linear  amplifier.   The  liquid-cooled  anode  is  rated  at  50  kilowatts

plate  dissipation.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS±

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Mesh  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............................

Current,  at  12.0  volts    ...................

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   .....,..................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode):
Cin......,.........'..............

12.0  ±  0.6    V

220A

4.5

4CW50,000J

WATEfl   COOLED

POWEFI    TETFtoDE

Shown  with  SK-2050 Jacket
(order  separately)

rl Cout..............

Cgp...............

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:

CW............... ..          110    MHz

1.    Characteristics   and   operating  values  are   based   upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as   the   result   of   additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length (with water jacket)
Diameter............

Net  Weight  (less  water jacket) .....
Operating Position   ............
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  terminals
Cooling...................

Base.......,.............

Recommended  Socket ...........

...         12.75in;324mm

...           9.53in;   242mm

35  lb;  15.9  kg

Vertical,  base  up or down

...........      250OC

.    Liquid and Forced Air
I.........          Special

EIMAC  SK-2000 Series
Recommended  Water  Jacket     ................................            EIMAC  SK-2050

JI
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4CW50,000J

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN  Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUF`F{ENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION    .

17,500    VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

12.0    AMPERES

50,000   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

400   WATTS

1.    Adjust  to   s pe c i f i ed  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.
3.   The   lMD   products  are   referenced  against   one  tone

of  a  two-equal  tone  signal.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  ABl,   Grid  Driven
Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  .....................

Screen   Voltage  ....................

Grid   Voltage   1.....................

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    .............
Single-Tone  Plate  Current   .............
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2 ................

F{esonant  Load   Impedance  .............
Plate   Dissipation    ............,.....

Plate  Output   Power    .................
Intermod.  Distortion  Products  3
3rd   Order      ...,..................

5th   Order     ......................

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPERATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from   published   character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   ls   assumed.   If  this   procedure   is  followed,   there   will   be   littlevariation  in  output

power  when  the  tube  ls  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variatlons  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  12.0  volts       ................

Interlectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode  connection)
Cin
Cout..............................

Cgp.........................'.....

Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid connection)

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOOwT/IVG   -   The  4CW50,000J  must  be  operated
with   its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may
be  up  or  down  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The   EIMAC   socket   type   SK-2000  is
recommended  for  use  with  the  4CW50,OOO].

COOLJIVG   -   Anode   cooling   is   accomplished   by
circulating    water    through    the    SK-2050    water
jacket.   The   table   below   lists   minimum   cooling
water  requirements  at  various  dissipation  levels.

2

Min.         Max.

200         230   A

290        330pF
42.0       53.0   pF

1.5   pF

113137   pF

45.0       55.0   pF

0.5   pF

Plate  Dissipa- Water  Flow Pressure  Drop
tion* (GPM) (PSI)

(kilowatts)

10 3.0 2.0

20 5.0 3.0
30 6.5 4.0
40 8.5 5.2
50 10.5 6.5

*Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  re-

presents   about  2500  watts   and  since  grid-plus-
screen  dissipation  can,   under  some  conditions,
represent  another  1900 watts,allowance  has  been
made  in  preparing this  tabulation  for  an  addition-
al  4400 watts  dissipation.

a
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4CW50,000J
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The    cooling   table    above    assumes    a   water
temperature  rise  of  20°C.  Under  no  circumstances
should  the  outlet  water  temperature  exceed  70°C.
Inlet   water   pressure   should   not   exceed   100  psi.

A    major   factor   affecting   long   life   of   water
cooled tubes  is  the  condition  of the  cooling water.
If the  cooling water  is  ionized,  deposits  of  copper
oxide  will  form  on  the  internal  parts  of  the  water

jacket   and   can   cause   localized   heating   of  the
anode  and  eventual  failure  of the  tube.

A  simple   method   of  determining  the  condition
of  the  water  is  to  measure  the  resistance  across
a    known   volume.    The   resistance   of   the   water
should  be  maintained  above  50  K  ohms/cm3,  and

preferably   above    250   K   ohms/cm3.    A   relative
water  resistance  check  can  be  made  continuously
by  measuring  the   leakage  current  which  will  by-

pass a short  section  of the  insulating hose  column
if metal nipples  or fittings  are  used as electrodes.

Separate  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and   is   accomplished   by   directing  approximately
200  cfm  of  air  through  the  socket.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT    OPERATIOIV    -Filamerit   voltag>e
should  be  measured  at  the  socket  with  a  1  percent
rms  responding meter.  The  peak emission at  rated
f ilament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC   4CW50,000]   is
normally  many  times   the   peak  emission  required
for  communication   service.   A   small  decrease  in
filament  temperature  due  to  reduction  of  filament
voltage  can  increase  the  life  of  the  4CW50,000J
by a  substantial  percentage.  It  is  good  practice to
determine  the  nominal  filament  voltage  for  a  par-
ticular  application  that  will  not  adversely  affect
equipment   operation.   This   is   done  by  measuring
some  important  parameter  of  performance  such  as

plate   current,   power   output,   or   distortion  while
filament  voltage   is   reduced   on  the  4CW50,000J.

At   some   point   in   filament  voltage   there  will  be
noticeable   reduction   in   plate   current,   or   power
output,   or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Operation
must  be  at  a  filament  voltage  slightly  higher  than
the  point  at  which  performance  appears  to  deter-
iorate.  This  point  should  be  periodically  checked
to  maintain  proper  operation.

GR/D    OPERAr/OIV   -   The    4CW50,000]    control

grid   is   rated   at   400  watts   of   dissipation.   Grid
dissipation   is   the   approximate   product   of   grid
current  and  peak  positive  grid  voltage.

SCREEIV   D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The   power  dissipated
by  the  screen   grid   must   not  exceed   1500  watts.
Where  no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen

current.   With   screen   modulation   the   dissipation
is    dependent    on   rms    screen   voltage,    and   rms
screen  current.   Plate  voltage,   plate  load  or  bias
voltage   must   never   be   removed   while   filament
and  screen  voltages  are  present  since  the  screen
dissipation    rating    will    be    exceeded.    Suitable

protective    means    must    be   provided   to   prevent
any  of  these  conditions.

The   4CW50,000j   may  exhibit  reversed  screen
current   to   a   greater   or   lesser   degree  depending
on  operating  conditions.  The  screen  supply  volt-
age   must  be   maintained   constant   for  any  values
of   negative   and   positive   screen    current   which
may  be  encountered.   Dangerously  high  plate  cur-
rent  may  flow  if  the  screen  power  supply  exhibits
a     rising    voltage    characteristic    with   negative
screen  current.  Stabilization  may  be  accomplished
with   a  bleeder  resistor  connected  from  screen  to
cathode,  or  an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may
be  employed  in  the  screen  supply.  It  is  absolutely
essential  to  use   a  bleeder  if    a  series  electron-
tube  regulator  is  employed.

PLATE   D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The    plate   dissipation
of  50  kilowatts   attainable  through  water  cooling
provides   a   large   margin   of   safety   in   most   ap-
plications.   The  rating  may  be  exceeded  for  brief
periods   during   tuning.   When   the   4CW50,000]   is
used    as    a    plate-modulated    rf    amplifier,   plate
dissipation   under   carrier   conditions   is   limited
to  33,300 watts.

Sr4IVDBy  OPERArJOIV   -   Coolant   must   be  cir-
culated  through  the  anode  water  jacket  whenever
f ilament   power   is   applied   even   though   no  other
voltages   are   present.   Sixty  to  eighty   percent   of
the  filament  power  appears  as  heat  in  the  anode.
In  the  absence  of  coolant  flow,  temperatures  will
rise  to  levels  which  are  detrimental  to  long  life.
If   the   coolant   lines   are   obstructed   the   coolant

jacket    may    rupture    from    the    generated   steam
pressure .

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating   voltages
used   with   the   4CW50,000]   are   deadly,   and   the
equipment   must   be   designed   properly   and   opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so   that   no   one   can   come   in  contact
with   high   voltages.   All   equipment   must   include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever   access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"   to  allow   operation  with
access   doors   open.   Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.
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X-HAD/Ar/OIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   that    10   kilovolts    produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CW50,000j,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray   hazard.   Only   limited   shielding   is   afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.   Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level   can   increase   significantly  with  aging
and    gradual  deterioration,   due   to   leakage  paths

or   emission   characteristics   as  they   are  effected
by    the    high   voltage.    X-ray   shielding   must   be

provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes  operating  at   these
voltages   to   provide   adequate   protection  through-
out  the  tube's   life.   Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be   operated  without   adequate  shielding  in   place
when   voltages    above    10   kilovolts    are   in   use.
Lead  glass,  which attenuates  X-rays,  is  available
for   viewing  windows.   If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,
an    expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted  to

perform  an X-ray  survey  of the  equipment.
Operation     of     high-voltage     equipment    with

interlock  switches   "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order  to  be  better  able  to  locate  an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can    result    in    serious   X-ray
exposure.

RADIO   FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -   Avoid   ex-

posure  to  strong  rf  fields  even   at  relatively  low
frequency.   Absorption  of  rf  energy  by  human  tis-
sue   is   dependent   on   frequency.   Under   30  MHz,
most   of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,

and    it    is    worth   noting   that    some   commercial
dielectric   heating   units   actually   operate   at   fre-

quencies    as   low   as   the`  13   and   27   MHz  bands.
Many   EIMAC   power   tubes,   such  as   the  4CW-

50,000],  are  specifically  designed  to  generate   or
amplify   radio   frequency   power.   There   may   be  a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general   proximity
of  the  power  tube  and  its  associated  circuitry---
the  more  power  involved,  the  stronger  the  rf  field.
Proper   enclosure   design   and   efficient   coupling
of  rf  energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in  the  vicinity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself .

F4ULr   PROTEcrJOIV   -   In   addition   to  normal
plate  over-current  interlock,  screen  current  inter-
lock,  and  coolant  flow  interlock,  it  is  good  prac-
tice    to   protect    the    tube   from   internal   damage
which  could   result   from   occasional   plate  arcing
at  high  anode  voltage.

In    all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   5
ohms  to  25  ohms,  should  be  used  in  series  with
each   tube   anode   to   absorb   power   supply  stored
energy  in  case  a  plate  arc  should  occur.  If  power
supply  stored  energy  exceeds  750  watt  seconds,
we  strongly  recommend  use  of  some  form  of .elec-
tronic  crowbar  which  will  discharge  power  supply
capacitors  in  a  few  microseconds  following  indi-
cation of start  of a  plate  arc.

SPECIAL  APPLICATION   -   Where   lt  is  desired
to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,   San  Carlos,   California   94070  for
information  and  recommendations.
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DIMENSIONAL    DATA

DIM
NCHES whLLiMETEFrs

M'N. MAX. REF MIN. MAX. 13EFSEE-
Cu©A A 9.468 9531 240.49 242.09

I \a

FILAMENT a 5.Ocro 127.00
C 0.125 3J8
D I .230 I.270 31.24 32.26
E 3.865 a885 98.r7 90.68
F 4.240 4.2cO '07.70 loo.20
G 4490 4.510 ''4.05 ln,55
H 7750 '9685U,LL ,  1',®
J 0.069 0.k,9 I.75 3.78
K 0.382 0.462 9.70 I I .73

L 0.797 0.922 2024 23.42
M 4.875 5.000 123.83 127cO
N II.500 292.'0
P I.437 36.sO
F3 0.410 0.475 10.4' 12.07

S 22.50 2250
T SOO 300
U '2.2sO '2.7sO 3„.15 323.85
V 6.437 6562 16a50 16667
W 3.187 3.SIS 80.95 84-15

00 X 0562 ro.27

Y 0.3'2 7.92
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TECHlllcAL    DATA

The   EIMAC  4CW100,000D  is   a  ceramic/metal,  liquid-cooled  power  te-

trode  intended  for  use  at  the  100  to  200  kilowatt  output  power  level.  It is
recommended  for use  as a  Class-C  rf amplifier or oscillator,  a Class-A13,  rf
linear   amplifier  or  a   Class-AB,   push-pull   af  amplifier  or  modulator.  The
4CW100,000D   is  also  useful  as   a  plate  and  screen  modulated  Class-C  rf
amplifier,  and in pulse  modulator-regulator service.

The  liquid-cooled  anode  is  rated  at  100 kilowatts  maximum  plate dissi-

pation.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............

Current............

10.0    V

295A
4.5

440   pF
55pF

2.4   pF

175   pF

57pF
0.5   pF
30    MHz

Amplification  Factor (Grid-Screen)(average)  ....
Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Cathode:  2

Cin......

Cout.....

Cgp......

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Grid: 2
Cin
Cout................

Cpk.................

Frequency  for Maximum  Ratings .

4CW100,000D

LIQUID    COOLED

POWEF`   TETFloDE

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varjan  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance   values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special   shielded  fixture   in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Base    ,,,,,.,.,,   ®   ,   ,   ,   ®   ,,,...

Maximum  Seal  Temperature  .......

Maximum  Envelope  Temperature    .  .  .
Recommended  Socket    ..........
Operating Position   ............

(Effective  9|1-75)       ©     1967,1975   byvarian

Special,  graduated  rings
........                   250OC

250OC

.    EIMAC  SK-1500  Series
Vertical,  base  up or down

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos    /    california     94070



a 4CW100,000D

Maximum  Dimensions:
Height.............

Diameter...........

Cooling..............

Net  Weight (Approximate)  .  .  .
Shipping  Weight  (Approximate)

18.OIn.;  457.2   mm

8.0 In.;  203.2   mm

Liquid  and forced air
..............................          60lbs;      27.3

•.............................         85lbs;      38.6

RADIO-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR    Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM
(Keyrdown  conditi ons)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC  SCF}EEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUF`RENT    ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GFilD   DISSIPATION    .   ,

20,000   VOLTS
2500   VOLTS
15.0    AMPERES

100,000   WATTS
1750    WATTS

500   WATTS
1.    Calculated  low  frequency  drive  power.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     ........

Screen  Voltage ........
Grid  Voltage    .........

Plate  Current  .........
Screen  Current  ........
Grid  Current     .........

Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage ....
Driving  Power  1 ........

Plate  Dissipation    ......
Plate  Output  Power   .....
Ftesonant  Load  Impedance  .

PLATE-MODULATED  RADIO-FRECELJENCY
POWER  AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class-C  Telephony
(Carrier  conditions  except  where  noted)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F{ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....
DC   PLATE  CUPIRENT     ......
PLATE   DISSIPATION1   ......
SCREEN   DISSIPATION 4 .....
GRID  DISSIPATION  4   ......

17,500    VOLTS
2000   VOLTS
15.0    AMPERES

66,500   WATTS
1750   WATTS

500   WATTS

1.    Corresponds  to  loo,000  watts  at  100%  sine  wave
mcrd u I at i on .

2.   Approximate  value,   depends  on  degree  of  dri ver
modu lati on .

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage     ......
pfFaokr?5oi%?r:::uYaot,,toang,e2.

Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current  .......
Grid  Current     ........
Peak  PIF  Grid  Voltage     .   .
Grid  Driving  Power3    .   .   .
Plate  Dissipation   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....
Resonant  Load  Impedance

.    ..               14

.   .   .         750
16   kvdc

750   Vdc

3.    Calculated  low  frequency  drive  power.
4.    Average,  with  or without  modulation.

AUDIO-FREQUENCY  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
Class-AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F!ATINGS  (per  tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCF`EEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CUPF}ENT.   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION    .   .

1.    PerTube.
2.    Approximate  value.

20,000   VOLTS
2500   VOLTS
15.0    AMPERES

100,000   WATTS
1750   WATTS

500   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class-AB 1

Plate  Voltage     .........

Screen  Voltage     ........

Grid   Voltage     ..........

Max-Signal   Plate  Current .  .   .

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .

Max-Signal  Screen  Current2 .
Peak  AF  Driving  Voltagel  .  .

Driving  Power     .........

Load  Resistance,  Plate-to-Plate    .  .    1800
Max-Signal  Plate  Dissipationl ....      47.3

Max-Signal   Plate  Output  Power  .   .   .187.4

EiiE
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RADIO-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class-AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCFtEEN   DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION        .

1.    Approximate  value.

20,000   VOLTS
2500   VOLTS
15.0    AMPEPIES

100,000   WATTS
1750   WATTS

500   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION,  Peak-Envelope  or  Modulation-
Crest  Conditions,  (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)
C lass-AB

Plate  Voltage     .........
Screen  Voltage     ........
Grid  Voltage    ..........

Max-Signal  Plate  Current    .   .
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .   .
Max-Signal  Screen  Currentl .
Peak  f]F  Grid  Voltage     ....
Driving  Power     .........

Plate  Dissipation   .......

Plate  Output  Power   ......
Pesonant  Load  Impedance  .  .

PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE   .........

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    ........

DC  GFuD  VOLTAGE       .........

PEAK  CATHODE  CURF!ENT ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION(average)    .   .   .

SCREEN  DISSIPATION(average)    .   .
GRID   DISSIPATION  (average)   ....

40    KILOVOLTS
2.5    KILOVOLTS

•  2.  0    KILOVOLTS

200    AMPERES
100    KILOWATTS

1750    WATTS
500   WATTS

1.    Approximate value.
Note:    The   power   dissipated   during   rise   and  fall  time

is  considered  negligible.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage    .........

Pulse  Plate  Current     ....,
Screen  Voltage    ........

Pulse  Screen  Current   1 ...,
Grid  Voltage    .........

Pulse  Grid  Currentl  .....

Pulse  Positive  Grid  Voltage
Duty..............

Pulse  Output  Voltage ....
Pulse   Input  Power  ......
Pulse  Output  Power  .....

38   kvdc
112a

1.5   kvdc
18.0   a
-1.2   kvdc

10.0

480
5

32
4.25
3.58

Pulse  Cathode  Current   ..............    140

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPERATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from   publlshed  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage   to   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  blas,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is   assumed.   If  thls  procedure   is  followed,   there   will   be   llttlevariation  ln  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  Incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variatlons  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Servlce,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  10.0  volts   ......................

Min.       Max.

280       310   A
Interelectrode  Capacitances    (grounded  cathode  connection) 2

Cin    ................................................       410         470    pF

Cout     ...............................................          50            60pF

Cgp   ................................................         1.5          3.2pF

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for   a   cold  tube  as   measured   in  a  special  shielded  f ixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.
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4CW100,000D

MECHANICAL

WOOwTJIVG   -   The  4CW100,000D   must  be   opera-
ted  with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube
may  be  up  or  down  at  the  convenience  of  the  cir-
cuit designer.

SOCKET   -   The     EIMAC   sockets,   type  SK-1500
and   SK-1510   are   recommended   for   use   with  the
4CW100,000D.

COOL/IVG   -   Anode   cooling   is   accomplished   by
circulating water  through  the  integral  anode  water

jacket.   The   table   below   lists   minimum   cooling
water  requirements  at  various  dissipation  levels.

Plate Water  Flow Pressure  Drop
Dissipation *(kilowatts)

(GPM) (PSI)

50 10 10

75 15 25
100 20 40

*   Since   the   power  dissipat?d   by  the   filament  repre-

sents   about  3000  watts  and  since  grid-plus-screen
dissipation   can,   under   some   conditions,   represent
another   2250   watts,   allowance   has   been   made   in
preparing    this    tabulation    for    an    additional    5250
watts dissipation.

The  cooling  table  above  assumes  a  water  tem-

perature   rise   of   20°C.   Under   no   circumstances
should  the  outlet  water  temperature  exceed  70°C.
Inlet   water  pressure   should   not  exceed   80  PSI.

A    major   factor   effecting   long   life   of   water
cooled  tubes  is  the  condition  of the  cooling water.
If the  cooling water is  ionized,  deposits  of copper
oxide  will  form  on  the  internal  parts  of  the  water

jacket   and   can   cause   localized   heating   of  the
anode  and  eventual failure  of the tube.

A  simple  method  of  determining  the  condition
of  the  water  is  to  measure  the  resistance  across
a   known   volume.   The   resistance   of   the   water
should  be  maintained  above  50  K  ohms/cm3,  and
preferably   above  250  K  ohms/cm3.   A  relative
water  resistance  check  can  be  made  continuously
by  measuring  the  leakage  current  which  will  by-
pass  a  short  section  of the  insulating hose  column
if metal  nipples  or  fittings  are  used  as  electrodes.

Separate  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and   is   accomplished   by   directing   approximately
120 cfm  of  air  horizontally  through  the  socket  from
the  side.  It  is  preferable  to  direct  this  air  through
three equally spaced  ducts.

The  well  in  the  center  of  the  baseplate  of the
tube  is  a  critical  area  which  requires  cooling  to
maintain  envelope  temperatures  less  than  250°C.
For  most  applications,   1  to  2  cfm  of  air  directed
through  the  center  of  the  socket  is  sufficient  for
this  purpose.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -   The   peck   erriisslon
at    rated   filament   voltage   of   the   E,IMAC
4CW100,000D    is   normally   many   times   the   peak
emission   required   for   communication   service.   A
small  decrease  in  filament  temperature  due  to  re-
duction  of  filament  voltage  can  increase  the  life
of  the  4CW100,000D  by  a  substantial  percentage.
It  is  good  practice  to  determine  the  nominal  fila-
ment  voltage  for  a  particular  application  that  will
not  affect  the  operation  of  the  equipment.  This  is
done   by   measuring   some   important   parameter  of
performance  such  as  plate  current,  power  output,
or  distortion  while  filament  voltage  is  reduced  on
the  4CWIOO,000D.  At  some  point  in  filament  volt-
age   there   will   be   noticeable   reduction   in   plate
current,   or   power  output,   or   an  increase   in  dis-
tortion.   Operation   may   be   at   a   filament   voltage
slightly  higher  than   that  point  at  which  perform-
ance  appeared  to  deteriorate.  This  voltage  should
be   measured  at  the  socket   with  a   1%  meter  and

periodically  checked  to  maintain  proper  operation.

Filament  starting  current  must  be  limited  to  a
maximum of  900  amperes.

Voltage  between  filament  and  the  base  plates
of   the   tube,   and   SK-1500   socket,   must   not   ex-
ceed  100 volts.

CONTROL-GRID      OPERATION    -rrt\e     4C;W-
100,000D   control   grid   is   rated   at   500   watts   of
dissipation.   Grid   dissipation   is   the   approximate
product    of   grid   current   and   peak   positive   grid
voltage.

SCREEIV   DISSIPATI01V    -   The   power   dissipated
by   the   screen   grid  must   not   exceed   1750  watts.
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Where  no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen
current.  With  screen  modulation  the  dissipation  is
dependent  on  RMS  screen voltage,  and  RMS  screen
current.  Plate  voltage,  plate  load  or  bias  voltage
must  never  be  removed  while  filament  and  screen
voltages  are  present  since  the  screen  dissipation
rating will  be  exceeded. Suitable  protective means
must   be  provided   to  prevent  any  of  these  condi-
tions.

PLATE  D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The  plate  dissipation of
100   kilowatts   attainable   through   water   cooling

provides   a  large  margin   of  safety  in  most  appli-
cations.    The   rating   may   be   exceeded   for   brief

periods   during  tuning.   When  the  4CW100,000D  is
used  as  a  plate-modulated  rf  amplifier,  plate  dis-
sipation    under   carrier   conditions   is   limited   to
66,500 watts.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal  operating  voltages
used  with this  tube  are  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must   be   designed  properly  and  operating  precau-
tions   must  be  followed.  Design  all  equipment  so
that   no  one  can  come   in  contact   with  high  volt-
ages.   All   equipment   must   include   safety  en-
closures   for  high-voltage   circuits   and  terminals,
with   interlock   switches   to  open   primary  circuits
of  the  power  supply  and  to  discharge  high~voltage
condensers   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.
Interlock   switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember    that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

X-RADJArJOIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  This  tube,  operating  at  its
rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential  X-ray
hazard.   Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded  by  the
tube envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray radiation  level

can  increase  significantly  with  aging  and  gradual
deterioration,   due   to   leakage   paths   or  emission
characteristics   as  they  are  affected  by  the  high
voltage.   X-ray  shielding  must  be  provided  on  all
sides  of  tubes  operating  at  these  voltages  to  pro-
vide    adequate   protection   throughout   the   tube's
life.   Periodic   checks   on  the  X-ray  level  should
be   made,   and  the  tube  should  never  be  operated
without  adequate  shielding in place when voltages
above  10  kilovolts  are  in  use.  Lead  glass,  which
attenuates   X-rays,   is   available   for  viewing  win-
dows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to  the  requirement
for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,  an  expert  in  this
field    should   be   contacted   to   perform   an   X-ray
sur vey of the equipment.

Operation   of   high-voltage   equipment   with  in-
terlock    switches    "cheated"   and   cabinet   doors
open  in  order  to  be  better  able  to  locate  an  equip-
ment  malfunction  can  result  in  serious  X-ray  ex-

posure.

FAULT   PROTECTION   -   ln   addLtior\   to   normal

plate   overcurrent   interlock,   screen  current  inter-
lock,   and  coolant  flow  interlock,  it  is  good  prac-
tice   to   protect   the   tube   from   internal  damage
which   could   result   from   occasional   plate   arcing
at  high  anode  voltage.

In    all   cases    some   protective    resistance,   5
ohms   to  25  ohms,   should  be  used  in  series  with
each   tube   anode   to  absorb   power   supply  stored
energy  in  case  a  plate  arc  should  occur.  If  power
supply  stored  energy  exceeds  750  watt  seconds,
we  strongly  recommend  use  of  some  form  of  elec-
tronic  crowbar  which  will  discharge  pov,'er  supply
capacitors   in   a   few   microseconds   following   in-
dication  of  start  of a  plate  arc.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -   1£   it   is  des±[ed  to
operate    this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube  Product  Manager, EIMAC  Division  of Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  San   Carlos,  California  94070
for  information  and  recommendations.
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T[OmicAL   DATA

DESCRIPTloN

The   4CW100,000E   is   a  ceramic/metal,   high-
power  tetrode   for   applications   requiring   tube
outputs  from   100  to  250  kilowatts.     It  is   ideal
for use  as a  Class  C  rf  amplifier or oscillator,
a  Class AB  rf  linear amplifier,  or  a  Class AB
push-pull  af amplifier  or  modulator  as  well  as
a plate-and screen-modulated Class  C rf ampli-
fier.   In pulse-modulator  service,  it can deliver
a peak output of 4 megawatts .   The tube  is  char-
acterized by low input and feedback capacitances
and  low  internal  lead  inductances.    Its   rugged
mesh thoriated-tungsten filament provides  ample
emission   for   long  operating  life.    The   water-
cooled  anode  dissipates  100 kilowatts  when used
with  the   EIMAC  SK-2100  water  jacket.

ELECTRICAL

Filament..........
Voltage.........
Current,   at  15.5  V

40W100,000E

HIGH-POWER

WATER.COOLED

TETRODE

4CW100. 000E  without SK-2100  Water Jacket

GENERAL    CHARACTERISTICS[

. Thoriated  Tungsten

..15.5±0.75   V

.........     215   A
Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances ,

Cathode  grounded
Input..................-....

Output.....................

Feedback...................
Grid grounded

Output
175

60
Feedback  .....................  0 . 35

Maximum  Frequency,
for  maximum  CW ratings  .........    108  MHz

Dimensions
PHYSICAL

.......   See  Outline  Drawing
Net Weight

Tube  only   ................     38.51b;   17.5   kg
Tube  and water jacket  .....    47.01b;  21.4  kg

Operating Position  . .  Verticalg  base  lip  or down
Anode  Cooling  .......................     Water
Base  Cooling  ....................    Forced Air
Operating Temperature,  maximum

Ceramic/metal  seals  and  envelope  . .   25o  °C
Anode Water Jacket,

required  .................     EIMAC  SK-2100
Air System  Socket,

recommended   ......    EIMAC  SK-2000  Series

MAXIMUM    RATINGS   AND   TYPICAL    OPERATING    CONDITloNS

RADlo    FREQUENCY    LINEAR    AMPLIFIER,    Class    AB

Absolute    Maximum    Ratings

Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage
Plate Current
Plate  Dissipa.tion  .
Screen Dissipation
Grid Dissipation   .

2479  9/70            ©Varian  1970

20  kvdc
2.5  kvdc

16   Ado
100  kw

1750   W
500W

Special

Typical    Operation,    Class    ABi,    Grid    Driven

Peak Envelope  or Modulation Crest Conditions
Plate  Voltag.e
Screen  Voltag`e
Grid  Voltage3
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ...........
Single-Tone  Plate  Current   ...........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage,   approx    ........
Plate  Dissipation  ....................
Plate  Output  Power  ..................
Resonant  Load  Impedance   ............ 697Q

Printed in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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MAXIMUM    RATINGS   AND   TYPICAL   OPERATING    CONDITloNS

RADio    m[OilENcy    pOwER    AMPLIFiEn    oR    OsclLLATOR

Class    C    Telegraphy    or    FM    Telephony

(Key-down Conditions)

Absolilte    Maximum   Ratings

Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage
Plate Current
Plate Dissipation
Screen Dissipation
Grid Dissipation   .

20  kvdc
2 . 5  kvdc

16  Ado
100  kw

1750  W
500W

PLATE    MODULATED    RADlo    FREOU[NCY    AMPLIFIER

GRID    DRIVEN   .    Class    C    Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

Absolute   Maximum    Ratings

Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage
Plate  Current
Plate Dissipation3  ,
Screen Dissipation4
Grid Dissipation4  . ,

17.5  kvdc
2.0  kvdc

16   Ado
67kw

1750   W
500W

AllDI0    FREQUENCY    POWER    AMPLIFIER    0R    MODULATOR

GRII)    I)RIVEN    -class    ABi,    Sinusoidal    Wave

Absolute    MaximLlm    Ratings,    per    tube

Plate voltage   ....................        20  kvdc
Screen Voltage  ...................      2 . 5  kvdc
Plate  current  ....................        16  Ado
I'late  Dissipation  .................      100  kw
Screen  Dissipation    ...............   1750  W
Grid  Dissipation    .................      500  W

PULSE    MODULATOR    S[RVIC[

Absolute   Maximum    Ratings

Plate  Voltage   .........
Screen Voltage
Grid Voltage  .
Peak Cathode  Current    ............
Plate Dissipation,  during the pulses.
Plate Dissipation,   average   ........
Screen Dissipation,  average  .......
Grid Dissipation,  average  .........
Pulse  Length    ....................

40  kvdc
2.5  kvdc

-2.0  kvdc
200a
1.0   MW
100  kw

1750   W
500W
10ms

Typical    Operation

Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage  .............

20  kvdc
1.5  kvdc

Grid  Voltage  ..........................- 800   Vdc
I'1ate  Cur.rent  .........................   15.2   Ado
Screen  Current,   approx    ...............
Grid  Current,   approx    .................
Peak  rf Grid voltage,  approx      .........
Driving Power,  calculated,  approx  ......
Plate  Dissipation  .......
Plate  Output Power  .....
Resonant Load Impedance

Typical    Operation

Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage  .............
Grid Voltage  ...............
Plate  Current  ..............
Screen Current,  approx  .....
Grid Current,   approx  .......
I'eak af Screen Voltage,

100%  mod.,   approx  .......
Peak  rf  Grid Voltage,  approx
Driving power,  calculated   ..
Plate  Dissipation  ...........
Plate  Output Power  .........
Resonant  Load  Impedance   . . .

567  mAdc
125  mAdc

Typical    Operation,    two    tilbes

Plate  Voltage   ...................
Screen Volta,ge  ..................
Grid Voltage,   approxa   ...........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .......
Maximum-Signal Plate Current   . . .

....        15  kvdc

....     1.5  kvdc
•...- 345  Vdc
....           6   Adc
....   19.5   Ado

Maximum-Signal screen current, approx      830  mAdc
Peak  af Grid Voltage,  per tube   . . .
Maximum-Signal Plate Dissipation,

per tube
Plate  Output  Power  ..........
Load Resistance,  plate to plate

Typical    Operation

Plate  Voltage   .....

275v

46kw
.........     200   kw
.........   1825    S2

Plate  Current,  pulse    .........
Screen Voltage  ...............
Screen Current,  pulse,  approx
Grid Voltage  .................
Grid Current,  pulse,  approx   . .
Positive  Grid Voltage,  pulse    . .
Duty........................

Output Voltage,   pulse  .........
Input  Power,  pulse   ...........
Output Power,  pulse
Cathode  Cur.rent,  pulse,  approx

E=



4CW100,000E

TYPICAL OPERATION values  are obtained by calculations  from published characteristic curves.    To obtain the  specified plate
ciirrent at  the specified bias,  screen,  and  plate voltages,   adjustment of the rf  grid  voltage is  assumed.    If  this procedure  is
followed,  there will  be little variation in output  power when the  tube  is  replaced,  even  though  there may  be some variation in
grid  and screen currents.    'I'he grid and screen currents which  occur when the desired plate current is  obtained are  incidental
and vary  from  tube to  tube.    These current  variations cause no  performance  degradation  providing  the circuit  maintains the
correct voltage  in the presence of  the  current variations.   If  grid bias  is  obtained principally  by means of a grid resistor,  the
resistor must be  adjustable to produce the required bias voltage when the  correct rf grid voltage is  applied.

RANGE   VALUES    FOR    EOUIPMENT   DESIGN

Filament Current,   at  15.5 V
Mim               Max

200             230   A
Cutoff Bias,  at Eb  = 25 kvdc,

Ec2  =  1500  Vdc,   Ib  =  10  mAdc            ---- 650   Vdc
lnterelectrode Capacitances ,

Cathode grounded
Input
Output
Feedback..........

Grid grounded
Input
Output
Feedback

350             390   pF
55               65   pF

1.2   pF

160             190   pF
55               65   pF

0.5  pF

NOTES:

1.    Characteristics   and   operating   values   are   based   upon
performance  tests.     These  figures  may  change  without
notice  as  the  result  of additional  data or  product  refine-
ment.   The EIMAC  Division of Varian  should be  consulted
before  using this  information  for final  equipment design.

2.   Adjust to give  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.

3.    Corresponds   to   100  kw   at  100%  sine-wave  modiilation.

4.    Average  value,  with or without modulation.

5.    Power dissipated during rise  and fall  time neglected.

APPLICATloN    NOTES

®

a

MOUNTING  -The   4CW100,000E   must   be   mounted
with  its  major  axis  vertical.    The  tube  base  may  be
either   lip   or   down,   at   the  discretion  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKETING -An  EIMAC  SK-2000  series  Socket,  or
equivalent,  is  recommended.

ANODE   WATER   JACKET   -    The    EIMAC    SK-2100
Water  Jacket  must  be  used  to  provide  anode cooling.
To  achieve  an  anode  dissipation of  100  kilowatts,  the
water   jacket  must   be  installed  over   the  tube  anode
and adequate water flow provided.

COOLING    -     Anode    cooling    is    accomplished    by
circulating  water  through  the  SK-2100  Water Jacket.
Insufficient  water flow will  cause the  anode  tempera-
ture  to  rise  to   levels  which  will   shorten   tube   life.
Also,   if   the   coolant   lines   become   clogged,   enough
steam   pressure   may   be   generated   to   rupture   the
water jacket and destroy the tube.   'The following table
lists    the   minimum   cooling  water   requirements   at
various dissipation levels with a maximum  inlet water
temperature of 5o  °C.

Anode Minimum Approximate
Dissipation Water  Flow Pressure Drop

(kw) (gpm) (ps i)

20 5.0 2.8

40 9.0 5.8

60 12.5 9.3

80 16.5 14.2

100 20.0 19.2

Note:   Since  the  filament  dissipates  about  3500  watts,
and  the grid-plus-screen can,  under some  conditions,
dissipate  another  2250  watts,  the  table  allows  for an
additional  dissipation of 5750 watts .

Outlet  water   temperature  must   never  exceed  7o  °C
and inlet  water pressure should be  limited to  100 psi.
Direction of water flow  i.s  optional .

Tube  life  can be  seriously affected  by the  condition of
the  cooling water.  If it becomes  ionized,  copper-oxide
deposits  form on the  inside of the water jacket causing
localized anode heating and eventual tube failure .

To insure minimum  electrolysis,  and  power loss,  the
wa,ter   resistance   at   20  °C   should   be   grea.ter   than
50,000  ohms/cm3,  preferably  250,000  ohms/cm3   or
higher.    The  relative   water  resistance  can  be  con-
tinuously monitored  by measuring the  leakage current
through  a  short  section  of  the  insulating  hose,  using
metal nipples  or fittings  as electrodes.

Auxiliary    forced-air   cooling,    of   the   tube   base   is
required   to  maintain  filament-  and   grid-seal  temp-
eratures  below 250  °C.   An air flow of  approximately
120  ft3/min at 50  °C maximum  and sea level shouldbe
directed,  through  an EIMAC  SK-2000  series  socket or
equivalent,  toward  the filament-and  grid-seal areas.

Both  anode  and  base cooling  should be applied  before
or  simultaneously   with   the   application  of   electrode
voltages,  including  the filament.    Base cooling should
continue  for about  three minutes  after  the removal of
electrode  voltages to allow  the tube  to cool  properly.



4CW100,000E

FILAMENT OPERATION  -At  rated  filament voltage,
the  peak  emission  of  a  4CW100,000E   is  many  times
greater   than   the  amount   needed   for  communication
service.    Reducing  the  filament voltage  decreases  the
filament  temperature.    A  small  decrease  in  filament
temperature    substantially    increases    filament    life.
The    correct    value    of    filament-voltage    should    be
determined    for    the   particular    a.pplications.   First,
gradually   reduce   the   filament   voltage   to   the   point
where  there  is  a noticeable  reduction  in  plate  current
or  power  output,  or  an  increase  in  distortion.    Then
increase  the voltage  several  tenths  of a volt  above  the
value  where  performance  degradation  occurred;   this
is   the   proper   operating   voltage.     Filament   voltage
should always  be  measured at  the  tube base  or  socket
using an rms  responding meter.   The  above procedure
should  be  performed  periodically  to  assure  optimum
tube  life .

GRID OI'ERATION -  The maximum  control-grid  dis-
sipation  is  500 watts,  determined  approximately by the
product of grid ciirrent and peak positive  grid voltage.

Under   some   operating   conditions,   the   control   grid
may    exhibit    a   negative-resistance    characteristic.
This  may  occiir when,  with  high  screen-grid  voltage,
increasing  the  drive  voltage  decreases  the  grid cur-
rent.   As  a result,  large values  of  instantaneous  meg-
ative    grid   current    can   be    produced,    causing    the
amplifier    to    become    regenerative.      Becallse    this
may   happen,   the  driver  stage   must   be  designed   to
tolerate   this   condition.     One   technique   is  to  swamp
the  driver  so that the  change  in load,  due  to  secondary
grid   emission.    is   a  small   percentage   of   the   total
driver  load.

SCREEN  OPERATION  -   The  maximum   screen-grid
dissipation  is   1750  watts.    With  no  ac  applied  to  the
screen,  dissipation  is  simply the product of dc  screen
voltage  and  dc  screen current.   With  screen modula-
tion,  dissipation  is  dependent  on  rms  screen  voltage

OPERATING

Read the  following and take all  necessary precautions
to   safeguard   personnel.     Safe   operating   conditions
are  the  responsibility  of  the  equipment  designer and
the  user.

HIGH   VOLTAGE  -   This   tube   operates   at   voltages
which can be  deadly.    Equipment  must be designed so
personnel    cannot    come   in    conta,ct    with    operating
voltages.   Enclose  high-voltage  circuits  and terminals
and  provide   fail-safe   interlocking  switch  circuits  to
open  the  primary  circuits  of  the  power  supply  and to
discharge   high-voltage  condensers   whenever  access
into the  enclosure  is  required.

X-RAY  RADIATION  -The  4CW100,000E,   operating
at   its   rated   voltages   and   currents,    is   a   potential
X-ra,y  hazard.    Moreover,   the  X-ray  radia,tion  level
can   increa,se   significantly    with    aging   and    gradual
deterioration,    due   to   changes   in   leakage   paths   or
emission   characteristics   as    they   are    affected
high  voltage.     Only   limited  shielding  is   afforded
the tllbe  envelope.   Additional X-ray  shielding must

and rms  screen current.   Plate voltage,  plate loading,
or bias  voltage  must never be  removed while  filament
and   screen  voltages   are   present,   since   the  screen
dissipation  rating will  be  exceeded.    Suitable  protec-
tive  circuitry should be  provided.

The  4Cwloo,000E  may exhibit reverse  screen current
to  a  greater  or  lesser  degl.ee  depending  on operating
conditions.    The  screen supply  voltage must be  main-
tained constant  for  any values  of negative  and positive
screen  current  which  may  be  encountered.    Danger-
ously high  plate  current may  flow  if the  screen power
supply   exhibits   a  rising   voltage   characteristic  with
negative  screen  current.   Stabilization may be  accom-
plished with  a bleeder  resistor  connected from  screen
to  cathode,  or  an electron-tube  reg.ulator  circuit  may
be  employed  in the  screen  supply.    A  bleeder  resistor
miist    be   used   if    a   series   electron-tube   regulator
is   employed.

PLATE   I)ISSIPATION  -   The   rated   plate   dissipation
of   100   kilowatts,   a,ttainable  with  water   cooling,   pro-
vides   a  1&rge   marg.in  of  safety   in most   applications.
This   rfiting   may  be  exceeded   briefly  during   tuning.
\\7hen   the   4CW100,000E  is  used   as  a  plate-modulated
rf amplifier,  plate  dissipation under  carrier conditions
should  be  limited  to  67  kilowatts.

FAULT  PROTECTION  -   In   addition   to   the   normal
plate-overcurrent    interlock,    screen-current    inter-
lock,   and  coolant-flow  interlock,   it  is  good  practice
to    protect   the   tube    from   internal    damage   caused
by   an   internal   plate   arc   which   may   occiir  at  high
plate  voltages .

A  protective  resistance of  5  to 25 ohms  should  always
be  connected  in  series  with  each tube  anode,  to  absorb
power-supply   stored    energy   if   a   plate   arc   should
occur.    An  electronic  crowbar,  which  will  discharge
power-supply  capacitors  in a  few  microseconds   after
the  start of a plate  a,rc,  is  recommended.

HAZARDS

provided  on  all  sides  of  the  tube  to provide  adequate
protectionto operating personnel throughout the tube's
life.    When  this   tube  is  used  as  a  pulse  modulator,
shielding   of   the    pulse    transformer    may    also   be
necessary.    X-ray   caution  signs  or   labels   must  be
permanently   attached   to   equipment   using   this   tube
directing   operating  personnel   never  to  operate   this
device without X-ray shielding in place .

RADIO   FREQUENCY  RADIATION  -   Exposure  of  the
human   body   to    rf   radiation   becomes   increasingly
more hazardous  as  the  power level  and/or  frequency
are  increased.    Exposure  to  high-power  rf  radiation
must  be  strictly  prevented  at  any  frequency.

Equipment   must   be   designed  to   fully   safeguard  all
personnel   from  these   hazards.     Labels  and   caution
notices  must be  provided on equipment and  in manuals
clearly warning of these hazards .
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5/16   DIA  INDEX
8.750

2TZETZT5DIAPc
LOCKING   PIN   8i
WITHIN   loo

5/16   DIA   HOLE   T

EQUALLY  SPACED

I/4-20  UNC  28  T

EQUALLY  SPACE

5/16-18  UNC-2A
2HEX   NUTS      A
CONNECTION    (M
FOP   LIFTING   TU

FITTING   NUT   8i   lM
8`  SLEEVE   FOR  3

SK-2loo  WATER
NOT  SUPPLIED  U

I/4 -20 UNC-2A
BUTTON  HEAD
SOCKET   DR.12  R
WITH   WATEF}

ANODE   f}.F.  CON

D0   NOT   CONTAC

3/16  DIA   PIN,   SE

OUTLINE    DRAWING

10LE   THRU   ON-                                                                   ( DIMENSIONAL    DATA+,°:LE,GTNHRw:T°HN-`\`LVATERFITTING\-)H::'292ZH::°5L:I;PCI

`.                :```             -.--:      ..`                   `
DIM

INCHES MILLIMETERS
MIN MAX REF MIN MAX

TREF----_                  ::+---o,
A 9.468 9.531 240.49 242.09
a 5.000 1127

C .125 3.18
D I.230 I.270 31.24 32.26 I

E 3.865 3.885 98.17 98.68
F 4.240 4.260 107.7 108.2
G 4.490 4.510 114.0 5 114.55 I

H 7.750 1196.85
J .069 .149 I.75 3.79
K .382 .4T6Z_ 9.70 11.74

'HBu,12   HOLES
L .797 .5F2 20.24 23.42
M 5.875 6.000 149.23 152.6

DONfa¥D,Apc    I
N I  I.500 I 292,I
P T375_- -ThrT 34.93
R T4TO .475 12 .07
S 22  I/20 1

-'®£:i:Duwc:::`\\r-©-BE,'1 T 300 -
u 3.75_6 14T2-5_6 349.25 361.95
V 6.457 6.562 r6i.7 66.88
W 5.187 3.SIS 8T5T95 84.15
X I .562 14.28

9
Y I .312 i 7.93

wlpEF}lAL   FITTING}/40.D.TUBING lx  w  ,ii[  __I1 REF   DIMENSIONS   ARE    FOR
NFORMATION    ONLY

(t€)   MINIMUM    CONTACT   SURFACE

1
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I

NJLAECsKSEtFDERED        i               i
!1®1 INl

11 I------I
lNECTIONTOD.lBFACE'a'EINDEXHOLE

I '1E-Ei::TYPXI1scR
IEENGRID

IL+aI

I
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4crmoo,Ocoe

-[±

Tll. .CWIOO,000G . . totrod.  in-
toned foi ca... C HF and VHF -rvic..
I    fomir..    hi®hut.e.lrty    pyrolytjc
orlohto ®rid. |nd an int.in.I 8ln.c!ur.
whieh  p.mi®  high  edicicocy  op.r+
tlon lo 2SO uttr. Th. tut}. a .leo rra
ommeded  foi  FW  bedcast  a.nhc.
ird tor Vtlf-TV Ilo..I .mplifi.r -rric..
The  .nod.  a  rded  fo.  loo  kw  arftl`

to, ccO'ino.

cxthcnlRlsTics
Pin. 0Sa.jodion (Llou.)  ........
Scr-ft Odyp-ioo (11.I.)   .....
ord ttoxpdon ol.I)   .
F"u.nay tr 11.I. A.ting. (Cw)
CooEb9
FifroutVfty

Curl

......  100.cO *|ttl
.-.......   I.5cO  ,,tt,
.........   1.000 ,,I,a
...........   Ilo  NHz

W.I.I .nd Fore.a dr
Then.t.a Tiine.I.n in..h

1S.a ron,

C.f]citances (Gnd. C.th.  Coon.ction)
hput
OusOi-h

C.p.ccacee. (One. a.io Coon.ctlon)
lnput
Outgiv
Fedthrouqh

^mplificutlon F.ctor (g`-q])

a.comireneed  Alr Sye&.in Sock.I   .,.....
Malim`rm Seal a ^nod. Core Temper.tyre
Maxlmirm  length     ..,.....,...
W.ximlm  DI.meter   ..................... _
Vveioht (armxi mat.)
Operating Poction  . .

'70 one.„,

uspf
37.a pF

1 -a pF

Sp®ci-I Coarial
......   SX-24cO
......,..    2sOOC

12.7  in:  32.3  cm
6.. in:  1e,3 cm

•........   27.2  lb;  12.3  kg
Vedic.I. b." up or dovn

Cutae
NAIINUN A^T'ro, Typic^i OnEfIATioIII

mt® Pwh, fro Sercon Pfoto Od,, Output
Of Y®fro„ Ct'rr,ut Yrty V- CtHr„fut P®,,, Pco,,Op.eton                           type of s.nhe. (,out,) (,mp,I pe) OeJt,) (,mp) qutto) qrm
C                 FIE Jhop fie, 14.OcO 12.5 10,COO 8cO 7.a 2SO cO
C                RF Ampl ifi®rt 1,.OcO 12.5 11,5cO 5sO e.4 1 .OcO 53

tl00.5 WLtz

4CW150,000E
The  .C`^/150.000E  6  intended  for

lJS®  as  a Class  C  F`F amplifier or oscil-
lator. a Class ^8 pushlpull ^F &mplifi®r
or  modufato.  as  v®n  ae  .  p)at®.nd
screen-modulated  Class  C  RF  afripli-
fi.r.  h pulse modul.tor service, it c.n
deliver a peak output of . m®gawatts.
Th. tube is cheract®rized try low input
and   foedbeck  cap®cifanc®s   aTid   four
int®md bad induetanc®.

cH^RACTERis"es
Plato Dissipation  (llar.)   .....,...
Screen Oissipetion (Waj(.)    ..,...
Grid Oisspalion  (Mu.)    ........
Frequcocir br Wee.  F`atings (CW)
Owino
Filane"

Vofty
corm

.......   leo,OcO  Watts

......-..   1.7§0 watts

...........   500 watts

............    110MHz

V\fater and  Forced Air
Thoriated Tunqst®n mesh

15.5 volts

Cepecances (Gnd. Cdh. Concoction)
input
Ouqui-ugh

Capacitaeces (end. GTid Connection)

F-ugh
F`ecommsoded Air System Socket  ........
Ma][imun Seal I Anode Co.e Temper&tuTe
Maximuri length   .....................,..
Maximurn Diamotor   ................. _ ....

ng ht (appiox im®t®)
Op®ratng Poeition  . .

215 ampeTes

370 pF
cO-O pF

1.0  pF

175 pF
cO.a pf
a-35 pF

Special CoaJ[i&I
.....   SK-sO11^
•.......,  2soac
14.3 in: 36.2  cm
9.5 in: 2..2 cm

--..-.-...., 7  lb:  21.,  ko
Vertical. bcoe up or do`.in

ChaeelOp.rd®n                             Tirp. Of s.nrfe.
LIAIILluN RATIIICS ttpIC^l OPERATION

Phi, fro,, Put, S®„I, Pta,, eny, Ourtput
Vtthg, Cgrcon4 Vhaco YOuap Cumut Pov,, Pow,,
(yale,) (,||)p,) froto) (,Off,) (,mp,) (ntt,) a(VY)

1          C             RFAmplifi®r 22,OcO sO.a 20.000 1 ,50¢ 15J2 Ice 2cO
}'  i      i        E;#rop:):`#:£,Nodufated 17,500 ae.a 15.COO 7sO 11.7 5sO leo

22.cO 20.a 1e.COO 1 ,500 1®.5 - 1ce
i                                Pulse Moduletor ro,000 ap do,000 2,5cO 122t - 4,'00*

tc.thodo ourr®nt. ptile®
*Pulee '&lve
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4cvunpe
Th -.00ae I eceia=cai:ii=

- . - C ampea.. er odnq .
Cl-aeRE!In..I.=ii::==e€iriiifi.Cq-O
pidhtl Af h.-r -mpun.r ar ado
ulto€  .  pl-  or  .co..n  mod`bbe
CtoCFtF.---„y-w-.c=.:ertwpu-rty
ulator or qxpdcor -r`he- Wco.r i-qk
rNX ire-.

EEE

to t=a=i;iii;cEi (11-'   ........

ae3grquT.I.::::::
!r.qicocir tor W.I f`alf`g (C`no

V-
Com

C.pctar.a- (One. C.in Ccorutho|:
input
Output
Frdtwovqh

C-citoc.. (One. Orld Con.icetlon):
btput
Outputi-rty

Ampliflcation F.ctor {®, -g)

....... aem -

......... leo -.......-.., " -
..........-. ' sO LH
wtr " =GEa onTherth Tg-

'£0unaeafty--

iScomm.nd.a fiLam.in Com.cter   . . .
F`.commanded Grid Com.ctor   ......,
Recommended ^noo. Wtter J&ckd  . . .
Wexmum S.&I a Em.lop. temp.r(fron
N.xintifn  LI.ngth:    ....................
Illxiiilum  Ofom.Or:    .............. _ .  _ _
Vmgut (approximab) (tut>. only)
Op."ng Pcoition    ............

Sou
SX-1710
SX-1712
Sl{-17ae
. . 200t

27.e5 in: 70.23 cm
13.Oe in; 33.17 cm

......... 9e.a fb:  4.,9 ko.
V.rtic.I, b-. u® or do.in

Cin~
wAxirml RAnNca Typlcu Opfa^Tio.I

P'- fry P'- a- fry Orho Ov-ct Vofty C- VoBaco Vdu Cvrnd P- -Op...toll                            T]rp. of eonlc. (yoM|) (cO fyrty19.000 (rtyeoo (,fnp' (,,b) rmcO
C               RF whplifier 20.000 cO.a 32.S 3000C              F`F ^mplifi.I pl.I. Wedulsted 17.500 mo '4.OcO ae 20.a 23ae 2e§^8,            RF ljncar Amplifl.i 20.000 co.a cO.000 teoo 23.a - sOe60.^8,            Af ^mplifier of Lfodulator 20,000 cO.® cO.000 1eoo „0,

loo tubca

Th.    .W3008/'824®    ie   a   *oter-
cooled  v®®lon  ol  th.  4CX250e/7203
having  an  anod. dissipation  rating of
300 wattL lt 6 intend.d fof use *tom
water cooling  i3 prof®rred o. vhee re-
s®i`/e anode dissipation i. desired.

CHARACTERISTICS
Flat.  Dissipation  (lAar.)   ................
Screen Dissipation  (Wa)i)   ..............
Gfq Dissipation (Wan)
freqveney for Mar F`&tii`gs (CW)
Ccotino
Cathode

Vottao.
Cumont

300 vatb
1 2 ,atto
2,ae

............   SOO  Mttz

Water and forced Air
Oxid®<oated unipotedid

®.a volts

Capacitances (Glrd. Cash. Coimection)

Feed-through
Capacitancos (Gnu. Grid Corineetion)

Frfu-through
^mplificstiofl Factor (g,+)

2-e-

9-Pin Special
F`ceomm®nded Air Syste.n Socket    .........  SKCOO inico
Warjmm Soel a ^rlod® Col. T®mp®ratur ..........  2SO®C
Mexii"m L.ngth   ....................,...  3.. in; 8S.5 mm
Warimulii  Diam®tw   .I ....................   1.5¢ in; 3®.7  mm
Y"ohl (approximate)   ....................  a.7S oz;  t63 gin
Operating Position  .............  vertical.  base up oT dolm

ICI,,,'INlulngN Ft^Tlve "C^l OPERA"ON
P1,b Pfat, Puto Scr,,h Pl,t, Drl,, OupdOf Yen.cO Ctw,ut V®to,. vohaco Cumn, Po,er P-Op.ratlon                             Typ. ®l s.nde. (,Onol (|qu) (,Oho) (,Olt,) (,mp,I0-25 (,atb'2.9 (,etb)3cO

C                 RF Amplifi®r up to  l75 MHz 2000 a-25 2000 3cO
C                 RF ^mplili®r  plat®  Modulated

up to 175  MHz 15cO a.20 1500 2sO 0-20 1.7 asAB,               RF Lineal Amplifi®r up to  175 MHz an O.2S 20cO 350 O-2S - ae^8,              F`F lin®er Amplifiof (AM S®rvic.
up to  175 MIJz 2000 a.25 2cO 3SO a.1S 65t^8`              AF ^mplifior or Modulator 20cO a-25 ae 3SO a,50, eao.•Two tube.

tcarri®r ?ewer



TECHNICAL DATA

The  EIMAC  4CV250,000B  and  4CW250,000 .re
c®ranic/ metal (Vapor Cooled aLnd waLtor cooled,
r®8p®ctivoly) power tetrodes intended for use at
the 250 to 500 kilowaLtt output power lov®l. They
are r®oommended for use as a Class C a,mplifier or
oscillator. Class AB rf liaear amplifier. Class AB
push-pull   Elf  a,mpli{ier  or  module,tor.  plate  or
screen  modulated  Class  C  rf  a,mplifier.  or  for
pulse modulator or regulator Service.

The  4CV250.000B  is operated in the accessory
boiler  BR-620  (not  supplied  with  the  tube):  the
4CW250,000B is opera,ted with the accessory water
jacket SK-17sO (not supplied with the tube), and
both tubes are rated for 250 kilowatts maximum

rl   anode dissipaLtion.

4CV250.OcOB

~.,:~   ..rL-..~  &'`.'`   .<vi.i,  JEiL  &:._`,,,`¢.;Siijgiv;in~...r=       ~.. >     ,

4CV2§0,000B
Y^P®ft COOLED

4CW250,OcOB
W^T£R

pOwER TETaooEs

4CW250,OcOB

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICSI

ERECTRICAL
Filament: Thoriated Tungsten

Voltage      .,...........................................................        12.0±0.6      V

Current  @  12.0  V    ..................................

AmplificatioD Factor (average), grid to screen    ......,

Direct lnterelectrode Capacitaace (grounded cathode)2

Frequency oi Maximum Rating. CW

660A

4.5

I.     Chorocteris.ics odd opeTolil`g value. a.® based upon perforrTionc. test.. These ficu.®s may chonoe wilhoul nolicc oS the reiul
of oddilionol dote or produd f.liftem.nl. EIMAC Div€sjon Of Voiion chould bc consulled before using this in{ormolion for linol
•quipmenl defron.

2.     Copocitonce value. ore  for a cold tube  a. in.a.ured whhoul ony ipeciol .hielded  fixlur..

MECHANICAL
MaLximum Overall Dimensions:

Length (4CV250,000B)
(4CW250.COOB)

Diameter {4CV250.000B)
(4CW250.OcOB)

4177  (Effective 7-15-79)    ®     1979 by varian

26.895 In; 68.31 cm
26.525 In: 67.37 cm

15.062 In: 38.26 cm
13.062 In: 33.18 cm

Printed  in  U.S.A.

varian,  EIMAC division/301  industrial way/san carlos/california 94070
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nBase (both types)

Filament Connector (2 required)
~ Recommended Base Connectors (both types):

Control Grid Connector (1  required)   ..................

Recommended Accessories For Anode Cooling (not supplied with tube):
-,,--- I -.---

4CV2SO.000B...............

4CW250,000B.....

Operating Position: 4CV2sO,000B

•.....        Specia'l

EIMAC SX-1710
EIMAC SK-1712

..      EIMAC Boiler BR-620
EIMAC Jacket SX-1720

Vertical, Anode Up_  _ ---- _`  --_-_-  `-I,
4CW250.000B    ...........................        VerticaLl.  Base  up or  Down

MaLximum  ceramic/Metal seal or Envelope Temperature   .......................       200oC

Cooling:    4CV250,OO0B
4CW250.000B

Net Weight: 4Cvaso`OOOB (w/o boiler)
4CW250`OO0B (w/o jacket)

VaLpor a,nd Water
•......-...-..-.............          Walter

...................................         180Lb:81.8kg
r

98 Lb: 44.5 kg
RADIO FREQUENcy powER JimnnER OR
OSCILLATOR

r|Class C Telegraphy or PM
(Key-down Condition)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC PLATE  VOLTAGE    ........    20.000  VOLTS
DC SCREEN  Vol,TAGE    ......       2.SOO  VOI.TS

rkB:£p:I:Aj

a

PLATE CUF`RENT
LTE DISSIPATION

DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

40  AMPERE§
an.oco WATTs

3.5cO WAus
iso wAms

TYPICAL OPERATION (Frequencies below cO MHz)

DC plate volt.ge    .
DC Screen  VoltaLge
DC Grid  Voltage    ,.
ac platecurreDt    .
DC Screen Current
DC Grid  Current    . .
Driving powerl    ...
Plate Output Power
Plate Dissipation    .
RF LoaLd Impedance

16            19  kv
BOO          800  V

I  -             -BOO          -BOO   V

23.5       32.5  A
2.1          35  A

-.             I.15            2.5   A

2J21         3.a  kw
..           275        460  kw
I.            loo         155  kw

300         275  !}

I.     Col{uloted  Drivirlg  Po-.I  neglec.s  Input conduclonce and rl circuw

lo,S-

PLATE MODULATEI) RAI}IO FREQUENCY
POWER AMPLIFIER
Cl.ss C Telephony

f i(Carrier conditions except where Doted)

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC PLATE VOLTAGE   ,
DC SCREEN VOLTAGE
DC PLATE CURRENT
PLATE DISSIPATIONI
SCREEN  DISSIPATION
GRID DISSIPATION     .

i7`5OO  vOLrs
2.OcO  Vol,TS

sO  AMPERES
167`OcO  WATTS

3.5cO  WATTS
I.goo  WATTS

I.     Co»ttponds lo 250.OcO *oW5 ol loo pe. ccn.sine -eve mode.
k,,;on.

2.     ^pp.ozimol€  Volue.

^uDIO FREQUBNcy A)Ipl.nlER OFL MODul^TorL
Clue AB

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS: {Per Tube)

r€g:=£::Nv3:TL::=B
tDC PL.ATE CURRENT
PLATE DISS]PATION
SCREEN DISSIPATION
ORID DISSIPATION    .
I.     ^pp.oxjmcrlc  value.

2.     P®,Tube

2

cO.OcO  VOLTS
2.500  VOLTS

40  AMPERES
ae,Coo wAms

3.500  WATTS
I.500  WATTS

TYPICAL OPERATION (Frequencies below 30 MHz)

DC plate voltage    ..
DC Screen Voltage
PeaLk af Screen Voltage (for loo.Jr Mod.)2
ce Grid Voltnge
DC PlaLte Current
Ix= screen curTent
DC Grid Current
Peak rr Grid Voltage
Grid Driving Powers
P)ate Output Power
RF Load Impedance
Plate Dissipation    ..

15kv
800V
800v

-800  V
22.8  A
4.1A

I.46  A
1110   v
1630  W
aekw
323   (I
63kw

3.     Colculo.ed Driving Po`.eT n€9leclS inpul cortdu€1on(c ood rl ci.cui.
loss.

T¥plcAL opERATloN (Two Tubes)
C]aLss  AB  I

neplatevoltage     ..............             15          ac  kv
DCscreenvolt.ge     ............            1J}          I.8  kv
DCGridvoltage    ...............- goo       -500V
Hal.-Signai]  Plate current    ...... 0          16  A
Zero signal plate current2     ....           0.2         0:2  A
X&x-Signa)  Screen curTentl    ...            1.I          I.2  A
Peak&fDrivingvo]t&get    ......          coo        500  v
Drivingpower    .................                a             a-W
Load Impedance {p]&te to plate)            8SO        870  f}
Pta,teDissipaLtion     ..............            leo         2co  kw
Max-Signaloutputpover   .....         «0       660  kw



1       RADIO FREQUENCY lmm^n A)pq[n=R
Clco ^8

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM  RAT]NCS:

4cv2s®,00087.cw2sO,Oooe

TYPICAl, OPERATION  IFr®qu®nci.a below cO MHz)
Ct.®. ^8 I. Pe.I-B8v.lope or Modulltion
Cr®Bt Coaditioas

I)C PL.ATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC Pl,ATE CUF`FLENT   .
PLATE D[SSIP^TION
SCREEN DISS)PATION
ORID DISSIPATION     .

co,ae voLTs
arm voLTs

cO  ^MPERES
ae.ooo w^us

3sO w^Trs
iso wATrs

I       ^pp.olimote  voluc

2.     Col(ulolcd   Orl-Ing  Po-..  A.9lec.)  ir`put  caeduc.on{®  and  r{
c,,<u',   I,a,S.

DC Pl.te Volt.g.
DC Screen Voltxp
DC Grid Voltag.   .
Pl.tc current    ....
zero sign.I pl.te cQrTen`
MLx-Sign.I Scr.eo Currentl
Pe.k rf Grid volt.€pe     .....
Driving power ....,.
Plate Dissip&tion    .
Reson&At Load lmpcda,nce
Pl.te Output Potper    .....

15           20  kv
I.8           1.8  kv

500       -goo  V
sO           23  A

OJ2            0-2  A
i-i            1J2  A

5cO        sO  v
0OW

80          130  kw'
325           435   {1

220        330  kw

pulse MODULATOR oR REGUL^roR

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ` .......     cO.OcO  VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE     .....         2.500  VOLTS
:PEAK CATHODE CURRENT
PLATE  DlsslpAnoN     .....
SCREEN DISSIP^"ON    ....
GRID DISSIPATION     .......

3S0r AMPERES
2so.ae wAms

arm wATTs
lam wATTs

APPLICATION

RECHANICAL
MOUNTING   (4CV250,COOB)   -   The   tube
must be mounted verticaLlly. anode up. The
tube may be supported by the anode flange
or the screen fla,nge.

Care must be exercised to insure that the
axis of the tube/boiler combinaLtion is ver-
tical  aLnd  thaLt the water in the boiler is at
the correct level. The anode flange on the
tube  must  seal  securely against the "0..
ring.  forming a vapor-tight seal between
the tube and boiler.3 rouJVTJrvG   (4CW250.000B)   -   Tbe   tube

lust  be  mounted verticaLlly, anode up or
own.  The tube maLy be supported by the

anode flange or the screen flange.

ANODE    COOLING    (4CV250,000B)   -
Cooling  is  aLccomplished  by  immersing
the anode of the 4CV250,000B in a I.Boiler"
filled  with  distilled  water. Energy  dissi-
pated by the anode causes the waLter to boil
at  the  aLnode  surfaces,  be  coBverted  into
8tea,in and be carried a,way to an external
condenser.   The   corldeDsate  is  theo  re-
turned to the boiler, completing the cycle.

This boiling action maintains the anode
surfaces at a fairly constant temperature
near  100°C.  The  vapor-cooled   tube  has
good  overload  capabilities: excess  dissi-
pation  for moderate periods only  causes
more water to boil.

Since the tube anode and boiler a,re usu-
ally at high potential to ground, water and
stea.in connections to the boiler are rna,de
through insulated tubing.                 .

ANODE    COOLING    (4Cvq250,000B}    -
Minimum cooling water reqtlirements for
the  anode  aLre  shown  in  the  table  for  an
outlet  water  temperature  not  to  exceed
70°C  a,nd  an  inlet  water  temperature  of
50°C.  High-purity  waLter  must be  used to
minimize  power  loss.  corrosion of metal
fittings.   and  loss   of   anode  dissipation
capability.   Wa,tor   resistivity   must   be
maLintained at i megohm/cm3 or better for
long term operation.

Anode Wa,er Approx. Jacket
Dissipation Flow Press. Drop

(kw) (8pm) (psi)

150 37.5 3.5an 50.0 9.0
250 cO.O 10.0

EIMAC  Application Bulletin #16 titled,
"WATER  PURITY  REQUIREMENTS  IN
LIQUID  COOLING  SYSTEMS"  is  avail-
able on  request.  and should be consulted
for details oa maintenance Of waLter qual-
ity staLndards aLnd use of a water purifica-
tion   loop  iD  the  instaLllation.  Since  the-
anode  is  normaLlly  at  high  potential  to
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enough sections that columzi r®8i8tonce is
above  4  megohms  per  1000 plate  Supply
volts. or  10 megohms total, whichever is
less.

BASE   COOLING   (Both   Types)   -   The
filament supports ol both frobes are wa,tor
cooled. Approximately .5 GPM Should cir-
culate  through  each  of the filament coo-
nectors  with  a  pressure  drop  of 20  PSI.
Filament  connector  assembhies` SK-1710,
provide electrical  and water connections.
Two sets of SK-1710 are required.

It is recommended that tee water cooled
control  grid connector, SK-1712. be used.
Water now of aLpproxim&tely .5 GPM should
circulate through the grid connector. The

r`,pressure drop across the grid connector is
low. A convenient way to make water con-
nection   is   to   series   connect   the   grid
cooling   water   with   the  outer   filament
Ccoling waLter path.

The  outer  filament  water  path  has  a

fl]::netrwp:teesrsupraethdrmo:k:a:nt::sec£::::c,t£,log:
practical.

ALL COOLING MUST BE APPLIED BE-
FORE    OR   SIMULTANEOUSLY   WITH
THE    APPLICATION   OF   ELECTRODE
VOLTAGES.    INCLUDING   FILAMENT.

r`AND  sHOuLD  NORMALLy  BE  MAIN.
/`TAINED   FOR   SEVERAL   MINUTES

AFTER    ALL    VOLTAGES    ARE    RE-
MOVED  TO  ALLOW  FOR TUBE  COOL-
DOWN.

ELECTRICAL
FILAMENT   OPERATION   -   "\e   peck
emission   all   rated   filament  voltage  is
normally many times the peak emission
required  for  communication , service.  A
small  decrease  in  filament  temperature
due  to reduction of filament voltage can
increase life by a substantial percentage.
It is good practice to determine the nomi-
na.I fila,ment voltage for a, particular appli-
c&tion that will not a,ffect the opera,lion of
the equipment. This is done by measuring

r` some important parameter of performance
such as plate current, power output` or aLn
increase in distortion. Operation may be a,t
a  fila,ment  voltage  slightly  higher  thaLn
the,t point at which perforlnance appeared

4

to deteriora,te. Tbis voltage 8Bould be mea-
sured &t the  Socket with  . 1% meter and
periodically checked.

Filament starting current must be lim-
ited to a maximum of 1800 anperes.

CONTROL   GRID   OPERATION    -   Tt\e
control grid is rated ait 1,500 Watts Of dissi-
pa,lion and protective meaisures should be
included  in  circuitry  to insure  that this
ra,ting is not exceeded. Grid dissipation is
the approximate product of dc grid current
and peak positive grid voltage.

SCREEN    DISSIPATION   -   Tt\e   power
applied to the screen grid mtlst not exceed
3,5cO watts. Where no ac is applied to the
screen,  dissipation  is  the  product  of  dc
Screen voltage and dc screen Current. With
screen  modulation the dissipation is the
product of HMS  screen current and RMS
screen voltage.

PLATE  blssIPATION  - Ttie p\E.te dissi-
pation  of 250  kilowa,tts  provides  a large
margin of safety in most aLppLic&tions. The
rating  may  be exceeded for brief periods
during tuning. When used as a plate-modu-
lated rf amplifier. plate dissipation uflder
canier  conditions  is  limited  to  167,000
watts.

LOAD  VSWR - The load VSWR should be
monitored aLnd the detected signal used to
operate the interlock system to remove the
plaLte voltage within 20 milliseconds aLfter
aL  faLult occurs.  In the case of high stored
energy  in the load system, care  must be
taLken  to  a,void  excessive  return  energy
from  damaging  the  tube  and  associated
circuit components.

FAUI,T  PROTECTION  -  To  i.ssure non-
destruction  ol  tube elements  from  high-
eaergy  power  supplies,  during  a  fa,ult
condition.  all  supplies  must  be  checked
for  proper  opera,lion  of their  protective
circuits..An approved method to meet the
tube protection criteria would be the use
foil. solder wire, or small diameter wire to
produce  a controlled short on the power
supply. The simplest technique is to short
the plate to cathode, screen grid to cathode.
control grid to cathode, and screen grid to
anode (individually. one at a time) using
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a vacuum  relay through  a e®ction of lso
AWG  copper wire. The wlr® will remain
intact if the potBer Supply protective cir-
cuitry is operatiBg Properly. An ®lcotroDic
crowbar  will  be  required  on  the  anode
Supply, and may be required on the other
electrode   supplies   if   the   test   outlined
above is not passed. See EIMAC Applica-
tion Bulletin #17 for further details.

Properly rated spark gaps must also be
located between the Screen grid and cath-
ode and between the control grid and cath-
ode  to  meet  over-voltage  protection  cri-
teria. A series resistance or 10 to 50 ohms is
recommended  in  the  screen  and  control
grid power supply leads.        `   :A

X-RADJATJorv    -     High-vacuum  tubes
operating   at   voltages   higber   than   15
kilovolts   produce   progressively   more
dangerous X-ray radiation &s the voltage
is  iDcreased.  These  tubes,  operating  a,t
rated voltages aLnd curreDts, aLre a potentiaLI
X-ra,y  hazard.  Only  limited  shielding  is
afforded  by  the tube envelope. Moreover.
the  X-ra,y   radiation  level  can  increase
significantly    with    aLging   and   gTaduaLl
deterioration.   due   to  leakage   patbs   or
emission  characteristics  as  they  are  aLf-
fected by the high voltage. X-ray sbielding
must be provided oa aLll sides of tubes oper-
&ting at these voltages to provide adequate
protection   througbout   the   tube's   life.
Periodic checks oh the X-ray level sbould
be  made.  and  the  tube  sbould  never  be
operaLted   without  &dequ&te  shielding  in
place when voltages above 15 kilovolts aLre
in  use.  Lead  glass.  which  attehuates  X-
rays. is  aLvaLilable for viewing windows. If
there is aLny doubt as to the requirement for
or the aLdequacy of shielding, &n expert in
this field should be contacted to perform ain
X-ray survey of tbe equipmeht.

Operation   Of  high-voltage  equipment
with interlock Switches ..cheated" and cab-
inet doors open in order to be better a,ble to
locate  aLn  equipment malfunction can re-
sult in Serious X-ray exposure.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -   Normal   operating
voltages used with these tubes aLre deadly.
and the equipment must be desigTied prop-
erly  and  operaLting  precautions  must  be
followed. Design all ec|uipment so that no
one  can  come  in  contact  with high  volt-
ages.  All  equipment  must include saLfety
enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  a.nd
terminals. with interlock switches to open
primary circuits of the power Supply a,nd
to    discbarge   high-voltage   condensers
whenever access doors are opeaed. Inter-
lock  switohes  must  not  be  bypassed  or
"cheaLted"  to allow operation with access
doors open. Always remember that HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN KILL.

RADIO    FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -
Avoid exposure to strong ri fields even at
rela.tively low frequency. Absorption of rf
energy by human  tissue  is dependent on
frequency.  Under  30  MHz,  most  of  the
energy  will pass completely through the
human   body  with   little   attenuation   or
heating effect. Public health agencies are
concerned with the haLzaLrd, however, even
at these frequeflcies. and it is worth noting
that  some commercial  dielectric heating
units  actually  operate  at frequencies  as
low aLs the  13 and 27 MHz bands.

SPECIAL APPI.ICATION - lt it is desired
to   operaLte   this   tube   under   conditions
widely  different  from  those  listed  here,
write to Power Grid Tube Division. EIMAC
Division  of  Vari&n`  301  IndustriaLI  Way.
San  Carlos.  California,.  94070.  For  infor-
nation aLnd recommendations.
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1  OPERATING HAZARDS
PROPERUSEANDSAFEOPERAT]NGPRACTICESWITHRESPECTTOPOWERTUBES
ARETHERESPONSIBILITYOFEQUIPMENTMANUFACTURERSANDUSERSOFSUCH
TUBES.  ALL  PERSONS WHO WORK  WITH OR ARE  EXPOSED TO  POWER TUBES  OR
EQUIPMENT  WHICH  UTILIZES  SUCH  TUBES  MUST  TAKE  PRECAUTIONS  T0  PRO-
TECT  THEMSELVES  AGAINST  POSSIBI.,a  SERIOUS  BODILY  INJUFLY.  DO  NOT  BE
CAREI.ESS AROUND SUCH PRODUCTS.

The  operation  of power tubes involves one or more of the following haLzards.  ainy  one of
which.  in  .he  absence of safe operaLting practices and precaLutions. could result in Serious
haLrm  to personnel:

EiEE

6

a.    HJGH VOLTAGE  -  Normal operating voltages can be deadly.

b.    j3F RAOJArJorv  -  Exposure to strong rf fields should be avoided. even at relaL-
tivelylowfrequencies.ThedaingersofrfradiationaremoresevereatUHFaLnd
microwave frequencies aLnd can cause serious bodily and eye injuries. CARI)I-
AC PACEMAKERS MAY BE AF`FECTED.

c.    X-RAyFtADJATJON -High voltage tubes can produce dangerous and possibly.
fatal x-rays.

d.    BERyLLJUM OXIDE POJSorvJNG  -Dust or fumes Iron Boo ceramics used as
thermaLllinkswithsomeconduction-cooledpowertubesarehighlytoxicaLndcan
cause serious injury or death.

e.    GLASS EXPLOSJOw -Many electron tubes have glaLssenvelopes. Breakingthe
glass  can  cause  aLn  implosion`  which  win  result in an explosive scattering of
glaLss  paLrticles.  Handle glaLss tubes  carefully.

I.    nor  WATER  -  Water  used  to  cool  tubes  may  reaLch  scalding  temperatures.
Touching or rupture of the cooling system can ca,use Serious burns.

9.    HOTSURFACES -Surfaces of air-cooled radiators and other partsoftubescan
reaLch  temperaLtures of severaLI  hundred  degrees centigrade aLnd  cause  serious
burns if touched.

PleasereviewthedetailedoperaitinghazaLrdssheetenclosedwitheachtubeorrequestacopy
from the address shown below:  Power Grid Tube Division, EIMAC Division of Va,rian. 301
Industrial Way, SaLn Car.Ios, California 94070.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC   4CW250,000V/A  is  a  ceramic/metal,   water-cooled,  power
tetrode  intended  for  use  at  the  250  to  500  kilowatt  output  power  level.  It
is  recommended  as  a  Class  C  amplifier  or  oscillator;  a  Class  AB  rf linear
amplifier;  a Class  AB  push-pull af amplifier or modulator;  a  tlate or  screen
modulated  Class  C  rf amplifier;  or  for pulse modulator or regulator  service.

The  4CW250,000V  is  supplied  with  a  Vaclon®pump  attached.  On  the  4CW-
250,000A,  no Vaclon   pump  is  attached.

ELI

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............................

Current,  at  12.0  volts    ...................

Amplification  Factor (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   ........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance (grounded  cathode) 2
Cin...............................

Gout..............................

Cgp...............................

Frequency  ol  Maximum  Rating:
CW...............................

12.0  ±  0.6    V

660A

4.5

765   pF
124   pF
6.0   pF

50   MHz

1.   Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures
may  change  without  notice as the  result  of  additional  data  or  product   refinement.
EIMAC   Division   of   Varian   should   be   consulted   before  using this  information  for  final
eqilipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length  (4CW250,000V)

(4CW250,000A)
Diameter.......................................

Net  Weight    ..............

Operating Position   .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal Seals  ......
Cooling
Base  ,
Recommended Anode  Water Jacket (not supplied) .

(Revised3-1-71)     ©     by varian

4CW250,000V
4CW250,000A

W AT E R - C 0 0 L E D

POWER   TETRODE

T¥,,,,,,,
Shown  with  anode
water jacket.

32.93in;    837.0    mm
30.46in;    774.0    mm
13.06in;    330.0    mm

981b;      44.5    kg
Vertical,  base up or down

200OC

Liquid
Special

SK-1720

Printed in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california    94070



4CW250,000V/A

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CupflENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GFuD   DISSIPATION    .......

20,000   VOLTS

2,500   VOLTS

40    AMPERES

250,coo   WATTS

3,500   WATTS

1,500   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies to  50 MHz)
Class  AB,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage     ...........

::::ec.Ytoal::g,e/.2:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ....
Single-Tone  Plate  Current  ....
Single-Tone  Screen  current2   .  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  2  ......
Plate  Dissipation   .........
Plate  Output  Power   ........
Besonant  Load  Impedance  ....

1.   Adjust to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.   Approximate value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Condit ions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS;

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CuflF}ENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

20,000   VOLTS
2,500   VOLTS

40    AMPERES
250,000   WATTS

3,500   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  50  MHz)

Plate  Voltage ........
Screen  Voltage .......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  .......   a
Screen  Currentl    ......
Grid  Current  1 ........

Calculated  Driving  Power
plate  Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....
F`esonant  Load  Impedance

1.    Approximate  value.

..   .16.0

.   .   .         800

..- 800

.   .       23.5
.   .   .           2.4

.     .1.15

...       2.24
.   .     100.0

.   ,   .    275.0

.   .   .         300

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER
class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPAT|ON 1  ......

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION2 .....

GRID   DISSIPAT|ON2 .......

.   .      17,500    VOLTS

..        2,000   VOLTS
30    AMPEFIES

.   .167,coo   WATTS

..        3,500    WATTS

..        1,500    WATTS

1.   Corresponds   to  250,000  watts  at   loo9/a  sine-wave
modu I at i on .

2.   Average,  with  or without modulation .

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  50  MHz)

Plate  Voltage      ...................

Screen  Voltage     ..,...............

Grid  Voltage    .,..................

Plate  Current   ....................

Screen  Currentl ...,...............

Grid   Current  1 ....................

Peak  af  Screen  Voltage'(100%  modulation)   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel .............,.

Calculated  Driving  Power  ............

Plate  Dissipation    .................

Plate  Output  Power   ................

Pesonant  Load  Impedance  ............

1.    Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

MODULATOR
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .  .

DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE   .

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT    .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION     .

GRID  DISSIPATION    .   .   .

1.    Approximate value  .

2

.  .      20,000   VOLTS
.  .   .         2,500   VOLTS

40    AMPEPES

.  .    250,000   WATTS

...          3,5cO   WATTS

...          1,500    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes),  Sinusoidal   Wave

Plate  Voltage .............

a:::e?.Ytoa|::g|e/.3:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .....
Max.  Signal  plate  Current  .....
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current 1   .   .   .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage  2 ,......
Max.  Signal  Plate  Dissipation   .   .
Plate  Output  Power   .........
Load  Ftesistance  (plate  to  plate) .

15.0
1.8

-500

0.20
40.0

1.1

5cO
160.0
440.0

650

2.   Per Tube.
3.   Adjust  to give  stated  zero-signal  plate current.

a



4CW250,000V/A

PULSE  MODULATOR  OR  REGULATOR

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE   .....
PEAK  CATHODE  CURBENT .   .   .

40,000   VOLTS                        PLATE  DISSIPATION
2,500    VOLTS                        SCF!EEN   DISSIPATION

350    AMPERES                    GBID  DISSIPATION    .

250,000   WATTS
3,500   WATTS
1,500    WATTS

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   data  are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  ln  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means  of  a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current at  12  volts       ..................
Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded  cathode  connection)

Cin.............'....................

Cout.................

Cgp..................

1.    Capacitance  values are  for a  cold  tube.

APPLICATION

^
MECHANICAL

MOUAJrJIVG   -   The      4CW250,000V/A     must     be
mounted  vertically,  anode  up  or  down.  The  tube
may   be   supported   by   the   anode   flange   or  the
screen  flange.

COOLJIVG   -   The   EIMAC   SK-1720   water  jacket
is     available    for    use    with    the    4CW250,000A
and  V.  Because  of  the  small  size  of this  cooler,
hich   frequency   operation   is   possible.   It  is   es-
sential   that  high   purity  water  be  used  to mini-
mize  power  loss  and  corrosion  of metal  fittings.
Good   distilled   or   de-ionized  water  will  have  a
resistance   of  1   to   2   megohms    per   cm3.   Water
should  be  discarded  if  resistivity  falls  to  50,000
ohms  cm3.

Since  the  tube  anode  is  usually  at  high  poten-
tial  to  ground,  water connections  to the  anode  are
made  through  insulating  tubing.  These  insulating
sections  should  be  long  enough  so  that  column
resistance  is  above  100,000  ohms  per  1000  plate
supply  volts.

The  table  below  lists  minimum  cooling  water
requirements  at  various  plate  dissipation  levels.

Plate  Dissipation Water  Flow Pressure  hiop
(kilowatts) (GPM) ( PSI )

100 25.0 3.5
150 37.5 3.7
200 50.0 4.0
250 60.0 6.0
300 73.0 9.0

The  filament  supports  of  the  4CW250,000V/A
are  water  cooled.  Approximately  Oo5  GPM  should
circulate  through  each  of the  filament  connectors
with   a   pressure   drop   of   20   PSI.   Filament  con-
nector   assemblies,    SK-1710,   provide   electrical
and  water  connections.  Two  sets  of  SK-1710  are
required.

It  is  recommended  that  the   water  cooled  con-
trol  grid  connector,  SK-1712,  be  used.  Water  flow
of   approximately   0.5   GPM   should   circulate
through   the   grid   connector®   The   pressure   drop
across   the   grid   connector  is   low.  A  convenient
way  to  make  water  connection  is  to  series  con-
nect the  grid  cooling water with the outer filament
cooling water path.

The   outer   filament   water   path   has   a   lower
pressure  drop  than  the  inner  filament  water  path
making this  connection  practical.

Vaclon  ®     High vacuum pump-
Model  913-0011

This  pump  is  included  as  standard  equipment
on the  4CW250,000V.  It  permits  periodic  checking
of  the  vacuum  condition  of  tubes  in  storage.     [t
may    be   used   to   restore   the   vacuum   of  atube
which   has   been   accidentally   damaged   by  over-
heating in  service.

Accessories   required   for   Vaclon ®  pump  op-
eration  but not supplied with  the tube  are;

Permanent magnet,  Model  913-0011.
Control  unit,  Model  921-0006  for  60  Hz  power.
Control  unit,  Model  921-0026  for  50  Hz  power.

3



4CW250,000V/A

ELECTRICAL

FILAMEIVT   OPERATION   -   The   peck   em±ss±on
at   rated   filament   voltage   of   the   EIMAC  4CW-
250,000V/A    is   normally   many   times   the   peak
emission   required   for  communication   service.  A
small   decrease   in   filament   temperature   due  to
reduction   of   filament   voltage   can   increase  the
life  of  the  4CW250,OO0V/A  by  a  substantial  per-
centage.   It   is    good   practice   to   determine   the
nominal   filament   voltage   for  a  particular  appli-
cation   that  will  not  affect  the  operation   of  the
equipment.  This  is  done  by  measuring  some  im-
portant  parameter  of  perfomance  such   as  plate
current,   power   output,   or  distortion   while   file-
ment  voltage  is  reduced  on  the  4CW250,000V/A.
At  some  value  of filament  voltage there  will  be  a
noticeable   reduction   in   plate   current   or  power
output,   or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Operation
may  be  at  a  filament  voltage  slightly  hither than
that point  at which  performance  appeared to  deter-
iorate.   This   voltage  should  be  measured   at  the
socket  with  a  1% meter  and  periodically  checked.

Filament  starting  current  must  be  limited  to  a
maximum  of 1800  amperes.

GR/D   OPER4rJOIV   -   The   4CW250,000V/A   grid
is   rated  at   1,500  watts   of  dissipation  and  pro-
tective  measures  should  be  included  in  circuitry
to  insure  that  this  rating  is  not   exceeded.  Grid
dissipation  is  the  approximate product  of   dc  grid
current  and peak positive  grid  voltage.

SCREEIV  D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The  power  applied  to
the   screen   grid   must   not   exceed   3,500   watts.
Where  no  ac  is  applied  to  the  screen,  dissipation
is  the  product  of dc screen  voltage  and  dc screen
current. With  screen modulation  the  dissipation  is
the  product of HMS screen  current  and RMS  screen
voltage.

Plate   voltage,   plate   load   and   bias   voltage
must  never be  removed  while  filament  and  screen
voltages  are  present  since  the screen  dissipation
rating    will    be    exceeded.    Suitable   protective
means  must  be  provided  to  remove  screen  power
at the occurrence of any  such  conditions.

PLATE   DJSSJPArJOIV   -   The   plate   dissipation
of 250 kilowatts  attainable  throuch  water  cooling
provides  a  large  margin  of  safety  in  most  appli-
cations.   The  rating  may  be  exceeded   for  brief
periods  during  tuning.  When  the  4CW250,000V/A
is  used  as  a  plate-modulated  rf  amplifier,  plate
dissipation  under  carrier  conditions  is  limited  to
167,000 watts.

HJGH    VOLr4GE   -   Normal   operating   voltages
used   with   the   4CW250,000V/A   are   deadly,   and
the  equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  op-

4

erating  precautions  must  be  followed.  Design  all
equipment   so  that   no   one   can   come   in   contact
with  hich   voltages.   All  equipment  must  include
safety   enclosures   for  hich-voltage   circuits   and
teminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open  pri-
mary   circuits   of  the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed  or  "cheated"   to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

X-R4DJArJOIV   -   Hich-vacuum tubes operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is   increased.   The   4CW250,000V/A,   op-
erating  at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,   is  a
potential  X-ray  hazard.  Only  limited  shielding  is
afforded  by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-
ray    radiation   level   can   increase   significantly
with  aging  and  gradual  deterioration,  due  to  leak-
age  paths  or emission  characteristics  as  they  are
affected by the high  voltage.  X-ray  shielding must
be   provided  on   all  sides   of  tubes   operating  at
these   voltages   to   provide   adequate   protection
throughout the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the
X-ray  level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should
never  be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in
place  when   voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are  in
use.   Lead   glass,   which   attenuates   X-rays,   is
available   for   viewing   windows.   If  there   is  any
doubt  as to the  requirement  for or the  adequacy  of
shielding,  an  expert  in  this  field  should  be  con-
tacted  to  perfom  an  X-ray  survey  of  the  equip-
ment.

Operation     of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock  switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open in  order to be better able to locate an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can    result     in  serious  x-ray
exposure.

RADIO   FREQUENCY   RADIATION    -   Avo.id  ex-
posure  to  strong  rf  fields   even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of    rf   energy   by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30 MHz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  throuch
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public health  agencies  are  concerned with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it   is   worth   noting   that    some   commercial
dielectric  heating  units  actually  operate  at  fre-
quencies    as   low  as   the   13  and  27  MHz bands.

SPECIAL  APPLICATION   -   rmele  lt  ±ss  desired
to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power Grid

Tube  Product  Manager.  EIMAC  Division  of Varian,
301     Industrial    Way,     San    Carlos,    California,
94070,     for    information    and    recommendations.
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SERIAL    NO.

VAcloN®  PUMP   FOFl-
`V'   VEFisloN    ONLY

DIMENSIONAL  DATA

DIM.
INCHES M LLIMETEF`S

MIN. MAX. F'EF. M'N. MAX. REF.

A 12.937 13.062 328.60 331.77

8 T.fJR;it 8.062 201.60 204.77
C 4.437 4.562 112 .70 115.87

D 3.437 3.562 - 87.30 90.47
E 5.937 6.062 150.80 153.97

F `6.437 6.562 163.50 166.67

G I I .937 12.062 303.20 306.37
H 23.437 23.562 595.30 598.47
J 6.2sO 6.375 158.75 I 61.93

K 0.750 0.875 19.05 22.23

L 2.437 2.562 61.90 65.07
M 4.062 4.187 103.17 106.35

N 5.coo 5.125 127.00 130.18

P 6.900 (3) - 175.26 (3)

R 6.750 7-375 (3) 171 -45 187. 33 (3)

S 8.750 9.375 (3) 222.25 238.13 (3)
T - I I. 250 (3) - 285.75 (3)

U - 11.000 - 279.40
V - 0.375 - 9.53
W - 22.50 22.50

X - 60.00 60.00
Y 0.261 6.63
Z - 0.219 - 5.56

AA - - 0.438 - 11.13

NOTES:

1.     REF.    DIMS.   ARE    FOR    INFO.ONLY   ANI)

AFIE    NOT   REO'D.   FOR    INSP.    PURPOSES.

2.   (*)    CONTACT   SURFACES.

3.    `P'    OIM.   APPLIES   TO    `A'   VERsloN    ONLY.

R,   S   &   T   DIMS.   APPLY   TO    'V'   VERsloN    ONLY.

8    HOLES   EOUALLY   SPACED

BOTTOM    VIEW             4.Boo   DIA.   P.C.

7
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The EIMAC 4CX125C and 4CX125F are horizontally-finned versions of the 4CX300A.  These
tubes possess the same rugged internal features of the 4CX300A and are quite free of mechanical
noise under severe shock and vibration conditions.

The horizontal fins used on these tubes result in a lighter and smaller tube than the 4CX300A.
Transverse  cooling  air-flow  is  required  to  attain  the  125  watt  nominal  plate  dissipation  rating.

GENERAL   CHARACTER.STICS

a

a

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:   Oxide-coated,  Unipotential
Heating  Time        ------
Cathode-to-heater  potential      --

Heater:      Voltage:4CX125C    -----
4CX125F

Current:  4CX125C    -----
4CX125F

Amplification  Factor  (Grid-Screen)    ---

F::==Ce°nnc?ufcot:nrieax(±ibun= i:9inMg:) _    I    :    :

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Cathode :
Input---------
Output--------
Feedback--------

MECHANICAL

Base---------.
Socket--------.
Maximum  Operating  Temperatures :

Anode  core   ----.
Ceramic-to-Metal  seals      .

Operating  position  -----.
Cooling--------.
Net  weight   -------.
Shipping  Weight  (Approximate)     .

MAXIMUM  RA"NCS

DC   Plate   Voltage     -
DC screen voltage    -
DC  Grid  voltage       -
DC  Plate  Current      -
Plate  Dissipation        -
Screen  Dissipation      -
Grid  Dissipation         -

Min.          Nom.                  Max.iiii   in

Class-C
Plate Mod

1500
300

-250

200
83
12

2

seconds
±  150            volts

volts
volts

3.i       amperes
0.7       amperes
5.6

umhos
500             MHz

Min.                   Max.
ZBT5-                  33T6-     pF

3.5                      4.5      pF
0.06      pF

-     -    Special,  breechblock,  terminal  surfaces
-------     EIMACSK-700series

-----------          2500C
-----------          2500C

Any
-----------   Forcedair
-----------   3.5ounces
-----------       |pound

Class-C
Teleg or FM

2000
300

-250
250
125

12
2

Note:  See 4CX300A data sheet for characteristic curves  and  typical  operating  conditions.

TYPICAL   OPERATION

RF Amplifier
( excluding  circuit losses )

Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
Plate-Modulated  Telephony  ( Carrier )

Class-AB]  Linear  Amplifier       ------

(Revised  6-1-67)    ©    1963,1967  by  Varian

Driving
Power

( Watts )

Class-AB
Audio or SSB

2000                volts
400                volts

volts
250                  rna
125               watts

12               watts
2              watts

Input
Power
( Watts )

Output
Power

( Watts )



-a 4CX125C     4CX125F

APPLICATION

CooZ..ng..  The  4CX125C  and  4CX125F  are  intended  for  use
where transverse coohng air is desired. With the anode cooler
installed  in  a  duct  of  1" x 17£"  cross  section,  approximately
8  cfm of air is  required to  maintain  seal temperatures  below

250° C.  This  presumes  sea  level  operation  with  an  ambient
temperature  of  25  °  or  less.  Sufficient  air  must  be  circulated
around the b€1se terminals to maintain  the  rated  seal  temper-
zltures.

DIMENSIONAL  DATA

REF. MIN. MAX. NOM.

A 2 .300 2.500
a I.240 I.265DIA
C .710 .790
D .740Dl .770DI
E I   .133 I .195
F .602 .642
C .470 .500
H .329 .359
J .193 .213

K .050 .072
L .010 .020
M .936DIA .956DIA.

N .170 .185

P 60®
Q •559D'A. •573DIA.
R .240 .280
W .040
X .060 .090

I G

11
I

KLJ
NOTE:
standar

NOTES,

These dimensions reflect
d    manufacturing    toler-

ances.   Where   they   are   to   be
made the basis of purchase speci-
fications,   they   should   first   be
checked with the factory.

I.DIMENsloNS   IN   INCHES.

2.(* )  CONTACT  Suf}FACE
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  7203/4CX250B  and   8621/4CX250FG  are  ceramic/metal  forced-air
cooled,   external-anode   radial-beam   tetrodes  with  a  maximum   plate  dissi-

pation  rating  of  250  watts  and  a  maximum  input-power  rating  of  500  watts.
The    7203/4CX250B   is   designed   to   operate  with   a  heater  voltage  of  6.0

volts,  while the  8621/4CX250FG is  designed  for operation  at a heater  volt-
age    of  26.5  volts.   Otherwise,   the  two   tube  types   have  identical  charac-
teristics.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage  (4CX250B)    .................

Current,  at  6.0  volts  .................

Cathode -Heater  Potential  , maximum     .....

Heater:  Voltage  (4CX250FG)    ................

Current,  at  26.5  volts  ................

Cathode-Heater Potential  ,maximum .......
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

®                   D±r:Grid(::e:ecireecetnro.d:.c.a;;c.it.ai:e.s.(.G;o.uLde.d.c.aih.od; ).2.

6.0  ±  0.3

2.6

±150

26.5  ±  1.3

0.54

±150

5

4CX250B
8621

4CX250FG

RA DIAL-BEAM

POWER   TETRODE

Input       .................................................           15.7     pF

Output....................................

Feedback..................................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid  and  screen)2
Input....................................

Output....................................

Feedback..................................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW......................................

4.5   pF

0.04   pF

13pF
4.5   pF

0.01   pF

500   MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon   performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.     In   Shielded   Fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length
Diameter...........................................

Net  Weight    ............................................

Operating  Position   .......................................

(Revised   8-1-74)    ©       1962,1970,1973,1974    Varian

2.46  in;  62.5    mm

1.64  in;  41.7    mm

4oz;    113    gin
•.......      Any

Printed  in  U.S.A.

|LJJ-_

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial     way    /    sam     carlos     /     california     94070
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4CX250B-4CX250FG

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  ......
Anode  Core

Cooling....

Base......

.....       250OC

.....       250OC

.  .  .  Forced  Air
Special  9-pin  |EDEC-B8-236.

Recommended  Socket     ..................................      EIMAC  SK-600  Series

Recommended  Chimney    .................................      EIMAC  SK-600  Series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN   (SSB)

Class  AB|

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ............

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  ...........

DC  GF}lD  VOLTAGE     ............

DC   PLATE  CURRENT   ............

PLATE  DISSIPATION   ............

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION   ...........

GRID   DISSIPATION       ............

2000   VOLTS

400    VOLTS
-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF!ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions

Plate  Voltage
Screen  Voltage   ..........
Grid  Voltage   1  ...........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current ....
Single  Tone  Plate  Current    .  .   .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current  .....
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2 .  .
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2  .  .  .
Single-Tone  Grid  Current2  .  .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2  ......
Plate  Output  Power     .......
Resonant  Load  Impedance    .  .  .    2

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN,  CARRIER  CONDITloNS
Class  ABi

MAXIMUM  PATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ............

DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE      ..........

DC  GF}lD  VOLTAGE     ............

DC  PLATE  CURF{ENT   ............

PLATE  DISSIPATION   ............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION   ...........

GF}lD   DISSIPATION       ............

2000   VOLTS

400    VOLTS
•250    VOLTS

0.25    AMPEF}E

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF{ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  ABi ,  Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage  .......
Screen  Voltage ......
Grid  Voltage  1 .......

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current
Carrier  Plate  Current   .   .
Carrier  Screen  Current   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2.   .
Plate  Output  Power    .  .  .

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current

2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ............

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   ...........

DC  GF`lD  VOLTAGE      ............

DC   PLATE  CUF{RENT    ............

PIATE  D I SSI PATI ON    ............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    ...........

GRID  DISSIPATION        ............

2000   VOLTS

300   VOLTS
-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPEFiE

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION(Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

3::::nv#ftgaeg.e.  : :  :  :
Grid  Voltage  ......
Plate  Current ......
Screen  Current 1  ....
Grid  Currentl ......
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.
Measured  Driving
power 1..........

Plate  lnputpc>wer   .  .   .
Plate  Output  Power  .  .
Heater  Voltage

(4CX250B)......
Heater  Voltage

(4CX250FG).....

4.0       3.5       3.2       2.9
125      250      375      500

70      190      280      390

6.0       6.0       6.0       6.0

26.5    26.5    26.5    26.5

500    MHz2

2000   Vdc
300   Vdc
-90   Vdc
250   mAdc

10   mAdc2
10   mAdc2

---V

.-.W
500W
29o   W2

5.5V

24.3   V

1.   Approximate  value.
2.    Measured  values  for  a  typical  cavity  amplifier  circuit.
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER

AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     .   .
DC  PLATE  CuRFIENT   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION1.   .
SCREEN   DISSIPATION2.
GBID   DISSIPATION2    .   .

1500    VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250   VOLTS
0.20    AMPERE
165   WATTS

12    WATTS
2    WATTS

1.   Corresponds  to 250 watts  at  100°/o  sine-wave  modu-
lation.

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ........
Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current  .......
Grid  Current    ........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage   .  .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Input  Power   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

3.    Approximate  value.

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR  MODULATOFZ
Class  AB   ,  Grid  Driven   (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS   (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE     ............    2000    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN   VOLT AGE   ...........

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE    .............

DC  PLATE  CUF}RENT  .............

PLATE   DISSIPATION       ............

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION      ...........

GBID   DISSIPATION      .............

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    PerTube.

400   VOLTS
•250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPEF`E

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TypicAL  OpERATioN   (Two  Tubes)

PlateVoltage   ............    1000        1500

ScreenVoltage  ...........      350          350
Gridvoltagel/3  ..........- 55           -55.
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    ....      200          200
Max  Signal   Plate  Current     .
Max  Signal  Screen  Currentl
Max  Signal  Grid  Currentl .   .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 ....
Peak  Driving  Power       ....
Plate   Input  Power    ......
Plate  Output  Power    .....
Load  Resistance

500         500
2016
00
5050
00

500         750
240         430

(platetoplate)      .........   3500        6200 9500   a

3.    Adjust  to give  stated  zero-signal   plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPERATION   data  are  obtalned  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculatlon   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the  specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is   assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output

power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor   must   be  adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage  when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  4CX250B  Current  at  6.0 volts     .............
Heater:  4CX250FG  Current  at  26.5  volts      ...........
Cathode  Warmup  Time   ........................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded cathode conne ction)
Input.......

Output......
Feedback....

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded  grid  and  screen)
Input   .   .  .
Output   .  I

Feedback

.............---         13.0
I.............          4.0          ---

..............--         0.01

tcout  values  shown  are  for  4CX250B;  for  4CX250F`G,  values  are  ............          4.0 5.3   pF
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4 CX2 5 0 B -4 CX2 50 FG

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

A/Oowr/IVG   -    The  4CX250B  and  4CX250FG  may
be  operated in  any  position.  An  EIMAC  Air-System
Socket,  SK-600  series,  or  a  socket  having  equiv-
alent   characteristics,   is   required.   Sockets   are
available   with   or   without   built-in   screen   cap-
acitors  and  may  be  obtained  with  either  grounded
or ungrounded  cathode  teminals.

COOLJIVG   -   Sufficient forced-air  cooling must  be

provided   for   the   anode,   base   seals,   and   body
seals    to   maintain   operating   temperatures   below
the   rated   maximum   values.   Air   requirements   to
maintain   anode  core   temperatures   at  200°C  with
an   inlet   air   temperature   of   50°C   are   tabulated
below.   These   requirements  apply  when   a  socket
of the  EIMAC  SK-600 series  and  anEIMAC SK-606
Chimney   are   used   with   air   flow   in   the   base  to
anode direction.

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

Pl ate Air  Flow Pressure Air  Flow Pressure
Dissipa- (CFM) Drop( ln .of (CFM) Drop(ln.of

t i on (watts ) water) water)

200 5.0 0.52 7.3 0.76
250 6.4 0.82 9.3 120

The   blower   selected   in   a   given  application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air flow
at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure   drop
shown   above  plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and  filters.  The  blower  must  be  designed  to  de-
liver  the  air  at  the desired altitude.

At   500  MHz   or   below,   base   cooling   air  re-

quirements   are   satisfied   automatically   when   the
tube  is  operated  in  an  EIMAC  Air-System  Socket
and   the   recommended   air   flow   rates   are   used.
Experience   has   shown   that  if  reliable   long  life
operation  is  to  be  obtained,  the  cooling  air  flow
must  be  maintained  during  standby  periods  when
only   the  heater   voltage   is   applied   to   the   tube.
The  anode  cooler  should  be   inspected  periodic-
ally   and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any
dirt  which  might  interfere  with  effective  cooling.

V/BRAT/OIV   -   These  tubes  are  capable  of  satis-
factorily    withstanding    ordinary    shock    and   vi-
bration,    such   as   encountered   in   shipment   and
normal   handling.  The  tubes  will  function  well  in
automobile    and    truck   mobile   installations   and
similar  environments.   However,   when   shock  and
vibration    more   severe   than   this    are   expected,
it    is    suggested    that   the    EIMAC    4CX300A   or
4CX250R  be  employed.

ELECTF]lcAL

HEATER   -   The    rated    heater    voltage   for   the
4CX250B   and   4CX250F`G  is   6.0  volts   and    26.5
volts,   respectively,   and   the   voltage   should   be
maintained   as  closely  as   practicable.   Short-time
changes  of  ±   10%  will  not  damage   the  tube,  but
variations  in  performance  must  be  expected.  The
heater  voltage  must  be  maintained  within  ±  5%  to
minimize  these  variations  and  to  obtain  maximum
tube  life.

At  frequencies   above   approximately   300  MHz
transit-time   effects  begin  to  influence  the  cath-
ode   temperature.   The   amount   of   driving   power
diverted  to  heating  the  cathode  by  back-bombard-
ment  will  depend   upon   frequency,   plate  current,
and    driving   power.   When    the   tube   is   driven   to
maximum  input  as  a  class-C  amplifier,  the  heater
voltage  should  be  reduced  according  to  the  table
below;

Frequency  MHz 4CX250B 4CX250FG

300  and  lower 6.00  volts 26.5  volts

301  to  400 5.75 volts 25.3  volts

401   to  500 5.50  volts 24.3  volts

CATHODE     OPERATIOIV   -   rrhe     oxide     coated
unipotential   cathode   must   be   protected   against
excessively   high   emission   currents.   The   maxi-
mum   rated  dc  input  current  is  200  rnA  for  plate-
modulated   operation   and   250   rnA   for   all   other
types  of operation  except pulse.

The   cathode   is   internally   connected   to   the
four  even-numbered  base  pins  and  all  four  of  the
corresponding   socket   terminals   should   be   used
to   make  connection   to  the   external  circuits.  At
radio    frequencies   it   is    important   to   keep   the
cathode   leads   short  and  direct  and   to  use  con-
ductors   with   large  areas   to  minimize  the  induc-
tive  reactances  in  series  with  the  cathode  leads.

It  is  recommended  that  rated  heater voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  30  seconds  before  other
operating  voltages  are  applied.  Where  the  circuit
design  requires  the  cathode  and  heater to  be  op-
erated  at  different  potentials,  the  rated  maximum
heater-to-cathode  voltage  is  150  volts  regardless
of  polarity.

GR/D     OPERATJOIV   -   The    maximum     rated    dc
grid   bias  voltage  is  -250  volts  and  the  maximum
grid  dissipation   rating  is   2.0  watts.   In  ordinary
audio    and    radio-frequency    amplifiers    the    grid
dissipation   usually   will   not   approach   the  max-
imum   rating.   At  operating  frequencies  above   the
100  MHz   region,   driving-power   requirements   for
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amplifiers   increase   noticeably.   At   500   MHz   as
much   as  20  watts  of  driving  power  may  have  to
be  supplied.  However,  most  of  the  driving power
is  absorbed  in  circuit  losses  other  than   grid  dis-
sipation,   so   that   grid   dissipation   is   increased
only  slichtly.   Satisfactory   500  MHz   operation  of
the   tube   in   a   stable   amplifier   is   indicated  by

grid-current   values   below   approximately   15  rnA.
The   grid   voltage   required   by   different  tubes

may  vary  between  limits  approximately  20%  above
and  below  the  center  value,  and  means  should  be
provided   in   the   equipment  to  accommodate  such
variation.   It  is   especially   important   that  varia-
tions   between   individual   tubes   be  compensated
when  tubes  are  operated  in  parallel  or  push-pull
circuits,  to  assure  equal  load sharing.

The     maximum     permissible     grid-circuit    re-
sistance  per tube is  100,000 ohms.

SCREEN     OPERATION   -   rrhe    maximum    rated
power  dissipation  for  the  screen  ils  12  watts,,  and
the  screen  input  power  should  be  kept  below  that
level.   The   product   of   the   peak   screen   voltage
and  the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates
the   screen   input  power  except  when   the  screen
current    indication    is    near    zero    or   negative.

In   the  usual   tetrode   amplifier,   where   no  sig-
nal  voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,
the  peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.

When   signal   voltages   appear  between   screen
and  cathode,  as  in  the  case  of  screen-modulated
amplifiers   or   cathode-driven   tetrode   amplifiers ,
the  peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of
the     dc   screen   voltage   and   the   peak   ac   orrf
signal    voltage    applied    to   sci:een    or   cathode.

Protection   for  the  screen  should  be  provided
by  an  over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the
screen   supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  ap-
plied     before    screen    voltage    can    be   applied.

The  screen  current  may  reverse  under  certain
conditions   and   produce   negative  current   indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliammeter.  This  is  a  nor-
mal  characteristic   of  most   tetrodes.   The  screen

power  supply  should  be  designed  with  this  char-
acteristic   in   mind   so   that  the   correct  operating
voltage   will   be  maintained   on   the  screen under
all   conditions.   A   current   path   from   screen   to
cathode  must  be  provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor,
gaseous   voltage  regulator  tubes,   or  an  electron

tube   sZ}unf   regulator   connected    between   screen
and  cathode  and  arranged  to  pass  approximately
15  milliamperes  per  connected  screen.   An  elec-
tron  tube  ser].es  regulator  can  be  used  only  when
an  a   equate  bleeder  resistor is  provided.

Self-modulation    of   the   screen   in   plate-mod-
ulated   tetrode  amplifiers  usin g  these  tubes  may
not  be  satisfactory  because  of the  screen-voltage
screen-current  characteristics.  Screen  modulation
from  a  tertiary  winding  on   the  modulation  trans-
former  or  by  means  of  a  small  separate  modulator
tube   will   usually   be  more   satisfactory.   Screen-
voltage  modulation  factors   between  0.75  and  1.0
will  result in  100% modulation  for  plate-modulated
rf  amplifiers  using  the  4CX250B  or  4CX250FG.

PLATE      OPERATJOIV   -   The      maximum     rated
plate   dissipation   power   is   250  watts.   In  plate-
modulated   applications   the   carrier   plate   dissi-

pation    power   must   be   limited   to   165   watts   to
avoid  exceeding  the  plate  dissipation  rating with
100%   sine   wave   modulation.   The   maximum   dis-
sipation  rating  may  be  exceeded  for  brief  periods
during  circuit  adjustment  without  damage  to  the
tube,

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   rrubes   operating  in
parallel  or  push-pull must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is   good  engineering  practice  to  provide  indiv-
idual  metering  and  individual  adjustment  of  bias
or screen  voltage to  equalize the inputs.

Where     overload    protection    is    provided,    it
should   be   capable   of   protecting   the   surviving
tube(s) in  the  event  that  one tube  fails.

VHF  OPERArJOIV-The  4CX250B  and  4CX250FG
are  suitable  for  use  in  the  VHF  region.  Such  op-
eration    should   be   conducted   with   heavy   plate
loading,   minimum   bias,   and   the   lowest   driving

power  consistent  with  satisfactory  performance.
It  is  often  preferable  to  operate  at  a  sacrifice  in
efficiency  to obtain  increased  tube  life.
HIGH   VOLTAGE   -The   7203/4CX250B   and
8621/4CX250FG   operate   at   voltages  which can
be  deadly,  and  the  equipment  must  be  designed
properly  and  operating  precautions  must  be  fol-
lowed.   Equipment  must  be  designed  so  that  no
one  can  come  in  contact  with  high  voltages.  All
equipment   must   include   safety   enclosures   for
high-voltage   circuits   and   terminals,   with  inter-
lock  switches  to  open  the  primary  circuits  of the
power   supplies   and   to   discharge   high-voltage
condensers  whenever  access  doors  are  opened.
Interlock   switches   must   not   be  bypassed  or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always   remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN KILL.

SPECIAL  APPLJCATJOIVS-If  it  is  desired  to  op-
erate  these  tubes  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent    from   those   given  here,   write   to  Application
Engineering   Dept.,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,
San    Carlos,    Calif.    94070    for    information   and
recommendations.
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4CX25 0B-4CX25 0 FG

PIN   DESIGNATloN
PIN  NO. I           SCBEEN  GfllD
PIN  NO. 2        CAIHODE
piN  ro. 3         HEATEF3
PIN  No4         cArt+ODE
PiN  No.5         ic.  DO Nt)T USE  For  EXTERNAL  coNNECTioN.
plN  N06         cAri+ODE

E& N8..3       8AFfFTcur_
ceNiER  piN -CONTROL GRID

DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM.
lNCHES M I i LI M ET E FI S

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 2 .342 2 .464 59.03 62.59
a I.6'0 I.640 40.89 41.66

C I.810 I.910 45.97 48.51

D 0.750 0.810 I 9. 0 5 20.57
E 0.710 0.790 18.03 20.07
F I.406 55.71

G 0.187 4.75

H
BASE.       88-236

(JEDEC    DESIGNATloN)

J 0.559 0.573 14.20 '4.55
K 0.240 6.10

N0mas:
I.       REFDIMS.  ARE  FOR   INFQONLY

AND  ARE  NOT   F£QD.  FOR
INspECTEN  puRFces.

2.    (*) coNiacT  suRFACEs.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   8957/4CX250BC   is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air  cooled,   external-
anode   radial-beam  tetrode  with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of  250
watts  and  a  maximum  input  power rating  of  500  watts.  It is  intended  for use
as  an  oscillator,  amplifier,  or modulator.

The   8957/4CX250BC  is  especially  recommended  as  a    premium-quality
replacement for the  7203/4CX250B,  in  applications  where  long life  and con-
sistent   performance  are  of  prime  concern  and  the  closer   heater  voltage
tolerance and  increased cathode  warmup  time  are  acceptable.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSL

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:    Voltage     .................

Current,  at  6.0  volts    .......,.

Cathode-Heater  Potential,  maximum
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen   ...................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)  2
Cin................................

6.0  ±  0.3

2.4

±150

5

8957

4CX250BC

R AD I A L -B E AM

POWER    TETF!ODE

15.7   pF

Cout    ...................................................          4.5    pF

Cgp  ....................................................       0.04    pF

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid  and  screen) 2
Cin    ....................................................        13.0    pF

Cout     ...................................................          4.5    pF

Cpk...........................

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating:
CW...........................

0.01   pF

500    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating   values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These figures may  change  without  notice
as  the   result  of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance   values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length.....................

Diameter...................

Net  Weight    ....................

Operating Position   ...............

q`-

(Effective  1-l-74)      ©       1974     by  varian

...        2.46in;62.5    mm

...1.64in;41.7    mm

4oz;    113    gin

•............      Any

Printed  in  U.S.A.

-=±±±EE=LLZ==:;±rFLEEE=i__----   _  _                    --               ± _

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california     94070

=t_I-
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Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

CeramicA4etal  Seals      .....
Anode  Core      ...........

Cooling................

Base..................

Recommended  Socket ........
Recommended  Chimney    ......

..............         250OC

.............        250OC

............   Forced  Air

.Special  9-pin  JEDEC-B8-236

....      EIMAC  SK-600   Series

....      EIMACSK-600Series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN  (SSB)
Class  AB  1

MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE

DCGRIDVOLTAGE      .

Dc  PLATE  cuFmENT    .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GFllD  DISSIPATION

2000   VOLTS

400   VOLTS
-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE

250    WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
class  ABi ,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage     .........

::::ec.Ytoal::g,: .  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .  .
Single  Tone  Plate Current  .  .
Two-Tone    Plate   Current   .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2.  .
Single-Tone  Grid  Current2.  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2    ....
Plate  Output  Power   ......
Pesonant  Load  Impedance  .  .

1000    1500   2000   Vdc
350     350      350   Vdc
-55       -55
100       100
250      250
190       190
1816
85
00

50        50        50   v
120      215       300    W

2000   3000   4000   I)
1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  CARRIER  CONDITIONS
Class  AB 1

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     .

DC  PLATE  CURPIENT   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

ScflEEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION       .

RADIO  FREQIENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM

(Key-Dour  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  FIATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ............

DC  SCPIEEN   VOLTAGE    ...........

DC  GRID   VOLTAGE  .............

DC  PLATE  CuF!BENT    ............

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ...........

GRID   DISSIPATION    .............

2000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS

-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE
250    WATTS

12    WATTS

2   WATTS

2000   VOLTS
300    VOLTS

-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPEf}E

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  AB1,   Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage     ..........
Screen  Voltage ..........
Grid  Voltage 1 ...........

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .  .  .
Carrier  Plate  Current  ......
Carrier  Screen  Current  .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2    .....
Plate  Output  Power   .......

1.   Adjust  to  specified   zero-signal   dc   plate  current.
2.   Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  175MHz

Plate  Voltage     ....
Screen  Voltage ....
Grid  Voltage   .....
Plate  Current  .....
Screen  Currentl ....
Grid  Current 1 .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1
Measured  Driving
Power  1  .........
Plate  Input  Power   .   .
Plate  Output  Power   .
Heater  Voltage ....

500  MHz

2000   Vdc
300   Vdc
-90   Vdc
250   mAdc2

16   mAdc2
25   nIAdc

---V

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Measured  values  for  a  typical  cavity  amplifier  circuit.

a
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

...          1500    VOLTS

.   .   .            300    VOLTS

...- 250    VOLTS

...          0.20    AMPERE

...            165    WATTS
12    WATTS

2    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .

DC  GF`lD  VOLTAGE      .   .

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION1.   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION2.

GRID   DISSIPATION

TYPICAL  OPEBATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage     ......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current ?  ......
Grid  Current3 ........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 3.   .  .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Input  Power   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....
1.   Corresponds to  250 watts  at  100% sine-wave  modulation.
2.    Average,  with  or without  modulation.
3.    Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R

MODULATOFZ
Class  AB   ,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  PATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ......

DC  SCF`EEN   VOLTAGE   .....

DC  Gf}lD  VOLTAGE       ......

DC   PLATE  CURRENT    ......

PLATE  D I SSI PATI ON     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION         ......

1.    Approximate  value.

2000   VOLTS

400   VOLTS
-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE
250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage      ..........
Screen  Voltage     .........
Grid  Voltagel /3  .........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .  .  .
Max  Signal  Plate  Current    .   .   .
Max  3ignal  Screen  Currentl  .  .
Max  Signal   Grid  Currentl ....
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage 2  ....,
Peak  Driving  Power      .....,
plate  Input  Power   .......,
Plate  Output  Power   ......,
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate)      ...... 3500   6200   9500   a

2.    Pertube.
3.   Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPEPATION   data   is  obtained  by  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic
curves.  Adjustment  of  the  rf grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at the specified bias,screen, and
plate  voltage  is  assumed.  If  this  procedure  is  foHowed,  there  will  be  little  variation  in  output  power when  the
tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The grid  and  screen  cur-
rents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube to  tube.  These
current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the presence of
the  variations  in  current.   In  class  C  service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally  by  means of  a grid  resistor,
the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  obtain  the  required  bias  voltage  when  the  correct  rf  grid voltage  is applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts    ....................

Cathode  Warmup  Time,  with  Heater  Voltage  at  6.0  volts   .  .
Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded cathode connection)

Cin..................................

Min.                 Max.

2.2 .---     2.I    A
60------sec.

•..          14.2    ---

cout    '   ..........................................             4.0    ---

Cgp...................................'........

1.    Capacitance  values  are for  a  co I d  tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.
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MECHANICAL

WOowr/IVG   -   The  4CX250BC  may  be  operated  in
any  position. An  EIMAC  Air-System  Socket, SK-600
series,   or   a  socket   having   equivalent  character-
istics,   is   required.   Sackets  are  available  with  or
without    built-in   screen   capacitors   and    may   be
obtained    with    either    grounded    or   ungrounded
cathode    terminals.   SK-600   series   Air   Chimneys
are  also  available.

COOLJIVG   -    Sufficient  forced-air  cooling  must  be
provided    for   the    anode,   base   seals,    and   body
seals    to   maintain   operating   temperatures   below
the    rated   maximum   values.    Air   requirements   to
maintain   anode   core   temperatures   at  225°C   with
an    inlet   air   temperature   of   50°C   are   tabulated
below.   These   requirements   apply  when   a  socket
of  the  EIMAC  SK-600  series  and  an  EIMAC  SK-606
chimney   are  used  with  air  flow  in  the  base  to
anode direction.

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

Plate Air  Flow Pressure Air  Flow Pressure
Dissipation (CFM) Drop ( I n . (CFM) Drop(ln.

(Watts) of water ) of water)

200 4.2 0.4 6..1 0.6
250 5.7 0.7 8.2 1.0

The    blower   selected    in   a   given   application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air flow
at    a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure  drop
shown   above   plus   any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and   filters.   The   blower  must   be   designed   to  de-
liver the  air  at  the desired  altitude.

At  500  MHz  or  below, base  cooling  air  require-
ments   are   satisfied   automatically  when   the  tube
is   operated   in   an   EIMAC   Air-System   Socket   and
the  recommended  air  flow  rates  are  used.  Experi-
ence  has  shown  that  if reliable  long  life  operation
is   to   be   obtained,   the   cooling   air   flow   must  be
maintained  during  standby  periods  when  only  the
heater  voltage  is  applied   to  the  tube.   The  anode
cooler   should   be   inspected   periodically   and
cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any  dirt  which
might  interfere  with  effective  cooling.

V/BRA7YOIV   -   This   tube   is   designed  to  provide
reliable   service   under   ordinary   shock   and   vibra-
tion   conditions,   such   as   encountered   in   mobile
installations.    However,    when    severe   shock,   or
high-level    and    high-frequency   vibration   are   ex-

pected,   it   is   suggested   that   the   EIMAC   7580W/
4CX250R be  employed.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER   -   The   nominal   heater   voltage   for   the
4CX250BC   is   6.0  volts  when  the  voltage  regula-
tion  is  held  to  ±5%,  and  operation  at  this  voltage
and   regulation   will   provide   good   life   and   stable

performance.  Regulation  to  a tolerance  better  than
±5%   normally   will   be   beneficial   as   regards   life
expectancy,   and  if  variation   can  be  held  to  ±1%,
then  the  voltage  may  be  reduced  to  as  low  as  5.7
volts,   for   greatest   life   expectancy.   When  this   is
done,   however,   voltage   should   be   set   and   moni-
tored   with   a   voltmeter    of   high   accuracy,   which
should  be  of the  true-rms  responding type.

Cathode   peak   current   capability   is   dependent
on  cathode temperature,  which is  controlled by the
heater  operating  voltage.  Individual  testing  of  the
4CX250BC   assures   adequate  emission  character-
istics    for   normal   rf   or   audio   applications   with
heater  voltage  as  low  as  5.7  volts.  Operation  with
the   voltage   lower   than   5.7   volts   should   not  be
attempted   at   frequencies   below   UHF   or  cathode
damage  may  result.

For  pulse  service,  the  full  nominal  value  of  6.0
volts  should  be used  on the  heater.

At   frequencies   above   approximately   300   MHz
transit-time  effects  begin  to  influence  the  cathode
temperature.  The  amount  of  driving  power  diverted
to  heating  the  cathode  by  back-bombardment  will
depend    on    frequency    and    operating   conditions.
When  the  tube  is  driven  to  a  maximum  input  as  a
Class   C   amplifier,   the  heater  voltage   should   be
reduced   in   general   accordance   with   the   table
below:

Volt.  Reg.      Volt.  Reg.
to  ±5%                to  ±1%

300  MHz  or  lower                            6.00  V               5.70  V
301  to  400  MHz                                5.85  V               5.60  V
401  to  500MHz                                5.70V               5.50V

CATHODE  OPERATION   -   The  oxide  coated  unl-
potential   cathode   must   be   protected   against  exi
cessively    high   emission    current.    The   maximum
rated    dc   input   current   (anode)   is   200   mAdc   for

plate-modulated   operation   and   250   mAdc   for   all
other  types  of operation except pulse.

The  cathode  is  internally  connected  to  the  four
even-numbered   base  pins   and   all  four  of  the  cor-
responding    socket   terminals   should   be   used   to
make  connection  to  the  external  circuits.  At  radio
frequencies   it   is   important   to   keep   the   cathode
leads  short  and  direct  and  to  use  conductors  with
large  areas  to  minimize  the  inductive  reactances
in  series  with the  cathode  leads.
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It  is  recommended  that  rated  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  60  seconds  before  other
operating  voltages  are  applied.   If  reduced  heater
voltage  is  being  used,  with  close  voltage  regula-
tion,   a   warmup   time   of   longer   than   60  seconds
should  be  allowed.  If  the  4CX250BC  is  used  as  a
replacement  for  the  7203/4CX250B,  adjustment  of
the  warmup time-delay relay  may be required, since
some  equipments  designed  for  the  4CX250B  used
a   time   delay   setting   as   short   as   30  seconds.

Where   the  circuit  design   requires  the  cathode
and  heater  to  be  operated  at  different  potentials,
the    rated   maximum   heater-to-cathode   voltage   is
150 volts,  regardless  of the  polarity.

GRJD  OPERArJOIV   -   The  maximum  rated  dc  grid
bias   voltage  is   -250  volts  and  the   maximum  grid
dissipation   rating  is  2.0  watts.   In  ordinary  audio
and  radio-frequency  amplifiers  the  grid  dissipation
usually  will  not  approach  the  maximum  rating.   At
operating  frequencies   above  the   100  MHz  region,
driving  power  requirements  for  amplifiers  increase
noticeably.   At   500  MHz  as   much   as   20  watts   of
driving  power  may  have  to  be  supplied.   However,
most   of  the   driving  power   is   absorbed   in  circuit
losses   other   than   grid   dissipation,   so   that   grid
dissipation   is   increased   only   slightly.   Satisfac-
tory   500   MHz   operation   of   the   tube   in   a   stable
amplifier  is  indicated  by  grid-current  values  below
approximately 25  rnA.

The    grid   voltage   required   by   different   tubes
may  vary  between  limits  approximately  20%  above
and  below  the  center  value,  and  means  should  be

provided   in   the   equipment   to   accommodate   such
variation.    It   is   especially   important   that   varia-
tions   between   individual   tubes   be   compensated
when   tubes  are   operated  in  parallel   or  push-pull
circuits,  to  assure  equal  load  sharing.

This    maximum   permissible   grid-circuit   resis-
tance  per tube  is  100,000 ohms.

SCREEN    OPERATION   -   rrhe   maximum   rated
power  dissipation  for  the  screen  is  12  watts,  and
the  screen  input  power  should  be  kept  below  that
level.  The  product  of  the  peak  screen  voltage  and
the   indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates  the
screen  input  power except  when  the  screen  current
indication  is  near  zero.

In   the   usual   tetrode   amplifier,   where   no  sig-
nal  voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,
the  peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.

When   signal   voltages   appear   between   screen
and   cathode,   as  in  the  case  of  screen-modulated
amplifiers    or   cathode-driven   tetrode   amplifiers,
the  peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of
the  dc  screen  voltage   and  the  peak  ac  or  rf  sig-
nal voltage  applied  to screen or cathode.

Protection   for   the   screen   should   be  provided
by   an   over-current   relay  and   by  interlocking  the
screen   supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  ap-
plied    before   screen   voltage   can   be   applied.

It   is   a  normal  characteristic   of  most  tetrodes
for    the   screen   current   to   reverse   under   c.ertain
operating  conditions,  producing  a  negative  current
indication    on    the    screen   milliammeter.    Though
there  is  considerably  less  likelihood  of  this  hap-

pening   with   the   4CX250BC   than   with   similar
types,  the  screen  power  supply should  be  designed
with this  characteristic  in  mind  so  that  the  correct
operating  voltage  will  be  maintained  on  the  screen
under  all conditions.  A  current  path  from  screen  to
cathode  should  be  provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor
or  a suitable  regulating device,  arranged  to  pass  a
minimum  of  5  milliamperes  per  connected  screen.

PLATE  OPERATJOAr   -   The  maximum  rated  plate
dissipation  power is 250 watts.  In  plate-modulated
applications   the   carrier   plate   dissipation   power
must   be   limited  to   165  watts  to  avoid  exceeding
the   plate  dissipation  rating  with  100%  sine  wave
modulation.   The   maximum   dissipation   rating  may
be  exceeded for brief periods  during circuit  adjust-
ment  without  damage to the tube.

MULTIPLE    OPERATION   -   Tubes   opetating>   in
parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It   is   good   engineering  practice  to  provide  indiv-
idual   metering  and   individual   adjustment   of  bias
or  screen voltage to  equalize  the  inputs.

Where    overload   protection   is   provided,   it
should    be    capable    of   protecting   the   surviving
tube  (s) in the  event that  one  tube  fails.

VJIF   OPERArJOIV   -   The  4CX250BC   is  suitable
for  use  in  the  VHF  region.  Such  operation  should
be   conducted   with   heavy  plate   loading,   minimum
bias,  and  the  lowest  driving  power  consistent  with
satisfactory  performance.  It  is  often  preferable  to
operate   at  a  sacrifice  in  efficiency  to  obtain  in-
creased  tube  life.
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HJGH     VOLTAGE   -   Normal     operating    voltages
used    with   the   4CX250BC    are     deadly,    and   the
equipment  must be  designed  properly  and  operating

precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all  equip-
ment  so  that  no  one  can come  in  contact  with  high
voltages.   All   equipment   must   include   safety  en-
closures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and   terminals,
with   interlock  switches   to   open   primary  circuits
of  the  power  supply  and  to  discharge  high-voltage
condensers   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.
Interlock    switches   must    not   be   bypassed   or
"cheated"   to  allow   operation  with  access  doors

open.     Always    remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE   -The
actual    internal    interelectrode    capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables    in   most
applications,    such   as    stray   capacitance   to   the
chassis,   capacitance   added   by  the   socket  used,
stray    capacitance    between    tube   terminals,    and
wiring  effects.   To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values    within   the   tube,    as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and   the   Military   Services
use    a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic   Industries   Association   Standard

RS-191.   This   requires   the   use   of   specially  con-
structed    test    fixtures    which   effectively   shield
all  external  tube  leads   from  each  other  and  elim-
inates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".  The
test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Other   factors
being  equal,  controlling  internal  tube  capacitance
in   this   way   normally   assures   good   interchange-
ability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,   even  when
the  tube  may  be  made  by  different  manufacturers.
The   capacitance   values   shown   in   the   manufac-
turer's    technical    data,    or   test    specifications,
normally   are   taken   in   accordance   with   Standard
RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to    make    allowance    for   the    actual   capacitance
values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.
Measurements    should   be   taken   with   the   socket
and   mounting   which   represent   approximate   final
layout  if  capacitance  values  are  highly  significant
in the  design.

SPEC/AL   AZPLJCATJOIVS   -   If   it   is   desired   to
operate   these   tubes   under  conditions   widely  dif-
ferent   from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   San
Carlos,    Calif.   94070   for   information   and   recom-
me ndat ions .

DIM ENSI0NAL   DATA

DIM
lNCHES MILLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. FIEF.

A 2.324 2464 59.03 62.59
a I.610 I.640 40.89 41.66
C I.810 I.910 46 .cO 48.51

D 0.750 0.81 0 - 19.05 2057
E 0.710 0.790 18.03 2007
F I.406 35.71

G 0.187 4.75

H
BASE:    8-236

(JEDEC    DESIGNATION)

J 0.559   I 0.573 14.20 14.55

K 0.2cO --I    -- 6.10

Noes:
I.      REF DIMS. ARE  FOFHNFQONpr

AND  ARE  NOT   F3EQD  FOF`
iNspECTlor\i  puRFusES.

2.    ce) cor\iiACT  suRFacEs.

PIN   DEsiGNATroN

EL#:2    8ffiGRd2
PIN  NO. 3         HEATER

ERE-RE
EIRE.5    RE
cENiER  piN -cONTfroL GRID

FOFt  EXTEF3NAL  CONNECTION.
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The  8245/4CX250K  and  8246/4CX250M  are  compact,  forced-air  cooled,
external-anode  radial-beam  tetrodes  with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of
250  watts  and  a  maximum  input-power  rating  of  500  watts.  The  8245/4CX250K
is  designed  to  operate  with  a  heater  voltage  of  6.0  volts,  while  the  8246/4CX-
250M  is  designed  for operation  at  a heater voltage  of  26.5 volts.  Otherwise,  the
two  tube types have identical characteristics.

These  tubes  are of  coaxial  construction  and  are  especially  designed  for
cavity  operation.

GENERAL    CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Cathode:  Oxide-Coated,  Unipotential

Heating  Time       .....
Cathode-to-heater  Potentia I

Heater:      Voltage4CX250K   ....
Current  4CX250K    ....
Voltage  4CX250M   ....
Current  4CX250M   ....

Min.        Nom.            Max.

3060

Amplification  Factor  (Grid-to-Screen)       ..,..
Di rect  lnterelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Cathode:

Input...............25.0
Output..............4.2
Feedback.............

Direct  lnterelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded  Grid  and  Screen
Input....................

Output...................
Feedback,.................

Frequency  for  Maximum  Platings  (CW)        ..........

(Pulsed).........

MECHANICAL
Base........................
Maximum  Operating  Temperatures:

Ceramic-to-Metal-Seals............
Anode  core     ..,..............

Operating  position      ..................
Maximum  Dimensions:

Height...................
D i ameter      ..................

Cool ing     ...........     I     ..........-

Netweight        .................    `    .    .     .
Shipping  weight  (Approximate)     ...,.....,...

RADIO-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLI FI ER

OR  OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM Telephony
(Key-down  conditions)
MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ........
DC  SCF`EEN  VOLTAGE     .......
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE      ........
DC  PLATE  CuRRENT    ........
PLATE  DISSIPATION    ........
SCFZEEN   DISSIPATION       .......
GRID  DISSIPATION        ........

2000   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250   VOLTS
250   MA
250   WATTS

12    WATTS
2    WATTS

(Effective  5-1-68) o  1959,  1962,  1963,  1968  by  Varian

29.0     pF
5.2      pF

0.05     pF

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC  Plate  Voltage    .    .
DC  screen  voltage     .
DC   Gi.id  Voltage      .    .
DC  Plate  Current     .    .
DC  Screen  Current.    .
DC  Grid  Current.    .    .
Peak  BF  Grid  Voltage.
Drivingpower*     .     .    .
Plate  Input  Power    .    .
Plate  output  power     .
Heatervoltage    .    .    .

2.813  in
1.640  in

Forced  Air
4.6 oz

1.6  lbs

Freciuencies  up  to  176  MHz    500  MHz
2000   volts
300   volts
•90   volts
250   rnA
IO,rnA
25,ThA
-   volts
-   Watts

5cO   watts
225J'twatts
5.5    volts

500   1000   15cO   20cO
250     250     250     250
-90      -90      -90      -90
250     250     250     250

45         38         21          19
35        31         28        26

114       114       112       "2
4.0       3.5       3.2       2.9
125      250     375      5cO

70      190     280     390
6.0      6.0      6.0      6.0

•  Approximate  values.

"  Measured  Values  for  a  typical  cavity  amplifier  circuit.

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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PLATE-MODULATED  RADI 0-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

class-C  Telephony  (Carrier conditions)
MAXIMUM  f}ATINGS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuflRENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
MA
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATloN
DC  Plate  Voltage    .
DC  Screen  Voltage
DCGridvoltage     .
DC  Plate  Current     .
DC  Screen  Current.
DC  Grid  Currenr    .

(Frequencies  up  to  175  MHz)
•    .    '    .    '    .           500       1000
......           250         250
•    .    '    '    I    '          -100       -loo
•    .    '    .    '    '           200         200
•    .    .    '     I     I               3'              22
•     .     .     '     .     .                 15               14

Peak  RF  Grid  Input  Voltage.
Driving  Power     .....
Plate  Input  Power    ....
plate  Output  Power     .    .    .
I  Approximate  values.

15cO   volts
250   volts

-too   volts
2cO   rnA
20mA
14mA

118            117           117    volts
1.8           I.7          I.7    watts,
loo        200       300   watts
60         145        235   watts

RADlo-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

Class-B  Linear,  Television  Visual  Service  (per tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE     ........           1250    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE      .......               400  VOLTS

DC  GPIID  VOLTAGE        ........- 250    VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CuFIRENT  (AVERAGE)     .    .    .              250   MA

PLATE  DISSIPATION      ........              250    WATTS

ScflEEN  DISSIPATION        .......                  12    WATTS

GRID  DISSIPATION         ........                    2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEPATION
DC  Plate  Voltage    .
DC  Screen  Voltage
DC  Gridvoltage       .

(Frequencies  up  to  216  MHz,  5  MHz  bandwidth)
•.....           750      1000     2000    volts

•......          300         300        350   volts
•......- 60          -65         -70   volts

During  Sync-Pulse  Peak:
DC   Plate  current      .....
DC  screen  current       ....
DC  Grid  current        .....
PeakRFGridvoltage       .    .    .
RF  Driverpower  (approx.)        .
Useful   Power  Output   ....

Black   Level:
DC   Plate  current      .....
DC  screen  current       ....
DC  Grid  current        .....
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage  (approx.)
RF  Driver  power   (approx.)        .
Plate  Power  Input     .....
Useful  Power  output        .    .    .

PLATE  PULSED  RADIO  FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER  0R  OSCILLATOR
MAXIMUM  RATINGS
PULSED  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .
PULSED  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DCGPIDVOLTAGE       .    .    .
MAXIMUM  PuLSE  DURATION
PULSED  CATHODE  CuRF}ENT
AVERAGE  POWER  INPUT        .
PLATE  DISSIPATION      .......
SCREEN  DISSIPATION        .......
GfllD  DISSIPATION

7000   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS
-500   VOLTS

5US
7   AMPS

250   WATTS
250   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL  PULSE   OPERATION
Single  tube  oscillator,1200  MHz
Pulsed  Plate  voltage       ....
Pulsed  plate  current        ....
Pulsed  screen  voltage         .    .    .
Pulsed  screen  current     ....
DC  Grid  voltage       ......
Pulsed   Grid  Current     .....
Pulse  Duration            ......
Pulse  Repetition  Bate       ....
Peak  power  output       .....

57kv
4.0        6.0   amps
800      12cO   volts
0.3        0.4   amps

-200      -250   volts
0.5        0.6   amps

4            5  Hsec
2500     loco   pps

7            17    kw

RADIO-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

Class-ABi  (Single-Sideband  Suppressed-Carrier Operation )

MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    ........           2000   VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE      .......              400   VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CUFIRENT      ........               250    MA

PLATE  DISSIPATloN      ........              250    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION        .......                  12    WATTS

GRID  DISSIPATION         ........                     2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEf}ATION   (Frec|uencies  up  to  175  MHz,  peak-envelope
conditions  except  where  noted)
DC  plate  voltage     ........
DC  Screen  Voltage       .......
DC  Grid  Voltage .........
Zero-Signal  DC  Plate  Current     .    .    .
Peak  l]F  Grid  Voltage ........
DC  Plate  current      ........
DC  Screen  Current"  .......
Plate   Input  Power     ........
Plate  output  power      .......
Two-Tone  Average  DC  Plate  Current
Two-Tone  Average  DC  Screen  Current"

NOTE:     "lYPICAL  OPERATION"  data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves  and  confirmed
by   direst  tests.   Adjustment  of  the  I-f  grid  drive  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at the specified grid bias,
screen  voltage,  and  plate  voltage  is  assumed.  If  this  proceedure  is  followed,  there  wUl  be  little variation  in  output
power when  tubes  are  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variations  in  grid  and  screen  currents.  The grid and
screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from tube to tube.
These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the presence of
the variations  in  current.  If grid  bias  is obtained  principally  by  means  of a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor must be  adjust-
able to obtain  the required  bias voltage when  the  correct  r-f driving  voltage  is applied.

2
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4CX250K/4CX250M

MECHANICAL

Mounting       The   4CX250K   and   4CX250M   may   be
mounted  in  any  position.  The  concentric  arrange-
ments  of the electrode terminals  permits the use of
the  tube  in  coaxial  line  or  cavity  type  circuits  to
advantage.

Connections   to   the   contact   surfaces   should   be
made  by  means  of spring-finger collets  which have
sufficient  pressure  to  maintain  a  good  electrical
contact  at  all  fingers.  Points  of electrical  contact
should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of oxidation  to  min-
imize rf losses.

Cooling      Sufficient    forced-air   cooling   must   be
provided to maintain  the  anode core  and seal temp-
eratures   below   250°C.   Special  care   must  be  ob-
served  to  insure  that  there  is  adequate  cooling  in
the  area of the coaxial filament and  grid terminals.

ELECTF]ICAL

Heater      The  rated  heater  voltages  for  the  4CX-
250K  and  4CX250M  are  6.0  and  26.5 volts,  respec-
tively   and  should  be  maintained  at  these  values
plus  or  minus  five  percent.  At  frequencies  above
300  megahertz,  transit  time  effects  begin  to  influ-
ence  the cathode  temperature.  The  amount of driv-
ing  power  diverted  to  cathode  heating  will  depend
on    frequency,    plate   current   and   driving   power.
When   the   tube   is   driven   to  maximum   input   as   a
class-C   alnplifier,   the   heater  voltage   should  be
reduced  according  to  the  following  table.  Further
reduction   in   filament   voltage   may   be   needed   in
pulse service above  500 MHz.

Frequency,  MHz          4CX250K                   4CX250M
301   to   400                5.75 volts                  25.5 volts
401   to   500                5.50 volts                  24.3 volts

Cathode      The   oxide-coated  unipotential  cathode
must  be  protected  against  excessively  hich  emis-
sion  currents.  The  maximum  dc  plate  current  must
be  limited  to  250  rnA  under  CW  conditions.  Pulse
current must never exceed 6.0 amperes.

Where  it is necessary  to  operate with  some heater-
to¢athode     potential,     the     maximum    heater-to-
cathode voltage is  150 volts regardless of polarity.

Grid    Dissipation      Maximum    grid   dissipation   is
2.0   watts.   In   ordinary   af   and   rf   amplifiers   the
grid  dissipation  usually  will  not  reach  this  level.
Above    100   MHz,    drive    power    requirements   in-
crease,   but  most  of  this  increase  is  absorbed  in
circuit    losses   rather   than   in    grid   dissipation.
Satisfactory  operation  at  500  MHz  in  a   "straight
throuch"   amplifier   is   indicated  by   grid   currents
below  approximately  15  milliamperes.  Grid  circuit
resistance   should   not   exceed   100,000   ohms   per
tube,

3

The table below lists the minimum cooling require-
ments  at  sea  level  with  50°C  ambient  air  to  main-
tain  225°C  on  the  anode.  F`or  operation  at  10,000
feet,   the  air-flow  values  should  be  multiplied  by
1.46.

BASE-TO-ANODE ANODE-TO-BASE
FLOW FLOW

Plate
Static Static

Air         Pressure Air         Pressure
Dissipation Flow      (inchesof Flow      (inchesof

(Watts) (CFM)       water) (CFM)        water)

150 3.5             0.3 3.1                   0.2
200 4.3            0.4 4.6               0.4
250 5.5            0.7 6.I                0.7

Screen-Grid  operation      The  maximum  rated  power
dissipation  for the screen  grid is  12 watts,  and the
screen   input   power   should   be   kept   below   that
level.  The  product of  the  peak  screen  voltage  and
the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates  the
screen  input  power except  when  the  screen  current
indication is near zero or negative.

In   the   usual   tetrode   amplifier,   where   no   signal
voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,  the
peak screen voltage  is equal to the dc  screen  volt-
age.

When  screen  voltages  appear  between  screen  and
cathode,  as in the case of screen-modulated  ampli-
fiers    or    cathode-driven    tetrode    amplifiers,    the
peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of  the
dc   screen  voltage   and  the  peak  ac   or  rf  signal
voltage applied to screen or cathode.

Protection  for the  screen  should be  provided by  an
over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the  screen
supply so that plate voltage must be applied before
screen  voltage can be  applied.

The  screen  current  may  reverse  under certain  con-
ditions   and  produce  negative  current   indications
on  the screen  milliammeter.  This  is  a normal  char-
acteristic  of most tetrodes.  The  screen  power  sup-
ply  should  be  designed  with  this  characteristic  in
mind  so  that  the  correct  operating  voltage  will  be
maintained  on  the  screen  under  all  conditions.   A
current   path  from  screen  to  cathode  must  be  pro-
vided  by  a bleeder  resistor,  gaseous  voltage  regu-
1ator   tubes   or   an   electron   tube   shunt   regulator
connected  between  screen  and  cathode  and  arrang-
ed  to  pass  approximately  15  milliamperes  per  con-
nected   screen.   An-  electron  tube  series  regulator
can  be  used  only  when  an  adequate  bleeder  resis-
tor is provided.



Self-modulation   of  the   screen   in  plate-modulated
tetrode   amplifiers  using  these  tubes  may  not  be
satisfactory because of the screen-voltage screen-
current  characteristics.   Screen  modulation  from  a
tertiary  winding  on  the  modulation  transformer  or
by  means  of  a  small  separate  modulator  tube  will
usually be more satisfactory.  Screen-voltage modu-
lation  factors  between  0.75  and  1.0  will  result  in
100%  modulation  for  plate-modulated  rf  amplifiers
using  the  4CX250K or 4CX250M.

Plate  Operation      The  maximum  rated  plate-dissi-
pation    power   is   250   watts.    In   plate-modulated
applications   the   carrier   plate-dissipation   power
must  be  limited  to  165  watts  to  avoid  exceeding
the  plate  dissipation  rating  with  100%  sine  wave
modulation.   The  maximum   dissipation  rating  may
be   exceeded  for  brief  periods  during  circuit  ad-
justment without damage to the tube.

UHF  Operation      The  4CX250K  and  4CX250M  are
suitable for use  in the UHF` region.  Such operation

4CX250K/4CX250M

should   be   conducted   with   heavy   plate   loadingr
minimum  bias,   and  the  lowest  driving  power  con-
sistent  with  satisfactory  performance.  It  is  often
preferable to operate at  a  sacrifice in efficiency  to
obtain increased tube life.

Multiple   Operation      Tubes   operating  in   parallel
or   push-pull   must   share   the   load   equally.   It  is
good   engineering   practice   to   provide   individual
metering   and   individual   adjustments   of   bias   or
screen voltage to equalize the inputs.

Where overload protection  is provided,  it should be
capable  of  protecting  the  surviving  tube(s)  in  the
event that one tube fails.

Special   Applications      lf  it  is  desired  to  operate
these  tubes  under  conditions  widely  different  from
those  given  here,  write to  Product  Manager,  Eimac
Division   of   Varian,   San   Carlos,   California,   for
infomation and recommendations.

DIMENSIONS

F3EF MIN. MAX.

A 2.SIS

a I.610     DIA. I.640  DIA.

C I.406   D,A.

D I.410    DIA. I.440   DIA.

E .587   DIA. .597   DIA.
F .317     DIA. .327   DIA.

G .088 DIA. .098   DIA.
H .358
J .710 .790
K .740 .820
L .187

M .500 .580
N .235 .265
P .032 .062
R .020  NOM.

S `125    NOM.

T „/32

U 13/32

V 15/32

W .559 .573
X .240 .280

DIMENSIONS   IN   INCHES

+ CONTACT  SUREACE
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The  4CX250R  is  {`  compact,  high-perveance  I.adial-beam  tetrode  designed  specifi-
cally  for  use  in  class-AB]  lineiir  amplifiers  where  shock  and/or  vibration  pl.eclude  the
use  of  non-ruggedized  tube  types.  The  4CX250R  will  replace  the  7580  in  almost  all
apphcations  since  it  is  electrically  identical  except  for  a  minute   (0.2  uuf )   increase  in
output-capac`itance  limits.  Further,  it  will  I.eplace  the  4X250B  or  4CX250B  in  equip-
ments  where  the  range  of  bias  adjustment  will  tolerate  this  higher  perveance  tube  and
where  tuning   range  can   compensate   for  the   small   differences   in   input   and   output
capacitances.

The  4CX250R  will  dehver  more  output  power   in  most  linear  amplifiers  which
presently  employ  the  4X250B  or  4CX250B  and  it  will  operate  with  maximum  rated
plate   and   screen   voltages   applied   in   equipments   where   shock   and/or   vibration   is
experienc.ed.  See  Shock  and  Vibration  section  on  page  two  for  details.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Cathode:   Oxide-Coated,   Unipotential

Heating   Time          ------

Cathode-to-Heater   poten+ial          -           -           -

Heater:       Voltage           -------

Current-----.-

Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitances,   Grounded   Cathode:

Input

Output-------

Grid-to-Plate------

Frequency   for    Maximum    Ra+ings            ----

MECHANICAL
Base------.-.-

Maximum   Operating   Temperatures:

Ceramic-to-Metal    Seals          ----

Anode   core          ------

Recommended    Socket             ------

Operating     Position        -------

Maximum   Dimensions:

Height-------

Seated   Height      ------

Diameter-------

Cooling---------

Net   weight           --------

Shipping   weight   (Approximate)            ----

RADIO-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

Class-ABi   -   Single   Sideband

MAXIMUM    RATINGS

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE        -

D-C  SCREEN  VOLTAGE     -

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE          -

D-C   PLATE   CURRENT        -

PLATE    DISSIPATION              -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION         -

-          -           -2000   MAX.   VOLTS

-           -           -        500   MAX.   VOLTS

---- 250   MAX.  VOLTS

`-           -           -        250   MAX.   MA

-          -          -       250   MAX.  WATTS

-          -           -           12   MAX.   WATTS

(Effective  6-16-61)      ©      1968  by  varian

Min.      Nom.      Max.

30            60                           seconds

±'50           yolts
6.0                                  yolts

2.3                                  2.9      amp®res

----------       Special9-pin

-----------           2500C

--..-------           250OC

--------               Eimac   sK-600   Serio§

•..--------                 A.ny

----------      2.464       inches

......----      I.910        inches

----------      1.640        inches

----------             Forced   Air

----------                4      ounces

----------            I.6     pounds

TYPICAL     OPERATION

;;:;e:r;on.:ut::;leAcpt::I:neYaes'u°r:eme::sW=faisk.c:.:cJ:tastef;iwc'i:enc;hees:,Yme::e9de

2:9o-i:I:tnea, v8'-t6gep,a,e   -curr-en,   :
Two-Tone     D-C     Plate    Current          -
D-C    Screen    Yoltage         -          -          -
Two-Tone    D-C    Screen    Current        -
D-C    Grid-Bias    Voltage    -          -          -

;reddko:£qenra'inye°r'iaogdeu|at.:on;rodu-ct§

::{er6erdde:° I :i:::'od:raet'ion    ;rod Lcts
referred     to     signal     level          -          -
Worst   3rd    Order    lntermodulation
as    drive    signal    is    reduced    -          -
Load     Resistance         ----
Peak    Envelope    Poweio    Useful          -

1500          2000           volt
133             070           rna
250            245          rna
350            400          volt

-10          +I        rna
J2      ufo      yolt

56               80          volt

-30      -2 3
-35      -27
-29      -2'
2160           2840

262             470

Printed  in  U.S.A.



-a 4CX250R

RADIO-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi   (Carrier  with   Double   Sidobands)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE
D-C  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

2000   lvlAX.  VOLTS

500   MAX.  VOLTS
-250  MAX.  VOLTS

250   MAX.   MA
250   MAX.  WATTS

12   MAX.  WATTS

AUDIO-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   |Per  Tube)
D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE        -          -
D-C  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    -          -
D-C   GRID  VOLTAGE          -          -
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT        -           -

PLATE   DISSIPATION             -           -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION        -           -

Class-C  Telegraphy  or   FM

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE        -

D-C  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    -
D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE          -
D-C   PLATE   CURRENT         -

PLATE   DISSIPATION             -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION        -

GRID    DISSIPATION               -

2000   MAX.  VOLTS
goo   MAX.  VOLTS

-250  MAX.  VOLTS
250   MAX.   MA
250  MAX.  WATTS

12   MAX.  WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION-Single   Tube

|Ouantities   shown    for   carrier   conditions,    no    modulation)

D-C     Plate    Voltage            -          -
D-C   Plate   Current   -         -          -
D-C    Screen    Voltage        -         -
D-C   Screen   Current   (Approx)
D-C   Grid-Bias   Volta,ge   -         -
Peak   Grid-Signal   Voltage        -
Plate-Load      Resistance     -          -
Power    Output    for    Tank    Circuit
Efficiency   of   95%     -          -          -

TYPICAL   OPERATION    (Two   Tubes    Push-Pull)

D-C   plate   voltage   ------

D-C   plate   current   No   signal          -         -         -
D-C    Plate   Current   at   Full   Signal           -          -

D-C   screen   Voltage          -----
D.C    Screen    Current    No    Signal    -         -          -
D-C   Screen    Current    at    Full    Signal      -          -

D-C    Grid-Bias    Voltage    (Approx)           -          -
Plate-to-Plate   Load    Resistance        -         -         -
Power   Output   for   Transformer
Efficiency   of   95°/a      ------

MAXIMUM  RATIN®S  FOR  OTHER  TYPES  OF OPERATION

2000   MAX.  VOLTS
300   MAX.  VOLTS

-250  MAX.  VOLTS
250   MAX.   MA
250   MAX.  WATTS

12   MAX.  WATTS

Class-C,   Plato    Modulated
D-C   PLATE  VOLTAGE
D-C  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID  VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE   CuRRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

2   MAX.  WATTS               GRID   DISSIPATION

APPLI(ATI0N
MECHANICAL

Mounting-The  4CX250R  may  be  mounted  in  any
position.  An  Eimac  Air-System  Socket  of  the  SK-600
series   or   equivalent   is   recommended.   These   sockets
may be obtained with or without the r-f screen by-pass
capacitor.,  and  with  or  without  the  four  cathode  term-
inals  grounded  to  the  socket  shell.  A  simple  Lock-in
socket   restricts   the   flow   of   cooling   air   and   is   not
recommended.

Cooling-The   4CX250R   has   an   efficient   louvered
anode   cooler.   The   maximum   allowable   temperature
for  any  external  surface  is  250°C.

For  long  service  life  at  sea  level,  at  an  ambient
temperature  of  25°C  and  maximum  rated  anode  dissi-
pation  of  250  watts,  a  7m.7}€.mt/in  of  4.6  cfm  air  should
flow  from  tube  base  thi.ough  the  anode  cooler.   The
corresponding   pressure   drop   with   the   recommended
socket  and  chimney  will  be  approximately  0.32  inch
water   column.   See   table   for   other   dissipation   levels
and  conditions.

4.6  cfm  of  air  at  25°C  is  the  same  as  a  mass  air
flow  of  18  pounds  per  hour.  Higher  ambient  temper-
ature   requires   greater   air   mass   and  volume.   Higher
altitude  requires  equivalent  mass  air  flow  for  a  given
ambient   temperatui.e   and   therefore   requires   greater
volume  at  increased  back  pressure.

The  use  of  temperature-sensitive  laquer  is  recom-
mended   to   determine   the   effectiveness   of  a   cooling
systein  under  operating  conditions.
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1500   MAX.  VOLTS
300   MAX.  VOLTS

-250  MAX.  VOLTS
ZOO   MAX.   MA

165   MAX.  WATTS
12   MAX.  WATTS
Z   MAX.  WATTS

Plato

55oC   AMBIENT

SEA   IEYEl 10,000    FEET    ALTITUDE

P,assure Pr®§sur®
Dissipation Air    Flow          Drop     (Inches Air   Flow      Drop     (Inches

(Watts) (CFM)               of   water) (CFM)           of  water)

75 I.15             0.025 I.8             0.036
125 2.3                0.09 3.35          0.13
250 6.4               0.59 9.3             0.86

Sllock  arld  Yibral'ion-The  4CX250R  is  one  of  the
Eimac  tube  types  which  is  unique  in  that  shock  and
vibration   testing   is   performed   with   ma#®.mt/in   rofed
plate   and  screen   voltages   applied.   Two   samples  o£
production tubes are randomly selected periodically and
tested  under  the  conditions  outlined  below.

With  maximum  rated  plate   and  screen  vohages
applied,  each  of  the  tubes  in  this  sample  is  subjected
to   six   shocks   of   90    G    (minimum)    half-sine-wave
motion,  with  a  duration  of  11±2  milliseconds,  in  each
of  the  three  major  axes   (Xl,  X2,  and  Y1).

With  macinum  rated  plate   and  screen  vchages
applied and with  control-grid voltage adjusted to  allow
the  flow  of  loo  rna  through  a  plate  load  resistor  of
4900 ohms,  each of the tubes in this sample is vibrated
in the three major axes throughout the range of 5-750-5
cps  in  a  minimum  time  of  six  minutes  per  axis.  The
vibraticn  level  is  maintained  at  10  G  from  28  eps  to
750  eps  and  at  0.25  inch  D.A.  from  5  cps  to  28  eps.
During  this  test,   noise  voltage   developed  across  the
plate  load  resistor  cannot  exceed  30  volts  rms.  Suffi-
cient  plate  power-supply  voltage   (2500  volts)   is  em-



ployed  to  assui.e that  a  minimum  of  2000  volts  appears
at  the  plate  of  the  tube  under  test  even  though  490
volts   drop   across   the   plate  load   resistor  results   from
d-c  plate-current  flow.

The   equipment   designer   is   cautioned   to   provide
adequate  tube  support  to  prevent  relative  motion  be-
tween   tube   and   socket   in   equipments   where   shock
and/or  vibration  are  anticipated.

ELECTRICAL
Heater-For  maximum  life  and uniform  perfoi.mance,
the  he.iter  voltage  should  be  in.iintained  within  plus
or  minus  597o   of  the  rated  6.0  volts  at  operating  fre-
quencies  up  to  300  Mc.  For  CW  use  between  300  and
400  Mc,  5.75  volts  is  recommended.  For  CW  use,  400
to  500  Mc,  5.5  volts  is  recommended.

Cathode-The cathode is  c`onnected to the four even-
numbered  base  pins  to  provide  a  low-inductance  path,
or   permit   sepai.ation   of   input   and   output   circuits   if
required.

Rated   heater   voltage   should   be   applied   for   30
seconds   before   other   operating   voltages   are   applied.

Heater-to-cathode  maximum  voltage  is  ±150  volts.

Control   Grid-Maximum   rated   d-c  bias   voltage   is
-250  volts.  D-C  resistance,  grid  to  cathode,  should  be
no  more  than  loo,000  ohms.

Screen    Grid-Maximum    screen    dissipation    is    12
watts,   normally   computed   by  multiplying   d-c   screen
voltage  by  the  avei.age  screen  current.  This  computa-
tion  is  essentially  correct  except  in  the  case  of  heavy

DIMENSION  I)ATA

BEE MIN. MAX.

A 2.324 2,464
a I.610    DIA. I.640   DIA.

C I.810 I.910
D .240 .280
E .559   DIA. '573  DIA.

F .710 790
G .750 .8'0
H I.406  D,A.
J .187

AA .514 .554
AB .456
AC .360
AD .250
AF .068 .loo
AG .031 NOM.
AH .298 .SOS
AJ •255 DIA. .265  DIA.

AK •045 DIA. •053  DIA.
AL .078 .086
AM •680 DIA. .694  DIA.
AN •043 a.
AP .005  F`.  MIN .OR

•035 X 22.5o
AF3 30°  NOM.
AS 45° NOM.
AT 22.5®NOM.

Au .080 NOM.
AV I.417  DIA. I.433  DIA.
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plate   loading   when   secondai.y-emission   current   may
mask  the  normal  screen  current.

All  tetrodes,  under  some  conditions  of  loading  and
drive,  will  exhibit  secondary  emission  from  the  screen
which  changes  the  net  current  to  the  screen  and  may
even  cause  the  screen  meter  to  reverse.  Normally,  see-
ondary  emission  is  harmless  provided  the  screen  volt-
age   is   stable.   To   insure   stable   screen   voltage,   it   is
recommended   that   a   bleeder   resistor   calculated   to
pass  15  rna  from  screen  to  ground  be  used.

%'ew:,i,ss:iFh`:oT=aTh:inEfex-isTdueEa:iat:.?::sigiagti:i::
complex  and  full  peak  envelope  power  shown  in  Typi-
cal  Operating  Conditions, may be developed without ex-
ceeding   this   plate   dissipation.   Single-tone   testing   for
short  periods  with  greater  than  250  watts  plate  dissi-
pation  is  permissible.

!i:|`i!!:imoupmerdai::::,i.T=fr:::::aeisn.Fearxai[::TnpmouTtei:
plc  it  is  desirable  to  adjust  individual  screen  or  grid-
bias  voltages  so the peak plate  current  for each tube  is
equal  at  the  crest  of  the  exciting  voltage.  Under  these
conditions,   individual   d-c   plate   currents   will   be   ap-
proximately   equal   for   full   input   signal   for   class-ABi
operation.

Special   Application-If  it  is  desired   to   use   the
4CX250R    under   conditions    widely   different   from
those  given  here,  consult  the  Power  Grid  Tube  Mar-
keting  Department,   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,   San
Carlos,  California.
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The  EIMAC  4CX300A  is  a  compact  integral-finned  external-anode
power tetrode having a maximum plate-dissipation rating of 300 watts. `The
4CX300A may be operated at frequencies up to 500 megahertz.

The   all-ceramic-and-metal   construction   and   the  intemally-unitized
electrode  structure  combine  to  make  the  4CX300A especially  durable  and
free from mechanically-induced noise under conditions of severe  accelera-
tion caused by shock or vibration.

GENERAL     CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Cathode :  Oxide-Coated, Unipotential

g:tail;nd:_Toi-E:ater -pote-ntiai      :

Min.-tr

a

dn

Heater:  Voltage (See "Application')  --
Current(Ef=6.Ovolts)        -       -       -2.6

Amplification Factor  (Grid to screen)     -4.0
Transconductance  (Ib=200 rna.)       -       - 12,000
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode

Eneu:tE;:ck:      :      :      :      :      :      :    32.!
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen :

I?neu:tE::ck:      :      :      :      :     :     :

Frequency for MaximumRatings      -       -

Mim.     Nom.     Max.

3.5
16.2

0.01
4.5       i:

50 0        MHz

MECHANICAL

Base           ------------      Special, breechblock terminal surfaces
Recommended  socket   -------
Opera.ting position --------
Maximum Operating Temperatures :

Ceramic-to-metal seals        -       -
Anode  core    -----

Cooling-------

Maximum Over-all Dimensions :
Height-----
Diameter----

Net  weight     -----
Shipping Weight  ( Approximate )

----    EIMAC  SK-700  Series
--------      Arry

(Bevised  8-30-66)  © 1959,1966,1968  by  Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER
AMPLIFIER   OR   OSCILLATOR
cla(SKS:;-5:£:r:g:5it::nFSYTelephony

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION  -

2000   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250  VOLTS
250  MA
300   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION

8! 3[:::nv#ft::e-
DC  Grid  Votage     -
DC  Plate  Current   -
DC  Screen  Current*
DC  Grid  Current*

i::vkinRgF?:!€evr9'tage*
Plate  Input  Power

Flea::e8#op,:atgpeowe-r
*Approximate   values

tMeasured   values  for  a  tyi)ical
SFor   operation   below   250Mc.   only.

cavity  amplifier  circuit  at  500  MHz.

volts
volts
volts
rna
rna
rna
volts
watts

500    watts
225t  watts
5.0    volts

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPL.FIER   OR
MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  tube)

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION  -

2500   VOLTS
400   VOLTS

- 250   MA
COO   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Sinusoidal  wave,  two tubes  unless  noted)

ife;:t§a§ie;n:I!o!i:i;g;§[i;e;:i€o;i;r:r;:tnt
peakt€:r:Ljge;PPu.tvo[tage.

Driving   power         -        --
Max-Signal  Plate  Output  Power

50        50       50
000

240     430     600
:Ag,Fur:tx!Fri!eb}£!u?oS.obtain   listed  zero-signal   plate  curl.ent.

2500 volts
350 volts

-55 volts
200 rna
500 rna

8ma
I ,600 ohms

50 volts
0 watts

800 watts

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR
AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi  (Carrier  conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION  -

TYPICAL  OPERATION

B! ::arteeenvoJ#aege-      :      :

::ro:iitgenv€iu':D:#Llaiec:rren:t
DC  Screen  Current*
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage*
Plate  Output  Power

:Ag,Pur3#r?:ebYaa!uteos.obtain  listed  zero-signal  plate  current.

2500 volts
350 volts

-55 volts
1 00 rna
150 rna
ul rna -

25 volts
85 watts

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR
AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi  (Single-Sideband  Suppressed-
Carrier  Operation)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION  -

-       2500   VOLTS
-          400   VOLTS
-          250   MA
-          300   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Peak-envelope  conditions  except where  noted)

B!  3!ar:eenvoJtoa,iaege-       :       :

:f:k%i;n:a#a?:F1;:-:ees:rren:t
DC  plate  current    -        -        -
DC  screen  current*       -        -
Platelnputpower-        -        -
Plate  output  power       -        -

1000    1500
350     350`-55 -55
loo      100
5050

250     250
108

250     375
120       2T5

Two-Tone  Average  DC  plate  current -         190      190
Two-ToneAverage  DC  screen current*           2     -I

:A3,Pur3txjgri!eb}£!u€oS.obtain   listed  zero-signal   plate  current.

2000     2500volts
350        350 volts-55   -55volts
100         loo rna
50          50 volts

250        250 rna
54ma

500       625 watts
300       400 watts
190          190ma-2    -2 rna

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-
FREQUENCY   AM-PLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE  -
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION  -

1500   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250  VOLTS
200  MA
200   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

B!  3!arteeenvoJ:iiaege-      :      :
DCGridvoltage     -        -        -
DC  platecurrent    -        -        -
DC  screen  current*       -        -
DCGrid  current*    -        -        -
Peak  RF  Grid  Input  Voltage*
Driving   power*       -         -         -
Platelnputpower-        -        -
Plateoutputpower       -        -
*Approximate   values.

5001000      1500volts
250     250        250volts-loo-loo -loo volts
200     200       200ma

31         22           20  rna
15          14             14ma

H8       1T7          117volts
I.8        I.7           I.7 watts

loo     200        300watts
60      145        235watts

NOTE:    "TYPICAL   0PERATloN"   data    are   obtainable   by   calculation   from    put)lished    characteristic   curves   and   confirmed   by   direct   tests.   The   driving   power   and
output    power    shown    are    substantially    correct    at  -frequencies    below    175    MHz.  A owance    mu st    be    made    for    grid    and    plate    circuit    losses,    At    frequencies
above    175    MHz.    additional    allowance    must   be   made   for   high-frequency   effects  within   the   tu itself.   Adjustment   of   the   rf   grid   drive   to   obtain   the   specified
plate   current   at   the   specified   grid   bias,   screen   voltage,   and   plate   voltage   is   assned.    If   th I)rocedure    is   followed,   there    will    be    little    variation    in   outpllt

§%::dw!:antetucbuer;e£{ejschoabntg:::de::::#8{ud8ehnt!|e::dmvaayrybiros#ubvear{8tjt°unbse.jnT#
and   scree currents.   The   grid   and   screen   currents   which    result   when   the

e   current   v iations   cause   no   difficulty   so   long   as   the   circuit   maintains   the
correct   voltage   in   the   presence   of   the   variations   in   current.    If   grid   bias   is   obtai ed    principa y    by   means   of   a   grid    resistor,   the   resistor   mi.st   l}e   adjustat)le
to   obtain   the   required   bias   voltage   when   the   correct   rf   driving   voltage   is   applied

8
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MECHANICAL
Mounting  - The 4CX300A may be operated

)i§;P§h¥s#:!i°£S§;:::a:::|o%e::e:n¥ce¥e:r§::i:#:y;s§tt:°eis:aiiie:i:i::

i:;re;:ira:y:-iit:s:iffci::i:::;ii::p:rp;r::oi:¥:t;:3d;eajel:Oo!
Other   sockets   suitable  for  use  with   the

4CX300A include  the  SK-740,  SK-760,  and  SK-

3J.°p.asTshecsaep£:±Ct%:::i°hen°SK±.n7C6°orp:rnadtessk=;?g

EiTfcoi?:7,t:|osint:::gr::g:,dt:oi;:ie:f:o?ue;:¥:t:isE:nie:.£:ho:ni
Cooling  -  The  maximum  rated  ceramic-to-

g::otv:i!::eA:lea::¥:er,igg,cr:£i;oiria:i:mh£Xt?oEospterb;;

:E::not%g:£giginfg;ir::::e::#l:%iuf:oi?#:e2qouo¥ec-
Sea  Level 10'000  Feet

PlatoI)is8il,ation
Air  Flow Pressure  Drop Air  Flow Pressure  Drop

'watts) (CFM) (inches   of   water) (CFM) (inches   of   water)

100 2.2 0.065 3.2 0.095
150 3.4 0.14 4.9 0.21
200 4.6 0.26 6.7 0.37
250 5.9 0.40 8.6 0.58
300 7.2 0.58 10.5 0.85

A  new,  more  efficient  cooling  fin  design  is

ig£°errp:Lad:t±rne#£ere4mcexn3g.°£hyshifsc¥erfleescut]eta]#
the  table  above  (which  assumes  the use  of  an
EIMAC  SK-700  or  SK-710  socket  and  SK-606

:uhrxeF¥i¥e)rifl%]#adtees£Egthb±8h±nacFebafseendt::#gia£

!i¥C;¥giliei§j::]§:::;:::n:¥:;¥]ii:o:::s:£::#;e:::i::e:

:gesrfiftceodn:moE,e:sgefn±nus:Eg±E£:]frt`;nx8]8mfluuidrsaut:a
temperature as the criterion.

Impact   and   Vibration   -   The   4CX300A  is

4CX300A -

environmental   conditions   is   unavoidable   the
4CX300A   will   provide   more   reliable   service
than will conventional tubes.

ELECTRICAL
Heater Operation - The rated heater voltage

;fi:o#aet#4eacn:e%8u%fELesg:6:;rcd[§[:tshteoAh:a:::fr:i;n#c:££§
schedule :

Frequency (MHz )      Heater voltage (Volts)
Up to 300                                  6.00
300 to 400                                 5.75
400 to 500                                  5.50

t=:5;gjen:h:ce:!uh:ju:]S:j¥a:g3ia¥¥a:t:an=8at;o::t:aT=eL€nfLW±thE:a:-

Cathode Operation - The 4CX300A employs

I;soct#,:gc:.:i#e;r;fe!:g-!aelt:tie-dEo=T,i:;%i-#dggEii:
applied.

Grid Operation - The 4CX300A control grid

§§;e;:d¥en:gff:¥esa:LSLgfp§;Ej::La::n%:L§£L§n:::o:::n2sjh3g§;¥
#££?%ffr:Crqai:°iEcij|:et]:£ng:::t[t°hnasn°f3::e:a::.:h:e:

;riitvhin,Ego,T3:rfgfi::d,3yitnhcerecirs:Ti:sn:is|soa:ia5t8g

i:::-:I:-_-:___-:-:-:I-:_::i:_--_-:`:_::::-:_::I-::-:-::-:--_::i::::-:_:i-::_=:::i:i_::_::::-_::::-i::-::=::=:I:

=piE:ii:Tet!::iueghr:sirsetsai::oer.p:FetuE:xiismTomo,88ro-
ohms.

Screen   Operation   -  The  maximum  rated
screen dissipation for the 4CX300A is  12 watts.

#g#.:txsimwuh¥nr:teed,::escirse:3esruaEg|yi:o|ct|aags3-i6
amplifier  or  oscillator   service,   and  400  volts
when the tube is operated in class-AB or class-B
amplifier service.

Under certain operating conditions the screen
current of a. tetrode may reverse. This makes it

:iEeg:e:r:a:ilr:e:gd:e:riyt.o:nf:agsu:lc!r;:efni:ioespc::F:g:v:o:1:S:tit
from  screen  to  cathode.  This  bleeder  should

:a:t%:¥€aft:p;:£hs:tfi;11::;#¥Epirs:csr:;r±eecan:t:;ufbe:n;;;:



Shc:e:aremegatu°]-£taftohn°8:cpa:£eondt:aaridv:£Sggf°:e¥#:
amplifiers can lead to errors in measurement of

::£eteenx:%g:ttE:hfennd:g:t:g%Cctfvv:1::::afeh=dthc:rr:

:ii±:::ai:n:;t:h:ein]aft];C;§Pt:je:d#X:oe:fre'i:t;;Si;:tr:ei£;c!r];e:b:e°:

±!£OAS8r;s;Kn:9bo¥oLPc:o:r£:srafip:;#Afise;:btp:rfy¥fca:t:h|:

ill:e§c[:gi;i:i¥i§iix§t:e§r:i8hiai;;a;d§i3[:!i¥i§;:;oe;;;;ij§;:::;£:

ii[ii:::::#:i:::opiaac:±]ty£:8:he;:r:e±tt#e;#n;¥e;r::*td::
ampffiers.

fi=E.Ei8rAeif:n:e:u:t:rea;:i;igesie:iu:.:u#?ci?:e#cek:et,i
with integral screen by-pass capacitors is used.

Plale Operation-The 4CX300A has a finned
external  anode  for  forced-air  cooling.  Connec-

:±¥°ienEtd:I:cheaefatc:o:odlt:urresa¥:Eis¥afingeedl:±tt:teh:::s:?HCs¥±€§
or cavities.

The absolute maximum plate-dissipation rat-1iEi::ri¥i::ii:;c:a:a¥:H::p:ji:i:r;:E:i¥jti:;;:i|;fiji;I;:i£
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a 4CX300A-

#:§uunnddeerrL8%#e:inc:.%d::£e°n:adEii#igont.°p3a°t8

g;Sx±Lpftu±inraTeadyv:ieuepfeo¥i#:fp:°ri£Xs?eseudchtha:
maTyh%CcmuLi:#mtur:i:8.piatevo|tageforclass-

ABi  operation  at  frequencies  up  to  500

E]e::g.Lso3:]oa:e¥o]:3iv]±:ec]tahs:.cmtae±efffhyraat:a

§joLa::::::::;:;:C::f:;5j:o§j€%o{§:;:#::oF;:e;:i;:§€¥e§cw:;;je.:r:
Modulation  -  The  4CX300A  can  be  modu-

#tehdt:tyro%Eytu°jestr:ts|::E:drsesce:Femp:::gdis:I.

Bcart:::.mmoadkuei;t:td:ipde£Lae]]£as#];t#e£::nufehicE

;h:e5!a:tfie:Eii||.:s;;o:neica::g::e.s|:a:g|h;e:::toEff:e:

#?fa:cf:t:¥ic::!:?::::¥E,::cE;#u:lii::::eiu¥iohd:::
used.

:.r`,;ssr:esf:i:f:ia:!n#aj!::i::Beg:bEyg:i;a|¥::c::
require a bleeder from screen to cathode as de-
scribed under "Screen Operation."

Special   Applications   -   If  it  is   desired   to

ii;:si:o:n#:::h;°:S¥a#:V;:n:]%°ef%:,]±[£:;Wig:n¥::¥?g:
mendations.

DNINSION   DATA" M" WAX-

A 2.400 2.300 2.goo
a I.625 I.610 1640
C .566 .559 .573
D .750 .710 .790
E .2cO .280
F I.'64 I.133 L195
J .622 .cO2 .642
L .34¢ 329 359
M .203 .193 .213
N .015 .010 .020
P .755 .7cO .770
A .a85 470 .goo
S .946 .9ae .956
T 60®
U .'75 .'70 .'85
V 06' .050 .072

Feagnad

11
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EIMAC
asivisiora   a.a,.8   rkyvdi6*£ar'a

a    A    N        a    A     R    L    S    S

C    A     i     i     F    a     R     N       i     A

The  EIMAC  4CX300Y  is  a  compact  integral-finned  external-anode
power  tetrode  having  a  maximum  plate-dissipation  rating  of  400  watts.
The 4CX300Y may be operated at maximum ratings to  Ilo MHz.

The   an-ceramic-and-metal  construction   and  the  internally-unitized
electrode structure combine  to make  the 4CX300Y especially durable  and
free from mechanically-induced noise under conditions of severe accelera-
tion caused by shock or vibration.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Cathode :  Oxide-Coated, Unipotential
Heating Time         ----
Cathode-to-Heater potential       -

Heater :  Voltage (See "Apphcation")  -

n

Min.     Norm.     Max.tr Th _s
±150  V

6.0V
Current(Ef=6.Ovolts)         ---         3.0                        3.85    A

Amplification Factor (Grid to screen)      -         4.0                       5.6
Transconductance  (I,,=200  rna.)       -       -                    12,000                p
Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded Cathode :
Input-------------
Output----..--------
Feedback-------y-----

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen :
Input------------
Output------------
Feedback-----------

Frequency for Maximum Ratings      -------

3.9

MECHANICAL

Base           ------------     Special, breechblock terminal surfaces
Recommended  socket   -----------
Operating  position         -----------

Maximum Operating Temperatures :
Ceramic-to-Metal  seals        -       -
Anode  core    -----

Cooling-------

Maximum Over-All Dimensions :
Height----
Diameter          -       -       -

-       -EIMAC  SK-700  Series
------       A:in:rJ

Net weight      ------
Shipping weight  (Approximate)      -

(Pevised  6-15-66) ©  1962.1966.1968  by  Varian

-        -          250OC
-        -          250OC

-        Forced Air

Printed   in   U.S.A.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLII=lER
OR   OSCILLATOR

#ii;;-i;:e;ecg8ri:i,%oG:sr)FMTelephony
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

2000   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250  VOLTS
400  MA
400   WATTS

8   WATTS
I   WATT

TYPICAL   OPERATION

i: ::r:i:vvoi;O:i:%e:e    :
DC  plate  current          -
DC  Screen  Current*    -
DC  Grid  current*        -

B:iavinRgFPGorj;derv*ol:age:
Plate  Input  power       -
Plate  Output  Power   -
*Approximate   values

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER   OR
MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN  DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

VOLTS
VOLTS
MA
WATTS
WATTS
WATT

TYPICAL  OPERATION (Sinusoidal  wave,  two

ii!x::§ir;;i:n:i:;;¢!tg:i;i;:;:ei:g;ia;te:#tt:
Pe#:u8:i)d* lnp_ut v.oltag.e     .

Rr::i:pg:ao,wpi:te-outp-utp-owe;

1000
400-60
400
800

24
2060

:A3,Pur:txj#!eb}aa!uteos obtain   I isted  zero-signal   plate  current.

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi  (Carrier  conditions)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN  DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

TYPICAL   OPERATION
DC  platevoltage         -        -
DCscreenvoltage      -        -

:fro:il.i,gen:!r:gnilate-Furr;nt
DC  screen  current*    -        -
Peak  RFGridvoltage*        -
PlateOutput  Power   --

#gjpurs°txjgmridtebivaas'uteos.obtainiistedzero-signalplatecurrent.

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi  (Single-Sideband  Suppressed-Carrier

Operation)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION

2000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS
400  MA
400   WATTS

8   WATTS
1    WATT

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Peak-envelope  conditions  except  where
noted)

B!3::::nv?1:it::e    :      :      :      :

:::Res:i;nG¥j:;Basgoii:tgee-Surr;nt  :      :
DC  plate  current          ----
DC  screen  current*     ----
plate  Input  power       ----
Plate  output  power   ----
Two-Tone  Average  DC  Plate  Current
Two-Tone  Average  DC Screen  Current
*Approximate   values.

1AdjList   grid   bias  to  obtain   listed   zero-signal   plate   current.

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
MA
WATTS
WATTS
WATT

TYPICAL   OPERATION

B!3[:::nv#::e   :     :
DCGrid  voltage          -        -
DC  plate  current          -        -
DC  Screen  Current*    -        -
DCGridcurrent*         -`        -
Peak  RF  Grid  Input  Voltage*
Driving  power*    -         -         -
Platelnputpower        -        -

?#r:xi8au,:pv#ue:?wer   -       -

NOTE:    ``TYPICAL   0PERATloN"    data   are   obtained    by   calculation   from   |}ublished   characteristic    curves.    No   alloviance    has    been    made   for   circuit    los§es.    Adjust-
ment   of   the   rf   grid   driv to   obtain   the   Specified ate   current   at   the   Specified   grid    bi8§,    §cleen   voltage,    and    plate   voltage    is   a§§umed.    If   this    proceduio Sd0a
followed,   there   will   be tle   variation   in   output   p WerW n   tubes   are   changed,   even   though   there   may   be   some   variation   jn   grid   and   screen   currents,   The   gr
and    screen    currents   wh h    result   when   the    desi pla current    is   obtained  are    incidental    and    vary   from    tube   to   tube.    These   current   variations   cause
difficulty   so   long   as   th circuit   maintains   the   correct   vo

:agr:q|:r:!ebiparsesveoni::goof j#:nv:i'eat:°onr;e!t   #rdr:jnvtj.n!fv8,r{£g3ii§  i3piiet8:ned   Principal ly  by  means  ofgrid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   t

2



4CX300Y

iiE

F)

±ir

3

A P P L I C AT I O N

MECHANICAL

:--::---:--:::i:--::::::-:::::i:_:_:-:i-_:----:-_:--:---:-i--:1:-:::-::i:-::-::--=:::::::i::-:::-:I:--:-:--:-::-::;:i::-::
Other soc.kets suitable for use with the 4CX300Y

include the SK-740,  SK-760,  and SK-770.  These

Soacc¥teot:s.d¥hneotsL£;%ropoarnaaessk5;;8E;y£:;3rffe.
integral air chimneys.  Screen contacts  are con-

i;nfsita%n%d::£Ete:ri:°m::.:tit:£#;ae¥£e]nnt#tesoscK-e7t7f8

F:::v:I;:t:ez:;=;se¥§[e::fEt§:[e;f;oE£:i:±d:£%j€o;%;¥e.;;i

::i6:?t;;#:s::To:|rse:x:c:ei:::piear#u-::oi:#:#o¥ec-
PlateDissipation

SEA LEVEL 10,000    FEET

Air    Flow
Pressure

Air    Flow
Pressure

(Watts) Drop   (Incltes Drop   (Inches
(CFM) Of   Water) (CFM) of   Water)

loo 2.2 0.065 3.2 0.095
150 3.4 0.14 4.9 0.21
200 4.6 0.26 6.7 0.37
250 5.9 0.40 8.6 0.58
300 7.2 0.58 10.5 0.85
350 8.7 0.82 12.7 1,2
400 10.3 1.12 15.0 1.6

:i€Aoe:rij;r;='ijF¥O;|ee{%#%c:]c%n¥t::8s%uO±r¥?:fi]:re::es:egtga:¥
EIMAC  SK-700  or  SK-710  socket  and  SK-606

:::gin+ei¥ez:]aol#fadtees£Egthb[8hfnacFeba]seendt::%Etefan-
equivalent  cooling.   The  flow  rate  and  corre-
sponding  pressure  differential  must  be  deter-

::j¥±::ig:e¥§ig±¥ia§pn;;::i:s:i:et:4i;:o§rim;t:i:;life:r;
ELECTRICAL

forHt#%rc%eor&`°±g6To?%ftg.atedheatervoltage
The heater voltage must be maintained within

i:2?ds:#gec:u:i]t;;P;:effn?#:a:n::i:a?]tt%8%eff#|:

;so!Eo¥|:i:ihp::;d:ri:iiltg:#ae#g#:|i:a;eia;tu¥E¥i
_:_-::--:i:i:_-:_:::_::::__:_--::i:-::-::-::i::I_::::::_:::_:::::::-::i::::_:::::-=:::i:_:::I:_i::-::::::::=::

#E¥i%ietE::%ghr:sirsets=tcoer.pEetu¥eismTomo'88ro-
ohms.

scr€:;eGd¥ss9ppa:t:8i£°f%rTheT4hcexg|o8#sugwrfftesi
3T#g#oit¥¥ETnraieedt:3esc£:e%BesruaEgayi°]ct]aag:tis

£:#£i!:°:rb;3?:s::onpaetr°artesderinvi:fissa.RdB[4o%°ci:s°s].t£

CUE:£terofcearttgtEfpeerfta¥¥ec;enrg[:jofrs£FEg]Pt

;;:.f#gse:rs:::i:r:iTi:ayt:oi:i::#:|cEriin|is¥e:P:|si:!fo;:i:siij

§fi:t::¥friji:i£::#]:i[r§¥i§gj|:P;£Sj:i;d;:::¥ih:nxi¥;
amplifiers can lead to errors in measurement of

::£eteenxifggttreh]Pnnd!g:t:g%Cctivv&::::a#:Edt£:rre-

iiiEiiiiiiiiiiE!Eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiEEii|Eii
i:e|3:s::::¥sE?|i:::.pigft,f|:g:h:-:r:effee::a;:S#%£::

:a:Eb£:be%e;#e;S£::¥tt:h:eFruzi:#r:e:qgk%;£§;#fa4tc£X:::#£
screen  by-pass  capacitors  is  used.

P!a!te Opcrcztio7i-The 4CX300Y has a finned

:|?i:ori?ae::o:d::dee:o:h:ffi:eh:#tet:a:t:sEesgjo#u:se:cE-



when  the  tube  is  installed  in  coaxial  lines  or
cavities.

fo|hteh:b4S8]xu6%g¥|ya¥j¥8omwpi::::djshs±±cphat££s°:1:%t];E8

i%tredormoasxc£]E:t¥rda£SSp±E:;£t:gn:°rancaasfso-rcciFsg.H:-

;i:P{:1::°i§:i:d::ii]¥;£¥£¥i-!€:S;ie§°i§u6iiji]:n;;gh;::np¥!§
fEis:±Eaf;3gd¥:rubeef%:rbmri±:tfesetr°£oedxs:eseudcih:sminaax;

:B:Tii:!:ai:Iii:poi::iii;g#!:gel:v;:ite:8veo:r;:I;i::aif!::r:::t:si:
respectively.

Mod"!citio7t  -  The  4CX300Y  can  be  modu-
lated by any of the methods commonly used with

4CX300Y

g]t:rfeedae 1:t:e:Sis:£::as¥}:sr#g|:tfrfi;F];ns%;#]es:r£:£];p-g]£:Og:   fi

#1fnf|:8:::#:¥:an:e:d::::|e.a;PcP|g.s:s:6:hE:pfE£3od!¥

::fiub£:a :nba::q<esrcf::F 8;:er%E£;:„C3#t*: as de-

!r::s#iii;:i;#ii:n#E:!#F::#;o:s!:ig¥ar#;:;o:p::jn:
fornia,  for  information  and  recommendations.

I)"€NSION   DATA
REF Now. WIN. WAX..

A 2.300 2.500
8 I.610 .640
C .710 .790
0 .7cO .770
E I.133 I.'95

F .60e .642
C .470 .5cO
H .329 359
J .193 .2'3
A .050 .072
L .010 .020
M .936 .956
N .170 .'85
P 60,
a .559 .573
Fi .240 .2®0

•CONTACT   SuF`FACE
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8321

rf`  fi® TECHIIICAL    DATA

The  Eimac  8321/4CX350A and  8322/4CX350F  are  compact  radial  beam  tetrodes with  max-
imum  plate  dissipation  of  350  watts  and  are  intended  for  Class-AB,   audio  or  rf  amplifier
service.  These  tubes  are  externally  identical  to  the  4CX250B  but  contain  rugged  internal
construction  features.  Ampl ification  factor  and  cathode  area  have  been  increased  over  the
4CX250B to give  higher transconductance and  figure  of  merit.

The  8321/4CX350A  and  8322/4CX350F differ only in heater  voltage and current;
the  8321/4CX350A  is  usedat6.0 volts whilethe  8322/4CX350F  is  rated at 26.5  voltso
Both  types  are  of  ceramic  and  metal  construction  and are recommended for new
equipment design.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:

Heater:

®A

\

Oxide-Coated,  Unipotential                              Min.       Nom.       Max.
HeatingTime    --------    30                              60    secE
Cathode-to-Heater potential --------       ±150   volts

4CX350A  Voltage    -
4CX350A Cul`rent   -

4CX350F  Voltage    -
4CX350F Current   -

-     -   2.9
6.0                        volts

3.6  amps

--------   26.5                     volts
-----       0.66                             0.81   amps

Amplification Factor (Grid-to-Screen)    -----------

4CX350A

8322
4CX350F

RADIAL -BEAM

POWEFt   TETRODES

Min.        Nom.       Max.
--13

Transconductance(Ib=150mA)                 --------------   22,000                 umhos

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances,  Groilnded Cathode:
mput      ------------------   22.2                      26.2         uuf
Output   ------------------      5.0                         6®0         uuf
Feedback    --------------.-------        0.05         uuf

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances,  Grounded Grid and Screen:
Input      ------------------   17.9                       21.9         uuf
Output   ------------------     5.0                        6.0         uuf
Feedback    ---------------------        0.01         uuf

MECHANICAL

Base----------
Maximum Operating Temperatures:

Ceramic-to-Metal Seals
Anodecore      ---

Recommended socket    ----
Operating position         ----
Maximum Dimensions:

Height   -    -
Seated Height
Diameter

Cooling----
Netweight     ---
Shipping Weight (approximate)

-Special  9-pin

2500   C
2500   C

Eimac SK-600 Series

(Effective  6-15-65)   c    1968 by  Varian

Any

2.464    inch
1.910    inch
1.640    inch
Forced air
4    ounces

1.6     pounds

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



-@ 4CX350A/4CX350F

AUDIO-l=REQUENCY   AMPLIFIER
OR  MODULATOR

Class-ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per tube)
DC  PLATE VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCREEN  DISSIPATION
GRID  CURRENT        -

TYPICAL  OPERATION  ( Sinusoidal wave,  two tubes  unless
noted)

2500 MAX. VOLTS
400 MAX. VOLTS
300 MAX. MA
350 MAX. WATTS

8 MAX. WAITS
2 hex. MA

*Approximate  values.
]#jt:S:u8Eedn?iast°°btainhistedzero-signal

DC  plate voltaLge ------   1000   1500
DCscreenvoltage      -----     400     400
DC Grid voltagel        ------ 27  -27
Zero-Signal DC  plate current -       -       -200    200
Max-SignalDCplatecurrent-       -       -520     530
Max-SignalDCscreencunent     ---8  -10
Effective  Load,  Platetoplate---2600  5000
Peak AF Grid Input Voltage  (per tube)*     21
Driving power      ------
Max-Signalplatelnputpower       -       -5

2200 volts
400 volts

-27 volts
200 rnA
580 nd
-6mA

7800 Ohins
50 volts
0 watts

01260 watts
Maxsignalplateoutputpower      -      -     190    400     770watts

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER

Class-ABi  ( Single-Sideband  Suppressed-Carrier
Operation)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC  PLATE VOLTAGE      -2500MAX.VOLTS
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  -         400 MAX. VOLTS
DC  PLATE  CURRENT    -         300MAX.  MA
PLATE  DISSIPATION      -         350 MAX. WATTS
SCREEN  DISSIPATION   -              8 MAX. WATTS
GRID  CURRENT        -       -              2MAX.MA
* Approximate  values
L#];:S:u8Egn?:astoobtainhistedzero-signal

TYPICAL OPERATION  ( Peak€nvelope conditions except
where noted )

DC plate voltage ------   1000   1500  2200 volts
DCscreenvoltage      -----     400     400     400volts
DC Grid voltagel        ------ 27  -27  -27volts
Zero-SignalDCplatecunent-       -       -     100100100mA
PeakRFGridvoltage*       ----       21       21       25volts
DCplatecunent        -----     260    265    290mA
DC  screen  current*  ~      ----- 4    -5    -3mA
Platelnputpower      -----     260    400     630watts
Plateoutputpower     -----       95     200     385watts
Two-Tone  Average  DC  plate  current   -210     215195mA
Two-Tone Average  DC  Screen Current*   -7    -8    -3mA
ResonantLoadlmpedance      --~   1300  2500  3900ohms

NOTE:     ``TYPICAL  OPERATION"  data  are obtained by calculation from published characteristic curves.
No  allowance  is made for circuit losses of any kind. Adjustment of the rf grid drive to obtain the specified
plate  current  at  the  specified grid bias,  screen voltage,  and plate voltage is assumed.  If this procedure is
followed,  there  will  be  little  variation  in  output power when tubes are changed,  even though there may be
some  variations  in  grid  and screen curl.ents.  The grid and screen currents which result when the desired
plate   current   is   obtained   are   incidental   and  vary  from tube to tube.  These current variations cause no
difficulty so long as the circuit maintains thecorrect voltage in the presence of the variations  in current.  If
grid  bias  is  obtained principally by means of a grid resistor,  the resistor must be adjustable to obtain the
requi`red bias voltage when the correct rf driving volta.ge is  applied.

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING   -   The   4CX350A  and  4CX350F  may  be
operated   in   any   position.   An   Eimac   Air-System
Socket,  SK-600  series,  or a socket having equivalent
characteristics,   is   required.   Sockets  are  available
with or without built-in screen by-pass capacitors and
may  be  obtained  with  either grounded or ungrounded
cathode tel.minals.

COOLING  -   Sufficient  cooling must be provided for
the   anode,   base   seals   and   body   seals  to  maintain
operating   temperatures   below  the   rated   maLximum
values.  Air  requirements  to  maintain seal temper.a-
tures  at  225°C  in  50°C  ambient air are tabulated on
page   3.  These  requirements  apply  when  the  Eimac

SK-600   or   SK-610   socket   is  used  with  the  SK-606
chimney  and  air-flow in the base-to-anode direction.

At  500  mc  or  below,  base-cooling  air requirements
aLre  satisfied  automatically when the tube is operated
in an Eimac Air-System Socket and the recommended
air-flow rates aLre used.  Experience has  shown that if
reliable   long-life  operation   is   to   be  obtained,  the
cooling  air  flow  must  be  maintained  during  standby
periods  when only the heater voltage is applied to the
tube.  The  anode cooler should be inspected periodic-
ally  and  cleaned  when necessary to remove any dirt,
which might interfere with effective cooling.

Ei=
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The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application  must  be
capable   of  supplying  the  desired  air  flow  at  a back
pressure   equal   to   the  pressure  drop  shown  below,
plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts  and  filters.  The
blower   must   be   designed   to   deliver  the  air  at the
desired altitude.

MINIMUM  COOLING AIR-FLOW REQUIREMENTS

SEA  LEVEL 10.000  FEET

Plate Air-Flow PI`essure Air-Flow Pressure
Dissipation

(CFM)
Drop  (Inches

(CFM)
Drop  (Inches

(Watts) of water) of water)

250 5.3 0.6 7.7 0.85
300 6.5 0.9 9.5 1.25
350 7.8 1.2 12.0 1.9

4CX350A/4CX350F

If  cooling  methods  other  than forced air are used,  if
the recommended air-flow rates  are not suppliedor if
there   is   any   doubt   that   the  cooling  is  adequate,  it
should  be  borne  in  mind  that  operating temperature
is   the   sole   criterion   of  cooling  effectiveness.  One
method  of  measuring  the surface temperatures is by
the   use   of   a   temperature-sensitive   lacquer.  When
temperature-sensitive materials are used,  extremely
thin  applications  must  be  used  to avoid interference
with  the   transfer   of  heat   from   the  tube  to the air
stream,   which   would   cause   inaccurate  indications.

VIBRATI0N  -   These  tubes  are  capable of satisfact-
orily  withstanding ordinary shock and vibration,  such
as  encountered in shipment and normal handling.  The
tubes will  function well  in automobile andtruckmobile
installations and similar environments.

ELECTRICAL

e

HEATER  -The rated heatervoltagesforthe4CX350A
and  4CX350F are 6.0  volts  and 26.5  volts  respective-
ly  and these voltages  should be maintained as closely
as practicable. Short-time variations of the voltage of
± 10% of the rated value will not damage the tube, but
variations   in   performance   must   be   expected.   The
heater  voltage  should be maintained within ±5% of its
rated   value   to  minimize  variations  in  performance
and to obtain maximum tube life.

CATHODE   OPERATION   -     The  cathode  is  internally
connected  to  the  four  even-numbered  base pins,  and
all  four of the corresponding socket termina.Is  should
be  used  to  make  connection  to the external circuits.
At radio frequencies  it is important to keep the cathode
leads   short   and   direct   and  to  use  conductors  with
large  areas  to  minimize  the  inductive reactances  in
series with the cathode leads.

It is recommended that rated heater voltage be applied
for  a  minimum  of  30  seconds before other operating
voltages are applied. Where the circuit design requires
the   cathode   and   heater   to  be  operated  at  different
potentials,    the   rated   maximum   heater-to-cathode
voltage is  150  volts  regardless  of polarity.

CONTROL-GRID  OPERATION   -The grid dissipation
rating of the 4CX350A and 4CX350F  is  zero watt.  The
design features which make the tubes capable of maxi-
mum power operation without driving the grid into the
positive  region also make it necessary to avoid posi-
tive   grid   operation.  The  grid  current  rating  of  2.0
milliamperes  allows the flow  of positive grid current
for peak-signal monitoring purposes.

SCREEN-GRID  OPERATloN  -   The    maximum    rated
power  dissipation  for  the screen grid is 8 watts,  and
the   screen   input  power   should   be   kept  below  that
level.  The  product of the peak screen voltage and the
indicated  dc   screen current approximates the screen
input power except when the screen current indication
is near zero or negative.

th the usual tetrode amplifier,  where no signal voltage
appears  between cathode and screen, the peak screen
voltage is  equal to the  dc   screen voltage.

When signal voltages appear between screen and cath-
ode,  as  in the case of screen-modulated amplifiers or
cathode-driven  tetrode  amplifiers,  the  peak screen-
to-cathode voltage is the sumofthe d-c screen voltage
and   the   peak    ac    or    rf    signal   voltage  appliedto
screen or cathode.

Protection for the screen can be provided by an over-
current relay and by interlocking the screen supply so
that  the  plate  voltage  must  be applied before screen
voltage can be applied.

The  screen  current  may  reverse under certain con-
ditions,  and produce negative current indications on the
screen  milliameter.  This  is  a normal characteristic
of  most  tetrodes.  The screen power  supply  should be
designed  with  this characteristic  in mind,  so that the
correct  operating  voltage  will  be  maintained  on  the
screen   under   all   conditions.   A   current  path   fl`om
screen  to  cathode  must be provided by a bleeder re-
sistor  or  shunt  regulator  connected  between  screen
and  cathode  and  arranged  to  pass  approximately  15
milliamperes  per connected screen. An electron tube
series  regulator  can  be  used  only  when an adequate
bleeder resistor is provided.

PLATE  OPERATloN  -  The   maximum      rated    plate-
dissipation  power  is  350 watts.  The maximum dissi-
pation rating may be exceeded forbrief periods during
circuit adjustment without damage to the tube.

At frequencies up to approximately 30  megacycles the
top  cap  on  the  anode  cooler  may be used for a plate
terminal.  At  higher  frequencies  a circulaLr clamp or
spring-finger  collect  encircling the cylindrical outer
surface of the anode cooler should be used.

MULTIPLE  OPERATION  -      Tubes  operating  inparal-
1el   or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.  It is
good   engineering   practice  to  provide  for  individual
metering   and   individual   adjustment   of   the  bias  or
screen voltage to equalize the inputs.
Where  overload  protection  is  provided,  it  should be
capable of protecting the surviving tube/s in the event
that one tube should fail.



UHF  0PERATloN   -    The  4CX350A  and 4CX350F  are
useful  in  the  UHF  region.  UHF  operation  should  be
conducted   with   heavy   plate   loading,  minimum  bias
and  the  lowest  driving  power  consistent  with  satis-
factory performance.  It is often preferable to operate
at  a  sacrifice  in  efficiency  to  obtain  increased tube
life.

Some of the added circuit loss observed inuHF opera-
tion  is  in  the  base  insulator  of the tube. It is some-
times  necessary  to  use  more than the recommended
minimum   air-flow  rates  to  maintain  safe  operating
base temperatures at UHF.

PIN    NO.I.      SCBEEN     GRID

PIN   NO.2.      CATHODE

¢lN    NO.3.      HEATER

PIN    NC).4.      CATHODE

PIN    NO.5.     I.C.    DO   NOT  use   FOR

EXTEftNAL    CONNECTION

PIN    NO.6.      CATHODE

PIN    NO.7.       HEATER

PIN     NO.8.      CATHODE

CENTER    PIN'-CONTf}OL   CF!lD

'#ETTTT\\
CONTROL   CHID
GulDE   LUG

ANODE                     -

RADIATOB

SCBEEN    CRID
(CONTACT   0uTEB
CYLINDRICAL
SuRFACE   ONLY)

4CX350A/4CX350F

:phpe[::att£:bnes:  guacyh b:peursaet:ofn rferseuq]i:nc±X  Tou;t£Eii:re^
efficiency  and  requires  high  driving  voltages.  If the
frequency multiplier is used as an outputpower stage,
it  is  preferable  to  operate  the  final  tube  as a freq-
uency doubler rather than a frequency tripler.

SPECIAL    APPLICATIONS  -      lf  it  is  desired  to  operate
these  tubes  under  conditions  widely  different  frcm  those
given  here,  write  to  Application  Engineering  Department,
Eiimac,    Division    of   Varian,    San    Carlos,    California   for
information  and  recommendations.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   8904/4CX350FJ   is   a  compact  radial-beam  tetrode
with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  350  watts,  intended  for  Class
AB  linear  rf  amplifier  service.   The  tube  has  rugged  internal  con-
struction features.

The   8904/4CX350FJ  may  be  used  as  an  exact  replacement for
the  8322/4CX350F in most applications,  requiring only minor circuit
adjustment   and   retuning.   The   tube   has   improved  intermodulation
distortion   characteristics.   It   contains   a   26.5  volt  heater,   and  is
recommended for new  equipment designs.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide-coated,  Unipotential
Voltage................

Current,  at  26.5  volts    .......
Transconductance  (Average):

26.5  ±  1.3    V

0.65   A

8904

4CX350FJ

RADIAL    BEAM

POWEH   TETRODE

Ib =   150  mAdc   ..........................................

•             Amplification Factor (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   ..........................................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode) 2
Cin.................................................

Cout................................................

Cgp  .............................................   I   .   .   .

EiiE

22'000   „mhos

17

22.0   pF
5.9   pF

0.033   pF

1.   Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using this
information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Base..................

Recommended  Air-System  Socket
Recommended  Air  Chimney  ...,
Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length...............

Diameter.............,

Operating Position   ........,
Cooling...............,

(Effective  9-1-71)     ©    by varian

Special  9-pin,  ]EDEC  88-236
•...     EIMAC  SK-600 Series

•...     EIMAC  SK-600 Series

......      2.46  in;  62.59    mm

......      1.64  in;  41.65    mm

•..............        Any

............  Forced  Air

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos    /    california    94070



8904/4CX350FJ

Net  Weight  (Approximate)     .  .  .
Shipping Weight  (Approximate) .

4  oz;  113 gin
1.6  lb;   3.5 kg

Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Anode  Core  and  metal/ceramic  seals    .................................  250°C

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .............

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    ............

DC   PLATE  CUFIRENT     .............

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ............

GRID   CURRENT      ................

2500   VOLTS

400   VOLTS
300   MA

350   WATTS

8   WATTS
2MA

1.   Adjust to specified Zero-Signal  Plate  Current.

2.   Approximate value.

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
class AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage     ..........

:c.::ec.Ytoa|::gi :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  plate  Current  .   .  .
Single-Tone  Plate  Current .   .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current 2.
useful  Output  Power3  .....
F}esonant  Load  Impedance .   .  .
Intermodulation  Distortion   4

3rd  Order  Products   .....
5th  Order  Products   .....

-45         -40   dB
-50         -45   db

3.    Power  delivered  to the  load.
4.   The   lMD   products  are  referenced  against one tone

of  a  two-equal-tone  signal.

NOTE:   TYPICAL  OPERATION  data  is  obtained  from  direct  measurement.  Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the
specified  bias,  screen,  and  plate  voltages  is  assumed.  If this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will  be  little varia-
tion   in  output  power  when  the  tube   is  changed,   even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  screen  current,
which  is  incidental  and  which  will  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current  variations  cause  no difficulty  so  long
as the  circuit  maintains the  correct  screen  grid voltage  in the  presence  Of the variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current at 26.5  volts     ............

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded cathode):
Cin...........................

Cout..........................

Cgp...........................

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOowrJIVG   -   The   4CX350F`J   may   be   operated
in   any   position.   An   EIMAC   Air-System   Socket,
SK-600   series,   or   a   socket   having  equivalent
characteristics,  is required.  Sockets are available
with  or  without  built-in  screen  bypass  capacitors
and   may  be  obtai`ned  with  either  grounded  or  un-
grounded    cathode   terminals.    Air   chimneys   are
also available  for these  sockets,  including a  unit
which  securely  clamps  the  tube  into  place  in the

2

Min.              Max.

0.50         0.81   A

20.0         24.0   pF
5.6           6.2   pF
---0.038pF

socket    for    applications    where   environmental
stress  is anticipated.

COOLJIVG   -   Sufficient cooling must be  provided
for   the   anode,   base   seals,   and  body  seals  to
maintain  operating temperatures  below  the  rated
maximum   value.   Air   requirements   to   maintain
seal  temperatures  at  225°C  in  50°C  ambient  air
are  shown.  These  values  apply when the  EIMAC

h
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8 9 04 /4 CX 3 5 0 FJ

3

a SK-600  or  SK-610  socket  is  used  with  the  SK-606
chimney,   with   air   flowing   in   the   base-to-anode
direction.

Minimum  Cool ing  Air  Flow  Requirements

P I at eDissipat i on Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Air  Flow Approx. Air  Flow Approx'
(watts) (cfm) p,::sri2roop (cfm) pl::a.2d6Op

250 5.3 0.6 7.7 0.85
300 6.5 0.9 9.5 1.25

350 7.8 1.2 12.0 1.90

Experience   has   shown   that   if   reliable   long-life
operation   is  to  be  obtained,  the  cooling  air  flow
must   be   maintained  during  standby  periods  when
only   the   heater   voltage   is   applied   to   the   tube.
The  anode  c.ooler  should  be  inspected  periodically
and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any  dirt,
which    may    interfere    with   effective   cooling.

The    blower   selected   in   any    given   application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air  flow
at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure   drop
shown,   plus   any  drop  encountered   in   ducts   and
filters, and the blower must  be  designed  to deliver
the  air at the  desired altitude.

It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  operating tempera-
ture  is  the  sole  criterion of cooling effectiveness.
One  method  of  measuring  the  surface  temperature
is  by  the  use  of  a  temperature-sensitive  lacquer
or  paint.  When  these  materials  are  used,  thin  ap-

plications  must  be  used to avoid  interference  with
the    transf er   of   heat   from  the   tube   to  the  air
stream,which would  cause  inaccurate  indications.

SHOCK   AArD    VJBRArJOIV   -   The   4CX350F]   is
recommended     for    applications    where    environ-
mental  stress   is  anticipated  and   reliable  opera-
tion    must    be    maintained   under   these   circum-
stances.  The  tube  is  routinely  tested  at  a  vibra-
tion  level  of  10  G,  over  the  frequency  range  of  28
to 750 Hertz,  with full  operating voltages  applied,
and     also   tested   under   90   G   long-duration  (11
milliseconds)  shock   conditions,   also  with   volt-
ages  applied.  When  shock  or  vibration  stressing
is  expected,   it   is  extremely  important  that  rela-
tive  motion  between  socket  and  tube  be  prevented
or  restricted  by  clamping the tube  into  place. This
may    be    done   with   EIMAC   Air-System   Socket
SK-620  or  SK-630  and  the  EIMAC  SK-636B  chim-
ney,  which  includes  a  clamping  mechanism.

ELECTRICAL

JIEArER   -   The  heater voltage  for the  4CX350F]
is  26.5  volts  and  should  be  maintained  as  closely
as    possible.    Short-time    variations    of    ±10%   of
the   rated   value   will   not   damage   the   tube,   but
voltage  should  be  maintained  within  ±5%  of  rated
value  to   minimize   variations   in   performance   and
to  obtain  maximum  life.

CATHODE    OPERATION   -   The   cathode    Ls   ln-
ternally  connected  to the  four  even-numbered  base

pins,  and  all  four  corresponding  socket  terminals
should  be  used  to  make  connection  to the  external
circuits.   At   radio   frequencies   it   is   important  to
keep  cathode   leads   short   and   direct   and   to  use
conductors  with  large  areas  to  minimize  inductive
reactance    in   series   with   the   cathode   leads.

It   is   recommended   that   rated   heater   voltage   be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  60  seconds  before  other
operating  voltages  are   applied.  Where  the  circuit
design  requires  the  cathode  and  heater  to  be  op-
erated  at  different  potentials,  the  rated  maximum
heater-to-cathode  voltage  is  150 volts,  regardless
of  polarity.

SrAIVDBy    OPERAr/OIV   -   When    equipment     is
designed  for  very  lowrduty  operation,where  stand-
by   periods   of   many   hours   or   even   days   at   one
time  are  anticipated,  it  is  good  engineering  prac-
tice   to   include   circuitry   for   reduction   of  the
heater   voltage   of   an   oxide-cathode   tube   during
the   standby   periods.   This   will   greatly  minimize
the   release   of   sublimation   products   within   the
tube.   A   reduction   in   heater  voltage   of   10%  from
the   nominal   value   is   recommended   during   such
long  standby  periods,  with  simultaneous   switch-
ing   to   normal   voltage   when   the   equipment   is
switched   from   STANDBY   to   OPERATE.   A   re-
duction   in   heater   voltage   of   more   than   10%   is

possible  if  operation  is  not  attempted  for  several
seconds  after switching from the  STANDBY to the
OPERATE  mode.

CoNTROL-GRID  opERATloN   -  The  grid  dissi-
pation  rating  of  the  4CX350F]  is  zero  watts.  The
grid  current  rating  of  2.0  milliamperes  allows  the
f low  of  positive  grid  current  for  peak-signal  moni-
toring  purposes.

SCREEN-GRID      0PERATloN   -   Tt\e     maxinum
rated  power  dissipation  for  the  screen  grid  of  the
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4CX350F`J    is   8.0   watts,   and   the   screen   input

power   should  be  kept  below  that  level.  The  pro-
duct  of  the  peak  screen  voltage  and  the  indicated
dc  screen  current  approximates  the  screen  input
power  except  when  the  screen  current  indication
is   near   zero   or   negative.   In   the   usual  tetrode
amplif ier,   where   no   signal   voltage   appears   be-
tween  cathode  and  screen,  the  peak  screen  volt-
age  is  equal to the  dc`  screen voltage.

If tuning of a  linear amplifier  circuit  is  to be  done
under single-tone  conditions,  extra  care  should  be
exercised  to be  sure  the  screen  dissipation  rating
is   not   exceeded,   as   this   is   often   the   limiting
factor during this type  of operation.

Protection  for  the  screen  can  be  provided  by  an
over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the  screen
supply  so  the  plate  voltage  must  be  applied  be-
fore  screen voltage  can  be  applied.

The   screen   current   may   reverse   under   certain
conditions   and   produce   negative   current   indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliameter.  This  is  a  normal
characteristic  of  most  tetrodes.  The  screen  power
supply should be designed with this characteristic
in  mind,  so that  the  correct  operating voltage  will
be  maintained  on  the  screen  under  all  conditions.
A  current  path from the  screen  to cathode  must  be
provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor  or  shunt  regulator
connected   between   screen   and   cathode   and   ar-
ranged  to  pass  approximately  15  milliamperes  per
connected  screen.  A  series  regulator  circuit  can
be  used  only  when  an  adequate  bleeder  resistor
is  provided.

PLATE    OPERATION   -The    maximum   rated
plate-dissipation  power  for  the  4CX350FJ  is  350
watts.   The   maximum   dissipation   rating   may  be
exceeded  for  brief  periods  during  circuit  adjust-
ment without damage to the  tube.

At  frequencies  up  to  approximately  30  Megahertz
the  top cap  on the  anode  cooler  may be  used  for a
plate   terminal.   At   higher  frequencies   a  circular
clamp  or  spring-finger  collet  encircling  the  outer
surface   of   the   anode   cooler   should   be   used.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   Thoes   apetating  in
parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is  good  engineering  practice  to  provide  for  in-
dividual   metering   and   individual   adjustment   of
the   bias   or   screen  voltage   to   equalize   inputs.

Where   overload   protection  is   provided,   it   should
be  capable  of  protecting  the  surviving  tube(s)  in
the event  one tube  should  fail.

UHF  OPERAr/OIV   -   The  4CX350F]  is  useful  in
the   UHF   region.   Operation  at  these  frequencies
should  be  conducted  with  heavy  plate  loading and
the   lowest   driving  power  consistent   with  satis-
factory  performance.  It  is  often  preferable  to  op-
erate   at   a   sacrifice   in   efficiency   to   obtain  in-
creased  tube  life.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE    -The
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced   by   many   variables    in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,   capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,  as    the   key   component
involved,   the   industry  and   the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test    is    performed   on   a   cold    tube.   Other
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability    of    tubes    over    a    period   of
time,    even   when   the   tube   may   be   made  by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The    capacitance   values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in    ac-
cordance with  Standard  RS-191.

The    equipment    designer    is    therefore    cau-
tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
tance    values    which   will   exist    in   any   normal
application.   Measurements   should   be  taken  with
the    socket    and    mounting   which   represent   ap-
proximate  final  layout  if  capacitance  values  are
highly significant  in the design.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -   The   4CX350FJ   operates   at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  eiquipment
must    be   designed    properly   and    operating   pre-
cautions   must   be   followed.   Equipment   must  be
designed  so that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for high-voltage  circuits  and terminals,
with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits  of the  power supplies  and  to`discharge  high-

4
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5

voltage   condensers   whenever   access   doors   are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or    "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors   open.   Always   remember  that   HIGH  VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL.

PIN   No.  I:      SCREEN  GPID

PIN   No.2:     CATHODE

PIN   No.3:      HEATER

piN   NO.4:     cAn+ODE
PIN   No.5:      I.C.  DO  NOT USE FOF`  EXTEF`NALCO"ECTION

PIN   No.6:      CATl+ODE

PIN  No.7:      HEATER

LIN  No.8:     CAll+ODE
CENTER pn\I: cor\rrROL Gi3iD

SPECJAL  APPLJCATJOIVS   -   If  it   is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  CA   94070,  for  infor-
mation and  recommendations.

DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
lNCHES MILLIMETEF`S

MIN. MAX MIN. MAX.

A 2 . 324 2 .464 59.03 62.59
a I.6'0 I.640 40.89 41.66

C 1.8'0 I.910 45.97 48.51

D 0.750 0.8' 0 19.05 20.57
E 0.7 I 0 0.790 18.03 20.07
F I.406 35.71

G 0.187 4.75

H
BASE:      88-236

(JEDEC    0ESIGNATloN)

J 0.559 0.575 '4.20 14.55
K 0.240 6.10

Noms:
TREFDiMs.AREroRINFCLoNur

AND AFtE  NOT  F`EQD.  FOF`
lI\lspEC"ON  PURPOSES.

2.   (*) CONTACT  surmacE
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TEclllllcAL   DATA

The  EIMAC  4CX600B  and  4CX600F are  ceramic/metal,  air cooled  radial
beam   tetrodes   designed  for  use  in  wideband  amplifiers,   particularly  dis-
tributed  amplifiers.

The  mechanical  and  electrical  features  of  these  tubes  are  compatible
with   wideband   amplifier   circuit   requirements;   i.e.,low   lead  inductance,
low  input  and  output  capacitances,  small  size  and  high  transconductance.

Rugged   construction   consisting  of  a   unitized   electrode.  structure  and
direct mounting to  the  chassis  combine to  make the  4CX600B  and  4CX600F
suitable  for environments  of severe  shock  and  vibration.

The  maximum  rated  plate  dissipation  of either  type  is  600  watts.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1

a ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  (4CX600B)  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:   Voltage   ...................

Current,  at  6.0  volts  ...........

Cathode:  (4CX600F)  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:   Voltage   ........................

Current,  at  26.5  volts   ...............

4CX600B

4CX600F

RADIAL   BEAM

POWER   TETRODE

6.0  ±  0.3    V

4.3A

......,.    26.5  ±   1.3    V

1.05    A

Transconductance  ( Average):
Ib  =  0.6  Adc     .....   ®   ...................................             41,000    4tmhos

Inptit  Conductance:
Ib  =  0.6  Adc  (F =  30  MHz)      ..................

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)2
Input...............................

Output...............................

Feedback.............................

.....  0.1  X  10-3    mhos

45pF
5.8   pF

0.10   pF

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating:

CW     ...............................................                        500    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.   These  figures  may  change  without  noti`ce
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Dlvision  of  Varian   should  be  consulted  before   using
this  Information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.     In  Shielded  Fixture.

(Effective  3-20-70)     ©     1970  by   Varian Printed in  U.S.A.

;__T===      _   __=`=.i:_    I     =rEH   _  :=`               _:`._:  i.j±_     ._rna

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam    carlos    /    california    94070
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MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length............

Diameter...........

Net  Weight     ...........

.  .  2.45  in;  62.23   mm

.  .  .   2.08  in;  52.83    mm

.....    7.0  oz;  198  gin

Operating  Position    ......................,........................        Any

Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core
SK-680 capacitor when  used   .....

Cooling....................

Base......................

........      250OC

........       150OC

..........      Air

•......      Special

BROADBAND  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM   F}ATINGS:

..........       3000    VOLTS

..........          400    VOLTS

..........- 150    VOLTS

0.6    AMPERE

..........           600     WATTS

15    WATTS

3    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE .

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE    .   .
DCPLATECURRENT      .

PLATE   DISSIPATION       .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION   .

GF`lD   DISSIPATION       .   .

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage .....
Screen  Volta
Grid  Voltage
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current
PeakrfGridVoltage       ...
Screen   Dissipation       ....
Plate  Input  Power   ....
plate   Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   .....
Rf  Load  Impedance     .....

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate   value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB

(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS  (890  MHz):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE  .
DC  GPll D  VOLTAGE  .   .   .

DC  PLATE  CUPBENT    .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCFIEEN   DISSIPATION    ,

GBID   DISSIPATION    .   .   .

1.  Approximate   value

.......      2500    VOLTS

.......         400    VOLTS

......- 150     VOLTS

0.6     AMPEF{E

......         600    WATTS

15    WATTS

.......                 3    WATTS

2.    Grid  driven.  Gro_unded  screen,  rf  grounded  cathode.

3.    For   CW   operation   on   865   MHz   heater   voltage   is   re-
duced     15%.     Inquire    for    voltage     recommended    for
other UHF  conditions.

2

4CX600F  TYPICAL  OPEFIATION

Frequency.............
Plate  to  Cathode,Voltage   .  .  .
Screen  to  Cathode  Voltage   .  .
Grid  Voltage   ...........
Plate  Current  ...........

a:::e:ufruer::i:1:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  dc  Plate  Currentl.
Measured  Driving  Powerl ....
Plate  Input  Power   ........
Plate  Dissipation   ........
Useful  Output  Power   ......
Heater  Voltage 3 .........
Gain,,.,,,.,.',,....
Efficiency.............
Bandwidth  (3db)  output  circuit

4.    Grid   driven.     Neutralized    cavity.     Grounded   screen. a
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RADlo-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
Class-B,  Television  Service  (Frequencies  to  890  MHz)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM   F}ATI NGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ..............         2500    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    .............            400    VOLTS
DC  PLATE  CUBRENT     .                                                                0.6    AMPEBE
PLATE   DISSIPATION     .............            600    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .............                15    WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION    .........                                             3    WATTS

DC  GFilD  VOLTAGE       ..............- 150    VOLTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (865  MHz)
Grid  driven,  neutralized   cavity,    grounded   screen.    Rf
grounded  cathode,  single tuned  input  and output  circuits.
Output  circuit  eff iciency  80°/o.

Plate to  Cathode  Voltage   ......
Screen  to Cathode  Voltage  .....
Grid  Voltagel ..............
Heater voltage  (See note 3 page 2)
Bandwidth at  3 db  points   ......
Zero-Signal  dc  Plate  Current   ....
During  Sync-Pulse

dc  Plate  Curl.ent  .........  a
Pulse  Screen  Currentl .......
Drive  Power  1 ............
Zerorsignal  dc  Plate  Current   .  .
Plate  Dissipation   .........
useful  Power  Output   .......

Black  Level:

£cr,::atpeofeu,rTe.n:  .  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  dc  Plate  Current   .  .
plate  Dissipation   .........
useful  Power  Output   .....,.

i.  Approximate

2000   Vdc
300   Vdc
-54   Vdc

9MHz
loo   mAdc

600   mAdc
8   mAdc

52W
100   mAdc
550W
585W

450   mAdc
25W

100   mAdc_5_5o   w

350W

J|

11

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen  and   plate  voltages  js  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,   there  will   be  littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   jf  grid  bias  is obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor  must   be   adjustable  to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage when the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

4CX600B
Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts     ..........

Cathode  Warmup  Time    ..............

4CX600F
Heater:  Current  at  26.5  volts  ..........
Cathode  Warmup  Time    ..............

Min.      Max.

.....................            4.0        4.7    A

'   ....................           180          --     sec.

.....................        0.851.25    A

•.....          180       --see.

42        48   pF
•.....           5.3       6.3pF

•.....---      0.2pF

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded  cathode  connection)
Input.................................

Output   .
Feedback

MECHANICAL
APPLICATloN

MOOwTJIVG   -   The   4CX600B   and   4CX600F   may
be   mounted   in   any   position.   No   socket   is   re-

quired.  The  tube  may  be  mounted  directly  on  the
SK-680  Screen  Bypass  Capacitor  which  in  turn  is
mounted   to   the   chassis   with   four   screws.   The
chassis  thickness  should  be  0.062  inches  to  in-
sure  adequate  space  for  connections  to  the  base
of  the  tube  and  care  should  be  exercised  to  in-
sure  a  flat  mounting  surface  to  minimize  cathode
lead  inductance.

COOLJIVG   -   Sufficient    forced-air   cooling   must
be  provided  to  maintain  the  anode  core  and  seal
temperatures  below  250°C.   The  tabulation  (page
4)  lists  the  minimum  cooling  requirements  at  sea
level    and   10,000   feet   with   50°C   ambient   air.
At  VHF`  and  UHF,  additional  cooling  air  will  be
required  due  to  circuit  loss,  a  portion  of  which
is  chargeable  to  the tube.

3.
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Air   cooling  of  the   tube  base  is   required.   10
CFM    minimum    should    be   directed   straicht   up
toward   the   center   of   tube   base   from   a   duct  or
blower,  not  more  than  2-1/2  inches  from  the  tube.

PLATEDISsl-PATION SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

AIB STATIC     I AIR STATI C
FLOW PRESSURE FLOW PRESSuPE

(WATTS) (CFM) (W. C. ) (CFM) (W.C. )

300 5.5 0.14 8.0 0.20

450 11.4 0.47 16.6 0.68

6cO 14.1 0.65 20.6 0.94

The   following   diagram   illustrates   a   typical
ccoling installation.

In   cases  where  there  is   any  doubt  regarding
the   adequacy   of  the  supplied  cooling,   it  should
be   borne   in   mind   that  operating  temperature  is
the     sole     criterion     of     cooling    effectiveness.

4.

ELECTF]lcAL

HEATER   -   The    rated    heater    voltage    is    6.0
volts    for   the   4CX600B   and   26.5   volts   for  the
4CX600F.  The  voltage,  as  measured  at  the  tube,
should   be  maintained   at  this  value   to  minimize
variations   in   operation   and   to   obtain   maximum
tube   life.   In  no  case  should  the  voltage   be  al-
lowed  to  exceed  59ro  above  the  rated  value.(See
note  3 page 2).

The   cathode  and  one  side  of  the  heater  are'
internally  connected.

It  is  recommended  that  the  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  period  of  not  less  than  three  min-
utes   before   current   is   drawn   from   the  cathode.
Tube   operation  will   stabilize   after   a   period  of
approximately    five   minutes    from   a   cold   start.

GRJD       OPERArJOIV   -The      4CX600B      and
4CX600F  control  grid  has  a  maximum  dissipation
of  3.0  watts  and  precautions  should  be  observed
to   avoid   exceeding  this   rating.   Derating  of  the
control  grid  dissipation  will  be  necessary  if  the
base  flange temperature exceeds  150°C.

The 4CX600B  and  4CX600F have four threaded

grid   pins   on   the  base  of  the   tube.   These  pins
can   be  used  separately  or  in  parallel  to  control
the   amount  of   grid   lead   inductance   to   suit  the
requirements    of   the   circuit.   The   grid   lead   in-
ductance  for one pin  is  2.4 nanohenries.

Caution   should   be   excercised   when   tightening
the nuts  on  the  control  grid  pins.  Maximum  torque
of  three  inch-pounds  is  sufficient  for  good  elec-
trical  connection  and  should  not  be  exceeded  due
to  possible damage  to  the  vacuum  seal.

SCREEN     OPERATION   -   rrhe     maximum    rated
screen  dissipation  for  the  4CX600B and  4CX600F`
is  15 watts.

Under  certain  operating  conditions  the  screen
current  of  a  tetrode  may  reverse  as  indicated  on
the   screen  current  meter.   This  condition   is  the
result  of secondary  emission  from  the  screen  and
is  normal  for  a  power  tetrode.  If the  impedance  of
the  screen  power  supply  is  high,  negative  screen
current will cause  the  screen  voltage  to  approach
the  anode  voltage,  and  the  results  will  be  a  run-
away  condition which could  lead to a  catastrophic
failure.    This   condition   can   be   avoided   if  suf-
ficient  bleeder  current  is  drawn  from  the  screen
supply    by   an   appropriate   bleeder   or   regulator
tube.   The   recommended   bleeder   current   for  the
4CX600B  and  4CX600F  is  20  rnA  for  each  tube
connected   to   a   common   screen   power   supply.
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a

A   low   inductance   screen   bypass   capacitor,
Eimac  SK-680,  is  available  for  the  4CX600B  and
4CX600F.  This  capacitor  is  easily  installed  with
six   0-80  screws.   With  the   SK-680  capacitor  in-
stalled,   the   screen   self-resonant   frequency   of
the   4CX600B  or   4CX600F`   is   in  excess   of  900
MHz.

PLATE     OPERATION   -   "e     maximum     rated
plate   dissipation   power   for   the   4CX600B   and

4CX600F`  is  600  watts.  Except  for  brief  periods
during   circuit  adjustments,   this   maximum   value
should  not be  exceeded.  Connection  to  the  anode
is   accomplished   by   a   clamp   around   the  anode.

SPECJAL  APPLJC4rJOIVS   -   If  it  is  desired  to
operate  the  tube  under  conditions  different  from
those   given  here,  contact  the  Power  Grid  Divi-
sion,    EIMAC    Division   of   Varian,   San   Carlos,
California,    94070,    for    information    and   recom-
mendations.

5.
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DIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM.
lNCHES M ILLIM ETEFIS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 2.450 62.23
a 2.040 2.080 51.82 52.83
C I.825 I.975 46.35 50.16

D .675 .810 I 7. I 4 20.57
E .720 .BOO 18.29 20.32
F I.SOS I.325 33.15 33.65
G .'30 .155 3.30 3.94
H .130 .180 3.30 4.57
K I.710 I.750 43.43 44.45
L I.930 2.025 49.02 51.43

P .550 .600 13.97 15.24

R 880 920 88® 92®

S .180 .210 4.57 5.33
W .250 .300 6.35 7.62

NOTES:

1.      2-56   UNC-2A

2,      REF.    DIM.    ARE    FOF!    INFO.    ONLY    AND    ARE

NOT    REO'D.    FOR    INSPECTloN    PURPOSES.

HEATER

CATHODE

I 11

II

\
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   8809/4CX600J    is   a   ceramic/metal,
forced-air  cooled,   radial   beam   tetrode  with  a  rated
maximum  plate  dissipation  of 600  watts.  It  is  a  low-
voltage,  high-current  tube  specifically  designed  for
exceptionally  low  intermodulation  distortion  and  low

grid  interception.  The  low  distortion  characteristics
make   the   8809/4CX600J   especially   suitable   for
radio-frequency  and  audio-frequency  linear  amplifier
service.

4CX600J

8921

4CX600JA
llLTFtA    LINEAF]

POWEFI    TETRODE

The  8921/4CX600JA  has  a  larger  anode  cooler  for  reduced  cooling  air  pressure-drop.  It  is  elec-
trically identical  to  the  4CX600J.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage   ..............................

Current,  at  6.0  volts  ......................

Cathode -Heater Potential  (maximum)  ...........

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib= 0.3  Adc,  Ec2 = 350  Vdc      ......................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  cathode) 2
Cin......................................

....          6.0±.3    V

5.4A
±150    V

27'000   Hmhos

50.0   pF
6.3   pF
•13   pF

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are   based  upon  performance tests.  These  figures may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  f3S-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length..............

Diameter..............

Net  Weight    ..............

Operating Position   .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  ......
Anode  Core      ...........

(Effective  8-15-71)    ©     by  varian

4CX600]                      4CX600] A

2.71  in;  68.8mm        2.71  in;  68.8mm

2.08  in;  52.8mm        2.52in;  64.Omm

7.7oz;    218  gin           9.Ooz;    255gm

...................          Any

...................   250OC

...................   250OC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california     94070



4CX600J/4CX600JA

Cooling.....................

Base.......................

Recommended  Air System  Socket  .....
Recommended  Air Chimney  (4CX600]) .  .
Recommended Air Chimney  (4CX600]A) .

Forced air
JEDEC 88-236
....   SK-607

....    SK-646

....    SK-656

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN    Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ..............

DC  SCF]EEN   VOLTAGE    .............

DC  PLATE  CUPIPENT     ..............

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ..............

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .............

GFllD   DISSIPATION     ...............

Two-Tone  screen  current3 .....- 2          3
Single-Tone  Grid  current3  .....            0           0
Two-Tone  Grid  current3  ......            o           o
Peak  rf  Grid  to  Ground  voltage3.        32   39.5
Single-Tone  useful  output  power      550     553

3000   VOLTS          F}esonant  Load  Impedance  .....   2000   2000
450   VOLTS
0.6    AMPEF`E

600   WATTS
15    WATTS

1     WATT

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Cond i t i ons .

Plate  Voltage     .........
See  Notes              .........
Screen  Voltage .........
Grid  Voltage  1    .........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .  .
Single-Tone  Plate  Current  .  .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current    .  .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current 3

2000  2000  2500   Vdc
---(4)   (5&6)

350     350     350   Vdc
-41        -41       -41     Vdc

300     200     175   mAdc
500     497     680   mAdc
350     365     475   mAdc

5        16        30   mAdc

lntermodulation  Distortion  Products2
3rdOrder    .............- 43      -46      -40   db
5thOrder    .............- 43      -51       -40    db

1.    Adjust to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.

2.    The    intermodulation   distortion    products   will    be  as
specified   or   better   for  all   levels  from  zero-signal  to
maximum  outout  power  and  are  referenced  against  one
tone  of a  two  equal  tone signal.

3.   Approximate values.

4.    Cathode  resistor  11  ohms,  bypassed  by  4000 pF.

5.    Cathode  resistor  11  ohms,  no  bypass  capacitor.

6.    Complex   signal   such   that  dc   plate   current  maximum
rating  of 600  rnA  not  exceeded.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

MODULATOR   Class  AB,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal
Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F{ATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCFiEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ,

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .   ,

3000   VOLTS

450   VOLTS

.6    AMPERE

600   WATTS

15    WATTS

1    WATT

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class  AB1

Plate  Voltage  ...........
Screen  Voltage  ..........
Grid  Voltage 1/3  .........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .  .  .
Max.  Signal   Plate  Current  .   .   .
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current   .   .
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current  .   .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2  .....
Plate  Output  Power   .......
Load  Resistance(plate  to  plate)

2000  2

1.   Approximate  value.
2.    PerTube.
3.   Adjust  to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEF`ATloN   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to  obtain  the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  btas,
screen  and   plate  voltages  is  assumeci.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current at  6.0  volts    ..............................

Cathode  Warmup  Time   ..................................

2

Min.          Max.

5.0          5.8    A
5         --     minutes

Eiil

A



4CX600J/4CX600JA

H

a

Interelectrode capacitancesT(grounded  cathode connection)                                                Min.         Max.
Cin   ...............................................         46.0        54.0    pF

Cout    ..............................................             5.7           7.OpF

Cgp  ................................................ 2    pF

1.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

APPLICATION

COOLJIVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rating for
the  anode  core  of  the  4CX600]  is  250°C.  Suffi-
cient  forced  air  circulation  must  be  provided  to
keep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at  the  base  of
the  cooling fins  and the  temperature  of the  ceram-
ic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Air   flow   require-
ments  to  maintain  seal  temperature  at  225°C  in
ambient   air   are   tabulated   below   (for   operation
below  30  megahertz),  for  the  tube  mounted  in  the
recommended  air-system  socket  and  chimney,  and
air flowing in the  base-to-anode direction.

Since  the   power  dissipated  by  the  heater  re-
presents   about  33  watts   and   since   grid   plus
screen  dissipation  can    represent  additional
power,  allowance  has  been  made  in  preparing this
tabulation  for  an  additional  40  watts  dissipation.

The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application
must  be  capable  of  supplying the  desired  air flow
at   a  back   pressure   equal  to  the   pressure  drop
shown  below   plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and filters.

At   other   altitudes   and   ambient   temperatures
the  flow  rate  must  be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
lent cooling.

PlateDissipation

4CX600J

Sea  Level 10,000  FEET

Air  Flow Press.Drop Air  Flow Press.Drop
Watts CFM in. CFM in,

water Water

300 7.0 .3 10.2 .45
450 12.2 .53 17.7 .78
600 26.5 .81 38.7 1.18

4CX600JA

300 7.0 .08 10.2 .11

450 12.2 .13 17.7 .19

600 26.5 .21 38.7 .30

HEATER   -   The   rated   heater  voltage  for  these
tubes  is  6.0  volts.  The  voltage,  as  measured  at
the  socket,  should  be  maintained  at  this  value  to
minimize  variations  in  operation  and  to  obtain
maximum  tube  life.  In  no  case  should  the  voltage
be  allowed  to  exceed  5%  above  the  rated  value
except for short periods.

It  is  recommended  that  the  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a   period   of  not  less  than  5  minutes
before  other  operating voltages  are  applied.

Refer   to   the   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian   for
special  instructions  if  it  is  necessary  to  reduce
cathode  warmup  time.

GRID  OPERArJOIV   -   The  grid  dissipation  rating
of   these   tubes   is   1   watt.   The   design  features
which   make   these   such   extremely   linear  tubes
also  contribute  to  very  low  grid  interception.  The
grid  may  be  driven  into  the  positive   grid  region
in  the  typical  operation  of the tube.

SCREEN  OPERATION   -   Tettode  tubes  may  ex-
hibit  reversed  screen  current  to  a  greater  or  les-
ser  degree  depending  on  the  individual  tube.  The
4CX600]   and   4CX600]A,   under   some   operating
conditions,  may  indicate  negative  screen currents
in the order of 10 milliamperes.

The  maximum  rated  power  dissipation  for  the
screen   grid   is   15   watts   and   the   screen  power
should  be  kept  below  this  level.  The  product  of
the   peak  screen  voltage  and  the   indicated  dc
screen   current   approximates   the   screen   input
power  except  when  the  screen  current  indication
is   near  zero  or  negative.  In  the  usual tetrode
amplifier,   where   no   signal   voltage   appears   be-
tween  cathode  and  screen,  the  peak  screen  volt-
age  is  equal to the  dc  screen voltage.  Experience
has  shown that  the  screen will operate within the
limits  established  for  this  tube  if  the  indicated
screen   current,   plate   voltage   and  drive  voltage
approximate    the    "Typical    Operation"   values.

The  screen  supply  voltage  must  be  maintained
constant  for  any  values  of  negative  and  positive
screen  currents  that  may  be  encountered.  Danger-
ously  high  plate  currents  may  flow  if  the  screen
power  supply  exhibits  a  rising  voltage  character-
istic  with  negative  screen  current.  Stabilization
may be accomplished  in  several different ways.  A
bleeder  resistor  may  be  connected  from  screen  to
cathode;  a  zener  regulator  may  be  connected  from

3



4CX600J/4CX600JA

screen  to  cathode;   or  an  electron-tube  regulator
circuit  may  be  used  in  the   screen  supply.   It  is
absolutely  essential  to  use  a  bleeder  if  a  series
regulator  is  employed.  The  screen bleeder current
should  approximate  20  milliamperes  to  adequately
stabilize the screen voltage. It should  be  observed
that  this  bleeder  power  may  be  usefully  employed
to  energize  low-power  stages  of  the  transmitter .

PLATE  OPERAT/OIV   -   The  maximum rated  plate
dissipation  power  is  600  watts.  Except  for  brief

periods  during  circuit  adjustments,  this  maximum
value should  not be exceeded.

The  top  cap  on  the  anode  cooler  may  be  used
as  a   plate  terminal  at   low  frequencies   or  a  cir-
cular  clamp  or  spring-finger   collet  encircling the
cylindrical  outer  surface  of the  anode  cooler  may
be used at high frequencies.

Points   of   electrical   contact   with   the  anode
cooler  should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of  oxide  to
minimize radio-frequency  loses.  The  anode  cooler
should   be   inspected   periodically   and    cleaned
when  necessary  to  remove  any  dirt  which  might
interfere with effective  cooling.

iNTERMODULATioN   DisTOF{TION    -   The  typ.1-
cal   radio   frequency    linear   amplifier   operating
conditions,    including   the    distortion   data,   are
based  on  actual  operation  in  a  gridrdriven  ampli-
fied.   Because  the  4CX600]  and  4CX600]A  have
very  low  grid  interception  it  is  possible  to  drive
the   grid   positive   with  minimum   adverse  effects
upon the distortion  level  or  upon the  driver.Class
A82   linear  amplifier   operation  is  therefore  pos-
sible  and   recommended.   It  is   also  recommended
that  a  low  impedance  driver  be  used  and  that  the
input  of  the  4CX600J  or  4CX600JA  be  swamped
with  a  1000  ohm  resistor  from  grid  to  cathode  so
as   to  provide   an   almost   constant   load  to  the
driver.

In  general,   linearity  is  improved  as  grid  bias
value  is  shifted  toward  Class  A  operation.  Line-
arity  may  also  be  improved  without   sacrifice  of
efficiency  by  use  of  cathode  resistors  bypassed
for  rf,  or  with  no  bypass  capacitor.   See  "Radio
F`requency  Linear  Amplifier,  Typical  Operation".

CAUTJOIV-JZJGH   VOLTAGE   -    Operating  voltage
for the  4CX600]  and  4CX600]A  can be  deadly,  so
the    equipment   must   be   designed   properly   and
operating  precautions   must   be  followed.   Design

equipment   so  that   no   one   can  come   in  contact
with  high  voltages.   All  equipment  must  include
safety  enclosures  for  high  voltage  circuits  and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open  the
primary  circuits  of  the  power  supply  and  to  dis-
charge  high  voltage  capacitors  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed  or   "cheated"  to  allow   operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

INTERELECTRODE   CAPACITANCE   -I:tie
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a
tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in  most
applications,   such   as   stray  capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring effects.  To  control the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key  component
involved,  the   industry  and  the  Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described  in
Electronic     Industries     Association    Standard
RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other  and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading to  "ground".
The  test  is  performed  on  a  cold  tube.  Clther  fac-
tors  being equal,  controlling  internal tube  capaci-
tance   in  this   way  normally  assures   good  inter-
changeability of tubes  over a  period  of time, even
when   the  tube   may  be   made   by  different  manu-
facturers.  The  capacitance  values  shown  in  the
manufacturer's  technical  data,  or  test  specifica-
tions,   normally   are   taken   in   accordance  with
Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capacitance
values which will exist  in any normal application.
Measurements  should  be  taken  with  the   socket
and   mounting  which  represent  approximate  final
layout  if  capacitance  values  are  highly  signifi-
cant in the design.

SPECJAL   APPLJCATJOIV   -   If   it   is   desired   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  Sam   Carlos,  California   94070, for
information and  recommendations.

E=
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8809/4CX600J
DIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM.
lNCHES MILLIM ETERS

MIN. MAX' MIN. MAX.

A 2 .507 2.707 63.68 68.76
a 2.050 2.080 52.07 52.83
C I . 97 3 2.'73 50.11 55.19

D 0.910 I.030 23.I I 26.16

E 0.710 0.790 18.03 20.07
F I.406 3 5 .7 I

G 0.'87 4.75

H
BASE:     88-236

(JEDEC    DESIGNATloN)

J 0.559 0.573 14.20 14.55

K 0.240 6.10

L I .175 I.190 29.85 30.23
M I.325 I.560 33.66 34.54
N 0. 205 5.21

8 92 I /4CX600 JA
a 2.485 2.515 63.00 63.80

ALL  ELSE   SAME  AS   ABOVE

P'N   DATA

piN  I  a/on  BASE  FtlNG-sCFtEEN  GF{iD

PINS  24.7 -CONTROL  GRID
PINS  3.6.a - CATHODE
PIN 5- HEma
CENTER  PIN- HEATEB

`e
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The   EIMAC   8168/4CX1000A   is   a   ceramic/metal,    forced-air   cooled,
radial-beam  tetrode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  1000  watts.
It  is  a  low-voltage,  high-current  tube  specifically  designed  for  Class-AB|
rf  linear-amplifier  or  audio-amplifier  applications  where  its  high  gain  may
be  used  to  advantage.  At its  rated  maximum  plate  voltage  of 3000  volts,  it
is   capable  of  producing   1630   watts  of  peak-envelope  output  power.   Two
8168/4CX1000As  operating  in  Class-ABi  will  produce  3260  watts  of audio

Power.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS[

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:    Voltage     ..........

Current,  at 6.0  volts   .  .
Transconductance  (Average):

Ib  =  1.0  Adc    .............

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances (grounded  cathode)2

6.0  ±  0.3    V

9.0A

37,000   pmhos

Input.................................81

Output.................................11.8

Feedback............................,..0.015

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid and  screen)2
Input.....................................I

Output....................

Feedback................,.

mEE

35.5   pF
............                   12pF`

•...........         0.004pF

Frequency of  Maximum  Rating:
CW         .................................................                110     MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as   the   result    of   additional    data   or   product   refinement.   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian   should   be  consulted  before
iising  this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.     In  Shielded  Fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.............

Diameter...........................................

Net  weight       ...,
Operating Position

(Revised  5-1-70)     ©    1963,  1966,  1967  Varian
I.i-L±_===L--==t=``=_=F+T=TE===++=====:===::=

4.80  in;  122  mm

3.37 in; 85. 5 mm
27  oz; 768   gin

•......    Any

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california     94070



-a 4CX1000A

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals
Anode  Core     .....

Cooling.........
13ase...........

Recommended  Socket   ................

Recommended  Chimney  ...............

.250OC

.2500C
......................     Forced  Air

.  .  .      Special2  breechblock  terminal  surfaces
•..............    EIMAC  SK-800  Series

•..............    EIMAC  SK-806  Series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN

Class AB|

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ..............

DC  SCPEEN  VOLTAGE  .............

DC  PLATE  CURF}ENT       .............

PLATE  LJISSIPATloN        .........,....

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION    .............

GRID   DISSIPATION        ..............

3000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS
1.0    AMPEF`E

1000   WATTS
12    WATTS

0   WATT

1.    Adjust to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.

2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB|   Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  ..........

i:I:evoYtoa|gt:9:  :  :  :  .. :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current    .   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current   .   .
Twci-Tone  Plate  Current     .  .  .
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current   .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2.
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2  .  .
Plate  Output  Power    ......

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven(Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .....
DC  PLATE  CURRENT   ......
PLATE  DISSIPATION    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GRID   DISSIPATION   .......

3000   VOLTS
4cO    VOLTS
1.0     AMPEF]E

1000    WATTS
12    WATTS

0   WATT

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage   .........

8:::eJ.Ytoa'gt:qe,.2:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current     .
Max  Signal    Plate    Current  .
Zero-Signa.I  Screen  Currentl.
Max  Signal  Screen  Currentl.
Plate  Output  Power ......
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate)        ...... 2040   2850   3860   a
1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Adjust to give stated  zero-signal   plate    current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEf]ATION  data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves.  Adjustment  of  the
rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen  and  plate  voltages  is as-
sumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will   be  little  variation  in  output  power  when  the  tube  is  changed,
even  though  there may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  sc'reen  currents which  result
when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current variations
cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  :3orrect  voltage  in  the  presence  of the variations  in
current.  When  grid  drive  is  applied,  the  screen  voltage  required  to  obtain  the  specified  value  of plate ciirrent
without drawing  grid current  may  vary  somewhat from the typical  values shown.

2.
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RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at 6.0  volts  .....................
Cathode  Warmup  Time     .,......................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl  (grounded  cathode connection)
Input.................................

Min.         Max,

........    Th     IT9A
3            ---min.

75             88   pF

Output     ...........................................          10.812.8pF

Feedback     .........................................---         0.022    pF

1.    In  shielded  fixture

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

COOLJIVG   -   Sufficient  cooling  must  be  provided
for  the  anode  and  ceramic/metal  seals  to  main-
tain    operating    temperatures    below    the    rated
maximum  values:

Ceramic/Metal seals          250°C
Anode core                           250° C

A   flow  rate  of  25  cubic  feet  per  minute  will
be  adequate  for  operation  at maximum  rated  plate
dissipation   at  sea  level  and  with  inlet  air  tem-
peratures   up   to   40°C.   Under   these   conditions,
25   cfm   of   air   flow    corresponds  to   a   pressure
difference    across   the   tube   and   socket   of   0.2
inch  of water  column.  Experience  has  shown  that
if  reliable  long-life   operation  is  to  be  obtained,
the   cooling  air   flow  must   be   maintained  during
standby  periods  when  only  the  heater  voltage  is
applied to the  tube.
At   higher   altitudes   and   at   VHF`   increased   air
flow   will  be   required.   For  example,   at  an  alti-
tube   of  10,000  feet,   a   flow  rate   of  37  cfm  will
be  required  and  will  be  obtained  with  a  pressure
drop  across  tube  and  socket  of  0.3  inch  of water
column.   In   selecting   a   blower   for  use   at  high
altitudes,  care  must  be  taken  to  assure  that  the
blower   is   designed   to  deliver  the   desired  vol-
ume   of   air   at   the   corresponding   pressure  drop
and at the particular altitude.

In   cases  where  there  is   any  doubt  regarding
the  adequacy  of  the  supplied  cooling,  it   shou'ld
be   borne   in   mind   that  operating  temperature  is
the  sole  criterion  of  cooling  effectiveness.  Sur-
face  temperatures  may  be  easily  and  effectively
measured    by   using  one  of  the  several  tempera-
ture-sensitive    paints   or   sticks   available   from
various  chemical  or  scientific€quipment  suppli-

ers.   When   these   materials   are   used,   extremely
thin   applications   must   be   made   to   avoid   inter-
ference   with   the   transfer  of  heat  from   the  tube
to  the  air  stream,  which  would  cause  inaccurate
indications.

The  4CX1000A  is  tested  for  vibration  (noise)
from   10   Hz   to   500  Hz.   Vibration   level   is   10  G
units  peak  28  Hz  to  500  Hz.  Below  28  Hz  vibra-
tion double  amplitude  is  .25  inch.

The  4CX1000A  is  tested  for  shock,  50  G,  11
ms,   three   axes,   after  which   the   tube   must  be
within   specification   for   grid    bias   voltage   and
gas  current.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER   -   The    rated   heater    voltage   for   the
4CX1000A  is  6.0  volts.  The voltage,  as measured
at the  socket,  should  be  maintained at this  value
to   minimize   variations   in   operation   and   to   ob-
tain   maximum   tube   life.   In   no  case   should  the
voltage  be  allowed  to  exceed  5%  above  the  rated
value.

The   cathode  and  one  side  of  the  heater  are
internally  connected.

It  is  recommended  that  the  heater  voltage  be
applied   for  a  period  of  not  less  than   3  minutes
before    other    operating    voltages    are    applied.
From   an   initial   cold   condition,   tube  operation
will   stabilize  after  a  period  of  approximately   5
minutes,

GRID    OPERArJOIV   -The    grid   dissipation
rating    of   the    4CX1000A    is    zero    watts.    The
design   features   which   make   the   tube  capable

3.



of  maximum  power  operation  without  driving  the

grid   into   the   positive   region   also   make   it  nec-
essary  to  avoid  positive-grid  operation.

Although   the   average   grid-current   rating   is
zero,   peak  grid  currents  of  less  than  five-milli-
amperes    as    read    on    a    five-milliampere   meter
may   be   permitted   to  flow  for  peak-signal  moni-
toring purpos es .

SCREEN    OPERATION   -Tetrode   twhes   may
exhibit   reversed   screen   current  to   a   greater  or
lesser   degree  depending  on   individual   tube  de-
sign.    This    characteristic   is   prominent   in   the
4CX1000A    and,    under    some    operating   condi-
tions,  indicated  negative  screen  currents  in  the
order   of   25   milliamperes   may   be   encountered.

The    maximum    rated    power    dissipation    for
the  screen  grid  in  the  4CX1000A  is  12  watts  and
the  screen  power  should  be  kept  below  this  level.
The  product  of  the  peak  screen  voltage  and  the
indicated    dc   screen   current   amroximates   the
screen  input  power  except  when  the  screen  cur-
rent   indication  is  near  zero  or  negative.   In  the
usual   tetrode   amplifier,   where   no   signal   volt-
age   appears   between   cathode   and   screen,   the
peak   screen   voltage   is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.   Experience  has   shown  that  the  screen
will    operate   within   the   limits   established   for
this   tube   if  the   indicated   screen   current,   plate
voltage  and  drive  voltage  approximate  the  "Typi-
cal  Operation"  values.

The    screen   supply   voltage   must   be   main-
tained   constant   for  any  values   of  negative  and

positive   screen   currents   that   may   be   encoun-

4CX1000A

tered.  Dangerously  high  plate  currents  may  flow  A
if   the   screen   power   supply   exhibits   a   rising
voltage  characteristic  with  negative  screen  cur-
rent.  Stabilization  may  be  accomplished  in  sev-
eral   different  ways.   A  bleeder  resistor  may  be
connected    from   screen   to   cathode;    a   combin-
ation  of  VR  tubes  may  be  connected  from  screen
to    cathode;    or   an   electron-tube   regulator   cir-
cuit may be used in the screen supply.  It is  abso-
lutely  essential  to use a bleeder if a series  elec-
tron-tube     regulator    is    employed.    The    screen
bleeder   current   should   approximate   70   milliam-
peres  to  adequately  stabilize  the  screen  voltage.
It   should   be   observed  that   this   bleeder  power
may  be  usefully  employed  to  energize  low-power
stages of the transmitter.

PLATE OPERATJOIV   -   The maximum  rated  plate
dissipation    power    is    1000   watts.    Except   for
brief    periods    during   circuit   adjustments,   this
maximum value should  not  be exceeded.

The  top  cap  on  the  anode  cooler  may  be  used
as  a  plate  terminal  at  low  frequencies  or  a  cir-
cular  clamp  or  spring-finger  collet  encircling  the
cylindrical    outer   surface   of   the   anode   cooler
may be used  at high  frequencies.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS   -   lf  it  Ls  desired  to
operate  this  tube  under  conditions  different  from
those   given  here,  write  to  the  Power  Grid  Tube
Marketing Department,  EIMAC  Division  of Varian,
San    Carlos,    Califomia    94070,    for   information
and  recommendations.

4.
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DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM.
lNCHES MILLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN, MAX.

A 3.335 3.365 84.71 85.47

a 0.807 0.817 20.50 20.75
C I.870 I.goo 47.50 48.26
D 2.250D 2.300D 57.15 D 58.42D
E 2.195 2.380 55.75 60.45
F 3.410 3-550 86.61 90.17

G 4.COO 4.BOO „6.84 '21.92

H 0.965 0.988 24.51 25.10

J 0.690 0.71 0 I 7. 5 3 18.03

K 0.415 0.435 10. 54 11.05

L 0.140 0.165 3.56 4.19

M 0.020 0.030 0.51 0.76
N 0.700 0.BOO I 7.78 20.32
P 0.314D 0.326D 7.98D 8.28D

R 55® 650 55® 65®

S 115® '25® 1150 125®

II

T 0.470 0.530 11.94 13.46

U 0.025 0.048 0.63 I.22

V 0.045D 0.070D I.14 I.78
`1

I

®1
I!8

II(E±±tol      ,,,7-CoNTACT AREA

11"SCREEN11CO`TcOL;+I\\\\/4/+'I.iHEATEP&

j,(,Il`!l|!
CATHODEEEffi\ II
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C    A     i     i     F    O     R     N       i     A

The  Eimac  8352/4CxloooK  is  a  ceramic  and  metal,  forced-air  cooled,  radial-
beam tetrode with a rated maximum plate dissipation of 1000 watts.  It is  a low-voltage,
high-current  tube  specifically  designed  for  Class-AB]  rf  linear-amplifier  applications
where  its  high  gain   and   low   distortion   characteristics   may  be  used   to  advantage.
The 8352/4CxloooK is similar to the 8168/4CX1000A but contains a solid screen ring
that  improves  isolation  between  input  and  output  circuits  and  permits  use  of  the  tube
in  UHF  service.

a

a

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,   unipoten+ial

Heating    Time          --------

Heater:      Vol+age             -------.-

Curren+---......

Transconductance    (Ib±].0   ampere)      ------

Direct   lnterelectrode   Capaci+ances,   Grounded   Cathode:*
]npuT-----.----

Output.----.---
Feedback---------

Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitances,   Grounded   Grid   and   Screen :*
Input----------

Output---.-----

Feedback---------

Maximum    useable    Frequency         -------
*ln   shielded   fixture.

MECHANICAL
Base-----------.

Maximum   Operating   Temperatures:

Ceramic-to-Metal   seals           ------
Anode   core           --------

Recommended   socket              --------

Opera+ing    Posi+ion          ---------

Maximum   Over-All   Dimensions:

Height---------

Diameter---------

Net   weigh+            ----------

RADIO-FREQUENCY
LINEAR  AMPLIFIER-C]ass  AB  or  I
(Single   Side-Band   Suppressed-Carrier  Operation)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CuRRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

3000   MAX.   WATTS
400   MAX.   VOLTS
1.0   MAX.   AMP

1000   MAX.   WATTS

12   MAX.   WATTS

0   MAX.   WATTS

(Revised  8-20-66)  ©   1964,  1966,  1969  by  Varian

Min.      Nom.      Max.
.3 minutes

-        6.0                               volts

8.I                               ?.?     amperes

37,000                            umhos

90                 uuf
]3                   uuf

0.022                 uuf

-      Special,    breechblock   +erminal   surfaces

-.-----       250O   C

.------       2500   C

•---   Eimac   sK-820   or   sK-830

--------   A;ny

•-----            4.8     inches

•-----         3.37     inches

.-.---             27   ounces

TYPICAL   OPERATION    (Frequencies   below   30   Mc)

DC   plat®  Voltage     -----
DC   Screen   Voltage     -----
DC   Grid   voltagel       -...
Zero-Sign.I   DC  Plate  Curret`t    -         -
Single-Tone   DC   Plate   Curient              -
Two-Tone    Average     DC    Plate    Current  I
Zero-Signal   DC   Screen   Current-        -
Single-Tone   DC   Sci.eon   Current'        -
Two-Tone   Average   DC   Screen   Current.
Plate   output   power     ----
•Approximate  values.

2000          2500

325            325+0"
250            250

890            885

645            650
86
3535
'08

930          1300

3000  volts
325  volts

+a yolts
250  rnA
875  rnA
635  m^

5mA
35mA
8mA

1630  wd'ts

lAdiust   grid   bias   to   obtain   listed   loro-Sign®l   plate   cu.r®11t.

Printed  in U.S.A.
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AUDIO  AMPLIFIER  OR  MODULATOR  Class AB,
MAXIMUM   RATINGS        -          -

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE        -

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    -

DC   PLATE   CURRENT         .

PLATE   DISSIPATION            -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION       -

GRID   DISSIPATION              -

3000   MAX.   VOLTS

400   MAX.  VOLTS

I.0   MAX.   AMP

1000   MAX.  WATTS

12   MAX.   WATTS

0   MAX.  WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION    (Sinusoidal   wave,   two   tubes   unless   noted)

DC    Plate    Voltage         -         -          -
DC   Screen   Voltage           -         -
DC   Grid   Yo|tagel        .         .         .
Zero-Signal   DC   Plato  Current     -
Max-Signal   DC   Plate   Current     -
Zero-Signal    DC   Screen   Current*

Max-Signal    DC   Screen   Current*

Effective   Load,    Plate   to   Plato
Driving     Power        ----

Max-Signal    Plate   Output    Power

2000          2500          3000  volts

325             325             325   volts

JO     +0     +a yolt$
500            500            500   rnA

I.78            I.77            I.75   amps

16                  12                  10   rnA

70              70              70  rnA

2040          2850          3680  ohms

a                 0                 O  watts

1860          2600          3260   watts

*Approximate   values,

1Adiust   grid   bias  to   obtain   listed   zero-signal   plate   current.

"TYPICAL  OPERATION"   data  are  obtained   by  ca culation  from   published     character Stic    curves;     NO    ALLOWANCE    is    made    for    circuit    lasses.
Adiustment   of   the   grid   bias   to   obtain   the   speci •c   zero-signal    plate   current   is   ass ned.   The   screen   voltage   req red   to   obtain   tlie   list.ed   value
of  maximum   plate  current,   without  drawing   grid   c rrent.   MAY  VARY  from   the   typica values   shown.  These   condition are  valid   to  approximately   loo
Mc.   at  higher  frequencies,   power   output  will   be     lower  due   to  tube   and   circuit   losses.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

Cooling-Sufficient  cooling  must be pi.ovided  for  the
anode  and  ceramic-to-metal  seals  to  maintain operating
temperatures  below  the  rated  maximum  values:

Gel.amic-to-Metal  seals                       25o°C
Anode col.e                                            250°C

A  flow  rate  of  25  cubic  feet  per  minute  will  be
adequate  for  operation  at  maximum  rated  plate  dissi-
pation at sea level and with inlet air temperatures up to
40°C.  Under  these  conditions,  25  cfm  of  air  flow  cor-
responds  to  a  pressure  differ.ence  across  the  tube  and
socket   of   0.2   inch   of  water   column.   Experience  has
shown  that  if  reliable  long-life  opei.ation  is  to  be  ob-
tained,  the  cooling  air flow must be maintained  during
standby  pei.iods  when  only  the  heater.  voltage  is  ap-
plied  to  the  tube.

At  higher  altitudes  and  at  UHF  increased  air  flow
will  be required.  For example,  at an  altitude  of  10,000
feet,  a flow rate of 37 cfm will be required and will be
obtained with a pressure drop across tube and socket of
0.3  inch  of  water  column.   In   selecting  a  blower  for
use at high altitudes,  care must be taken  to  assure that
the blower is designed to deliver the desired volume of
air   at   the   corresponding   pressure   drop   and   dr   f7}e
particular  al±itnde.

In  cases  where  there  is  any  doubt  regarding  the
adequacy of the supplied cooling, it should be borne in
mind  that  operating  temperature  is  the  sole  criterion
of  cooling  effectiveness.  Surface  temperatures  may  be
easily  and  effectively  measured  by  using  one  of  the
several  temperatui.e-sensitive  paints  or  sticks  available
from  various  chemical  or  scientific-equipment  suppli-
ers.   When   these   materials   are   used,   extremely   thin
applications  must  be  made  to  avoid  interference  with
the  transfer  of  heat  from  the  tube  to  the  air  stream,
which  would  cause  inaccurate  indications.

ELECTR.CAL

Heal.er-The  rated  heater voltage for  the 4CxloooK
is  6.0  volts.  The  voltage,  as  measured  at  the  socket,
should  be  maintained  at  this  value  to  minimize  varia-
tions  in operation and to obtain maximum tube life.  In
no  case  should  the  voltage  be  allowed  to  exceed  5%
above  or below the rated value.

The  cathode  and  one  side  of  the  heater  are  inter-
nally connected.

It  is  recommended  that  the  heater  voltage  be  ap-
plied  for  a  period  of  not  less  than  3  minutes  before
other  operating  voltages  are  applied.  From  an  initial
cold   condition,   tube   opei.ation   will   stabilize   after   a
period  of approximately  5 minutes.

Conrrol  Grid  OperaTiort-The gi.id dissipation rating
of  the  4CX1000K  is  zero  watts.  The  design  features
which  make  the  tube  capable  of  maximum  power  op-
ei.ation without driving the grid into the positive I.egion
also  make  it  necessary  to  avoid  positive-grid  operation.

Although   the   aver.age   grid-current  rating  is   zei.o,
peak grid currents of less than five milliamperes as read
on  a  five-milliamperes  meter  may be permitted to  flow
for  peak-sigml  monitoring  purposes.

Screen  Grid  Operation-Tetrode  tubes  may  exhibit
reversed screen current to a greater or lesser degree de-
pending  on  individual  tube  design.  This  characteristic
is  prominent  in  the  4CxloooK  and,  under  some  op-
erating  conditions,  indicated  negative  screen  currents
in the  order  of 25  milliamperes may be  encountered.

The   maximum   rated   power   dissipation   for   the
screen   grid   in   the   4CX1000K   is   12   watts   and   the
screen  power   should  be  kept  below  this   level.   The
pi.oduct  of  the  peak  screen  voltage  and  the  indicated
dc  screen  current  approximates  the  screen  input power
except  when  the  screen  current  indication  is  near  zero
or  negative.  In  the  usual  tetrode  amplifier,  where  no
signal voltage appears between cathode and screen, the
peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen  voltage.
Experience   has   shown   that   the   screen   will   operate
within  the  limits  established  for  this  tube  if  the  indi-
cated  screen  current,  plate  voltage  and  drive  voltage
approximate  the  `Typical  Operation"  values.

The   screen   supply   voltage   must   be   maintained
constant for  any values  of negative  and positive  screen
currents  tha`t  may  be  encountered.  Dangerously  high
plate  currents  may  flow  if  the  screen  power  supply
exhibits   a  rising  voltage  characteristic  with  negative
screen  current.   Stabilization  may  be  accomplished  in
several  different  ways.  A  bleeder  resistor  may  be  con-
nected  from  screen  to  cathode;  a  combination  of  VR
tubes  may  be  connected  from  screen  to  cathode;  or
an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may  be  used  in  the



screen supply.  It is absolutely essential to use a bleeder
if  a  series   electron-tube   regulator   is   employed.   The
screen   bleeder   current   should   approximate   70  milli-
amperes   to   adequately   stabilize   the   screen   voltage.
It  should be  observed  that this  bleeder power may  be
usefully   employed   to   energize   low-power   stages   of
the transmitter.

Plate   Operation-The   maximum   rated   plate   dis-
sipation  power  is  1000  watts.  Except  for  brief  periods
dui.ing  circuit  adjustments,  this  maximum value  should
not  be  exceeded.

The  top  cap  on  the  anode  cooler  may  be  used  as
a  plate  terminal  at  low  frequencies  or  a  circular  clamp
or  spring-finger  collet  encircling  the  cylindrical  outer

n
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surface  of  the  anode  cooler  may  be  used  at  high  fre-
quencies.

Points  of  electrical  contact  with  the  anode  cooler
should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of  oxide  to  minimize
radio-frequency   losses.   The   anode   cooler   should   be
inspected  periodically  and  cleaned  when  necessary  to
remove  any  dirt  which  might  interfere  with  effective
cooling.

Special  Applications  -  If  it  is  desired  to  operate  this
tube under conditions different from those given here,
write to the Power Grid Tube Marketing, EIMAC, Divi-
sion of Varian, Sam Carlos California, for information
and recommendations.

REF. MIN. MJex. NOW.

A 3.335 3.365
a .807 .8'7
C I  _a70 I.9cO
D 2250 2.300
E 2J95 2.380
F 3.410 3.550
C- 4.COO 4.8cO
H .950 I , 000
J .675 .725
K .4cO .4sO
L .140 .'70
N .020 .OsO
N .coo .BOO
P .314 .326
a 55® 65®
S 115® 125®

T .470 .5sO
U .025 .048
V .045 01 cool`
W 2.468 2531 _

DO   NOT    CONTACT
THIS    AREA

vENrT   HOLE   LocATloNs
Nor   cRITicAL
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  4CX1500A  is  a  general  purpose  tetrode  for  use  up
to   and  through  VHF.  Insulation  is  ceramic  and  the  thoriated  tung-
sten   filament  is  a  rugged  mesh   design.   The  screen  terminal  is  a
continuous  ring which  allows  good  isolation  between  the  plate  cir-
cuit  and  the  control  grid  circuit.

The  4CX1500A  is  recommended  for  use  as  a  class  C  power  amp-
lifier,  class  8,  or  class  AB|  linear  amplifier,  as  a  regulator,  and  in

pulse  modulator  service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament  Voltage   ............

Filament  Current    ............

Amplification  Factor  (Grid  Screen)  .

Transconductance  (Ib =  1  ampere)
Ec 2=  500  volts,  Eb =  200  volts)

Frequency  for  Maximum  Ratings .  .  ,

5.0   volts
38.5   amps

5.5

4CX1500A

RADIAL    BEAM

TETRODE

•.        26'000    Hmho

150    MHz

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (Grounded  Cathode)  2
cin    .................................................               78.0    pF

Cout     ................................................               10.5    pF

Cgp   .................................................               0.25    pF

1.    Characteristics   and   operating  values   are  based   upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as   the   result   of   additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final   equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance   values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Base...................

Recommended  Socket .........

Recommended  Air  Chimney  ....,

Operating  Position       ........,

Maximum  Anode  Core  Temperature
Maximum  Seal  Temperature  .....

Cooling................,

(Effective  12-1-71)     ©        by  varian

Special ring and  breechblock  terminal  surfaces

EIMAC  SK-831

EIMAC  SK-806

Axis  Vertical
250OC

250OC

.  .  Forced  Air

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/sam    carlos/california    94070
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Maximum  Dimensions

Height..............

Diameter.............

Net  Weight    .............

Shipping Weight  (Approximately)

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament  Current,   Ef  =  5.0  V    .................

Interelectrode  Capacitance   (grounded  cathode  circuit)    1

4.90  in;  124.5  mm

3.37  in;     85.6  mm

30oz;      850gm
31b;       1.21kg

Min.           Max.

36.5       40.5   A

73.0        83,0   pF

8.512.5    pF
0.4   pF

1.    Capacitance   values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Fis-191.

RADlo-FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB

MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .....
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    ....

DC   PLATE  CURRENT     .....
PLATE  DISSIPATION      .....

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION      ....

CONTROL  GRID   DISSIPATION

4000   VOLTS
750    VOLTS
1.0     AMPEF}E

1500    WATTS
75    WATTS
25  v WATTS

TYPICAL  0PEFiATION  Class  AB 1

DC  plate  Voltage    .........

DC  Screen  Voltage   ........
DC   Grid  Voltage    1 .........

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    ....
Max-Signal   Plate  Current     ....
Max-Signal  Screen  Current2.   .   .
Peak  PIF  Driving  Voltage     ....

Resonant  Plate  Load  Resistance
Max-Signal  Plate  Power  Out     .   .

2500       3900 V
600         600  V

-105          -110V

250         200 rnA
765          750 rnA

46            40 rnA
95           100v

1670       29000
1080        1850  W

1.    Adjust  to  specif ied  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  values.

RADIO-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R

OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM

(Continuous  Operating  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .....

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ....

DC  PLATE  CURFIENT     .....

PL.ATE   DISSIPATION`    .....

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ....

CONTPOL  GRID   DISSIPATION

5000    VOLTS

750    VOLTS

1.0     AMPEF}E

1500    WATTS

75    WATTS

25    WATTS

TYPICAL  0PEFIATION

DC  Plate  Voltage   ......
DC  Screen  Voltage   .....
DC  Grid  Voltage      ......
DC  Plate  Current    ......
DC  Screen  Current2 .....
DC  Grid  Current 2  ......
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage     .   .   .
Driving  Power     ........
Plesonant  Load  Plesistance .
Plate  Dissipation    ......
Power  Output   .........

1.    Useful   Power  Output
2.    Approximate  values.

low  Freq.
Ca I cu I ated

.   .    3000   4000

.   .       500       500

.   .     -200    -200

.   .       800      800

.   .          36          37
1715

.   .       240      240

.   .          4.1          3.6

.   .    1720    2570

.  .       600      700

.   .    1800    2500

220  MHz
Measured

3000 V
500v

-116  V

1000 rnA
35mA

0mA
---V

31.5  W
---a
-.-W

15oo  W1

®

2
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PLATE-MODULATED  RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER  AMPLIFIER
Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions  unless  noted)

MAXIMUM   F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCF`EEN   VOLTAGE

DC   PLATE  CURRENT     .

PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION      ....

CONTF}OL  GFllD   DISSIPATION

....          3500    VOLTS

....             550    VOLTS

.8     AMPEF}E

1000    WATTS

75    WATTS
25    WATTS

1.    Corresponds  to   1500 watts  at  1000/o  sine-wave  mod-
u I at i on .

TYPICAL  OPERATloN

DC  Plate  Voltage   ....
DC  Screen  Voltage   ....
DC  Grid  Voltage     .
Peak  Audio  Screen  Voltage

(For  100°/o  mod.  approx.)   .
DC  Plate  Current    .....
DC  Screen  Current2 .....
DC  Grid  Current2   ......
Peak  FiF   Grid  Voltage  ....
Grid   Driving   Power    .   .   .
F{esonant  Load  Besonant   .   .
Plate  Dissipation    ....
plate  Power  Out       ......

2.    Approximate  value.

Low  Frequency
Ca I cu I ated

2500       3400   v
500         500   V

-300        -300   V

AUDIO-FREQUENCY  AMPLIFIEF!  OR

MODULATOR
Class  AB

MAXIMUM   F}ATINGS:

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE    ........           4000    VOLTS

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE    ..........              750    VOLTS

DC   PLATE   CUF}PIENT     .                                                             1.0     AMPEBE

PLATE   DISSIPATION      ...........            1500    WATTS

SCPEEN   DISSIPATION     .....                                       75    WATTS

CONTROL  GRID   DISSIPATION     .....                  25    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)  Class  ABi

DC  Plate  Voltage    .....
DC   Screen  Voltage    ........
DC   Grid   Voltage      .........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    ....
Max-Signal   Plate  Current     ....
Max-Signal   Screen  Current2.   .   .
Peak  AF  Drlvlng  Voltage    ....
Load  F`esistance  Plate  to  Plate .
Max-Signal   Plate  Dissipation  1.
Max-Signal   Plate  Power  Out     .   .

1.     PerTube
2.    Approximate  value.

NOTE:    TYPICAL   OPEPIATION   data   is  obtained  by  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation  from  published  character-
istic   curves.  Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias
screen   and   plate   voltage   is   assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will   be  little  variation   in  out-

put  power when  the  tube  is  changed, even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current .
The   grid   and   screen   currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and
vary   from   tube   to  tube.  These  current  variatlons  cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the
correct   voltage   in   the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  Class  C  service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained

principally   by   means   of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  obtain  the  required  bias  volt-
age  when  the  correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOC/Ivr/IVG   -    The   4CX1500A    must   be   operated

with  its   axis  vertical.   The   base   of  the  tube  may
be   down   or   up   at   the   convenience   of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKE7`    -The     EIMAC     SK-831     socket     and
SK-806   c`himney   have   been   designed   especially
for   the   4CX1500A.   The   use   of   recommended  air-
flow    rates    through    these    sockets    provides   ef-
fective   forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.   Air  forced
into   the   bottom   of   the   socket   passes   over   the

tube    terminals    through    the    Air    Chimney,     and
through  the  anode  cooling fins.

COOL/IVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rati'ng  f or
the  anode  core  of  the  4CX1500A   is  250°C.  Suffi-
cient   forced-air   circulation   must   be   provided  to
keep   the   temperature   of   the   anode   at   the   base
of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of   the
ceramic`/metal   seals   below    250°C.    Air-flow   re-

quirements  to  maintain  seal  temperature  at  225°C
in  50°C  ambient  air  are  tabulated  on  page  4  (for
operation  below  30  MHz).
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SEA  LEVEL 6000  FEET

Plate
Air  Flow

Pressure

Air  Flow

Pressure
Drop Drop

Dissipation ( I nches ( I nches
(Watts' (CFM) of  Water) (CFM) of  Water)

1000 27 0.33 33 0.40

1500 47 0.76 58 0.95

*Since  the  power dissipated  by  the  filament  represents

about  200  watts  and  since  grid-plus-screen  dissipation
can,    under   some   conditions,    represent   another   loo
watts,   allowance  has  been  made  in  preparing  this  tab-
ulation  for  an  additional  300  watts dissipation.

The   blower   selected   in   a    given   application
must    be   capable   of   supplying   the    desired   air
flow   at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure
drop    shown   above   plus   any   drop  encountered  in
ducts  and  filters.

At   other   altitudes   and   arrbient   temperatures
the  i low  rate  must   be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
Jenf    cooJr.ng.    The    flow    rate    and   corresponding

pressure    differential    must    be    determined    indi-
vidually    in    such    cases,    using   rated   maximum
temperatures   as   the   criteria   for   satisfactory
cooling.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT    OPERATION   -   The    toted   filamehi
voltage  for  the  4CX1500A  is   5.0  volts.   F`ilament
voltage,    as   measured   at   the   socket,   should  be
maintained  at  this  value  or  below  to  obtain  max-
imum  tube  life.

CONTROL  GRID   OPERATION   -   rrhe   rated  dis-
sipation  of  the  grid  is  25  watts.  This  is  approxi-
mately   the   product   of   dc   grid   current   and   peak

positive  grid  voltage.  Operation  at  bias  and  drive
levels  near  those  listed  will  insure  safe  operation.

SCREEN   GRID   OPERATION    -   The   power   d.is-
sipated  by  the  screen  of  the  4CX1500A   must  not
exceed  75 watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac    applied  to  the  screen,   is   the   simple  product
of  the   screen  voltage  and   the   screen  current.   If
the  screen  voltage  is  modulated,  the  screen  dis-
sipation   will   depend   upon   RMS   screen   current
and  voltage.

4

Screen  dissipation  is   likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or   plate   load   are   removed   with   filament   and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable     protective
means   must  be   provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation to  75  watts  in  the  event  of  circuit  failure.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating    voltages
used    with   the    4CX1500A   are    deadly,    and   the
equipment   must  be   designed   properly   and  opera-
ting   precautions    must   be   followed.    Design   all
equipment   so   that   no   one   can   come   in   contact
with   high   voltages.   All   equipment   must   include
safety   enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interloc.k   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to   dis-
charge  high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed   or   "cheated"   to.  allow   operation  with
access   doors   open.   Always   remember   that   HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

RADIO    FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -    Avoid   ex-
posure  to  strong  rf  fields   even   at   relatively  low
frequency.   Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most   of  the   energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with   little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the   hazard,   however,   even  at   these   frequencies,
and     it    is    worth    noting   that    some    commercial
dielectric   heating   units   actually   operate   at   fre-

quencies   as   low   as   the   13   and   27   MHz   bands.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual    internal    interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced    by   many   variables    in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to   the
chassis,    capacitance   added   by  the   socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values    within   the   tube,   as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and   the   Military   Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic     Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires  the   use   of   specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
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The   test   is   perf ormed   on   a   cold  tube.   Orher
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,
even   when   the   tube   may   be   made   by   different
manufacturers.  The  capacitance  values  shown  in
the  manufacturer's  technical  data,  or  test  specifi-
cations,   normally   are   taken   in   accordance   with
Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to    make   allowance    for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which will  exist  in  any  normal  application.
Measurements   should   be   taken   with   the   socket
and   mounting   which   represent   approximate   final
layout   if   capacitance   values   are   highly  signifi-
cant  in  the  design.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   To   otota.in   maximum

power   output  with  minimum  distortion  from  tubes
operated  in  multiple,  it  is  desirable  to  adjust  in-
dividual  screen  or  grid  bias  voltages  so  that  the

peak  plate  current  for  each  tube   is  equal  at  the
crest  of  the  exciting  voltage.  Under  these  condi-
tions,  individual  dc  plate  currents  will  be  approx-
imately  equal  for  full  input  signal.

SPECIAL   APPLICATION   -   1£   ±t   ±s   desired   to
operate this  tube  under  conditions widely different
from  those  listed  here,  write  to  Power  Grid  Tube
Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,   301   Indus-
trial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for  infor-
mation  and  recommendations.
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The EIMAC 4CX1500B is ceramic and metal, forced-air cooled, radial
beam tetrode with a rated maximum plate dissipation of 1500 watts. It is a
low-voltage,  high-current  tube  specifically  designed  for  exceptionally  low
intermodulation  distortion  and  low  grid  interception.  The  low  distortion
characteristics make the 4CX1500B  especially suitable for radio-frequency
and audio-frequency linear amplifier service.

ELECTRICAL

rn

A

GENERAL      CHARACTERISTICS

Cathode :  Oxide  coated.  Unipotential       LA4i2L_jb[gJ2L   J!4q21
Heating  Time

Heater:Voltage      -        -
Current     -       -

Transconductance :

mln
6.0V

9.0                            11.0       A

(I,,=0.5  amperes,  E,2=225  volts)                30,000
Direct Interelectrode Capac`itances,  Grounded Cathode : *

Input        -        -        -
Output    -        -        -
Feedback         -        -

umhos

Direct Interelectrodc Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen : *
Input        -        -        -
Output    -        -        -
Feedback         -        -

*ln   Shielded    Fixtiire

MECHANICAL
Base
Maximum Operating Temperatures

Ceramic-to-Metal  seals       -
Anode  core   ----

Recommended socket  -       -       -
Operatingposition        -        -        -
Maximum Over-All Dimensions :

Height-----
Diameter----

Net  weight    -----
Shipping  Weight  (Approximate )

hth  Nom.  fry
75                        88        pF

10.8                        12.8       pF
•03        pF

pF
pF

0.005      pF

Special,  breechblock  terminal  surfaces

----            250OC
---.           250OC
-    EIMAC  SK-800  Series
-----      Any

4.8
3.37

27
3

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class   AB

MAXIMUM    RATINGS
DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE    CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
CONTROL    GRID

DISSIPATION            -

3000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS

.900   A`NIP
1500   WATTS

12   WATTS

I    WATT

•Adjust   to   the    specified    Zero-Signal    Plate    Current.
•.The     driving     power     specifled     Includes    the     power     dissipated     in     a     1000

ohm    swamping   resistor   between   the   control    grid   and   the    cathode.
t**The     intermodulation     distortion     products     will     be     as     specified     or     better

for    all    levels    from    zero-signal    to    maximum    output    power   and    are    refer-
enced    against   one   tone   of   a   two   equal   tone   signal.

(Revised  6-1-67)  ®   1966,1967,1968  by  Varian

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below  30  MHz)

Class  AB!,  Grid   Driven,   Peak   Envelope  or
Modulation   Crest   Conditions

DC   plate   voltage          -          -          -
DC   screen   voltage      -         -         -
DC   Grid   voltage*        -          -          -
Zero-Signal   DC   Plate   Current    -
Single-Tone   DC   Plate   Current   -
Two-Tone   DC   Plate   Current       -
Single-Tone   DC   Grid   Current    -
Two-Tone   DC   Grid   Current        -
Single-Tone   DC  Screen   Current
Two-Tone   DC  Screen   Current    -
Peak   RF  Grid   voltage          -          -
Driving    Power**
Useful  output  power           -         .
Resonant   Load    Impedance          -
lntermodulation   Distortion

Products"I-3rd   order    -
5th   order     -

-38    -40   -43  dB
-47   -48   -47  dB

Printed  in   U.S.A.
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AUDIO   AMPLIFIER   OR   MODULATOR
Class  ABi

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION

*Approximate   values.
**Adjust   grid    bias  to   obtain

3000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS

.900   AMP
1500   WATTS

12   WATTS
1.0   WATTS

listed   zero-signal    plate   current.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Sinusoidal  wave,  2  tubes  unless  noted)

DCplatevoltage          -         -         -
DCscreenvoltage     -        -        -
DCGridvoltage**     ---
Zero-Signal   DC   Plate  Current    -
Max.-Signal   DC   Plate  Current  -
Zero-Signal  DC Screen Current*
Max.-Signal  DC Screen  Current*
Effective  Load,   Plate  to  Plate     -
Driving    Power      ----
Max.-Signal  Plate Output Power

NOTE:    "TYPICAL    OPERATION"    data    are    obtained    by    calculation   from    the    published    characteristic    curves    and    confirmed    by    direct   tests.    Adjustment    of   the

grid    bias   to   obtain   the    speci ied    zero-signal    plate    current    is   assumed.    When    gricl    drive    is    applied,    the    screen    voltage    requi.red    to    obtain    ttie    specified    value
of    plate   current   without   drawing   grid    current   may   vary   somewhat   from   the   typical    values   shown.

A P P L I CAT I O N

Coozi7tg  -  The  maximum  temperature  rating
for  the  anode  core  of  the  4CX1500B  is  250°C.
Sufficient  forced  air  circulation  must  be  pro-
vided  to  keep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at
the base of the cooling fins and the temperature
of  the  ceramic-to-metal  seals  to  below  250°C.
Air flow requirements to maintain seal tempera-
ture at 225°C in 50°C ambient air are tabulated
below (for operation below 30 megahertz). Tube
mounted in recommended socket and chimney.

Sea  Level 1 0,000 feel

PlateDissipation
Air  Flow Pressure  Drop Air  Flow Pressure  Drop

watts CFM inches  water CFM inches  water

1000 I.8 .23 24 .31
1500 34 .60 45 .80

*Since   the   power   dissipated   by   the   neater   represents   about   60   watts   and   since

grid    plus    screen    dissipation    can,    under   some    conditions,    represent   anotlier    13
watts,    allowance   has   been    made    in   preparing   this   tabulation   for   an    additional
73   watts   dissipation.

The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air
flow  at  a  back  pressure  equal  to  the  pressure
drop shown above plus any drop encountered in
ducts and filters.

At other altitudes  and  ambient temperatures
the flow rate must be modified to obtain equiva-
lent  cooling.  The  flow  rate  and  corresponding
pressure  differential  must  be  determined  indi-
vidually  in  such  cases,  using  rated  maximum
temperatures   as   the   criteria   for   satisfactory
cooling.

Hcczfcr   -   The  rated  heater  voltage  for  the
4CX1500B is 6.0 volts. The voltage, as measured
at the socket, should be maintained at this value
to  minimize  variations  in  operation  and  to  ob-
tain maximum tube life.  In no case should the
voltage be allowed to exceed 5%  above or below
the rated value.

The  cathode  and  one  side  of  the  heater  are
internally connected.

2

It is recommended that the heater voltage be
applied for  a period of not less  than  3  minutes
before   other   operating   voltages   are   applied.
From  an  initial  cold  condition,  tube  operation
will  stabilize  after  a period  of  approximately  5
minutes.

InteTmodulation  Distortion  -  The  RaLdio Ere-
quency  Linear  Amplifier  operating  conditions
including  the  distortion  data  are  the  results  of
actual'  operation  in   a  neutralized   grid-driven
amplifier.  Plots  of  IM  distortion  versus  power
output under two-tone conditions, as a function
of zero-signal plate current, are included to illus-
trate the effect of this parameter upon distortion.
Because the 4CX1500B has very low grid inter-
ception  it  is  possible  to  drive  the  grid  positive
without any adverse effects upon the distortion
level or upon the driver. Class A82 linear ampli-
fier  operation  is  therefore  possible  and  recom-
mended.   It  is   also  recommended  that  a  low
impedance driver be used and that the input of
the  4CX1500B  be  swamped  with  a  1000  ohm
resistor  from  grid  to  cathode  so  as  to  provide
an almost constant load to the driver.

Cot?tro!-G7.€cZ  Opc7.cztio72  -  The  control  grid  dis-
sipation rating of the  4CX1500B  is  1  watt.  The
design features which make the 4CX1500B such
an extremely linear tube also contribute to very
low  grid  interception.  It will be found  that  the
grid will be  driven into the positive  grid region
in  the  typical  operation  of  the  tube.  The  grid
current will usually be less than 1.0 milliampere.

Sc`rcc7t-G7.icz   Opcrc!tio7i   -   Tetrode   tubes   may
exhibit  reversed  screen  current  to  a  greater or
lesser  degree  depending  on  individual  tube  de-
sign.   This  characteristic  is  prominent  in  the
4CX1500B   and,  under  some  operating  condi-
tions,  indicated negative  screen currents in the
order  of  35  milliamperes  may be  encountered.

The maximum rated power dissipation for the
screen  grid  in  the  4CX1500B  is  12  watts  and
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the   screen  power  should  be  kept  below   this
level.  The product of the peak screen voltage and
the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates
the screen input power except when the screen
current  indication  is  near  zero  or negative.  In
the  usual  tetrode   amplifier,  where  no  signal
voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,
the peak screen voltage is equal to the dc screen
voltage.  Experience  has  shown  that  the  screen
will  operate  within  the  limits  established  for
this  tube  if  the  indicated  screen  current,  plate
voltage    and   drive   voltage   approximate   the"Typical  Operation"  values.

The  screen  supply  voltage  must  be  main-
tained constant for any values of negative  and
positive screen currents that may be encountered.
Dangerously high plate currents may flow if the
screen  power  supply  exhibits  a  rising  voltage
cha.racteristic with negative screen current. Sta-
bilization  may  be  accomplished  in  several  dif-
ferent ways. A bleeder resistor may be connect-
ed from screen to cathode; a combination of VR
tubes  may  be  connected  from  screen  to  cath-
ode;  or  an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may
be  used  in  the  screen  supply.  It  is  absolutely
essential  to  use  a  bleeder  if  a  series  electron-
tube  regulator is  employed.  The  screen bleeder
current should approximate  70 mihiamperes to
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adequately stabilize the screen voltage. It should
be observed that this bleeder power may be use-
fully  employed  to energize low-power  stages  of
the transmitter.

PzcltG  OpG7`cztio7t  -  The  maximum  rated  plate
dissipation   power   is   1500   watts.   Except   for
brief  periods  during  circuit  adjustm€nts,  this
maximum  value  should  not be  exceeded.

The top cap on the anode cooler may be used
as a plate terminal at low frequencies or a circu-
lar  clamp  or  spring-finger  collet encircling  the
cylindrical  outer  surface  of  the  anode  cooler
may be  used  at high frequencies.

Points  of  electrical  contact  with  the  ahode
cooler  should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of  oxide
to  minimize  radio-frequency  losses.  The  anode
cooler   should   be   inspected   periodically   and
cleaned  when   necessary   to  remove   any   dirt
which might interfere with effective cooling.

Specici! AppZ¢ccit€o72s - If it is desired to operate
this tube under conditions different from those
given  here,  write  to  the  Power  Grid  Product
Manager, EIMAC Division of Varian Associates,
Sam Carlos, California, for information and rec-
ommendations.

CONTACT   AREA

- D0  NOT  CONTACT
THIS    AREA

VENT   HOLE   LOCATIONS

NOT   CRITICAL

DIMENSION   DATA

REF. NOM. MIN, MAX.

A 3.535 3.365
a .807 .817

C I . 870 I.900
D 2.250  DIA. 2.300 DIA.

E 2 .195 2.380
F 3.410 3 . 550
G 4.600 4.8cO
H .950 I . 0 CX)

J .675 .725
K .400 450
L .140 .170

M .020 .030
N .700 .BOO
P .314   DIA. •.326  DIA.

R 55® 650
S ''5® 1250

T .470 .530
U .023 .043
V .057  DIA. .073  DIA.
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The  EIMAC  8169/4CX3000A  is  a  ceramic  and  metal
power tetrode designed to be used as a Class-ABi linear ampli-
fier in audio or radio-frequency applications. Its characteristics
of  low  intermodulation  distortion  make  it  especially  suitable
for single sideband service.

This tube is unique in that a production test is included to
insure  minimum  distortion  products.  The  8169/4CX3000A
must produce  a m€72imttm of 5300 watts in Class  ABi  service
with IM distortion at least 32 db down, 3rd order.

The tube is also recommended for use as a Class-C radio-
frequency power amplifier and plate-modulated radio-frequency
power amplifier.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated Tungsten     Mi73.     Nom.     Ma%.
Voltage  -----   3:5--volts
Current   ----          39.5                    43.5   amps

Amplification Factor ( Grid screen )            5.5
Frequency For Maximum Ratings                            150   MHz
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances , Grounded Cathode :

Input        ----           120                      140    pF
Output     ----          10.5                      14.5pF
Feedback         -       -       -                                        1.4    pF

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen :
Input------------
Output-----------
Feedback-----------

Min.     Max.---F _67pF
---10.514.5   pF

0.2    pF

MECHANICAL

Base          ----------       Special ring and breechblock terminal surfaces
Maximum seal Temperature      -------.-.----        250oC
MaximumAnodecoreTemperature-------------250°C
Recommended  socket  -------------  EIMAC SK-1400 series
Recommended AIr Chimney  ®    -
Operatingposition        -      -      -
Maximum Dimensions :

Height-----
Diameter----

Cooling------
Net weight     -----
Shipping Weight  ( Approxinate)

-----------      EIMAC  SK-1406
--------    Axisvertical,baseupordown

------------        7.9 inches
------------        4.6 inches
------------         Forced  air
------------        5.5pounds

10 pounds

(Revised  5-1-67) ©   1965,  1967,  1969 by Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIl=lER
OR   OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM Telephony

(Key-down  conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

7000 VOLTS
I 000 VOLTS

2.0 AMPS
3000 WATTS

1 75 WATTS
50 WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC   Plate  Voltage
DC  Screen  Voltage
DC  Grid  Voltage
DC  Plate  Current
DC  Screen  Current
DC  Grid  Current   -
Peak   RF  Grid  Voltage
Driving   Power      -
Plate   Dissipation

Plate  Output  Power    .

7000 volts
500 volts

-300 volts
1.9 amps

230 rnA
I 00  rnA
405 volts

41  watts
2300 watts

1 1,000  watts

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER   AMPLIFIER

Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions   unless   noted)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION*
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATloN

5000 VOLTS
600 VOLTS
I .4 AMPS

2000 WATTS
I 75 WATTS
50 WATTS

•Corresponds  to  3000  watts  at  100  I)ercent  sine-wave  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC   plate  voltage          -
DCscreen  voltage      -
Peak  AF  Screen  Voltage

(For   100°/a   Modulation)
DCGridvoltage           -        .
DC    Plate   Current         -         -
DC  screen  current      -        -
DC Grid  current   -         -         -
Peak  RF  Grid  voltage           -
GridDrivingpower     -         .
Plate   Dissipation             --
Plate  Output  Power   --

5000 volts
500 volts

415  volts
-375 volts

1.4  amps
1 70  rnA
68mA

455 volts
31  watts

1250 watts
5750 watts

AUDlo-FREQUENCY   AMpl.IFIER
OR  MODULATOR
Class-AB

MAXMUM  RATINGS  (Per Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION
*Per  tube

"Approximate  values

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Two  Tubes),  Class  ABi

DCplatevoltage          -        -
DCscreenvoltage      -        -
DCGridvoltage*        -        -
Max-Signal   Plate  Current   -
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current
Max-Signal  Screen  Current"
Zero-Signal   Screen   Current
Peak  AF  Driving   Voltage*
Driving   Power      -         -         -
Load  Resistance,  Plate-to-plate
Max-Signal   Plate  Dissipation*

5000         6000 volts
850            850 volts

-180        -200 volts
3.6               3.1  amps
1.0               0.7amp

170              120  rnA
00mA

155               175  volts
0                0 watts

3000          4160 ohms
3300          3100 watts

Max-Signal   plateoutputpower        --11,40012,400watts

NOTE:  In   Class   AB   operation,   maximum   plate   voltage   and   plate   current   must   not   be   applied   simultaneously,   as   plate   dissipation   will   be   exceeded.

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class-AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION
'Approximate   values

These    values    are    obtained in    existing    equipment.    A   design    test    is

93ri&#ceadte%nwajtshaT8!;negctbt%jsiMjn§:sri3#jthnatp#3u:tc§X3a°n°d°Apowwri;'rpoe#[F.
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TYPICAL  OPERATION  Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven

DC  platevoltage          -        -
DCscreenvoltage      -        -
DCGridvoltage*        -        -
Zero-Signal   DC   Plate  Current
Single-Tone  DC  Plate  Current
Single-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
Two-Tone   DC   Plate  Current
Two-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
PeakRFGridvoltage          -        -        -
Driving   power       -----
Peak  Envelope  Useful  Output  Power
Resonant  Load   Impedance           --
lntermodulation  Distortion  Products

(without   negative  feedback)         -

5000 volts
850 volts
180  volts
0.5 amp

1.65  amps
25mA

I . ' 0  amps
20mA

155  volts
0 watts

5300 watts
1700 ohms

-32 db

NOTE:  ``TYPICAL   0PERATloN"    data    are    obtained    by    calculation   from    published    characteristic    curves   and    confirmed    by   direct   tests.    No    aHowance    is    madeforcii.cujtlasses.Adjustmentoftherfgriddrivetoobtainthespecifiedplatecurrentatthespecifiedgridbias,screenvoltage,andplatevoltageisassumed.



A P P I I C AT I O N
MECHANICAL

Mott7tti72g  -  The 4CX3000A must be  operated
with its  axis vertical.  The base of the tube may
be down or up at the convenience of the circuit
designer.

SocfaGt -The EIMAC SK-1400A and SK-1470A
soc.ke.ts  have  been  designed  especially  for  the
4CX3000A.  The  use  of  recommended  air-flow
rates  through  these  sockets  provides  effective
forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.  Air  forced  into
the  bottom  of  the  socket  passes  over  the  tube
terminals through an Air Chimney, the SK-1406,
and through the anode cooling fins.

Coozi7ig  -  The  maximum  temperature  rating
for  the  external  surfaces  of  the  4CX3000A  is
250 °C.  Sufficient forced-air circulation must be
provided to keep the temperature of the anode at
the base of the cooling fins and the temperature
of the ceramic-metal seals below 250 ° C. Air-flow
requirements  to  maintain  seal  temperature  at
200oC in 40°C ambient air are tabulated below
(for operation below 30 megahertz).

Plate

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

Air  Flow
Pressure

Air  Flow
Pressure

Dissipation* Drop  (Inches Drop (inches
(Watts) (CFM) of  water) (CFM) of  water)

1500 36.5 0.3 53 0.4
2500 60 0.8 88 1.2
3500 86 1.6 125 2.3

*Since  the  power  dissipated by  the  filament  repre-
sents   about   450   watts   and   since   grid-plus-screen
dissipation  can,  under  some  conditions,  represent
another 225 watts, allowance has been made in pre-
paring  this  tabulation  for  an  additional  675  watts
dissipation.

The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application
must be capable of supplying the desired air flow
at  a  back  pressure  equal  to  the  pressure  drop
shown   above  plus   any   drop   encountered  in
ducts and filters.

AI other attitudes and amhient temperatures
the foow rate i'n;ust be modifed to obtain eqwiva-
!c7tt  coozi7tg.  The  flow  rate  and  corresponding
pressure  differential  must  be  determined  indi-
vidually  in  such  cases,  using  rated  maximum
temperatures   as   the   criteria  for   satisfactory
coohig.

4CX3000A

ELECTRICAL

FizcLmG7tt OpG7.cztio7t -The rated filament voltage
for the 4CX3000A is 9.0 volts. Filament voltage,
as measured at the socket, should be maintained
at this value to obtain maximum tube life. In no
case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate  by  more
than plus or minus five percent from the rated
value.

IuteTmodulation  Distortion  ~  The  aperating
conditions including distortion data are the re-
sults  of actual operation in  a neutralized,  grid-
driven amplifier. This test is performed on sam-
ple  tubes from regular production runs.  A plot
of IM distortion versus power output under two-
tone condition for a typical tube is shown on the
next page.

Co7ttroz Grid Opc7`atio72 - The rated dissipation
of  the  grid  is  50  watts.  This  is  approximately
the product of dc grid current and peak positive
grid voltage.  Operation  at bias  and drive levels
near those listed will insure safe operation.

Sc7.Gc7t-Grid Opc7.cztio7t  -  The power dissipated
by the screen of the 4CX3000A must not exceed
175 watts.

Screen dissipation, in cases where there is no
ac  applied  to the  screen, is  the  simple product
of the screen voltage and the screen current. If
the   screen   voltage   is   modulated,   the   screen
dissipation  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving
power,  and carrier screen voltage.

Screen dissipation is Hkely to rise to excessive
values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,  or
plate load are removed with filament and screen
voltages applied. Suitable protective means must
be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dissipation  to
175 watts in the event of circuit failure.

PJcite Dissipcifio7t-The plate-dissipation ratings
for  the  4CX3000A  are  2000  wa.tts  for  Class-C
plate-modulated   service   and   3000   watts   for
Class-C  telegraphy.  In  Class-AB  operation  this
rating has been increased to 3500 watts to allow
more  input.  In  any  Class-AB  application maxi-

=h::LdpL:toetc#:reanptpi£::¥±amRT#anmeopj::;Va°sLt:£:
plate-dissipation rating would be exceeded.

SpccZczJ Appziccztfo7?s-If it is desired to  operate
this tube under conditions widely different from
those given here, write to the Power Grid Tube
Division  or  Product  Manager,  EIMAC  Division
of Varian, 301. Industrial Way, Sam Carlos, Cali-
fomia,  for  information  and  recommendations.
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EIIVIAC  4CX3000A
IM  DISTORTION  VS.

POWER  0uTPUT
(As  function  of  zero-signal

plate  current)
Eb=5000  Volts,  Ec2=850  Volts

RL=1700  Ohms,  Fi=l.980  Mc

F2=1.982  Mc

3000                         4000                          5000
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4CX3500A

RADIAL BEAM
POWEF} TETRODE

The  EIMAC  4CX3500A    is   a   compact   ceramic/metal   radial    beam   power
tetrode    intended    for    use    in    VHF    power   amplifier   appllcations.     lt
features   a   type   of    internal    mechanical    structure   which   resillts    in
high   rf   operating   eff lciency.   Low   rf    losses   in   this   structure  per-
mit  operation   at   ful  I   ratings  to  220  MHz.

The   4CX3500A   has   a   gain   of   over   18   dB   in   FM  broadcast   service,
and   is   also   recommended   for   rf    linear   power   amplifier   service   and
for    VHF-TV    linear    ampHfier    service.    The   anode    ls   rated    for   3500
watts  of   dissipation   with   forced-air  cool ing.

G   E   N    E   R   A   L          C   H   A   R   A   CT   E   R    I     S   T    I    C    S

ELECTR I CAL

F.i  lament:   Thoriated  Tungsten  Mesh

Vo I tage     ......
Current,   at  5.0  volts

A

5.0   +  0.25
90

Ampl ification  Factor,   average
Grid  to  Screen   ...............

Direct   lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (cathode  grounded)2

g;o;n:e;,2

4.5

111         pF

12pF

0.5     pF

58.5      pF

10pF

0.4     pF
220      MHz

1.     Characteristics   and   operating   values   are   based   on    performance   tests.    These   figures   may
change   without   notice   as   the   result  of   additional    data  or   product  ref inement.   Varlan  EIMAC
should   be  consulted  before   using   this   information   for   f inal   equipment  design.

2.     Capacitance  values   are   for  a  cold  tube  as  measured   in   a   special   shielded   f ixture   in   accord-
ance  with  Electronic   Industries  Associatic)n  Standard  RS-191.

MECHAN I CAL

Maximum   Overal  I    Dimensions:

Length.......
D i ameter   .......

Net   Weight   (approximate)    .
Operating  Position        .........................
COO „ ng     .................................

Maximum  Operating   Temperature,   Ceramic/Metal   Seals   &   Anode  Core     .....
Base.,....,,,,,,,,,,,..,.,,,..,,.,,..,
Recommended  Air-System   Socket     ..................-...

Recommended  Air-System  Chimney   ......................

394350   (Effective   16   Jan   84   -supersedes  30  Mar  82)
VA4520

7.25    In;    18.42   cm

4.94    ln;    12.55   cm

5.5   Lbs;   2.5   kg
Axis   Vertical,    Base   Up   or   Down

Forced  Alr
250   Deg.C

Special,   Coaxial
HF:             E IMAC   SK-340

VHF:             EIMAC   SK-350

HF:             E IMAC   SK-306

VHF:             EIMAC   SK-356

Printed   in   U.S.A.

Varian   EIMAC   /  301     lndustrlal   Way  /   San   Carlos,   CA   /   94070
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RADio   FREQUENcy   pOwER   AWL iFiER

class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM
(Key-down   Cc)nditlons)

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMUM   cONDITloNS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC   GRID    VOLTAGE

DC   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DI SSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION

6000      VOLTS

1500      VOLTS
-500      VOLTS

2.0      AMPERES

3500      WATTS

165      WATTS

50      WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION   (frequencies   to   30   MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .
Screen  Voltage   .
Grid  voltage       .
Plate  current    .
Screen  Current  *
Grld  Current  I   .....
Peak   rf  Grid  Voltage  *   .
Calculated  Drlving  Power

Plate  Dissipation  *     .   .
Plate  Output  Power  *   .   .
Load   Impedance        ....

*     Approximate  value

RADlo   FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER

FM   BROADCAST   SERVICE

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMIM   RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE

cO   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC   GRID   VOLTAGE

DC   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATloN

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION

6000      VOLTS

1500      VOLTS
-500      VOLTS

2.0      AMPERES

3500      WATTS

165       WATTS

50      WATTS

MEASURED   DATA   AT    loo.5   MHZ

Plate  Voltage  .
Pla+e  Current  .
Screen  Voltage
Screen  Current  I
Grid  voltage     .
Grid  Current  *
Useful   Power  Out  I  #     ....
Eff lclency  A     ........
Driving  Power   tL   .......

Power  Gain  I     ........

*  Approximate;   wi 11   vary   from  tube  to  tube

#  Del ivered  to  the   load

TYPICAL   OPERATION   values   are   obtained   by  measurement   or   by   calculation   frcm   published   character-
]stic   curves.   To   obtain   the   speclf led   plate   current   at   the   specif ied   bias,    screen,    and   plate
voltages,   adjustment  of   the   rf   grid   voltage   is   assumed.    If   this   procedure   is   followed,   there  wil  I
be    little   variation    in   ouput   power   when   the   tube    is    replaced,    even    though    there   may   be   some
varJation    in   grid   and   screen   currents.   The   grid   and   screen   currents   which   occur   when   the   desTred

plate   current   is   obtained   are    lncldental    and   vary   from   tube   to   tube.   These   current   variations
cause    no    performance    degradation    providing    the    circult   main+ains    the   correct   voltage    in    the

presence   of   the   current   variations.     lf    grid   bias    is   obtained   principally    by   means   of    a    grid
resistor,   the  resistor  must  be   adjusted  to  produce  the  required  bias  voltage  when   the  correct  rf
grid  voltage   is   appl led.
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MECHAN I CAL

MOUNTING  -      The   4CX3500A   must   be   mounted   with    its

axis   vertical,   base   up   or   down   at   the   convenience
of  the  circuit  designer.

AIR-SYSTEM    SOCKET    &    CHIMNEY    -        The    EIMAC    sockets

type  SK-340   and   SK-350   are   desianed  especial  ly   for
the  concentric  base  terminals  of   the  4CX3500A.   The
SK-340   is   intended   for   use   at  HF,   while  the  SK-350
is    recommended    for    VHF    applica+ions.    The    SK-306

chimney   should   be   used   with   the   SK340   socket   for
the   lower   frequencies,   while  the  SK-356  chimney   is
intended   for   use   with   the   SK-350   socket.    Use   of
the    recommended    air    f low    rates    through    either
socket    will    provide   effective    forced-air   cooling
of   the   tube.   Air   forced    into   the   bottom   of   the
socket   passes   over   the  tube  teminals   and   through
the   chimney   and   into  the  anode   cooHng   fins.

COOLING   -     At   full    rated   anode   dlssipation,   at   sea
level    and    with    cooling    air    at    50    Deg.C   maximum,

for    frequencies   below   110   MHz,    and   with   the   tube

mounted   in   either   an   SK-340   or   SK-350   socket   with
a    chlmney     in    place,     a    minimum    of    241    CF.M   of    air

must   be   passed   throllgh    the   socket   and   the   tube
anode    coc)ling     fins.     Air     flow    should    be     in     the
base-to-anode  direction.   The   pressure   drop   across
the  tube/  socket/chimney  combination  with  this   air
flow    rate    will     be    approximately     1.87     inches    of
water.

The   blower   selected   in   a  given   appl ication  must  be

capable   of    supplying    the    desired    air    f low    at    a
back   pressure   equal    to   that   shown,    plus   any   drop
encounted   in   ducts   and   filters.

Air   f low   must   be   appl  ied   before   or   simultaneously
with   the   application   of   power,    including   the   tube
filament,    and   may    be    removed    simultaneously    with

filament   voltage.    An    air    interlock   system   should
be    incorporated    in    the    design    to    automatically
remove   all   voltages   fran   the   tllbe   in   case   of  even
a   partial   failure  of   the  tube  cool ing  air.
It     is    considered     good    engineering    practice    to
supply  more  than   the  minimum   required   cool ing   air,
to   allow   for   variables   such   as   dirty   air   filters,
rf    seal     heating,     and    the    fact    that    the    anode
cooling   fins  may   not   be   clean   if   the  tube   has   been
in   service   for   some  time.

ELECTR I CAL

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS    -    The     values    shown     for

each   type   of   service   are   based   on   the   ''absolute
system"    and    are    not    to    be    exceeded    under    any
service    conditions.     These    ratings    are    limitlng
Values    outside    which    the    serviceablllty    of    the
tube    may    be     impaired.     In    order    not    to    exceed
absolute   ratings   the   equipment   designer   has   the
responsibHity    of    determining    an    average    design
value   for   each   rating   below   the   absolute  value  of
that   rating    by   a   safety    factor    so   that   the
absolute   values   will    never   be   exceeded   under   any
usual    conditions    of    supply   voltage    variation    in
the    equipment    itself.     It    does    not    necessarily
follow    that    combinations   of    absolute   maximum
ratings  can  be  attained  simultaneously.

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -         At   rated   (noninal)   f ilanent

voltage   the   peak   emission   capability   of   the   tube
is    many    times    that    needed    for    communlcatlon
service.     A    reduction     in     filament    voltage    wHl
lower    the    filament    temperature,    which    wHl     sub-
stantially    increase    life   expectancy.   The   correct
value  of   filament  voltage   should   be   determined   for
the   particular   application.    It   is   recommended   the
tube   be   operated   at   full    nominal    voltage   for   an
initial    stabiliza+ion   period   of    100   to   200    hours
before   any   action   is   taken   to   operate   at   reduced
voltage.   The   voltage   should   gradually   be   reduced
until   there   ls  a   sl  ight  degradation   ln   performance
(such   as  power  output  or   distortion) .   The   f i lament
voltage  should  then  be   increased  a  few  tenths  of   a
volt  above  the  value  where  performance  degradation
was   noted.   The  operating   point  should  be  rechecked
after  24   hours.   Fi lament  voltage  should   be  closely
regulated    when    voltage     is    to    be    reduced    below
nominal      ln     this    manner,     to     avoid     any     adverse
influence  by   normal    line  voltage   variations.

Filament   voltage   should   be   measured   at   the   tube
base   or   socket,    using   an   accurate   rms-responding
meter.    Periodically   the   procedure   outlined   above
for   reduction   of   voltage   should   be   repeated,   with
voltage  reset  as   required,   +o  assure  best   life.

GRID    OPERATION     -     The    maximum    control     grid     dis-

sipation   is   50  watts,   determined   approximately   by
the   product   of   the   dc   grid   current   and   the   peak
positive  grid   voltage.
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SCREEN   OPERATION   -The   maximun   screen    grid   dissi-

pation    ls    165   watts.    With    no   ac    applied   to   the
screen   grid,   dTsslpation   is   simply   the   product  of
dc   screen  voltage  and  the  dc   screen  current.   With
screen  modulation,   dissipation   ls   dependent  on   rms
screen  voltage  and  rms   screen  current.  Plate  volt-
age,   plate   loading,   or   bias   voltage   must   never   be
removed    whHe    filament    and    screen    voltages    are
present,    since   screen   dissipation   ratings   will    be
exceeded.   A  protective   spark-gap  device   should   be
connected   between   the  screen   grid   and   the  cathode
to  guard  against  excessive  voltage.

SCREEN    CURRENT    -    The    screen    current   may    reverse
under    certain    condltlons    and     produce     negative
indtctlons  on   the   screen   current  meter.   This   is   a
normal   characteristic  of  most  tetrodes.  The  screen
power    supply    should    be    designed   with    this   char-
acteristlc   in  mind,   so  that  the  correct  operating
voltage  will   be  maintained   on   the   screen   under   al  I
condltlons.    A    current    path    from    the    screen    to
cathode  must  be   provided   by   a   bleeder   resistor  or
a    shunt   regulator    connected    between    screen    and
cathode   and   arranged   to   pass   approximately   10%   of
the   average   screen   current  per   connected   tube.   A
series    regulated    power    supply    can    be    used    only
when   an   adequate  bleeder  resistor   ls  provlded.

F.AULT  PROTECTION   -ln   addition   +o   the   normal    plate
over-current   interlock,   screen   current   interlock,
and  air-f low   lnterlock,   the  tube  must  be  protected
from   internal    damage   caused   by   an    internal    plate
arc   which   may   occur   at   high   plate   voltage.   A  pro-
tective   resistance     should   always   be   connected   in
series   with   each   tube   anode,   to   absorb   power   sup-
ply   stored  energy   if   an   lnternal   arc  should  occur.
EIMAC's      Application      Bulletin      #17      titled     FAULT

PROTECTION    contains    considerable    detaH,     and     is
aval lable  on   request.

HIGH   VOLTAGE  -Normal    operating   voltages   used  wtth

this   tube   are   deadly,    and   the   equiprent   must   be
deslgned   properly   and   operating   precautions   must
be   followed.   Design   all    equipment   so   that   no   one
can   come   in   contact  with   high   voltages.   Al  I   equip-
ment    must     lnclude    safety    enclosures    for    high-
voltage    clrcuits    and    terminals,     with     interlock
switches    to   open    primary    circuits   of    the    power
supply    and   to   discharge   high-voltage   capacitors

whenever    access    doors    are   opened.     Interlock
switches   must    not    be    bypassed    or    ''cheated"    to
allow    operation    with    access    doors    open.    Always
remember   that  H  IGH   VOLTAGE   CAN   KILL.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATloN      -      Avoid      exposure      to

strong  rf   f ields  even  at  relatlvely   lov   frequency.
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human   tissue   is   depend-
ent  on   frequency.   under  500  MHz  most  of   the  energy
wHl    pass    completely   through   the   himan   body   with
little   attenuation   or   heating   affect.   Public
health   agencies   are  concerned  with   the  hazard  even
at   these    frequencies.    OSHA    (Occupational     Safety

and   Health    Administration)    reconnends      that   pro-
longed  exposure  to   rf   radiation   should   be    limited
to  10  mil  I  iwatts   per   sciuare   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE    -    The    actual      in+ernal

interelectrode  capacitance  of  a  tube   is   inf luenced
by   many    varlables    in   most    applications,     such    as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis,     capacitance
added   by   the   socket   used,    stray   capacltance   be-    _
tween   +ube   terminals,   and   wiring   effects.   To   con-
trol     the    actual     capacitance    values    within    the
tube,   as   the   key   component   involved,   the   industry
and   Military    Services   use    a    standard    test   pro-
cedure   as   described    in   Electronic    Industries
Association  Standard  RS-191.   This   reciuires   the   use

of   special  ly   constructed   test   f ixtures   which
effectively    shield   all    external    tube    leads    from
each   other   and   ellminates   any   capacitance   reading
to  "ground".   The  test   is  performed  on  a  cold  tube.
Other    factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal
tube  capacitance   in   this  way   normal  ly   assures  good
lnterchangeabil ity  of  tubes  over   a   period  of  time.
The   capacitance   values    shown    here    are   taken    in
accordance     with     Standard    RS-191.     The    equipment
designer   is   therefore  cautioned   to   make   al  lowance
for   the   actual   capacitance  values   which   wil  I   exist
in   any   normal    appliction.    Measurements   should    be

taken   with   the  socket  and  mounting  which   represent
approximate  f lnal    layout   if   capacitance  values  are
highly   signif icant   in   the   design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS  -When    it   is   desired   to  oper-

ate   this   tube   under    conditions    widely   different
from   those    listed    here,     write    to    Varian    EIMAC;
attn:Applicatlons   Engineering;   301     Industrial   Way;
San  Carlos,   CA   94070     U.S.A.

®
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OPERATI NG    HAZARDS

PROPER    USE    AND    SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES    WITH    RESPECT    T0    POWER    TUBES    ARE    THE    RESPONSIBILITY    0F    EQUIFMENT

MANUFACTURERS   AND   USERS   0F    SUCH   TUBES.    ALL   PE:RSONS   WHO   WORK   WITH    0f{    ARE    EXPOSED    TO   POWER    TUBES   0R   EQUIPL

MENT     WHICH     UTILIZES     SuCH     TUBES     MUST     TAKE     PRECAUTIONS     TO     PROTECT     THEMSELVES     AGAINST    POSSIBLE     SERIOUS

BODILY    INJURY.     DO   NOT   BE   CARELESS   AROUND    SUCH   PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   tube   may    involve   the   following   hazards,   any   one   of   which,    in   the   absence   of   safe
operating  practices  and  precautions,   could   result   in   serious   harm  to  personnel:

a.   HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages   can   be

deadly.    Always    remember    +hat    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN

K I LL,

b.   RF    RADIATION    -    Exposure    to    strong    rf     f ields

should    be    avoided,    even    at   relatively    low
frequencies.    The   dangers   of    rf    radiation    are
more    severe    a+   UHF    and    microwave    frequencies

and   can   cause  serious   bodily   and   eye    inj.uries.

CARDIAC   PACEMAKERS   MAY   BE    EFFECTED.

c.   HOT  SURFACES  -Surfaces  of   air-cooled  radiators

and  other  parts  of  tubes  can  reach  temperatures
of   several   hundred  Degrees  C   and   cause   serious
burns    if   touched   for   several   minutes   after   all

power   is   removed.

Please   review   the   detailed   operating   hazards   sheet   enclosed   with   each   tube,    or   request   a    copy    from:
Varian   EIMAC,   Power   Grid   Tube   Division,   301     Industrial    Way,    San   Carlos   CA  94070.
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The  EIMAC  8170/4CX5000A  is  a  compact  high-power  ceramic  and

metal tetrode cooled by forced air. It is useful as an oscillator, amplifier, or
modulator at frequencies up to  110 megahertz and is particularly suited for
use  as  a linear  single-sideband  amplified,  Class-ABi  audio  amplifier,  or  as
a screen-modulated radio-frequency amplifier.

A pair of these tubes will deliver  17.5 kilowatts of audio-frequency or
radio-frequency power with zero driving power. The rated plate dissipation
is five kilowatts for most classes of services and six kilowatts for Class-AB
operation.

GENERAL     CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filanvleon[:;g:ho:iate.dTu.ngst.en  .      .      .      J4§2L   L¥#    A4421 volts

Current   -------         73                         78     amperes
Amplification Factor (Grid  screen)   --                        4.5
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode :

Input-------108
Output-------18
Feedback------

122
23
1.0

n

iiil

lid

Direct Interele-ctrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and  Screen :
Input        -
Output
Feedback

MECHANICAL
B ase                                                                                                                                                   Special  concentric
Maximum seal Temperature      -------------.         250oC
Maximum Anode-Core Temperature          ------------         250oC
Recommended  socket   --------------      EIMAC  SK-300A
Recommended  chimney       -------------        EIMAC  SK-306
Operating position         -----------     Axis vertical, base up or down
Maximum Dimensions :

Height-----------------9.13inches
Diameter          ----------------      4.94 inches

Cooling     ------------------          Forced  air
Net weight     -----------------        9.5 pounds
Shipping weight  (Approximate)      ------------         22 pounds

RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLll=lER
OR   OSCILLATOR   (up to 30 megahertz)
Class-C  Telegraphy  (Key-down  conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION    -

7500 VOLTS
1500  VOLTS

3 AMPS
5000 WATTS

250 WATTS
7 5 W A:ITS

(Bevised  4-15-69)    ®  1967,1969  by  Varian

TYPICAL  OPERATION
(Frequencies  below  30  megahertz)
DC   plate  voltage       -
DC  Screen  Voltage   -
DCGridvoltage        -
DC   Plate   Current       -
DC  Screen   Current    -
DC  Grid   current        -
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage
Driving   Power    -         -
Plate   Dissipation          -
Plate  Output  Power

7500 volts
500 volts

-350 volts
2.8  amps
0.5  amp

0.25 amp
590 volts
I 50 watts

5000 watts
16,000 watts

Printed  in  U.S.A.



4CX5000A

QUENCY   POWER

AMPLIFIER  0R  OSCILLATOR

(From  30  to  220  MHz)
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

MAXIMUM  PATINGS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE:

30  to  60  MHz  -----       7000  VOLTS
60  to  1 llo  MHz    ----       65cO   VOLTS

110  to  220  MHz    ----       58cO   VOLTS
DCSCBEENVOLTAGE    -15cO   VOLTS
DC  PLATE  CUF`F]ENT:

30  to  60  MHz  -----           2.8   AMPS
60  to  220  MHz    ----           2.6   AMPS

PLATEDISSIPATION   --       5000   WATTS
SCBEEN  DISSIPATION      -          250   WATTS
GBIDDISSIPATION    ---             75   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  -   -
DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE    -
DC  GBID  VOLTAGE  -    -    -
DC  PLATE  CUF]F]ENT  -    -
DC  SCBEEN  CuBBENT    -
DC  GBID  CUBBENT  -    -    -

DBIVING  POWEB    ----

USEFUL  OuTPuT  POWEB

108MHz_         220MHz

6500              5500            vol ts
750                 680            volts

-350                -140             volts

2.3                    1.6             amperes
.2                     .034        amperes
.05                  .030       amperes

100                                      watts
10,000             5,500            watts

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-
I=REQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony

(Carrier   conditions   except  where   noted)
MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DCPLATEVOLTAGE     -         -5500VOLTS
DCSCREENVOLTAGE   --1000VOLTS
DCPLATECURRENT       -         -           2.5AMPS
PLATE   DISSIPATION*    -         -3500WATTS
SCREENDISSIPATION    --250WATTS
GRID   DISSIPATION         --             75WATTS
*Corresponds  to  5000  watts   at  100-percent  sine-wave

modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below  30  megahertz)

DC  plate  voltage      --------
DC  screen  voltage   ---------
Peak  AF  Screen  Voltage  (For  loo-percent  modulation)    -
DC  Grid   voltage       --------.
DC   plate  current      --------.
DC  screen  current   ---.----.
DC  Grid  current        --------.
Peak  RF  Grid  voltage      --------
Grid   Driving   power           --------
Plate   Dissipation         ---------
Plate  output  power          --------

5000 volts
500 volts
450 volts

-400 volts
I.4 amperes

0.26 ampere
0.05  ampere
520 volts

25 watts
I 1 00 watts

5.8  kilowatts

SCREEN-MODULATED   RADIO-

FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER

Class-C  Telephony

(Carrier  conditions  except  where   noted)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE     -         -
DC SCREEN  VOLTAGE   -         -
DC   PLATE  CURRENT       -          -
PLATE   DISSIPATION        -          -
SCREEN   DISSIPATION    -          -
GRID   DISSIPATION          -          -

NOTE:    Two   tiibes    can   be   employed
can   be   utilized   at   conditions   listed

7500 VOLTS
750  VOLTS
3.0 AMPS

5000 WATTS
250 WATTS

7 5 W A:ITS
under   conditions    listed    in

DC  Grid   voltage       ------
DC   plate  current      ------
DC  screen  current*           -
DCGridcurrent        -         -        -        :         =        :
Peak  RF  Grid  voltage      -----

8Fr!foaDdrj,VJnpgedpa°n::r.       :       :       :       :       :

*B:%aetf:¥j:essu:t:P::ti:i9vye:runct,:n   of :|oadl n:g,   va:ues  o=f
considered   typical   at   carrier   level.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below  30  megahertz  per  tube)
DCplatevoltage      -------          7500      7500volts
DCscreenvoltage   -------             350        350volts
PeakAFScreen voltage(For  100-percentmodulation)   550        550volts

--300  -300volts
0.9        1.14amperes

:    -o.o, -o.o,  ampere
-        0.015       0.03ampere
-            350        375 volts

7            1  I  watts
:          2000      1600ohms
-         4000     5000watts
-         2750      3550watts

plus    or    minus    20    milliamperes    may    be

the   first   column  to   obtain   more   than   five    kilowatts   plate   output   power.    Likewise,   three   tubes
in   the   second   column   to   obtain   better   than  ten    ki-lowatts    output   power.

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER
OR  MODULATOR
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

7500 VOLTS
1500  VOLTS

4.0 AMPS
6000 WATTS

250 WATTS
75 WATTS

TYpicAL  OPERATION,  two  tubes
DCplatevoltage      -        -        -
DCscreenvoltage---
DCGridvoltage       -        --
Max-Signal   plate  current         -
Zero-Signal  plate  current         -
Max-Signal  Screen  Cuirent     -

3::ok-sAgFnB'risf::evoituargr:nt    :
Driving   power             -         -        -
Load   Resistance,   plate-to-Plate
Max-Signal   Plate   Dissipation*

#earxiijegnal  Plate  Output  Power

4000     5000     6000     7000volts
1250       1250       1250       1250volts

-270  -280  -310  ~325 volts
5.10       4.40       4.25       3.65amperes
1.25        1.00        0.83        0.70amperes
0.35       0.33       0.30       0.24ampere

0             0             0             0 amperes
250        240        270        235 volts

0             0             0             O watts
1500      2370      2940      4100ohms
4200     4200     4200     4200watts

11,500  13,500  17,000  17,500 watts

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR
AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

2

7500 VOLTS
T 500 VOLTS

4.0 AMPS
6000 WATTS

250 WATTS
7 5 W A:ITS

TYPICAL  OPERATION,  Peak-Envelope  or  modulation-Crest  Conditions,
(Frequencies  below  30  megahertz)

DCplatevoltage      -        -
DCscreenvoltage   --
DCGridvoltage*     -        -
Max-Signal   Plate  Current
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current
Max-Signal   Screen  Current
Peak  RFGrid  voltage      -
Driving  power             -        -
PlateDissipation         -         -
Plate  Output  Power  **    -
:#upsto#utv:|tar9eo{:p#t;;nw3Peact'fj:gstzeorf°-£`ogdnua,'at|;anteencvuer,roepn::

7500 volts
1250 volts

-300 volts
I .9 amperes

0.50 ampere
0.20 ampere
300 volts

0 watts
4200 watts

10,000 watts

#n°cTeE:fo'rncTr8iitciossesse's,"tYtph'ec,A[nD°u:E8fT!u°tND'u't.ditaa§abr:en°biaajdn:.dEbxycocnat!::'`ati::£i:T;nEr,P[|SahHedhvchaari;Cat+?:i;tLcfc,y,r.:::,.i,?d^?.:rj.irm.:q„^b.y.a.ir!:t..t_e.S.tsL.N9.ha,I_I.0_vy:
3E+eutt°hi'errc.u';a|'£e¥3hoeJTi::j|nnp#e°*#u*'#a#ebbeeeennmrfue;n#ierp*°usin:Lengdl'#Iun,#mT:hkd:)-b!-haa-.*Vsih*diul-`:*;w:i:r'j'';.o#ifei'£*au;;Eutr%Liji.o"Yipai'a'tueT
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MECHANICAL
Mott7zti7tg  -  The  4CX5000A must be  operated
with its  axis vertical. The base of the tube may
be down or up at the convenience of the circuit
designer.

Soc%et-The EIMAC  SK-300A Air-System Sock-
et is designed especially for the concentric base
terminals  of the 4CX5000A.  The use of recom-
mended  air-flow  rates  through  this  socket  pro-
vides effective forced-air cooling of the tube. Air
forced into the bottom of the socket passes over
the tube terminals and through an Air Chimney,
the SK-306, into the anode cooling fins. The SK-
300 socket may be used instead of the SK-300A,
but its use will result in  a slightly less  efficient
cooling system at high dissipation levels.

Coo!i7tg  -  The  maximum  temperature  rating
for  the  external  surfaces  of  the  4CX5000A  is
250 °C.  Sufficient forced-air circulation must be
provided to keep the temperature of the anode at
the base of the cooling fins and the temperature
of  the  ceramic-metal  seals  below  250°C.   Sea
level   air-flow   requirements   to   maintain   seal
temperatures at 200°C in 50°C ambient air are
tabulated below  (for. operation below 30 mega-
hertz).

Plate

SK-300A  Socket SK-300  Socket

Air  Flow
Pressure

Air  Flow
Pressure

Dissipation* Drop  (Inches Drop  (inche
(Watts) (CFM) of  water) (CFM) of  water)

2000 75 0.4 75 0.4
3000 105 0.7 100 0.7
4000 145 I.1 135 1.2
5000 190 1.5 165 1.8
6000 230 2.0 200 2.5

*Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  repre-
sents   about   560  watts   and   since   grid-plus-screen
dissipation  can,  under  some  conditions,  represent
another 200 to 300 watts, allowance has been made
in preparing this  tabulation for  an  additional  1000
watts dissipation.

The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application
must be capable of supplying the desired air flow
at  a  back  pressure  equal  to  the  pressure  drop
shown   above   plus   any   drop   encountered   in
ducts and filters.

AI  higher  attitudes,  higher  frequencies,  or
higher ambient temperatwres the foow rate must
be  increased  to  obtain  equivalent  cooti:ng.  The
flow  rate  and  corresponding  pressure  differen-
tial  must  be  determined  individually  in  such
cases,  using  maximum  rated  temperatures  as
the criteria for satisfactory cooling.

ELECTRICAL

Fizcz77tc7t£ Opcrcztio7i-The rated filament voltage
for the 4CX5000A is 7.5 volts. Filament voltage,
as measured at the socket, should be maintained
at this value to obtain maximum tube life. In no
case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate  by  more
than 5 percent from the rated value.

Electrode  Dissipation  Ratings-The itna.xi:runrn
dissipation  ratings  for  the  4CX5000A  must  be
respected  to  avoid  damage  to  the  tube.  An  ex-
ception  is  the  plate  dissipation,  which  may  be
permitted  to  rise  above  the  maximum  rating
during brief periods, such as may occur during
tuning.

Control Grid Operation - The 4CX5000A con-
trol  grid  has  a maximum dissipation  I.ating of
75  watts.   Precautions   should  be   observed   to
avoid  exceeding  this  rating.  The  grid  bias  and
driving  power  should  be  kept  near  the  values
shown  in  ``Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the
data sheet whenever possible.

Scrcc7t-Grid Opc7.citio7i  -  The power dissipated
by the screen of the 4CX5000A must not exceed
250 watts.

Screen dissipation, in cases where there is no
ac  applied  to  the  screen,  is  the  simple product
of the screen voltage and the screen current. If
the   screen   voltage   is   modulated,   the   screen
dissipation  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving
power,  and carrier screen voltage.

Screen dissipation is likely to rise to excessive
values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,  or
plate load are removed with filament and screen
voltages applied. Suitable protective means must
be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dissipation  to
250 watts in the event of circuit failure.

PZcztc  Dissipcit€o7t-The  plate-dissipation  rating
for the 4CX5000A is 5000 watts for most appli-
cations but for audio and SSB amplifier applica-
tions,   the   maximum   allowable   dissipation  is
6000 watts.

When  the  4CX5000A is  operated  as  a plate-
modulated rf power amplifier,  the input power
is limited by   conditions not connected with the
plate efficiency, which is quite high. Therefore,
except  during  tuning  there  is  little  possibility
that the  3500-watt  maximum plate dissipation
rating will be exceeded.

Spccici! AppZ¢ccztio7ts-If it is desired to operate
this tube under conditions widely different from
those given here, write to Power Grid Tube Mar-
keting, EIMAC Division of Varian, 301 Industri-
al Way, Sam Carlos, California, for information
and recommendations.
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4CX5000A -

DIMENSION     DATA

BEE NOM. MIN. MAX.

A 4.812 4.938
a .855 .895

C .720 .760
D I.S96 I.936

E 3.133 3.173

F 3.792 3.832

G 3.980 4.020
H .'88

J .188

K .188

L I.764 I.82i
M 4.188 4.563
N 2.875 3.250
P 8.625 9.125

R .986 I.050

S 3.875 4.250
T .375

L-
L-©

*   CONTACT   SURF.ACE
ALL    DIMENSIONS     IN    INCHES

_------AIFi

DO    NOT
CONTACT

-SCPEEN   GfilD

CONTROL   GFuD

THE    1-I.a    OF   THE    SCBEEN    GRID

AND    FILAMENT    CONTACT    SUREACES

SHALL    NOT    EXCEED    .040    WITH

RESPECT     TO   THE    CONTROL   GRID

AND    ANODE    CONTACT    SuRFACE

WHEN     THE    LATTEB    SUBFACES

ARE    ROTATED     ON    ROLLERS     AT

THE     POINTS     INDICATED     BY    THE

A8F}0WS.

FILAMENT

\

\                 DO    NOT    CONTACT
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TEclllllcAL   DATA

The  EIMAC  8909/4CX5000J  is  a  compact,  high-power,  ceramic/
metal,  forced-air  cooled  tetrode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissi-

pation  of  6000  watts.   It  incorporates  rugged  internal  construction
features,  including a mesh  filament/cathode.

The  8909/4CX5000J   is   specifically  designed  for  exceptionally
low   intermodulation   distortion   in   radio-frequency   linear  amplifier
service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage...........................

Current,  at  7.5  volts   ...................

Amplification  Factor (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   .......................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  filament) 2
Cin.,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,..,,,..,,..,,..

Cout..............................

Cgp

7 .5  +_ 0.3;fl    V

103A

4.5

8909
4CX5000J

RA I) I A L -B EA M

POWEFI   TETRODE

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  grid) 2
Cin............................

120   pF
20.5   pF

0.7   pF

56pF
Cout    ..................................................        21.5    pF

Cpk  ...................................................        0.10    pF

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
CW............... 100   MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Pis-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.....I

Diameter....,
Net  Weight    .....

Operating Position

(Effective  10-1-71)    ©     by varian

.....          9.125in;  231.77mm

.....          4.938in;  125.43mm

9.5lb;        4.31kg

Axis  vertical,  base  up or  down

Printed  in U.S.A.

L€.riiEE=_i.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california    94070



8909/4CX5000J

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  or Anode  Core

Cooling...................,

Base    .,..,,,   ®   ,,,,   ®   ,   ®   ,,,.,.,

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  ...,
Recommended  (Air) Chimney  ......,

......          250OC

.....  Forced  Air
Special  concentric
SK-300  or  SK-300A

.......    SK-306

RADIO  FREOuENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class AB|

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....
DC  PLATE  CUPIRENT    ......

PIATE  D I SS I PAT I ON     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

1.   Adjust   to   specified
2.    Approximate  value.
3.    useful  power  is that
4.    Pleferenced   against

signal.

7500   VOLTS
1500    VOLTS

4.0    AMPEFIES

6000   WATTS
250   WATTS

75   WATTS

zero-signal   dc   plate   current.

del ivered  to the  load.
one   tone   of  a  two  equal-tone

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  100  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelopeor  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  ..................

:cr::eJOYtoa'::g: :   :  :  :  :   :  :  :  :  :   :  :  :  :  :  :   :
Zero-Signal   plate  Current   ..........

Single-Tone  Plate  Current   ..........

Single-Tone  Screen  Current 2 .........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2 .............

ijsnegf'ue,-Tp°onweerp`3tu:p:{SS(;PEapt)]8.n.  :   :  :  :  :  :   :
Load   Impedance     ................

Intermod.  Distortion    Products  4:
3rd   Order  ...................

5th   Order  ..............,.....

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEPIATION  data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic
curves.  Adjustment  of the  rf  grid voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at the  specified  bias,  screen  and
plate voltages  is  assumed.  If this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will  be  little  variation  in  output  power  when  the
tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  screen  current.  The  screen  current which  results
when   the  desired   plate  current   is  obtained   is   incidental  and  varies  from  tube  to  tube.  This  current  variation
causes  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence  of the variations  in
current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  7.5  volts     ..................

Interelectrode  CapacitancesT(grounded  filament  connection)
Cin

2

Cout...............................................

Cgp.......................................-.........

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded  grid  connection)
Cin................................................

Cout...............................................

Cpk................................................

Min.         Max.

98         108    A

1.    Capacitance  values  are  for   a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Pis-191.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

MOOwTJIVG   -   The   4CX5000]   must   be   operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may
be   down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The     EIMAC     SK-300A    Air-System
Socket  is  designed  especially  for  the  concentric
base   terminals   of   the   4CX5000].   The   use   of
recommended   air-flow  rates   through  this  socket

rfu
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3

iE provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.
Air  forced  into  the  bottom  of  the   socket  passes
over  the  tube  terminals  and  through  an  Air  Chim-
ney,  the  SK-306,  into  the  anode  cooling  fins.  The
SK-300   socket   may   be   used   instead   of   the
SK-300A,  but  its  use  will  result  in  a  slightly  less
efficient  cooling  system  at  high  dissipation  levels

COOLJIVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rating  for
the  external  surfaces  of  the  4CX5000]  is  250°C.
Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be  provided
to  keep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at  the  base
of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of  the
ceramic/metal  seals  below  250°C.  Sea  level  air-
flow   requirements   to   maintain   seal  temperatures
at  200°C  in  50°C  ambient  air  are  tabulated  below

{for  operation  below  30  megacycles).

SK-300A  Socket SK-300  Socket

P 1 ate Air   F  low Pressure Air   F  low Pressure
D i ss i pat i on (CF  M) Drop(lnches (CFM) Drop(Inches

( Watt s ) of  water) df  water)

2000 75 0.4 75 0.4
3000 105 0.7 100 0.7
4000 145 1.1 135 1.2

5000 190 1.5 165 1.8

6000 230 2.0 200 2.5

Since   the   power   dissipated   by   the   filament   repre-
sents   about   770  watts   and   since   grid-plus   screen
dissipation   can,   under   sc)me   conditions,   represent
another  200  to  300  watts,  allowance  has  been  made
in   preparing   this   tabulation   for   an   add itional    1200
watts  d i ss i pat i on .

At    higher    altitudes,    higher   frequencies,   or
higher  ambient  temperatures  the  flow  rate  must  be
increased  to  obtain  equivalent  cooling.  The  flow
rate  and  corresponding  pressure  differential  must
be  determined   individually  in  such  cases,  using
maximum   rated   temperatures   as   the   criteria   for
satisfactory  cooling.

JMPAcr  AIVD   VJBRArJOIV   -   The   4CX5000]   is
designed   to   operate   under   shock   and   vibration
conditions    which   might   disable   a   less   rugged
tube.  Production  tubes  are  subjected  to testing to
insure  ability  to  withstand  15  G  impact  at  11  mil-
1iseconds  duration  and  2  G  vibratory  acceleration
over the  range  of 5  to  55  Hz.

ELECTRICAL

FJL4MEIVT     VOLTAGE   -   The     rated    filament
voltage  for  the  4CX5000]  is   7.5  volts.  Filament
voltage,   as   measured   at   the   socket,   should  be

maintained  at  this  value  to  obtain  maximum  tube
life.   In  no  case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate
by   more  than   5   percent   from  the   rated  value.

GRID     DISSIPATION   -   The    4CX5000]    corittol
grid  has  a  maximum  dissipation rating  of  75  watts.
Precautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceed-
ing  this  rating.  Grid  dissipation  is  approximately
the  product  of  dc  grid  current  and  peak  positive

grid   voltage.   The   grid   bias   and   driving   power
should   be   kept   near  the  values   shown   in  the
"Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the  data  sheet

whenever  possible.

SCREEIV  DJSSJPArJOIV   -   The   power  dissipated
by  the  screen  of  the  4CX5000]  must  not  exceed
250 watts,

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac  applied  to  the   screen,   is  the   simple  product
of   the   screen   voltage   and   the   screen   current.

Screen  dissipation  is   likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or   plate   load   are   removed   with   filament   and
screen   voltages   applied.   Suitable   protective
means   must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation    to   250   watts   in   the   event   of  circuit
failure.

PLATE    DJSSJPAr/OIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating  for  the  4CX5000J  is  6000 watts.  Plate  dis-
sipation  may  be  permitted  to  rise  above  the  maxi-
mum   rating   during   brief   periods,   such   as   may
occur  during tuning.

HIGH  VOLTAGE   -The  4CX5000]  operates  at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,   and  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and   operating  precau-
tions   must   be   followed.   Equipment   must   be  de-
signed  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures    for   high-voltage   circuits    and   term-
inals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  pr`imary
circuits   of  the   power  supplies   and  to  discharge
high  voltage   condensers   whenever  access  doors
are   opened.   Interlock   switches   must   not   be  by-

passed    or   "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with
access  doors   open.   Always   remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
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wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key   component
involved,  the  industry  and  the  Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described  in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all  external  tube  leads  from  each  other  and  elim-
inates  any  capacitance  reading to  "ground".  The
test   is   performed   on  a  cold  tube.   Other  factors
being  equal,  controlling  internal tube  capacitance
in  this  way  normally  assures   good  interchange-
ability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,  even  when
the  tube  may  be  made  by  different  manufacturers.
The   capacitance   values   shown   in   the   manufac-
turer's    technical   data,    or   test   specifications,

normally  are   taken   in   accordance  with  Standard
RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to   make   allowance   for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which will exist  in  any normal application.
Measurements   should   be   taken   with   the   socket
and   mounting  which   represent   approximate  final
layout   if  capacitance   values   are   highly  signifi-
cant  in the design.

SPECJAL  APPLJCATJOIVS   -   If   it   is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for
information  and  recommendations.
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T[Cl"lcAL   DATA

The  EIMAC  8170W/4CX5000R  is  a  compact,  high-power,  ceramic/metal
tetrode.  It  is  directly  interchangeable  with  the  8170/4CX5000A  bu_t _incor-

porates more rugged internal construction features,  including a sturdy mesh
cathode,  which  allows  it  to  meet  demanding  vibration  and  shock  specifi-
cations.

The   8170W/4CX5000R  is  useful  up  to  110  Mc  and  is  recommended  for
use  as  a radio-frequency linear amplifier,  a Class-AB audio  amplifier,  or a
Class-C  power amplifier or plate-modulated  amplifier .

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated Tungsten
Voltage...............

Current,  at 7.5  volts .......

.  .  .     rl.5  +_0.3R    V

Amplification  Factor (Average):

a             Dir:cn:d|nt:e::ir:::;d.e.6a.p.a;i.ta.n::.(:r;u.n.d:d. f.il.air.e:t.)2..

8170W

4CX5000R

RADIAL-BEAM

POWEFt   TETRODE

Cin   ..................................................           115    pF

cout    .................................................             20    pF

cgp  ..................................................           0.7    pF

Direct lnterelectrode Capacitance  (grounded  grid)2
cin   ..................................................             53    pF

Cout    .................................................        22.5    pF

cpk  ..................................................        0.10   pF

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
CW ....................................................          100    MHz

1.:;i:#:e:f:;i::t:jc:Sii!#In¥n[aa:t:3u:tpavma:r:t::oe:s:::tnb.:esf::eu£°nnt.i[Lfar:aB:ve,stFosnts6fT¢:Fi:nf'8#:idmfyccohnasnu::e#:#enu°::::

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in a  special shielded fixture  in accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall Dimensions:
Length ...........................................       9.125  in;231.77 mm

Diameter    .........................................       4.938  in;125.43mm

Netweicht   ..........................................             9.51b;      4.31kg

Operating Posi`tion  ............................... Axis  vertical,  base  up or down

(Effective  5-1-76)        ©      1963,1970,1971,1976 by  varian
-

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070

-Eif-
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Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  or Anode  Core  ................

Cooling....................................

Base..................

Recommended Air System  Socket
Recommended  (Air) Chimney .  .  .

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB|

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CuRPIENT    ......

PLATE  D ISSI PATI ON     ......

SCBEEN  DISSIPATION     .....

GRID  DISSIPATION    .......

.............     250OC

..........  Forced  Air
........................... Special  concentric

.......................... SK-300  or  SK-300A

•................................        SK-306

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION  (Frequencies  to  100  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation
Crest Conditions

Plate  Voltage

i:::e'oYtoa'gt:gle
7500   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS

4.0   AMPEBES

6000   WATTS
250   WATTS

75   WATTS

__  _ -.-- `-_a-         ®    `    ,     ,1     1    ®     .     .

Zero-Signal  plate  Current .  .
Single-Tone  Plate  Current    .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2
Peak  rf   Grid  Voltage2 ....
Plate  Dissipation  ......._  _  __    _  .__-r_ -.-.....,.,.,......,,,,

Single-Tone  Plate  Output  Power .........   10,   0

1.   Adjust  to specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOFt
class C  Telegraphy  or  FM Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXI MUM flATI N GS :

DC  PLATEVOLTAGE     .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE .
DC  PLATE  CURRENT  .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION   .   .
SCREEN  DISSIPATION   .

GRIDDISSIPATION      ..

7500   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS

3.0   AMPERES
5000   WATTS

250   WATTS
75   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  100  MHz)

Plate  Voltage   .......,
Screen  Voltage   .......
Grid  Voltage .........

Plate  Current    ........

Screen  Current 1 .......
Grid  Current 1   ........

Measured  Driving  Power 1.
Useful  Output  Power ....

1.    Approximate  value.

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREOuENCY  POWEFZ
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE     ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE ......
DC  PLATE  CURRENT   .......
PLATE  D ISSI PATI ON 1    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2......

GRID  DISSIPATloN2  .......

2

5000   VOLTS
1000   VOLTS

2.5    AMPERES
3500   WATTS

250   WATTS
75   WATTS

1.   Corresponds    to   5000   watts   at   100%   sine-wave
modulation.

2.   Average,  with  or without modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  100  MHz)

Plate  Voltage   ....................
Screen  Voltage   ...................
Grid  Voltage      ....................
Plate  Current    ....................
Screen  Current 1  ...................
Grid  Current  1   ....................

Peak  af Screen  Voltagel
( 1009/o  modu I at i on )    ................

Peak  rf   Grid  Voltagel  ...............
Calculated  Driving  Power    ............
Plate  Dissipation     .................
Plate  Output  Power .................

1.   Approximate value

0.05

450v
520v
25W

1200   W
5800   W
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fl AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MCDULATOR
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE     ..........

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE     .........

DC  PLATE  CUPIRENT   ...........

PIATE  DISSIPATION   ...........

SCREEN   DISSIPATION   ..........

GRID   DISSIPATION      ...........

1.   Approximate  value.
2.    PerTube.

7500   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS

4.0    AMPEF!ES

6000   WATTS
250   WATTS

75   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage   .......

a:::e#toal::g,e/4. : : : :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current
Max.  Signal  Plate  Current
M:xu.rrse,ngtnf , .S.c:e.eT .  .  `  .

Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2 .  .
0.35    0.33    0.30    0.24   Ado
250     240     270     235   v

Max.  Signal  Plate
Dissipationl  .......       4200   4200   4200   4200   W

Plate  Output  Power ....   11,5001350017,00017,500   W
Load  Ftesistance

(plate  to  plate)   .....       1500   2370   2940   4100   a

3.   Nominal  drive  power  is  one-half  peak  power.
4.   Adjust  to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,
screen  and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be  littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtainecl  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means  of  a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the  required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current at  7.5  volts  ....................
Interelectrode  Capacitancesl  (grounded filament connection)

Cin.............................................108

Cout............................................18

Cgp.............................................---

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1 (grounded  grid  connection)
Cin.............................................48

Cout............................................19

Cpk.............................................--.

1.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries Association  Standard  RS-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

#OowrJIVG   -   The  4CX5000R  must  be  operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may
be  down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The     EIMAC     SK-300A    Air-System
Socket  is  designed  especially  for  the  concentric
base   terminals   of   the   4CX5000R.   The   use  of
recommended   airflow  rates  throuch  this  socket
provides    effective    forcedrair    cooling    of   the

tube.   Air  forced   into  the  bottom  of  the  socket
passes  over  the  tube  terminals  and  throuch  an
Air  Chimney,  the  SK-306,  into  the  anode  cooling
fins.  The  SK-300  socket  may  be  used  instead  of
the SK-300A, but its use will result in  a slichtly
less  efficient  cooling system  at hich dissipation
levels,

COOLJIVG   -   The    maximum    temperature    rating
for   the   external   surfaces  of  the   4CX5000R  is
250°C.   Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be

3
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provided  to  keep  the  temperature  of the  anode  at
the  base  of the  cooling  fins  and  the  temperature
of   the   ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Sea
level    air-flow    requirements    to    maintain    seal
temperatures   at  200°C  in  50°C  ambient  air  are
tabulated   below   (for   operation   below   30   meg-
acycles).

SK-300A  Socket SK-300  Socket

P I ate Air   Flow Pressure Air  Flow Pressure
D i ss i p at i on (CFM) Drop (Inches (CFM) Drop (Inches

(Watts ) of  water) of  water)

2000 75 0.4 75 0.4

3000 105 0.7 100 0.7

4000 145 1.1 135 1.2

5000 190 1.5 165 1.8

6000 230 2.0 200 2.5

Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  repre-
sents  about  560  watts  and  since  grid-plus  screen

dissipation  can,  under   some  conditions,  represent
another   200   to   300   watts,   allowance   has   been
made  in  preparing  this  tabulation  for  an  additional
1000 watts  dissipation

At   hither   altitudes,   higher   frequencies,   or
hither ambient temperatures the  flow rate  must be
increased  to  obtain   quivalent cooling.  The  flow
rate and  corresponding pressure differential  must
be  determined  individually  in  such  cases,  using
maximum   rated  temperatures  as  the  criteria  for
satisfactory cooling.

JMPACT  AIVD   VJBRArJOIV   -   The  4CX5000R  is
designed   to   operate   under  shock   and  vibration
that might  disable  a less  rugged tube.  Up to  50  g
of  impact  of  11  millisecond  duration  can  be  su-
stained   and   vibratory    acceleration   up   to   5   g
from  14  to  200  Hz  and  2  g  from  200  to  500   Hz
will   not   ordinarily   injure   the   tube   unless  pro-
longed. Production tubes  are subjected  to testing
to insure this ruggedness.

ELECTRICAL

FJLAMEIVT     VOLTAGE   -   The    rated    filament
voltage  for  the  4CX5000R  is  7.5  volts.  Filament
voltage,   as  measured  at  the  socket,  should  be
maintained  at  this  value  to  obtain  maximum  tube
life.  In  no  case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate
by   more   than   5  percent   from   the   rated  value.

GRJD    DJSSJPATJOIV   -   The    4CX5000R   control
grid   has   a   maximum   dissipation   rating   of   75
watts.  Precautions  should  be  observed  to  avo.id
exceeding  this   rating.   Grid   Dissipation   is  ap-
proximately   the   product  of  dc   grid  current  and

4

peak   positive   grid   voltage.   The   grid   bias  and
driving   power   should   be   kept   near   the  values
shown   in  the   "Typical  Operation"   sections   of
the data sheet whenever possible.

SCREEIV  DJSSJPATJOw   -The  power  dissipated
by  the  screen  of  the  4CX5000R  must  not  exceed
250 watts.

Screen dissipation,  in cases where  there  is no
ac  applied  to  the  screen,  is  the  simple  product
of  the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If
the    screen   voltage    is   modulated,    the   screen
dissipation   will   depend   upon   loading,   driving
power, and carrier screen voltage.

Screen   dissipation   is   likely   to   rise   to  ex-
cessive   values   when   the   plate   voltage,   bias
voltage,  or  plate  load  are  removed  with  filament
and  screen  voltages  applied.  Suitable  protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation    to   250   watts   in   the   event   Of  circuit
failure.

PLATE   DJSSJPArJOIV   -   The   platerdissipation
rating  for  the  4CX5000R  is   5000  watts  for  most
applications   but   for   audio   and   SSB   amplifier
applications,  the  maximum  allowable  dissipation
is   6000   watts.   Plate   dissipation   may   be   per-
mitted   to  rise  above  the  maximum  rating  during
brief  periods,   such  as  may  occur  during  tuning.

When  the  4CX5000R  is   operated  as  a  plate-
modulated  rf  power  amplifier,  the  input  power  is
limited    by   conditions   not   Connected   with   the
plate  efficiency,  which  is  quite  hich.  Therefore,
except   during  tuning  there  is   little  possibility
that    the   3500-watt   maximum   plate   dissipation
rating will be exceeded.

HJGH     VOLTAGE   -   The     4CX5000R    operates
at  voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equip-
ment   must   be   desigrled   properly   and   operating
precautions  must be followed.  Equipment must be
designed so that no one  can come in contact with
hich  voltages.  All  equipment must  include safety
enclosures   for   high-voltage   circuits   and   term-
inals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  prim-
any   circuits   of  the  power  supplies   and  to  dis-
charge  high  voltage condensers  whenever  access
doors  are opened.  Interlock switches  must not be
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS   -   1£  1t  ls  des±ted  to
operate   this   tube  under  conditions   widely  dif-
ferent from  those  given here, write  to  Power Grid
Tube  Division, E|MAC   Division  of  Varian,  301
Industrial   Way,   San   Carlos,   California   94070,
for information  and recommendations.

a
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G 3.980 4020 101.09 102.11

H 0-188 4.78
J 0.188 4.78
K 0'188 4`78
L I.764 I.826 44`8' 46.38
M 4.188 4.563 106.38 I 15-90
N 2.875 3250 73.03 82L55
P 8.625 9'25 219.08 231.78
R 0.986 I .050 25.04 26.67
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-J.Lay+6ir# @ TECHNICAL DATA

4CX7500A
VHF  RADIAL  BEAM

POWEP TETRODE

The  EIMAC 4CX7500A is a compact ceramic/metal  radial  beam  power tetrode intended for use in VHF power amplifier applications.  It features a type Of
internal mechanical structure which results in high rf operating efficiency.  Low rf ktsses in this structure permit operation at full ratings to 220 MHz. A dense

mesh filament is  used which contributes to the  high performance capability.

The 4CX7500A has a gain of over 20 dB in  FM broadcast service,  and is also recommended for rf linear power amplifier service and for VHF-TV linear

amplifier service. The  anode is  rated for 7500 watts of dissipation with forced air cooling.

GENEPAL CHAF}ACTEl]lsTICS'

ELECTF}lcAL

Filament: Thoriated Tungsten  Mesh

7.0  ± 0.35                  V
Current,  at 7.0 volts

Amplification  Factor,  average

Grid to Screen
Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (cathode grounded)2

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grids grounded)2

Maximum  Frequency for Full  Batings  (CW)

110A

.4,5

'Characteristics and operating values are based on performance tests. These figures may change without notice as the result of additional data or product

refinement.  Varian  Power Grid  & X-Play Tube  Products should  be consulted before  using this information for final  equipment design.

2Capacitance values are for a cold tube as measured  in a special shielded fixture in accordance with  Electronic Industries Association Standard  Pis-191.

394625  (Effective April  1985)  VA4807      2216                                                                                                                                                                                         Printed  in  u.S.A.

varian®
power grid & x-ray tube products

301  Industrial Way / San Carlos,  CA 94070 / U.S.A. / (415)  592-1221
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MECHANICAL

Maximum  Civerall  Dimensions:

Net Weight  (approximate)

Operating  Position

Cooling     .  .

Maximum  Operating Temperature,  Ceramic/Metal Seals  & Anode  Core

Pecommended Air-System Scoket

Available  Screen  Grid  Bypass  Capacitor  Kit for SK-350 or SK-360  (8000 pF @  5000  DCWV)

Plecommended Air-System  Chimney  (for SK-350  or SK-360)

Becommended  EIMAC Cavity Assembly for FM  Broadcast Service
Available Anode Conneetor Clip

8.72  ln;  21.  5  cm

5.66  ln;  14.4  cm

7.7  Lbs;  3.5 kg

Axis Vertical,  Base  Up or  Down

Forced Alr

Special,  Coaxial
HF:  EIMAC SK-340

VHF:  EIMAC SK-350

EIMAC SK-355

EIMAC SK-346

CV-2228
EIMAC ACC-3

RADIO  FPIEQUENCY  POWEP AMPLIFIEPI

Class  C Telegraphy or  FM

(Key-down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  CONDITIONS

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE

DC SCBEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  GPllD  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUBBENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCPIEEN  DISSIPATION

GBID  DISSIPATloN

7500         VO LTS

1500          VOLTS
-500          VO LTS

3.0   AMPEPIES

7500        WATTS
165        WATTS
50        WATTS

TYPICAL OPERATION

(Measured  data in  EIMAC  CV2228  FM  cavity at  100.5  MHz)

Plate  Voltage    .......

Screen Voltage  .  .

Grid Voltage  .  ,

Plate Current   .  ,

Screen  Current  .......

Grid  Current   .  .

Driving  Power  .  .

Efficiency   .  .

Useful  Output  Power  .  .

PowerGain    .  .

6.5

635
-460

2.1

195

185

247
79.3

10.8

16

ZI

RADIO  FBEQUENCY  LINEAB AMPLIFIEB

Class ABI

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE

DC SCBEEN VOLTAGE

DC  GFHD VOLTAGE  .  .

DC PIATE  CUBPIENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION   .

SCBEEN  DISSIPATloN

GBID  DISSIPATION    .  .

7500         VO LTS
1500          VOLTS
-500          VO LTS

.   3.0   AMPEBES

7500        WATTS
165        WATTS

.    50        WATTS

I      Approximate value
H     Adjust to specified  zero-signal  plate current

#      PEP output or rf power at crest of modulation  envelope

§      Fteferenced against one tone of a two equal-tone signal

Typical  Operation,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation  Crest

Conditions  (frequencies  below 30  MHz)

Plate Voltage

Zero Signal  Plate Current

Max.  Signal  Plate  Current

Screen Voltage
Screen Current.
Grid  Bias Voltage-

Grid  Current.

Useful Power Out"
Driving  Power.    ,

lntermodulat.ron  Distortion  Products§

3rd  Order Products
5th  Order  Products

"Delivered to the  load

TYPICAL OPEBATloN values are obtained  by measurement or by calculation trom  published  characteristic curves. To obtain the specified

plate current at the specified bias, screen, and plate voltages, adjustment of the rf grid voltage is assumed.  If this procedure is followed, there
will be little variation in output power when the tube is replaced,  even though there may  be some variation  in  grid and  screen  currents, The

grid  and  screen  currents which  occur when  the  desired  plate current  is obtained  are  incidental  and vary from  tube to tube.  These  current
variations  cause no  performance degradation  providing  the circuit maintains the correct voltage  in the  presence of the current variations.

EiE
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING  -The  4CX7500A  must  be  mounted  with  its  axis  vertical,

base  up  or down  at the  convenience  of the  equipment designer,  and
should  be  protected from  shock and vibration which  could damage the

internal  structure of the tube.

AIB-SYSTEM SOCKET & CHIMNEY -The EIMAC sockets type SK-340

and SK-350 are designed especially for the concentric base terminals of
the 4CX7500A. The SK-340 is intended for use at HF, while the SK-350
is recommended for VHF applications. The SK-346 chimney is intended
for use with either.  use of the recommended air flow rates through either
socket will provide effective forced-air cooling of the tube. Air forced into

the bottom of the socket passes over the tube terminals and through the
chimney and  into the anode cooling fins.

COOLING - Forced-air ccoling is required in all applications. The blower

selected in a given application must be capable of supplying the desired

air flow at a back pressure sufficient for the tube,  plus any drop caused
by  ducts  and  filters.  Air flow  must  be  applied  before  or simultaneously

with  filament voltage.

Minimum  air  flow  requirements  tor  a  maximum  anode  temperature  of

225°C for various altitudes and dissipation levels are listed. The pressure

drop values shown are approximate and are for the SK-340/tube/S K-346

combinat.ron. If an SK-350 is used air passages in addition to those in the

socket may be  required for low pressure drop.n

a

Inlet Air Temperature  =  25°C

Sea  Level

5000 Feet

10,000 Feet

Inlet Air Temperature = 35°C

Sea  Level Press.

Drop

ln.  Water

5000 Feet

10,000 Feet

Inlet Air Temperature = 50°C

Sea  Level

5000 Feet

10,000  Feet

Press.
Drop

ln.  Water

1.5

6.5

Press.

Drop

ln.  Water

Press
Drop

ln.  Water

1,8

7.9

Press
Drop

ln.  Water

2.1

9.4

Press.
Drop

ln.  Water

With  operation  at  plate  dissipation   below  5.0  kw  and  lower  air  flow

inherent with that operation,  special  attention  is required for cooling the

center of the stem  (base),  by  means of special directors or some other

provision. Temperature  measurements  in this area should  be made, as
well  as  the  anode  seal  areas,  during  development  of the  equipment.

Temperature-sensitive   paints   are   available   for   this   purpose,    and
ApplicationBulletin#20titledTEMPERATUBEMEASUBEMENTSWITH

EIMAC  POWEB TUBES  is  available from  Varian  Power  Grid  & X-Bay

Tube Products on request.

An   air   interlock   system   should   be   incorporated   in   the   design   to

automatically remove all voltages from the tube in case of even a partial

failure  of the  tube  cooling  air.

It  is  considered  good   engineering  practise  to  supply  more  than  the

minimum  required  cooling  air,  to  allow  for  variables  such  as  dirty  air

filters,  rf seal  heating,  and dirty anode cooling fins  if the tube has been

in service for some time.

ELECTPICAL

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMUM   RATINGS   -  Values   shown  for  each   type  Of

service are based on the ''absolute system" and are not to be exceeded
under any service conditions.  These  ratings are  limiting values  outside
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whwh  the  servieeabilfty  Of  the  tube  may  be  inipaired.  In  order  not  to
exceed absolute ratings the equipment desisner has the responsibilfty of
determining an average design value for each rating below the absolute
value  Of that  rating  by  a safety factor so that the absolute  values will

never   be   exceeded   under  any   usual   conditions   Of  supply-vohage
variation,   toad  variation,  or  manufacturing  variation  in  the  equipment

itself.   It   does   not   necessarfty  follow  that  combinations   Of  absolute

maximum  ratinqs can  be attained  simultaneousiv.

FILAMENT OPERATION  -At rated  (nominal) filament voltage the pealk
emission   capabilfty   of   the   tube   is   many   times   that   needed   for
communieation  servbe.  A  reduetion  in  filament  voltage  wiM  k>wer  the

filament temperature,  whieh  will  substantially  inerease life  expectancy.

The  correct  value  Of  filament  voltage  shouid   be  determined  for  the

particular  application.  It  is  recommended  the  tube  be  operated  at fuN
nominal  voltage  for  an  initial  stabwization  period  Of  100  to  200  hours

before any action  is taken to operate at  reduced voltage.  The voltage
shouid   gradually   be   reduced   until   there   is   a   slidht  degradation   in

performance  (such  as  power output or distortion).  The filament voltage
shouid then  be inereased a few tenths of a volt above the value where

performance  degradation  was  noted.  The  operating  point  shouid  be
rechecked after 24 hours.  Filament voltage shouid be closely regulated
when  voltage  is  to  be  reduced  in  this  manner,  to  a\roid  any  adverse
influence  by  normal  Hne voltage variations.  Filament voltage shouid  be

measured at the tube base or socket, using an acourate rms-responding
meter.  Periodieally the procedure outHned above for reduction of voltage

shouid  be repeated,  with voltage reset as required, to assure best life.

GBID OPERATION  -The maximum control grid dissipation  is 50 watts,

determined  approxiniately by the product of the de  grid current and the

peak positive grid voltage.

SCBEEN  OPERATION  -The  maximum  screen  grid  dissipation  is  165
watts.  With  ro  ac  applied  to  the  screen  grid,  dissipation  is  simply  the

product  Of dc  screen  voltage  and the  de  screen  ourrent.  With  screen
modulation,  dissipation  is  dependent  on  rms  screen  voltage  and  rms

screen ourrent.  Plate voltage,  plate loading, or bias voltage must never

be removed while filament and screen voltages are present, since screen
dissipation  ratings  wiH   be  exceeded.   A  protective   sparkngap  device

shouid be connected betveen the screen grid and the cathode to guard
against excessive voltage.

SCBEEN  CUBBENT - The  screen  ourrent  may  reverse  under certain

cconditions and produce negative indications on the screen ourrent meter.
This is a normal characteristic of most tetrodes. The screen power supply
sshould be designed with this characteristie  in mind,  so that the correct

operating voltage will be maintained on the soreen under aH conditions.

A ourrent path from the screen to cathode must be provided by a bleeder
resistor or a shunt regulator connected between screen and cathode and
arranged to pass approximately  10% of the average screen current per
connected tube. A series regulated power supply can be used only when
an adequate  bleeder resistor is  provided.

FAULT  PBOTECTION  -  ln  addition  to  the  normal  plate  over¢urrent

interlock,  screen  current  interlock,  and  air-flow interlock,  the tube  must

be protected from ihternal damage caused by an internal plate arc which
may occur at high  plate voltage. A protective resistance should always

be connected  in  series with  each tube anode,  to absorb  power supply
stored   energy   if  an   internal  arc  should  occur.   EIMAC's  Application

Bulletin  #17  titled  FAULT  PPIOTEC"ON  contains  considerable  detail,

and is available on  request.

HIGH  VOLTAGE  -  Normal  operating  voltages  iised  with  this  tube  are
deadly,  and  the  equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  operating

precautions must be followed.  Desisn all equipment so that no one can
come  in  contact with  high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for high-voltage circuits and terminals, with interlock switches

to  open  primary  circuits  Of  the  power  supply  and  to  discharge  hish-

voltage   capacitors   whenever   access   dcors   are   opened.   Interlock
switches  must  not  be  bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access doors open. Always remember that HIGH VOLTAGE CAN KILL.

RADIO-FPIEQUENCY  RADIATION  - Avoid  exposure to  strong  rf fields

even at relatively low frequency. Absorption of rf energy by human tissue
is dependent on frequency.  Under 300  MHz most of the energy will pass

completely  through  the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating

affect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with  the  hazard  even  at

these     frequencies.      OSHA      (Occupational      Safety     and      Health

Administration)   recommends  that  prolonged  exposure  to  rf  radiation

should  be limited to  10 milltwatts per square centimeter.

INTEPELECTBODE CAPACITANCE -The actual internal interelectrode

capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,  such  as  stray  capacitance  to  the  chassis,  capacitance
added  by the socket used,  stray  capacitance  between tube  teminals,
and  wiring  effects.  To  control the actual capacitance  values  within  the
tube,  as the key component involved, the industry and  Military Services

use  a  standard  test  procedure  as  described  in  Electronie  Industries
Association   Standard   PS-191.   This   requires   the   use   of   specially

constructed test fixtures which  effectively shield  all  external tube  leads

from each other and eliminates any capacitance reading to "ground." The

test is  performed  on  a cold tube.  Other factors  being  equal,  controlling

internal    tube    capacitance    in    this    way    normally    assures    good
interchangeability of tubes over a period of time. The capacitance values
shown   here  are  taken   in   accordance   with   Standard   Pis-191.   The
equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned  to  make  allowance  for the

actual  capacitance  values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.

Measurements  should  be  taken  with  the  socket  and  mounting  which
represent  approximate  final   layout  if  capacitance  values   are   h.nghly

significant  in  the design.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS -When it is desired to operate this tube under
conditions widely different from those listed here, write to Varian  Power

Grid & X-Flay Tube.Products, Attn: Product Manager; 301  Industrial Way;

San  Carlos,  CA 94070  U.S.A.

4
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OPERATING  HAZARDS

PPIOPEPI   USE   AND   SAFE   OPERATING   PRACTICES   WITH   PIESPECT   T0   POWEB   TUBES   ABE   "E   PIESPONSIBILllY   OF   EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTUBEPIS AND  USEPIS  OF  SUCH TUBES.  ALL  PEPISONS WHO WOBK WITH  OPI APE  EXPOSED T0  POWEP TUBES  OPT  EQUIPMENT

WHICH UTILIZES SUCH TUBES MUST TAKE PPIECAUTIONS T0 PPloTECT THEMSELVES AGAINST POSSIBLE SEPI0US BODILY INJUBY. DO NOT

BE  CABELESS APlouND SUCH  PPloDUCTS.

The operation of this tube may involve the following hazards, any one of which, in the absence of safe operating practices and precautions, could result in
serious harm to personnel:

a.       HIGH   VOLTAGE   -   Normal   operating   voltages  can   be  deadly.

Pemember that HIGH VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL

b.        LOW-VOLTAGE  HIGH-CUPIPIENT  CIBCUITS  -personal  jewelry,

such  as  rings,  should  not  be  worn  when  working  with  filament

contacts  or  connectors  as  a short  circuit  can  produce  very  high
current and  melting,  resulting  in  severe burns.

even at relatively tow frequencies. The dangers of rf radiation are
more severe  at  UHF  and  microwave frequencies  and  can  cause
serious bodily and eye injuries. CAPIDIAC PACEMAKEBS MAY BE

AFFECTED.

d.       HOT SUPIFACES  -Surfaces of tubes can  reach  temperatures of
several hundred °C and cause serious burns if touched for several
minutes after all  power is  removed.

c.        PIF  RADIATION  -Exposure to strong  rf fields should  be avoided,

Please review the detailed operating hazards sheet enclosed with each tube, or request a copy from: Varian  Power Grid & X-Bay Tube Products,  Power
Grid Application  Engineering,  301  Industrial Way,  San  Carios,  CA 94070.
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DIMENSIONAL DATA

JA INCHES MiLLiMETEFrs

DIM. MIN. MAX. PIEF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 5.539 5.663 140.69 143.84

a .855 .895 21.72 22.73

C .600 .760 15.24 19.30

D 1. 896 1.936 48.16 49.17

E 3.133 3.173 79.58 80.59

F 3.792 3.832 96.32 97.32

a 3.980 4.020 101 .09 102.11

H .188 4.78

J .188 4.78nyH
K .188 4.78

L 3.863 4.210 97.43 106.93

M 2.812 3.187 71.42 80.95

w.N                                ^f)

I\

I

N 8.469 8.718 215.11 246.86

P .375 9.53

NOTES:iTPlef.  dimensions are for info only &  are  not  required forinspectwhpurpes.2.Dimensionsin[]aremillimeters.3.r)Contactsurface.4.Optimumfilament&Gridconnectorheightsforsocketdesignpurpe.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   4CX10,000]   is   a   compact,   high-power,   ceramic/
metal,  forced-air  cooled  tetrode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissi-

pation  of  12,000  watts.  It  incorporates  rugged  internal  construction
features,  including a  mesh  filament/cathode.

The  4CX10,000J  is  specifically  designed  for  exceptionally  low
intermodulation   distortion   in   radio-frequency   linear  amplifier  ser-
vice.

GENERAL  CHARACTERIST|CSL

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............

Current,  at  7.5  volts   ....
..      7.5±0.37    V

103A

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  Screen   .......................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  filament)2
Cin...............................

Cout..............................

Cgp

4.5

•.................           120    pF

•.................         20.5pF

•.................           0.7    pF

56pF
•.................        21.5pF

•.................        0.10    pF

..................          100     MHz

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  grid)   2
Cin.............................

Cout..............

Cpk...............

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW...............

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln -
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.............

Diameter............

Net  Weight    ............

Operating Position   .......

(Effective  2-1-72)     ©     by  varian

.....        9.125  in:  231.77    mm

.....        7.050in;179.07    mm

......           12.2lb;        5.55    kg

.  Axis  vertical,  base  up or  down

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal Seals  or Anode  Core

Cooling...................,

Base.....................,

Recommended  Air  System  Socket   ....
Recommended  (Air)  Chimney  ......,

250OC

...... Forced  Air

. Special concentric

......       SK-300A

......        SK-1306

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class ABI

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
Dc  PLATE  cuFmENT    ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GF`lD   DISSIPATION    .   ,

.........   7500    VOLTS

.........    1600    VOLTS

.........        4.0    AMPERES

........   12,000    WATTS

.........       250    WATTS

.........          75    WATTS

zero-signal   dc   plate  current.Adjust   to   specif ied
Approximate value.
Useful  power  isLthat delivered  to the  load.
Referenced   against   one  tone  of  a  two  equal-tone
signal .

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION

Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      ...............

Screen  Voltage  ...............

Grid  Voltage   1    ...............

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ........

Single-Tone   Plate  Current ........

Single-Tone  Screen  Current2  ......
Peak  rf  Grid voltage2 ...........

Single-Tone  Plate  Dissipation   .....
Useful  Power  Output  (PEP)  3.......
Load   Impedance   ..............

Intermodulation  Distortion  Products 4:
3rd   Order     ................

5th   Order     ................

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation  from  published  char-
acteristic  curves.  Adjustment  of  the  rf grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at the  specified
bias,   screen  and  plate  voltages  is  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will  be  little   variation
in  output  power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  screen  current.
The   screen  current  which  results  when  the  desired  plate  current   is  obtained   is  incidental  and  varies
from  tube to tube.  This  current  variation  causes  no  difficulty  so  long  as the  circuit maintains the  correct
voltage  in the  presence  of  the variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  7.5  volts     ..................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded filament connection)
Cin..................................

Cout.................................

Cgp

2

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl(grounded  grid connection)
Cin,,,,,®,........................

Cout..........I....................................

Cpk................................................

1.    Capacitance  values  are for  a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

#OowrJIVG   -   The 4CX10,000]  must be  operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The base  of the  tube may
be  down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of the circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC  SK-300A Air-System  Soc-
ket  is designed especially for the concentric base
terminals  of  the  4CX10,000].   The  use  of  recom-
mended   air-flow   rates   through  this  socket   pro-
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vides   effective   forced-air   cooling   of   the   tube.
Air  forced  into  the  bottom  of  the  socket  passes
over  the  tube   terminals  and  through  an  Air  Chim-
ney,   the   SK-1316,   into   the   anode   cooling  fins.

COOLJIVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rating  for
the external  surfaces  of the 4CX10,000]  is  250°C.
Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be  provided
to  keep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at  the  base
of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of  the
ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Air-flow   re-

quirements to maintain seal temperatures  at  200°C
in 50°C  ambient  air  are  tabulated  below  (for  oper-
ation   below   30   megahertz).   The   pressure   drop
values   shown  are  for  the  Tube/Socket/Chimney
combination.

1

1

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

plate      I A i r F I ow(CFM) Pressure Air Flow(CFM) Pressure
Dissipation Drop ( I n . Drop ( ln.

(Watts) of water) of water)

4000 110 0.4 160 0.6
6000 200 0.8 290 1.2

8000 315 1.7 460 2.5
1 0000 445 2.8 645 4.1

12000 600 4.4 870 6.4

t[  Since the  power  dissipated  by the fi lament  repre-

sents  about  770  watts  and since grid-plus screen
dissipation  can,  under  some  con ditions,  represent
another 200 to 300 watts, al lowance  has  been made
in   preparing  this tabulation  for  an  additional  1200
watts d i ss i pat i on .

At    higher   altitudes,    higher   frequencies,   or
higher  ambient  temperatures  the  flow  rate  must  be
increased  to  obtain  equivalent  cooling.  The  flow
rate  and  corresponding  pressure  differential  must
be  determined  individually  in  such  cases,  using
maximum   rated   temperatures   as   the   criteria   for
satisfactory cooling.

/A/PAcr  AJVD  VJBRArJOIV   -   The  4CX10,000]  is
designed   to   operate   under   shock   and   vibration
conditions   which   might   disable   a   less   rugged
tube.  Production tubes  are  subjected  to testing to
insure  ability to withstand  15  G  impact  at  11  mil-
1iseconds  duration  and  2  G  vibratory  acceleration
over the range of 5  to 55 Hz.

ELECTRICAL

F/L4A/EIvr     VOLTAGE   -   The     rated    filament
voltage  for  the  4CX10,000J  is  7.5  volts.  F`ilament
voltage,   as   measured   at  the   socket,   should  be
maintained  at  this  value  to  obtain  maximum  tube
life.   In  no  case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate
by   more  than  5   percent  from  the  rated  value .

GRID   D/SS/PArJOIV   -   The   4CX10,000]   control
grid  has  a  maximum dissipation  rating of 75 watts.
Precautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceed-
ing  this  rating.  Grid  dissipation  is  approximately
the  product  of  dc  grid  current  and  peak  positive
grid   voltage.   The   grid   bias   and   driving   power
should   be   kept   near  the  values   shown   in  the
"Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the  data  sheet

whenever  possible.

SCREEIV  D/SS/PAT/OIV   -   The   power  dissipated
by  the  screen  of the  4CX10,000]  must  not  exceed
250 watts .

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac   applied  to  the   screen,   is  the   simple  product
of   the   screen   voltage   and   the   screen   current.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or   plate   load   are   removed   with   filament   and
screen    voltages   applied.   Suitable   protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation   to  250  watts   in  the   event   of  circuit
fai lure ,

PLATE    D/SSJPAr/OIV   -   The    platerdissipation
rating  for  the  4CX10,000]  is  12,000  watts.  Plate
dissipation   may  be   permitted   to   rise   above  the
maximum  rating during brief  periods,  such  as  may
occur during tuning.

H/GH  VOLTAGE   -   The  4CX10,000]  operates  at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and  operating  precau-
tions   must  be   followed.   Equipment   must   be  de-
signed  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for  high-voltage circuits  and  terminals,
with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits  of the  power  supplies  and  to discharge  high
voltage   condensers   whenever   access   doors   are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or    "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors   open.   Always  remember  that  HIGH  VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -Tire
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray  capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key  component
involved,   the   industry  and  the  Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
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RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all  external  tube  leads  from  each  other  and  elim-
inates  any capacitance  reading to  "ground".  The
test   is   performed   on   a  cold  tube.   CIther  factors
being equal,  controlling  internal  tube  capacitance
in   this   way   normally  assures   good  interchange-
ability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,  even  when
the  tube  may  be  made  by  different  manufacturers.
The   capacitance   values   shown  in   the  manufac-
turer's    technical   data,    or   test   specifications,
normally  are   taken   in  accordance   with  Standard
RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned      1
to   make   allowance   for   the   actual   capacitance
values which will exist  in any normal application.
Measurements   should   be   taken   with   the   socket
and   mounting   which  represent  approximate  final
layout   if  capacitance   values   are   highly  signifi-
cant  in the design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -   1£  ±t  ±s  desired to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for
information and  recommendations.
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Dll-^SioNAL  Dfm

D'M.
u- WIUA-

"N. un FtEF' L". " REF

A 6.928 7050 175 97 179.07
a 0.855 Q895 21.72 22-73
C 0.720 Q760 I 8.29 I 9.30
D I. 896 I.936 4816 4917
E 3. I 33 5173 79.58 80.59
F 5.792 5832 9632 9733
G 3.980 4.020 101.09 102.11

H 0. 188 477
J 0. I 88 4.77 -
K 0. 188 477
L I . 764 I.826 44.80 4638
M 4186 4568 I 06.32 116.03

N 2.41  2 2788 6126 70.8 I
P 8.8 I 2 9062 22382 2sO.17
F? 0986 I.050 25.C4 26.67
S 3.4 I 2 5788 86.66 9621
T 0.375 952

GFilD  AND   ANODE   CONTACT  SuR-

F_ACE   WHEN  THE LATTE-LLan=

:-:=EH¥5`:.:::1:5?cA°T#S
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TECHNICAL   DATA

8989

VHF

RADIAL
POWER

The  EIMAC  8989   is   a  ceramic/metal  power  tetrode   intended   for  use   in  audio     or
radio  frequency  applications.   It  features  a  type  of  internal  mechanical  structure
which  results   in  high  rf  operating  efficiency.   Low  rf   losses   in  this  structure
permit  operation  at   full  ratings  up  to  220  Mlz.

The  8989  has   a  gain  of  over   18  dB  in  FM  broadcast   service,   and   is   also  recom-
mended  for  radio-frequency   linear  power  amplifier  service,   and  for  VHF  television
linear  amplifier  service.   The  anode   is  rated  for  15  kilowatts  of  dissipation  with
forced-air  cooling  and  incorporates  a  highly  eff icient   cooler  of  new  design.

GENERAL         CHARACTERIST|csL

ELECTRICAL

Filament :  Thoriated  Tungsten

Voltage       a     .     a     o     ......     o     o     .      .     .     a     o     ......     a     .     .

Current   @   7.5   volts      ........    a    ...........

Amplification  Factor,   average

Grid   to   Screen          .    o     a     ......     a     .     .     a     ......     a     .     a

Direct   Interelectrode  Capacitances   (grounded   cathode) :

Gin                .      a      .      a      .      o      .      .      .      a      .      .      a      .      a      .      o      ....      o      o      ....

Gout            a      .      .      a      a      a      .........      o      a      .      a      .      .      .      o      .      a      .      .

C8P                 .      .      a      o      o      .      o      ......      a      .      a      .      a      o      a      a      .      a      .      a      .      .

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances   (grid  and  screen  grounded) :

Gin               .     .     a      .     a     o     .............     a     ....      o     .

Gout            .      o      .      .      .      a      .      a      a      .      a     .      .      a      .      .      o      .........

Cpk               .     .      .      a     o     ......     a     a      .     .     a     ..........

Frequency   of   Maximum  Ratings    (CW)         .............

7.5±  0.37        V

120A

1         Characteristics   and  opel`ating  values  ar.e  based  on  calculations  and  measured  data.   These  figures
may   change  without   notice  as  a  I`esult  of  data  or'   pl`oduct  refinemento   Var`ian  EIMAC  Division
should  be  consulted  be for.e   using  this   infor`mation  for`   final  equipment  designo

(Revised   3   Feb   81   -   supersedes   Dec   78)

varian  EIMAC  division  /  301   industrial  way   /   san   carlos   /   california   94070
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RECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions :

Length    (height)      ................    a    ....            9.84   in;   24.99   on

Diameter         ...................     a     ....             7.76    in;    19.71   cm

Net   Weight    (approximate)      ..................               141bs;         6.4   kg

Operating   Position     .........   a    .....        Axis   vertical,   base  up   or   down

Cooling         ..........................                              Forced   Air

Operating  Temperature,   Maximum:

Ceramic/ifetal  Seals   &  Anode   Core 250          OC

Base           ...........    a    ...............       Special,   concentric

Recommended   Air   System   Socket         ..........    a    ....                       EIMAC   SK-300A

Recomended  Air  Chimney         ........    a    .    .    a    ......                        EIMAC   SK-336

RADlo   FREQUENc¥   powER  ArmLIFIER
OR   OSCILLATOR

Class   C  Telegraphy   or  FM

(Key-Down   Conditions)

ABsOLUTE   MAxlrmM  RATINGs :

DC   PRATE   VOLTAGE

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC   PRATE   CURRENT

PRATE   DISSII'ATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

10.0      KILOVOLTS

2000      VOLTS

3.5      AMPERES

15.0      KILOwATTS

300      WATTS

150      WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION   (frequencies   to   30   rmz)

Plate  Voltage

Screen  Voltage

Grid  Voltage

Plate  Current

Screen  Current

Grid  Current
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage

Calculated  Drive  Power

Plate  Dissipation  I

Plate  Output   Power

Load   Impedance

1    Approximate  value

9.0        kvdc

750         Vdc

-250        Vdc

2.83         Adc

135        mAdc

63         mAdc

335v

23W

5.47        kw

20kw

1590       a
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TYPICAL   OPERATION,    COMRERCIAL   FM   SERVICE

(measured  values   at   frequency   shown,   in  EIMAC  cavity  amplifier)

Frequency  of  Operation

Plate  Voltage

Screen  Voltage

Grid   Voltage

Plate   Curren.t

Screen  Current

Grid  Current

Driving  Power

Useful   Power  Output

Efficiency

Gain

1     Delivered  to  the   load

90.5                 log.1

9o95                      10.0

600                   800

-300               -300

3.08                  2.81

200                    130

4132

21+5                    2.I 5

22.9                  22.5

71+.7                   80.2.

19.7                    19.1

rmz

kvdc

Vdc

Vdc

Adc

mAdc

mAdc

W

kw
a/o

dB

a

APPLICATION

MOUNTING   -     The   8989  must   be   operated  with   its   axis   vertical.   The  base   of   the   tube
may  be  up  or  down  at   the  convenience  of   the   circuit   designer.

SOCKET   &   CHIENEY   -     The   EIMAC  air-system   socket   SK-300A   and   air   chimney  SK-336
are     recormended          for  use  with  the  8989.   The  use  of  the  recommended  air  flow  through
this  socket  provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the   tube  base,  with  air  .then   .
guided  through  the  anode  cooling  fins  by  the  air  chirmey.

COOLING  -     The  maximum  temperature  rating   for   the  external   surfaces   of   the   tube   is
250°C,   and  sufficient   forced-air  cooling  must  be  used  in  all  applications   to  keep
the   temperature  of  the  anode   (at  the  base  of   the   cooling  fins)   and  the  temperature
of  the   ceramic/metal  seals   comfortably  below  the  rated  maximum.

The  cooling  characteristics  of  the  tube  are  shown  in  the  attached  graph.   The  designer
is   cauted   to  keep   in  mind  that   this   is  ABSOLUTE  data,   with  pure  dc  power,   with  no
safety  factors  added,   and  the  pressure  drop  figures  make  no  allowance  for  losses   in
filters,  ducting,  and  the  like.
It   is   considered  good   engineering  practice  to  design  for  maximum  anode  core   temperature
of  225°C,   and  temperature-sensitive  paints  are  available  for   checking  tube  temperatu.res
before  any  design  is   finalized.   It   is  also  considered  good  practice  to  add  a  15%
safety  factor  to  the  indicated  airflow,   and  allow  for  variables  such  as  dirty  air
filters,   rf  seal  heating  at  VHF,   and  the   fact  that   the  anode  cooling  fins  may  not  be
clean  if  the  tube  has  been  in  service  for  some   length  of   time.   Special  cooling  is  re-
quired   in  the   center  of   the   stem   (base),   by  means   of   special  air  directors   or   some
other  provision.   An  air   interlock  system  should  be   incorporated   into  the  design  to

3
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'automatically  remove  all  voltages  from  the  tube  in  case  of  even  partial  failure  of  the

tube   cooling  air.

Air   flow  must  be  applied  before  or  simultaneously  with  the  application  of  power,
including  the  tube  filament,   and  should  normally  be  maintained  for  a  short   period  of
time  after  all  power   is   removed  to  allow  for   tube   cool-down.

FILAMENT   OPERATION  -     The   rated  nominal   filament   voltage   for  the  8989   is   7.5  volts,
as  measured  at   the  socket   or  tube  base.   -Variation  in  voltage  should  be  maintained
within  plus  or  minus   five  percent.   Ifuring  application  of  filament  voltage  the   inrush
current   should  be  limited  to  no  more  than  twice  normal  current.

The  peak  emission.  capability  at  nominal  filament   voltage   is  normally  more  than  that
required  for   corrmunication  service.   A  small  decrease  in  filament   temperature  due  to
reduction  in  filament  voltage  can  increase  tube  life  by  a  substantial  percentage.   It
is  good  practice  to  determine  the  nominal  f ilament  voltage  for  a  particular  application
that  will  not  adversely  effect   equipment   operation.   This   is  done  by  measuring  some
important   parameter  of  performance   (such  as  power  output   or  distortion)  while  filament
voltage  is  reduced.   At  some  point   in  filament  voltage  there  will  be  a  noticeable
change  in  the  operating  parameter  being  monitored,   and  the  operating  filament  voltage
must  be  slightly  higher  than  the   level  at  which  deterioration  was  noted.   When  filarnent
voltage   is  to  be  reduced  in  this  manner  it   should  be  regulated  and  held  to  plus  or
minus  one  percent,   and  the  actual  operating  value  should  be  checked  periodically   to

riaintain  proper  operation.
~ELECTRODE   DISSIPATION   RATINGS   -     The  maximum  dissipation   ratings   for   the   8989  must   be

r`respected  to  avoid  damage  to  the  tube.   An  exception  is  the  plate  dissipation,  which
may  be  permitted  to  rise  above  the  rated  maximum  during  brief  periods,   such-as  may
occur  during  tuning.

GRID  OPERATION  -     The   8989   control  grid  has  a  maximum  dissipation  rating  of   150  watts.
Precautions   should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceeding  this  rating.   The  grid  bias  and

.       driving  power   should  normally  be  kept  near   the   values   shown   in  the  TYPICAL  OPERATION
section  of  the  data  sheet  whenever  possible.

SCREEN  OPERATION  -     The   power  dissipated  by   the   screen  grid  of   the  8989  must  not
exceed  300  watts.   Screen  dissipation,   in  cases  where  there  is  no  ac  applied  to  the
screen,   is   the  simple  product   of  the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.   If  the
screen  voltage  is  modulated,   the  screen  dissipation  will  depend  on  loading,   driving
power,   and   the  carrier  screen  voltageo
Screen  dissipation  is   likely  to  rise  to  excessive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,   bias
voltage,   or  plate  load  are  removed  with  the  f ilament  and  screen  voltages  applied.
Suitable  protective  means  must  be  provided  to  limit   the  screen  dissipation  to  300
watts  in  the  event  of  circuit  failure.   Energy  limiting  circuitry   (which  will  activate
if  there  is  a  fault   condition)   and  spark  gap  over-voltage  protection  are  recommended
as  good  engineering  practice.

r¥£: ::::e:¥u;;:;b::1::::r:::t (::g::i::i£:::e::n:::::n:o:n::; ::I:e:P:;a::::t :::d:::ons.

•|,::t i:et::r:::e::r::::: :::;:yin:zh:: i::c:u::::::. v::::::o::::a::::i::::ew::;r:::a=:e
a  ::r=e:c::::e::. c::::::}Z::±°:hT:y±:ea:::::::i;h::s::::a: ::e:d::r:::i:i::t:::::Cted

regulator   is  employed.
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FAULT  PRorECTION  -     In  addition  to  normal  plate  overcurrent   interlock  and  screen
current   interlock,   it   is  good  practice  to  protect   the  tube  from  internal  damage  which
could  result   from  a  plate  arc  at  high  voltage.   In  all  cases   some  protective  resistance,
10  to  50  ohms,   should  be  used  in  series  with  the  tube  anode  to  absorb  power  supply
stored  energy  in  case  a  tube  arc  should  occur.   If  power  supply  stored  energy  is  very
high,   some  form  of   electronic  crowbar  which  will  discharge  power  supply  capacitors
in  a  few  microseconds  following  indication  of  Start  of  a  tube  arc  is  recormended.

EIRAC  APPLICATION   BULLETIN  #17   titled   ''FAULT   PROTECTION"   is   available   on   request   and
includes  detailed  information  on  this  subject.

HIGH  VOLTAGE  -     Normal   operating  voltages   used  with  the   8989   are  deadly  and   the  equip-
ment  must  be  designed  properly  and  operating  precautions  must  be  followed.   All  equip-
ment  must  be  designed  so  that  no  one  can   come   into  contact  with  high  voltages.   All
equipment  must   include  safety  enclosures   for  high-voltage  circuits  and  terminals,
with  interlock  switches   to  open  primary  circuits  of  the  power  supply  and  to  discharge
high-voltage  capacitors  whenever  access  doors   are  opened.   Interlock  switches  must  riot
be  bypassed  or   "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors  open.   Always   remember
that   HIGH   VOLTAGE   CAN   KILL.

INTERELECTRODE   CAPACITANCE   -     The   actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a   tube
is   influenced  by  many  variables   in  most  applications,   such  as   stray  capacitance  to  the
chassis,   capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,   stray  capacitance  between  tube  terminals,
and  wiring  effects.   To  control  the  actual  capacitance  values  within  the  tube,   as  the
key  component   involved,   industry  and  the  Military  Services  use  a  standard  test  pro-
cedure  as  described  in  Electronic  Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.   This  requires
the  use  of  specially  constructed  test  f ixtures  which  effectively  shield  all  external
tube  leads  from  each  other  and  eliminate  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground"a   The  test
is  performed  on  a  cold  tube.   Other  factors  being  equal,   controlling  internal  tube
capacitance  in  this  way  normally  assures  good  interchangeability  of  tubes  over  a  period
of  time,   even  when  the  tube  inay  be  made  by  different   tube  manufacturers.   The
capacitance  values  shown  in  the  manufacturer's  technical  data,   or  test  specification,
normally  are taken  in  accordance  with  Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer   is   therefore  cautioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual
capacitance  values  which  will  exist   in  any  normal  application.   ifeasurements  should  be
taken  with  the  socket  and  mounting  which  represent  approximate  final  layout   if
capacitance  values  are  highly  signif icant  in  the  design.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS  -     If   it   is   desired   to  operate  this   tube  under   conditions
different  from  those   listed  here,  write  to  Application  Engineering,   Power  Grid
Division,   Varian  EIMAC  Division,   301   Industrial  Way,   San  Carlos,   CA  94070   for
re cormenda t ions .
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MILITARY    SP

ELECTRON    TUBE,     POWER

TYPE    8281

This   specification   is   approved   for   use   by   all    Depart-
ments      and    `Agencies      of     the     Department   of   Defense.

The   complete   requirements   for   acquiring   the   electron   tube   described   herein
shall      consist     of     this      specification     and     the.latest   issue.of   NIL-E-1.

DESCRIPTION:      Tetrode.   ceramic-metal
See   figure.I        `
Mounting   position:      Vertical,lbase   down   or   up
Weight:       12.8   pounds    (5.8   kg}    nominal

ABSOLUTE    RATINGS:        F    =    ilo    MHz

Parameter
Unit:
Maximum:

C    Teleg:
C   Telep:

(anode   mod)
Class    AB:

TEST    C0tlDITI0NS:

Anode
core   a

v::             kvE&c     k5C:c     k5C:c     A]£c     P£L      P32     !E     S::,"
Cool i ng

(llote   1'

6.3   ±5%             10               2            -1.5             5            200      45015         250
6.3   ±5%               8            1.5         -I.5            4            200      45010         250

6.3    ±59            1o               2                                    5            2oo      45o       15         25n

6.3                          2         0.75            Adj            I llote  2

r] E N E R A L :

Qualification   --Required

® denotes   changes

1of7

8281

FSC   5960
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Inspecti
1 evel

or  code

11'1

I                                                                                          I                   I                                                      I           AOL
Method|        Requirement  or  test..     |Notes~I     Conditions        I   |percent

I                                                             I             I                                     |defecti. ve)
1111

( useful )

0.65

0.65

0.65

0-65

0.65

I

0.I;5

0.65

t  =   120  ±15

I

eb  =  ec2  =
ecl  =  2.5  kv

Pg1   =   200   W;
t  =  120  max  or
until   stable;
anode  and  g2
floating

P92   =   450   W;
Ecl   =  0  V  dc;
t  =  120  max  or
until   stable;
anode   floati.ng

i      IEb   =   Ec2   =

12'000  V   dc
Ecl   =   -800
V  dc;   egk/'.

I

ClassABlamp;    I         ---
MHz1

Eb=   9       I
Ec2   =   2    Id

dc;   Ecl/Ibo   I
n.1   A   dc;

9   /Ib  =   3.7
lA   dc:    R2,   =
11 '125   ±5~b;
lanode   tartk
Ilo  to  1
i

Qual ity  conformance
On,   Part

F5] ament  current

Electrode  vol tage

Total   grid  current

Electrode  current
screen)

Peak  emission

Pri grid  emission
grl

Prl.mary.,grid  emission

1301

1261

1266

1256-

1231

Oual ity  conformance

rect-interelectrode
p``acitance   (ground#:

Icathode  connection)

Au

lj3l

•-+  .+-'1.-
1331   loirect-interelectrode

lcapacitance   (ground
lgrid  connection)

t|`~¥,:2.i.?:::i:i:8:V:;:::pulse)

i.
I.

I p.over  otlt.PtJt
I

I

I

I

I

i

I

i

1

I

I
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I,1ethod Requirement  or  test

11

I                           I                          I                   I   limits     I
I         AQL           |Inspection|                    I                        I

Conditions        I   (percent   I     level        |Symbol    I           I          I
|defective}l   or  code     I                  lMin   max   I

Quality conformance
Ton,   Par

1042

Service-1 ife  guarantee

Shock,  specified  pulse

Vibration,  mechanical

Shock  and  vibration,
|mechanicaT   end  points
I.

ln6ii  Electrode voltage

1266

(grid)

Total  grid  currerlt

•1301  '1      F€1amc.nt  current

Ill

I-

I

I

I

I

I

|No  voltages

i:p!11i:::h:#:k
lsine;  accel   =

!!:::i:e:i::cis
land  Z  axes)
I

4     |No  voltages
|applied;  accel
1=   2  G  peak
I(min);   F  =   10
lto  50  Hz.  as-
lcending  only;
lsweep  t  =  3  to
|8  minutes;   1
lsweep  each  X
|aiid  Y  axes

ri-I

'\.

FlerEs:

1.     Minimum  airflow  requirements  for  incoming  air  at  50.C  maximum  at  sea  level,  for  operation  under  30
MHz,   are  shown.     Additional   cooling  may  be  required  for  operation  above  30  MHz.,.     Irty; all`  cases  of.    ,£¥fur€ ts£:390;:C::te# ::, :::¥f g::df:Tt:o:::dE:i:cc§8:3:g a:rt:£j :::; ,in::te::i ::;:;i:u£¥,t;sa:,:e.

i           i;!!:i!::i:;i;i;:;::;;;ii:;!!;:e#;Si:!!:;i::i:f::f!!;:ii;f;;;;i;:;;:;i:ii;;i!::i::ii,if;!!;i::e
I:   cool-down.     The  cooling  data   shown  is  for  the  tube  in  a  SK-300A  socket  with  a   SK-316  Air  Chimney.
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Anode      -
di ssi pati on

7.500   W

Sea   level
i                                10'000   feet

Ai rfl ow
(cfm)`

A~pp::5;in:±:.E:3;sure Airflow
( c f in )

`,

2.      In   aH   electrical   tests   involving   application   of   filament   voltage  an  air-system
socket   and   chimney   may   be   used   and   forced-air   cooling   is   allowable.

I
3.     The  tube  manufacturer  warrants   the   tube   for   I  year   from   date   of   shipment.   or

i;!i;;i;*:,i:::i:;i:::i:;;;i:;!!ii!:;;:i;:iii;!!;:;;i::;:i;:i;;;:;i:;!8:::es
:fig:hal    purchase   price   pro   rated   on   the   basis   of   I,000   hours   of   I.filament-on'

4.   `Testing   shall   be   performed   every   6   months,   with   sampling   as   fouows:                         u

nl   =4              cl   =   0

.     n2    =    4                 C2=    1;

Separat.e   samp
listed   tests   s
event   of   fai
conformance
the  testing

where   c2   represents   the   total   a]1otyable   fal.lures.U  `
for   the   first   and   second   samples   combined.

of   the  manufacturer.      Ilone   ®f   the
e

9,   that   s
ter   three   consecut

f   failure.      In
halt    become   qua

ve    sLlccessfLIl    subiin.ssions,
the   quality   conformance   inspection,   part  3   tests.

5.      Any   change-in   filament   current.   resulting   from   the   vibrati.on   or   shock   testing
(considered   indi.vidually}   shall    not   exceed   the   specif]-ed   lim].t   for   Alf.

6.      During   this   test   the   tube   shaH   be   operated   as   a   Class   ABl   amplifier;   the
control   grid   shaH   not   be   drl-yen   positf ve,   as   indicated   by   grid   current   flow.  a)

Custodians:
Army    -   ER
Navy   -   EC
Air   Force   -85

Review   activities:
Ai.r   Force   _   99
DIA    .    ES

User   activities:
Navy    -AS.    OS,    MC,    Cr]
Air   Force    -11.19

Agent:
OLA    -     ES

4

Preparf ng  activity:
Navy   -   EC

{Project   5960-3331}
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HGURE  1.   Ouuine drawing Of electron tube type 8281.
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Ltr Dimensions  in  inches  with  metric
equivalents  (rm)   in  parentheses     `.

Minimum Maximum

Quality  conformance  inspection,  part  2
C •600     (15.24) .760      (19.30)

D 1.896     (48.16) I.936     (49.17)

E 3.133     (79.58) 3.173     (80.59)

F 3.792     (96.32) 3.832     (97.33)

G 3.980  (1dl.09) 4.020   (]02.1])

H .188       (4.78)

J .188       (4.78)

'K .188       (4.78)

L 1.695   (43.05)   BASIC  (See  note  eT-

0 .355     (9.02)   BASIC  (See  note  e)

P 9.000   (228.60)`      9.375   {238.12}

R .920  (23.37)   BASIC   (See  note  e)

T .375       (9.52)
U 4.406   (ill.91) 4.468   (113.49)

V 3.718     (94.44) 3.781      (96.04)

W .219        (5.56)

Quality  conformance  inspection,  part  3(Seenotec)

A 7.460  (189.48) 7.580   (192.53)

8 .855     (21.72). .895     (22.73)

M 4.550   (1]5.57) 4.783   (121.49)

N 2.4.12   .  (61.26) 2.788     (70.82)

S 3.560     (90.42) 3.684     (93.57)

Reference  dimensions
(See  notes  f  &  g)

X .260     (6.60)

Y .826  (20.98)

Z 1.600   (40.64)

e  8281   -  Continueof  electron  tubes  tFIGURE   1.      Outli-ne  drawin
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TE€riNlcAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  8281/4CX15,000A  is  a  ceramic/metal  power  tetrode  inten-
ded   for  use  in  audio  or  radio   frequency   applications.   It  features  a  new
type  of  internal  mechanical  structure  which  results  in  higher  rf operating
efficiency.  Low  rf losses  in  this  mechanical  structure  permit  operation  of
the   8281/4CX15,000A   at   full   ratings  up   to   110  MHz,   and  at  reduced
ratings,  to  225  MHz.

The  8281/4CX15,000A  is  also  recommended  for  radio-frequency  linear

power  amplifier  service,   and   for  VHF  television  linear amplifier service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1
ELECTRICAL

F.ilament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............

Current,  at  6.3  volts   ....
Amplification  Factor,  average

Grid  to  Screen   ........

...          6.3±0.3    V

160A

4.5

8281

4CX15,000A

RADIAL    BEAM

POWER   TETRODE

RIB

iE

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (cathode  grounded):  2
Cin................................ 160.0   pF
Cout     ...............................................                    24.5    pF

Dir:C¥I;t.e;e.1:c.tr.o;:a;;a.cit;:c.e;.(;I;d.:n.d.s.c;e.e;.g;o.u;ae.d;:.2...........1.5PF
Cin    ................................................                    67.0    pF

Cout    ...............................................                    25.5    pF

Cpk  ................................................                       0.2    pF

Maximum  Frequency  Ratings
CW    ................................................                       110     MHz

1.   Characteristics  and  operating  values   are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without notice as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using this
information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values   are for  a  cold  tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length....................................

Diameter...................................

Net  Weight     .................................

Operating  Position   ..............................

Cooling.........a.....o......o......®.......

Operating Temperature,  maximum
Ceramic/'Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core   ®  .....  a  .  a  .......

Base     .    .    a     .    .    a     a    0     a    .     `,    a     0    .     .     .     a     a    .     a     a     a    a     .    .    .    "     A    .     a     .....    _     _     _     .

Recommended  Air  System  Socket   a  .  .  .  a  .  a

Recommerided   Air  CFiimney   .   a   c`   .   G   9   6   .   a   a   .

(Revised  12-15-f73)       ©              i97i  by  'b¥Varian

....         9.375in;238.13   mm

....         7.580in;192.53   mm
12.8lb;        5.81    kg

Axis  vertical,  base  up or down
............     Forced  air

..............         250OC

....  c  .  .  Special,  concentric

.   .   a   a   .   .   .   a   ......   SK-300A

.    .   .   a   ®   .........       SK-316

Printed in  U.S.A.

E!MAC    edivision    of    varian    /    301     industriai    way    /    san     carlos    /    caHfornia     94070



@ 8281/4CX15,000A

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  AB|

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCF}EEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUF{RENT    .

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GPIID   DISSIPATION    .

10,000   VOLTS
2000   VOLTS

6.0    AMPERES
15,000    WATTS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

1.    Adjust  for  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

TYPI GAL  OPEPIATION
Peak  Envelope or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions

plate  Voltage     ...........
Screen  Voltage ............
Grid  Voltage  t   ...........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ....
Singl®Tone  Plate  Current  ....
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2  .  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2.......
plate  Dissipation    .........
Single-Tone  Plate  Output  Power
Resonant  Load  Impedance  ....

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegrarthy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....
DC  PLATE  CURBENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION        ......

10,000   VOLTS
2000   VOLTS

5.0    AMPEFiES
15000   WATTS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage .......
Grid  Voltage       .......
Plate  Current      .......
Screen  Currentl .......
Grid  Current 1 ........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel .   .  .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

1.    Approximate value.

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN    Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCREEN  DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

8000   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS

4.0    AMPERES

10,000   WATTS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage .......
Grid  Voltage    ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current  i  ......
Grid  Current 1  ........
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1

100%  mcrdu I at i on  .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.  .  .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation    .....
plate  Output  Power   ....
1.    Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  AB|   (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCPEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT    .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION

10,000    VOLTS

2000   VOLTS

6.0    AMPEF!ES

15,OcO   WATTS

450   WATTS

200   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Two  tubes)

Plate  Voltage     ............

Screen  Voltage     ...........
Grid  Voltagel .............

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current3 .....
Maximum  Signal  Plate  Current   .   .
Maximum  Signal  Screen  Current2.
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2  .......
Maximum  Signal  Plate  Dissipation 3
Plate  Output  Power   .........
Load  Resi stance

(plate  to  plate)      .......... 1,730         2,520   a

1.    Adjust  for  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.   Approximate  value.

3.    Per Tube. r-
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.  6500    VOLTS

.1500    VOLTS

.      5.0    AMPERES
15,000    WATTS

.     450    WATTS

.     200    WATTS

1

®

TELEVISION  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Cathode  Driven

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS

110  MHz  to  225  MHz
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .........

DC  SCF!EEN   VOLTAGE    ........

DC  PLATE  CURF}ENT      .........

PLATE  DISSIPATION      .........

SCFtEEN   DISSIPATION  .........

GFuD   DISSIPATION          .........

TYPICAL  OPERATION,  Composite  Signal  Black  Level
Unless Otherwise Stated

Plate  Voltage ...............

::::ecoYtoa|::g: .  :  :  ......  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Plate  current  (zero  sig.)           .....
Plate  Current             ............
Grid  Current            .............
Screen  Current             ...........
Peak  Cath.  Volt.   (pk  synch.)   .....
Cath.  Driving  Power  (pk.  synch.)   .  .
Plate  Output  Power  (pk.  synch.)  .  .  .
Plate  Load  Resistance   .........

1.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL OPEPATION  values  are obtained  by  calculations  from  published  characteristic  curves.  To obtain  the specifiedplatecurrentatthespecmedbias,screen,andplatevoltages,adjustmentoftherfgridvoltageisassumed.Ifthis

procedure  is  followed,  there  win  be  little variation  in  output  power when  the tube  is  replaced,  even  though  there  maybesomevariationingridandscreencurrents.Thegridandscreencurrentswhichoccurwhenthedesiredplatecur-rentisobtainedareincidentalandvaryfromtubetotube.Thesecurrentvariationscausenoperformancedegradationprovidingthecircuitmaintainsthecorrectvoltageinthepresenceofthecurrentvariations.Ifgridbiasisobtained

principally  by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable to  produce  the  required  bias voltage when  thecorrectrfgridvoltageisapplied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current,  at  6.3  volts    ..............
Interelectrode  Capacitances,  cathode  grounded  1

Cin      ....-----------------     _     _     _     _     _     .     _     _

Min.              Max.EFA
154.0

Cout..............................................22.o

Cgp......................................'........

Interelectrode  Capacitances,  grid and  screen  grounded   1
Cin...............................................

Cout..............................................

Cpk...............................................

1.    Capacitance  values   are  for  a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  F`S-191.

MECHANICAL                                                                    APPLICATloN

A/OOwTJIVG   -   The   4CX15,000A   must   be   opera-
ted  with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube
may   be   down   or  up   at   the   convenience   of  the
circuit  designer.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC  Air-System  Socket  Type
SK-300A   is  designed  especially  for  the  concen-
tric  base  terminals  of  the  4CX15,000A.  The  use
of recommended air-flow  rates through this  socket
provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.
Air  forced  into  the  bottom  of  the  socket  passes
over  the  tube  terminals   and  through  the  SK-316
Air  Chimney,  into the anode  cooling fins .

COOLJIVG   -   The    maximum    temperature    rating
for  the  extemal  surfaces  of  the  4CX15,000A  is
250°C.   Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be
provided   to  keep  the  temperature   of  the  anode
at  the  base  of  the  cooling  fins  and  the tempera-

_ n   ~~ ``         Lu;rr:f[:; trheequ:reef::i:;mt:ta:a:netaa]=  bsee]:[Wt::::rca..
tunes   at  225°C  in   50°C  ambient  air  are tabulat-
ted   below   (for   operation   below   30   megahertz).
This  data  is  for  the  tube  mounted  in  an  SK-300A
socket with an SK-316  chimney.

SEA   LEVEL 1 o,ooo'  FEET

Pl ate Air   Flow Pressure A'r   Flow Pressure
D i ss i pation (CFM) Drop( I nches (CFM) Drop(Inches
*  (Watts) of  Water) of  Water)

7,500 230 .7 336 1.0
12,500 490 2.7 710 4.1
15, 000 645 4.6 945 7.0

Jtsince the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  represents
about   1000   watts   and   since   grid-plus-screen   dissi-
pation   can,   under  some  conditions,   represent  another
600   watts,    allowance   has   been   made   in   preparing
this  tabulation  for  an  additional  1600 watts  dissipation.

'Ihe   blower   selected   in   a   given   application

must be  capable  of supplying the  desired  air flow
at   a  back   pressure   equal  to  the   pressure  drop
shown  above  plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and  filters.

At   other  altitudes  and  ambient  temperatures
the  flow  rate  must  be modified to  obtain  equiva-
/enf   cooJ].ng.    'Ihe   flow   rate   and   corresponding

pressure  differential  must  be  determined  indivi-
dually    in    such    cases,    using    rated   maximum
temperatures    as    the    criteria    for   satisfactory         3
cooling.
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ELECTRICAL

FILAMEIVT   OPERATION    -   The   .ated   £±1ament
voltage   for  the   4CX15,000A   is   6.3   volts.   Fila-
ment  voltage,  as  measured  at  the  socket,  should
be    maintained   at   this   value   to  obtain  maximum
tube  life.  In no case  should it be allowed to devi-
ate    by   more   than   plus   or   minus   five   percent
from the  rated  value.

ELECTRODE     DISSIPATION     RATINGS   -   rThe
maximum  dissipation  ratings  for  the  4CX15,000A
must  be  respected  to  avoid  damage  to  the  tube.
An  exception  is  the  plate  dissipation  which may
be    permitted   to   rise   above   the   rated maximum
during   brief  periods,   such   as   may  occur during
tuning.

GRJD   OPERATJOIV   -   The   4CX15,000A   control
grid   has   a   maximum   dissipation   rating   of  200
watts.   Precautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid
exceeding  this  rating.  The  grid  bias  and  driving
power  should  be  kept  near  the  values  shown  in
the   "Typical   Operation"   sections   of   the   data
sheet    whenever    possible.    The    maximum    grid
circuit    resistance    should   not   exceed   100,000
ohms  per tube.

SCREEIV   OPER4r/OIV   -   The   power   dissipated
by   the   screen   of  the   4CX15,000A   must   not  ex-
ceed  450 watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is no
AC  applied  to  the  screen,  is  the  simple  product
of  the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If
the    screen    voltage    is   modulated,    the   screen
dissipation    will    depend   upon    loading,    driving
power,  and  carrier  screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or    plate    load    are    removed    with    filament   and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable    protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation    to   450   watts   in   the   event   of  circuit
failure.

PL4rE   DJSS/P4rJOIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating    for    the    4CX15,000A    is    15,000   watts.

When  the  4CX15,000A  is  operated  as  a  plate-
modulated    rf   power   amplifier,   the   input   power
is  limited  by  conditions  not  connected  with  the

plate  efficiency,   which  is  quite  high.  Therefore,
except   during   tuning   there   is   little   possibility
that  the   10,000  watt  maximum   plate  dissipation
rating will  be exceeded.

HJGH    VOLTAGE   -   Nomal   operating   voltages
used   with   the   4CX15,000A   are   deadly,   and  the
equipment  must  be  designed  properly   and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be   followed.   Design   all
equipment   so   that   no   one   can   come   in  contact
with  high   voltages.   All  equipment  must  include
safety   enclosures   for  hich-voltage   circuits   and
terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to   open   pri-
mary   circuits   of  the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge  hich-voltage  condensers  whenever  access
doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be
bypassed  or  ``cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

X-HAD/Ar/OIV   -   High-vacuum tubes  operating at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-
gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased.  The  4CX15,000A,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.   Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and   gradual  deterioration,   due  to   leakage  paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by    the   hich    voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must   be
provided  on  all  sides  of tubes  operating  at  these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection  throuch-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when    voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are   in   use.
Lead  glass,  which attenuates  X-rays, is available
for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of shielding,
an   expert   in   this   field   should   be   contacted  to
perform  an  X-ray  survey  of the  equipment.

Operation     of    hich-voltage    equipment    with
interlock  switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order to be better able  to  locate an  equip-
ment    malfunction    can    result   in    serious   X-ray
exposure.

RADIO   FREQUENCY   RADIATION    -   Avoid   ex-
posure  to  strong  rf  fields  even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption    of   rf   energy   by   human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  NIlz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  throuch
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or heating
effect.  Public health agencies  are  concerned with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it   is   worth   noting   that   some   commercial
dielectric  heating  units  actually  operate  at  fre-
quencies  as   low   as  the   13  and  27  MHz  bands.
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Many   EIMAC  power  tubes,  such   as  the  4CX
15,000A,  are  specifically  designed  to  generate  or
amplify   radio  frequency  power.   There  may  be  a
relatively  strong  rf  field  in  the  general  proximity
of the  power  tube  and  its  associated  circuitry---
the more power involved,  the stronger the  rf field.
Proper  enclosure   design   and  efficient  coupling
of  rf energy  to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field
in  the  vicinity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -Tt\e
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a
tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in  most
applications,   such   as   stray  capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,  as    the   key  component
involved,   the   industry  and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other  and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".

The    test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Other
factors    being   equal,    controlling   internal   tube
capacitance   in  this   way  normally  assures  good
interchangeability    of   tubes    over   a    period   of
time,    even  when  the   tube  may  be  made  by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The   capacitance   values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical  data,   or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in   ac-
cordance with Standard  RS-191.

The    equipment    designer    is    therefore   cau-
tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
tance    values   which   will   exist   in   any   normal
application.   Measurements   should   be  taken  with
the    socket    and   mounting   which   represent   ap-
proximate  final  layout  if  capacitance  values  are
highly significant  in the design.

SPECIAL  APPLICATIONS   -   1£  ±t  ±s  des±.ed  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif -
ferent   from   those   given  here,   write  to   the  Ap-
plication    Engineering   Dept.,   Power   Grid   Tube
Division,  EIMAC    Division  of  Varian,  301  Indus-
trial  Way,   San   Carlos,   California,   94070  for  in-
formation and  recommendations.
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DIMENsioNAL   mTA

®

DIM.
INCHES MlLLI-RS

MIN. MAX. FiEF M'N. MAX. F'EF'

A 7460 7580 18948 192.53

a 0855 0895 2172 2273

C 0720 0. 76 0 1829 I 9 ,3 0
D I .896 I936 46.65 49. I  7

E 3. I 53 3. I 7 3 7958 8059
F 3792 3.832 9652 9733
G 31980 4020 10 I  09 102   I    1 -
H 0188 478
J 0188 478
K 0188 4.78
L I764 '826 4481 4638
M 4659 4783 I  I  8 34 I 2 I  .49

N 2412 2788 6126 70.82
P 9000 9375 22 8 60 23S.13

R 0986 '050 2504 Z66T
S 5.560 3654 90.42 9357
T 0375 9.53

u 4406 4.468 Ill.9    I I  13.49

V 317 I  8 3781 9444 96.04
W 0219 556

®1
'&± I+.            -=_E=I)(---

I   D'reNslLy81ARE Ous  ARE  FOF`  mFQNOTF3EOulREDFOR

CTloN  PUfiposES.

ANODE   THE   T.I.B.  OF   T
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TO  THE   CONTR OLGRIDA ND
ANODE   CONTACTSUR FACE
WHEN    THE   LAFACESAREROROLLEBSATPTTER SUR-ON'N-

TATED
OINTS

' \                                DICATED   BY   T\\--AIRSCREENGRIDCONTROLGRID HEAR Flows
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9019
YC1 30

VHF
RADIAL BEAM

POWER
TETFZODE

input    to    110    MHz    and    is    recommended    for
amplifier    or    plate    modulated    amplifier.

and    matching     air    chimneys     are    available
clip    is    available    for   making   the   dc   con-

The   EIMAC    9019/YC130    is    a    ceramic/metal    VHF    power   tetrode.    It
is    rated   for   full    power
use    as    a    Class    C    power

fromA`EritiAycs.teAmc8n°ncekce€8r
nection   to   the   anode.

GENERAL CHARACTERIST|CsL

ELECTRICAL

Filament:    Thoriated   Tungsten   Mesh
Vol ta9e      ..........
Current.   at   7.5   volts      .    .    .

Amplification    Factor    (average),    Grid   to   Screen
Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitance    (cathode   grounded)
Cin,,,,,.................
Cout.....,,,,,,...........
Cgp.....................

Direct   Interelectrode   Capacitance    (grids   grounded)
Cin         ®      ®      ,      ,      ®      ,,,,.,..........

Gout    .....,,,,,,     ®     .     .     .
Cpk...............

Maximum   Frequency    for    Full     Ratings     (CW)

7.5    +    0.37       V-       160       A

4.5

160    pF
26.5    pF

1'5   pF

67pF
27.5    pF
0.2   pF
110    MHz

1.:i:::::e:1;Si'::Saasndth°eperreastujTntgovfaTaudedsjtaT.roenaiasdeadta°norpeprrfo°drumcatncreeftjensetmse.nt|hevsaerj:1;guE:&SAcm:¥o:i8ng:

consulted   before   using   this   information   for   final    equipment   design.
2.      Capacitance    values    are    for   a    cold   tube   as    measured    in    a    special    shielded    fixture    in    accord-

ance   with   Electronic    Industries   Association   Standard   RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum    Overall     Dimensions:

Length
Di ameter

Net    Weight

3!;I::in8p:::ifi8nT:in;e;a{u;e:   6e;arii:/riet.al.   Se;1:   6r.En.v':16p:
Cool i ng       ...........................
Base,,,,,,,......
Recommended    Air-System   Socket:

Recommended   Ai r-Syst
Recommended    Screen    G
Available    Anode    Con

K-300A   or    SK-360   Socket
the   SK-360   Socket    .    .

9.375    In;    23.81    cm
7.580    In;    19.25    cm

12.8    Lb;    5.8    kg

Axis    Vertical,    Base   Up   or   Down
....                                                             250OC

Forced   Air
Special    Concentric

EIMAC    SK-300A
EIMAC    SK-360
EIMAC    SK-316
EIMAC    SK-355

EIMAC    ACC-3

RADIO     FREQUENCY     POWER     AMPLIFIER

Class    C    FM

(Key-down    conditions)

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE     .     .      .         10,000    VOLTS
DC     SCREEN    VOLTAGE         .      .                2000     VOLTS
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE         ...- 750    VOLTS

DC     PLATE    CURRENT     .      .      .                    5.0    AMPERES
PLATE    DISSIPATION 18    KILOWATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION     .      .                    450    WATTS

GRID    DISSIPATION     .     .     .                   200    WATTS

395035(Effective   March    1986)
VA4889

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Frequencies    to    110    MHz)

DC    Plate    Voltage
tage
ge

DC    Grid    Current
Peak    rf   Grid    Vol ge*
Calculated   Driving    Powe
Plate   Dissipation       .    .
Plate   Output   Power    .    .
*      Approximate    value;    will    vary   with    circui.t    and   tube

Printed    in    U.S.A.

Varian    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA    94070    /    U.S.A.
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PLATE    MODULATED    RF    POWER    AMPLIFIER
Grid   Driven
Class   C   Telephony   -Carrier   Conditions

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE     .                             8000    VOLTS

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE

2000    VOLTS
-750    VOLTS

DC    PLATE    CURRENT    .     .     .                   4.0    AMPERES
PLATE    DISSIPATION    #        .                       12    KILOWATTS
SCREEN    DISSIPATION    ##                     450    WATTS
6Rlt)    DISSIPATION    ##        .                  200    WATTS

#   Corresponds   to   18   kw   at   100%   sine-
wave   modulation.

TYPICAL    OPERATION

DC   Plate   Voltage    ........
DC   Screen   Voltage       .......
Peak    AF    Screen    Voltage    (100%   Mod)
DC    Grid    Bias    Voltage    ......
DC   Plate   Current    .    .    .
DC   Screen   Current    *      .
DC   Grid   Current    *       .    .

3:?5  5fi:ir:g  ¥:I::gfc:1:ui.at
Plate   Dissipation   *      ....
Plate   Output   Power   *   ....

;#  A38::;:Ta::t#a::e;ithout   modulati.on.

AUDIO    FREQUENCY    AMPLIFIER    0R    MODULATOR

Grid   I)riven,    Class    AB1,    Sinusoidal    Wave

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE     .

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE    CURRENT     .

PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION    .

*     Approximate   value.                  #      Per   tube.

##   Adjust   for   specifi.ed   zero-signal
plate   current.

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (two    tubes)

DC   Plate   Voltage    ........
DC   Screen    Voltage       .......
DC   Grid    Voltage   ##    .......
Zero-Signal    Plate   Current      .    .    .
Maximum   Signal    Plate   Current    .    .
Maximum   Signal    Screen    Current    *
Peak    AF    Grid   Voltage    *   #    ....
Dri.ving   Power   *       ........
Load   Resi.stance   Plate-to-Plate   .
Maximum   Signal    Plate    Dissipation
Plate   Output   Power   *   ......

TYPICAL   OPERATION    values    are   obtained    by   measurement    or    by   calculation    from    published   characteristic
curves.    To   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at   the   specified   bi.as,    screen,    and   plate   voltages,    ad-
justment   of   the   rf   grid   voltage   is   assumed.    If   this   procedure   is   followed,   there   will    be   11.ttle   vari-
ation    in   output   power   when   the   tube   is    replaced,    even   though   there   may   be   some   variation    in    grid   and
screen   currents.   The   grid   and   screen   currents   which   occur   when   the   desired   plate   current   is   obtained
are   incidental    and   vary   from   tube   to   tube.    These   current   variations   cause   no   performance   degradation
provl.ding   the   circuit   maintains   the   correct   voltage   in   the   presence   of   the   current   variations.

RANGE     VALUES    FOR     EQUIPMENT    DESIGN

Filament:   Current   at   7.5   volts    .............

Interelectrode   Capacitance    (grounded   filament   connection)    1
Gin.........................
Gout.........................
Cgp.............,,.......

Min.        Max.

148          168          A

154           167          pF
24             29          pF

---         2.0         pF

1      Capacitance   values   are   for   a   cold   tube   as   measured   in   a   special    shielded   fi.xture   in   accordance
with   Electronic    Industries   Standard   RS-191.
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APPL ICATI0N

Eiil
MECHANICAL

MOUNTING    -        The    tube    must    be    mounted    vertically,

!:::1 :Pb:rp::¥:c€:dt::ofe:j#::j':nc:::e:i::i:.  and

STORAGE    -If   a   tube    is   to   be   stored   as    a    spare   it
should    be    kept     in     its     original     shipping     carton,
with     the     original     packing    material,     to    minimize
the   possibility   of   handling   damage.

Before    storage    a    new    tube    should    be    operated    in
the   equipment   for   100   to   200   hours   to   establish   it
has     not     been    damaged    and    operates    properly     (See
FILAMENT    OPERATION    for    recommendations    on     inl.tial
value     of     filament     voltage    during    this    operation
period).    If   the   tube    is   still    in   storage    6   months
later   it   again   should   be   operated   in   the   equipment
for    100   to    200    hours    to   make   sure   there    has    been

the
tube    c-an    again    be    stored    with    great    assurance    of
being   a   known-good   spare.

SOCKETING    -        An    air-system    socket    should    be    used
in    all    applications    to   assure   cooling   of   the   tube
base    seals.     The    EIMAC    SK-300A    is     recommended     for
audio    or    LF/HF    rf   operation;    the    SK-360    is    recom-
mended    for    VHF    operation.    The    SK-360    incorporates
low-inductance    filament    bypassing    in    the    form    of
three     5000    pF     copper-clad     Kapton®capacitors.          A
screen    grid    bypass    capacitor    kit     (the    SK-355)    is
also   available   for   the   SK-360   socket,    and    includes

8i8;86 )1,00106   mpoFunt5T#   cii::    (CEa]PMaACcj tp°/rNS  24(2E8[5M9A)C,    :{g
an    assembly    drawing    (EIMAC    P/N    243135)    which    shows
how   the   parts   are   attached   to   the   socket.

COOLING    -      The   tube    requires    forced-air   cooling    in
all     applications.    An    air-system    socket    is     recom-
mended,    with    a    matching    air    chimney.    Normally    the
tube    socket    is    mounted    in    a    pressurized    compart-
ment    so   the    cooling   air   passes   through   the   socket
and    is   then    guided   to   the   anode   cooling   fins   by    an
air     chimney.     A     chimney     is     available     from    EIMAC,
the     SK-316,     for    use    with     the     SK-300A     socket     at
frequencies     below    30    MHz     and    with    the     SK-360    at
VHF.     If    all     cooling    air    is    not    passed    around    the
base     of     the    -tube     and    through     the     socket.     then
arrangements    mus-t     be     made     to     assure     adequate
cooling    of    the    tube    base    and    the    socket    contacts
themsel Yes .

In     this     regard     it     should     be     noted     the     contact
fingers   used   in   the   four   contact   collet   assemblies
(inner   and   outer   filament,    control    grid   and   screen

rated
time

no    degradation.     If    operation    i

95;€a::8ocmaS:r°:nyberaypTPTrjeucTaET°:Pe,re.ng:i
this     material     will     lose     its     temper     (or
characteristic)    and   then   will    no    longer   rna
contact    to    the    base    rings    of    the    tube.    This
lead   to   arcing   which,    in   an   extreme   case,    can   burn
through    the    metal     of    the    tube    base    ring    and   the
tube's   vacuum   integrity   is   then   destroyed.

Thus    adequate    movement    of    cooling    air    around    the
base   of   the   tube   accomplishes    a    double    purpose    in
keeping   the   tube   base   and   the   socket   contact   fin-
gers   at   a   safe   operatin:3lemperature.
Though     the     maximum    temperature     rating     for     seals
and   the   anode   core    is    250°C,    it   is   considered   good
engineering    practice    to    allow    some    safety    factor

:Tf:!e5toao%'eansdh°mwanxj'LSumftrubseeaanToa:eTte:1;:Pa€:::i:?
225    °C.    Such   a    safety    factor   makes    some    allowance
for    variables     such    as    dirty    air    filters,    dirty
tube   anode   cooling    fins    whi.ch   will    effect    cooling
efficiency,     duct     lasses,     etc.     The    figures    shown
are    for   the   tube    in    an    air-system    socket    with    an
air    chimney    in    place,    wi.th    air    passing    in    a    base-
to-anode   direction.   Pressure   drop   values   shown   are
approximate     and    are     for    the    tube/socket/chimney
combi nat i on .

Plate   Diss.
( Watts )

7 ' 500
12,500
15,000
18.000

Air   Flow

( cfm)  __

Press.Drop
Inches   Water

At    altitudes     significantly    above     sea     level     flow
rate   must    be    increased    for   equivalent   cooling.    At
5000   feet   both   the   flow   rate   and   the   pressure   drop
should   be    increased   by   a    factor   of    1.20,   while   at
10,000   feet   both   flow   rate   and   pressure   drop   must
be   increased   by   I.46.

Anode   and   base   cool
simultaneously     wit
should    normally    continue   for    a

lied   before   or
tage    turnon     and
ief   period   after

shutdown   to   allow   the   tube   to   cool    down   properly.

IMPACT    AND    VIBRATION    -The    9019/YC1`30    has    a    thori-

ated    tungsten    mesh    filament    and    is    intended    for
regular   commercial    service.    Any   tube   with   a   thori-
ated    tungsten     filament     should    be    protected    from
undue   shock    and   vibration   and    if    not    installed    in
equipment    should    always    be    stored    in   its    protect-
1.ve   packing   material    in    its    shipping   container.

ELECTRICAL

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each

ty e   of   service   are   based   on   the   ''absolute   system"
are   not   to   be   exceeded   under   any    service    con-

ions.    These   ratings   are   limiting   values   outside
hich    the    serviceability    of    the    tube    may    be    im-
aired.     In    order    not    to    exceed    absolute    ratings
he    equ

determi
ing    bel

t    designer    has    the    responsibility    of
e   design    value   for   each    rat-
e    value   of   that    rating    by    a

safety   factor   so   the   absolute   values   will    never   be
exceeded   under   any   usual    conditions   of`   supply-vol-
tage    variation,     load    variation,     or    manufacturing

It   does   notvariation     in     the     equipment      itself
necessaril f ol  1  ow that   combinations   of   absolute

neouslye   atta

HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal    `operating    voltages    used   with
this    tube    are    deadly,    and    the    equipment    must    be
designed    properl
be    followed.    D

ment      must      inc

and    operating    precautions    must
n    all     equipment    so    that    no    one

with   high   voltages.    All    equip-
safety     enclosures     for     high-

voltage     circuits     and     terminals,      with     interlock
switches     to    open     primary    circuits     of     the     power
supply   and   to   discharge   high,-voltage   capacitors
whenever      access      doors      are      opened.      Interlock
switches     must     not     be     bypassed     or     "cheated"     to
allow     operation     with     access     doors      open.      Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.
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FILAMENT    OPERATION    -W1.th    a    new   tube,    or    one   which
has     been     in     storage     for     some     peri.od     of     time,
operation   with   filament   voltage   only   appli.ed   for   a
period   of    30   to    60   minutes    is    recommended    before

5:Tt'ter°Pemraattejr°jnaTbefiEsn.tedThjwsjti:.Tn°W:hethij,aacmt:*:
structure     to     absorb     any     resi.dual      gas     molecules
which   have   accumulated   during   storage.    Once   normal
operation    has    been    established    a    minimum   filament
warmup    time    of    four    to    five    seconds    is    normally
suf fi ci ent .

At   rated    (nominal)    filament   voltage   the   peak   emis-

:::3edcafpoarbj:i:%un°ifca#:ntsuebrevit:.minyre:i::ionthi:
filament    voltage   will     lower   the    filament   tempera-
ture,    which    will     substantially    increase    life    ex-
pectancy.     The    correct     value    of    filament    voltage
should     be     determined     for     the     particular     appli-
cation.    It    is    recommended   the   tube   be   operated   at
full    nominal    voltage    for    an    initial    stabilization
period    of    100    to    200    hours    before    any    action    is
taken    to    operate    at    reduced    voltage.    The    voltage
should      gradually     be      reduced     until      there     is     a
SIT.ght    degradati.on    in    performance     (such    as    power

?##::se°dradjs:£r::::I;:}eav°v'otTatgeabsohv°euT€h:h::1::
where   performance   degradati.on   was    noted    for   oper-
ation.     The     operating     point     should     be     rechecked
after   24   hours.
Filament    voltage    should    be    closely    regulated   when
voltage     is     to     be     reduced     below    nominal     1.n    this
manner,    to    avoid    any    adverse    influence    by    normal
line   voltage   variations.

Filament    voltage    should    be    measured    at    the    tube
base    or    socket,    using    an    accurate    rms-responding
meter.     Periodically    throughout     the     life     of     the
tube   the   procedure   outlined   above   for   reducti.on   of
voltage   should   be   repeated,    with    voltage    reset    as
required,   to   assure   best   tube   life.
EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #18     titled      ''EXTENDING
TRANSMITTER     TUBE    LIFE"     contains     valuable     informa-
tion   and   is   available   on   request.

GRID    OPERATION    -Maximum    control     grid    dissipation
is   200   watts,   determined   approximately   by   the   pro-
duct   of   the   dc   grid   current   and   the   peak    positive
grid   voltage.   A   protective
be    connected    between    cont
guard   against   excessive   vol

ice   should
cathode   to

SCREEN    OPERATION    -The    maximum    screen    grid    dissi-
pation     is     450    watts.     Wi.th     no    ac    applied    to    the
screen    grid,    dissipation    is    simply   the   product   of
dc   screen   voltage   and   the   dc   screen    current.    With
screen   modulation,   dissipation   is   dependent   on    rms
screen   voltage   and   rms   screen   current.   Plate   volt-
age,    plate    loading,    or   bias    voltage   must   never   be
removed     while     filament     and     screen     voltages     are
present,    since    screen   dissipation    ratings   will    be
exceeded.    A   protective    spark-gap    devi.ce    should    be
connected    between   the   screen    grid   and   the   cathode
to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

PLATE    DISSIPATION    -The    rated   maximum    plate   dissi-

pation    of    the   tube    is    18    kilowatts,    which    may    be
safely    sustained    wi.th    adequate    air    cooli.ng.    When
the   tube   is   used   as   a   plate-modulated   rf   amplifier

to   "ground".   The   test   is   perf-ormed   on   a   cold   tub

the   dissipation   under   carrier   conditi.ons   should   be
11.mited   to    12   kilowatts.

FAULT   PROTECTION    -In    addition    to   the    normal    plate
over-current    interlock,    screen    current    interlock,
and    cooling    air    1.nterlock,    the    tube    must    be    pro-
tected    from    internal    damage   caused   by   an    i.nternal
plate   arc   which   may   occur   at   high   plate   voltage.   A
protective    resistance       should    always    be   connected
in    series    with    each    tube    anode,     to     help     absorb
power     supply     stored     energy     if     an     internal      arc
should     occur.     An     electronic     crowbar,     which     will

i:::#a:g:ftpe°retrhesusptpa'rytcoafpaacnjta°rrcs,jjnsare::#m::::8:
The   protection   criterl.a    for   each   electrode   supply
is    to    short    each    electrode    to    ground,    one    at    a
time,    through    a    vacuum    relay    switch    and    a    6-inch
length      of      #30      AWG      copper      wire.      The      wire      wl.11
remain   intact   if   protection   is   adequate.
EIMAC    Application     Bulletin     #17     titled     FAULT     PRO-
TECTION   contains    considerable   detail    and    is    avail-
able    from   EIMAC   on    request.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -            Avoid      exposure      to
strong   rf   fields   even   at   relatively   low   frequency.
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human   tl.ssue   is   depend-
ent   on   f requency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy

YiTtTt]Easasttce°nmup::?:'nyotrhr°hue9ahtjtnhge:¥¥aenct:°d¥ubw,i?:
health   agencies   are   concerned   wl.th   the   hazard   even

::dtHheeas,ethfrAedqmuT.ennjcsjtersa.tis:}Are(c°ocmcmuepna€sj°nat'hatsa;::I
longed   exposure   to    rf    radiation    should    be    limited
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE      -     The      actual       1.nternal

i.nterelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by    many    variables     in    most     applications,     such     as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis,    capacitance
added    by    the    socket    used,     stray    capacitance    be-
tween    tube    terminals,     and    wiring    effects.     To
control    the    actual     capacitance    values    within    the
tube,    as    the    key    c.omponent    involved,    the    industry
and    Military     Services     use    a     standard     test     pro-
cedure     as     described     in     Electronic     Industries
Associ.ati.on   Standard   RS-191.    This    requires   the   use
of     a     specially     constructed     test     fixture     which
shields    all    external    tube    leads    or    contacts    from
each    other    and    eliminates    any    capacitance    reading

tube   capacitance   in   this   way   normally   as-sures   good
interchangeabill.ty   of   tubes   over   a   period   of   time.
The   capacitance   values   shown    in   the   technical    data
are   taken   in   accordance   with   Standard   RS-191.

The    equipment    designer    is    therefore    cautioned    to
make    allowance    for    the    actual     capacitance    values
which    will     exist     in    the    appliction.     Measurements
should   be   taken   with   the   mounting   which   represents
approximate   fl.nal    layout   if   capacitance   values   are
highly   significant    in   the   design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired   to    oper-
ate    this    tube    under    conditions    widely    different
from     those     listed     here,     write     to     Varian     EIMAC;

8#T6s,P:&dugc4to7oManua.gse.rA;.    3°1      Industrial      Way;     san

Other     factors     being     equal,     controlling
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OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT     T0     POWER     TUBES    ARE     THE     RESPONSIBILITY     0F     EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS    AND    USERS    0F     SUCH    TUBES.     ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     0R     ARE     EXPOSED     T0     POWER     TUBES     0R     EQUIP-

MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE      SERIOUS
BODILY     INJURY.     D0    NOT    BE     CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH    PRODUCTS.

The   operation    of   this   tube   may    involve   the    following    hazards,    any   one   of   which,    in   the   absence   of   safe
operating   practices   and   precauti.ons,   could   result   i.n   serious   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    can    be
deadly.    Remember   that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

b.     LOW-VOLTAGE      HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS     -          Personal

jewelry,    such   as    rings,    should   not   be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.

c.    RF   RADIATION    -Exposure   to   strong    rf   fields

1

should    be   avoided,    even   at    relatively   low   fre-
quencies.    The   dangers   of   rf    radiation    are   more
severe   at   UHF   and   microwave   frequencies   and   can
cause    serious    bodily    and    eye    injuries.    CARDIAC
PACEMAKERS    MAY     BE     EFFECTEt).

d.    HOT     SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of     tubes      can      reach
temperatures     of    several     hundred    °C    and    cause
serious    burns     if    touched     for     several     minutes
after   all    power   is   removed.

Please    review    the    detailed    operating    hazards    sheet    enclosed    with    each    tube,     or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos    CA   94070.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The    EIMAC   8910/4CX15,000J    is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air
cooled  power  tetrode  intended   for  use  in  audio  or  radio  frequency
applications.  The  internal  structure  features  a  mesh  filament  and  a
mechanical  design  which  assures  good  strength  and  high  rf  opera-
ting efficiency.

Full  ratings  on  the  8910/4CX15,000J  apply  to  110  MHz,  and  it  is

especially recommended  for radio  frequency  linear amplifier  service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1

ELECTRICAL

Filament;  Thoriated  Tungsten  Mesh

Voltage    ....................,.......        7.5±0.3    V

Current,  at  7.5  volts   ....................                  160    A

Amplification  Factor,  average
Grid  to  Screen   ........................                    4.5

8910

4CX15,000J

RADIAL    BEAM

POWER    TETRODE

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (cathode  grounded); 2
Cin    ..................................................           160.0     pF`

Cout     .................................................              26.5     pF`

C8p   ..................................................                  1.5     pF

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grid  and  screen  grounded):2
Cin    ..................................................             67.o     pF

Cout     .................................................              27.5    pF

Cpk   ..................................................                 0.2     pF

Maximum  Frequency  Ratings
CW    ..................................................                 110     MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinem.ent.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  speclal  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  BS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length...................,

Diameter...................

Net  Weight    ................,

Operating  Position   ..............

Cooling....................,

Operating  Temperature,  maximum
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core

(Effective  10-15-71)     ©      1971    by   Varian

......          9.375in;238.13mm

......          7.580in;192.53mm

12.81b;        5.81kg

.  Axis  vertical,  base  up  or  down

..............   Forced  air

I...............        250OC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial     way    /    sam     carlos     /     california     94070
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2

Base    ...............................................     Special,  concentric

Recommended  Air  System  Socket   ....................................     SK-300A

Recommended  Air  Chimney  ........................................         SK-316

RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS

PLATE  VOLTAGE      ....
SCBEEN   VOLTAGE ....
PLATE  CURRENT   .....

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .

GRID   DISSIPATION    .   .   .

1.    Adjust  for  specified
2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Useful  pewer  is  that
4.    Pleferenced    against

signal.

zero-signal  plate  current.

del ivered  to  the  load.

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION

Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions
Class  AB1

Plate  Voltage  ............

Screen  Voltage  ...........
Grid   Voltage   1............

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ....
Single-Tone  Plate  Current   ....
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2.   .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2 .......

Plate  Dissipation    .........

Single-Tone  Useful   Power  Out3
Pesonant  Load   Impedance   ....
Intermod.  Distortion  Products  4

one   tone   of   a  two   equal-tone                           3rd  Order
5th  Order

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

PLATE  VOLTAGE      ........

SCPIEEN   VOLTAGE      .......

PLATE   CUF{F`ENT   .........

PLATE   DISSIPATION      ......

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION      .....

GRID   DISSIPATION     .......

10.0    kvdc
2.0   kvdc
5.0   Adc

15.0    kw

450W

200W

TYPICAL   OPEF{ATION

Plate  Voltage      .......

Screen  Voltage      ......
Grid  Voltage    ........

Plate  Current   ........

Screen  Current 1   ......
Grid   Current   1 ........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  1.   .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation     ....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

1.    Approximate  value

7,500
750

-510

4.65
0.59
0.30
730
220
8.1

26.7

PLATE  MODULATED  RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER

AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN,  Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS

PLATE  VOLTAGE      ...........

SCPIEEN   VOLTAGE       ..........

PLATE   CuF}F{ENT   ............

PLATE   D I SS I PAT I ON     .........

SCREEN   DISSIPATION      ........

GPllD   DISSIPATION     .........

8.0   kvdc
1.5    kvdc

4.0   Adc

10.0    kw

450W

200W

TYPICAL  OPERATloN

Plate  Voltage      .......

Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltage    ........
Plate   Current   ........

Screen  Currentl .......
Grid   Current   1     .......
Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 1

1 oo°/o  modu I at i on  ....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.   .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate   Dissipation    .....
Plate  Output  Power   .   .   .

1.    Approximate  value
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AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
GRID  DRIVEN  ,  Class  ABi   (Sinusoidal  Wave  )

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PIATINGS   (per  tube)

PLATE  VOLTAGE      .........,.....

SCBEEN   VOLTAGE      ..............

PLATE   CURRENT       ...............

PLATE   DISSIPATION      .......... `  .   .   .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION      ............

GFHD   DISSIPATION     .............. 200

1.    Adjust  for  specified  zero-signal   plate  current.

2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage      ...........
Screen  Voltage  ...........
Grid   Voltage  1 ............

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ....
Maximum  Signal  Plate  Current   .
Maximum  Signal   Screen  Current  2
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage   2 ......
Maximum  Signal   Plate

D i ss i pat i on   ............

Plate  Output  Power    ........
Load  Besistance

(plate  to  plate)     .........

7,500       10,000
1,500           1,500
-350            -370

1.00               1,00

8.80             8.50
0.34             0.30
330             340

12.2              14.0    kw

41.6             57.0    kw

1.730         2.520   0,

TypICAL  OPERATION  values  are  obtained  by  calculations from  publ.ished  characteristic  curves.  To  obtain  the  speci-
fied  plate  currer}t  at  the  specified  bias,  screen,  and  plate  voltages,  adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  is  assumed.   If
this   procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   little  variation   in  output   power  when   the  tube   is  replaced,  even  though
there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  currents.  The  grid  and  screen  currents  which  occur  when  the  desired
plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current  variations  cause  no  performance
degradation  providing  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct   voltage  in  the  presence  of  the  current  variations.   If  grid  bias
is   obtained   principally  by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  produce  the  required  bi as
voltage  when  the  correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  appl ied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current,  at  7.5  volts    ........

Min.             Max.

148            168   A
Interelectrode  Capacitances,  cathode  grounded  1

Cin    ..............................................         154.0         167.0    pF`

Cout     .............................................            24.0            29.OpF

C8p   ..............................................                                        2.0    pF

1.    Capacitance   values   are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  F`S-191.

A P P L I CAT I o N

MECHANICAL

A40OwTJIVG   -   The  4CX15,000j   must  be  operated
with  its   axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube  may
be  down   or  up  at   the  convenience   of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The   EIMAC   Air-System   Socket   Type
SK-300A  is  designed  especially  for  the  concentric
base   terminals   of   the   4CX15,000].   The   use   of
recommended   air-flow   rates   through   this   socket

provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.
Air   forced   into  the   bottom  of  the   socket  passes
over   the   tube   terminals   and   through   the   SK-316
Air  Chimney,  into the  anode  cooling  fins.

COOL/IVG   -    The  maximum  temperature  rating  for
the  external  surfaces  of the  4CX15,000]  is  250°C.
Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be  provided
to  ke.ep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at  the  base

of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of  the
ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Air-flow   re-

quirements  to  maintain  seal temperatures  at  225°C
in  50°C   ambient   air   are  tabulated   below   (for  op-
eration  below  30  megahertz).  This  data   is  for  the
tube   mounted   in   an   SK-300A   socket   with   an
SK-316  chimney.

SEA   LEVEL 10.000  FEET

P I ate
Alr   Flow(CFM)

Pr e s s u r e
Air   Flow(CFM)

Pressure
D i s s I pat I on Drop ( I nches D r op ( I n c he s

+   (Watts) of  Water) of  Water)

7,500 230 .7 336 1.0
12 , 500 490 2.7 710 4.1
1 5 , 000 645 4.6 945 7.0

* Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  f I lament  represents
about 1000 watts  and  since  grid-plus-screen  dissipation
can,  u n d e r  some  c o n d i t i  o n s,   represent  another  600
watts,   allowance  has  been  made  in  preparing  this  tabu-
lation  for  an  additional   1600  watts  dissipation.
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The   blower   selected   in   a    given   application
must  be  tapable  of  supplying  the  desired  air   f low
at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure  drop
shown  above   plus  any   drop  encountered  in  ducts
and  filters.

At   other   altitudes   and   ambient   temperatui.es
the  flow  rate  must  be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
Zenf    coo/I.r]g.    The    f low    rate    and   corresponding

pressure   differential   must   be   determined   indivi-
dually    in    such    cases,   using   rated   maximum
temperatures    as   the    criteria   for   satisfactory
cooling.

JMPAcr  AIVD   V/BRAT/OIV   -    The  4CX15,000]  is
designed    to   operate   under   shock   and   vibration
conditions    which    might    disable    a    less    rugged
tube.  Production  tubes  are  subjected  to  testing  to
insure    ability   to   withstand    15    G    impact    at   11
milliseconds  duration  and  2  G  vibratory  accelera-
tion  over  the  range  of  5  to  55  Hz.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMEIVT    OPERATION    -   rl`he    rated   £±lanent
voltage  for  the  4CX15,000j  is  7.5  volts.  Filament
voltage,   as   measured   at   the   socket,   should  be
maintained   at   this   value  to  obtain   maximum  tu.De
life.  In  no  case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate  by
more   than   plus    or   minus   five   Percent   from   the
rated  value.

ELECTRODE    DISSIPATION    RATINGS    -The
maximum  dissipation   ratings   for   the   4CX15,000J
must   be   respected   to  avoid  damage   to  the  tube.
An  exception   is   the   plate  dissipation  which  may
be    p9rmitted   to   rise   above   the   rated   maximum
during   brief   periods,   such   as   may   occur   during
tuning.

GR/D    OPERAr/OIV   -   The    4CX15,000]    control

grid    has    a    maximum   dissipation   rating   of   200
watts.   Precautions   should   be   observed   to  avoid
exceeding  this   rating.   The   grid   bias   and  driving

power   should   be   kept   near   the  values   shown  in
the    "Typical    Operation"    sections   of   the   data
sh3et   whenever   possible.   The   maximum   grid   cir-
cuit   resistance   should   not   exceed   100,000  ohms

per  tube.

SCREEN    OPERATION    -   The    power   dissipated
by  the  screen  of  the  4CX15,000]  must  not  exceed
450  watts .

4

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
AC  applied  to the  screen,  is  the  simple  product  Of
the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If  the
screen  voltage  is  modulated,  the  screen  dissipa-
tion  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving  power,  and
carrier  screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation   is   likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or  plate  load  are  removed  with f ilament  and  screen
voltages  applied.  Suitable  protective  means  must
be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dissipation  to  450
watts  in  the  event  of  circuit  failure.

PLATE    D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating for  the  4CX15,000]  is  15,000 watts.

When  the  4CX15,000J   is   operated  as   a   plate-
modulated   rf   power   amplifier,   the   input   power   is
limited  by  conditions  not  connected  with  the  plate
efficiency,  which  is  quite  high.  Therefore,  except
during  tuning  there   is   little   possibility  that  the
10,000  watt  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating will
be  exceeded.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -    Normal    operating    voltages
used  with  this  tube  are  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must   be   designed   properly  and   operating  precau-.
tions   must  be  followed.  Design  all  equipment  so
that   no  one  can  come   in  contact  with  high  volt-
ages.   All   equipment   must   include   safety  en-
closures   for   high-voltage   c.ircuits   and   terminals,
with  interlock  switches  to  open  primary  circuits  of
the   power   supply   and   to   discharge   high-voltage
condensers   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.
Interlock   switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow   operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember    that    HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

X-RADJATJOIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating  at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts    produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage   is   increased.  This  tube,   operating  at  its
rated  voltages  and  currents,  is  a  potential  X-ray
hazard.   Only   limited   shielding  is   afforded  by  the
tube  envelope.   Moreover,  the  X-ray  radiation  level
can  increase  significantly  with  aging  and  gradual
deterioration,   due   to   leakage   paths   or  emission
characteristics   as  they  are  affected  by  the  high
voltage.   X-ray  shielding  must  be   provided   on  all
sides  of  tubes  operating  at  these  voltages  to  pro-
vide    adequate   protection   throughout   the   tube's
life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray  level  should  be
made,  and  the tube  should  never  be  operated  with-
out   adequate   shielding   in   place   when   voltages
above  10  kilovolts  are  in  use.  Lead  glass,  which
attenuates   X-rays,   is   available   for  viewing  win-
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A dows.   If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to  the  requirement
f or  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,  an  expert  in  this
f ield    should   be   contacted   to   perform   an   X-ray
survey  of  the  equipment.

Operation  of  high-voltage  equipment  with  inter-
lock  switches   "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors  open
in  order  to  be  better  able  to  locate  an  equipment
malfunction  can  result  in  serious  X-ray  exposure.

RADIO    FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -    ALvo-id   ex-

posure  to  strong  rf  fields   even   at  relatively  low
frequency.     Absorption    of    rf    energy    by   human
tissue   is  dependent  on  frequency.  Under  30  MHz,
most   of  the  energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the   hazard,   however,   even  at  these  frequencies,
and    it   is   worth   noting   that   some   commercial
dielectric   heating   units   actually   operate   at   fre-
quencies   as   low   as   the   13   and   27   MHz   bands.

Many   EIMAC   power   tubes,   such   as   this,   are
specifically  designed  to  generate  or  amplify  radio
frequency  power.  There  may  be  a  relatively  strong
rf  field  in  the  general  proximity  of  the  power  tube
and    its    associated    circuitry--the    more   power
involved,   the  stronger  the   rf  field.   Proper  en-
closure  design  and  efficient  coupling  of  rf  energy
to  the  load  will  minimize  the  rf  field  in  the  vicin-
ity  of  the  power  amplifier  unit  itself .

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual    internal    interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced   by    many   variables    in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to   the
chassis,   capacitance   added   by  the  socket  used,

stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,    and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values    within   the   tube,    as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and   the   Military   Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic     Industries     Association    Standard

~RS-191.   This   requires   the   use   of   specially   con-

structed    test    fixtures    which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  c`apacitance  reading  to   "ground".

The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Other
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal    tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,
even    when   the   tube   may   be   made   by   different
manufacturers.    The    capacitance    values    shown
in    the    manufacturer's    technical    data,    or   test
specifications,   normally  are   taken  in  accordance
with  Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to    make    allowance    for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.
Measurements  should  be  taken  with  the  socket  and
mounting  which  represent  approximate  final  layout
if   capacitance   values   are   highly   significant   in
the  design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -   1£   it   is   desired  to
operate    this    tube    under   conditions   widely   clif-
f erent    from   those   given   here,   write   to   the   Ap-

plication    Engineering   Dept.,    Power    Grid   Tube
Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301   Indus-

trial   Way,   Sam   Carlos,   California,   94070   for   in-
f ormation  and  recommendations .
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TECHNICAL    DATA

4CX10,000J

RADIAL-BEAM

POWER    TETRODE

The   EIMAC   4CX10,000]   is   a   compact,   high-power,   ceramic/
metal,  forced-air  cooled  tetrode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissi-

pation  of  12,000  watts.  It  incorporates  rugged  internal  construction
features,  including a  mesh  filament/cathode.

The  4CX10,000J  is  specifically  designed  for  exceptionally  low
intermodulation   distortion   in   radio-frequency   linear  amplifier  ser-
vice,

GENERAL  CHARACTERIST|CSL

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............

Current,  at  7.5  volts   ....
..      7.5±0.37    V

103A
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen   .......................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  filament)2
Cin...............................

Cout..............................

Cgp...............................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  grid)   2
Cin.......,......................,

4.5

•.'.'.         120   pF

•.....        20.5    pF

•.....          0.7pF

Cpk..................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW..................

56pF
21.5   pF
0.10   pF

100    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln -
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.............

Diameter............

Net  Weight    ............

Operating Position   .......

(Effective  2-1-72)     ©     by  varian

......        9.125  in:  231.77    mm

......        7.050in;179.07    mm

......           12.21b;        5.55    kg

.  Axis  vertical,  base  up or  down

Printed  in  U.S.A.

----- I   ---==|=-i+I--I --.-- _ ----------        _
EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  or Anode  Core

Cooling...................,

Base.....................,

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  ...,
Recommended  (Air)  Chimney  ......,

250OC

...... Forced  Air

. Special concentric

......       SK-300A

......        SK-1306

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ,
PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GFuD  DISSIPATION    .   ,

.........   7500    VOLTS

.........    1600    VOLTS

.........       4.0    AMPERES

........   12,000    WATTS

.........       250    WATTS

.........          75    WATTS

zero-signal   dc   plate  current.Adjust   to   specif ied
Approximate  value.
useful  power  is`that delivered to the  load.
Referenced   against   one  tone  of  a  two  equal-tone
signal.

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION

class  ABi ,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      ...............

Screen  Voltage ...............

Grid  Voltage   1    ...............

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   ........
Single-Tone   Plate  Current ........
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2  ......
Peak  rf  Grid voltage 2 ...........

Single-Tone  plate  Dissipation   .....
useful  Power  Output  (PEP)  3 .......
Load   Impedance   ..............

Intermodulation  Distortion  Products 4:
3rd   Order     ................

5th   Order     ................

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation  from  published  char-
acteristic  curves.  Adjustment  of the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified
bias,   screen  and  plate  voltages  is  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will  be  little   variation
in  output  power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  screen  current.
The   screen  current  which  results  when  the  desired  plate  current   is  obtained   is  incidental  and varies
from  tube  to tube.  This  current  variation  causes  no  difficulty  so  long  as the  circuit maintains  the  correct
voltage  in the  presence  of the variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  7.5  volts      ..................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded filament connection)
Cin..................................

Cout.................................

Cgp
Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded  grid connection)

Cin..................................,........,,...

Cout...........I...................................

Cpk................................................

1.    Capacitance  values are for  a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  f ixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Pis-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

A/OowrJIVG   -   The  4CX10,000]  must  be  operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The base  of the  tube may
be  down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of the circuit
designer.

2

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC  SK-300A Air-System Soc-
ket  is designed especially for the concentric base
terminals  of  the  4CX10,000].  The  use  of  recom-
mended   air-flow   rates   through  this  socket   pro-

®



vides    effective   forced-air   cooling   Of   the   tube.
Air  forced  into  the  bottom  of  the   socket  passes
over  the  tube  terminals  and  through  an  Air  Chim-
ney,   the   SK-1316,   into   the   anode   cooling  fins.

COOLJIVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rating  for
the external surfaces  of the 4CX10,000]  is  250°C.
Sufficient  forced-air  circulation  must  be  provided
to  keep  the  temperature  of  the  anode  at  the  base
of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of  the
ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Air-flow   re-

quirements to maintain seal temperatures  at  200°C
in 50°C  ambient  air  are  tabulated  below  (for  oper-
ation   below   30   megahertz).   The    pressure   drop
values  shown  are  for  the  Tube/Socket/Chimney
combination.

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

Plate      I A i r F I ow(CFM) Pressure A i r F I ow(CFM) Pressure
Dissipation Drop ( ln. Drop ( ln .

(Watts) of water) of  water)

4000 110 0.4 160 0.6
6000 200 0.8 290 1.2

8000 315 1.7 460 2.5
1 0000 445 2.8 645 4.1

12000 600 4.4 870 6.4

t`  Since the  power  dissipated  by the  fi lament  repre-

sents  about  770  watts  and since grid-plus soreen
dissipation   can,  under  some  conditions,  represent
another 200 to 300 watts, al lowance  has  been made
in   preparing  this tabulation  for  an  additional  1200
watts dissi pation.

At    higher   altitudes,    higher   frequencies,   or
higher  ambient  temperatures  the  flow  rate  must  be
increased  to  obtain  equivalent  cooling.  The  flow
rate  and  corresponding  pressure  differential  must
be  determined  individually  in  such  cases,  using
maximum   rated   temperatures   as   the   criteria   for
satisfactory cooling.

JA/PACT  AIVD  VJBRArJOIV   -   The  4CX10,000]  is
designed   to   operate   under   shock   and   vibration
conditions   which   might   disable   a   less   rugged
tube.  Production tubes  are subjected to  testing to
insure  ability to withstand  15  G  impact  at  11  mil-
liseconds  duration  and  2  G  vibratory  acceleration
over the range of 5 to 55 Hz.

ELECTRICAL

FJLAfl4EIvr     VOLTAGE   -   The     rated     filament
voltage  for the  4CX10,000J  is  7.5  volts.  F`ilament
voltage,   as   measured   at  the   socket,   should  be
maintained  at  this  value  to  obtain  maximum  tube
life.   In  no  case  should  it  be  allowed  to  deviate
by   more  than  5   percent  from  the  rated  value .

4CX10,000J

GRJD   DJSS/PAT/OIV   -   The   4CX10,000]   control

grid has  a  maximum dissipation  rating of 75 watts.
Precautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceed-
ing  this  rating.  Grid  dissipation  is  approximately
the  product  of  dc  grid  current  and  peak  positive
grid   voltage.   The   grid   bias   and   driving   power
should   be   kept   near  the  values   shown   in  the
"Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the  data  sheet

whenever  possible.

SCREEIV   DISSIPATION   -   The   power   dissipated
by  the  screen  of the  4CX10,000j  must  not  exceed
250 watts .

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac   applied  to  the  screen,   is  the   simple  product
of   the   screen   voltage   and   the   screen   current.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or   plate   load   are   removed   with   f ilament   and
screen    voltages   applied.   Suitable   protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation   to  250  watts   in  the   event   of  circuit
fai lure .

PLATE    DJSS/PArJOIV   -   The    platerdissipation
rating  for  the  4CX10,000]  is  12,000  watts.  Plate
dissipation   may   be   permitted  to   rise   above  the
maximum  rating during brief  periods,  such  as  may
occur during tuning.

HJGH  VOLr4GE   -   The  4CX10,000]  operates  at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must  be  designed  properly  and  operating  precau-
tions   must  be   followed.   Equipment   must  be  de-
signed   so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for high-voltage  circuits and  terminals,
with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits  of the  power  supplies  and  to discharge  high
voltage   condensers   whenever   access   doors   are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or    "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors   open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH  VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -The
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key  component
involved,   the   industry  and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard

3
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RS-191.  This  requires  the  use   of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all  external  tube  leads  from  each  other  and  elim-
inates  any capacitance  reading to  "ground".  The
test   is   performed   on  a  cold  tube.   Other  factors
being equal,  controlling internal tube  capacitance
in   this   way   normally  assures   good   interchange-
ability  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,  even  when
the  tube  may  be  made  by  different  manufacturers.
The   capacitance   values   shown   in   the  manufac-
turer's    technical   data,    or   test   specifications,
normally   are   taken   in  accordance   with  Standard
RS-191.

t o Tmhaekeeq:![::;:;cdeesf£:me:h:S tahc::eaf]°r:a:::t£:::::    n
values  which will exist  in any normal application.
Measurements   should   be   taken  with  the   socket
and   mounting   which  represent  approximate  final
layout   if  capacitance  values  are  highly  signifi-
cant  in the design.

SPECJAL   APPLJCArJOIVS   -   If-  it   is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,  for
information and  recommendations.

a
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OIi£.SioNAL  Dfm

D'M.
u- NLLI-

wlN. hex. FtEr wl. New REF

A 6.928 7050 175 97 17907
a 0.855 0.895 21.72 22-75
C 0.720 Q760 1&29 19.30
D I. 896 I.936 4816 4917
E 3. I 33 aI73 79.58 80.59
F 3.792 3832 9632 9733
G 5.980 4020 101.09 102.11

H 0. I 88 4.77
J 0188 4.77 -
K 0. 188 4.77
L I.764 I.826 4480 4638
M 4186 4568 I 06.32 I  16.03

N 2412 2788 6126 70.8 I
P S.8 I 2 9062 22382 230. I 7
Fi 0986 I.050 25.04 26.67
S 3412 3788 86.66 9621
T 0.375 9.52

NOTES`

11*    CONTACT  SuF(FACE.
2,   ALL  0lMEivsIONSIN   !NCHES,

3    REF  Di.reNsioN   ARE  FiQp _ir!iFo
oNLr   AND  Af€  NOT   FiEco  FOR
iNspECT!or`i    puBposEs.

iiiiiiEN
ANODE                 I!!EL[T LEL9FJiJ±E   SCREEN  QB|Q

AND   FILAMENT  CONTACT  SUR  -

FACES   SHALL  NOT  EXCEED    040

WITH   RESPECT   TO  THE   CONTF{OL

GEE(LLA±DANODE9.NTACTSUB-

FACE   WHEN  THE  LATTEB   J3ELP=Li-BLS

/-CONTPOLGPllD

L-I
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TECHNICAL DATA

The EI MAC 8990/4CX20, 000A is a ceramic/metal powertetrode inteded
for use in audio or radio-frequency applications. It features a type of inife!ma!
mechajnical  structure which  results  in  high  rf operating efficiency. EL®w rf
losses  in this structure  permit operation at full  ratings  up to 110  MREz.

The 8990/4CX20, 000A has a gain of over 18 d 8 in FM broadcastseer\y:ice,
and is also recommended for radio-frequency linear power amplifier segaiii€ce,
and for vH F television I i near ampl ifier service. The anode is ratecl for 2® kw
of dissipation with  forced-air cooling and  incorporates a highly Offrieient
cooler of new design.

The 8990A is recommended for high-level, plate modulated amp!ifierservice.

GENERALCHARACTERISTICst

ELECTRICAL
Filament: Thoriated Tungsten

Voltage:...................

Current,  at  10.0  volts ......
...     10.0    ±    ®-5V

Amplif ication  Factor, average
Grid  to  Screen  ..,....,.............,................

Direct  lnterelectrode Capacitances (cathode grounded):2
Gin................'....I...................I.......--

Than A

®-7

8990`:   4CX20,COO

8990A
.i

VHF
PADIAL  BEAM

POWEF} TETRODE

`---`iELF#Alu+RAs`±ti-]`

-,
Cgp....................................................-.....

Direct lnterelectrode Capacitances (grid and  screen grounded):2
Gin.
Cout
Cpk......................'.......I.........`....-..-.

Frequency of  Maximum  Ratings  (C.W)  ...................

1.  Characteristics and operating values are based on performance tests. These figuFas`may change without notice as the
result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of Varian sho*i£"  be  corrsulted  before  using  this
information  for final  equipment design.

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shie!c!e3  f}iffirme  in accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  BS-191.

IVIECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length'   ....   '   ......   '   ................   e   .   .

Diameter.......

Net  Weight (Approximate)  ,............
Operating   Position  .......................

Cooling...............'......`...........

Operating Temperature,  maximum
Ceramic/Metal  Seals and  Anode Core.

Base..............

Fiecommended  Air System  Socket .......
Recommended  Air Chimney .............

4402  (Ef'ective  20  October  1980)

9.840 in., 24.99 cm
8.800 in; 22.35 cm

......................  14.0  lbs;  6.35  kg
........ A3ds vertical. base up or down

.......... Forced air

. -. 25Crc
..... o ..... ~ ....... Special, concentric

SK-320
SK-326

Printec! in U.S A.

_TiE!ex=-i3itCier5=z{8gr
Varian  /   EIMAC Division  /  301   Industrial Way  /  Sar[Car!os  t`  Ca*rfuQmia94070
Telephone.  (415)  592-1221
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RADIO FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER
0R OSCILLATOR

Class C Telegraphy or FM
(Key-Down Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  PATINGS

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE
DC SCBEEN VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE CURBENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCBEEN  DISSIPATION
GF`lD  DISSIPATION ........... _ _  .  .  .

10,000   VOLTS
2,000   VOLTS

5.0   AMPEPIES
20,000   WAITS

450   WATTS
200   WATTS

TYPICAIOPERATloN{ffeQL-rdesto30MHzi

Plate Voltage ..........
Screen Voltage ........
Grid Voltage ............
Plate Current .......... `
Screen Currentt ........
Grid  Current'  ...........
Peak rf Grid Voltage'  . . .
Calculated Drive Power.
Plate  Dissipation'  ......
Plate Output Power' ....
Load  Impedance .......
1 Approximate value

TYPICAL OPERATION, COMMERCIAL FM  SERVICE
(measured values at frequency shown, in
EIMAC CV-2200 cavity amplifier)

Frequency of Operation  ........
Plate Voltage .
Screen Voltage . . .
Grid Voltage. .
Plate Current
Screen Current
Grid Current. .
Drive Power
Useful  Power Output' ...........
Efficiency

'  Delivered to the load
dB

PLATE MODULATED RADIO FREQUENCY
POWER AMPLIFIER
8990A F)ECOMIVIENDED

GRID DFWEN  Class C Telephony
(Carrier Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .............
DC SCREEN  VOLTAGE  ..........
DC  G R I D VO LTAG E  ..............
DC  PLATE CuRRENT ............

8,000 VOLTS
2,000  VOLTS

-1,000 VOLTS
5  AMPEF}ES

PRATE  DISSIPATION ................         13.5  KILOWATTS
SCREEN  DISSIPATION  .............          450  WATTS
GBID  DISSIPATION .................          200  WATTS

TYPICAL OPERATION

Plate Voltage .........
Screen Voltage .......

(100% modu!ation}
Plate Current ........

Grid voltage ...-
Peak af screen voltage ...... _.~ ......

Screen Current`
Grid Current'
Calculated  Driving Power
Plate Impedance .
Plate Output Power.
Plate Dissipation . . .
I Approximate

AAUDIO FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER OR

MODULATOR

GPllD  DBIVEN,  Class AB1
(sinusoidal wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS (per tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE ...........      10,000    VOLTS

rl        393cLARTEEEguvRORLEfis.E.::::: .... :::::       2,500   vOLTs
6   AMPEBES

2

TYPICAL OPEPATION €2 tubes8

Plate Voltage ......
Screen Voltage .............. _ . .
Grid voltage' .....
Zero Signal  Plate Currem. . ` ....
Max. Signal  Plate Current .......
Max. Signal Screen Current 2 . . .
Peak Grid Voltage2 ......... _   . .
Max.Signal plate Dissipa{ion3   ..
Plate Output Power
Load  Impedance p/p ...........

7,800      7.80a
500          750
-70       -125
0. 75         0.75

3.4            5.2
90         220
65         tt5
67

'4.5            26
6,300     3500

PIATE  DISSIPATION  ..............               20    KILOWATTS      1  Adjustforspecifiedzercrsiggtaf platecufrent.
SCF`EEN  DISSIPATION ............             450    WAITS                  2Approximatevalue
GRID  DISSIPATION  ...............             200    WATTS                   3Pertube

ri-
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TYPICAL  OPERATION  values  are  obtained  by calculations  from  pilblished  characgeristic curves. To  obtain the
specified plate current at the specified bias, screen, and plate voltages. adjustmeJt{ c€ the rfgrid voltage is assumed.lfthisprocedureisfollowed,therewinbelittlevariationinoutputpowerwhentherusbeisnaplaced,eventhoughtheremaybesomevariationingridandscreencurrents.Thegridanclscreencurrefl.£whichoccurwhenthecfesired

plate current is obtained are incidental and vary from tube to tube. These current ¥arJ`atjons cause no performance
degradation providing the circuit maintains the correct voltage in the presence of the a-ulrrentvariatons. !t gricl bias isobtainedprincipallybymeansofagridresistor,theresistormustbeadjustablet®producetherequiredbias

voltage when the correct rf grid voltage is applied.

APPLICATION
MOUIvr/IVG -The 8990 must be operated with its
axis vertical. The  base  of the tube  may be  up or
down at the convenience of the circuit designer.

SOCKET  &   CHIMNEY  -  The  EIMAC  a.ir~system
socket  SK-320  and  air  chimney SK-326  are  der
signed especially for use with the 8990. The use of
the  recommended  air  flow  through  this  socket
provides  effective forced-air cooling  of the base,
with air then guided through the anode cooling fins
by the air chimney.

COOL/IVG -The  maximum temperature  rating for
the  external  surfaces  of  the tube  is  250°C,  and
sufficient  forced-air  cooling  must  be  used  in  all
applications to keep the temperature of the anode
(at the base of the cooli ng fi ns) and the temperature
of the ceramic/metal seals comfortably below the
rated maximum.

The cool ing characteristics of the anode are shown
in the attached graph, for power levels from 7.5 kw
to 20 kw dissipation. The designer is cautioned to
keep in mind that is ABSOLUTE data, with pure dc
power,  with   no  safety  factors   added,   and   the
pressure drop figures make no al lowance for losses
in filters, ducting, and the like.

It  is  considered  good  engineering  practice  to
design for a maximum anode core temperature of
225°C, and terhperature sensitive paints are avail-
able  for  checking  base  and  seal  temperatures
before any design is finalized. It is also considered
good  practice  to add  a  15%  safety factor to the
indicated airflow, and allow for variables  such as
dirty air filters, rf seal heating at VHF, and the fact
that the anode coolings fins may not be clean if the
tube has been in service for some length of time.
Special attention is required in cooling the center
of the stem (base), by means of special directors or
some other provision. An air interlock system should
be  incorporated  into  the  design  to  automatically
remove all voltages from the tube in case of even
partial failure of the tube cooling  air.

Air flow  must  be  applied  before  or simultane-
ously with  the application  of  power,  including the
tube filament, and should normally be maintained
for a short period of time after all power is removed
to allowed for tube cooldown.

FILAM ENT OPEFIATION -The rated r\om.ir`al I.ila-
ment voltage for the 8990 is 1 0.0 volts, as measured
at  the  socket  or  tube  base.  Variation  in  voltage
should be maintained within plus or minus five per-
cent.   During  application  of  filament  voltage  the
inrush current should  be  limited  to no more than
twice normal current.

The peak emission capabilityat nominal filament
voltageisnormallymQrethanthatrequiredforcom-
munication  service. A  small decrease  in filament
temperature due to reduction in filament voltage
can increase tube life By a substantial percentage.
Itisgoodpracticetocieterminethenominal filament
voltage  for a  particu€ar  application  that will  not
adversely affect equiErment operation. This is done
by measuring  some important parameter of per-
formance (such as p#ate current power output,-or
distortion)  while  filament  voltage  is  reduced.  At
some  point  in  filament  voltage  there  will  be  a
noticeable  change  E"  the -operating  parameter
being monitored. and  the operating filament volt-
age must be slightly r$5'gher than the level at which
deterioration was no:ed. When filament voltage is
to be reduced in this man ner it should be regulated
and  held to plus or &"inus one  peroent, and the
actual operating value should be checked periodi-
cally to maintain proner operation.

ELECTF}ODE    DISsf GE3'AIION    F?ATINGS    -   The
maximum dissipation ratings for the 8990 must be
respectedtoavoiddarragetothetube.Anexception
is the plate dissipation which may be permitted to
rise above the rated r=axirtytrm during brief periods
(10 seconds maximtjrm) such as may occur during
tuning.

Gf?/D OPEf?A7/OA/ -The 8990 control grid has a
maximum  dissipatiorE   rating  Of  200  watts`  Prgr
cautions should be cfoserved to avoicl exceeding
this rating. The grid b€as and driving poorer shoulcl
normally  be  kept  near the values  shown  in  the
lYPICAL OPEPAT[OLifed  section  Of  the  data  sheet
whenever possible.

SCFIEEN OPEF?ATIORE -The power a.iss.ipated by
the screen of the 899@ must not exceed 450 watts.
Screen dissipationg Ere  cases where there is no ac
applied to the scree=   is the simple product Of the
sc reen voltage anci trre screen current. If the screen
voltage  is  modulateck.  the  screen dissipation wi[f
depend upon loading+ driving power, and carrier
screen voltage.

Screen dissipatiorB  is rikely to n-se to excessive
val ues when the p!ateeyoltage, bias voltage, or plate
load  are  removec!  vng-aih  the  filament  and  screen
voltages applied. Suitable protective means must
be provided to Limit t.he screen clissipation to 450
watts in the event Of circuit failure. Energy limiting
circuitry  (which  wllr   activate   if  there  is  a  fault
condition) and spark gap over-voltage protection
are recommended as good engineering practice.

The 8990 may exhibit reversec€ (negative) screen
current  under  some.   operating   conditions.
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The  screen  supply  voltage  must  be  maintained
constant  for  any  values  of  negative  and  positive
screen current which may be encountered. Danger-
ously  high   plate  current  may  f low  if  the  screen
power supply exhibits a rising voltage characteristic
with negative screen current.  Stabilization may be
accomplished  with  a  bleeder  resistor connected
from  screen to cathode, to assure that net screen
supply current is always positive. This is absolutely
essential    if    a    series    electronic    regulator    is
employed.      --

FAULT. Pf?07-ECT/OIV -ln addition to normal plate
overcurrent interlock and screen current interlock
it is good practice to protect the tube from internal
damage which could result from a plate arc at high
voltage. In all cases some protective resistance,10
to 50 ohms, should be used in series with the tube
anode  to  absorb  power supply stored  energy  in
case  a  tube  arc  should  occur.  If  power  supply
stored  energy  is   high   some  form   of  electronic
crowbar which will discharge power supply capa-
citorsinafewmicrosecondsfollowingindicationof
start of a tube arc js recommended.

H/GH VOLTAGE-Normal operating voltages used
with the 8990 are deadly and the equipment must
be  designed  properly and  operating  precautions
must be followed. All equipment must be designed
so  that  no  one  can  come  into  contact  with  high
voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety  en-
closures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and  terminals,
with  interlock switches to open  primary circuits of

r|       the  power supply and  to discharge  high-voltage
capacitors  whenever  access  doors  are  opened.
Interlock   switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open. Always remember that H IGH VOLTAGE CAN
KILL.

4

I.NTE RELECTRC}DE  ChpACITANCE -The actual
internal  interelectrode  capacitance  of  a  tube  is
influencedbymanyvar8ab}esinmostappfications`
such as stray capacitance to the chassis. capac+
tanceaddedbythesoc*e{used.straycapacitance
between   tube  termina`;s.  and  wiring  effects.  TQ
control  the  actual  capacisance values within  the
tube, as the key component involved, the industry
and Military Services use a standard test procedure
as described in  Electronic Industries Association ~
StandardRS-191.Thisrequirestheuseofspec.ially
constructed test fixtures which effectively shield all
external tube leacis from each other and elinina{e
any capacitance reac}ing to ..ground". The test is
performed  on  a  colcl  tube.  Other  factors  being
equal, controlling intema8 tube capacitance in this
way normally assures gcoc}  interchangeability of
tubesoveraperiodoftime.evenwhenthetubemay
be made  by different rrLanufacturers. The capaci-
tance values shown in the manufacturers technical
data,  or test  specificatiQ\ns.  normally are taken  in
accordance with Stanc}ard  F{S-191.

The equipment designer is therefore cautionec[
to  make  allowance  foxr  the  actual  capacitance
values which will  exist in any normal application.
Measurements shou[cf b§ taken with the socket and
mounting which representapproximate final layout
if capacitance values asre highly significant in the
design.

SPE914LAPPLICATIONS-lI.i\.isdesiredtooperatethis  tube  under  condlt!®ns  \i/idely  different  trom
those listed here, write tQ App[ica{ion Engineering,
Power   Grid   Tube   Division.   EIMAC   Division   of
Varian, 301   Industrial Way. San Carlos, CA 94070
for recommendations. -

OPERATING  HAZARDS
PF}OPEF}    USE    AND   SAFE    OPEF}ATING    PF]AC-
TICES WITH R ESPECT TO POWE R TU B ES AF{ E TH E
RESPONSIBILITY   OF   EQUIPMENT   MANUFAC-
TURERS   AND   USERS   0F   SuCH   TUBES.   ALL
PEFISONS  WHO  WOF}K  WITH  OF}  AF}E  EXPOSED
TO  POWEFI  TUBES  OF}  EQUIPMENT WHICH  UTI-
LIZES  SuCH  TUBES  MuST TAKE  PF(ECAUTIONS
TO  PF}OTECT THEMSELVES  AGAINST  POSSIBLE
SEF!lous   BODILY   INJUBY.   DO   NOT   BE   CABE-
LESS ABOUND SUCH  PBODUCTS,

The operation of power tubes involv6s one or more of
the   following   hazards,   any   one   of   which,   in   the
absence of safe operating practices and precautions,
could  result in  serious  harm  to personnel:

a.  HIGH VOLTAGE-Normal operating voltages can
be deadly.

b.   RF   F{ADIATION   -   Exposure   to   strong   rf  fields
should   be  avoided,   even   at   relatively   low  fre-
quencies.  The  dangers  of  rf  radiation  are  more
severe  at  UHF  and  microwave  frequencies  and
can   cause   serious   bodily   and   eye   injuries.
CAFIDIAC  PACEMAKERS  MAY  BE  AFFECTED.

c.   X-PIAY F}ADIATloN ~ High soltage tubes can pror
duce dangerous ancl possibly fatal x-rays`

d.   BEF{YLLluM   OXIDE   PO}SONING   -   Dust   or
fumes from  Beo cerarT:`ics usecl as thermal links
with  some  conciuctiofrccolecl  power tubes  are
highly  toxic  and  can  cause  serious  injury  of
death.

e.   GLASS EXPLOSION -iv!anyelectron lubes have
glass envelopes.  Brear.r}g the glass can cause
an   implosion.  \,^7hich   ...  a);  resu}t  irl  ari  expiQsive
scattering of glass pal ,='es_ Handle glass tubes
carefully

i.    HOT  WATER  -Water  &jsecl  to  cool  tubes  may
reach scalding tempe.ra:jres. Touching orrupture
o[ the cooling system can cause serious bumsL

9.   HOT SuF}FACES -Sur-races of air-cootecl radia-
tors and other parts o{ ..jbes can reach temperar
tures of severa I huncireG degrees centjgrac[e and
cause serious bums if ic}i3checl.

Pleasereviewthedetailedoperatinghazardssheetenclosedwitheachtubeorreques€acopyframtheacidress
shown below.    Power Grid Tube  Division,   Varian,  EIMAC dMsion, 301   lnc}ustna! `j...a}j~ San Cargos. Califomia
94070. '
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4CX25,000A
VHF

POWEFZ
TETRODE

The   EIMAC   4CX25,000A   is    a   ceramic/metal    power   tetrode
intended   for   use   in   VHF-TV   linear   amplifier   service.    It

of    internal    mechanical    structure   which
h    rf   operating   efficiency.    Low   rf   losses
ure    permit    operation    at    full    ratings    to

features   a   ty
results    in    h
in   this   struc
230   MHz    in    TV   linear   amplifier   service.

The   anode   is    rated   for   25   kw   dissipation   with   forced-
air   cooling   and   uses   a   highly   efficient   cooler.

G    E    N    E    R    A    L           C    H    A    R    A    C    T    E    R     I     S    T     I    C    S

ELECTRICAL

Filament:    Thoriated   Tungsten   Mesh
Voltage      ...............       9.5   +   0.5
Current,   at   10.0   volts    ........-   150
Maximum   Cold    Start    Inrush   Current       .    .                        300

f\

§T:::{j::::::1::::::e(€::::i:!n:::a(::ti:::e:rou:a:d)2
Gin       .................                          171    pF
Cout    .................                     18.4   pF
Cgp.................

Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (grids   groun3;3]2PF
Gin        ,     ,     ®     ,,,,,.....,.........

Cout...................,,,,
Cpk.......................

Maximum   Frequency    for    Full     Ratings    (CW)        .......

79pF
19pF

0.06   pF
230    MHz

I.      Characteri.stics     and    operating     values    are    based    on     performance    tests.     These     figures    may
change   without    notice   as   the    result    of   additional    data    or   product    refi.nement.    Varian   EIMAC
should   be   consulted   before   using   this    information   for   final    equipment   design.

2.      Capacitance   values   are   for   a   cold   tube   as   measured   in   a   special    shielded   fi.xture   in   accord-
ance   with    Electronic    Industries   Association    Standard   RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum    Overall     Dimensions:
Length.......
Diameter....

Net    Weight    (approxima
Operat
Cool
Operat

ng   Position

ng    Temperature,    Absolute    Maximum

.....              9.15    In;    23.24   cm
.....             8.85    In;    22.50   cm
.....              26.4    Lbs;    12.0    kg
Axis    Vertical,    Base    Up   or   Down

Forced   Air

Ceramic/Metal    Seals    and   Anode   Core          ..................
Base,................................,,
Recommended   Air-System   Socket    (for   grid-driven    dc   or   LF/HF    applications)    .    .
Recommended   Air   Chimney    (for   use   with    SK-360   Socket)    ............
Recommended   Air-System   Socket    (for    grid-driven    VHF   applications)    ......
Available    Screen    Grid    Bypass    Capacitor    Kit    for    SK-360    (8000   pF    @    DCWV    =    5000)
Available   Anode   Contact   Connector       ...................-.

250OC
Special  .    Coaxial

E.IMAC    SK-320

EIMAC    SK-326
EIMAC    SK-360
EIMAC    SK-355

EIMAC    ACC-3

TELEVISION     LINEAR    AMPLIFIER

CHANNELS    7-13    -Cathode    Driven

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE     .
DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE

DC     GRID     VOLTAGE          .
DC     PLATE     CURRENT     .

PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION     .

10.0        KILOVOLTS

2.0        KILOVOLTS
-I.0       KILOVOLT

8.0        AMPERES

25        KILOWATTS
300       WATTS
180        WATTS

*   Approximate;   will    vary   tube-to-tube.

#   Calculated;    including   circuit    losses
gain    will    be    1    to    2    dB    lower.

395090(Effective   March    1986)
VA4857

TYPICAL    OPERATION,    Composite    Signal     Black    Level     unless
otherwise   stated

Plate   Voltage       .....
Screen   Voltage    .....
Grid    Bias    Voltage    *       .    .
Zero-Signal    Plate   Current
Plate   Current      .....
Grid   Current   *    ...........
Screen   Current    *    ..........

:::log:t5:iq:i#T::£:r(i::5ks¥;:c)).*.
Plate   Output    Power    (peak    sync)
Plate   Load   Resistance       ....
Cathode    Load    Resistance       .    .    .
Gain    #    ............
Plate   Dissipation       ......

Varian    EIMAC    /    301     Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos.    CA    94070

Printed    ln    U.S.A
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VHF    CLASS    8           CW    RF    AMPLIFIER
Cathode   Driven

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE     .     .     .

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE         .     .
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE        .     .     .
DC    PLATE    CURRENT    .     .     .
PLATE    DISSIPATION        .     .
SCREEN    DISSIPATION    .     .
GRID    DISSIPATION     .     .     .

10.0       KILOVOLTS
2.0       KILOVOLTS

-1.0       KILOVOLT

8.0       AMPERES
25        KILOWATTS

300       WATTS
180       WATTS

;  Ag,:::i:3:ez;e::l!i;::Y  :,u::;t:::::::.

TYPICAL    OPERATION:

Plate   Voltage   .    .
Screen   Voltage      .
Grid   Bias   Voltage
Zero-Signal    Plate
Plate   Current   .    .
Grid   Current   *
Screen   Current
Plate   Output   Power      .    .
Plate   Di.ssipation    .    .    .
Plate   Load   Resistance    .
Cathode   Load   Resistance
Cathode   Drive   Power   *    .

TYPICAL    OPERATION    values    are    obtained`   by    measurement    or    by    calculation    from   published   character-
istl.c    curves.    To    obtain    the    specified    plate    current    at    the    specified    bias,    screen,    and    plate

E:'tTaj!:ST:avdajrujsattmjeonnt,9nf:t3u€fpgorwjedrvw°h]:nag:h.:Stausbseum:8.r]efpTtat`:a,Pre°vceendu:3oi§hf°t'h'e°rweedia;hebree:;::
variation    in    grid   and    screen    currents.    The    grid   and   screen   currents   which   occur   when   the   desired
plate    current    is    obtained    are    incidental     and    vary    from    tube    to    tube.    These    current    variations
cause     no     performance     degradation     providing     the    circuit    maintains    the    correct     voltage     1.n    the
presence   of   the   current   variations.

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

STORAGE   -If   a   tube    is   to   be   stored   as    a    spare    it
should    be     kept     in     its     original     shipping    carton,
with    t-he    original     packing    material,     to    minimize
the   possibility   of   handling   damage.

Before    storage    a    new    tube    should    be    operated    in
the   equipment   for   100   to   200   hours   to   establish   it
has    not    been    damaged    and    operates     properly     (See
FILAMENT    OPERATION    for    recommendations    on     initial
value    of    filament    voltage    during    this     operation
period).    If   the   tube   is    still    in   storage   6   months
later   it   again   should   be   operated   in   the   equipment
for    loo   to   200   hours    to   make    sure   there    has    been
no   degradation.    If    operation    is    satisfactory    the
tube    can    again    be    stored    with    great    assurance   of
being   a   known-good   spare.

MOUNTING    -        The    4CX25,000A    must    be    operated    with
its    axis    vertical.    The   base   of   the   tube   may   be   up
or   down   at   the   convenience   of   the   designer.

SOCKET     &     CHIMNEY     -          The     EIMAC     air-system     socket
SK-320   and   ai.r   chimney   SK-326   are   designed   for   use
with    the    4CX25.000A    in    dc    or    LF/HF    applications.
For   VHF    applications    the    SK-360   air-system    socket
is     recommended.     The     use     of     the     recommended     air
flow     through     an     air-system     socket     will      provide
effective   forced-air   cooling   of   the   base,   with   air
then   guided   through   the   anode   cooling    fins    by   the
air   chimney.

COOLING    -       The   maximum   temperature    rating    for    the
external     surfaces    of    the    tube    is    250    Beg.C.    and
sufficient   forced-air   cooling   must    be   used    in    all

i:!1 :;:t£:::  :f  tkheeepcotohTej n:e?P::a)t:::  :fet::in;::::
ture   of   the   ceramic/metal    seals    comfortably   below
this    rated   maximum.

It   is    considered   good    engineering    practice   to   de-
sign   for   a   maximum   anode   core   temperature   of   225°C
and   temperature-sensitive   paints   are   available   for

checking   base   and   seal    temperatures   before   any   de-
sign    is    finalized.    EIMAC    Application    Bulletin    #20
titled     "TEMPERATURE    MEASUREMENTS    WITH     EIMAC    TUBES"
is   available   on   request.

It    is    also    good    practice    to    allow    for    variables
such    as    dirty    ai.r    filters,    rf    seal     heating,    and
the    fact    that    the    anode    cooling    fins    may    not    be
clean    if    the    tube    has    been    in    service    for    some
Tc::ii:g°tfhetfcmeen.tesrpeocfjatThea::::t{3:set)S,rbeyqumferaends;?

speci.al    directors    or   some    other    provision.    An    air
inte,rlock   system   should   be   incorporated   in   the   de-
sign   to   automatically   remove   all    voltages   from   the
tube    in    case    of    even    partial    failure   of   the   tube
cooling   air.

It   should   be   noted   the   contact
contact    collet    assemblies     (in
ment,    control     grid    and    scree
beryllium   copper.    If    operated
appreciable      length     of     time

t38;ewjj,t,S  ntoemTPoenrge[°:a£:r;:8%   :oh#
contact   areas   of   the   tube.   This   ca
which    can   melt   metal    in    a    contact    area
the     inner     or     outer     filament     contacts
tube's   vacuum   integrity   is   then   destroyed.

If    all    cooling    air    is    not    passed    around    the    base
of   the   tube   and   through   the    socket,    then    arrange-
ments    must    be    made    to    assure    adequate    cooling    of
the   tube   base   and   the   socket   contacts.   Movement   of
cooling    air    around    the    base    of    the    tube    accomp-
lishes    a    double    purpose    in    keeping    the    tube    base
and   the   socket   contact   fingers   at   a   safe   operating
tempe rat u re .

Minimum    air    flow    requirements    for    a    maximum    anode
temperature     of     225°C     for     various     altitudes     and
dissipati.on    levels    are    listed.    The    pressure    drop
values    shown    are   approxi.mate   and   are   for   the   tube
anode   cooler   only.    Pressure   drop    in    a    typical     in-
stallation   will    be   higher   because   of   system   loss.
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Inlet   Air   Temperature   =   25°C

Sea   Level                                 Plate
I) i s s ,
kw

10,000   Feet

5000   Feet

10,000   Feet

Inlet   Air   Temperature   =   35°C

Sea   Level                                  Plate
Di ss ,
kw

5000   Feet

10'000   Feet

Inlet   Air   Temperature   =   50°C

Sea   Level

5000   Feet

Plate
Diss.
kw

Press ,
Drop
ln.Water

Press,
Drop
ln.Water

When      long     life     and     consistent     performance     are
factors   cooling    in    excess    of   mi.nimum    requirements
is   normally   beneficial.

Air   flow   must   be   applied    before   or    simultaneously
with   the   appll.cation   of   power,   including   the   tube
filament,    and   should   normally    be   maintained    for   a
short   period   of   time   after   all   power   is   removed   to
allow   for   tube   cooldown.

ELECTRICAL

HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    used   with
this    tube    are    deadly,    and    operating    precautions
must   be   followed.    Design    all    equipment    so    that    no
one    can    come    in    contact    with    hi.gh    voltages.    All
equipment   must   include   safety   enclosures   for   high-
vol ta
switc

e     circuits     and     terminals,     with     interlock
es    to    open     pri.mary    circuits     of    the     power

supply    and    to    discharge    high-voltage    capacitors
whenever     access     doors     are     opened.      Interlock
switches     must     not     be     bypassed     or     "cheated"     to
allow     operation     with     access     doors     open.     Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

FILAMENT     OPERATION     -         Thi.s     tube     i.s     designed     for
commercial     service,    with    no    more    than    one    normal
off/on    filament    cycle    per    day.     If    additional
cycling    is   anticipated   it    is    recommended   the   user
contact     Application     Engineering     at      Varian     EIMAC
for   additional    information.

Filament   inrush   current   should   be   limited   to   twice
normal     current.     A    suitable    step-start    procedure
can   accomplish   this,    with    full    operating   tempera-
ture   reached   in   as   little   as   four   seconds.

With   a   new   tube,    or   one   which   has    been    in    storage
for    some    period    of   time,    operation   with    filament
voltage   only   applied   for   a   period   of   30   to   60   min-
utes    is    recommended    before    full    operation   begins.
This     allows     the     active     getter     material     mounted
within    the    filament    structure    to    absorb    any    re-
sidual    gas   molecules   which   have   accumulated   during
storage.     Once     normal     operation     has     been     estab-
1i.shed     a     minimum     filament     warmup     time     of     four
seconds    is    normally    sufficient.     (See    current    in-
rush   limitation   and   step-start   comment   above.)

!to:atceadpatnjoTmjitnyal !ffftThaemeg:b:°T,.tsag:a:Setptemaekse¥i::
needed    for    communication    service.    A    reduction    in
filament   voltage   will    lower   the    filament   tempera-
ture,    which    will     substantially    increase    life    ex-
pectancy.    The    correct    value    of    filament    voltage
should     be     determined     for    the     particular    appli-
cation.    It    is   recommended   the   tube   be   operated   at
full    nominal    voltage    for   an    initial    stabilization
period    of    100    to    200    hours    before    any    action    is
taken    to   operate   at    reduced   voltage.    The    voltage
should     gradually     be      reduced     until      there      i.s      a

3|#!   odregdr,?sdta:jt°,ronj)n.   i::f°vro|atnacgee   !i::i a a i h::W3:
increased    a    few   tenths    of   a    volt    above   the   value
where   performance   degradation   was    noted    for   oper-
ation.     The     operating     point     should     be     rechecked
after   24   hours.
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Filament   voltage    should   be   closely    regulated   when
voltage     1.s     to    be     reduced     below     nomi.nal     in     this
manner,    to    avoi.d    any    adverse    1.nfluence    by    normal
11.ne   voltage   variations.

Filament    voltage    should    be    measured    at    the    tube
base    or    socket,    using    an    accurate    rms-responding
meter.     Peri.odically    throughout    the     life     of     the
tube   the   procedure   outlined   above   for   reduction   of
voltage   should   be   repeated,    with   voltage   reset   as
required,   to   assure   best   tube   life.

EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #18     titled      ''EXTENDING
TRANSMITTER     TUBE    LIFE"    contains    valuable    informa-
tion   and   is   aval.1able   on   request.

DISSIPATION   RATINGS    -       Maximum   dissipation    ratings
for   the   4CX25.000A   must   be   respected   to   avoid   dam-
age   to   the   tube.   An   exception   is   plate   dissipation
which    may    be    permitted    to     rise    above    the     rated
maximum    during    brief    periods     (10    seconds    maxl.mum)
such   as   may   occur   during   tuning.

GRID   OPERATION    -The   maximum   control     grid   dissipa-
tion   is   180   watts,   determined   approximately   by   the
product   of   the   dc   grid   current   and   the   peak   posi-
tive    grid    voltage.    A    protective    spark-gap    device
should    be    connected    between    the    control     grid    and
the   cathode   to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

SCREEN    OPERATION    -The    maximum    screen    grid    dissi-
pation    is     300    watts.     With    no    ac    applied    to    the
screen    grid,    dissipation    is    simply   the   product   of
dc   screen   volta
voltage,   plate

e   and   the   dc   screen   current.   Plate
oading,   or   bias   voltage   must   never

be   removed   while   filament    and    screen    voltages    are
present,    since   screen   dissipation    ratings   will    be
exceeded.     Energy     limiting     circuitry      (which     will
activate    if   there   is   a   fault   condition)   and   spark
gap     over-.voltage     protection      are      recommended      as
good   engineering   practi.ce.
The    tube    may    exhibit     reversed     (negative)     screen
current     under     some     operating     conditions.     Screen
supply   voltage   must   be   maintained   constant   for   any
values     of     negative     and     posl.tive     screen     current
which    may    be    encountered.     Dangerously    high    plate
current    may    flow    if    the    screen    power    supply    ex-
hl.bits   a    ri.sing    voltage   characteristic   with    nega-
tive   screen   current.    Stabilization   may    be   accomp-
lished     with     a     bleeder     resi.stor     connected     from
screen   to   cathode,   to   assure   that   net   screen   sup-
ply   current   is    always    positive.    This    is    essential
if   a   series   electronic   regulator   is   employed.

FAULT   PROTECTION   -In   addition   to   the   normal    plate
over-current    iriterlock,    screen    current    interlock,
and   coolant   interlock,   the   tube   must    be   protected
from    internal    damage    caused    by    an    internal     plate
arc   which   may   occur   at    high   plate   voltage.    A   pro-
tective    resistance       should   always    be   connected   in

series    with    the    tube    anode     (in    the    a+    11.ne,     to
absorb    power    supply    stored    energy    if   an    internal
arc   should   occur.    If   power   supply   stored   energy   is
high    an    electronic    crowbar.    whl.ch    will     discharge
power     supply     capacitors      in     a      few     microseconds
after    the    start    of    an    arc,     is    recommended.    The
protection   criteria    for    each    electrode    supply    is
to   short   each   electrode   to   ground,   one   at   a   time,
through   a   vacuum   relay   switch   and   a   6-inch   section
of      #30     AWG     copper     wire.      The     wire     will       remain
I.ntact   if   protection   is   adequate.

EIMAC.s     Appll.cation     Bulletin     #17    FAULT    PROTECTION
contains   considerable   detai.1,    and    is    available    on
request.

RADIO-FREQUENCY       RADIATION posure     to

aE:8:gtT:nf;:1 si  :X::g;tb;e|:::Xe:¥s:::  i:eg:;::¥:
ent   on   frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy
will     pass    completely    through    the    human    body    with
little     attenuation     or     heating    affect.     Publi.c
health   agencies   are   concerned   wi.th   the   hazard   even

::dt#::iethfr;#fnnfjte:a.tj::iAr!%:um%antdT;°n#atsa:::I
longed    exposure   to    rf    radiation   should   be   limited
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE      -     The     actual      internal
interelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by   many   variables    in   most   applications,    such   as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis,    ca
added    by    the    socket    used,     stray    capaci

acitance
ance    be-

tween    tube    terminals,     and    wl.ring     effects.     To
control    the    actual     capacitance    values    within    the
tube,    as   the   key   component    involved,    the    industry
and     Military     Services     use     a     standard    test     pro-
cedure     as     described     in     Electronic     Industries
Associati.on   Standard   RS-191.    This   requi.res   the   use
of     a     specially     constructed     test     fixture     which
shields    all    external    tube    leads    or    contacts    from
each   other   and    eliminates    any    capacitance    reading
to   "ground".    The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.
Other     factors     being     equal,     controlling     internal
tube   capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeabi.lity   of   tubes   over   a   period   of   time.
The   capacitance   values   shown    in   the   technical    data
are   taken    i.n    accordance    with    Standard    RS-191.    The
equipment    designer    is   therefore   cautioned   to   make
allowance   for    the    actual     capacitance    values    which
will    exist    in    the    appliction.    Measurements    should
be    taken    with    the    mounting    which     represents     ap-

RTT3%:.;a::gnfijfnjac'anTta¥:uth:fdecsajpganc.i tance    val ues    are

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired    to   oper-
ate    this    tube    under    conditions    widely     different
from     those     listed     here,     write     to     Varian     EIMAC;
attn:      Product     Manager;      301      Industrial      Way;      San
Carlos,    CA   94070       U.S.A.

u
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rl OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT    T0     POWER     TUBES    ARE    THE     RESPONSIBILITY    0F     EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS    AND    USERS    0F     SUCH    TUBES.     ALL    PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH    0R     ARE     EXPOSED     T0     POWER     TUBES    0R     EQUIP-

MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE      SERlous
BODILY     INJURY.     D0    NOT    BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH    PRODUCTS.

The   operation    of   this    tube   may    involve   the    following    hazards,    any    one   of   which,    in    the   absence   of   safe
operating   practices   and   precautions,   could   result   in   serious   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages    can   be                       should     be     avoided.     even     at     relatively     low
deadly.    Remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE   CAN   KILL.                                 frequencies.     The     dangers     of     rf     radiation     are

b.     LOW-VOLTAGE      HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS     -          personal

jewelry.    such   as    rings,   should   not   be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.

c.    RF     RADIATION     -     Exposure     to     strong      rf     fields

more     severe     at     UHF    and    microwave    frequencies
and   can   cause   serious    bodily    and    eye    injuries.
CARDIAC    PACEMAKERS    MAY    BE     EFFECTED.

d.    HOT     SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of     tubes      can      reach
temperatures     of    several     hundred    °C    and    cause
serious    burns     if    touched    for     several     minutes
after   all    power   1.s   removed.

Please    review    the    detailed    operatl.ng    hazards    sheet    enclosed    with    each    tube,     or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos   CA   94070.
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"CH[S W'LIIMET[RS

DW N'N MAX REf NAN MAX I

A I      8.730 8.860 221.74 225.04

a .855 .895 2'.72 22.73

C 4.406 4.468 111.91 1  13.49

0 .600 .760 I 5.24 '9.30

I I.896 1.936 48. I 6 49.1 7

F 3.133 3.I 73 79.58 80.59

G 3.792 3.832 96.32 97.33

H 3.980 4.020 I 01.09 '02.„
J .188 4.78

K .'88 4.78

I .'88 4.78

M 3.'60 3.220 80.26 81.79

N .219 5.56

P 3.300 3.380 83.82 85.85

Fl 2.690 2.8'0 68.32 71.37

S 9.025 9.150 229.24 232.4'

T .500 12.70

U 1.766 I .828 44.86 46.43

ANODE

EEEEEEEEEEEEi
THE   T.I.R.   OF  TllE   S€FtEEN

GRID  ^111)  FILAIIENT  CONTACT

SUREACES  SHALL  NOT

EXCEED  .040  WITH  RESPECT

TO  THE  coN"OL  Gnil]  AND

ANODE  CONTACT  sunFACE

wHEi\i  THE  LATTER  sunFACEs

ARE  HOTATED  0N  ROLLERS

AT  POINTS  IN0lcATE0  BY

THE  ARROWS

`DONOTCONTACT
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   8349/4CX35,000C   is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air  cooled

power  tetrode intended  for use  at the  50  to  150  kilowatt output power level.
It  is  recommended  for use  as  a  Class-C  rf  amplifier or  oscillator,  a  Class-
AB  rf  linear  amplifier,    or  a  Class-AB  push-pull  af  amplifier  or  modulator®

The   8349/4CX35,000C   is  also   useful   as   a  plate   and   screen  modulated
Class-C  rf amplifier.

The   forced-air  cooled  anode  is  rated  at  35  kilowatts  maximum  dissi-

pation.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage   .   o   .......................

Current,  at  10.0  volts  ................

Amplification  Factor (Average):
Grid  to  Screen    .........................

10.0    V

295A

4.5

8349
4CX35,000C

FI A D I A L -B EA M

POWEFt   TETRODE

n              Direct Interel\ectrode  capacitances (grounded cathode)2
Cin   ..........................   '   .........   '...'.'''''''''.         440pF

Cout    ....,..............................................             55    pF

Cgp  ...................................................          2.3    pF

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW      ...................................................            30    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length............................................

Diameter..........................................

Net  Weight    ...........................................

17.34  in;  440.4   mm

9.75  in;  247.7   mm
50  lb;    22.7   kg

Operating  Position  ..................................     Vertical,  base  up  or  down

Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals     .  .  p........................................         250oC

Anode  Core      ................................................         250°C

Cooling       ..................................................     Forced  Air

A              ::::krie.ni:d.;o.ck:t...:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::e.C:a.L>Eg:#Au€t;i.ri:gg

(Revised  12-1-70)   ©     1963,  1967,  1970   by  Varian
E    E`-=--3Ea `t, ``.ise_is  +T   I_  E±H                    -h -------. i.i+=.=`=_._=£t€ I:±#

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



4CX35,000C

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
class AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCPIEEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION

GF3lD   DISSIPATION       .

20,000    VOLTS
2500   VOLTS
15.0    AMPERES

35,000    WATTS
1750    WATTS

500    WATTS

1.    Adjust    to    specified    zero-signal    dc    plate   current.

2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation`
Crest  Conditions

plate  Voltage  ...........

Screen  Voltage  ..........
Grid  Voltagel ...........

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .   .   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .   .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current  2.
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2......
Peak  Driving  Power  2 ......
Plate  Dissipation    ........
Plate  Output  Power   .......
F`esonant  Load  Impedance  .  .  .

RADlo  FFiEOUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

0R  OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  FiATINGS:

....  20,000    VOLTS

.   .   .          2500    VOLTS

..   .             15.0    AMPERES

.   .   .     35,000    WATTS

.   .   .           1750    WATTS
500    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAG E     .......
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   .......

DC  PLATE  CUF`F!ENT    ........

PLATE  DISSIPATION    ........

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .......

GRID   DISSIPATION        ........

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage   ......

Screen  Voltage   ........
Grid  Voltage      .........

Plate  Current     .........

Screen  Current  1 ........

Grid  Current  1   .........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1.   .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power  1.
Plate  Dissipation      .....,
Plate  Output  Power     .....

1.    Approximate  value.

.10.0

.750

. -425

.7.5

. 0.84

. 0. 29

.600

.180

.19.3

.  55.5

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREOuENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM   F`ATINGS:

.......     14,000    VOLTS

2000   VOLTS
.......             15.0     AMPEF`ES

.......     23,000    WATTS

.......           1750    WATTS

.......             500    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .,..

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE  .  .   .
DCPLATECURRENT       .   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1    .   .   ,

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2.   .   .

GBIDDISSIPATION2       ...

1.    Corresponds     to    35,000    watts    at     100%   sine-wave
nrod u I at i on .

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ............

Screen  Voltage      ..........

Grid  Voltage    .   .   .
Plate  Current   ............

Screen   Current  1   ..........

Grid   Current  1 ............

Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 2
(100°/oinodulation)......

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  1    ......
Calculated  Driving  Power      .   .   .
Plate  Dissipation        ........

Plate  Output  Power   ........
f3esonant  Load  Impedance      .   .  .

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Approximate   value,   depending   upon   degree   of  driver
modu I at io n.



4CX35,000C

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFI ER

OR MODULATOR
Class  AB,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  PATINGS  (Per  Tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  ......
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE  .....

DC  PLATE  CURRENT   ......
PLATE  DISSIPATION    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GF{lD   DISSIPATION        ......

1.    Approximate value.

.   .     20,000    VOLTS

.   .        2,500    VOLTS

.   .             15.0     AMPERES

.  .     35,000    WATTS

.   .           1750    WATTS

.   .             500    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATloN  (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage  .............

Screen  Voltage     ...........

Grid  Voltagel  /.3 ...........

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .....
Max  Signal   Plate  Current    .....
Max  Signal   Screen  Currentl ....
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage 2   .......
Max  Signal   Plate  Dissipation2  .  .
Plate  Output  Power   ........
Load  Resistance  (plate  to  plate)  .

2.    PerTube

3.    Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEflATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means  of  a   grid  resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the  required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

a
RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  10.0  volts   ..................................

Interelectrode  Capacitances    (grounded  cathode connection) 2
Cin......................................,.....,,..

Cout...............................................

Cgp................................................

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for   a   cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  PS-191.

MECHANICAL
APPLICATloN

WOowr/IVG   -   The    4CX35,000C   must   be   oper-
ated  with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube
may   be   down   or   up   at   the   convenience   of  the
circuit designer.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC   sockets,    type  SK-1500,
and   SK-1510  have  been  designed   especially  for
the  concentric base  terminals  of the 4CX35,000C.

COOLJIVG   -   The    maximum    temperature    rating
for  the  external  surfaces   of  the  4CX35,000C  is
250°C.   Sufficient   forced-air  circulation   must  be
provided   to   keep   the   temperature   of  the   anode
at  the  base  of  the  cooling  fins  and  the tempera-
ture   of   the   ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.

Air-flow   requirements   to   maintain   core   temper-
ature   at  225°C   in  40°  ambient  air  are  tabulated
below  (for  operation  below  30  megahertz.)  These
data    are   for   air   flowing   in   the   base-to-anode
direction.

Base-to-Anode  Air  Flow

Plate     .

Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Air  Flow
Pressure

Air  Flow
Pressure

Dissipation Drop( I nches Drop( I nche
(Watts) (CFM) of  Water) (CFM) of  Water)

15,000 554 1.2 795 1.7

20,000 820 2.1, 1100 3.0
25,000 1140 3.6 1665 5.2
30,000 1465 5.0 2140 7.4
35,000 1800 7.2 2630 10.3

Since    the    power   dissipated    bv    the    filament   represents
about    3000   watts    and    since   grld-plus-screen   dissipation
can,   under  some  conditions,  represent  another  2250  watts,
allowance   has   been   made   in   preparing   this  tabulation   for
an  additional  5250  watts  dissipation.

3
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The   blower   selected   in   a   given   application
must   be   capable   of   supplying   the   desired   air
flow   at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the  pressure
drop    shown   above    plus   any    drop   encountered
in ducts  and  filters.

Separate  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and   is   accomplished  by  directing  approximately
120   cf in   of  air   horizontally   through   the   socket
from   the  side.   It  is  preferable  to  direct  this  air
through three  equally spaced ducts.

The  well  in  the  center  of  the  baseplate  of the
tube  is  a  critical  area  which  requires  cooling  to
maintain  envelope  temperatures  less  than  250C'C.
For  most  applications,  1  to  2  CF`M  of  air directed
through  the  center  of  the  socket  is  sufficient  for
this  puxpose.

At   other   altitudes   and   ambient   temperatures
the  flow  rate  must  be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
lent   cooling.   The   flow   rate   and   corresponding

pressure    differential   must   be   determined   indi-
vidually    in   such    cases,   using   rated   maximum
temperatures     as    the    criteria    for    satisfactory
cooling.

ELECTF]ICAL

FILAMENT   OPERATION    -   rrhe   peck   em±sslon
at   rated   filament   voltage   of  the   EIMAC  4CX35,
000C   is  normally   many  times  the  peak  emission
required     for    communication    service.    A    small
decrease   in   filament   temperature   due   to  reduc-
tion   of  filament  voltage  can  increase  the  life  of
the   4CX35,000C  by   a  substantial  percentage.   It
is   good   practice   to   determine   the   nominal  fila-
ment    voltage   for   a   particular   application   that
will   not   affect   the   operation   of   the   equipment.
This   is   done   by   measuring   some   important   pa-
rameter   of   performance   such   as   plate   current,

power   output,   or  distortion   while   filament  volt-
age    is   reduced   on    the   4CX35,000C.    At   some
point  in  filament  voltage  there  will  be   a  notice-
able  reduction  in  plate  current,  or  power  output,
or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Operation   may   be
at   a   filament   voltage   slightly   higher   than   that

point   at   which   performance   appears   to   deteri-
orate.   This   voltage   should   be   measured   at  the
socket  with   a   1%  meter  and   periodically  check-
ed  to maintain  proper operation.

Filament   starting   current   must   be   limited   to
a maximum  of 900 amperes.

Voltage  between  filament  and  the  base  plates
of   tube   and   SK-1500   socket,   must   not   exceed
100  volts.

GRID  OPER4T/OIV   -   The  4CX35,000C  grid  has
a  maximum  dissipation  rating  of  500  watts.   Pre-
cautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceeding
this    rating.    The    grid   bias    and    driving   power
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should    be   kept   near   the   values   shown   in   the
"Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the  data  sheet

whenever    possible.    The    maximum    grid   circuit
resistance   should  not  exceed   100,000  ohms  per
tube,

SCREEIV   OPERArJOIV   -   The   power   dissipated
by  the  screen  of  the  4CX35,000C  must not  exceed
1750 watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac   applied  to  the  screen,   is  the  simple  product
of  the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If
the  screen  voltage  is  modulated,  the  screen  dis-
sipation  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving  power,
and carrier screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is   likely   to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or    plate    load    are    removed   with    filament   and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable    protective
means   must  be   provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation   to   1750   watts   in   the   event   of  circuit
failure.

PL4rE    DJSSJPATJOIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating  for  the  4CX35,000C  is  35,000  watts.  When
the  4CX35,000C  is  operated  as  a  plate-modulated
rf   amplifier,   under   carrier   conditions,   the   max-
imum plate  dissipation  is  23,000 watts.

INTERELECTRODE   CAPACITANCE   -Ttre
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a
tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in  most
applications,   such  as   stray  capacitance  to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by the  socket  used,
stray  capacitance  between  tube  terminals,  and
wiring effects.  To control the actual capacitance
values   within  the  tube,   as  the   key  component
involved,  the  industry   and  the  Military  Services
use  a  standard  test   procedure  as  described  in
Electronic   Industries   Association   Standard
RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which  effectively  shield
all    external   tube    leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any capacitance  reading to  "ground".
The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Chher
factors   being   equal,   controlling   internal   tube
capacitance  in  this  way  normally  assures   good
interchangeability    of   tubes    over   a   period   of
time,   even  when  the  tube  may  be  made  by  dif-
ferent   manufacturers.   The   capacitance   values
shown  in  the  manufacturer's  technical  data,  or
test   specifications,   normally   are  taken   in  ac-
cordance with Standard  RS-191.

The    equipment   designer    is   therefore   cau-
tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
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tance   values   which   will   exist   in   any  normal
application.  Measurements  should  be  taken  with
the   socket   and   mounting  which   represent   ap-
proximate    final   layout   if   capacitance   values
are highly significant  in the design.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -   Normal   operating  voltages
used  with  the  4CX35,000C  are  deadly,  and  the
equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  opera-
ting   precautions   must   be  followed.   Design  all
equipment  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact
with  high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include
safety  enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and
terminals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  pri-
mary   circuits   of  the   power   supply  and  to  dis-
charge high-voltage condensers whenever access
doors are  opened.  Interlock switches must not be
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN KILL.

X-RADJArJOIV  -   High-vacuum tubes  operating at
voltages   higher  than   10  kilovolts   produce  pro-
gressively  more dangerous  X-ray radiation as the
voltage  is  increased.  The 4CX35,000C,  operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.  only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-

tion  level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and  gradual  deterioration,  due  to  leakage  paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray   shielding  must  be
provided  on all sides of tubes  operating at these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection through-
out the tube's  life.  Periodic checks  on the X-ray
level should be  made,  and the  tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10  kilovolts   are   in  use.
Lead   glass,  which  attenuates  X-rays,  is  avail-
able  for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt
as   to  the   requirement   for   or   the   adequacy  of
shielding,  an expert  in this  field  should  be  oon-
tacted   to  perform  an  X-ray  survey  of the  equip-
me nt .

Operation    of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open    in   order   to   be   better   able   to   locate   an
equipment    malfunction    can    result    in   serious
X-ray exposure.

SPECIAL   APPLICATI01VS   -   1£  ±t  is  deslted  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent    from    those    given   here,   write   to   Power
Grid   Tube   Product  Manager,   EIMAC  Division  of
Varian,  301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California
94070 for  information  and  recommendations.
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DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM.
lNCHES M I L L IM ETE RS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 9.500 9.750 241.30 247.65
a 0.860 0.890 21.84 22.60
D 5.980 6.020 15 I.89 152.91

E 6.510 6.560 165.35 166.62
F 6.980 7.020 177.29 178.31

G 7.480 7.520 189.99 I 9 I .0 I

H 7.975 8.015 202.57 203.58
J I.750 I.BOO 44.45 45.72
K I . 2 20 I.270 30.99 32.26
L 0.690 0.740 17.53 18.80

M 8.442 8.692 214.43 220.78
N 5.375 5.625 136.52 142.88

P 17.070 17.340 433.58 440.44
R 0.'73 0.213 4.40 5.41

S 3.062 ( I ) 77.77 ( I)

T 0.485 0.515 12.32 13.08

V 0.135 3.43
W I.250 I.270 31.75 52.26
X 0.490 0.530 12.45 13.46

Y 4.500 ( I ) I  14.30  ( I)

Z, 3.750 ( I) 95.25 ( I )

AA 8.000 ( I ) 203.20 ( I )
AB 6.875 ( I) I 74.63 ( I )

6
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   8349/4CX35,000C   is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air  cooled

power  tetrode intended  for use  at the  50  to  150  kilowatt output power level.
It  is  recommended  for  use  as  a  Class-C  rf  amplifier  or oscillator,  a  Class-
AB  rf  linear  amplifier,   or  a  Class-AB  push-pull  af  amplifier  or  modulator.
The   8349/4CX35,000C   is   also   useful   as   a   plate   and   screen  modulated
Class-C  rf amplifier.

The   forced-air  cooled  anode  is  rated   at  35  kilowatts  maximum  dissi-

pation.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.........

Current,  at  10.0  volts
Amplification  Factor (Average):

Grid  to  Screen    .........

10.0   V

295A

4.5

8349
4CX35,000C

RAI)lAL-BEAM

POWER   TETFtoDE

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)2
Cin....................................................

Cout...................................................

Cgp...................................................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW      ...................................................            30    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consultecl  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment design.

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.............

Diameter...........

.  .   .      17.34  in;  440.4   mm
•   .  .       9.75   in;  247.7    mm

50  lb;    22.7   kg
Vertical,  base up or down

...........          250c'C

.,.........          250OC

.........    Forced  Air

.  Special,  graduated  rings

.  .  EIMAC  SK-1500  Series

Net  Weight
Operating  Position  .........
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals    .....
Anode  Core     ...........

Cooling...............

Base..................

Recommended  Socket    .......

(Revised  9-1-75)      ©  1963,  1967,  1970,  1975    by  Varian
'=                 _ _            _ _-±=_I       =_ ±I±±±FEE\ Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam    carlos    /    california    94070

---i
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RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE VOLTAGE  .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUPIRENT   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATloN

GRID   DISSIPATION       .

20,000    VOLTS
2500   VOLTS
15.0    AMPEBES

35.000   WATTS
1750    WATTS

500    WATTS

1.    Adjust     to    specified    zero-signal    dc    plate   current.

2.    Approximate va.Iue.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage ...........

Screen  Voltage ..........
Grid  Voltagel ...........

Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .   .   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .  .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current  2.
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2......
Peak  Driving  Power 2 ......
Plate  Dissipation    ........
Plate  Output  Power   ......,
Resonant  Load  Impedance  .  .  .

FtADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM
(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

.... 20,000   VOLTS

.  .   .          2500    VOLTS

..   .             15.0     AMPEF{ES

.   .   .     35,000    WATTS

.   .   .           1750    WATTS

.   .   .             500    WATTS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAG E
DC  SCF`EEN   VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUBRENT   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GPID  DISSIPATION       .

TYPICAL OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

.....  10.0

......    750

....- 425

Plate  Voltage   .   .
Screen  Voltage   .
Gridvoltage     .
plate  Current    .........
Screen  Current  1 ........
Grid   Current  1   .........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1  ,...
Calculated  Driving  Power  1.
plate  Dissipation      ......
Plate  Output  Power     .....

1.    Approximate  value.

.7.5

. 0.84

. 0. 29

.600

.180

.19.3

.  55.5

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FRECUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXI MUM  F`AT I N G S:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  SCF`EEN   VOLTAGE  .
DC  PLATECUF`RENT       .
PLATE  DISSIPATION  1

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2.
GRID  DISSIPATION 2

14,000    VOLTS
2000   VOLTS
15.0    AMPEF}ES

23,000   WATTS
1750    WATTS

500    WATTS

1.    Corresponds     to    35,000    watts    at     100°/o   sine-wave
mod u I at i on .

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

plate  Voltage ........

Screen  Voltage     ......
Grid   Voltage    ........

Plate  Current  ........

Screen  Current  1   ......
Grid  Current  1 ........

Peak  af  Screen  Voltage 2
(100%rriodulation)      .   .

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1    .   .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation       ....
Plate Output  Power   ....
Fiesonant  Load  Impedance

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Approximate   value,   depending   upon   degree   of  driver
modu I at i o n .

Eiil
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AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFI ER

OR MODULATOR
Class  AB,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .   .
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  PLATE  CUF!RENT    .   .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .   .

GPllD   DISSIPATION        .   .   .

........      20,000    VOLTS

........         2,500    VOLTS

15.0    AMPERES

........      35,000    WATTS

........            1750    WATTS

500    WATTS

1.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPEBATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage  .............

Screen  Voltage     ...........
Grid  Voltagel  /.3 ...........

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .....
Max  Signal  Plate  Current    .....
Max  Signal  Screen  Currentl  ....
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage 2   .......
Max  Signal   Plate  Dissipation2  .   .
Plate  Output  Power   .........
Load  Fiesistance  (plate  to  plate)  .

2.    PerTube

3.    Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain  the  specified   plate  current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the  resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage when the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  10.0  volts   ......................

Min.       Max.=-    i_._i..  _+    :

280       310   A
Interelectrode  Capacitances    (grounded cathode connection) 2

Cin    ................................................       410        470    pF

Cout    ...............................................          50           60pF

Cgp  ................................................        1.5         3.2pF

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special  shielded  f ixture  in  accordance with  Electronic
Industries  Association  Standard  Pis-191.

MECHANICAL
APPLICATloN

MOowrJIVG   -   The    4CX35,000C    must   be   oper-
ated  with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube
may   be   down   or   up   at   the   convenience   of  the
circuit designer.

SOCKET   -   The  EIMAC  sockets,    type  SK-1500,
and   SK-1510  have  been  designed  especially  for
the  concentric base  terminals  of the  4CX35,000C.

COOL/IVG   -   The     maximum     temperature    rating
for  the  external   surfaces   of  the  4CX35,000C  is
250°C.   Sufficient   forced-air  circulation  must  be
provided   to   keep   the   temperature   of  the   anode
at   the  base  of  the  cooling  fins  and  the  tempera-
ture   of   the   ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.

Air-flow   requirements   to   maintain   core   temper-
ature   at  225°C  in  40°  ambient  air  are  tabulated
below  (for  operation  below  30  megahertz.)  These
data    are   for   air   flowing   in   the   base-to-anode
direction.

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin Base-to-Anode  Air  Flow

Plate    .

Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Air  Flow
Pressure

Air  Flow
Pressure

D i ss i pat i on Drop( I nches Drop(lnche
(Watts) (CFM) of Water) (CFM) of  Water)

15,OcO 440 1.0 635 1.44

20,000 650 2.0 935 2.9
25,000 975 3.8 1400 5.5
30,000 1300 6.0 1870 8.6
35,000 1760 9.6 2535 13.8

Since    the    power   dissipated    by    the    filament   represents
about    3000   watts   and   since   grid-plus-screen   dissipation
can,   under  some  conditions,  represent  another  2250  watts,
allowance   has   been   made   in   preparing   this  tabulation   for
an  additional  5250  watts  dissipation.
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The   blower   selected   in   a   given   application
must   be   capable   of   supplying   the   desired   air
flow   at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the  pressure
drop    shown   above    plus   any    drop   encountered
in ducts  and  filters.

Separate  cooling  of  the  tube  base  is  required
and   is   accomplished   by   directing  approximately
120   cf in   of   air  horizontally   through   the   socket
from   the  side.  It  is  preferable  to  direct  this  air
through three  equally  spaced ducts.

The  well  in  the  center  of the  baseplate  of the
tube  is  a  critical  area  which  requires  cooling  to
maintain  envelope  temperatures  less  than  250°C.
For  most applications,  1  to  2  CFM  of air directed
through  the  center  of  the  socket  is  sufficient  for
this  purpose.

At   other   altitudes   and   ambient   temperatures
the  flow  rate  must  be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
lent   cooling.   The   flow   rate   and   corresponding

pressure    differential   must   be   determined   indi-
vidually    in   such   cases,   using   rated   maximum
temperatures    as    the    criteria    for   satisfactory
cooling.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT   OPERATION   -   The   peck  emiss.Ion
at   rated   filament   voltage   of  the   EIMAC  4CX35,
000C   is  normally  many  times  the  peak  emission
required     for    communication    service.    A    small
decrease   in   filament   temperature  due   to  reduc-
tion  of  filament  voltage  can  increase  the  life  of
the   4CX35,000C  by  a  substantial  percentage.  It
is   good   practice   to   determine   the   nominal  fila-
ment    voltage   for   a   particular   application   that
will   not   affect   the   operation   of  the   equipment.
This   is   done   by   measuring   some   important   pa-
rameter   of   performance   such   as   plate   current,

power   output,   or  distortion   while   filament  volt-
age    is    reduced   on    the   4CX35,000C.    At   some
point  in  filament  voltage  there  will  be  a  notice-
able  reduction  in  plate  current,  or  power  output,
or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Operation   may   be
at   a   filament   voltage  slightly   higher   than   that

point   at   which   performance   appears   to   deteri-
orate.   This   voltage   should  be   measured   at  the
socket  with  a  197o  meter  and   periodically  check-
ed  to maintain  proper operation.

Filament   starting   current   must  be   limited  to
a maximum  of 900 amperes.

Vo,1tage  between  filament  and  the  base  plates
of   tube   and   SK-1500   socket,   must   not   exceed
100 volts,

GR/D  OPERAr/OIV   -   The  4CX35,OO0C   grid  has
a  maximum  dissipation  rating  of  500  watts.   Pre-
cautions  should  be  observed  to  avoid  exceeding
this    rating.    The    grid   bias    and    driving   power
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should    be   kept   near   the   values   shown   in   the
"Typical  Operation"  sections  of  the  data  sheet

whenever    possible.    The    maximum    grid   circuit
resistance   should   not  exceed   100,000  ohms   per
tube,

SCREEIV   OPERArJOIV   -   The   power   dissipated
by  the  screen  of  the  4CX35,000C  must  not  exceed
1750 watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac   applied   to   the   screen,   is   the   simple  product
of  the  screen  voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If
the  screen   voltage  is  modulated,  the  screen  dis-
sipation  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving  power,
and carrier  screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is   likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or    plate    load    are    removed    with    filament   and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable    protective
means  must  be   provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation   to   1750   watts   in   the   event   of  circuit
failure.

PL4rE    D/SSJPArJOIV   -   The    plate-dissipation
rating  for  the  4CX35,000C  is  35,000  watts.  When
the  4CX35,000C  is  operated  as  a  plate-modulated
rf   amplifier,   under   carrier   conditions,   the   max-
imum plate  dissipation is  23,000 watts.

INTERELECTRODE   CAPACITANCE   -rrhe
actual  internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of  a
tube   is   influenced   by   many   variables   in  most
applications,   such  as  stray  capacitance  to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray  capacitance  between  tube   terminals,  and
wiring effects.  To control the actual capacitance
values  within  the  tube,   as  the   key  component
involved,  the  industry   and  the  Military  Services
use  a  standard  test   procedure  as  described  in
Electronic    Industries   Association   Standard
RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which  effectively  shield
all    external   tube    leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any capacitance reading to "ground".
The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Orher
factors   being   equal,   controlling   internal   tube
capacitance  in  this  way  normally  assures  good
interchangeability   of   tubes    over   a   period   of
time,   even  when  the  tube  may  be  made  by  dif-
ferent   manufacturers.   The   capacitance   values
shown  in  the  manufacturer's  technical  data,  or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in  ac-
cordance with Standard  RS-191.

'I.he    equipment   designer    is   therefore   cau-

tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
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tance   values   which   will   exist   in   any  normal
application.  Measurements  should  be  taken  with
the   socket   and   mounting  which   represent   ap-
proximate    final   layout    if   capacitance   values
are highly significant in the design.

HJGH   VOLr4GE   -   Normal   operating  voltages
used  with  the  4CX35,000C  are  deadly,  and  the
equipment  must  be  designed  properly  and  opera-
ting  precautions   must  be  followed.   Design  all
equipment  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact
with  high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include
safety  enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and
terminals,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  pri-
mary  circuits   of  the   power  supply  and  to  dis-
charge high-voltage condensers whenever access
doors are opened.  Interlock switches must not be
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN KILL.

FAULT   PROTECTJOIV   -   In   addition   to   normal
cooling   air flow   interlock   and   plate   and   screen
over-current    interlocks,    it   is   good   practice   to
protect the  tube  from  internal  damage  which  could
result  from  occasional  plate  arcing  at  high  plate
voltage.

In   all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   at
least  one  or  two  ohms,  should  be  used  in  series
with   the   tube   anode   to   absorb   power   supply
stored  energy  in  case  a  plate  arc  should  occur.
Where   stored  energy  is  high,   it   is   recommended
that    some   form   of   electronic   crowbar   be   used
which  will  discharge  power  supply  capacitors  in
as  short  a  time  as  possible  following  indication
of start of a plate arc.

X-RADJArJOIV  -   High-vacuum tubes  operating at
voltages   higher  than   10  kilovolts   produce  pro-
gressively more dangerous  X-ray radiation as the
voltage  is  increased.  The 4CX35,000C, operating
at  its  rated  voltages  and currents,  is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.  Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X~ray  radia-
tion  level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and  gradual  deterioration,  due  to  leakage  paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must   be
provided  on all sides  of tubes  operating at these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection through-
out the tube's  life.  Periodic checks  on the X-ray
level should  be  made,  and the tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10  kilovolts   are   in  use.
Lead   glass,  which  attenuates  X-rays,  is  avail-
able  for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt
as   to  the   requirement   for   or   the   adequacy  of
shielding,  an expert  in this  field  should  be con-
tacted  to  perform  an  X-ray  survey  of  the  equip-
ment .

Operation    of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open   in   order   to   be   better   able   to   locate   an
equipment    malfunction    can    result    in   serious
X-ray exposure.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -   1£  ±t  is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent    from   those    given   here,   write   to   Power
Grid   Tube   Product  Manager,   EIMAC  Division  of
Varian,  301  Industrial  Way,  Sam  Carlos,  California
94070  for information  and  recommendations.
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V
-SEE NOTEs 2 a3 DinAu

OIM.
lNcl®r-9

MIN.I_i I

NZ'M

TED

A 9.500
a 0.860

L D 5.980
E 6.510

F 6.980

DO NOT-

IIII

G 7.480
H 7.975
J I.750

K I.220

L 0.690
M 8.442
N 5.375
P 17.070

R 0.173Eir+sseir++++\\\ //////%ZZZZZ7777ZZ7Z7ZZZZZ7ZZzZzzL
S I.71111-I T 0.485

I_I_ L®_ V
V3

I            IL.    .I

I

W I.250

X 0.490
Y

SCF`EEN   GRIDCONTFioLGFtlD  -FILAMENT

Z 3.7
h..I

AA 8.0

AB 6.8IEllII-
BUNOUT   0F   THESE

I I

I I 'J
I I

II ®K

^'©J
6'

V    A THE    TOTAL   I ND'C

CONTACT   EDGES    SHALL    NOT    EXCEED      125

rNP '',,V
_            TUBE    MOUNTED   ON    BOTTOM   CERANIC®

BASE    PLATE

8

DIMENsloNAL   I]ATA

OIM.
INCHES MILLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 9.500 9.750 241.30 247.65
a 0.860 0.890 21.84 22.60
D 5.980 6.020 151.89 152.91

E 6.510 6.560 165.35 166.62

F 6.980 7.020 177.29 178.31

G 7.480 7.520 189.99 I 9 I .0 I

H 7.975 8.015 202.57 203.58
J I.750 I.800 44.45 45.72
K I.220 I.270 30.99 32.26
L 0.690 0.740 I 7. 5 5 18.80

M 8.442 8.692 214.43 220.78
N 5.375 5.625 136.52 142.88

P 17.070 17.340 433.58 440.44
R 0.173 0.213 4.40 5.41

S I.750 44.45
T 0.485 0.515 12.32 13.08

V 0.155 3.43
W I.250 I.270 3 I .75 32.26
X 0.490 0.530 12.45 13.46

Y 8.750 222 .25
Z 3.750 95.25

AA 8.000 203.20
AB 6.875 174.63

E9H&:   REFERENCE  DIMENSIOus

ARE   Fof!   iNFOpMA:rloN

ONLY   AND   ARE   NOT

REOUIFIED   FOR   IN-
SPECTIOw  PURPOSES.

i DIN . Y  IS I.AXI.luw DI^
pefross cOREes

3. HANDI± LATERAL AXIS
ORIENTATION  \^/lTll

ELurK"L,„

SECTION      A-A
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ELEc,THc]Nlt=   IHr]ITEiTitlEE5  1-lsE5OGIATIOH
=C)C}!   E:TE  =TEEE:T,  N.  W.

wA=HiNGTON,  t].  I.   =Oec3E

Afinouncatnqrit

I)I

ElectrDIi  D8vlce  Type  Rereglltr4tlon

Eala..a  HB,   41!BC{fln]1)

FBbr"ry  10,   1976

tt l.I,Ht'H El I,®I' | I,. ||ae
[Liitl.. [LEETltoN  VAbHi HGTBH. Be

E` I. A.
REGISTELTI0H

FILE

The   Joint  EleEtrofL  DlvLe€  Engineering  CDuncll  |RAountiad   the  propGBed
raregl.tTltlon  E}£  th.  fE]11gwlng  ele-c[rcn  daviEa  dE)B15ndtlon;

8349

Bn  D4cgmbtg  2,   197j,

Thl.  |theuncen.nt  1.  noti€±  thlt  thE  prapt]Bed  raragLBtrltlon  Eovared  by
EG!€[BB  No,   4123,   dit.A  FEbrunry  4,1983,   "y  be   Ec]ftg±d6rEd  "EEEL",

4
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±tiai   =TE:  ETPIE:ET,  H.  w.
wAEHINeTcpN.  a.  c=,   E0006

All,nouRcen.n[

of

EIEEt:Ton  Devlci€  R€regl4tt=4tlan

Roled..  No,   4123C{TBntatlv.*}

DeEambqr   2,    1975

t[L I .Ht" I .,,, ' 1]11,110 a
[±.Lt.I ELtc"ohi whHhiaTahi  pc

E 11 AI
incHSTELTIGH

FILE

The  Joint  Elet:tram  Device  Englrieerlng  CDunEll  ahnBLineed  the  reglFtrltlon
of  the  follgrha€  el£EEron  davl&E  dell=nltlen:

BJ49

®n  FebTunry  4,1965,1n  Rela.Ba  Hd,   4123,   under   the   BFonEo=haip   of
EIFTe   I)1vl€1ob  of  V&¥Lan

The   apBn*or  now  propgE®a  rer€gigtr-tlafl  .a  baBad  Sfl   the  ltEsthBd  data
Gheet[     A  BumAry  pf  the   eh4hgeE  whlEh  have  been  made  are  BB  felloww

1S     PasB  i  -IteIT  phBti3graph,   .I   liftlnE  handlel  h."  €hangad.

£.     Page  3   -Revliad  Epolin&  dfltf   in  tBbullEipn.

3t      Pt!e   5   I  'PI*IE[.ph  €dded   ofi  FAELT  PROTECTION,

4L      PBge  a   -   RevliE]fi  outilne   drEwin&,

*tjnlEEE  v.lid  Wr±tt.ri  objEetiQn   to  this  rBragl8tratlgn  ig   lc]dged  with  the
ERA  TITa  Adml.ttlEt=ltlcfi  Gf±1E€  at   the  lbDve  Eddre5€  prfe=   to  FabrtjAry  2,   1975
thiB  rqrfiglEtrltlrm  trill  be  made  .nd  thl]  in£Drmtion  will  be  con81derEd
„ELAI`„'

4
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TEt}llllIBAL    DATA

The   EIMA[   834g/4C#55,000[   iB   a   c€[ami[/metal,   forced.air  coQied

power. tetrodE  intended  far  use  at  the  50  to  150  kilDWEtt  output  F#'w§r  le'i'el.
It  ia  rEcorrlmend€d  for  il8!  aE  a  C]aBE-I  rf  amplifier  or  oscillator,  a  Class-
AB  rf  linear  amplifier,   or  a  [laBa.AB  push-pull  af  amplifier  ar  modnlator,
The   834g/4CX55,000C   iB   also   useful   aB   a   plate   and   Ecraen   modul&tBd
ClaaB-I  rf amplifier,

The   forced.air  cooled   anode  iE  rated   at  35  kilo"attB  maximum  diBBi.

pationS

eEHERAL  [HARA[TERi5Ti[s  I

I I, E C I R I C A L

Filament;  Tho[iated  TungGten
VoltBEe   a   [   A   .   I   .   '   i   .

furrefit,  at  lc,0  volts
Amplification  FBctor  {AVErage}:

Grid  to  SEr€En    s   a   ....,,   I

.I   -...,            10.a    V     I

..,,.   i,i.4              2$5     A       `)

Direct  lntgrel.ectrode  GHpai:itanceB  {grounded  I athDde}E
Gin
tout

RADIAL.BEAidl

POWEFI    TETROD

i.5          q,8-S

Eq   .   .   .   A   I      ....   '   t   `   a   '   a

Frequency  of Maximum  IIating:

CW

440   FF     470   ,

55   pF      rJ   .
2,3   pF      2.'

30   MHi

i,    CharBct.riBt!EB  and  op.rating  valu.a  a"  bl8®d  upoh  prrfdrmEnce  ta6tE,  TheB.  flgureg  m]y  cr,anoe  without  notlc®
41  the  I.3ult  ot  !dditiortal  din aT  product  rdifiqu.nt,  EIMAE  D]v!BiBn  of  VarlEn  ?had!d  be  canfulted  before  using
thla  ?nfomatian  for flnal  aquipr.in 5Seigr„

i,    eiptiEitlnG.  v-lu.E  .ra  ttr  a   Cold  tufu  -a  mEI.urrd   in  a  sp.c!.I  Bh[®!d6d  I.Irtur.  lil  iec6rdance with  E!.ctranlc
lnduutiirs A..®giutiqn  et.nderd  RE-lei .

ME€HAHICAL

Maximum  Overall  DiTnenBionB:
Length  a   -   .   I   ......   I   .   I

Diameter
17.34 in;  440,4   mm

9.75  in;  247.7   mm
NetWeight..6    .,.,.,    t,..aQ.P.a.,JP.aJ,,a         ,p,.u.p,ier,         ..                  5o,b;       !2.7kg

ope[atinE  p®5itian   ,.,.....,,,   a   a   .   ,   v   9   ,   a   u   a   ,   0   d   9   .   0   ,   ,   A   a   i   .   .      \`'ertical,   base  up  or  down

Maximum  Operating Temperature:
ceramic/Metal  seals     ..,,,   i   ,.,.,   I   .   a   .....,   I    a   L,   `   G   a   `   .   ,   a   ,   ,   .   `   ..,,.,..          25obc

Anode   Co[E      ...,,...   i   ,   4

cooling          ,   I    ,    S    ..,.,.    a    4    a    e    tl

Base   '   '   I   .   I   I   [    I    '   ..,.    I   ,   q   .    '

Becommended  SQEkEt    .   .   .   a   ,   .   .

S              {ReviBed  9rl-75)     a  1963,1967,1970,1975    byvarian

.,...,   "        250OC
.,,   i  .  ,  .    Forced  Air

SpeEial]   grdduated  rings
i  EIMAC  SK.1500  SefleB

P[iflted   in  U,S.A.

EIMAf    division    of    vBri9n    /    301    indu5trl!I    wily    /    s„    [erlos    /     „l}fornia     84070
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[DIO  Ff]EQu
lD  DfllvEN

ENCY  LINEAFI  AMPLI F! Ef]

Cill,  AB

MAXIMUM  AATINGsi

DC PLATE  VOLTAGE  .
D[  5cFiEEN  VciLTAaE

a  PLATE EUBBENT.
LAT E  D I §8l FAT i c}N

8CREEN  0185lFATloN   .,,....,.,.
GRID  D!85ipAT!SN      ....,,.,,..,

1,   Adjuit    to    .pec}fled    =.rol*iEni!

2.    AFpr8xlm.i. v.lue,

20,000    VOLTS
£600   VCILT5
1E,0    AMPEBES

a6,oen   wATT5
17ECI     WATTS

SOO    WAFTS

dc    pllt-   current.

TYFl[AL 0PERATloN  {FrequEincleE  ta  30  MHI}
Ci±e±  ABif   Grid  Driven,  PElk  Ert.LJe!cpa  cr  Modulatlon
era.t  Cor`d ltlonE

PI.I.  VoltEE. '  .   .   I   I  .   I  '   I   ,   I

:#dTteYto]]#: ., :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
I.ro-Sltin.I  Flat.  [iurr[ht   .  .  ,
Slria!e  Tor`a  PIIte  GurrEnt  .   .  .
Slnqle+Tone  ScrEan  Gurrom  2.

:.i: I:rfvr,lndqvpo.I#aTe2i :  :  :  :  :
P!at.  DlaBlpatlan   .....
FIIt.  Output  Fowar   ..,.
Recen!nt  Laad  lmpBdBnE€

RAnlo  FREQijEhicT  powER  AMPLiFim
OR d§CILLATOR
Cll.I  a  Ta!.grBphy  or  EN
(h.y-f]Bv±ni  [pndit ; end,)

MAxiMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  §C;BEEN   VOLTAGE
D[  PLATE  EURFIENT
PLATE  Dl§EIPAT!ON

SCREEit  I I S§ ! Fja,T i a }`

®iD  DiggipATioha

EEl,000    VOLTS
2evo   vOLT§
t5,a   AVPERE§

96,ooe   wATT5
17#    WATTS
aeo   wATT8

TYPICAL  0PEFIATic}N  (Fi`equenGieB  to  5S  itHI)

plato  v®ltEg ...,   I   ,,,...,   t  ie,g

Ser®an  Voltl-a ...,,   a   ,   +   ,   ,   +   ,    780
Grlclvoltag.      ,+       ,           I+   ...,- 425
PIIta  Currant     ,   t   .   t   ,,.....    7.5

5tH..an  Currmt  i  .,,,,,.,, 3.84
Gri]  Curr.nt  1   ..........,. 0.±8

i.ik  rf  t3rjd  Voltage 1  I   ,....,   6do
[Ilculetad  Dr`vlng  Power  I .,,.   180
?iat¢   D183iD®ti@ri       +   ,    ,   ,   +   [        ,    ,19,5

P!lte  Oiftput  Power     ,..,.,.  EB:B

1,    Approxiruete  vfiluG2

PLATE M3DULATED RADio  FREeyEN€y  pcwER
AVpH F! ERiaRi D . BR! VEN
¢iil€  C Tei.phgr¥  {Carrler  Cordft!en3!

layiMUMRAT!quGE]

PLATE  VOLTAGE
EIC  §£flEEN  VOLtA6€
DC  PLATE  €t+ERENT

.    i4,Bcra    voLT5
2000   V-OLTS

PLATE  E}i§EIPATloN  1
S=BEEN  Bl=§ipATloN3,,,,   i       ,...,
tiRI B  D 15SIPATION I       ..,.

®€orr€ipendi    to   35,OcO   wlttl   tt
rredLii!t!on`

2,    Av.rna.+  with  or  wlthGut  mdiil.tltpn=

15,a    AMPEf]E§

2a,coo   wATT5
17EO    WAFTS

goo   WAITS

100%    3l ri.-irfu'6v€

TtpICAL  OPEBATioN  IFr6queng!a5  ta  30  MH=}

P!Bt.  VO!to]e.   .   .   k   a

5creeh  voltEoe         ...,.   +
Grld  Voltaoe   .
plE]te  current   ,   7   .       .       p   .
§Er.an  ¢urr.r!t  I   ,   9   ,..,
Grid  Curr#rit  `.,
Pnk .f SFr..n Vqltage 2

lioo9EfriedLlction)      .   .   .
Pe.krfGrldvolt6oel   ,`         .
C.Iau!Ited  Dr}vlngpawer         c   ,.   :
?late  D{i6lpation       ....,,
Plm. Ouq}ut  Fewer   .
Pengnant  Lo!d  imp!d!n€€      ,

1.    Appro*i"te  vElue.

a,    APprox;ml!ti   v£Iu®,   dBFlnd}nE   iJp®ri   dEErM   4f   drlv.r
meduletlon.

I
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AUDlo  FREcftyENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

0R  MODULATOF]
Cl.ag  ABt  firld  Dilver`  islnusoldtll  Way.)

MAXIMUM  fiATINGB  (P.r  Tub.I:

DE  PLATE   VOLTAGE   ...,,,.   ]   ...,      20,{}00    VC)LTS

DC  §CPIEEN   VOLTAGE   ..,..   `   .   I   .   .   .         I,500    VOLTS

DCPLATECUFZF!ENT    .,,....,   8    .   .   .             15,0     AMF]ERES

PLATE  D!§S!PATloN    .   .   `   ..,....   L   .      3b,000    WATTS

§c:nEEN   Dis§ipATioN    ,,...   ®   ,   .   .               i7so    wATT§
EFiiDDiseiFATioN       t   ,,,,   5..                      goo    wATT§

i ,     Appr@jtimate  v!ili®,

4ex3B,oDo[

TYPICAL  0PEBATION  (Two  Tub.I)

FlatF  VoltBg ..,,,
S[reen  Volt
Grid  VoltJg :q'/.3:   ..   :   ..   :   :   :   :   :   :    :    :   :   :   :   ,,   :   :

Zgrti.Signal  Plate  current   ,      ,
Mm  Signal  Plate  Current    ...,,   +  ,   ,  +  .   ,   ,
Max   E[gnel   §Cr®Bn  Currerltl  ....   ;   .   3   ,   `   ,   ,

PtiBh  af  Grid  Volt]BB  2   ,..,....,.,,

Max  §}gnEI   FiEtq  DiEEipatlSri2  ....

Pllt6  Dutpiit.  PC]wer   ,,,,,,,,,.,
Lo.d  ieBiBtahc;q  {plat.  to  plat€}  ,.,,,..

2.    P®rTube

3.    Adjust  to  q]ve  itGtgd  ferD-Signal  pllt®  €tirrtht,

TYPICAL   OPERATIGN   de"  Ii'.  abtEi!ied  from  d{rlct  mid!ur!m.nt  c]r  by G&l=u!eitior   from   publiEh.a   ctlBrB€t8r.
jBt{€   =urv6B,   Adjuitrmnt  ot   the  rf  grld   v¢ltai.  ta   obtBjn  the  ip.eit{.d   plit.  currarit   it  th.  !p.ciflad  bilE,
9=reen   ar`d   pidt4   voitage5   i±   bE!jJ"!a,   lf  thtl   Frac:|dtire   :a  fDllciwBd,   thor.   wi!i   b!   lltt!ev!riBtiap  ln  outpiit
?twilr  when  the  tube  16  €harioed,  .v-n  iht}u€h,  there  may  bB  Eom®  ver[!tlor  !n  orid  Brid  !creen  cu7r.nt.  Th€  arid
erid  €€rBen  CuFrentf  whiEh  raBLJ]1  whorl  thl  defirBd  pllt.  CLirrem  18  ObteinEd  are   Ire;d8itll   arid  v.ry  fraFT.  tub.
to   tube,   These   €urrerit   variBtit]nE  c?Lj&!   no   diff.5Ljlty   Eo   long   aE  tr\a  5IrciJit  mE]ir`talrtB  the   correct  vo([!e€  in
the   pr.I.nE.  Eit   thl  v-r!Bllori[   in  cLjrr.nt.   In  1:he  CISB  ®f  [la8g   C   Servic>B,   If  Er:a  b,aE  !g  obtair`nd  prlricipa! ly
8}'   friaan£   Of   -   Br  id   rlB:atcir,    the   Feg[*lE]F   muEt   b€   EdiuEtBbi.   tti   t]btaln   the   r®quir®d   blag  vo!taa®  iwher  the
eorr.et  rf giid voltdB.1[  IPE!il6d,

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  BESIGH

Heater:  Current  at  10,0  volts   ,...,   S  ,,.,,.,,....   i   .   .  .

¥Ft?relec:trad.  EI]FacitBnEe£     {groundeti  Cathode  E!onneEtjDn}?
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EL    Max`
280        SIC    A

ilo      470   pF
5C         60pF

1,5       5,2pF

==:.    €.pl€itllnEe   V.Ill..   .rl   far   a   givld  twee   3G   maeured'  in  I  EpeEid!  BhiBjdgd  f!rftjr!  ;r  ac;serdanse w!th  E!egtrar`le
!ndLfttrl.I  Agfot:iltlon  ELlrid.rd  Ft§.i Bl ,

MEEHANIEAL
APPL1€AT!ON

#CtufyTf"G   -   Th.    4€X55,000C   must   bS   opef-
Et.a  with  its  E*iB  vartic.],  The  bEBE  of  [h¢  tube
mEy   b.   down   or   up   at   thE   [ar!v.rti.n€.   c!±   th.
£lrcult d.Ii=rtt!r.

soc#Er   i   The  EIMAe  BO€kot[,    typg  sH-i5Oo,
and   SK-15io  have  been   dSliEned   ef pe€ially   for
the  ccinceatiic bale  tEfminai5  pf the  4CH35,000[[

I:00L/WG   -    The     mB*imum     tempe[BtuFe     rating
fc)I   the   e*temal   EurfaEeE   of  the   4C:X35.000C   1B

250°e.   5uffleiEnt   larcsd.air  cirEu]atlon   must   be
plbvided    ta   'H®ep    the   tempe[Etung   qf   the   BnDde
at   the  bBiE  of  the  cocliTiE  fin=  and  the  ternp€[a-
ttJre    of   the    c.ramic/metal   BEalE   below   250°C.

AiFlflc]w    !eq!Jitemettts    to   naijitAiR   cor!   tempe[-
atqre   Bt   #5S[   in   40e  ambient   llr   1]€  t&bul&ted
below  {fDr  apelatiE>n   b€!ow  30  me!chErtz.)  The±¢

delta    ti[e    for    Elf    flou'ing    in    the   bEiEE-to-anode
direction.

i Baaa-tcr.Ariodi  Air  Flow

Plate     I

gel  Lavel 10,000  FI,I

i    Fretagur®
Air   Flavl,

Pr€egure
DI E± i pat, Sn A.r  Flow!Drop:lriehe6 Drop{ i ncheE

(Watts) (CFM! o'  Wlt,r', (CFM) Of  WEt®rl

1  a,ODO 440 !1.a 835 i.44
20,ODD GEG

'2,0
e36 a,9

2E,000 a75 3,a 1400 5.5
30. 000 1300 5,0 '870 0,6
d5 , 000 17SO 1§,6 25a6 13.a

`    SinEe     the    aow.I    t!il.!Dlt8d    bv    th.    liti!mBnl    r.DT.E-n`.

ati¢.1    30ue   hltt€   am!   4in€.   pria-plii..tor..n   d\Baip.tlon
E.n,   und.r   i]rm®  eor`di`l¢H.,   7.pr.[I]rit   .nothBr   ]a6d  wEIItB,
a;Ic!wBnc®   tla]   I..n   tti.a.   in   prqpBfir`®   th!.   latiiilt!1lori   for
eri  .EidltlEin.152RE  watt.  dittip.1ion,
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Th,e   blow.er   eeltctea   itt   I   [iv¢n   application
muBt    be   capable   of   Bupp]yinE   the    deaired   all
flow   lt  a   back   preE[ure   equ.I   to  the  pr€E5u[e
drop    Ehom    Ebov¢    plug    afl}J    drop   ent:ENrltered
in ductE  and  fllter€,

§eparlte  Eoollrig  of  the  tube  b]se  i[  required
and   il   tiEc:ompliahEd   by   dirticting  BPFroHimBtl]y
120   Cf in   @f   ii[  .horiEontElly   thrau[h   t'ne   EOEkq{
fran   Ehe   .1de.   It  lE   prefertlble  ta  direct  thiB  air
throuEh three .qu.ily Iptlc.d ductE,

ThS  wail  ib  lha  e¢nter  or  the  ba&¢plat¢  flf  the
tube  is  a   cri¥.iEal  area  u!hlGh   gequires  €Dciling  tci
mEint®in   envelope  t4TripeTltuTe&  L®=±  thafi   £50ec.
For moat -ppllcltjonl,I  to  2  tFM  of  .ir'direEted
through   the  center  of  th®  So€ket  iB  Sufri¢iSnt  fear
this  ?urpof e.

At   other   altifudel   and   ambient   tetmperaturES
the   flow  rate  must.  bg  modifiad  tt]  obtain  equiva-
lent    €ciolinE`    The    flow   T.te    thd   C¢FrGipDndinE

Pr.BEure    diffeFarlti&l    must    be    det€rmin.d    ip.dig
b`iduEli}J     in    Sueh    c;aEeE,    uBinB    rated    mlxlmtjfri

tSmpE±atuteB    iS    the    critEri.    for    I.tiBinetory
Eqollng'

ELECTRICAL

ILAMENT   OPERATION    -   The   peth   Bm±BELEon
i   ratB'd   filHm.nt   volLfl£€   Of  the   E"A=   4[X35,
3S#   i*   neirmBii}I   many   timeS  the   peak   emlBEicm

{E8{uifed     for     Eetmmtlnicatlon     gerviea£     A    !mBll
gei¥=reife   ill   fil.mBnt   temper.tuFe   dLie   tS   rBdu¢+
fic*-t.   of  filBm¢nt  toltfiE.  can  in[re®@e   the   ll[e  of
£®,Fd-E   4CX35,000C   by   a   EubBtmtial   PEFF.e[ntaEE.   It

8   g9od   prHctige   t¢   dSt.rmiri¢   the   nomir}ai   fila.
gftt    S,jaltage    for    i    partieulEii    appliEatlofl   th.at
11!    riot   affect   the   epEratlan   of   the   equiFmGnt.

ThiE    iB   4er+a   by   meastirin[   Bom¢   impoftqnt   piq
ram.tez    ¢i   pBrf¢TZTijafiee    ?ugh    is    plate   iurrEr`t,

pewer   Stl[put,   §r   digtoftien   while   filime?jt   qc]1t.
&EB    ia    reduced    on    the    4CX35FOCO[tl    At   lone

ptrint  ir.  £ilim.nt  vc[lt.I.  th.I.  will  b.  .  rit]ti[.-

®bl¢   F.duetiorl   irt   plate  current,   al  pE[wEt  output,
•or   ]n   int:I.tiEe   in   diEtorti¢n,   OplratiEm   mfly   b.

at   I   fit.mEnt   volt®E.   Eli[htl}'   higher   th.r'.   that

pelnt    .t   which    P.rfp[mrm€e   appear[    tt}   dBtErim
or8t.,   Thi£   `'t}ltagE   lhould   b.   mtEBuitd   Et   the
Eo€kEt  with   a   1%  mat®r  and   p.rlodl€ally  Check-
ed  to milntein  proper  operatifJn,

Fllrmenl   8tirtinE   cur[ent   rHtiet   be   lirriited   tB
Ei  mfiklmum  of  900  RmpffeB.

Vo}tiE€  betw'een  filament  rid  the  baBe  plates

_EL±sH.1500,eceket,multnot,xc-e-aq
Rrp  0FEfiArJ¢IV   -   The  4CX35,000C:   grid  traE

a   maximum  dlEBlpation   ritihE  af  500  wft[g.   Pleb
c:t]LltianE   Ehou}d   be   obierved   to   avoid   ex[EedinE
this    ratir,i,    The    Erl`d    biaB    and    drivlnE,pow€[

Bhould    be   kept   near   the   vBlueE   Ehawn   in   th.
"Typical   Operation"  get:tionE  of  the  data  Ehe¢t

whenEver    poBEible.    The    maximum    grid    circuit
[e6iBtenee   §hciuld   not   exceed   100,000   ahmB   pEr
tube,

ScjIEEAr   OPERA#OIV   -   The   power   diEEipatEd
by  the  gereefi  of  th$  4CX35,Saoc  must  not  §x¢Eed
1750 watts,

5[rEen  dl5E!iFatitin,  in  €a=B5  where  there  i8  na
•E   applied   tci   the   Screen,   iB   the  Simple  prnduct
of   the   Ecrdgr}   vgltBge   end   the   BEreen   currEnt`   If
the   Bc:r¢Eri    mltEIEB   iE   modulEltEd,   the   BC:rEHBr`   diE-

BipEtlan  will  depend  upC}n   lc!fidinE,  driving  Fewer,

and  ¢arrieF  SC:rBgn  voltage,
Screen   di§Eipaticin  is   li't[giy   tq   r!EE  tci  e#ce5.

91+.e  tralues  when  the  plate  volt£Be,  biEiE  voltage,
or     phtE     load     Ere     [aIT4c]vEd     wlthi     fi'LiTTi€r.t    fiTtd

iETEen      voltGEeB     applied,      Suitable     protective
mgBnE   Thu!t   b€   prctvided   to   limit  the   ec:reeri  diE-
BiFfiticin    tci   1750   watts    in    the   Event   cf   elrctilt
fEi]ufe,

F[14r£    Z]jssJFA#0„   .   The    platE-aiaaipatlon
rating  fo{   the  4CH35.Ocloc  iE   35,C}00  wEttB,   Whefl
the  4C:X55.000C  iB   op]rBted  lE  a  Fiitt}-mpdulated
rf   athplifiEr.   under    c:ErFf e!    .enditl@nB,    the   fl&x-
jmu,in F]1ate  disBipBtiqn  iE  23,COG v/ait5`

lNTERELEeTRODB   CAFAC:ITANCE   -The
•Etual   lnterna{   interele€trad¢   EBpacltarlfe   of  a
tube    18   inflLI€nt:.a   ti'/   ffiaiiy   vafiableB   in   hoBt
IFpliEatlonE,   5ueh   aE   atray   CEpa¢itancE   ta  the
ehB=Bi!,  =apaEitmc!!  &Ed!d  b}f  the  Bceke[  uaedt
Stray   ¢EPE£1tanc®   bBtTh'Ein   ttlbE   terminilB,   End
wL-ing effeEtE.  Tt!  eofitr$1 tE.a  Egtutil cipacit]neB
v.lu.a   within   the  tuba,   aB   the   kay   Component
involved,  the   induBtry   Ent±  ihE  MiiltaTy  §ervi[.ttE
u]e   .   Bttindard   tagt   prcic:edure   ig   dBScrlbed   in
ELe€tronis    InduGt]les    AEBaciation    §tandErd
H§-191,   Thla  raquirt}B  the  ugs  ®[`  ap.cldlly  con-
Btrugted   teEt   fixt:£fEE   whic'n   g{f6ctiv!iy   ahiald
•1]    extBrnBl    tub.    leldB    from   e8eh    other   and
liiminatSa  any  C:apEEitanEE  rEl]dinE to  "E[Ound '',
The   teEt   ig    performed   on   S   ±¢id   tube,   Other
f.ctorB   b.ing   equal,    e¢nttolling   intern.I   tubE
eepacitanctl   in  thlE   way   narIT,ally   Egaijfea   Bc!od
interehmgE[biiity    of   tube.    over   .   period   of
Llme,   even   whEn   +he   tube   may  b!   mlde   by  di£-
feT.nt    mafiufaetufer5t    T:r`.e    ±apac:itance    \'alBe=
•hown   in   the   mar.ufac:ttl[er'B  techniea!  dlta,   Qr
teat   EpecifiEat}orig,   notmally   are   taken   in   a[.
EordBnce  with  Standard  R§.19'l.

The     equipment    deBianer    is    th®[¢rare    cau.
tlonBd  tS  make  all¢wEnEe  for  the  aEtutil  cBpaEi-



tBnce    vaiut!    Whieh   vylll   tlxl=t    ln   Br!y   nQ[mal
®pp}is[tiein.  M.aBu[.m®ntl  Sh#uld  b[  taken  with
the   iockct   lnd   mou#tlng   whit=h   r[pr®Berit   Ep.

prexlm.te    fin.i    lByeiut    if   cApeEltBnce   vdlu.i
are highly  BiEni{i¢dnt  ln  th¢  dSSlgn,

#/t}#   VOLrJGE   -   N®rmal   eperatinE  tiEilt®Etl[
ua.i  wEth  the  4CX35,00DC  IFG  d8adly,   and  th.
Equipment  thuit  b.  designed  Pit}perly  .Sd  Bperi.
tlnE   pree.utloul]   in.t   be   followed.   D.EIBtt  .11
equipment   ia  th.t   a4  3ttE   eBn  Eom¢   in  eintAEt
wltb,  high  voltlgas.  All  .quipment  mu.I  i,r!eiud.
•|fety  EnElapuref  for  high-valtpEe  eircultE  and
t®rmin.lB,   with   lriterlcH=k   ffiwltt:he[   t@   ciptn   prl-

mqy  ¢ireuiti   ef  th.   pever  Bupply  And  to  dit-
eh&rfe  hl=h-vclta=E  [qndene®rg  Wti.onEve!g BEce.£
dDof€  .re  9peftEd+  Int€TlcetE €vyitehes  "LIBt  not b€

bypaiEBd   czr   "eheAtld"  to  allow   DpeFEitiqn  with
-Gct!Sn  dt+orE  open.  Alw.ya  rememb®[  thlt  HIGH
VCILTAEE  CAN  HILL.

FAUf I   FEarECTYOAl   .   ]n   addition   to   nt]Imll
€oohflg   airflow   interlock   and   pi.I.   Ifid   B¢[¢®n
a!vetieumnt    ir!tirlockl,    it    il    EDad   piEEtleE   ta
?rotect  the  tub.  frolii  ln±€rnll  dam.gE  itrhit¥h  Eguld
rEEu,1t   frSm  GScaSiBnl]   pltitE   urging  at   high  PltitE
vcLtag..

In    Ill    Ea=E=    E€m    I)T¢tSetiv®    FaBlstfErp`c:ej    at
ilaSt  one  t}r  two  DhmE,   .hould  bt  ulqd  in  ltir}®.
with    the   tube   onodE   le   abtoltl   Power   EUFply
€t4[[d  .ntrty  in  col.  a  plate  Ere  !h®uld  ce€ur.
WhErt   Et¢r®d   ®n®rEy   iS   high,   it   lE   FEEommeTidSd

thEt    Bane    form   of   ®igstronig    Ertiwbar   bHE   t].ed
VIhish  will  digchir=E   power   ELUFp)y  cElpEcitor5  in
&1   ahoTt   EL  tim.   1€   pfiaeible   following  lndicEitith
®f #t&ft  gf  I  pl.te  lrc}]

4CX35,ODDC

#-E#PJA7`JOIV  .   High-"cuum tubeE  op¢rftiflg at
voltageE   higher   thin   lQ  ki}ovalt5   prodi]t:e   pro.

grt]BEively  more  dangerot]B  X-ra}' rEidl.lion ]E  the
v¢itBg¢  i§  incr£EBEd,  The  4ex3E,000C:,  operatiHE
Bt  ltE  rated  voltBEeB  and  Currants,  iB  a  pot.Htial

I-ray  hEEBrd.   Only  llmlted  EhieldinE  ia  iffordnd
by  the  tube  Bnvelop¢,  Moreover,  the  X.ray  rEdiE-
tiDn   lB'vel  elf.   Int:[!a=e  BiBzii{icaf]tiy   With  fLEinE
and   g[aduEl  deterioration,  due  to  leakage  pEthE
or  .mlBBicin  char]et!riEtic6  EE  they  ar.  affected
by   the   high   vciltEge.   Xiriy   ghleldlzig   muSt   be

provided  on  fill  &ideE  of tubes  operating  at  thelG
voltegrB  to  Frt!Vide  adequate  protection  thrGuih-
Out  the  tuba'g  life.  Peliedic  chtieka  an  the  X-Pay
level  Should  be  made,  and  the  tube  Should  never
be  ¢pBrBtBd  tt'!th]ut  Edequat¢  Bhi.idlng  in  place
when   v¢itaEBB   abcive   10   kilovolta   ere   in   u[e`
Le.I   gliBf t   whi¢h  St±tftugteE  X.rEyg,   ig  avail-
4ble   feT  v±ewLT}B  wi7idowa.   H  theF.   1=   any  doubt
E]§    tQ   the    rE=tzifemEnt   fcH'    at   the    Bt]equBcy   a!

BhleldinE,  in  &*pert  ln  thi[  field  Bhotlld  be  pan-
ti±tEd   to  pBfform  in  X-rE}r  BUTvt}y   o!  the  ®qulp.
in,nL

Cperatjon     Sf    high-voltage    equiprr,ent    with
i r]terlt>€k  Ewlteheg  "ch.eased"  and  cEbin®t   doors
i]pen   in   4rd€]   to   be   hetter   ebie   to   locitE   in
eqtiipmEnt     mf iLfun=tioLi    c&n    r¢3ult    in    aefieu8
x-ray  eaEpoEtireL

SPECIAL   AFFLIC:ATIC}NS    -   ££   \t   LB   de8iiBd  +.a
3perate    this   {'jbe    under   eondition€   w±delp   dif-
ferent    froffl    th®EE    giver,   here,    write    ta   Powe[
Grid   Tube   Product   Menaget,   E!MAC  Djvi.ion   of
Vari€n,  SOL  lnduBtriai  Wa}r,  Sam  [irla§,  CBiiforflia
940?0 for  ihf¢rrtiatieri  and  recammcndatio.1E,
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4CX35,000D
HF POWEF]
TETRODE

The    EIMAC    4CX35,000D     is     a    ceramic/metal     forced-air    cooled     power
tetrode   intended   for   use   at   the   50   to   150   kw   output   power   level.    It   is
recommended    for    use    as    a    Class-C    rf    amplifier,    a    Class-AB    rf    linear
amplifier,    or   a   Class-AB   push-pull    audio   amplifier   or   modulator.    It   is
also   useful    as   a   plate   and   screen   modulated   Class-C   rf   amplifier.

The   tube   utilizes   a   rugged   thoriated   tungsten   mesh   cathode.    It   is
interchangeable    with    the    8349/4CX35,000C     and    provides     improved     per-
formance   in   many   applicatl.ons.

The   forced-air   cooled   anode   is   rated   at   35   kw   maximum   dissipation.

G    E     N    E    R    A    L            C    H    A    R    A    C     T    E     R     I     S    T     I     C     S

ELECTRICAL

Filament:    Thoriated   Tungsten
Vol tage   ...................
Current,   at   10.0   volts      ...........

3TE:1::i :::1:::1:::tr::e(a::::::!nc;  .(g.roinaea  ;a:h;de)2
Gin        ®         ®         ,         ®         ®         ,         ®         ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Gout...............®....

Di.re::PI.nt:r.el.ectr;d.e.Ca.pa.ciia.nc;.(g.roLnaea;rid.)2
Gin..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
Gout...............
Cpk................

Maximum    Frequency    for    Full    Ratings    (CW)

ERE

A

I.      Characteristics   and   operating   values   are   based   on   performance   tests.    These   figures   may   change
without    notice   as   the    result    of   additional    data    or   product    refinement.    Varian   EIMAC   should   be
consulted   before   using   this    information   for   final    equipment   design.

2.      Capacitance    values    are    for    a    cold   tube   as    measured    in    a    special    shielded    fixture    in    accord-
Industries   Association   Standard   RS-191ance   with   Electronic

MECHANICAL

Maximum   Overall     Dimensions:
Length.........
Di amete r    ........

Net   Weight       ........
Ope rat i n g    ...........................
Maximum   Operating    Temperature,    Anode    Core   or   Ceramic/Metal    Seals
Cool i ng         ...........................
Base            ,,,,,,        ®        ,,,,,,,,,,,        ®        ®        ,,,,       ®        ®       ,        .       .

Recommended   Air-System   Socket    ......................
Available   Screen   Grid   Bypass   Capacitor   Components    ............

Aval.lable   Anode   Connector   Clip

.     .             17.34    In;    44.04   cm
9.75    In;    24.77    cm

501b;    22.7    kg
Vertical  ,    base   up   or   down

250OC
Forced   Air

1,    graduated   rings
1500A   or    SK-1510A

IMAC    P/N    149089
EIMAC    P/N    149090

Required    Set   of    Insulator   Bushings    -EIMAC    P/N    149088
EIMAC    Ace-3

RADIO    FREQUENCY     LINEAR    AMPLIFIER
GRID    DRIVEN

Class    AB

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE         .     .                20
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE     .     .            2.5
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     ...- 2.0
DC    PLATE    CURRENT        .     .                15
PLATE    DISSIPATION     .     .               35

SCREEN    DISSIPATION        .1750
GRID    DISSIPATION        .     .            500

KILOVOLTS
KILOVOLTS

KILOVOLTS

AMPERES
KILOWATTS

WATTS
WATTS

*   Approximate;   will    vary   tube   to   tube.

#   Adjust   to   specified   zero-signal    dc
plate   current.

395110(Effective   March   1986)
VA4898

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)
Class    ABl,    Grid   Driven,    Peak    Envelope   or   Modulation
Crest   Conditions

Plate   Voltage
Screen   Voltage
Grid    Voltage   #
Zero-Si

Pea

nal    Plate   Current
one   Plate   Current      .

e-Tone   Screen   Current   *   .
rf   Grid    Drivi.ng    Voltage    *

Peak    Driving    Power   *    .
Plate   Dissipation   *      .
Plate   Output   Power   *   .
Resonant   Load    Impedance

rian    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial    Way
grffiffffffiffffiffffffffffffiffiffffffiffffffffiEfflffffiL

/   San   Carlos

10.00
1500
.350
2.0
8.7

0.23
287

0
30

56.5
593

asgggseRE
CA   94070    /    U.S.A

10

Printed    in    U.S.A.



@ 4CX35,000D

RADIO    FREQUENCY    POWER    AMPLIFIER

Class   C   Telegraphy   or   FM

(Key-Down   Condi.tions)

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE

DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .
DC    PLATE    CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION

20    KILOVOLTS
2.5    KILOVOLTS

-2.0    KILOVOLTS

15    AMPERES
35    KILOWATTS

1750    WATTS
500    WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    to    30   MHz)

Plate   Voltage      .......
Screen   Voltage   .......
Grid   Voltage    ........
Plate   Current      .......
Screen   Current   *   ......
Grid   Current   *   .......
Peak    rf   Grid   Driving    Vol\tage
Calculated   Driving   Power   *   .
Plate   Di.ssipation   *      ....
Plate   Output   Power   *   ....

*   Approximate;   will    vary   tube   to   tube.

PLATE    MODULATED    RADIO-FREQUENCY

POWER    AMPLIFIER     -GRID    DRIVEN

Class   C   Telephony    (Carrier   Conditions)

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE         .     .
DC    SCREEN     VOLTAGE     .     .

DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .     .     .

DC    PLATE    CURRENT        .     .
PLATE    DISSIPATION    **

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    #
GRID    DISSIPATION    #        .

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)

Plate   Voltage      ..............
Screen   Voltage   ..............
Grid   Voltage    ...............
Plate   Current      ..............
Screen   Current   *   .............
Grid   Current   *   ..............
Peak   af   Screen   Voltage    (100%   modulation)##
Peak   rf   Grid   Driving   Voltage   *   ......
Calculated   Driving   Power   *    ........
Plate   Dissipation   *
Plate   Output   Power   *
Resonant    Load    lmpedan

*   Approximate;   wi.ll    vary   tube   to   tube.
**   Corresponds   to   35   kilowatts   at   100%   sine-wave   modulatl.on.

#   Average,   with   or   without   modulatl.on.                          ##   Approximate,   depending   on   degree   of   driver   modulation.

AUDIO    FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER

0R    MODULATOR

Class    AB,    Gri.d    Driven    (Sinusoidal    Wave)

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE

I)C    SCREEN     VOLTAGE
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .

I)C    PLATE    CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

20    KILOVOLTS

2.5    KILOVOLTS
-2.0    KILOVOLTS

15    AMPERES
35    KILOWATTS

1750    WATTS
500    WATTS

*   Approximate;   will    vary   tube   to   tube.

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Two    Tubes)

Plate   Voltage
Screen
Grid   Voltage   *   #   ......
Zero-Signal    Plate   Current      .
Max.Si.gnal    Plate   Current    .    .
Max.Signal    Screen   Current   *
Peak    af   Grid   Driving    Voltage
Max.Signal    Plate   Dissipation
Plate   Output   Power   *   ......
Load   Resistance    (plate   to   plate)

#   Adjust   to   give   stated   zero-signal    plate   current.
##   Per   tube,

TYPICAL   OPERATION   values   are   obtained   by   calculation   from   published   characteristic   curves.    To   obtain
the   specified   plate   current   at   the   specified   bias,    screen,    and   plate   voltages,    adjustment   of   the   rf
gri.d    voltage    is    assumed.    If    this    procedure    is    followed,    there   will    be    little    variation    in    output
power    when     the     tube     is     replaced,     even     though     there    may     be     some     variation     in     grid     and     screen
currents.    The    grid    and    screen    currents    which    occur   when    the    desired    plate    current    is    obtained   are
incidental    and    vary    from    tube    to    tube.    These    current    variations    cause    no    performance    degradation
providing   the   circui.t   maintains   the   correct   voltage   in   the   presence   of   the   current   variati.ons.

RANGE     VALUES    FOR     EQUIPMENT    DESIGN:

Filament   Current,   at    10.0   Volts    .    .    .
i;;;u;d:d.c;tioae.c;n;e;t;o;)1Interelectrode   Capacitance

Cl.n      ,,,,,,,       ®       ,

Cout........
Cgp.........

Interelectrode   Capacitance
Gin,,,,,,,,,

(;r;uid;d.giia   ;o;n;cti;n.)1.

Cout..........,....
Cpk................

1   Measured   i.n   a    specially   shielded    fixture   in   accordance   with   EIA   Standard   RS-191.
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING    -        The    4CX35,000D    must     be    operated    with
its    axis    vertical,    base   up   or   down   at   the   option
of   the   equipment   designer.

SOCKET    -      Air-system   sockets    SK-1500A   and   SK-1510A
have    been    designed    especially    for    the    concentric
base     terminals      of     the     4CX35,000D.      The     SK-1510A
includes    a   tube   seating    &    locking    device.    Special
screen    bypass    capacitor   dielectrics   are   available
and   the   EIMAC   part    numbers   are   shown    on    Page    1.

COOLING    -        The   maximum   temperature    rating    for    the
external    surfaces   of   the   tube   is   250°C.   Sufficient
forced-air     cooling    must     be    provided    to    maintain
the   anode   at   the   base   of   the   cooli.ng   fins,   and   the
ceramic/metal    seals,    below   250°C.

Air   flow   requirements   to   maintain   anode   core   temp-
erature   at   225°C   with   40°C   ambi.ent   cooling   air   are
tabulated   below    (for   operation   below   30   MHz).    This
data    is    for    flow    in    the    base-to-anode    direction;
pressure   drop   figures   are    i.n   inches    of   water,    are
for   the   anode   cooler   only,   and   are   approximate.

SEA        LEVEL

Plate         Air
Diss.          Flow

(watts)    (cfm)
15,000
20,000
25,000
30 , 000
35.000

Press,
Drop

10.000    FEET
Air
Flow
(cfm

Press
Drop

The    blower    selected    in    any    given    application   must
be    able   to   supply    the    desired   air    flow   at    a    back
pressure    equal     to    the    pressure    drop    shown    above
plus   any   drop(s)   encountered   in   ducts   and   filters.

Separate   cooling   of   the   tube   base   is    required   and
is   accomplished   by   di.recting   approximately    120   cfm
of    air    horizontally    through    the    socket    from    the
side.    It   is   preferable   to   direct   this    air   through
three   equally    spaced    ducts.    Temperature    of   spring
contacts    in   the   socket   should   not    exceed    150°C    to
provide   proper   socket   life.
The    well     in    the    center    of    the    baseplate    of    the
tube    is    a    critical    area   which    requires   cooling   to
maintain     envelope     temperatures      less     than     250°C.
For   most    applications,1   to   2   cfm   of   air   directed
through   the   center   of   the   socket   is   sufficient.

At    other    altitudes    and    ambient    temperatures    the
flow    rate    must     be    modified    to    obtain    equivalent
cooling.    The    flow    rate    and    corresponding    pressure
differential     must     be     determined     individually     in
such    cases.     The    designer    is    reminded    that    it    l.s
considered   good   engineering   practice   to   allow   some
safety   factor    so   the   tube   is   not   operated   at   the
absolute    maximum    temperature     rating.     Temperature
sensitive   paints   are   available   for   testing   before
any   equipment   design    is    fi.nalized,    and   Application
Bulletin     #20    titled     TEMPERATURE     MEASUREMENTS     WITH
EIMAC    POWER    TUBES    is    available    on    request.

Air    flow   must    be    applied   before   or
with   the   application   of    power,    incl
filament,    and    should    normally    be   rna
short   period   of   time   after   power   is   r
low   for   tube   cooldown.

3

follow   that   combinations   o      a   so   ute

ELECTRICAL

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each
type   of   service   are   based   on   the   "absolute   system"
and   are   not   to   be   exceeded   under   any   service   con-
ditions.   These   ratings   are   limiting   values   outside
which   servi.ceability   of   the   tube   may    be    impaired.
In   order   not   to   exceed   absolute   rati.ngs   the   equip-
ment   designer   has    the    responsibi.1ity    of    determin-
ing    an    average   design   value   for   each    rating   below
the    absolute     value    of    that     rati.ng     by     a     safety
factor    so   that    the    absolute    values    will    never   be
exceeded     under     any     usual      conditions     of     supply-
voltage    variation,    load    variati.on,    or   manufactur-
ing   variation   in   the   equipment   itself.    It   does   not
n e c e s s a r 1.  1

s   can   be   attained s i mu 1 ta neou s l

HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    used   with
this    tube    are    deadly,    and    the    equipment    must    be
designed    properly    and    operating    precautions    must
be    followed.    Design    all     equipment    so    that    no    one
can   come   in   contact   with   high   voltages.    All    equl.p-
ment     must      include     safety     enclosures      for      high-

:3: i:g:s  CtforcuoT;tesn    ::imatr;rmcfjnracTusj'tswjotfh   tjhnete;;:::
supply     and     to     discharge    high-voltage     capacitors
whenever     access      doors     are     opened.      Interlock
switches     must     not     be     bypassed     or     "cheated"     to
allow     operation     with     access     doors     open.      Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

FILAMENT    OPERATION    -        During    turn-on    the    filament
inrush    current    should    be    limited    to    600    amperes.

At   rated    (nominal)    filament   voltage   the   peak   emis-
sion     capability     of    the    tube     1.s    many    times    that
needed    for    communication    service.     A    reductio
voltage   will    lower   the   filament   temperature
will     substantially    increase    life    expectancy.     The
correct   value   of   filament   voltage   should   be   deter-
mined   for   the   particular   application.    It   is    recom-
mended   the   tube   be   operated   at   full    nominal    volt-
age   for   an    initial    stabl.1
200   hours   before   any   action

100   to
operate  at

reduced    voltage.    The    voltage    should    gradually    be
reduced     until     there     is     a     sli.ght    degradation     l.n
performance    (such    as    power   output    or   distortion).
The    filament     voltage    should    then    be    increased    a
few    tenths    of    a    volt    above    the    value    where    per-
formance    degra oted   for   operation.    The
operating    point    should    be    rechecked    in    24    hours.
Filament    voltage    should    be    closely    regulated   when
voltage     is     to    be     reduced     below     nominal      in     this
manner,     to    avoid    a
line   voltage

adverse    influence    by    normal

Filament    voltage    should     be    measured    at     the    tube
base    or    socket.    using    an    accurate    rms-responding
meter.     Periodl.cally     th
tube   the   procedure   outl

t    the    life    of    the
above   for   reduction   of

voltage   should   be   repeated,    with    voltage    reset    as
required,   to   assure   best   tube   life.

important    system   consideration    it
rmissible    to    operate    the    fl.laments    with    dc

ga

than    ac    power.    Contact    Varian    EIMAC    Appli-
Engineering     for     special      precautions     when
dc   filament   supply.

This   tube   is   designed   for   commercial    service,   with
only    one    off/on    filament    cycle    per    day.     If    addi.-
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be   limited   to   100   volts    (peak).

GRID    OPERATION    -The    maximum    control     grid     dissi-

patl.on    is    500   watts,    determined    approximately    by
the   product    of   the   dc    grid    current    and    the    peak
positive   grid   voltage.    A   protective   spark-gap   de-
vice   should   be   connected   between   the   grid   and   the
cathode   to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

SCREEN    OPERATION    -The    maximum    screen    grid    di.ssi-

pation    is    1750    watts.    With    no    ac    applied    to   the
screen   grl.d.   dissipation   is   simply   the   product    of
dc   screen    voltage   and   the   dc   screen   current.   With
screen   modulation,   di.ssipation   is   dependent   on   rms
screen   voltage   and   rms   screen   current.   Plate   volt-
age,    plate   loading,    or   bias   voltage   must    never   be
removed     while     filament     and     screen     voltages     are
present,    since   screen   dissipation    ratings   will    be
exceeded.    A   protective   spark-gap   device   should   be
connected   between   the   screen    grid   and   the   cathode
to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

The   screen   cur\rent   may    reverse   under   certain    con-
ditions     and     produce     negative     indictions     on     the
screen   current   meter.   This    is   a   normal    character-
istic    of    most    tetrodes.    The    screen    power    supply
should     be     designed     wi.th     this     characteristic     in
mind,    so   that   the   correct    operating    voltage   will
be   maintained   on   the   screen    under   all    conditions.
A   current    path    from   the   screen   to   cathode   in   the
form   of   a    bleeder    resistor   or   a    shunt    regulator,
connected    between    screen    and    cathode,    may    be    re-
quired.     A    series     regulated    power     supply     can     be
used     only    when    an    adequate    bleeder    resistor    is
provided.

PLATE    OPERATION    -        The    rated    maximum    dissipation
for   the   tube   is    35,000   watts.    When    operated   as   a
plate-modulated    rf    amplifier,    under    carrier    con-
ditl.ons    the    maximum    dissipation    rating    is    23,000
watts,    which    corresponds    to    35,000   watts    at    100%
sine-wave   modulation.

Operation     with     significant     plate     current     under

:3ge(S3:£jtajs°n:eg°ufiahtjogrhsjenrsvtjacneta::°u,Sowanp°odweerv°::a
low     impedance     '`tuning"     condi.tions)     can,     as    a
result    of    the    screen    and    grid     voltages     chosen,
lead    to    anode    damage    and    subsequent    failure.     If
operati.on   under   such   conditions   1.s   necessary   EIMAC

!g!!:€::::njnEns9ej,neecetijonngofsho°pu:rdat?:gcp°anrtaamcetteedrs:°r

FAULT   PROTECTloN   `    In   addition   to   the   normal    plate
over-current   interlock,    screen   current    interlock,
and   coolant    1.nterlock,   the   tube   must   be   protected
from    internal    damage    caused    by    an    internal     plate
arc   which   may   occur   at   high   plate   voltage.   A   pro-
tective   resistance      should   always   be   connected   in
series   with   each   tube   anode,   to   help   absorb   power
supply    stored    energy    if    an    internal     arc     should
occur.   An   electronic   crowbar,   which   will   discharge
power     supply     capacitors     in     a     few     microseconds
after    the    start    of    an    arc.    is    recommended.    The
protection    criteri.a    for   each    electrode   supply    is
to   short   each   electrode   to   ground.   one   at   a   time,
through   a   vacuum   relay   swl.tch   and   a    6-inch    length
of     |30     AWG     copper     wire.     The     wire     will      remain
Intact   if  the  protection   is   adequate.

##!oNAPcPoTnftcaaitnjs°ncoRusiTd:tr';nb,g]Jettafjt,1;ed,.tFiusLtv:??:
able   on   request.

X-RADIATION     HAZARD     -     High-vacuum     tubes     operating
at     voltages     higher    than     15    kilovolts    produce
progressively    more    dangerous     X-ray     radiation     as
the   voltage   is   I.ncreased.   This   tube,   operating   at
its    rated    voltages    and    currents.     is    a    potential

5;ratyhes°tuurbcee.en°vneT,yop'ej.mj#eosvhejre,Td:#8T;S.r::i:::::
level    may    increase    significantly    with    tube    aging
and   gradual    deterioration,   due   to   leakage   paths   or
emi.ssion    characteristics    as    they    are   effected    by
the   high   voltage.    X-ray    shielding   may    be    required
on    all    sides   of   tubes   operating   at   these   voltages
to   provi.de   adequate   protection   throughout   the   life
of    the    tube.    Periodic    checks    on    the    X-ray    level
should   be   made,   and   the   tube   should   never   be   oper-
ated   without   requi.red   shielding   in   place.    If   there
is   any   question   as   to   the   need   for   or   the   adequacy
of    shieldl.ng,    an    expert    in    this    field    should    be
contacted   to   perform   an   equipment   X-ray   survey.

In   cases   where   shielding   has   been   found   to   be   re-
qui.red     operation     of    high     voltage     equipment     wi.th
interlock     switches      "cheated"     and     cabinet     doors
open     in     order    to    be    better     able    to     locate     an
equi.pment   malfunction    can    result    in    serious    X-ray
exposure.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -            Avoid      exposure      to
strong   rf   fields   even   at   relatively   low   frequency.
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human   tissue   1.s   depend-
ent   on   frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy
will     pass    completely    through    the    human    body    with
little    attenuation    or    heating    affect.     Public
health   agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard   even
at   these   frequencies.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE     -     The     actual      internal
interelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by    many    variables     in    most     applications,     such     as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis,    capacitance
added    by    the    socket    used,    stray    capacitance    be-
tween    tube   terminals,    and   wiring   effects.    To   con-
trol   the   actual    capaci.tance   values   within   the   tube
[as    the    key    component    involved]   the    industry    and
Military   Services   use   a   standard   test   procedure   as
described      in      Electronic      Industries      Associatl.on
Standard   RS-191.    This    requires    use    of    a    specially
constructed   test   fixture  which   shi.elds   all   extern-
al     tube     leads     or     contacts     from    each     other     and
elimi.nates     any     capacitance     reading    to     "ground".
The     test     is     performed     on     a     cold     tube.      Other
factors     being     equal,     controlling     internal     tube
capacitance     in     this     way     normally     assures      good
interchangeability   of   tubes   over   a   period   of   time.
The   capacitance   values   shown   1.n   the   technical    data
are   taken   in   accordance   with   Standard   RS-191.

The   equipment    designer    is    therefore    cautioned    to
make    allowance    for    the    actual    capacitance    values
which   will    exist    1.n    the    application.    Measurements
should   be   taken   with   the   mounting   which   represents
approximate   final    layout   if   capacitance   values   are
highly   signifi.cant   in   the   design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired    to   oper-
ate    this    tube    under    conditions    widely    different
from    those     listed     here,     write    to     Varian     EIMAC;
attn:      Applications      Engi.neering;      301      Industrial
Way;    San    Carlos,    CA   94070       U.S.A.

4



4CX35,000D@
OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT    T0     POWER    TUBES    ARE     THE     RESPONSIBILITY    0F     EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS    AND    USERS    0F    SUCH    TUBES.     ALL     PERSONS     WHO    WORK     WITH     0R     ARE     EXPOSED     T0     POWER     TUBES     0R     EQUIP-

MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE      SERIOUS
BODILY     INJURY.     D0    NOT    BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH     PRODUCTS.

The   operation    of   this   tube   may    involve   the    following    hazards,    any   one   of   which,    1.n    the   absence   of   Safe
operating   practices   and   precautions,   could   result   i.n   serious   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    can    be
deadly.     Always     remember     that     HIGH     VOLTAGE     CAN
KILL.

b.     LOW-VOLTAGE     HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS      -           Personal

jewelry,    such   as   rings,    should   not   be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting.    resulting   1.n   severe   burns.

c.    X-RAY     RADIATION     -     High-voltage
tubes   are   a   potential    source   of

ulse   modulator
angerous   X-Ray

radiati.on   and   shi.elding   may   be   required   on   all

1

sides   of   the   tube.    A   survey   may   be    required   by
an   expert   in   this   field.

d.    RF     RADIATION     -         Exposure     to
should    be    avoided,    even    at
quencies.    The   dangers   of    rf    ra
severe   at   UHF   and   microwave   f
cause   serious    bodily    and   eye    1

f i el ds
fre-

re   more
and   can
CARDIAC

PACEMAKERS    MAY    BE     EFFECTED.

e.    HOT     SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of     tubes      can      reach
temperatures     of    several     hundred     °C    and    cause
serious    burns    if    touched    for    several     minutes
after   all    power   is   removed.

Please    review    the    detailed    operating    hazards    sheet    enclosed    wi.th    each    tube,     or     request    a     copy    from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos    CA   94070.
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DIM.
lNCI

MIN.I

NZM

TE

A 9.500
a 0.860
D 5.980111111111111111111                                            I

S IIdil E 6.510

F 6.980

'II

G 7.480
H 7.975
J I.750

K I.220

L 0.690
M 8.442
N 5.375

P 17.070

R 0.ITSipr++++++\\\ I;I/////ZZZZZZZ777ZZ7Z7Z7ZZZZ7ZZZZZ7Z2A
S I.7'

T 0.485

I_I_ 7m I V
R.:n

I       C+
I

W I.250

X 0.490
9Q"QQHRE

Y

SCFiEEN   GRIDCONTF`OLGRID -FILAMENT

Z 3.7
I..I

AA 8.0
AB 6.8I

F`uNOUT   CF    THESE

I I

[1] 'JI-I-I .I ®K
'©J 6'

® THE    TOTAL   I N0lc

® CONTACT   EDGES    SHALL    NOT   EXCEED     125
WITH   f`ESPECT   TO   "W"  MEAS URED    WITHAL=m
TUBE    MOuNTED   ON    BOTTOM   CERAMICV

aAs[   piATE

8

I)IMENsloNAL   I)ATA

DIM.
lNCHES MILLIM ETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 9.500 9.750 241.30 247.65
a 0.860 0.890 21.84 22.60
D 5.980 6.020 151.89 152.91

E 6.510 6.560 165.35 166.62

F 6.980 7.020 177.29 178.31

G 7.480 7.520 189.99 I 9 I .0 I

H 7.975 8.015 202.57 203.58
J I.750 I.BOO 44.45 45.72
K I.220 I.270 30.99 32.26
L 0.690 0.740 17.53 18.80

M 8.442 8.692 214.43 220.78
N 5.375 5.625 136.52 142.88

P 17.070 17.340 433.58 440.44
R 0.ITS 0.213 4.40 5.41

S I . 750 44.45
T 0.485 0.515 12 .32 13.08

V 0.135 3.43

W I.250 I.270 31.75 32.26
X 0.490 0.530 12.45 13.46

Y 8.750 222.25
Z 3.750 95.25

AA 8.000 203.20
AB 6.875 174.6 3
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TECHN'lcAL DATA

-
4CX40,000G

VHF  RADIAL  BEAM
POWEF}  TETF]ODE

•-T-:..'-`:

.--;3'

The   EIMAC   4CX40,000G   is   a   ceramic/metal   power
tetrode   intended   for  use   in  audio  or   radio-ire-
quency  applications.     It   features   a  high~stabil-
icy  pyrolytic   graphite  gricl  and   a   type  of   inter-
nal  mechanical   structure  which  results   in  high
rf   ()perating   ef ficiency.     Low'   rf   losses   in   this
structiire  permit  operation  of   the   tube  at   full
ratings   up   to   220  MHz.

The   4CX40,000G   is   recormriended   for   FTh   broad-
cast   service,   rf   linear  power  amplifier  service,
and   for   VAT-TV   linear   amplifier   service.     The
anode   is   rated   for  40  kw  of  dissipation  with

`   a)rced-air  cooling,   and  incorporates  a  highly
efficient   cooler  of  new  design.

"i=`
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4CX40,000G

MECRANICAL

Maximim   Length    c     .    c     c    c

Maximim   Diameter    a    c    ;    c

Net  Weight   (approxinace)

.     ,     i     .     :     .     ;     ,     3     ,     ;     ,     3     ;     ,     ,        1185    In;     30,10      Cm

•     ,     ,       10.08   In;    25.60      Cm

:     3                   55    1bs    ;    25      kg

Operating   Position      ....    i    ....,...              Axis   Vertical,   Base   LTp   or   Down

Cooling           ....     a     ....      i     -     `     .     .     I     -....      i     -     .     .     '     '

Operating  Temperature,   MaximuTT`

Ceramic/Metal   Seals   and   Anode   Core    ,.,........,

Base

r`orced   Air

250    ®C

*    ..............    a    ,........         special,   coaxial

Recommended   Air-Systeim   Socket          .............,.

Recomm,ended   Air-System   Chimney       .,........     :     ....

RADIO    F'REQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER

OR    OSCILLAT()R

A     Class   C   Telegraph   or   FM

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE                     14       KILOVOLTS

r`      Dc   SCREEN   VOLTACE         2000      vOLTs

DC   GRID    VOLTAGE              -1000       VOL.TS

DC    PLATE    CURRENT                     10      AMPERES

PLATE    DISSIPATION                40      KILOWATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATI0N        1500      WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION              1000      WATTS

2

EIVAC   SK-2400

EIRAC   SK-2406

Tt'PICAL   OPERA'110N

Class   C   rf  Amplifier

Plate   Voltage

Screen   Voltage

Gri.d   Voltage

Plate  Current

Screen  Current

Grid  Current

Load   Impedance

Driving   Power

Useful   Power   Output

i        Approximate   value

2        }{easured   at   the    load

10.6            k\;dc

800           \,dc

-300           vdc

7.0            Adc

440          mAdc

700            mAdc

800   ``       a

250w

60kw

TYPICAL  0PEBATION  values  are  obtainecl  by  calculations  lrom  publishecl  charac(eristic  curves`  To  obtaln  the
SpecIIIed plate Current at the specilied bias, screen, and plate voltages. adiuslmer`t ot the rf grid voltage is assumed11thisprocedureislollowed,therewillbelittlevariationinoutputpowerwhenthetubeisreplacec],eventhoughtheremaybesomevarialioningric]anclscreencijrrents.ThegridandscreencurrentswhichoccurWhenthedesired

Plate current  is  oblair`ed  are  incic]ental  and vary from tube to tube. These current variations  cause  no perfc)rmancedegradat!onprovidingthecircuitmainlainslr\ecorrec(vollageinthepresenceolthecurrentvarlatlor`s.ItgridbiasisobtalnedPrincipawybymeansolagridresistor,theresistormustbeadiustab!etoProducethereQulredbias

voltage  when  the  correct  rt grid  vollage  is  applied.



4CX40,000G

APPLICATION

|vlECHANICAL

MOUNTING   -     The   tube  must   be   operated  with   its   axis   vertica.i.   'I'he   base   of   the   tube
may  be  up  or   down  at   the  convenience  of   tl`e   designer.

SOCKET  &   CHIMNEY   -   The  EIMAC   air-system   socket   SK-2400   and   air   chimney  SK-2406   are
designed  especially  for  use  with   the  4CX40,OO0G.   The.  use  of   the   recommended   air
flow  through  this  socket  provides  effective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  base,  with
air   then  guided   through  the  anode  cooling  fins     by  the  air  chinney.

C00LIl\TG   -  The  maximum  temperature  rating -for  the  external   surfaces  of   the   tube  is

¢`  .   :::o:i:::a::f:i::e:Eef:::::_::: :::t:::em::tt:: ::::i:: :::s;p::±c:::o::::r::::e
of   the   ceramic/metal  seals   comfortably  below  the   rated  maximum.

~fh    The  cooling  characteristics  of  the  anode  are  showlt  in  the  attached  graphs,   for
power   levels   (anodg~dissipaticT\)   from  20  to  40 kw  and   for  -sea   level,   5000  feet,   and
10,000   feet.   The  designer   is   cautioned   to  keep   in  mind   this   is  ABSOLUTE   data,   with
pure  dc  power,   with  no   safety  factors   added,   and   the  pressure   drop   figures  make  no
allowance   for   losses   in  filters,   ductlng,   and   the   like.

It   is   considered   good   engir?.eering  practice.   to   design   for  a  maximum  anode   core   temp-

A  :::t:::[°:e£::r:€jr::db:::::r::;r::::::i::V:i::it±`::d:r:tar:i::::ec:::i::::¥i:go:ase
practice   to   add  a   15%  safety   factor   to   the   indicated   air   f low,   and  allow   for  variables
such  as  dirty  air   filters,   rf   seal  heating  at  VHF,   and   the   fact   that   the  anode  cooli.ng
fins  may  not  be  cl.ean  if   the   tube  has  been  in  service   for   some   length  of   time.   Special
attention  may  be  required   in  cooling   the   center  of   the   stem   (base),   by  means  of
special  directors  or  some  other  provision.   An  air   interlock   system  should  be   incorp-

A  orated   into   the  design  to  automatically  remove   all  voltages   from  the  tube  in  case  of
even  partial   failure  of   the   tube   cooling  air.

Cii     Air   flow  must  be  applied  t>efore  or   simultaneously  with   the   application  of   power,
including   the   tube   filament,   and   should  riormal.1y  be  maintained   for  a   short   period  of
time  after   al.i  power   is   removed   to   allow  for   tube   cooldown.

/_.

ELECTRICAL

®

a

FILAMENT  WAR}"P   RECO"ENDATI0N   -   Filament   inrush   surge   current  must   be   limited   to
two        times   rated   current.4he   fil.ament   should  be   brought   to   rated  voltage  o\ier  {i
two-minute  period.   If  a   step-start   sequence   is   used   the   initial  voltage   applied
should   be   1/3   to   1/2   the  nominal   rated   filament   volt:age.   After   two  minutes   the
voltage  may   then   be   increased  .to   the   rated  value.   In   the   event   of   power   failure
which   does   not   exceed   60   seci`nds   the   full   fila`T`.ent   viiltage  may   be   applied   to   the
tube   instantaneously.   If   the   powe_r   failure   exceeds   60   seconds,   the.   progr{`nmed
warTnup   proceiiure   st`ould   tiii   iised.

FI.LAMENT   OPERATION   -The   rated   nliminal   fil.ament   voltage    for   the   tube   is    15.0   \rolts,
as   measured   at   the   socket   or   tube   bLise.   Vari.ation   in   voltage   sl\ould   be   m{`intai[`ed
wit.hin   pills   or   mini`is    five   percent,   and   tl`e    filaiiient   warmui)   r>rocecture   sho`il{l   be

adhered   tc).



4CX40,000G

The   peak  emission  capability  at  ncminal   filament  voltage   is   normally  more   than  that
required   for  cormtuni€acion  service.  A  small  decrease   in   filament   tempg~r€iture  d.tie   to
a   reduction  in  filament  voltage  can  increase   tube   life  by  a  substantial  percentage.
It   is   good   practice   to  determine   the  nominal   filament  voltage   i.or  a   particular
application   tliat  will  not  adversely  affect  equipment  operation.   This   is  done  by
measuring   some   important   parameter  of  performance   (such  as   place   current,   pover
outpiit,   or   distortion)   wliile   filament  voltage   is   reduced.   At   some   poirit   in   filaTrient
voltage   there  will  be   a  noticeable  change   in  the  operating  parameter  being  monitored,
and   the  operating  filament  voltage  must  be  slightly  higher   than  the   level  at  which
deterioration  was  noted.  When  filament  voltage  is   to  be  reduced  in  this  manner   it
should   be   regulated   and  held   to   plus   or  minus   one  percent,   and   the   actual  operating
value   should   be   checked  periodically   to  in_aintain  proper  operation.

i           ELECTRODE   DISSIPATION   RATlingc.S   -   The  maxlmun  dissipation  ratings   of   the   tube  must   be`      respected   to  avoid  damage.  An  exception  is   the  plate  dissipation  which  may  be   pemitted
to   rise   above   the   rated  maximum  during  brief   peri.ods   (10   seconds  maximum)   such   as

r\ may  occur  during  tuning.

GRID  OPERATION   -The   control   grid  has   a  maximum  dissipation  rating  of   1000  watts.
Precautions   should   be   observed   to   avoid   exceeding   this   rating.   The   grid   bias   and
driving   power   should   normally   be   kept   near   the   values   shown   in   the   TYPICAL  OPERATION
section  of   the   data   sheet  whenever   possible.

A::::::- g:::::13:s:i:::i:::e:nd:::::a:::r:ytEl::es::e::  ::i:pg:::dn::  :I::e::I::::  is
the   simple   product  of   the   sc¢reen  voltage  and   the   sci^een   current.   If   the   screen
voltage   is  modulated,   the   screen  dissipation  will   depend  upon   loading,   driving  power,
and   carrier   screen  voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is   likely  to   rise   to  excessive  values  when   the  plate  voltage,

hg:::a:::t::::e::i:I:a::a::a:u::eb:eg::::d:±t:otE:in::1:::::na::s::;:::o:o::a:I::  :::::ed.
of  circuit   failure.  Energ}71imiting  circuitry  (which  will  activate   if  there   is  a
fault   condiition)   and   spark   gap  over-voltage   protection  are  recommended   as   good
engineering   proactice.

a

A

A

HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal   operating   voltages   used   with   the   4CX40,000G   are   deadly,   and
the   equipment  must  be   designed   properly  and   opei-ating  precautions  must  be   followed.
Design   all   equipment   so   that   no   one   can   coTne   in  contact   with  high   voltages.   All
equipment  must   include   safety   enclosures   for  high-voltage   circ'uits   and   terminals,
with   interlock   switches   to   open  primal-y   circuits   of   the   power   supply  and   to   dischLirse
high   voltage   capacitiirs  w.benever   access   di>ors   are   opened.   Interlock   switches  miist
not   be   bypassed   or   "cheated"   to   allow  operation  with   access   doors   open.   Alw,ays
remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGF.   CAN   KILL.

I.-AULT   PRO'I`ECTI0N   -   ln   additiitn.  to   normal   cou`ling   {iirf low   interlock   and   plate   and
Screen     ov.er-ciirrenl   inter-1|icks,   it   is   good   pi-£ictice   to   protect   the   tube   from
intc`rnal   darT.iage   whic}i   could   result   fri`m  occasional   plate   arcing   lit   hiElh   voltage.

In   all   cases   some   protective   resistance,   at   I.iiiist   oni.   or   two   ohms,   sl`t)uld   be   used
in   sl`rii`.i   \`'ith   the   tutL`e   <?[`ilde   to   absorb   power   supply   stored   energy   in   cLise   c'`   plate
arc   £`.tiould   ticcur.   \\1`en   storiid   t`ne£.gy   is   high,    it   is   recomnendecl   that   some   I-om   ot-
elect:ronic   crowbiii-bc`   used   \,'hich   will   discbai-gil   t>owcl-s`ipply   c.£ip{]citoi-s   in   as   shot.t

a   timi`   cis   Tjossible   fcjlli"iug   indicatiori  ot-start   of   a   plat:e   arc.
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•     2nd   Draft   17   Aug   83

Var i an   E I MAC

Son   Carlos,   Californla

TEST    SPECIFICATION

ELECTR0tv   Tuf3E,    TRANSMI TTI NG   TETRODE

EXTEfiNAL    ANODE,    FORCED-AIR   CcOLED

TYPE   4CX40,000GM

F1     =    ''0   MHz

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUIJI   RATINGS:     (See   Note    1)

P8raneter:                   Ef    .              Eb             Ec2             Ecl               I b               Pgl              Pg2             Pp

Units:                     Vac               kvdc           kvdc            kvdc            Adc                 W                    W                  kw

Note  2

nciass  ABI
(andlo  or   rf )

:    15.a+5$         14.0           2.0              -1.0            10                500              1500           40

TEST   COND            :          15.0           ---               I.4

fS{ETHOD   On   PAP`.   references:   IJiiL-E+    or   MIL-STD-13|  i
{ecommendec]  Air-System   Socket:    EIMAC   SK-2400

Faul+  Protection:   See  Note  8

Issue  Date  Here

Anode
Cbre  a
Seal   T     Coollng     Alt.

®C                                          Ft,

Note  3     Note  4       rtote  5

250                                      10,000

Note 6       --

frounting:   See  Note  7

Envelope:   Ceramic   a  Metal

rf  Radiation  Hazard:   See  Note  9

METHOD

OR   PAR® REQUIREMENT   OR   TEST                                  CONDITIONS

1NSP.                                           LIMITS

AOLS      LEVEL       SYma.       Min                   Max                UNITS

Genera I

Cathode

Holding  Period

Thor i ated-tungsteri                   ---
f i  I ament

t:     72                                   hrs

Page   1    of   5 TYPE   4CX40,OO0GM



METHOD                                                                                                                                                                                                                   INSP.                                         L  IMITS

OR   PAR.            REoulREneNI   ore   TEST CONDITIONS                                      AOLg      LEVEL       SYre.       Mln                   Max                UNITS

Oual!ty     Conformanoe
lnspectlon  -    Part  I
(Production)   Note  10

D-30( a) ,
40,   60

'301

1261

1261

fi

1372

Visual   a  Mechanlca!

lnspeci.ion  Criteria

Fi I ament  Current

Grid   Voltage   (1)

Primary  Grid  Emission

( contro I )

Primary  Grid  Emission

( s c ree n )

Ion  Current

Grid   Voltage   (2)
(cut-off)

Current  Division   (1)

Current  Division   (2)

Pulsing   Emission

rf  Operatlon

t   =   5   minutes   minlmum;

See  Note   1 I

Eb   =    10.5   +   0.5   kvdc;

Ecl/lb  =   2.5  Adc

Pg1     =    500   W;

t   =    120   minimifm;

Ec2   =   0   Vdc;

anode  =   -500  to  -IcOO  Vdc

Ec'    =   0   Vdc;

t   =    120  minimum;

Pg2   =   2000  W;
anode  =   -500  to  -1000   Vdc

Ecl    =   0   Vdc;
Ec2   =   75   Vdc;

Eb  =   -45   Vdc;

t   =   180;
Ef/lc2   =   25   mAdc

Eb   =    16   kvdc;

Eco  =   Eel/lb   =   20  mAdc

Eb   =   5000   Vdc;
Ect    =   -400   Vdc;
egk/ib   =    17   a;
See  Note   12

Eb   =   Ec2   =   2000   Vdc;

Ecl    =   -400   Vdc;

egk/1b   =   27   a;

See  Note   t2

eb  =   ec2   =   ecl   E   loco   v
etd/lb  =   loo  a

To  Be   Specif led

0.65         11                           lf:         168

0.65        11                 -Ecl:        160

-lcl:     ---

0.65     ,,-, sg,:     ---

0.6511           -,sg2:     ---

0.65        '1                          lz:

0.65       11              -Eco:      ---

6.0

0.65       11                 egk:      ---                   0

ic2:     ---              2.0

0.65        11                   egk: Ov

lc2:     ---              5.0              a

0.65       11                       is:       200                                              a

0.65         11

Page   2   of   5 TypE   4cx4O,Oooev



METHOD                                                                                                                                                                                                                    INSP.                                          LIMITS

oR   PAR.              REQUIREMENT   of]   TEST                                CONDITIONS                                       AOL8       LEVEL       SYva.       Mln                    Max                UNITS

Qua I i ty   Conf ornance
Inspection   -Part  2
(Design)      -Note   13

D-30( b )

1331

D i men s i on s

Direct   lnterelectrode
Capac i tance

( g nd .cath .connect i on )

Direct   lnterelectrode
Capac i tance

(gnd.grid   cormection)

fi

i   ts`:^`

EL` fi

n

Per  outl  ine  Drawing                     6.5        S3

6.5         S3                 Cin:      420                 480              pF

Gout:      33                   43                pF

Cgp:     ---               2.0            pF

6.5          S3                   Cin:       150                   180                pF

Cout:      35                   45                 pF

Cpk:     ---               0.5             pF

NOTES                            I

1.      The   values   shown    fc)r   each   tyDe   of   service   are
based   on   the   ''absolute   systen"   and   are   not   to
be   exceeded    under   any   service   conditions.
These   ratings   are    limiting    values   outside
which    the    serviceability    of    the    tube   may    be
impaired.      ln    order     not    to    exceed     absolute
ratings     the     ec|uipment     designer     has     the
responsibility    of    de+ermir`ing    an    average
design     value     for     each     rating    below    the
absolute    value    of    that    rating    by    a    safety
factor   so   that   the   absolute   values   will    never
be    exceeded    under     any     usual     conditions    of
supply   voltage   var.iation    in   the   equipment
itself.     lt    does    not   necessarily    follow    that
combinatlons    of    absolute   maximun    ratings    can
be   attalned   simultancously.

2.      Filament    inrush   surge   current   must   be    limlted
to   300   amperes.    For   best   reliability   expert-
ence     has     shown     that     the     f ilament     and     its
internal   supporting   structure  should   be  raised
to    operating    temperature    over    a two-in i n u te

B£[Jfi.   This   should   be   acccxplished  by   a   line-
ar    Increase   in   voltage   to   the   operating   value
over   120   seconds.   This   can   be   accomplished   by
a   motor-driven   variable   transformer   or   an

eqi/ivalent    solid-state    device.    A    step-start
sequence    can    be    used    with    equivalent    relia-
biiity,    as    follow:

1)   Turn   on   at   40S   to   50¢   of   operating   voltage
and   maintain   this   value   for   120   seconds.

2)    Increase   voltage  to   ful  I   operating   value.

in   the   event   of   a   power   failure   not   exceeding
60   seconds   the   full    oper-ating   voltage   may   be

reapplied    instan+aneously.    lf   the   poser   fail-
ure   exceeds   60   seconds,   the   programmed   warmup

procedure  should  be  used.    ln   case  of  aergency
the   turn-on    program   may   be   bypassed   with    no
serious    effect   on    reliability    but   normal
startup   should  be  programmed.

Filament    voltage    should    be    measured    at    the
tube   base   or   socket,    using   an   known-accurate
rms-respondi ng  meter.

3.      Under    all    operating   conditions   the    specified
maximirn   temperature   should   not   be  exceeded   for
the   anode   core  or   surface,   the   seals,   and   the
envelope.    Where    long    life   and   consisterit   per-
formance    are    factors,    maintaing    temperature
well     below    the    rated    maximum     ls    normally

benef i c i 81.

Page   3   of   5 TYPE   4CX40,000GM



•        4.      In    all    cases   of    operation    forced-alr   cooling

of   the   anode   and   base   ls   required.   Minlmuli   alr
f low    requlrentents    for    the    anode    are    shown,

based   on    a   maximJn   tube   tenperature   of   225°C
and    a   cooling   air   temperature   of    35°C,    with
air   f Iou   through   the   anode   ccoler    ln   a   base-
tcranode   direction.    The   pressure   drop    values
shown    are    in    inches    of    water    for    the    anode
cooler   and  are  approximate.

SEA       LEVEL 10,000   FEET

Anode              Air                                                Air

Diss.            F.low              Press.               Flow              Press.

(kw)                 (cfm)            Drop                      (cfm) Drop

n

ii]

20                     340                  I.6                       510                  2.2

30                   660               4.2                     970                6.3

40                    1110                   9.4                       1600                 13.6

Cooling   of    the   base   requires   a   minimiim   of    loo
cfm   of   air    (at   a   maximirn   temperature   of   35°C)
be   directed    horTzontaHy    through    the    socket
fran    the    sides.     lt    is   preferable   to   direct
this   air   through   three  equal  ly-spaced  ducts.

Particular   care  shouJd  t]e  taken  to   insure  that
the   blower   selected   for   anode   cc)oling   is   cap-
able    of    supplying    the    desired    air    f low    at    a
back   pressure  equal   to   the  pressure   drop   shown
in    the   table   plus   any   drop   built   up    in   ducts
and/or   f i  lters.   At   higher   altitudes  or   ambient
temperatures   the  arrount  of   cool ing   air  must  be
modified    to    obtain    equivalent    cooling.     Both

base   and   anode   cooling   must   be   applied   before
or   simultaneously   with   the   application   of   el-

ectrode   voltages    (including   the   filament)   and
shoulc!     normally     be    maintained     for     approxi-
mately   2   minutes   after   all   elec+rode
are   removed.

vO I tages

5.      Operation   at   altitudes  signif icantly   above   sea
level    may   require   that   electrode   voltages   be
set    lower   than   the   maximum   values   shown.    Nor-
mal  ly   only   the   anode   would   require   reduction.

6.       ln    all    electrical    tests    involving    the   applT-
cation   of   f i  lament   voltage,   `ttie   use   of   an   air-
system    socket    is    permlsslble    and    forced-air
ccoling   of   the   anode   and   base   is   permissible.

5an  C8rlos,   Col.

7.     The   tube   must   be   mounted   vertlcally,    base   up

or   down.

8.      ln   addition   to   the   normal    plate   over-current

Interlock,    screen   current    interlock,   and   air-
f low    interlock,    the   tube   must    be    protected
fran     internal     dolnage    caused    by    an     lnternal

plate   arc   which   may   occur   at   high   plate   vol-
tage.   A  protective  resistance  should   always  be
connected   in   series   wit'n   each   tube   anode,    to
absorb    power    supply    stored    energy     if    an
internal   arc   should  occur.   An   electronic  crow-
bar,    which   will    discharge   power   supply   capaci-
tors   in   a   few  microseconds   after   the  start  of
an    arc,     is    recaTimended.    The    protection    cri-
teria  `for   each   electrode   supply    is   to   short
each    electrode    to    ground,     one    at    a    time,
through   a   vacuum   relay   switch   and   a   section  of
#30     AWG     copper     wire.      Ilie     wire     will     remain

intact   if   the  criteria   is  met.

9.     Avoid    exposure   to    strong    rf    i ields   even    at
relatively      low     frequency.     Absorption    of     rf

energy    by    human    tissue    is    dependent   on    fre-

quency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy   wi  11

pass    ccmpl`etely    through  -the    hirnan    body    with
little   attenuation   c)r    heating    affect.    Public
health    agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard
even    at   these    frequencies.    A   widely    accepted
standard     is     that    prolonged    exposure    to    rf
racliation    should    be     limitec!    to    10    milliwatts

per   square  centimeter.

10.   These  tes+s   are  carried   out   loot   by  the  manu-
f acturer   as   standard   production   tests.   On
final    accep+ance   testing,    sampling    in    accord
with   MIL-STD-t05   may   be   used.    The   AQL   for   the

combinec!   cJefectives    for   attributes,    excluding
mechanical,     shall     be    18.    A   tube    having    I     or
more  defects   shal I   be  counted   as   1   defective.

H.    Filament    voltage    shall    be   maintained    at   the
specif fed    value    for    a    miTIlmum    of     5    mlnutes

before  the  f Hament  current   ls  read.

12.   The   symbol   egk   represents   peak   positive   volt-

age  between   the  control   grid  and  the  cathode.

13.    Sampling   shall    be    in   accord   with   MIL-STD-105.

Page  4   of   5 TYPE   4CX40,000CM
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TE€HNl€AL    DATA

The   EIMAC  8249/4W300B  is  a  ceramic/metal,   water  cooled,  external-
anode  radial-beam  tetrode  with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of  300
watts  and  a  maximum  power  input  rating of  500 watts.  The  8249/4W300B  is
designed  to  operate  with  a  heater  voltage  of  6.0  volts.  Electricallv  identi-
cal  to  the  4CX250B,  it is  intended  for  use  where water cooling is  preferred
or where  reserve  anode dissipation  is  desired.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage      ............

Current,  at  6.0  volts     ....

Cathode -  Heater Potential
Transconductance  (Average):

Ib  =  200  mAdc      .............
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen  .........,....

6.0  ±  0.3

2.6

±150

....           12,000    Hmhos

5.0
Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  cathode)2

Input............................

Output...........................

Feedback.........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  grid)2
Input..............

Output.............

Feedback...........,

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW    .........    I    .    I    .    I    .   I

a

8249
4W300B

RADIAL   BEAM

POWER   TETRODE

•.....          15.7    pF

I.....            4.5    pF

•.....         0.04pF

•.....         13.0    pF

•.....            4.5    pF

•.............          0.01pF

..............            500    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for. final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture.

MECHANICAL
Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length............. .....    3.407  in;  86.54    mm
Diameter    ..........................................     1.562  in;  39.67    mm

Net  Weight   ..........

Operating  Position  ......

(Revised   11-1-73)©     1970,1973 by  Varian
_¥j±giv=±±aa-d!¥±:a±Liasjg¥ex`i=

..........       5.75  oz;  163.0    gin

......    Vertical,  base up or down

Printed  in  U._S. A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070
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Maximum  Operating  Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals     ...........................................   250°C

Cooling   .............................................   Water  and  forced  air

Base      ........................................    Special  9-pin  TEDEC-B8-236

Recommended  Air  System  Socket  ................................       SK-600  series

MAXIMUM   F`ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE .   .   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .  .
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE    .   .   .
DC  PLATE  CUBRENT  .   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION   .   .   .
SCBEEN   DISSIPATION   .   .
GRID   DISSIPATION      .   .   .

VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
AMPEFiE
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

TYPI GAL  OPERATl ON :

CLASS  C  AMPLIFIEFI
CW  or  FM   .......
Plate  Modulated  .   .   .

cAre§F04=LOAyuEtisF,iE.R

SSB  (One  tube)    .  .   .

DC  Plate    Power    Driving    Power
Voltage       Input     Power      Output
(Volts)    (Watts)  (Watts)    (Watts)

2000           500            3             390
1500           300            2             235

2000         1000             0             600
2000           500            0            300

For  full   listing  of  ratings,  constant  current  curves  and  typical  operating  conditions,  see  E|MAC  data
sheet  for  7203/4CX250B.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts    .............................

Cathode  Warmup  Time  .................................

Interelectr ode  Capacitancesl (grounded cathode  connection)
Input   .  .   ,

Output   .  ,

Feedback

1.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  shielded  fixture.

A P P L I CAT I o N

COOLJIVG   -   The   water-cooled   anode  requires   a
minimum    of   1/16    gallon   of   cooling   water   per
minute    for   the   rated   plate   dissipation   of   300
watts.   The   outlet-water   temperature   should   not
exceed  70°C  and  the  system  pressure  should  not
exceed  50  pounds  per  square  inch.

Mine              Max.

2.3          2.9    A

30          --     see.

14.2       17.2   pF

4.0         5.0   pF
---0.06pF

The   ceramic/metal   seals   must   be   cooled   by
forced  air.  At frequencies  below  30 MHz  and  when
one   of  the  recommended  sockets  is  used,  a  flow
rate  of  1.0   CFM  is   sufficient.   As   the  operating
frequency  is  increased,  the  air-flow  rate  must  be
increased.   At  500  MHz   a  minimum  of  3.8  CFM  is
required.  In  all  cases,  seal  temperatures  are  the
criteria   which    determine   cooling   effectiveness.

n

Ei=
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TECIIIIICAL    DATA

The 7034/4X150A  and  7609 are forced-air cooled,  external-anode radial-

beam  tetrodes  with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating of  250  watts  and  a
maximum   input-power   rating   of   500   watts  up   to   150  MHz,   with  reduced

ratings  applicable  to  500  MHz.   The  7034/4X150A  is  designed  to  operate
with  a heater voltage of  6.0  volts,  while  the  7609  is  designed  for operation
at   a  heater  voltage  of  26.5  volts.  Otherwise,  the  two  tube  types  have
identical  characteristics.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:    Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:    Voltage  (7034)   ...................

Current,  at  6.0  volts    ...............

Cathode-Heater  Potential ............
Heater:    Voltage(7609)   ...................

Current  at  26.5  volts   ...............

Cathode  Heater  Potential   ............
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen   .........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (Grounded  Cathode)2
Input...............'...............

Output  (7034)     ........

Output  (7609) .........

Feedback...........

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
Highest Useful  Frequency:

..      6.0±0.6

2.6

....          ±150

.   .   26.5  ±  2.6

....          0.51

....          ±150

5

4X150A

7609

R A D IA L-B E AM

POWER   TETRODE

1.   Characteristics  and   operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures may  change without  notice
as  the  results  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    In  Shielded  Fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length
Diameter.............................-..........

Net  Weight    .........................................

2.414in;  61.32   mm

1.640 ,in;  41.66   mm

4oz;      113    gin

Operating  Position   ............................................,..      Any

(Revised  8-1-74)          1962,1970,1974   Varian

jil    ._ -,_I: ___ -_--
Printed in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california    94070
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7034-7609

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:    Glass  Seals   ...........................     200   °C

Ceramic  Seals   ..............................................     250    °C

Anode  Core     ...............................................     250    oC

Cooling       .................................................      Forced  Air

Base      .......................................      Special  9-pin  JEDEC-B8-236

Recommended  Socket    ..................................     EIMAC  SK-600  Series

Recommended  Chimney   .................................     EIMAC  SK-600  Series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN  (SSB)
Class AB|

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE 1.

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE

DCGF}lDVOLTAGE      .

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GF!lD   DISSIPATION         .

.   .       2000    VOLTS

...          400    VOLTS

..- 250    VOLTS

..        0.25    AMPERE

.   .          250   WATTS

...              12    WATTS

2    WATTS

1.    Dc  plate voltage  rating  is  1250  volts  above  150  MHz.

TYPICAL  OPERATION(Frequencies  to  150 MHz)
Class  AB1,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions

Plate  Voltage   .

?|cr::e\n/^Y+:|taag2eGrid  Voltage   Z...........
Zero~Sjgnal   Plate  Current ....
Single  Tone  Plate  Current    .  .   .
Two-Tone  plate  Current  .....
Single-Tone  Screen  Current3.  .
Two-Tone  Screen  Current 3  .  .  .
Single-Tone  Grid  Current3  .  .  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  3    .....
Plate  Output  Power     .......
Fiesonant  Load  Impedance    .  .   .

2.   Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
3.   Approximate  \Jalue.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFI ER

GRID  DRIVEN, CARRIER  CONDITIONS
Class  AB|

MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   1  ..........,    2000    VOLTS

DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE  .......

DC  GPID  VOLTAGE      .......

DC  PLATE  CuPFIENT   .......

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    ......

GfllD   DISSIPATION       .......,

400    VOLTS
•250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPEFiE

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

1.    Dc  plate  voltage  rating  is  1250 volts  above  150  MHz.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  150  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage    ....
Screen  Voltage   .  .  .
Grid  Voltage   2   .   .   .
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current     .   .  .
Carrier  Plate  Current     ......
Carrier  Screen  Current     .....
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  3  ......
Plate  Output  Power      .......

2.    Adjust     to    specif ied    zerc>signal    dc    plate    current.

3.    Approximate  value.

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Condi tions)

MAXIMUM  F!ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE1   ...........   2000    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  ...........      300    VOLTS

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     ............- 250    VOLTS

DC  PLATE   CURRENT  ............    0.25    AMPEPE

PLATE  DISSIPATION   ............      250    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    ...........          12    WATTS

GF}lD  DISSIPATloN       ............             2    WATTS

1.    Dc  plate  voltage  rating  is  1250 volts  above  150 MHz.

lYPICAL  OPERATloN   (Frequencies  to  150  MHz)

Plate  Voltage    .....
Screen  Voltage   ....
Grid  Voltage      .....
Plate  Current    .....
Screen  Current2 ....
Grid  Current 2   .....
Peak  rf   Grid  Voltage2
Measured  Driving
Power 2 .......... 4.0
Plate  Input  Power  ....   125
Plate   Output  Power    .  .    70
Heater  Voltage       ....  6.0
2.    Approximate  value.

500   MHz  3

3.    Measured  values  for  a  typical   cavity  amplifier  circuit.
4.   Heater voltage  reduced to  5.5 volts and 24.3 volts for the

7034 and  7609 respectively.
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN

Class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE1.   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .
DCGBIDVOLTAGE      .   .
DC  PLATE  CUF`F}ENT     .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION  2.   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION  3.

GFilD  DISSIPATION3.   .   .

.   .     1600    VOLTS

.   .        300    VOLTS

.  .      -250    VOLTS
.      0.20    AMPEPE

.   .         165    WATTS

.   .            12    WATTS

.   .              2    WATTS

1.    Dc  plate voltage  rating  is  1250  volts  above  150  MHz.

2.    Corresponds    to    250    watts    at    100%   sine-wave
mod u I at i on .

3.     Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPEBATION   (Frequencies to  150  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  .
Screen  Voltage
Grid  voltage    .
Plate  Current   .
Screen  Current4
Grid  Current 4 .........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage4 ....
Calculated  Driving  Power 4.
Plate  Input  Power    ......
Plate  Output  Power    .....

4.   Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY   POWER  AMPLIFIER

0F}  MODULATOR
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven  (Siniisoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  PATINGS  (Per  Tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE      .....

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .....

DC  GF{l D  VOLTAGE      ......

DC  PLATE  CUF}RENT    ......

PLATE  DI SSI PATI ON    ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .....

GF}lD   DISSIPATION        ......

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Per  Tube.

2000   VOLTS

400    VOLTS
-250    VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2   WATTS

TyplcAL  OPEBATION  (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage    ........

:c.::ec.Ytoa|::g,e/3  :  :  : :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current  .
Max  Signal   Plate  Current   .

#::S:8:::%cr::e€u:ruer:teTt.1
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage2.  .  .
PeakDrivingpower        ...
Plate  Input  Power  ......
Plate  Output  Power  .....
Load  Resistance
(PlatetoPlate)    ..........   3500        6200      9500    Q

3.   Adjust to  give  stated  zero-signal plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   publlshed  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid   voltage  to   obtain   the  specified   plate  current   at  the  speclfied  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be  adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias voltage when  the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

Min.      Nom.     Max.

....        2.3     ---2.9    A

....     0.40     ---   0.62    A

....        30      60     ---see

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:   7034-Current at 6.0 volts     .  .  .

Heater:   7609-Current at  26.5 volts  .  .  .

Cathode  Warmup  Time   ........................

Interelectrode Capacitancesl (grounded cathode  connection)
Input.........

Output  (7034) ....
Output (7609) ....

Feedback......

1.     In  Shielded  Fixture.
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7034-7609

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOOwTJIVG   -   The  7034  and  7609  may  be  opera-
ted    in   any   position.   An   EIMAC   Air-System
Socket,  SK-600 series,  or  a  socket having equiv-
alent   characteristics,   is   required.   Sockets   are
available   with   or   without   built-in   screen   cap-
acitors  and  may  be  obtained  with  either  grounded
or ungrounded  cathode  terminals.

COOL/IVG  -  Sufficient  forced-air cooling must be
provided   for   the   anode,   base   seals,   and    body
seals   to  maintain   operating  temperatures  below
the   rated   maximum   values.   Air  requirements   to
maintain  anode  core  temperatures  at  200°C  with
an   inlet   air   temperature   of  50°C   are   tabulated
below.  These  requirements  apply  when  a  socket
of the EIMACSK-600  series  and  an EIMACSK.606
chimney   are   used  with   air  flow  in  the  base  to
anode direction.

SE LEVEL 10.000  FEET

Pl ate Air  Flow Pressure Air   Flow Pressure
Dissipa- (CFM) Drop( I n. of (CFM) Drop( I n. of
tion(watt water) water)

200 5.2 0.58 7.8 0.85

250 6.1 0.79 9.0 1.10

The   blower   selected   in   a   given   application
must  be  capable  of supplying the  desired  airflow
at   a   back  pressure  equal   to  the   pressure  drop
shown  above  plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and  f ilters.  The  blower  must  be  designed  to  de-
liver the air at the desired  altitude.

At   500   MHz   or  below,   base  cooling   air   re-

quirements  are  satisfied  automatically  when  the
tube  is  operated  in  an  EIMAC Air-System  Socket
and   the   recommended   air  flow   rates   are   used.
Experience  has   shown   that  if  reliable  long  life
operation  is  to  be   obtained,  the  cooling  air  flow
must  be  maintained  during  standby  periods  when
only   the  heater  voltage  is  applied   to   the  tube.
The  anode  cooler  should  be  inspected  periodic-
ally  and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any
dirt  which  micht  interfere  with  effective  cooling.

VJBRA7YOIV  -  These  tubes  are  capable  of satis-
factorily    withstanding   ordinary    shock   and   vi-
bration,   such   as   encountered   in   shipment   and
normal  handling.  The  tubes  will  function  well  in
automobile   and    truck   mobile   installations   and
similar  environments.  However,  when  shock  and
vibration    more    severe    than    this    is   expected,
it    is    suggested    that   the    EIMAC   4CX300A
or 4CX250R  be  employed.

ELECTRICAL

HEA7`ER  -  The    rated   heater    voltage    for   the
7034    and    7609   is    6.0   volts    and    26.5   volts,
respectively,    and    the    voltage    should   be
maintained  as  closely  as  practicable.  Short-time
changes  of  ±  10%  will  not  damage  the  tube,  but
variations  in  performance  must  be  expected.  The
heater  voltage  must be  maintained within  ±  5%  to
minimize  these  variations  and  to  obtain  maximum
tube  life.

At  frequencies  above  approximately  300  MHz
transit-time  effects  begin  to  influence  the  cath-
ode   temperature.   The   amount   of  driving   power
diverted  to heating the  cathode  by  back-bombard-
ment  will  depend  upon  frequency,  plate  current,
and   driving  power.   When   the   tube   is   driven   to
maximum  input as  a  class-C  amplifier,  the  heater
voltage  should  be  reduced  according  to  the  table
below:

Frequency  MHz 7034 7609

300  and  lower 6.00  volts 26.5  volts
301   to  400 5.75  volts 25.3  volts
401  to  500 5.50  volts 24.3  volts

CATHODE      OPERATION  -"e      oxide  coated
unipotential   cathode   must   be   protected   against
excessively   high  emission   currents.   The   maxi-
mum  rated   dc   input  current  is  200  rnA  for  plate-
modulated   operation   and   250   rnA   for   all   other
types  of operation  except  pulse.

The   cathode   is   internally   connected   to   the
four  even-numbered  base  pins  and  all  four  of the
corresponding   socket   terminals   should   be   used
to   make  connection  to  the  external  circuits.  At
radio    frequencies   it   is   important   to   keep   the
cathode   leads  short  and  direct  and  to  use  con-
ductors   with   large  areas  to  minimize   the  induc-
tive reactances  in  series  with  the  cathode  leads .

It  is  recommended that rated  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of 30  seconds  before  other
operating  voltages  are  applied.  Where  the  circuit
design  requires  the  cathode  and  heater  to  be  op-
erated  at  different  potentials,  the  rated  maximum
heater-to-cathode  voltage is  150  volts  regardless
of polarity.

GRJD    OPERArJOIV   -   The    maximum    rated    dc
grid  bias  voltage  is  -250  volts  and  the  maximum
grid  dissipation  rating  is   2.0  watts.   In  ordinary
audio    and    radio-frequency    amplifiers    the   grid
dissipation   usually   will   not   approach   the   max-
imum  rating.   At  operating  frequencies  above  the
loo   MHz   region,   driving-power   requirements   for a
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amplifiers   increase   noticeably.   At   500   MHz   as
much   as   20  watts  of  driving  power  may  have  to
be  supplied.  However,  most  of  the  driving  power
is  absorbed  in  circuit  losses  other  than  grid  dis-
sipation,   so   that   grid   dissipation   is   increased
only  slightly.   Satisfactory   500  MHz  operation  of
the   tube     in   a  stable   amplifier  is   indicated  by
grid-current   values   below   approximately   15  rnA.

The   grid  voltage   required   by  different  tubes
may  vary  between  limits approximately  20%  above
and  below  the center  value,  and  means  should  be
provided  in  the  equipment  to  accommodate  such
variation.   It  is   especially  important   that  varia-
tions   between   individual  tubes  be   compensated
when  tubes  are  operated  in  parallel  or  push-pull
circuits,  to assure  equal  load  sharing.

The    maximum    permissible     grid-circuit    re-
sistance  per  tube  is  100,000 ohms.

SCREEN     OPERATION  -The    max±"m    rated
power  dissipation  for  the  screen  is  12  watts,  and
the  screen  input  power  should  be  kept  below  that
level.   The   product   of  the   peak  screen   voltage
and the indicated  dc  screen current  approximates
the   screen   input   power  except   when   the  screen
current    indication    is    near   zero    or   negative.

In   the  usual  tetrode  amplifier,  where  no  sig-
nal  voltage appears  between  cathode  and  screen,
the    peak   screen   voltage   is   equal   to   the    dc
screen  voltage.

When  signal  voltages  appear  between  screen
and  cathode,  as  in  the  case  of  screen-modulated
amplifiers   or   cathoderdriven   tetrode   amplifiers,
the  peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of
the    dc   screen    voltage   and   the   peak   ac   or   rf
signal    voltage    applied   to   screen   or   cathode.

Protection  for  the  screen  should  be  provided
by  an  over€urrent  relay  and  by  interlocking the
screen  supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  ap-
plied    before    screen    voltage    can    be   applied.

The  screen  current  may  reverse  under  certain
conditions  and  produce  negative  current  indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliammeter.  This  is  a  nor-
mal  characteristic  Of  most  tetrodes.   The  screen
power  supply  should  be  designed  with  this  char-
acteristic  in  mind  so  that  the  correct  operating
voltage  will  be  maintained  on  the  screen  under
all   conditions.   A   current   path   from   screen   to
cathode  must  be  provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor,
gaseous   voltage  regulator  tubes,  or  an  electron
tube   sht]nf  regulator  connected   between   screen
and  cathode  and  arranged  to  pass  approximately
15  milliamperes  per  connected  screen.  An  elec-
tron  tube  serl.es  regulator  can  be  used  only when
an  adequate  bleeder resistor  is  provided.

Self-modulation   of   the   screen   in   plate-mod-
ulated  tetrode  amplifiers  using  these  tubes  may
not be satisfactory because of the screen-voltage
screen€urrent characteristics.  Screen modulation
from  a  tertiary  winding  on  the  modulation  trans-
former or by  means  of a  small separate  modulator
tube  will  usually   be  more  satisfactory.   Screen-
voltage  modulation  factors  between  0.75  and  1.0
will  result  in  10097o modulation forplate-modulated
rf amplifiers  using the  7034  or  7609.

PLATE      OPERATION  -The     maximum     Fated
plate  dissipation   power  is   250  watts.   In   plate-
modulated   applications   the   carrier   plate  dissi-
pation   power   must   be   limited   to   165   watts   to
avoid  exceeding the  plate  dissipation  rating with
10097o  sine  wave   modulation.   The  maximum  dis-
sipation  rating may  be  exceeded  for brief periods
during  circuit  adjustment  without  damage  to  the
tube,
MULTIPLE   OPERATION  -  Thoes   operating.  in
parallel or  push-pull must share  the  load  equally.
It  is  good  engineering  practice  to  provide  indiv-
idual  metering  and  individual  adjustment  of  bias
or screen voltage  to equalize  the  inputs.

Where    overload    protection    is    provided,    it
should   be   capable   of   protecting   the   surviving
tube(s) in the event  that one  tube  fails.

VHF     OPERArJOIV   -The    7034    and    7609
are  suitable  for  use  in  the  VHF  region.  Such  op-
eration   should   be   conducted   with   heavy   plate
loading,   minimum   bias,   and   the   lowest  driving

power  consistent  with  satisfactory  performance.
It  is  often  preferable  to  operate  at  a  sacrifice  in
efficiency  to  obtain  increased tube  life.

HJGH   yoLTAGE   -   The  7034  and  7609  operate
at  voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equip-
ment   must   be   designed   properly   and   operating
precautions  must be  followed.  Equipment  must  be
designed  so that  no  one can  come  in icontact with
high voltages.  All equipment  must include  safety
enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and  termin-
als,  with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  primary
circuits  of  the  power  supplies  and  to  discharge
high-voltage  condensers  whenever  access  doors
are   opened.   Interlock  switches  must  not  be  by-
passed   or  /"cheated"   to   allow   operation   with
access  doors  open.  Always  remember  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

SPEC/4L  APPL/C4rJOArs-If  it  is  desired  to  op-
erate  these  tubes  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent   from   those   given  here,  write  to  Application
Engineering   Dept.,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,
Sam    Carlos,    Calif.    94070   for   information   and
recommendations .
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CONTACT
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{SEE    NOTE    I)

DIMENSIONAL    DATA
'NCHES M lLLIMETERS

D'W. „'N. MAX. NOW. NM " NOM.
A 2.224 2.414 59.03 62.59
8 I.6'0 I .640 40.89 4'.65
C I. 710 I.860 43.43 47.24
D .750 .810 I 9 . 05 20.57
E .710 .790 I 8 . 03 20.07
F I.406 3571
6 .187 4.75

H
aASE:   a 8-236

(JEOEC   DESIGNATION)

NOTES:

.   ¥%:,8u:%=TLAUcGT =AY

BE   FtEFERENCED   BY AN  AFtFtow
OFt   NOTCH   Ow THE   ANODE
RADIATof}   lN THE   POSITION
SHOWN.

EIN    DATA_

ELM   NO.  I       SCREEN   GRID_

PIN    NO.  2      CATHODE   _PiN NO-
PIN   NO.4      CATHODE_

EmL±ifrREusEFonExlEBqu
EN   NO.  6      CATHODE
plN   No.   7      HEATEE_flN-
CENTER   PIN-CONTROL   Gftlo
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  8172/4X150G  is  an  extremely  compact  external-anode
tetrode intended for use as a radio-frequency amplifier, frequency multiplier,
or oscillator at frequencies well into the UHF region or as an  amplifier in
any  service  requiring  a  high-gain  tube  capable  of  delivering  high  power-
output  at low  plate-voltage.  The  combination  of  a high  ratio  of  transcon-
ductance  to  capacitance  and  a  plate  dissipation  capability  of  250  watts
makes the tube an excellent wide-band amplifier for video applications.

The cathode,  grid  and  screen electrodes  are mounted on cohical  and
cylindrical supports  giving  a minimum  of circuit discontinuities  and lead
inductance.  The  rugged  cylindrical  terminals,  progressively larger in  size,
auow  the  tube  to  be  inserted  in  coaxial  line  cavities.  The  screen  support
and terminal provide maximum isolation  between  the  grid-cathode  termi-
nals and the plate circuit.

In amplifier service at  500 megahertz,  output power of  140 watts per
tube,  with  a  stage power-gain  of  14,  can be  obtained.  At  1000  megahertz
an output power of 50 watts per tube is obtained with a power-gain of five.

ELECTR|cAL                  GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS

a
Cathode :  Oxide-Coated, Unipotential

Heating Time         ----
C athode-to-heater potential        -

Heater:Voltage      -       -       -
Current----

Amplification Factor  ( Grid-to-Screen )

Min.     Norm.     Max.
-       30          60                     seconds

150    volts
2.5                     volts

-      6.2                         7.3     amperes
5

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode :
Input------------
Output------------
Feedback-----------

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen
Input------------
Output------
Feedback-----

Frequency for Maximum Ratings ( CW )
(pulsed)

MECHANICAL
Base
Maximum Operating Temperatures :

Glass-to-Metal  seals      -       -       -
Ceramic-to-Metal  seals        -       -
Anode core     -----

Operating position -----
Maximum Dimensions :

Height------
Diameter-----

Cooling     -

ft           ghe±tppYne:8#eig-ht (;ppr-oririate;     :

HrhPl

4X150G

RADIAL-BEAM
POWER   TETRODE

Mi;n.      Max.
25.0       29.0

4.0           4.9
0.05

Min.      Max.
14.5             19

4.0          4.9
0.01

500 MHz
1500 MHz

-------       Coardal

-------           175OC
-------           250OC
-------          250OC
--------      A:ny

-----------        2.75 inches
-----------      1.635 inches
-----------         Forced  Air
------------     6ounces
•----------          1.6pounds

T-¥==,a-,-=Tn-i.-,=-,-ca-I-,-:-r-nia-9:¥
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RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
OR   OSCILLATOR

fK:sys_.dcoLe+e€::Ettyo:rs,FMTelephony
MAXIMUM   RATINGS
DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   GRID   VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION

1250   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250   VOLTS
250   MA
250   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION  (Frequencies  up  to  165  MHz)

DCplate   Voltage      -
DC Screen   Voltage  -
DCGrid   voltage       -
DCplate  current      -
DC Screen   Current*
DCGrid   Current*      -
Peak   RF  Grid   Voltage*
Driving    Power*         -
Plate   Input  Power   -
Plate  Output  Power

;#Pepars°uxr!emdatvea!!8:ui§.ratypica| cavity   amplifier  circuit.

volts
volts
volts
rnA
mAt
mAt
volts
wattst
watts
wattst

PLATE-MODULATED   RADIO-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony  (Carrier  conditions)

31cA*'LA¥EMVE;t|±NGGES.
DC   SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC   GRID   VOLTAGE   -
DC    PLATE   CURRENT   -
PLATE    DISSIPATION   -
SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION       -

1000   VOLTS
300   VOLTS

-250  VOLTS
200  MA
165   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies
DCplatevoltage           -        -        -
DCscreen   Voltage      ---
DCGridvoltage           -         -         -
DC  plate  current          -        -        -
DCscreen   Current*    -         -         -
DC  Grid   current*         -         -         -
Peak  RF  Grid   Input  Voltage*    -`
Driving   Power*   ----
Platelnputpower        -         -         -
Plateoutputpower   ---
*Approximate    values.

to  165  MHz)
0        8001000   volts
0        250        250   volts
5    -100   -105  volts
0        200        200   rnA
5          .25           20   rnA
8             10             15   rnA
0          120          125   volts
I           I.5              2   watts
0          60          60  watts
0        '60        200  watts

TYPICAL   OPERATION
(Frequencies  up  to  216 MHz,  5-MHz  bandwidth)

RADIO-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER
Class-B  Linear,  Television  Visual  Service  (per  tube)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE  -         -         -
DC   SCREEN    VOLTAGE        -         -
DC   GRID    VOLTAGE   -         -         -
DC   PLATE   CURRENT  (Average)
PLATE    DISSIPATION    -          -          -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION           -          -

GRID   DISSIPATION       -          -          `

1250   VOLTS
400   VOLTS
250   VOLTS
250   MA
250   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

DCplatevoltage          ---
DCscreen   voltage      ---

B:rFnr:dsy:::i:fse  pe-ak:  --
DC  plate   current          -         -         -
DCscreen   current      -        -        -
DC Grid  current  ----
PeakRFGrid  voltage         -        -
RF   Driving   Power   (approx.)      -
useful   power  output          --
Black   Level:
DC  plate   current          -         -         -
DCscreen   current      -        -        -
DC  Grid  current ----
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage  (approx.)
RF   Driver   power   (approx.)         -
Platepowerlnput        -         -         -
Useful   Power  output         -        -

75010001250   volts
300        300        300   volts-60     -65     -70  volts

PLATE   PuLSED   RADIO   l=REQUENCY
AMPLIFIER   0R   OSCILLATOR

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
PULSED   PLATE   VOLTAGE   -
PULSED   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   GRID   VOLTAGE    -         -
PULSE   DURATION          -          -
PULSED   CATHODE   CURRENT
AVERAGE   POWER   INPUT  -
PLATE    DISSIPATION    -          -
SCREEN    DISSIPATION           -
GRID   DISSIPATION      -          -

7000   VOLTS
1500   VOLTS

-500  VOLTS
5   USEC
7   AMPS

250   WATTS
250   WATTS

12   WATTS
2   WATTS

TYPICAL    PULSE   OPERATION
Single  tube  oscillator,1200-MHz

Pulsed  Plate  Voltage  -
Pulsed  Plate  Current  -
Pulsed Screen   Voltage
Pulsed  Screen  Current
DC  Grid  voltage           -
Pulsed  Grid   Current    -
PulseDuration       -         -
Pulse  Repetition   Rate
Peak   Power   Output  -

57kv
4.0          6.0   amps
8001200   volts
0.3          0.4   amps

-200   -250  volts
0.5          0.6   amps

4             5   „sec
2500      1000   pps

7           17   kw

TYE'ecafie8vpeEi%£:'9o¥d(:ti:::eenxc:.:;tufht:r:6n5ot#

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER
Class-ABi  (Single-Sideband  Suppressed-Carrier  Operation)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC    PLATE  VOLTAGE  -
DC   SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE   CURRENT  -

PLATE    DISSIPATION   -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION      -

2000   VOLTS
400   VOLTS
250  MA
250   WATTS

12   WATTS
2  VV A:ITS

B!!:::eenv#it::e    :     :
DCGrid   voltage*         --
Zero-Signal   DC  Plate  Current
Peak   RF  Grid   Voltage**   -
DC  plate  current           -        -
DC screen  current**  -        -
Plate   Input   power       -        -
Plate   Output   Power--
Two-Tone  Average

DC   Plate  Current    -         -
Two-Tone  Average

DC  screen  current**     ----
*Approximate    values.

**Adjust   grid   bias   to   obtain   listed   zero-signal   plate   current,

190         190   rnA

2         _1    rnA

NOTE:    ''TYPICAL    0PERATloN"    data   are    obtained    by    calculation   from    published   characteristic    curves   and    confirmed    by    direct   tests.   Acljustment   of   the    rf   grid
drive    to    obtain    the    specified    plate    current    at    the    specified    grid    bias,    screen  voltage,    and    plate   voltage    is    assumed.    If   this   procedure   is   followed,   there    will
be    little    variation    in    output    power   when    tubes    are    changed,    even    though   there    may    be    some    variations    in    grid    and    screen    currents,    The    grid    and    screen
cLirrents    which     result    when    the    desired    plate    current    is    obtained    are    incidental    and    vary   from   tube   to   tube.    These    current   variations   cause    no   difficulty   so
long   as   the   circuit   maintains   the   correct   voltage   in   the   presence   of   the   variations   in   current.    If   grid   bias   is   obtained   principally   by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,
the    resl.stor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required    bias   voltage   when   the   correct   rf   driving   voltage    ls   applied.

®
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A P P L I CAT I O N

MECHANICAL
Mott7tt€7tg-The 4X150G may be mounted in

any  position.  The  concentric  arrangements  of
the  electrode  terminals  permits  the  use  of  the
tube  in  coaxial  line  or  cavity  type  circuits  to
advantage.

Connections  to  the  contact  surfaces  should
be   made   by   means    of   spring-finger   collets
which  have  sufficient  pressure  to  maintain  a
good  electrical  contact  at  all  fingers.  Points  of
electrical contact should be kept clean and free
of oxidation to minimize rf losses.

Coo!i73g  -  The  4X150G  requires  sufficient
forced air to keep the glass-to-metal seals below
175°C  and  the  ceramic-metal  seals  and  anode
core below 250°C. The air flow must be started
when power is  applied  to  the heater  and must
continue without interruption until all electrode
voltages have been removed from the tube.

Effective cooling of the anode is accomplished
by  directing  six  cubic  feet  per  minute  of  air

4X]soG a-

through the  anode cooler.  This flow is obtained
at  a pressure drop  across  the cooler of approxi-
mately  0.25  inch  of  water  column.  The  grid,
cathode and heater terminals are cooled by high
velocity air directed at the terminals and the con-
necting collets which aid in the removal of heat
from  the  terminals by conduction.  The volume
required  will  depend  upon  the  socket  arrange-
ment and should be adequate to keep the metal-
to-glass  seals below  175°C  and the center heat-
er  terminal below  250°C.

The  air requirements  stated  above  are based
on operation at sea level an ambient temperature
of 20°C.  Operation  at high  altitudes  or at high
ambient temperatures requires a greater volume
of  air flow.

Temperature  of the  external parts  of  a tube
may  be  measured  with  the  aid  of  a  temperature-
sensitive lacquer.

ELECTRICAL

Hccztcr  -  The  rated  heater  voltage  for  the
4X150G is  2.5  volts,  and  should  be  maintained
at this value plus or minus five percent. At fre-
quencies  above  300  megahertz,  transit time ef-
fects  begin  to  influence  the  cathode  tempera-
ture.  The  amount  of  driving  power  diverted  to
cathode heating will depend on frequency, plate
current  and  driving  power.  When  the  tube  is
driven  to  maximum  input  as  a class-C  CW ampli-
fier,  the  heater  voltage  should  be  reduced  ac-
cording  to  the  following  table.

Frequency             Heater voltage

301  to  400  MHz                2.4  volts
401  to  500  MHz                2.3  volts

At   low  duty,  in  pulse  service,  no  reduction  in
heater  voltage  is  normally  required  up  to  1500
MHz.

Cc[thoczG   -   The   oxide-coated   unipotential
cathode  must  be  protected  against  excessively
high emission currents. The maximum dc plate
current must be  limited to  250  rnA under  CIV
conditions.   Pulse   current  must  never  exceed
6.0  amperes.

Where  it  is  necessary  to  operate  with  some
heater-to-cathode potential, the maximum heat-
er-to-cathode  voltage  is  150  volts  regardless  of
polarity.

G7.ic! Dissipcitto7t-Maximum grid dissipation

h          ishe2.&±¥adt]tss;±p]:t]:£d±unsaurz[];fwa±f]dn:ft fema8|±f:a:S
level. Above  100 MHz drive power requirements
increase,  but  most  of  this  increase  is  absorbed
in circuit losses rather than in  grid dissipation.
Satisfactory operation at 500 MHz in a "straight
through" amplifier is indicated by grid currents

below  approximately  15 milliamperes.  Grid cir-
cuit resistance should not exceed 100,000 ohms
per  tube.

Screen-Grid   Operation   -   The   rna:xir"m
rated power dissipation for the screen grid is  12
watts,  and  the  screen  input  power  should  be
kept  below  that  level.  The  product  of the  peak
screen voltage  and the indicated dc screen cur-
rent approximates the screen input power except
when the  screen current indication is near zero
or negative.

In  the usual tetrode  amplifier, where no  sig-
nal voltage appears between cathode and screen,
the peak screen voltage is equal to the dc screen
voltage.

When screen voltages appear between screen
and cathode, as in the case of screen-modulated
amplifiers  or cathode-driven tetrode  amplifiers,
the peak screen-to-cathode voltage is the sum of
the dc screen voltage  and the peak ac or rf sig-
nal voltage applied to screen or cathode.

Protection  for  the  screen  should be provided
by an over-current relay and by interlocking the
screen supply  so that plate voltage must be  ap-
plied  before  screen  voltage  can be  appned.

The screen current may reverse under certain
conditions  and  produce  negative  current  indi-
cations  on  the  screen  milliammeter.  This  is  a
normal   characteristic   of   most   tetrodes.   The
screen  power  supply  should  be  designed  with
this  characteristic  in  mind  so  that  the  correct
operating  voltage  will  be  maintained  on  the
screen   under   all   conditions.   A   current  path
from  screen  to  cathode  must be  provided  by  a
bleeder resistor, gaseous voltage regulator tubes
or  an  electron  tube  shunt  regulator  connected



between  screen  and  cathode  and  arranged  to
pass   approximately   15  milliamperes  per  con-
nected screen. An electron tube series regulator
can be used only when  an  adequate bleeder re-
sistor is  provided.

Self-modulation of  the  screen in plate-modu-
lated  tetrode  amplifiers  using  these  tubes  may
not be satisfactory because of the screen-voltage
screen-current  characteristics.   Screen  modula-
tion from a tertiary winding on the modulation
transformer  or  by  means  of  a  small  separate
modulator  tube  will  usually  be  more  satisfac-
tory. Screen-voltage modulation factors between
0.75 and  1.0 will result in 100%  modulation for
plate-modulated rf amplifiers using the 4X150G.

PZGtc   Opc7`citio7t    -   The   maximum   rated
plate-dissipation  power  is  250  watts.  In  plate-
modulated  applications  the  carrier  plate-dissi-
pation  power  must  be  limited  to  165  watts  to
avoid  exceeding the plate-dissipation rating with
100%   sine  wave  modulation.  The  maximum
dissipation rating may be exceeded for brief per-
iods during circuit  adjustment without damage

4X]5oG a-
to  the  tube.

UHF  OpcTczfio7t  -  The  4X150G  is  suitable
use  in  the  UHF  region.  Such  operation  should
be  conducted  with  heavy  plate  loading,  mini-
mum bias,  and the lowest driving power consis-
tent  with  satisfactory  performance.  It  is  often
preferable to operate at a sacrifice in efficiency
to  obtain  increased  tube  life.

Mttztipzc  Opercitdo7?-Tubes  operating in par-
allel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is  good  engineering practice  to  provide  indi-
vidual metering  and  individual  adjustments  of
bias  or  screen voltage  to equalize the inputs.

Where   overload   protection   is   provided,   it
should  be  capable  of  protecting  the  surviving
tube( s)  in the event that one tube fails.

Spcc6ciz  Appziccitio7ts-If it is  desired to oper-
ate  these  tubes  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent from those  given here, write  to Power Grid
Tube  Division,  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,   301
Industrial   Way,   San   Carlos,   CA  94070,   for  in-
formation  and recommendations.
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The    Eimac   4X500A    is   an    external-anode   tetrode    having    a    maximum    plate    dissipation    rating    of
500   watts.   Its   small   size   and   low-inductance   leads   permit  efficien+  operation  at   relatively   large  outputs
well   in+o   the   VHF   region.   The   screen   grid   is   mounted   on   a   disc   which   terminates  in   a   connector   ring

located     between    grid    and     plate,    thus    making     possible    effective    shielding    between    the    grid    and

plate    circuits.   The   grid    terminal    is   loca+ed    at   the    center   of   +he    glass    base   to   facilitate   single-tube
operation    in    coaxial   circuits.

The     combination     of     low     grid-plate     capacitance,     low    screen-lead    inductance     and    func+ionally
locatec]    terminals    contributes    to    the    stable    operation    of    +he    4X500A   a+    high    frequencies,    making
neutralization   unnecessary  in   most  cases  and   greatly  simplifying   it  in   others.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Filamen+:   Thoriated    Tungsten

Voltage----.--

Current----...

Amplif;cation     Factor     (Grid,to-Screen)          -           -           -

Transconductance    (lb±200   rna.,    Eb=2500v.,   Ec2±500v.)

Direct   ln+eroloc+rode   Capacitancos   Grounded   Cathode:

Input

Output-------

FoodbacL-------

Fr.equency   for    Max;mum    Ratings            ----

MECHANICAL
Base

Maximum   Operating   Temperatures:

Glass-to-Metal     Seals

Anode    Core          -          -
Recommended    Socket             -           -

Operating     Position         -            -            -

Maximum    Dimension:

Height              -            -            -

Diameter

Cooling    (See   fonowing   page)       -

Net    Weight           ----

Shipping    Weigh+    (Approximate)

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
AND  OSCILLATOR
Class-C   FM   or  Telegraphy   (Key-down   conditions,I   tube)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   (Frequencies  up  to   120  Mc.)

D-C   PLATE    VOLTAGE   -

D-C   SCREEN    VOLTAGE

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGrE      -

D-C   PLATE    CURRENT    -

PLATE    DISSIPATION         -

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    -

GRID     DISSIPATloN          -

4000   tvlAX.   VOLTS

500   MAX.   VOLTS
-500   MAX.  VOLTS

350   MAX.   MA.

500   MAX.   WATTS
30   MAX.   WATTS

10   MAX.   WATTS

(Effective  1-1-64)  ®  1961,1964.1968  by  Varian

Min.      Nom.      Max.

5                              yolts

12.2                               13.7   amperes

4.5                               6.5

5200                         umhos

Special   4    pin

1750      C

'750    C
Eimac    SK900

Vertical,    base    up   or   down

4.75     inches

2.625     inches

Forced    Air

I.7     pounds

6     pounds

TYPICAL  OPERATION`(Per  +ube,  at   Ilo   Mc.)

D-CPlate    Voltage          ---

D-C   Plato    Curren+   ----

D-Cscre®nvol+age        ---

D-C   screen   current       ---

D-C   Grid  voltage     ----

D-C   Grid   Current     ----

Driving    Power    (approx.)     -      -

Useful   Power   Outpu+    (approx.)

2500      3000     4000     Vol+s

310           310           315        Ma.

500        500         500     Vol+s

26           24           22      Ma.
--150  -150  -150     V   I

15                16                '6

555
475        600        835

Printed  in  u.S.A.
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RADIO  FREPuENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

Class-B   Linear   Amplifier,

Television   Visual   Service

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   (Frequencies   below   220   mc.)

D-C    PLATE   VOLTAGE

D-C   PLATE   CURRENT

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE

PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATloN

GRID     DISSIP^TION

3000   MAX.   VOLTS

350   MAX.   MA.

500   MAX.   VOLTS
-500   MAX.  VOLTS

500   MAX.  WATTS
30   MAX.   WATTS
10   tvlAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION

(Per    tube    at    peak    synchronizing    level,    5-Mc.    bandwidth,    assumed    load
resistance   3,000   ohms   per   tube.)'

D-C   plate    Voltage         -          -          -
D-C   screen     Voltage     -          -          -
D-C   Grid    Voltage         -          -          -
D-C   plate    current         -          -          -
D-C   Screen     Current     (approx.)
D.C   Grid   Current    (approx.)       -
Peak    R,F   Grid    Voltage        -          -
Driving     Power,     220    Mc.     (approx.)
Plate    Power    Input         -          -          -
Power   output        --.-

BLACK    LEVEL
D-C   plate    Current         -          -          -
D.C   screen    Current     -          -          -
D-C   Grid    Current         -          -          -
Plate    Power    Input         -          -          -
Plate      Dissipation             -          -           -
Power   output        ----

2'5             300        Ma.
2                 3       Ma.
2                 5       Ma.

400           720      Watts
230           380      Watts
170            340      Watts

NOTE:   "TYPICAL   OPERATION"   data   are   obtained    by   calculation   from   published   characteristic   curves and   confirmed   by   direct
tests.    Adiustmen+   of  tt`e   r-f  grid   drive   +a   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the   specified   grid   bias,   screen   voltage,   and   plate
voltage   is   assumed.    If  this   procedure   is  followed,   there   will   be   little    variat;on    in    ou+put    power    when    tubes    are    changed.    even
+hough  there   may   be   some   variations   in   grid   and   screen   currents.    The    grid    and    screen    currents    which result    when    the    clesired

plate   curren+   is   obtained   are   incidental   and   vary   from   +ube   to   tube.     These    current    variations    cause no    difficulty    so     long     as
the   circui+   maintains   the   correct   voltage   in   the   presence   of   +he   varia+ions    in    current.     If    grid    bias    is    obtained    principally    by
moails  of  a   grid  resistor.  the  resistor  must  be  adiustable  to  ob+ain   the   required   bias   voltage   when   the   correct   r-f   driving   voltage
is   applied.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

M®unting-The  4X500A  must  be  operated  vertically.
The   base   may   be   down   or   up.   The   recommendecl
socket  for this  tube  is  the  SK-900  Air-System  Socket.

Cooling-Forced-air   cooling   must   be   provided   to
hold  the  glass-to-metal  seals  and  the  anode  cooler  core
below  the   maximum   rated   temperature   of   150°C.

A  flow  rate  of  20  cfm  will  be  adequate  for  opera-
tion  at  sea  level  and  with  an  inlet  air  temperature  up
to  50°C.   Under  these  conditions,  20  cfm  of  air  flow
corresponds  to  a  pressure  difference   across  the  tube
and  SK-900  socket  of  2.25  inch  of  water  column.  Ex-
perience   has   shown   that   if   reliable   long-life   opera-
tion  is  to  be  obtained,  the  cooling  air  flow  must  be
maintained   during   standby   periods   when   only   the
heater  voltage  is  applied  to  the  tube.

At  higher  altitudes  increased  air  flow  will  be  re-
quired.  For  example,  at  an  altitude  of  10,000  feet,  a
flow-rate  of  29  cfm  will  be  required  and  will  be  ob-
tained  with  a  pressure  drop  across  tube  and  socket  of
3.25  inch  of  water  column.  In  selecting  a  blower  for
use at high  altitudes,  care must be taken to  assure that
the  blower  is  designed  to  deliver  the  desired  volume
of  air  at  the  corresponding  pressure  drop  and  at  the
particular  altitude.

The   pressure   drop   figures   indicated   above   are
those  measured  directly  at  the  air  gage  hole  in  the
SK-900  air  system  socket.  In  the  event  that  a  socket  is
not  used,  and  a  plenum  pressure  drop  measurement  is
required,  this  plenum  pressure  drop  rating  must  equal
the  pressure  drop  figures  indicated  above  multiplied
by  I.5  for  the  specific  application.

ELECTRICAL

Fii`aamme::'vfa¥er,a:isonmTa?::edm::riem.:Ira:u,bheeiii:in:T|:

pins,  should  be  the  rated  voltage  of  5.0  volts.  Varia-
tions   in   filament   voltage   must   be   kept   within   the
range  from  4.75  to  5.25  volts.

Sx#65oJs!:ltd:.p,e::::gdTTOToh:.i,-s?ITo:traigelefaokrbtiha:
is  used,  suitable  means  must  be  provided  to  prevent
excessive  plate   or  screen   dissipation   in  the   event  of
loss  of  excitation,  and  the  grid-leak  resistor  should  be
made  ad].ustable  to  facilitate  maintaining  the  bias  volt-
age  and  plate  current  at  the  desired  values  from  tube
to  tube.  In  operation  above  50  Mc.,  it  is  advisable  to
keep  the  bias  voltage  as  low  as  is  practicable.

:ccrre::n.f?hr:d4Xo586|afi#,T=:,o:vxecree!is3S6p;taetis.bsycr:::
dissipation   is  likely  to   rise  to   excessive  values  when
the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,  or  plate  load  are  re-
moved with f].lament  and  screen  voltages  applied.  Suit-
able protective means must  be provided  to limit screen
dissipation  to 30  watts  in  event  of  circuit failure.
Plate  Opertllion-The  maximum  rated  plate-dissipa-
tion  power  is  500  watts.  Plate  dissipation  in  excess  of
the  maximum  rating  is  permissible  for  short  periods  of
time,  such  as  during  tuning  procedures.

pMu:Lt.:#]£Esetn:h'i::i;:i?aea::::fit;TEtfrsB::all:Ingot:
neering   practice   to   provide   for   individual   metering
and  individual  adjustment of the bias  or  screen voltage
to  equalize  the  inputs.

Where  overload  protection  is  provided,  it  should
be  capable  of  protecting  the  surviving  tube/s  in  the
event  that  one  tube  should  fail.
Special Applications-If   it   is  desired  to  operate
this    tube    under   conditions   widely   different   from
those   given   here,   write  to  Application   Engineering
Department,   Eimac  Division  of  Varian,   San  Carlos,
California  for  information  and  recommendations.
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The  EIMAC  6816,   6884,  and  7843  are  compact  external
anode ceramic/metal  radial-beam  tetrodes  for use in  rf power
amplifier  or  oscillator  service,  linear  rf  power  amplifier  ap-

plications,  and  as  audio  amplifiers  or  modulators.  The  6816
has  a  6.3  volt  heater,  while  the  6884  has  a 26.5 volt heater,
and  both  are  designed  for  transverse-flow  forced-air  cooling
of the  anode.  The  7843  has  a  26.5  volt  heater and  its  anode
is  designed  for conduction  cooling.

All  three  types  have  an  Fl  rating  of  1215  MHz  for full-
rated    power  input,   and  are  tested  to   give  a  useful power
output   of  80  watts  at  400  MHz  and  40  watts  at  1200  MHz.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated  Unipotential
Heater  Voltage  (6816)   ....

Heater  Current  (at  6.3  V)   .  .
Heater Voltage  (6884,  7843)
Heater  Current  (at  26.5  V)   .

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  screen   .........

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances 2
Control  Grid  to  Cathode  ......
Control  Grid  to  Screen  Grid ....

0.53

18

13.0   pF
17.5    pF

6816/6884

7843

Screen   Grid  to  An_ode     .......................................

Control  Grid  to  Anode   .............................,.........

Anode  to  Cathode  .........,.........,........,....,........

4.7   pF
0.05   pF
0.01    pF

Screen   Grid  to  Cathode    ......................................            0.33    pF

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice as
a  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC   Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture,  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length.............

Diameter...........

Net  Weight    ............

Operating Position   .......

(Effective    11-15-71)     ©     by  varian

6816  &  6884 7843
1.930In;  49.02    mm        1.955In;49.66    mm

1.265In;32.13    mm        1.120In;  28.45    mm

2.Ooz;    56.7    gin              1.7oz;    48.2    gin
Any                                           Any

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos     /    california    94070



6816/6884/7843

Cooling:

Type  6816,  6884     ............................

Type  7843     ................................

Operating  Temperature,  Maximum,  all three  types:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core   ...............

Base  (all  types)  ...............................

Recommended  Sockets  (Screen  Grid  typass  capacitor  included):

.....   Forced  Air
Conduction  Cooled

.......       250OC

.  .  Special  Coaxial
Erie  2948-000

E.F.  Johnson  124-152-1

]ettron  89-001
Recommended  Screen  Grid  bypass  capacitor (separate unit): ..............         Erie  2929-001

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current  (Tvpe  6816,  at 6.3  volts)  ....

(Type  6884,  7843,  at  26.5  volts)
Cathode  Warmup  Time  (all  types)     ........
Interelectrode  Capacitances 1

Control  Grid to  Cathode  .............

Control  Grid  to  Screen  Grid ...........

Screen  Grid  to  Anode     ..............
Control  Grid  to  Anode   ..............
Anode  to  Cathode      ..,.................................

Screen  Grid  to  Cathode    .................................

1.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture,   in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Grid-driven,  Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ....

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   .   .   .
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CuRBENT  1 ....
PLATE  DISSIPATION 2 ....

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION     .   .   .

1000    VOLTS
300    VOLTS

-loo    VOLTS

.180   AMPERE
115    WATTS

4.5    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)  Class  AB 1
Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions

Plate  Voltage     .......

Screen  Voltage .......
Grid  Voltage  3   .......

Zero  Signal  plate  Current
Single-Tone  Plate  Current

Two-Tone  Plate  Current    ......,       75
Single-Tone  Screen  Current4   ....         8
Two-Tone  Screen  Current 4 ......     3.5
Resonant  Load  Impedance  ...... 2200
Useful   Pov\rer  Output5PEP  ......       25
Distortion  Products 63rd:    ......- 35

5th :    ......- 40

1.    The   maximum  rating  for  a  signal   having  a  minimum

peak-to-average  power  ratio  less than  2.0,  such  as
single-tone   operation,    is   180   mAdc.  During  short

periods   of   circuit   adjustment   under   single-tone
conditions,   the   average  anode   current  may  reach
the  level  of  250  mAdc.

2.    With   proper   cooling  for   Types   6816   and  6884  and
with  adequate  heat  sink  for  Type  7843.

3.    Adjust   for  the  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
4.    Approximate  value.
5.    Approximate  value  delivered  to  the  load.
6.    Referenced   against   one  tone  of  a  two equal-tone

signal.

2



6816/6884/7843

3

A RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR   Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE  .

DC  PLATE  CURF`ENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION  1

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .

1000    VOLTS

300   VOLTS
-100    VOLTS

0.180    AMPERE

115    WATTS

4.5    WATTS
1.0    WATT

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION

Plate  Voltage ......
Screen  Voltage .....
Grid  Voltage    ......
Plate  Current   ......

Screen  Current 2  ....
Grid  Current  2......

Driving  Power2 .....
useful  Power  Output3.

400  MHz 1200  MHz

1.    With   proper   cooling   for   Types   6816   and  6884  and
with  adequate  heat  sink  for Type  7843.

2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Approximate  power  delivered  to the  load.

PLATE  MODULATED  POWEFt  AMPLIFIER

Class  C  Telephony

(Key-Down  Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  BATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ............          800

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ...........          300

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE   .............- loo

Dc  PLATE  cuFmENT     ............    o.15o

PLATE   DISSIPATION  1  ............             75

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ...........            4.5

GRI D   D ISSI PATI ON     .............            1.0

VOLTS

VOLTS

VOLTS

AMPEPIE

WATTS

WATTS

WATT

TYPICAL  OPEFtATION  AT  400  MHz

Plate  voltage     .
Screen  Voltage .
Grid  Voltage   .   .
plate  Current  .   .

i:::e:u:ruer::2:2:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Peak  Screen  Voltage 2

(100%  modulation)  .....
Driving   Power 2 ......
Useful  Power  Output 3....

400      700   Vdc
200       250   Vdc
-20        -50   Vdc
loo       130   mAdc

5          10   mAdc
5          10    mAdc

150150    v
23W

16           45    W

1.    With   proper   cooling   for   Types   6816   and  6884  and
with  adequate  heat  sink  for  Type  7843.

2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Approximate  power  delivered  to the  load.

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  &
MODULATOR   Grid-driven,  Class  AB 1

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ......

PLATE  DISSIPAT|ON  1 ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

1000    VOLTS

300    VOLTS
0.180    AMPERE

115    WATTS

4.5    WATTS

1.    With    proper    cooling   for   Types   6816   and   6884  and
with  adequate  heat  sink  for  Type  7843.

2.   Adjust for  specified  zero  signal  plate  current.
3.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPEBATION,  Class  AB 1

Values  are  for  2  tubes

Plate  Vo,tage  ............   '

Screen  Voltage  ............

Grid  Voltage  2  ............

650         850   Vdc
300         300   Vdc
-15           -15    Vdc

Peak  Drive  voltage,  grid-to-grid.           30            30   v
ZeroSignal  PlateCurrent   .....           80            80   mAdc

Maximum  signal  Plate  current   ..        200         200   mAdc

Zero  signal  Screen  Current3....             0              0   mAdc

Maximum  signal  screen  current?          20           20   mAdc

Effective  Load  Resistance

(platetoplate)    ..........      4330       7000Q
Maximum  signal  power  output3..           50            80   W

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  &
MODULATOR   Grid-driven,  Class  AB 2

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F{ATINGS:

........          1000    VOLTS

........             300    VOLTS

........        0.180    AMPERE

........        0.030    AMPERE

........              115    WATTS

........              4.5    WATTS

........               1.0    WATT

for   Types   6816   and  6884  and

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  SCFIEEN   VOLTAGE    .
DC  PLATE  CURPENT    .   .
DC  GF}lD  CURRENT        .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION1.   .
SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .
GRID   DISSIPATION    .   .   .

1.    With    proper    cooling
with  adequate  heat  sink  for type 7843.

2.   Adjust for  specified  zero  signal  plate  current.
3.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION,   Class  A82
Values  are  for  2 tubes

Plate  Voltage      ............

::I:ec.Ytoal::g? :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Peak  Drive  Voltage,  grid-to-grid .
Zero  Signal   Plate  Current   .....
Maximum  Signal  plate  Current   .   .
Zero  Signal  Screen  Current 3....
Maximum  Signal  Screen  Current 3.
Maximum  Signal  Grid  Current?  .   .
Effective  Load  Resistance

D!:i:i: tpo.::arse.) :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ..  :  :
Maximum  Signal  Power  Output 3.  .
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APPLICATION

ELECTRICAL

HEATER/CATHODE    OPERATION   -   Tt[e   rated
heater  voltage  for  the  6884  and  the  7843  is  26.5
volts,  and  for  the  6816,  6.3  volts,  as  measured  at
the  base  of the  tube.Variations  must be restricted
to  plus  or  minus  ten  percent,  and  where  long  life
and  consistent  performance  are  factors,  variation
from  the  nominal  value  should  be  held  to  plus  or
minus five  percent.

Because  the  cathode  is  subjected  to  consid-
erable  back  bombardment  (transit-time  heating) as
the   frequency   is   increased,   with   resultant   in-
crease  in  cathode  temperature,  the  heater  voltage
should  be  reduced  in  some  applications,  depend-
ing   on   operating   conditions   and   frequency,   to
prevent  overheating  of  the  cathode  and  resultant
short tube  life.

AIVODE  CURREIvr   -   The  6816,   6884,  and  7843
are  rated  for  180  mAdc  of  continuous  anode  cur-
rent.   During  short   periods   of   circuit  adjustment
under  CW   or  single-tone   conditions,  the   average
anode  current   may  be  as  high  as  250  mAdc,  but
care  must  be  taken  to  keep  the  time  period  when
the  current  is  above  the  rating  as  brief  as  possi-
ble  in  order  to  prevent  tube  overheating.

JZJGH    VOLTAGE   -   The    6816,    6884,   and   7843
operate  at  voltages  which  can  be  deadly  and  the
equipment   must  be   designed   properly  and  opera-
ting    precautions    must    be   followed.   Equipment
must   include   safety  enclosures   for  high-voltage
circuits  and  terminals,  with  interlock  switches  to
open  the   primary  circuits   of  the   power  supplies
and  to  discharge  high  voltage   condensers  when-
ever  access  doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches
must  not  be  bypassed  or  "cheated"  to allow  oper-
ation  with  access   doors   open.   Always  remember
that  HIGH  VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING   &   SOCKETING   -   Ttie   6916,   6884,
and   7843   may   be   mounted   in   any   position.  Soc-
kets    such    as    the    E.F`.    Johnson     124-152-1,
Erie  2948-000,  ]ettron  89-001,   or  equivalent  may
be  used  as  long  as  there  are  no  unusual  circum-
stances    which   would    allow   the   ceramic/metal
base  seal  temperatures  to  exceed  the  rated  maxi-
mum  of  250°C.  Mounting should  be  such that  free
movement  of  air   past  the   base  by  convection  is

possible,  or  when  forced-air  cooling  is  being  pro-

vided  for  the  anode,  some  of  this  air  may  be  bled
off  to  provide  for  come  circulation  past  the  tube
base .

The   7843   mounting  is   normally  controlled  by  its
heat-sink  conf iguration  and  location.  If  air  move-
ment   is   restricted   in  the   base   area,   the  socket
may  also  require  coupling  to  a  heat  sink  in  order
to  limit  base  seal temperatures.

VJBRArJOIV   -   These  tubes  are  capable  of  satis-
factorily  withstanding   ordinary   shock   and   vibra-
tion,  such  as  encountered  in  shipment  and  normal
handling.  The  tubes  will  function  well  in  automo-
bile   and   truck   mobile   installations   and   similar
environments.  However,  when  shock  and  vibration
more   severe   than   this   are   expected,   it   is   sug-

gested  the  EIMAC  7457 be  employed.

COOLJIVG   r68J6   &   6884/   -   Forced-air    cooling
must  be  provided  to  maintain  the  anode  core  and
seal  temperatures  within  the  maximum  rating.  F`or
best   cooling  efficiency   a   close-fitting  insulated
cowl  assembly  should  be  used  to  direct  air  past
the   anode  cooling  fins,  and  with  such  a  cowl  12
cfm  of  air  at  50C'C  maximum  at  sea  level  is  suffi-
cient  to  limit  the  anode  core  temperature to 225CC.
With a  short  section  of cowl,  the required  pressure
drop  to  produce  this  air  flow  is  approximately  0.1
inch  of  water.  At  higher  altitudes,  additional  air
is   required.   For   10,000   feet,   for   example,   flow
rate  and  pressure  drop  values  will  both  increase
by   a  factor   of   1.46.   The   equipment   designer  is
cautioned  to allow  for  some  air  circulation  around
the  base  of the  tube  to maintain temperatures  well
within   ratings,   and  if  necessary  some  of  the  air
available  for  anode   cooling  should   be  bled  into
the  vicinity  of  the  base  to  provide  a  small  amount
of forced circulation.

COOLJIVG  (7843J   -   This  tube  is  designed  for  use
in  a  conduction-cooled  system,  where  tube  anode
heat  is  transferred  to  a  heat  sink,  which  in  turn
may   be   cooled   by   natural   (free)  convection,
forced-air   convection,   liquid   cooling,   or   a   com-
bination  of  these  methods.  Anode  dissipation  is
normally  limited  only by the  allowable temperature
rise  for  the  seals  and  the  anode  core.  The  nomin-
al  dissipation  rating  of  115  watts  may  be  realized
with   relatively   simple   heat   sink  configurations,
with  higher  dissipation  levels  possible  with  more
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thorough    designs.    In    all   cases,    however,   the
cooling  system  must  maintain  the  anode  and  cer-
amic/metal  seal  temperatures   below   250°C,  and
in   cases  where  long  life  and  consistent  perform-
ance   are   factors,   cooling  in   excess   of  minimum
requirements  is  normally  beneficial.

Intimacy  of  contact  and  pressure  are  two  factors
which  will  effect   transfer   of  heat  from  the  tube
anode  to  the  heat  sink.  A  good  thermally  conduc-
tive   compound   should   be   used   in   the   interface
between  the  anode  and  the  sink  to  reduce  thermal
resistance  of the  joint.  Examples  of  commercially
available thermal joint compound  are:

WAKEFIELD      120-Wake field     Engineering     Co„
Wakefield,  MA  01880.

DOW  CORNING  340-Dow  Coming  Corp.,  Midland,
MI 48640.
ASTRODYNE    THERMAL    BOND    312-Astrodyne
Inc.,  Burlington,  MA  01803.
G.E.   INSULGREASE   G641-General  Electric  Co.,
Cleveland,  OH  44117.

The  designer  is  cautioned  to allow  for some  move-
ment  in the  socket  mount  to  assure  that  the  anode
makes   good   contact  to  its   heat  sink  without  in-
terference.  If  the  tube  anode  and  the  sink  are  not
making   intimate   contact,   heat   transfer   will   be
seriously  affected.  The  designer  is  encouraged  to
use  temperature-sensitive  paint  or  other  tempera-
ture-sensing   devices   in   connection   with   any
equipment  design  before  the  layout   is  finalized.

GRID  OPERArJOIV   -   The  maximum  rated  dc  grid
bias  voltage  is   -100  volts  and  the   maximum  grid
dissipation  rating  is   1.0  watts.   In  normal  appli-
cations  the  grid  dissipation  will  not  approach  the
maximum  rating.
At    operating   frequencies   above   the    100   MHz
region,   driving-power  requirements   for  amplifiers
increase  noticeably.  However,  most  of  the  driving

power   is   absorbed   in   circuit   losses   other   than
grid    dissipation,   so  that   grid   dissipation  is  in-
creased    only    slightly.    Satisfactory    VHF`/UHF
operation   of   the   tube   in   a   stable   amplifier   is
indicated   by   grid   current   values   below   approxi-
mately  15  mAdc.
The   grid  voltage  required  by  different  tubes  may
vary  between  limits  approximately  20%  above  and
below  the  center  value,  and  means  should  be  pro-
vided    in   the    equipment   to   accommodate   such
variation.   It   is   especially   important   that  varia-
tions   between   individual   tubes   be   compensated
when  tubes  are   operated  in  parallel  or  push-pull

circuits, to assure equal load  sharing.
The  maximum   permissible   grid-circuit  resistance
per tube  is  25,000 ohms.

SCREEIV     0PERATI0lv   -   The     maximum    rated
power dissipation  for the  screen  grid  is  4.5  watts,
and  the  screen  input  power  should   be  kept  below
this   level.   The   product   of   peak   screen  voltage
and  the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates
the   screen   input   power  except  when  the  screen
curr\ent    indication   is   near   zero   or   negative.

In  the  usual  tetrode  amplifier,  where  no  signal
voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,  the
peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.

The  screen  current  may  reverse  under  certain
conditions   and   produce   negative   current   indica-
tions  on the  screen  milliammeter.  This  is  a  normal
characteristic  of  most  tetrodes.  The  screen  power
supply  should  be  designed  with  this  characteris-
tic  in  mind  so  that  the  correct  operating  voltage
will   be   maintained   on  the  screen  under  all con-
ditions.   A   current   path   from   screen  to  cathode
must   be  provided   by  a  bleeder  resistor  or  shunt
regulator  connected  between  screen  and  cathode.
A  series  regulator  circuit  can  be  used  only  when
an adequate bleeder  resistor  is  provided.

Protection  for  the   screen  should   be  provided
by  an  over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the
screen   supply  so  that   plate  voltage  must   be  on
before  screen voltage  can be  applied.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   Thoes   aperating  .Lr\

parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is  a  good  engineering  practice to  provide  indiv-
idual  metering  and  individual  adjustment  of  bias
or screen voltage to equalize the  inputs.
Where   overload   protection  is   provided,   it  should
be  capable  of  protecting  the  surviving  tube(s)  in
the  event  one tube  fails.

VHF   OPER4rJOIV   -   The   6816,   6884,   and   7843
are    suitable   for   use   in   the   VHF`/UHF   region.
Such   operation   should   be   conducted   with  heavy
plate    loading,    minimum    bias,    and    the   lowest
driving   power   consistent   with   satisfactory   per-
formance.   It   is   often   preferable   to  operate   at  a
sacrifice   in   efficiency  to  obtain   increased  tube
life .

INTERELECTRODE  CAPACITANCE   -   The  act-
ual  internal  interelectrode  capacitance  of  a  tube
is   increased  by  many  variables  in  most  applica-
tions,  such  as  stray  capacitance  to  the  chassis,
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capacitance    added   by   the   sacket   used,   stray
capacitance   between  tube   terminals,   and  wiring
effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance  values
within  the  tube,  as  the  key  component  involved,
the   industry   and   the   Military  Services   use  a
standard   test   procedure   as   described   in   Elec-
tronic    Industries    Association   Standard   RS-191.
This   requires   the   use   of   specially  constructed
test  fixtures  which  effectively  shield  all  external
tube   leads   from   each   other   and   eliminates  any
capacitance   reading   to   "ground".   The   test   is
performed   on   a   cold   tube.   other   factors   being
equal,   controlling   internal   tube   capacitance   in
this   way  normally  assures   good  interchangeabil-
ity  of  tubes  over  a  period  of  time,  even  when  the
tube  may  be  made  by  different  manufacturers.  The
capacitance   values  shown   in  the  manufacturer's

J`'',_   .'ACTUAL    TUBE     OUTLINE    WITHIN      THESE     AREAS     IS      NOT     CONTRollEO

iav    i`LUFuei^N<     ANr`     M\ieT     NOT     BE     USED    FOFI     ANY      PuRPOSE.

6816/6884
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technical   data,   or   test   specifications,   normally
are   taken   in   accordance   with   Standard   RS-191.
The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned  to
make   allowance   for   the   additional   capacitance
values  which will exist  in any  normal  application.
Actual   measurements   should   be   taken   with  the
socket  and  mounting  which  represent  approximate
final  layout  if  capacitance  values  are  highly  sig-
nificant  in the  design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -   If   ±t   ±s  desl£ed  to
operate    any   of   these   tubes   under   conditions
widely  different   from  those   given  here,  write  to
Power    Grid    Division,    Attention:    Applications,
EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301   Industrial  Way,
San  Carlos,  CA  94070,  for  information  and  recom-
mendations.
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The  8560A  is  a  ceramic/metal  conduction-cooled,  external-anode  radial-
beam  tetrode  intended   for  use  as  an  rf  amplifier  or  oscillator  or  in  audio
amplifier or modulator  service.

The   8560A   has  electrical  characteristics  which  are   similar  but  not
identical  to  the  7203/4CX250B.

Anode  dissipation  is  limited  only  by  heat-sink  capability,  and  the  tube
is  designed  for operation  at a  heater voltage  of 6.0 volts.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage   ........... 6.0  ±  0.3

2.6

±150

8560A

®

a

Current,  at  6.0  volts   ......................

Cathode-Heater  Potential,  Maximum   ............
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid-to-screen..........................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (Grounded  Cathode)2
Cin...............,....®............

Cout................................

Cgp.................................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW.....I.....I.I...................

5

16.5   pF
4.6   pF

0.04   pF

500   MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance tests.  These figures  may  change without  notice  as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement. EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using this
information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  FIS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length........................

Diameter.......................

Net  Weight    .......................

Operating  Position   ..................
Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  and  Anode  Core   ....
Cooling:  Conduction  Cooled

Recommended  Beryllium  Oxide  thermal  link
Recommended  Socket     ...............,
Base,,.,,,,.,.,...............,

(Effective  7-15-71)    ©   by  Varian

•....         2.445in;62.1mm

.....         1.630in;41.4mm

±oz;  235 gin
•..............          Any

..............   250OC

........  EIMAC  SK-1920

..          EIMAC  SK-660  Series
Special  9-Pin  JEDEC 88-236

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos    /    california    94070
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RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN  (SSB)
Class  AB|

MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE ............      2000    VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE ...........         400    VOLTS

DC  GF`lD  VOLTAGE    ............- 250    VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CuFiRENT  ............       0.25    AMPERE

PLATE  DISSIPATION   .......        See  COOLING  NOTE

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION   ...........             12    WATTS

GRID  DISSIPATloN      ............               2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF!ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  AB| ,  Grid  Driven.  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions
plate  Voltage   ...........
Screen  Voltage   ..........
Grid  Voltage   1 ...........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current ....
Single  Tone  Plate  Current    .  .  .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current  .....
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2 .  .
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2  .  .  .
Single-Tone  Grid  Current2  .  .  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2  ......
Plate  Output  Power     .......
Resonant  Load  Impedance    .  .  .

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN,  CARRIER  CONDITIONS
Class  ABi

MAXIMUM  FtATI NGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE ............       2000   VOLTS

DC  SCBEEN  VOLTAGE     ..........          400    VOLTS

DC  GF}lD  VOLTAGE    ............- 250    VOLTS

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT  ............        0.25    AMPEPIE

PLATE  DISSIPATION   ........      See  COOLING  NOTE

SCREEN  DISSIPATION   ...........             12    WATTS

GF`lD   DISSIPATION      ............                 2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  ABi .  Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage  .......
Screen  Voltage ......
Grid  Voltage  1 .......
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current
Carrier  plate  Current   .  .
Carrier  Screen  Current   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2.  .
Plate  Output  Power    .  .  .

1.   Adjust to specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current

2.    Approximate  value.

RADlo FREQUENcy  rowER  AMPLIFIER
OR OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy or  FM Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PRATE  VOLTAGE  ............     2000   VOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  ...........         300   VOLTS

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUPIRENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCREEN  DISSIPATION

GfllD  DISSIPATION

...- 250   VOLTS

.  .  .       0.25   AMPERE

See  COOLING  NOTE

...             12    WATTS

2   WATTS

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION(Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

3:::eenv#ftgaeg.e. : : :  :
Grid  Voltage  ......
Plate  Current ......
Screen  Current 1  ....
Grid  Currentl ......
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel.
Measured  Driving
Power 1  .........

plate  lnputpower   .  .  .
plate  Output  Power  .  .
Heater  Voltage   ....

1.   Approximate  value.

500   MHz

COOLING  NOTE:    When  using  the  SK-1920  Beo  thermal   link  between  the  anode  and  heat  sink,  the  maximum  allowable
thermal  gradient  from the  hottest  part  of the  anode  to the  heat  sink  is  1.9°C  per  watt  of  anode dissi-
pation.  Example:    Maximum  anode  temperature  =  250°C;  maximum  heat  sink  temperature  for  200  watts
of  anode  dissipation  is  then   25ooc_ £9QJ![  =    145oC

1 . 9 o C AV

a

®
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER

AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN
class  C  Telephony  (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  PIATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE  .
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     .   .
DC  PLATE  CUPF{ENT   .   .
PljATE  DISSIPATION1.   .
SCREEN   DISSIPATION2.
GRID   DISSIPATION2    .   .

.   .   a   .       1500    VOLTS

....         300    VOLTS

....- 250    VOLTS

....        0.20    AMPERE
See  COOLING  NOTE

....             12    WATTS

....               2    WATTS

1.   Corresponds  to  250 watts  at  100°/o  sine-wave  modu-
lation.

2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATloN   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  ........
Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current3.......
Grid  Current  3 ........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage   .   .  .
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Input  Power   .....
Plate  Output  Power   ....

3.    Approximate  value.

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

0R  MODULATOR
class  AB   ,  Grid  Driven   (Sinusoidal  Wave)

MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS   (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE     ............     2000    VOLTS

DC  SCF{EEN   VOLTAGE    ...........        400    VOLTS

DC  GBILj   VOLTAGE    .............- 250    VOLTS

DC   PLATE  CURF{ENT  .............      0.25    AMPERE

See  COOLING  NOTE

.   .   .           12    WATTS

.   .   .             2    WATTS

PLATE   DISSIPATION      .

SCFiEEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION     .   .

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Per  Tube.

TYPICAL  OPEF{ATloN   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage  .........

Screen  Voltage  ........
Grid  Voltage 1 /'3   .......

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current    .
Max  Signal   Plate  Ciirrent     .
Max  Signal   Screen  Current 1
Max  Signal   Grid  Currentl .   .
Peak  af  Grid  Vc`ltage2 ....
Peak  Driving  Power       ....
Plate  Input  Power    ......
Plate  Output  Power    .....
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate)      .........   3500

3.    Adjust  to give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE'    TYPICAL   OPEBATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct  measurement  or   by   calculation   from   published  character~
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf   grid   voltage  to   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  specified  bias,
screen   and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure   is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output

power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
ancl  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variatlons  in  current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required  bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applled.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current,  at  6.0  volts    .............

Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)  1
Cin...........................

Min.          Max.

2.3          2`9    A

14.2       17.2   pF

Cout    ..............................................           4.0           5.OpF

cgp  ...............................................---          0.06    pF

CathodeWarmupTime   .....................................           30         ---see

1.    Capacitance  values   are  for   a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  EIA  Standard
RScl91.   (See  APPuCATION  NOTE  on  Capacitance)
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APPLICATION

MOUNTING  &  SOCKETING   -   The  8560A  may  be
mounted   in   any   position,  but  its  mounting  is  nor-
mally   controlled   by  the   heat   sink   configuration
and   location.   Where   possible,   the   socket  can  be
mounted   on  a  bracket  which  in  turn  is  mounted  to
the   heat   sink  so  that  the  one  sink will  act  for  re-
moval   of  heat   from  the   tube   anode   and   also  the
tube  base.    The   EIMAC   SK-1920  beryllium   oxide

@eo)  thermal   link   is   available   for  use  between
the   tube   anode   and  the  heat  sink.  Beo  is  a  c`era-
mic   material   which  exhibits  high  thermal  conduc-
tance,    similar   to  aluminum,   and   high   electrical
resistance   and  low  loss  typical  of  ceramics.  Pro-

perly   installed,   it   provides   a   low   thermal  resis-
tance  path allowing the  anode  heat to be  transfer-
red   to  the   heat   sink,   while   providing  electrical
isolation   between  the  anode  and  the  sink.

The  EIMAC  SK-660  series  of  sockets  are  de-
signed   for   use    in   heat-sink   applications.   The
SK-660   and    SK-660A    both    use    a   high-alumina
ceramic  body,  while  the  SK-661  and  the  SK-661A
use  a  Beo  body.  The  SK-661A  includes  a   bracket
which   is   adaptable  to  some  heat-sink design  ap-

plications .

V/BRArJOIV  &  SHOCK   -   The   8560A   is  capable
of  satisfactorily  withstanding  ordinary  shock  and
vibration,   suc.h   as   encountered   in   shipment  and
normal  handling.   The  tube  will  function  well
automobile    and    truck    mobile    installations
similar  environments.   However,   when   shock
vibration  more  severe  than  this   are  expected,  it
is  suggested  that  other,  more  rugged,  EIMAC  tube
types be  considered.

COOL/Arc   -   This  tube  is  designed  for  use  in  a
conduction-cooled  system,  where  the  anode  is  in
direct    intimate   contact   with   a   heat   sink,   or
coupled  to  the  heat  sink  by  means  of  a  Beo ther-
mal  link.  The  heat  sink  in  turn  can  be  cooled  by
natural   (free)  convection,   forced~air   convection,
liquid  cooling,  or  a  combination  of these  methods.
The  design  choice  is  determined  by  the  tube  ap-

E)1ication,   but   in   all   cases   the   cooling   system
must   maintain   the   anode   and   the   ceramic/metal
seal temperatures  below  250°C.

Intimacy  of  contact  and  pressure  are  two  fac-
tors   which  will   effect   transfer   of   heat   from  the
tube   anode   to   the   heat   sink,   whether   direct   or
through   a   thermal   link   such   as   the   EIMAC   SK-
1920.    A     good    thermally    conductive    compound
should   be   used   in   the   interface   between  mating

parts  to  reduce  thermal  resistance  of  the  joints.

4

Examples  of  commercially  available  thermal  joint
compound are :

WAKEFIELD  120 -Wake field  Engineering  Co.,
Wake field,  Mass.  01880.

DOW    CORNING   340-Dow    Coming   Corp.,
Midland,  Mich.  48640

ASTRODYNE    THERMAL   BOND   312-Astro-
dyne  Inc.,  Burlington,  Mass.  01803.

G.E.     INSULGREASE    G641  -G.E.    Company,
Cleveland,  Ohio  44117.

The  method   of  fastening  the  tube  to  the  heat
sink   should   provide   reasonable   compression   to
reduce   interface   thermal   resistance.   When   it   is
desired  to  insulate  the  anode  from  the  heat  sink,
the  EIMAC  SK-1920  thermal  link  is  recommended,
as  it  is  the  correct  size  and  thickness  to  match
the  physical  and  electrical  characteristics  of  the
8560A  tube.

Socketing   is    accomplished    with   one    of   the
units  mentioned  earlier,  mounted  so  as  to  provide
a   path  for   heat   from  the   base   of the  tube  to  a
heat-sink  surface.   The  designer   is   cautioned  to
allow   for   some   lateral   movement   in   the   socket
mount,   and   to   make   sure   the   anode   (or  anode/
thermal  link  combination)  is  flat  against  the  heat
sink  before  the   socket   mounts   are  tightened,   or
heat  transfer  may  be  seriouslyiaffected.

In all cases,  temperature  of the  tube  anode  and
the   ceramic/metal   seals   is   the   limiting  factor,
and  the  equipment  designer  is  encouraged  to  use
temperature-sensitive  paint   or  other  temperature-
sensing devices  in connection with any equipment
design before the  layout  is  finalized.

HEATER   -The   rated   heater   voltage   for  the
8560A   is   6.0  volts  and  should  be  maintained  as
closely  as   practical.   Short-time  changes  of  ±10%
will  not  damage   the  tube,  but  variations   in  per-
formance   must   be   expected.   The   heater  voltage
must  be  maintained  within  ±5%  to  minimize  these
variations   and   to   obtain   maximum   tube   life.

At  frequencies  above  approximately  300  MHz,
transit-time  effects  begin to  influence the  cathode
temperature. The  amount  of driving  power  diverted
to  heating  the  cathode  by  back-bombardment  will
depend    on  frequency,   plate   current,   and   driving
power.   When   the   tube  is  driven  to  maximum  input
as   a  Class-C  amplifier,  the  heater  voltage  should
be   reduced   according  to  the   following  table:

Frequency  (MHz) Ef  IVolts)

300  or  lower 6.00
301  to  400 5.75
401  to  500 5.50
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CATHODE     0PERATloN   -   rThe    oxide    coated
unipotential   cathode   must   be   protected   against
excessively   high   emission   currents.   The   maxi-
mum    rated  dc   input  current  is   200  rnA  for  plate-
modulated    operation   and   250   rnA   for   all   other
_types  of operation  except  pulse.

The   cathode   is   internally   connected   to   the
four   even-numbered  base  pins  and  all  four  of  the
corresponding   socket   terminals   should   be   used
to   make   connection   to   the   external   circuits.   At
radio    frequencies   it    is    important    to   keep   the
cathode   leads   short   and   direct  and   to   use  con-
ductors   with   large  areas   to  minimize   the  induc-
tive  reactances  in   series  with  the  cathode  leads.

It  is  recommended  that  rated  heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  30  seconds   before  other
operating  voltages  are  applied.  Where  the  circuit
design  requires  the  cathode  and  heater to  be  op-
erated  at  different  potentials,  the   rated  maximum
heater-to-cathode  voltage  is  150  volts  regardless
of  polarity.

GR/D     OPERAr/OIV   -   The    maximum     rated    dc
grid   bias  voltage  is  -250  volts  and  the  maximum
grid   dissipation   rating  is   2.0  watts.   In   ordinary
audio    and    radio-frequency    amplifiers    the    grid
dissipation    usually   will   not   approach   the   max-
imum   rating.   At  operating  frequencies  above   the
100   MHz   region,   driving-power   requirements   for

amplifiers   increase   noticeably.   At   500   MHz   as
much   as   20  watts  of  driving  power  may  have  to
be  supplied.  However,  most  of  the  driving power
is  absorbed  in  circuit  losses  other  than   grid  dis-
sipation,   so   that   grid   dissipation   is   increased
only   slightly.   Satisfactory   500  MHz   operation   of
the    tube   in   a   stable   amplifier   is   indicated   by

grid-current   values   below   approximately   15   rnA.
The   grid   voltage   required   by   different  tubes

may  vary  between  limits  approximately  20%  above
and  below  the  center  value,  and  means  should  be

provided   in   the   equipment  to  accommodate  such
variation.   It   is   especially   important   that   varia-
tions    between   individual   tubes   be   compensated
when   tubes  are  operated  in  parallel  or  push-pull
circuits,  to  assure  equal  load  sharing.

The     maximum     permissible     grid-circuit     re-
sistance  per tube is  100,000 ohms.

SCREEN     OPERATION    -   The    maxlmurri    rated
power  dissipation  for  the  screen  i's  12  watts,  and
the  screen  input  power  should  be  kept  below  that
level.   The   product   of   the   peak   screen   voltage
and  the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates
the   screen   input   power  except   when   the   screen
current     indication    is    near    zero    or    negative.

In   the  usual   tetrode   amplifier,  where   no  sig-
nal  voltage  appears  b;tween  cathode  and  screen,
the  peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.

When   signal   voltages   appear   between   screen
and  cathode,  as  in  the  case  of  screen-modulated
amplifiers   or   cathode-driven   tetrode   amplifiers ,
the  peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of
the     dc   screen   voltage   and   the    peak   ac   orrf
signal    voltage    applied    to   screen    or   cathode.

Protection   for   the   screen   should   be  provided
by   an   over-current  relay   and   by   interlocking  the
screen   supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  ap-
plied     before    screen    voltage    can    be    applied.

The  screen  current  may  reverse  under  certain
conditions   and   produce   negative   current   indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliammeter.   This  is  a  nor-
mal   characteristic   of  most   tetrodes.   The  screen

power  supply  should  be  designed  with  this  char-
acteristic   in   mind   so   that   the   correct  operating
voltage   will   be   maintained   on   the  screen  under
all   conditions.   A   current   path   from   screen   to
cathode  must  be   provided  by  a   bleeder  resistor,

gaseous   voltage   regulator   tubes,   or   an  electron
tube   shunt   regulator   connected   between   screen
and  cathode  and  arranged   to  pass  approximately
15   milliamperes   per   connected   screen.   An   elec-
tron  tube  serl.es  regulator  can  be  used  only  when
an  adequate bleeder  resistor  is  provided.

Self-modulation     of   the    screen    in   plate-mod-
ulated   tetrode   amplifiers  usin g  these   tubes  may
not  be  satisfactory  because  of the  screen-voltage
screen-current  characteristics.  Screen  modulation
from   a   tertiary   winding   on   the   modulation   trams-
former  or  by  means  of  a  small  separate  modulator
tube   will   usually   be   more   satisfactory.   Screen-
voltage  modulation   factors   between   0.75  and   1.0
will  result  in  100% modulation  for  plate-modulated
rf    amplifiers   using    the    8560A.

PLATE      OPERArJOIV    -   The      maximum      rated
plate   dissipation   power   is   250  watts.   In   plate-
modulated    applications    the   carrier   plate   dissi-

pation    power   must    be   limited    to    165   watts   to
avoid  exceeding  the  plate  dissipation  rating  with
100%   sine   wave   modulation.    The   maximum   dis-
sipation   rating  may   be  exceeded  for  brief  periods
during   circuit   adjustment   without  damage   to  the
tube,

MULTIPLE   OPERATIO.N    -   Tubes   ope[atlng  ln
parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is   good  engineering  practice   to  provide  indiv-
idual  metering  and  individual  adjustment  of  bias
or screen  voltage  to  equahize  the  inputs.
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Where     overload    protection     is    provided,    it
should    be   capable   of   protecting   the   surviving
tube(s) in  the  event  that  one tube  fails.

VHF   OPERArJOIV   -The   8560A   is   suitable
for  use  in  the  VHF`  region.  Such  operation  should
be  conducted  with  heavy  plate   loading,  minimum
bias,   and   the   lowest   driving   power   consistent
with  satisfactory  performance.   It  is  often  prefer-
able   to  operate   at   a   sacrifice   in   efficiency  to
obtain  increased  tube  life.

DANGER-BERYLLIUM   OXIDE   CERAMICS  (Beo)
Do  not  alter,  grind,  lap,  fire,  chemically  clean,  or

perform  any other  operation  on  the  SK-1920 Beryl-
lium   Oxide  thermal   link  used  with  the   8560A  or
any   other   equivalent   section   of  Beo  used  with
the   8560A.   Normal   use   of  Beryllium   Oxide  cer-
amics  parts  is  not  hazardous,  but the  user  is  cau-
tioned  that  breathing  small  quantities  of the  dust
or    fumes   from   Beryllium    Oxide    can   seriously
injure  or  kill.

HJGH  VOLr4GE   -   The  8560A  operates  at  volt-
ages   which   can   be   deadly,   and   the   equipment
must   be    designed    properly   and    operating  pre-
cautions   must   be   followed.   Equipment   must  be
designed  so that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures  for high-voltage  circuits  and terminals,
with  interlock  switches   to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits  of the  power  supplies  and  to  discharge  high
voltage   condensers   whenever    access   doors   are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or   "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors  open. Always  r e in e in b e r that  HIGH VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL.

plr\l   No.   I          SCREEN  GRID                                       pir\i   r\i0    6      CATHODE

PIN   NO.2        CATHODE                                                PIN   NO.  7     HEATER

PIN  I`lo.3        HEATEFi                                                 PIN   NO.  8     CATHODE

PIN   NO.4       CATl+ODE                                             CENTEP   PIN -CONTROL  GFIIO

SEE  NOTES  i¥®
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INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE    -T`he
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,   capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,  as    the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test    is    performed   on   a   cold   tube.   Other
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability    of    tubes    over    a    period   of
time,    even   when   the   tube   may   be   made  by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The    capacitance   values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in    ac-
cordance with  Standard  RS-191.

The    equipment    designer    is    therefore    cau-
tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
tance    values    which   will   exist    in   any   normal
application.   Measurements   should   be  taken  with
the    socket    and    mounting   which   represent   ap-

proximate  final   layout   if  capacitance  values  are
highly significant  in the design.

SPECJAL  APPL/C4r/OIVS-If  it  is  desired  to  op-
erate  these   tubes  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent    from   those   given  here,   write   to  Application
Engineering   Dept.,    EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,
Sam     Carlos,    Calif.    94070    for    information    and
recommendations.
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The   8876  is   a  ceramic/metal   forced-air  cooled,   external-anode  radial-
beam   tetrode  with  a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating  of  250  watts  and  a
maximum   input-power  rating  of  500  wattso   The   8876  is   designed   for  very
long life  and  reliable  performance  in  oscillator,  amplifier,  or  modulator  ser-
viceo   In  most  applications,  it  may  be  used  as  a  direct  replacement  for  the
7203/4CX250B,  with  only  minor  circuit  retuning required.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage   ...................

Current,  at  6.0  volts  ...........

Cathode-Heater  Potential,  maximum  .
Amplification  Factor  (Average):

Grid  to  Screen    ....................

6.0  ±  0.3

2.4

±150

5

8876

h

a

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  ( grounded  cathode)  2
Cin....................'..............................

Cout..................'...............................

Cgp...................................................

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  grid  and  screen)2
Cin...................................................

Cout..................................................

Cpk...................................................

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW      ...................-.-.-.------------.-     _     _     _     _     .     -_     _     _

17.0    pF

4.5   pF
0.04   pF

13.6    pF

4.5   pF

0.01    pF

500   MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon   performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC   Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  special  shielded  f ixture   in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Fis-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length...............

Diameter..............

Net  Weight    ..............

Operating  Position   .........

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals  ......
Anode  Core  ............

(Effective6-15-71)        ©       1971    Varian

2.46  in;  62.5    mm

1.64  in;  41.7    mm

4oz;    113    gin

•......         Any

......       250OC

......       250OC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC     division    of    varian    /    301     industrial     way    /    sam     carlos     /     california     94070
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Cooling.........

Base..,,,,,,...
Recommended  Socket .
Recommended  Chimney

..........       Forced  Air
Special  9-pin  ]EDEC-B8-236

...     EIMAC  SK-600  Series

...     EIMAC  SK-600  Series

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN  (SSB)

Class  AB|

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CURRENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION    .

2000    VOLTS

400    VOLTS
-250    VOLTS

0.25    AMPEF`E

250    WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions

Plate  Voltage  ..........
Screen  Voltage .........
Grid  Voltage 1     .........
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .   .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current    .  .   .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current2
Two-Tone  Screen  Current2.  .
Single-Tone  Grid  Current2.   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2   ....
Plate  Output  Power   ......
Resonant  Load  Impedance  .  .

1

20

00   2000   Vdc

00
5050

215     300
3000   4000

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  CARRIER  CONDITIONS
Class  AB 1

MAXIMUM  BATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    ,

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION    .

2000   VOLTS

400    VOLTS
-250    VOLTS

0.25    AMPEBE

250   WATTS
12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage      ...........

i:::ec.Ytoal:g,e :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current  ....
Carrier  Plate  Current .......
Carrier  Screen  Current  ......
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2  ......
Plate  Output  Power  ........

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zercrsignal  dc  plate  current.

2.    Approximate  value

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR  OSCILLATOR
class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-Down  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CUF}PIENT

PLATE  DISSIPATION

SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION

GRID  DISSIPATION

2

2000    VOLTS

300    VOLTS
-250   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE

250   WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  .......     50010001500   2000
ScreenVoltage ......    250     250     250     250
Gridvoltage   .......- 90      -90      -90      -90
PlateCurrent  .......     250     250     250     250
Screencurrentl   .....        45        38        21         19
Gridcurrentl  .......        35        31         28        26
PeakrfGridvoltagel..114114112112

Measured  Driving
power  1  .......

Plate  Input  Power
Plate  Output  Power
Heater  Voltage .  .

500  MHz

2000 Vdc
300 Vdc
-90 Vdc

250 mAdc
1 0  mAdc2
25 mAdc2

---V

1.    Approximate  value.

2.    Measured   values  for  a  typical  cavity  amplifier  circuit.

a
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POW'ER

AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN

Class  C  Telephony   (Carrier  Conditions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE    ....

DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE    .

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE       ....

DC   PLATE   CURF{ENT     ....

PLATE   DISSIPAT|ON1.

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2.   .   .

GRID   DISSIPATION  2    ....

.....       1500     VOLTS

....          300    VOLTS

.....- 250    VOLTS

....        0.20    AMPERE

165    WATTS

12    WATTS

2    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION   (Frequencies  to  175  MHz)

Plate  voltage     .
Screen  Voltage  .
Grid  Voltage    .
Plate  Current   .   .
Screen  Current ?
Grid  Current3.   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage3 .......

Calculated   Driving  Power   .   .   .
plate   Input   Power    .........

1.    Corresponds  to  250 watts  at  100°/o  sine-wave  modulation.
2.    Average,  with  or  without  modulation.
3.    Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER

OR  MODULATOR
Class  AB   ,   Grid  Driven   (Sinusoidal   Wave)

....     2000    VOLTS

.....         400    VOLTS

•250    VOLTS

.       0.25    AMPERE

.....         250    WATTS

12    WATTS

2     WATTSa

MAXIMUM  PIATINGS   (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCF(EEN   VOLTAGE    .

DC   GRID  VOLTAGE       ......

DC   PLATE   CUFIRENT     .....

PLATE   DISSIPATION      ......

SCF{EEN   DISSIPATION      .   .   .

GRID   DISSIPATION         ......

I  .    Approximate  value

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)

Plate  Voltage      ........

Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltage 1  /3
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .
Max  Signal   Plate  Current    .
Max  Signal   Screen  Current 1
Max  Signal   Grid  Currentl    .
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage  2  .
Peak  Driving  Power       ....

Plate   Input  Power    ......

Plate  Output  Power   .....
Load  Resistance

(plate  to  plate)     ..........    3500    6200    9500    a

2.    Pertube.
3.    Adjust  to  give  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.

NOTE      TYPICAL   OPEflATION   data   are  obtained  from   direct   measurement  or   by   calculation   from   published   character-
istic   curves.    Adjustment   of   the   rf   grid   voltage   to   obtain   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  speclfied  bias,
screen   and   plate   voltages   is   assumed.    If  thls   procedure   ls  followed,   there   will   be   littlevariation   in  output

power  when  the  tiibe  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
and  screen   currents  which  result  when  the  deslred  plate  current  is  obtained  are  Incidental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These   current   variations   cause   no   difficulty   so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the   correct  voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations   in   current.   In  the  case  of  Class  C   Service,   if  grld  bias  is  obtained  principally
by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,   the   resistor   must   be   adjustable   to   obtain   the   required   bias  voltage  when  the
correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applled.

RANGE  VALUES   FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts    ....................

Cathode  Warmup  Time   ........................

Interelectrode  Capacitances'  (grounded  cathode  connection)
Cin..................................

Cout.....'...........................

Cgp..................................

Min.

2.2    ---
60   ---

15.0    ---

4.0   ---

1.    Capacitance   values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

3
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOOwTJIVG   -   The   8876  may  be   operated   in  any

position.   An   EIMAC   Air-System   Socket,   SK-600
series,   or  a  socket  having  equivalent  character-
istics,  is  required.  Sockets  are  available  with  or
without   built-in   screen   capacitors   and   may   be
obtained   with    either    grounded    or   ungrounded
cathode terminals.

COOLJIVG   -   Sufficient  forced-air  cooling  must  be

provided   for   the   anode,   base   seals,   and   body
seals   to   maintain   operating   temperatures   below
the   rated   maximum   values.   Air   requirements   to
maintain  anode   core   temperatures  at   200°C  with
an   inlet   air   temperature   of   50°C   are   tabulated
below.   These   requirements   apply  when  a  socket
of the  EIMAC  SK-600 series  and  an  EIMAC  SK-606
chimney   are   used   with   air   flow   in   the   base  to
anode  direction.

SEA  LEVEL 10,000  FEET

Plate Air Flow Pressure A ir F low Pressure
Dissipa- (CFM) Drop( I n .of (CFM) Drop(ln.of

t i on (watts ) water) water)

200 5.0 0.52 7.3 0.76

250 6.4 0.82 9.3 1.20

The   blower   selected   in   a   given   application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  airflow
at   a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure  drop
shown  above  plus  any  drop  encountered  in  ducts
and  filters.  The  blower  must  be  designed  to  de-
liver the air at the desired  altitude.

At   500   MHz   or   below,   base   cooling   air   re-

quirements   are   satisfied   automatically  when  the
tube  is   operated  in  an  EIMAC  Air-System  Socket
and   the   recommended   air   flow   rates   are   used.
Experience    has   shown  that   if  reliable   long life
operation   is  to  be  obtained,  the  cooling  air flow
must  be  maintained  during  standby  periods  when
only   the   heater   voltage   is   applied   to  the  tube.
The  anode  cooler  should  be   inspected   periodic-
ally   and   cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any
dirt  which  might  interfere  with  effective  cooling.

V/BRATJOIV   -   This  tube  is  designed  to  provide
reliable   service  under  ordinary  shock  and  vibra-
tion   conditions,   such   as   encountered   in  mobile
installations.   However,   when   severe   shock,   or
high-level   and   high-frequency   vibration   are   ex-
pected,  it  is  suggested  that  the  EIMAC  4CX300A
or 4CX250R  be  employed.

4

ELECTRICAL

HEATER   -   The  rated  heater voltage  for the  8876
is   6.0  volts   and  the  voltage  must  be  maintained
within   ±5%   to   obtain   good   tube   life   and  stable

performance.    Regulation    to    a    tolerance   better
than   ±5%   normally   will  be  beneficial   as   regards
life expectancy.

At   frequencies   above   approximately  300  MHz
transit-time   effects   begin  to  influence   the  cath-
ode   temperature.    The   amount   of   driving   power
diverted  to  heating  the  cathode  by  back-bombard-
ment   will   depend   upon  frequency,   plate   current,
and   driving   powera   When   the   tube   is   driven   to
maximum  input  as  a  class-C  amplifier,  the  heater
voltage  should  be  reduced  according  to  the  table
below;

300 MHz  or  lower 6.00  volts
301  to  400  MHz 5.85  volts
401  to  500  MHz 5.70 volts

CATHODE     OPERATION   -   The     oxide    coated
unipotential   cathode   must   be   protected   against
excessively   high   emission   currents.   The   maxi-
mum  rated  dc  input  current  is  200  rnA  for  plate-
modulated    operation   and   250   rnA   for   all   other
types  of operation except  pulse.

The   cathode   is   internally   connected   to  the
four  even-numbered  base  pins  and  all  four  of  the
corresponding   socket   terminals   should   be   used
to   make   connection   to  the   external   circuits.   At
radio    frequencies    it    is    important   to   keep   the
cathode   leads   short   and  direct   and  to  use  con-
ductors    with   large   areas   to   minimize  the  induc-
tive  reactances  in  series  with  the  cathode  leads.

It   is   recommended   that   rated   heater   voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  60  seconds  before  other
operating  voltages   are  applied.   If  faster  warmup
is   required,   an  over-voltage  of  8.0  volts   may  be
applied  to  the  heater  and  held  for  30  seconds,  at
which   time   the   voltage   must   be   reduced   to  the
rated  value.  Full  operating cathode  temperature  is
reached  in  30  seconds  with  this  technique.  From
a  cold  start,  it  is  imperative  that  the  over-voltage
be  held  not  over  30  seconds,  and  if  the  tube  has
not    completely    cooled    since    previous    use,   a
shorter    period    of    over-voltage    must    be   used.

Where  the  circuit   design requires  the  cathode  and
heater  to  be  operated  at  different  potentials,  the
rated   maximum   heater-to-cathode   voltage   is   150
volts  regardless  of polarity.
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GRID  OPERArJOIV   -   The  maximum  rated  dc  grid
bias  voltage  is   -250  volts   and  the   maximum   grid
dissipation  rating  is   2.0  watts.   In  ordinary  audio
and  radio-frequency amplifiers  the  grid  dissipation
usually  will  not  approach  the  maximum  rating.  At
operating  frequencies   above  the   100  MHz  region,
driving  power  requirements  for  amplifiers  increase
noticeably.   At   500  MHz   as   much  as   20  watts   of
driving  power  may  have  to  be  supplied.  However,
most   of  the  driving  power  is   absorbed   in  circuit
losses   other   than   grid   dissipation,   so   that   grid
dissipation   is   increased   only   slightly.   Satisfac-
tory   500   MHz   operation   of   the   tube   in   a   stable
amplifier  is  indicated  by  grid-current  values  below
approximately  15  rnA.

The   grid   voltage   required   by   different   tubes
may vary  between  limits  approximately  20%  above
and  below  the  center  value,  and  means  should  be

provided   in  the   equipment   to  accommodate  such
variation.    It   is   especially   important   that   varia-
tions   between   individual   tubes   be   compensated
when  tubes   are   operated   in  parallel  or  push-pull
circuits,  to assure equal load  sharing.

The    maximum    permissible    grid-circuit   resis-
tance  per tube  is  100,000  ohms.

SCREEN     OPERATION   -   The     maximum    rated

power  dissipation  for  the  screen  is  12  watts,  and
the  screen  input  power  should  be  kept  below  that
level.   The   product   of   the   peak   screen   voltage
and  the  indicated  dc  screen  current  approximates
the   screen  input   power  except  when  the   screen
current    indication    is    near    zero    or   negative.

In   the   usual  tetrode   amplifier,   where   no  sig-
nal  voltage  appears  between  cathode  and  screen,
the  peak  screen  voltage  is  equal  to  the  dc  screen
voltage.

When   signal   voltages   appear   between   screen
and  cathode,  as  in  the  case  of  screen-modulated
amplifiers    or   cathode-driven   tetrode   amplifiers,
the  peak  screen-to-cathode  voltage  is  the  sum  of
the   dc  screen  voltage  and  the  peak  ac   or  rf  sig-
nal voltage  applied to screen or  cathode.

Protection   for  the   screen   should   be   provided
by  an   over-current   relay  and  by   interlocking  the
screen   supply  so  that  plate  voltage  must  be  ap-
plied   before   screen   voltage   can   be   applied.

The  sc.reen  current  may  reverse  under  certain
conditions   and   produce   negative   current   indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliammeter.   This   is   a  nor-
mal  characteristic   of  most  tetrodes.   The  screen

power  supply  should  be  designed  with  this  char-
acteristic   in   mind   so  that   the   correct   operating
voltage   will  be   maintained   on  the   screen  under
all    conditions.   A   current   path   from   screen   to
cathode  must   be   provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor,
gaseous   voltage   regulator   tubes,   or   an  electron

tube    sh[/r]!   regulator   connected   between   screen
and   cathode   and   arranged  to   pass  approximately
15   milliamperes   per   connected   screen.   An  elec-
tron  tube   seri.es  regulator  can  be  used   only  when
an adequate  bleeder  resistor  is  provided.

Self-modulation   of   the   screen   in   plate-modu-
lated   tetrode   amplifiers   using   these   tubes   may
not  be  satisfactory  because  of  the  screen-voltage
screen-current  characteristics.   Screen  modulation
from   a  tertiary   winding  on  the   modulation  trans-
f ormer  or  by  means  of  a  small  separate  modulator
tube    will    usually    be    more    satisfactory.
Screen-voltage    modulation   fac.tors   between   0.75
and    190   will   result    100%   modulation   for   plate-

modulated  rf  amplifiers  using the  8876.

PLATE     OPERAr/OIV   -The     maximum    rated
plate   dissipation   power   is   250   watts.   In   plate-
modulated    applications   the   carrier   plate   dissi-

pation    power   must   be    limited   to   165   watts   to
avoid  exceeding  the  plate  dissipation  rating  with
100%   sine   wave   modulation.   The   maximum   dis-
sipation  rating  may   be  exceeded  for  brief  periods
during   circuit   adjustment   without   damage   to  the
tube.

MULTIPLE   OPERATION    ~   Tubes   operating   in

parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It   is   good  engineering  practice  to  provide  indiv-
idual  metering  and   individual  adjustment   of  bias
or  screen  voltage  to  equalize the  inputs.

Where   overload   protection   is   provided,   it
should    be    capable    of   protecting   the   surviving
tube  (s) in  the  event  that  one tube  fails.

VHF    OPERAr/OIV   -   The   8876   is   suitable   for
use  in  the  VHF`  region.  Such  operation  should  be
conducted    with    heavy    plate    loading,    minimum
bias,    and   the    lowest   driving   power   consistent
with  satisfactory   performance.   It  is  often  prefer-
able   to   operate   at   a   sacrifice   in   efficiency   to
obtain  increased  tube  life.

H/GH    VOLTAGE   -   Normal    operating    voltages
used  with  the  8876  are  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must    be    designed    properly    and    operating   pre-
cautions  must  be  followed.  Design  all  equipment
so   that   no   one   can    come   in   contact   with  high
voltages.   All  equipment   must   include   safety  en-
closures   for  high-voltage   circuits  and  terminals,
with   interlock  switches   to  open   primary  circuits
of the  power  supply  and  to  discharge  high-voltage
condensers   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.
Interlock   switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember    that   HIGH   VOLTAGE

CAN   KILL.

5
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INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE    -TtLe
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is    influenced   by   many   variables    in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,   capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,  and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,   as   the   key   component
involved,   the   industry   and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires   the  use   of  specially  con-
structed   test    fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all  external  tube  leads  from  each  other  and  elim-
inates    any    capacitance    reading   to   "ground".
The    test    is    performed    on   a    cold    tube.   Other
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability     of    tubes    over    a    period    of

piN   oEsiGRATroN
PIN  NO.  I            SCREEN   GRID
PIN  NI]. 2        cArHODE
PIN  ro. 3         HEA;TER
FIN  No4         CATHODE:

EN#':£JDRE°rveE^'°TusErmEXTEENALcoNREap±[

ENvei    RE
CENTER  PIN-cONTFroL GRID

6

time,   even   when   the   tube   may   be   made   by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.     The    capacitance    values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test    specifications,    normally   are   taken    in   ac-
cordance with  Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned
to   make   allowance    for   the   actual   capacitance
values  which will  exist  in  any  normal  application.
Measurements   should   be   taken   with   the   socket
and   mounting  which   represent   approximate   final
layout  if capacitance values  are  highly  significant
in  the  design.

SPEC/4L  4PPL/CATJOIVS   -   If   it   is   desired  to
operate  these  tubes   under  conditions  widely  dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   San
Carlos,   Calif.   94070   for   information   and   recom-
me ndations .

DIMENsloNAL     DATA

DIM
INCHES M  I L L I M  E T  E PI S

MIN MAX MIN           I        MAX

A 2.342 2 .464 5905 62.59
a 1610 I . 640 40.89 4 I . 66

C 1810 1910 45.97 4851

D 0.750 0.810 19.0 5 20. 57
E 0.710 0.790 1803 20.07
F 1406 3 5 .71

G 0187 --      I    4.75    I      --

H
BASE        88-236

(JEDEC     DESIGNATloN)

J 0.559    ,I    0.573 14.20 14.55

K 0.2401      -- 6.'0
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The   EIMAC  8930  is  a  compact,   high-perveance  tetrode  with  a
maximum  plate  dissipation  of  350  watts.  It  is  electrically  identical
to  the  EIMAC  7589W/4CX250R  but  the  larger  anode  radiator  assem-
bly   allows  higher  dissipation  with  low  air  flow  and  pressure  drop
characteristics.

The  tube  has  rugged  internal  construction  features  for  reliable
operation under  heavy  shock  or  vibration  conditions®

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

®

fl

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide-coated,  Unipotential
Voltage.....'..........

Current,  at   6.0   volts    .......

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating  ....
Amplification  Factor (Average):

Grid  to  Screen   ............

...          6.0±0.3    V

2.6A

8930

500   MHz

5
Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded cathode) 2
Cin...................-...............................

Cout............

Cgp...................................................

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values   are  based on  performance  tests.  These  figures may  change  without notice  as
the   result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacjtance  values   are  for  a  cold tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  Fis-191.

MECHANICAL

Base....................

Recommended  Air-System  Socket   .  .
Recommended  Air-System  Chimney  .
Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length  .
Diameter

Operating  Position   ........
Cooling..............

Net  Weight  (Approximate)  ....

Maximum. Operating  Temperature

Special  9-pin,  ]EDEC  88-236
•...       EIMACSK-600Series

........     EIMAC  SK-646

..........       2.46  in;  62.59    mm

..........       2.08  in;  52.83    mm

•..........,.........      Any

...............       Forced  Air

..........               5.5oz;156    gin

Anode  Core  &  Ceramic"etal  Seals     ..................................   250°C

(Effective  12-1-73)    ©     by  varian Printed in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos     /    california     94070
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RADlo  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN    Class  AB  ( SSB)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCPIEEN  VCLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuRFIENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION

2400   VOLTS
500   VOLTS

0.25    AMPEF}E
350    WATTS

12    WATTS
2   WATTS

1.    Approximate;   adjust  for   specified  zero-signal  plate
current.

2.    Approximate;   should   be  held   above  Absolute Maxi-
mum  rating  of   250  mAdc  only  for  brief  per i ods  of
tuning.

3.    Approximate;  rated  screen  dissipation  should  not  be
exceeded.

4.    Approximate value.
5.    The  lntermodulation  Distortion  Products  are  refer-

enced  against  one  tone  of  a two  equal  tone  signal.

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      ...............

Screen  Voltage     ..............

Grid  Voltage   1   ...............

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   ........

One-Tone  Plate  Current2 .........

Two-Tone  plate  Current  4.........

OneTone  Screen  Current 3 ........
Two-Tone  Screen  Current 4 ........

One-Tone  useful  Output  Power    ....
Resonant  Load  Impedance  ........

Intermodulation  Distortion  Products  5

3rd  Order     ................

5th   Order     ............    _    _    _    .

2000   Vdc
350    Vdc
-63    Vdc

90   mAdc
290   mAdc

205   mAdc
30   mAdc

7   mAdc

-27   dB

-30    dB

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,  CARRIER  CONDITIONS   Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ,
DC  SCF}EEN   VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUF}F}ENT     .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID   DISSIPATION

2400   VOLTS
400   VOLTS

0.25    AMPERE
350    WATTS

12    WATTS
2    WATTS

1.    Approximate;   adjust   for   specif ied  valueof  zero-
signal  plate  current.

2.    Approximate value.

TYPICAI.  OPEPIATION   (Measured  data  at  400  MHz)
Class  ABi,  Grid  Driven

Plate  Voltage     .........
Screen  Voltage     ........
Grid  Voltage 1     .........
Zero-Signal  plate  Current   .  .
plate  Current,  65  W  Carrier2
Plate  Current,  65  W  Carrier  2

Modulated  900/o  .......
Screen  Current,  65  W  Carrier
Peak  Screen  Current,  65  W

Carrier  Modulated  goo/o Z .
Driving  Power,  65  W  Carrier

2000   Vdc
400   Vdc
-85   Vdc
70   mAdc

170    mAdc

200   mAdc
-10    mAdc

30   mAdc
4W

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR   Class  AB,  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuF(PIENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .
SCFIEEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION    .   ,

1.    Approximate;   adjust   for   specif ied  value of  zero-
signal  plate  current.

2.    Approximate value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Two  Tubes)
class AB|

Plate  Voltage     ............

Screen  Voltage     ...........

Grid  Voltage   1   ............

Zero  Signal   Plate  Current   .....

Max.   Signal   Plate  Current  .....
Zero  Signal  Screen  Current2....
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current  2.  .  .
Peak  Driving  Power      ........
Load  Resistance  (plate-to-plate) .
Power  Output  (Trans.Eff.  = 95o/a)2

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  FOR OTHER TYPES  OF  OPERATION

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
OSCILLATOR  Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURPENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID   DISSIPATION   .    .

.   .   .          2400    VOLTS

.  .  .            300    VOLTS

.   .   .            0.25    AMPEFiE
.   .             350    WATTS

12    WATTS
2    WATTS

2

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER,  GRID  DRIVEN  Class  C  Telephony
(Carrier  Conditions)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .
SCF}EEN   DISSIPATION
GF!lD   DISSIPATION

1800    VOLTS
300   VOLTS

0.20    AVPEF`E
280    WATTS

12    WATTS
2   WATTS

a
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NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEPATION  data  is  obtained  from  direct measurement.  Adjustment  of the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the
specified   bias,   screen,  and  plate  voltages  is  assumed.  If this  procedure  is  followed,  there will  be  little  vari-
ation   in   output  power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there may  be  some  variation  in  screen  current,
which  is  incidental  and  which  will  vary  from  tube to  tube. These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long
as the  circuit  maintains the  correct  screen  grid  voltage  in  the presence of  the variations  in  current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts   .............
Interelectrode  Capacitancesl(grounded  cathode):

Cin.,.........................

Cgp..............................

1.     In  a  shielded  fixture  (see  lNTERELECTFIODE   CAPACITANCE)

APPLICATloN

Min.          Max.

2.3          2.9    A

......           16.018.5    pF

4.2          5.2   pF`
•--0.06pF

3

MECHANICAL

A/OUIvrJIVG   -   The   8930  may   be   operated   in  any

position.    An   EIMAC    Air-System   Socket,   SK-600
series,  or  a  socket  having  equivalent  characteris-
tics,    is   required.   Sockets   are   available   with  or
without  built-in  screen  bypass  capacitors  and  may
be   obtained   with   either   grounded   or   ungrounded
cathode   terminals.   The   SK-646   Air   Chimney   is
also  available.

When environmental  stress  (such  as  shock  and/
or    vibration)    is    anticipated,    special    attention
should  be  given  to  securing  the  tube,   to  prevent
relative motion  between the tube  and  socket  during
stress,  as  such  motion  could  effect  both  the  elec-
trical and mechanical  performance.

COOLJIVG   -    Sufficient   cooling   must   be  provided
for the  anode,  base seals,  and  body  seals  to  main-
tain  operating  temperatures  below  the  rated  maxi-
mum    value.    Air   requirements   to   maintain    seal
temperatures   at   225°C   in   50°C   ambient   air   are
shown.    These   values   apply   when   the   EIMAC
SK-600  or  SK-610  socket  is  used  with  the  SK-646
chimney,    with   air   flowing   in   the   base-to-anode
direction.

Minimum  Cooling  Air  Flow  Requirements

PlateDissipat i on Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Air  Flow Approx. Air  Flow Approx.
(watts) (cfm) Press.drop (cfm) Press.dro

ln.  H20 In.  H20

250 4.5 0.35 6.5 0.51
300 5.8 0.56 8.5 0.82
350 7.0 0.85 10.2 1.24

Experience  has  shown  that  if  reliable  long-life
operation   is  to  be  obtained,   the  cooling  air  flow
must  be  maintained  during  standby  periods   when
only   the   heater   voltage   is   applied   to   the   tube.
The  anode  cooler should be  inspected  periodically
and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove   any  dirt,
which    may    interfere    with   effective   cooling.

The   blower   selected   in  any  given  application
must  be  capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air  flow
at    a   back   pressure   equal   to   the   pressure   drop
shown,   plus   any   drop   encountered   in   ducts   and
filters,  and the blower must  be  designed to  deliver
the air at the desired  altitude.

It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  operating  ten-
perature  is  the  sole  criterion  of  cooling  effective-
ness.  One method  of measuring the  surface temper-
ature   is   by   the   use   of   a   temperature-sensitive
lacquer  or  paint.   When  these  materials  are  used,
thin   applications  must  be  used  to  avoid  interfer-
ence  with  the  transfer  of heat  from  the  tube  to  the
air  stream,  which  would  cause  inaccurate  indica-
tions,

SHOCK   AND  VIBRATION   -   The   8930  ±s  recom-
mended     for     applications    where    environmental
stress  is  anticipated  and  reliable  operation  must
be    maintained   under   these   circumstances.   The
tube   structure   is   routinely  tested   at   a  vibration
level   of  10 G,  over  the   frequency  range   of  28  to
2000  Hz,  with  full  operating  voltages  applied,  and
also   tested   under   90   G   long-duration   (11   milli-
seconds)   shock   conditions,    also   with   voltages
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applied.  When  shock  or  `vibration  stressing  is  ex-

pected,    it   is   extremely   important   that   relative
motion  between  socket  and  tube  be  prevented  or
restricted by clamping the tube into place.

ELECTRICAL

HE4rER   -   The   heater  voltage   for  the   8930  is
6.0  volts  and  should  be  maintained  within  ±5%  of
rated  value  to  minimize  variations  in  performance
and  maximum  life.

Above approximately 300 MHz  some transit-time
heating    of   the   cathode   will   occur,    and   heater
voltage   should  be   lowered.   For  operation   in  the
300   to  400  MHz  range,   heater  voltage   should  be
5.75  volts;  in  the  400  to  500  MHz  range,  5.5  volts.
Under  no  circumstances  should  heater  voltage  be
allowed  lower  than  5.4  volts.

CATHODE   OPERATION   -   The   cathode   ls   ln-
ternally connected  to the  four even-numbered  base
pins,  and  all  four  corresponding  socket  terminals
should  be  used  to  make connection to the external
circuits.   At   radio  frequencies   it   is   important  to
keep  cathode   leads   short   and  direct  and  to  use
conductors  with  large  areas  to  minimize  inductive
reactance   in   series   with   the   cathode   leads.

It   is   recommended   that   rated   heater  voltage  be
applied  for  a  minimum  of  30 seconds  before  other
operating  voltages  are  applied.  Where  the  circuit
design  requires  the  cathode  and  heater  to  be  op-
erated  at  different  potentials,  the  rated  maximum
heater-to-cathode  voltage  is  150 volts,  regardless
of polarity.

SrAIVDBy    OPERAr/OIV   -   When    equipment    is
designed  for very  lowrduty  operation,where  stand-
by   periods   of   many   hours   or   even   days   at  one
time  are  anticipated,  it  is  good  engineering  prac-
tice   to   include   circuitry   for   reduction   of  the
heater   voltage   of   an   oxide-cathode   tube   during
the  standby  periods.   This  will   greatly  minimize
the   release   of   sublimation   products   within   the
tube.   A  reduction   in  heater  voltage   of   10%  from
the   nominal   value   is   recommended   during   such
long  standby  periods,  with  simultaneous  switch-
ing   to   normal   voltage   when   the   equipment   is
switched   from   STANDBY   to   OPERATE.   A   re-
duction   in   heater   voltage   of   more   than   10%   is
possible  if  operation  is  not  attempted  for  several
seconds  after  switching from the STANDBY to the
OPERATE  mode.

COIvrROL  GRJD   -   The  grid  is  rated  for  a  maxi-
mum  dissipation  of  2  watts.  The  maximum  dc  bias
voltage rating is -250 volts.

SCREEN-GRID      OPERATION   -   The     maxinum
rated  power  dissipation  for  the  screen  grid  of  the
8930   is   12  watts,   and  the  screen  input  power
should    be   kept   below   that   level.   The   pror
duct  of the  peak  screen voltage  and  the  indicated
dc  screen  current  approximates  the  screen  input

power  except  when  the  screen  current  indication
is   near   zero   or   negative.   In   the   usual  tetrode
amplif ier,   where   no   signal   voltage   appears   be-
tween  cathode  and  screen,  the  peak  screen  volt-
age  is  equal to the dc  screen voltage.

If tuning  of a  linear amplifier circuit  is  to be  done
under single-tone  conditions,  extra  care  should  be
exercised  to be  sure the  screen dissipation rating
is   not   exceeded,   as   this   is   often   the   limiting
factor during this type  of operation.

Protection  for  the  screen  can  be  provided  by  an
over-current  relay  and  by  interlocking  the  screen
supply  so  the  plate  voltage  must  be  applied  be-
fore  screen voltage  can  be  applied.

The   screen   current   may   reverse   under   certain
conditions   and   produce   negative  current   indica-
tions  on  the  screen  milliameter.  This  is  a  normal
characteristic  of  most  tetrodes.  The  screen  power
supply should be designed with this characteristic
in  mind,  so that  the  correct  operating voltage  will
be  maintained  on  the  screen  under  all  conditions.
A  current  path from the  screen  to cathode  must  be
provided  by  a  bleeder  resistor  or  shunt  regulator
connected   between   screen   and   cathode   and  ar-
ranged  to  pass  approximately  15  milliamperes  per
connected  screen.  A  series  regulator  circuit  can
be  used  only  when  an  adequate  bleeder  resistor
is  provided.

PLATE    OPERArJOIV   -The    maximum    rated
plate-dissipation    power   for   the   8930   is   350
watts.   The   maximum   dissipation   rating   may   be
exceeded  for  brief  periods  during  circuit  adjust-
ment without damage to the  tube.

At  frequencies  up  to  approximately  30  Megahertz
the  top  cap  on the  anode  cooler  may  be  used  for a
plate   terminal.   At   higher  frequencies   a  circular
clamp  or  spring-finger  collet  encircling  the  outer
surface   of   the   anode   cooler   should   be   used.

u



MULTIPLE   OPERATION   -   Tubes   operating>  in
parallel  or  push-pull  must  share  the  load  equally.
It  is  good  engineering  practice  to  provide  for  in-
dividual   metering   and   individual   adjustment   of
the   bias   or   screen   voltage   to   equalize   inputs.
Where  overload  protection  is  provided,   it  should
be  capable  of  protecting  the  surviving  tube(s)  in
the event one tube  should  fail.

UHF  OPERArJOIV   -The     8930   is   useful   in
the  UHF`  region.   Operation  at  these  frequencies
should  be  conducted  with  heavy  plate  loading and
the   lowest   driving  power  consistent   with  satis-
factory  performance.  It  is  often  preferable  to  op-
erate   at   a   sacrifice   in   efficiency   to   obtain  in-
creased tube  life.

INTERELECTRODE    CAPACITANCE   -Ttte
actual   internal   interelectrode   capacitance   of   a
tube    is   influenced   by   many   variables   in   most
applications,   such   as   stray   capacitance   to  the
chassis,  capacitance  added  by  the  socket  used,
stray   capacitance   between   tube   terminals,   and
wiring  effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance
values   within   the   tube,  as    the   key   component
involved,   the   industry  and  the   Military  Services
use   a   standard   test   procedure   as   described   in
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard
RS-191.   This   requires  the  use  of  specially  con-
structed   test   fixtures   which   effectively   shield
all   external   tube   leads   from   each   other   and
eliminates  any  capacitance  reading  to  "ground".
The    test    is    performed    on   a   cold    tube.   Other
factors    being    equal,    controlling    internal   tube
capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability    of    tubes    over    a    period   of
time,    even   when   the   tube   may   be   made  by  dif-
ferent    manufacturers.    The    capacitance    values
shown   in   the   manufacturer's   technical   data,   or
test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in    ac-
cordance with  Standard  RS-191.

(ALIGNED  WITH
cONroL GRID
GUIDE   LUG) |T-I

A
II-

JD

-*
rIT6

ScfiEEN  GRID
(CONTACT  OuTEFi
CYLINDRICAL
SURFACE  ONLY

8930  ©®
The    equipment    designer    is    therefore    cau-

tioned  to  make  allowance  for  the  actual  capaci-
tance    values    which   will   exist    in   any   normal
application.   Measurements   should   be  taken  with
the    socket    and    mounting   which   represent   ap-

proximate  final  layout  if  capacitance  values  are
highly significant  in  the design.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -The      8930    operates    at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must    be   designed   properly   and   operating   pre-
cautions   must   be   followed.   Equipment   must  be
designed  so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for high-voltage circuits  and terminals,
with  interlock  switches  to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits  of the  power supplies  and to discharge  high-
voltage   condensers   whenever   access   doors   are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or    "cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors   open.   Always  remember  that   HIGH  VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL.

RADIO    FREQUENCY    RADIATION    -    ANoid   ex-

posure   to  strong  rf  fields   even   at   relatively  low
frequency.   Absorption   of   rf   energy   by  human
tissue  is  dependent  on  frequency.   Under  30  MHz,
most   of  the   energy  will  pass   completely  through
the  human  body  with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect.  Public  health  agencies  are  concerned  with
the   hazard,   however,   even   at   these  frequencies,
and   it   is   worth   noting   that   some   commercial
dielectric   heating   units   actually   operate   at   fre-
quencies    as   low   as   the   13   and   27   MHz  bands.

SPECJAL  APPL/CArJOIVS   -   If  it   is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of   Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  CA   94070,  for  infor-
mation and  recommendations.

DI MENsloNAL   DATA

DIM
INCHES M I LL I M ET ERS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2.324 2.4ca 59.03 62.58
a 2.050 2.080 52.07 52.83
C I.810 I .9 I 0 45.97 48.51
D 0.750 0.8 I 0 1905 20.57
E 0.710 0790 18.03 20.07
F I .406 35 .7 I
G 0.187 4.75

H
BASE; 88 -236
(JEDEC    DESIGNATION)

J 0.559 0573 I 4.20 14.55
K 0.2401    -- 6.10

(*)   COwTACT  SUF}FACE

5
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TECHNICAL    DATA

8954

VOLTAGE    REGULATOR

0F}    SWITCH    TUBE

POWER    TETRODE

The  EIMAC  8954  is  designed  for  switch-tube  (or  modulator)  and
voltage  regulator  service,  with  anode  current  up  to  8  amperes  with
short  pulses  (to  2  microseconds)  and  derated  values  of  anode cur-
rent  at longer pulse  lengths.

The tube has an oxide cathode and  all electrical connections  are
made  to  solder tabs  which  are integral  to  the tube elements.

The 8954 is  supplied  bare-anode and  is  intended to be cooled  by
heat  sink,  or  liquid  immersion,  or  a  combination,  and  is  nominally
rated for 600 watts  of  anode  dissipation.

The tube  is  rated  to  operate  at  5.5 kvdc  in  air,  at  sea level,  or
7.5  kvdc  in  an  insulating  oil  environment.  The  tube  is  designed  to
withstand  brief  fault  conditions  which  may  raise  the  instantaneous
anode  voltage  to  12 kv.

1

a

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:   Oxide Coated,  Unipotential
Heater..........®....................................

Current................o.............................

Cathode  Heating  Time  (Minimum)  ..............................

Direct  lnterelectrode  Capacitance (Grounded Cathode)2
Cin.................................................

Cout................................................

Cgp...,.............................................

6.0V
5.6A

2.0    Min.

50pF
6.2   pF

0.14   pF

1.   Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based   upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change without notice
as  the   result  of   additional  data  or  product ref inement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.   Capacitance  values  a re for  a  cold tube  as measured  in  a special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Base........,

Operatin g Position
.....    Special,  With  Solder-Tab  Terminals
•.......................            Any

Maximum  Operating  Temperatures:  Anode Core  &  CeramicAIetal  Seals  .............    250°C
Cooling

(Effective  6-1-74)       ©       1974  byvarian

-

Heat Sink/Liquid  Immersion

Printed in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california     94070



@
Maximum  Overall  Dimensions :

Length.............

Diameter...........
2.52  In;  64.01    mm
1.77  In;  44.96   mm

NetWeight    .........................................              6.00z;       170    gins

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:    Current  at  6.0  Volts    .......
Cathode  Warmup  Time   ............

Min.         Max.

5.0          6.3   A
120          ---See

40.0       60.0   pF
5.2         7.2pF

----      0.15   pF

Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode circuit) 1
Cin    .   .   '   .............................

Cout...............................

Cgp..........................'.....

1.    Capacitance values  a re for  a  cold  tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191.

PULSE  MODULATOR  OR  SWITCH  TUBE  SERVICE

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:-   lnoil
HEATEF{VOLTAGE     ....       6.0±5°/o    6.0±5%     VOLTS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ...                5.5             7.5        KILOVOLTS
PEAK  POSITIVE

PLATEVOLTAGE      ....                 12                12        KILOVOLTS

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    ..             800            800       VOLTS
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE   ....- 200          -200        VOLTS

PEAK  PLATE  CUF{RENT1  ....
PuLSE  LENGTH  AND   DUTY  1.
PLATE  DISSIPATION  2 .....

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ....

GRID   DISSIPATION         .....

ln  Air    ln  Oil
Th  8.0   AMPEF!ES
See  Derating  Chart
600   600   WATTS

15       15     WATTS

4         4    WATTS

1.    Pulse   length,   peak  current,   and  duty  are   inter-re-
lated.  See  DEBATING  CHART.

2.    600  W  nominal;   capability  is  dependent  on  cooling
technique  and  design.

APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

A/OUIVT/IVG   -   The  8954  may  be  operated  in  any

position,   with   mounting   normally   controlled  by
the   anode   heat-sink   configuration   and   location.
No  socket  is  required  since   all  electrical  con-
nections  are  made  to solder tabs  which  are  integ-
ral to the  tube  elements.

COOLJIVG   -   The  tube   is  designed  for  use  in  a
conduction-cooled    or    liquid-immersion-cooled
system,  where tube  anode heat is transferred to a
heat  sink  or  the  liquid  dielectric  coolant.  Anode
dissipation   is   normally   limited   only  by   the   al-
lowable  temperature  rise  for  the  anode  ceramic/
metal  seal  and  the  anode  core.  In  all  cases,
however,   the  cooling  system   must   maintain  the
anode  and  ceramic/metal seal temperatures  below
250°C,  and  in  cases  where  long  life  and  consis-
tent   performance  are  factors,  cooling  in  excess
of  minimum  requirements  is  normally  beneficial.

In  an  air  mounted  heat-sink  system,  intimacy
of  contact  between  the  anode  surface  and  the
sink  is  a  factor  which  will  effect  heat  transfer,
and  the  designer  is  encouraged  to  use  tempera-
ture-sensitive  paint  or  other  temperature-sensing
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devices   in  connection with  any equipment  design
before  the  layout  is  finalized.  In  such a system,
some  air  circulation  around  the  b as e  of the  tube
may  also  be  required  to  maintain these ceramic/
metal  seals  and  the  connection  points  at  the
solder  tabs  within  the  allowable  temperature
range.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER/CATHODE  OPERATION   -   True  rated
heater  voltage  for  the  8954  is  6.0 volts,  as  mea-
sured  at  the  base  of  the  tube,  and  variations
should  be  restricted  to plus  or  minus  0.3  volt  for
long  life  and  consistent  performance.  One  side  of
the  heater is  internally connected to the  cathode.
Heater  voltage  shou ld  be  applied  for  a minimum
of  two  minutes  before  high  voltage  is  applied  to
the  other  tube  elements,  to  allow the  cathode to
reach  operating  temperature.

4IVODE  CURREIvr   -For  pulse  service,  either
as  a  switch tube  or  modulator, or  for voltage  regu-
lator  applications,   an  anode  current  (during the

.fb
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pulse)of 8 amperes  is  available  with short  pulses
(up  to  2  #s).   Peak  current  capability,   pulse
length,   and  duty  factor  are  inter-related   and  for
pulse  durations  longer  than  2  pe  the  DERATING
CHART   should   be   consulted.   For   very  long
pulses   (1  millisecond  or  longer)  or  pure  dc  ser-
vice,  the  anode  current  should  be  limited  to  0.6
ampere.

HJGH   VOLTAGE   -For  air   operation,   anode
voltage  should  not  exceed  5.5  kvdc  at  sea  level.
This   value   allows   some   safety   factor,   but   at
higher  altitudes  a  reduction  in  voltage  may  be  re-

quired  to preclude the  possibility of external tube
flash-over, and  the external  insulating surfaces  of
the   tube   must  be   kept  clean  and   free  of  dirt  or
any  accumulation  of  grime  to  minimize  the  possi-
bility  of external breakdown.  When the  tube  is  im-
mersed in  a  liquid  dielectric coolant with suitable
insulating  properties,  the  allowable   anode   volt-
age is  7.5  kvdc  at  any altitude.

The  operating  voltages  for  this  tube  must  be
considered   as   potentially   lethal  and   the  equip-
ment   must   be   designed   properly   and   operating
precautions    must   be    followed.   The   equipment
must  include  safety  enclosures  for  the  high-volt-
age    circuits    and    terminals,    with   interlock
switches    to   open   the    primary   circuits   of   the
power   supplies   and   to   discharge   high   voltage
condensers  whenever  access  doors  or  covers  are
opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not  be  bypassed
or    ``cheated"   to   allow   operation   with   access
doors  open.   Always   remember  that  HIGH  VOLT-
AGE  CAN  KILL  .

PLATE SURGE-LIMITING IMPEDANCE   -Beam-
power  tetrodes,  such  as  the  8954,  are  built  with
closely  spaced  electrodes.   This  results  in  high
voltage    gradients   even    at   normal   operating
voltages.   A   high-energy   arcover   between   elec-
trodes  may  be  destructive,  and  therefore  a  series
impedance  in  the  anode  lead  is  recommended,  or
the   anode  supply  should  be  designed  so  that  it
has  sufficient  self  impedance,  to  limit  the  short-
circuit   current   to   10  times   the   maximum   pulse-
current   rating.   Normal   overload   protection  tech-
niques  should  also be  used,  not  only in  the  anode
circuit  but  also  in  the  screen  grid  circuit,  to  pre-
vent  tube  damage  in  the  event  of  a  fault  condi-
tion,

8954   @

GRJD  OPERArJOIV   -   The maximum  rated  dc  grid
bias   voltage   is  -200  Vdc   and  the  maximum  grid
dissipation  rating  is  4  watts.  In  normal  applica-
tions   the   grid  dissipation  will  not  approach  the
maximum rating.

SCREEIV     OPERATJOIV   -   The     maximum    rated
power  dissipation  for  the  screen  grid  is  15  watts,
and   the   average   screen   input   power   should  be
kept below  this level.

It  is  a  normal  characteristic  of  most  tetrodes
for  the  screen  current  to  instantaneously  reverse
with  some  combinations  of  element  voltages  and
currents.  The  screen  power  supply  should  be  de-
signed  with  this  in  mind  so  that  the  correct  oper-
ating   voltage   will  be   maintained   on  the   screen
under  all  conditions.  A  current  path  from  screen
to cathode  must  be  provided  by  a bleeder resistor
or  shunt  regulator  connected  between  screen  and
cathode.   A  series  regulator  circuit  can  be  used
only   when   an   adequate  bleeder   resistor   is  pro-
vided.

Over-current  protection  should  be  provided  for
the   screen  and  it  may  be  desirable  to  interlock
the   screen   power   supply   so   that   plate  voltage
must  be  on  before  screen  voltage  can  be  applied.

PLATE  OPER4rJOIV   -The anode of the  8954 is
nominally  rated for  600 watts  of dissipation  capa-
bility.  This  capability  is   dependent on  a  properly
designed   heat   sink,   or  the  use   of  liquid-immer-
sion   cooling  with   a  dielectric   fluid   of  suitable
characteristics,  or  a combination of both. Average
anode  dissipation  may  be  calculated   as  the  pro-
duct   of  pulse   anode  current,   pulse  tube-voltage
drop  during  conduction,   and  the   duty  factor.
Actual   dissipation  may  often  exceed   the  calcu-
1ated   value  if  pulse  rise  and  fall  times  are  ap-

preciable compared  to  pulse duration. This  occurs
because   long  rise  and  fall  times  slow  down  the
plate   voltage   swing   and   allow   plate   current  to
flow  for  longer  periods  in  the  high  tube-voltage-
drop region.

SPECJAL  APPLJCATJOIV   -If  it  is  des ired  to
operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  differ-
ent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to:    Power  Grid
Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  Califomia  94070,  for
information  and  recommendations.
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PULSE   DURATION,   MICBOSECONDS
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PEAK (PULSE)  PLATE   CURF}ENT   CAPABILITY    IS   DEPENDENT  ON  PULSE  DURATION (tp) AND

DUTY   FACTOR  (Du).   MAXIMUM    PEAK  PLATE  CURRENT   FOR  A  GIVEN  PULSE   DURATION   IS

SHOWN.   MAXIMUM   DUTY  MAY THEN   BE  DEF}IVED   FBOM   THE  RELATIONSHIP:
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PULSE  DE-RATING  DATA, TYPE  8954
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DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
N CH ES

S

M LLIMETEF`S

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. F]EF.

A 2.500 65.50
a I. 298 I.302 32 .96 33.07
C 0.559 0.573 14 .19 14.55
D 0.485 12.31

E 2.120 55.84

©
F - 0.887 22.52
G 0.555 0.395 9.01 10.03
H 0.230 0.270 5.84 6.85

I

J I.505 I. 525 33.14 53.65
K I.540 I.580 39. I  I 40. I 3

R

D
L I. 720 I.770 43.68 44.95
M loo 2CP loo 200
N 400 500 400 500
P 0.7cO 1778

A',J6*F_+©
R 0.030R 0.CroR 0.76R I .27B
S 0.090 0.Ilo 2.28 2.79
T I . IcO 28.70
U 0. 230 0. 270 5.84 6.85

I

NOTE1.RE

DIMENSIONS  ARE

Hr quI II i FOR  INFO  ONLY  &  ARE

t\o K
-®S NOT  REQul RED  FOR  IN-

IIIIIi=                                          .            ®1.    =.,

6
IIIIIIIIlii=                                                             ,  I       I         ,

s€£                          2.    ANODE  TAB  IS  ROTATED
75°.  SEE  BOTTOM  VIEW
FOR  TAB  ORIENTATION.

3.    (*)  CONTACT SURFACE.±H,`'ANlcroE-JEL

TL

e
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T[CHlllcAL    DATA

8959

HIGH-POWER

WATER-COOLED

TETRODE

The  EIMAC  8959  is  a  ceramic/metal  high  power  tetrode  for  ap-

plications    requiring  tube  outputs   from   100  to  250  kilowatts.   It  is
ideal   for  use  as  a  Class  C  rf  amplifier  or  oscillator,   a  Class  AB
rf linear  amplifier, or  a  Class  AB  push-pull  audio  amplifier or modu-
lator,  as  well  as  a  plate  and  screen  modulated  Class  C  rf amplifier.

In  pulse   modulator  service  it  can   deliver  a  peak   output  of  4
megawatts.

The   tube   is   characterized   by   low  input   and   feedback  capaci-
tances  and  low  internal  lead  inductances.  Its  rugged  mesh  thoriated
tungsten   filament  provides  ample  emission  for  long  operating  life.

The   water-cooled   anode   dissipates   100   kilowatts   when   used
with  an  EIMAC  SK-2100  series  water  jacket.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten  Mesh

Voltage...........................................

Current,   @   15.5  V    .....................................

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (Grounded  Cathode)
Cin..................................'........®.

Cout      ............................    a    .    ,    ®    .,..,,,,,,,,,

Cgp.............................................

Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances  (Grounded  Grid)
Cin..............................................

Cout.............................................

Cpk..............................................

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating,   CW  ............................

15.5  ±

175   pF
60pF

0.35   pF
108    MHz

1.    Characteristics   and  operating  values  are  based  on  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as
the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this
information  for  final  equipment  design.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions    ...................

Net  Weight  (approximate):    Tube  Only  .............,

Tube  and  Water  Jacket  SK-2110
Operating  Position    ..........................

.  .  .    See  Outline  Drawing

38.51b;    17.5kg

47.01b;    21.4  kg

Vertical,  base  up  or  down
Anode  Cooling  (EIMAC  SK-2100  series  water  jacket  required,  to  be  ordered  separately).  .     Water
Base  Cooling     .............................................          Forced  Air

(Effective  11-1-74)   ©    1974   Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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Maximum  operating  Temperature:    Ceramic/Metal  seals  and  Envelope      .
Recommended  Air-System  Socket   ..........................

Base     ....-.----------     _    _     _     _     _    _

.........          250OC

EIMAC  SK-2000  Series
....     Special  Coaxial

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
Class  AB,  Grid  Driven

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CuRF{ENT    .
PLATE  DISSIPATION    .

SCPEEN   DISSIPATION

GPIID   DISSIPATION        .

20    KILOVOLTS
......          2.5    KILOVOLTS

......             16     AMPEFtES

.....         100    KILOWATTS

......      1750    WATTS

......        500    WATTS

1.    Adjust  for  specif ied  zero-signal   I)late  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Class  AB|,  Grid  Driven
Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage     .......

Screen  Voltage     ......

Grid   Voltage    1  .......

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current

Single-Tone  Plate  Current

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2.   .   .

Plate  Dissipation 2.....

Plate  Output  Power  ?  .   .   .
Fiesonant  Load  Impedance

18    kvdc
1.5    kvdc

-320   Vdc

4.0   Adc
13.5    Adc

300

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R
OSCILLATOR  -Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM
(Keyrdown  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .   .   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .   .
DC  PLATE  CUFiRENT     .   .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .   .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .   .

GRIDDISSIPATION         .   ..

1.    Approximate  value

20    KILOVOLTS
2.5    KILOVOLTS
16    AMPEPIES

100    KILOWATTS

1750    WATTS
500    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage      .......

Screen  Voltage     ......

Grid  Voltage        .......

Plate  Current      .......

Screen  Current  1   ......

Grid   CurrentT      .......

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage  1.   .   .

Driving  Power  (calculated)
Plate  Dissipation' .....

Plate  Output  Power 1 ....

Plesonant  Load  Impedance

PLATE  MODULATED  RADlo  FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER,  GRID  DRIVEN
Class  C  Telephony  -Carrier  Conditions

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F{ATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  PLATE  CUBF!ENT    .

PLATE  D ISSI PATI ON 2.

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRIDDISSIPATION         .

17.5    KILOVOLTS
2.0    KILOVOLTS

16    AMPEPIES

67    KILOWATTS
1750    WATTS

500   WATTS

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Corresponds  to  loo  kw  at  100°/o  sine-wave  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPEF!ATION

Plate  Voltage  ...........

Screen  Voltage     .........
Grid  Voltage    ...........

Plate  Current   ...........

Screen  Current 1   .........

Grid   Current 1  ...........

Peak  Audio  Screen  Voltage  for
100%  Modulation      .......

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel ......
Driving  Power  (calculated)   .   .
Plate  Dissipation 1
Plate  Output  Power  1.......

Resonant  Load  Impedance  .  .  .

AUDio  FREQUENcy  rowER  AMPLIFIER  oR
MODULATOR,  GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB|,  Sinusoidal  Wave

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    .....
DC   PLATE  CURPENT    ......
PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCBEEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GBID   DISSIPATION         ......

20    KILOVOLTS
2.5    KILOVOLTS

16     AMPEF}ES

100    KILOWATTS
1750    WATTS

500   WATTS

Eiii

2

1.    Adjust  for  specif led  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (2  Tubes)

plate  Voltage      ............

Screen  Voltage   ............

Grid   Voltage    1   ............

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current   .....

Max.  Signal   Plate  Current      ....

Max.  Signal  Screen  Current 2  .   .   .

Peak  Audio  Grid  Voltage/Tube  2.
Max.  Signal  Plate  Diss./Tube2   .
Plate  Output  Power 2   ........
Load  Besistance,  plate/plate     .  .
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PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......
DC   SCFiEEN   VOLTAGE    .....
DC   GRID   VOLTAGE       .....
PEAK  CATHODE  CUFiRENT .   .   .
PLATE   DISSIPATION  1

(DUF`lNG   PULSE)       ......

PLATE  DISSIPATloN

(AVERAGE).......

SCF{EEN   DISSIPATloN

(AVERAGE)..........

GF}lD   DISSIPATION

(AVERAGE)........

PULSE   LENGTH       .........

.....           40    KILOVOLTS

.   .   .         2.5     KILOVOLTS

.....- 2.0    KILOVOLTS

.....        200    AMPERES

1.0    MEGAWATT

.....        100    KILOWATTS

.   .   .     1750    WATTS

.....        500    WATTS

......            10    MILLISECONDS

TYPICAL  OPEF}ATION

Plate  Voltage  ..................

Plate  Current,  pulse     .............

Screen  Voltage      .............,..

Screen  Current,  pulse2    ...........
Grid   Voltage    ..................

Grid  Current,   pulse  2  .............
Positive  Grid  Voltage,  pulse2  .......
Duty   Factor        ..................

Output  Voltage,  pulse  2  ...........
Input  Power,   pu'se     ..............

Output  Power,  pulse2     ............

Cathode  Current,   pulse 2 ...........

40   kvdc
110a

2.5   kvdc
12a

-1.2    kvdc

400   rna

1.    Power  dissipated  during  rise  and  fall  time  neglected.
2,    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL    OPEPATION   values   are   obtained   by   calculations   from   published   characteristic   curves.   To   obtain   the
specified   plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen,   and   plate  voltages,   adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  is  as-
sumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,  there  will   be   little  variation   in  output  power  when  the  tube  is  replaced,  even
though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  currents.  The  grid  and  screen  currents  which  occur  when  the
desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current  variations  cause  no  per-
1-ormance  degradation  providing  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage   in  the  presence  of  the  current  variations.
lf   grid   bias   is  obtained  principally  by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  produce  the  re-

quired  bias  voltage  when  the  correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied,

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament  Current,   at  15.5  volts   ........   o   ........   ®   .   ®   ..........

Cutoff  Bias,  at  Eb  =  25  kvdc,  Ec2  =  1500  Vdc,  Ib  =  10  mAdc     ..........
Interelectrode  Capacitances  (measurement without  shielded  fixture)

Grounded  Cathode  Connection:
Cin.......-....................................

Cout...........................................

Cgp............................................

Grounded  Grid  Connection:
Cin............................................

Cout...........................................

Cpk............................................

APPLICATloN

MOC/IvrJIVG   -   The    8959   must   be   mounted   with
its   major   axis   vertical.   The   tube   base   may   be
either  up  or  down,  at  the  discretion  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKETJIVG   -    An   EIMAC   SK-2000   Series   Soc-
ket,  or  equivalent,  is  recommended.
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Mino           Maxo

200       230    A
---- 625    Vdc

350     390   pF
55        65   pF

---1.2    pF

160      190   pF
55        65   pF

---0.5   pF

AIVODE  WATER  /ACKEr   -    An   EIMAC  SK-2100
or  SK-2110  Water  Jacket  must  be  used  to  provide
anode   cooling.   To   achieve  an  anode  dissipation
of   loo  kilowatts,   the   water  jacket   must   be   in-
stalled   over  the  tube   anode   and  adequate water
flow  provided.
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COOL/IVG   -    Anode   cooling   is   accomplished   by
circulating water through  an  SK-2100 series  Water

Jacket.  Insufficient  water  flow will  cause  the  an-
ode    temperature   to   rise    to   levels    which   will
shorten  tube  life.   Also,   if  the  coolant   lines  be-
come    clogged,   enough   steam   pressure    may   be

generated  to  rupture  the  water  jacket  and  destroy
the   tube.   The  following  table   lists   the  minimum
cooling water  requirements  at  various  dissipation
levels   with   a   maximum   inlet   water   temperature
of  50uC.

Anode Minimum Approximate
Dissipation Water  Flow Pressure  Drop

(kw) (gpm) (psi)

20 5.0 2.8

40 9.0 5.8

60 12,5 9.3

80 16.5 14.2

100 20.0 19.2

Note:    Since  the  filament  dissipates  about  3500  watts,
and  the  grid-plus-screen   can,   under   some   con-
ditions,  dissipate  another  2250 watts,  the  table
allows    for   an    additional    dissipation    of   5750
watts.

Outlet  water  temperature  must  iit]ver  exceed  70°C
and   inlet  water  pressure  should  be   limited  to  80

psi. Direction  of  water  flow  is  optional.

Tube    life   can   be   seriously   affected   by   the
condition    of   the    cooling   water.    If   it   becomes
ionized,  copper-oxide  deposits  form  on  the  inside
of    the    water    jacket    causing    localized    anode
heating  and  eventual  tube  failure.

To    insure    minimum   electrolysis,    and    power
loss,    the   water   resistance   at   20°C   should   be

greater  than  50,000 ohms/cm3,  preferably  250,000
ohms/cm3   or   higher.   The   relative   water   resis-
tance    can    be    continuously   monitored   by   mea-
suring  the  leakage  current  through  a  short  section
of   the   insulating   hose,   using   metal   nipples   or
fittings  as  electrodes.

Auxiliary  forced-air  cooling,  of  the  tube  base
is   required   to   maintain   filament-   and   grid-seal
temperatures    below   250°C.    An   air   flow   of   ap-
proximately   120   ft3/min   at    50°C   maximum   and
sea  level  should  be  directed,  through  an  EIMAC
SK-2000  Series   Socket  or  equivalent,   toward  the
filament-  and  grid-seal  areas.

Both  anode  and  base  cooling  should be  applied
before  or  simultaneously  with  the  application  of
electrode  voltages,   including  the  filament.   Base
cooling   should  continue  for  about  three  minutes
after  the  removal  of  electrode  voltages   to  allow
the  tube  to  cool  properly.

FILAMENT     OPERATION    -    A\t    rated    £Llameat
voltage,   the  peak  emission  of  the   8959  is  many
times   greater   than   the   amount   needed   for  com-
munication   service.   Reducing  the   filament  volt-
age  decreases  the  filament  temperature.  A  small
decrease    in   filament   temperature   substantially
increases    filament    life.    The   correct   value    of
filament-voltage    should    be    determined    for   the

particular   applications.   First,   gradually   reduce
the  filament  voltage  to  the  point  where  there  is  a
noticeable    reduction   in   plate   current   or   power
output,    or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Then   in-
crease  the  voltage  several  tenths  of  a  volt  above
the    value    where    performance    degradation    oc-
curred;  this  is  the  proper  operating  voltage.  Fil-
ament  voltage  should  always  be  measured  at  the
tube    base    or   socket   using   an   rms   responding
meter.   The  above  procedure  should  be  performed

periodically  to  assure  optimum  tube  life.

GR/D   OPEZZAr/OIV    -    The   maximum  control-grid
dissipation    is    500   watts,    determined   approxi-
mately   by   the   product   of   grid   current   and   peak

positive  grid  voltage.
Under   some   operating  conditions,  the  control

grid   may   exhibit   a   negative-resistance   charac-
teristic.  This  may  occur  when,  with  high  screen-

grid    voltage,    increasing   the   drive   voltage   de-
creases    the   grid   current.   As   a   result,large
values  of  instantaneous  negative  grid  current  can
be    produced,    causing   the   amplifier   to   become
regenerative.    Because   this    may   happen,   the
driver   stage   must   be   designed   to   tolerate   this
condition.   One  technique   is  to  swamp  the  driver
so  that  the  change  in  load,  due  to  secondary  grid
emission,    is    a    small   percentage   of   the   total
driver  load.

SCREEIV   OPERATION    -   The   mEixinum   scteen-
grid  dissipation  is  1750 watts.  With  no  ac  applied
to  the  screen,   dissipation  is  simply  the  product
c;f  dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen  current.  With
screen   modulation,   dissipation   is   dependent   on
rms    screen   voltage   and   rms    screen   current.
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Plate voltage,  plate  loading,  or bias  voltage  must
never  be  removed  while  filament  and  screen  volt-
ages   are   present,   since   the   screen  dissipation
rating  will  be  exceeded.  Suitable  protective  cir-
cuitry should  be  provided.

The   8959  may  exhibit  reverse   screen  current
to  a  greater  or  lesser  degree  depending  on  opera-
ting  conditions.  The  screen  supply  voltage  must
be  maintained  constant  for  any values  of negative
and   positive   screen   current   which   may   be   en-
countered.    Dangerously   high   plate   current   may
flow  if  the  screen  power  supply  exhibits  a  rising
voltage  characteristic  with  negative   screen  cur-
rent.   Stabilization   may   be   accomplished   with  a
bleeder   resistor  connected   from   screen  to  cath-
ode,  or  an  electron-tube  regulator  circuit  may  be
employed  in  the  screen supply.  A  bleeder  resistor
must  be  used   if  a  series   electron-tube  regulator
is  employed.

PLATE   DJSS/PATJOIV   -   The   rated   plate   dissi-
pation    of   100   kilowatts,   attainable   with   water

cooling,  provides  a  large  margin  of safety  in  most
applications.  This  rating may be exceeded briefly
during  tuning.  When  the  8959  is  used   as  a  plate-
modulated   rf   amplifier,   plate   dissipation   under
carrier   conditions   should  be   limited  to   67  kilo-
watts.

FAULT  PRorECT/OIV   -   In  addition  to  the  nor-
mal    plate-overcurrent    interlock,    screen-current
interlock,   and  coolant-flow  interlock,   it   is   good

practice  to  protect  the  tube  from  internal  damage
caused  by  an  internal  plate  arc  which  may  occur
at high  plate  voltages.

A  protective  resistance  of 5 to  25  ohms  should
always   be   connected   in   series   with  each  tube
anode,   to   absorb   power-supply   stored   energy   if
a  plate  arc  should  occur.  An  electronic  crowbar,
which  will  discharge  power-supply  capacitors  in
a  few  microseconds  after  the  start  of  a  plate  arc,
is  recommended.

OPERATING  HAZARDS

Read  the  following  and take  all  necessary  pre-
cautions   to  safeguard   personnel.   Safe   operating
conditions   are   the   responsibility   of   the   equip-
ment designer  and  the  user.

HJGJI   VOLTAGE   -   This   tube   operates   at  volt-
ages   which   can   be   deadly.   Equipment   must  be
designed   so   personnel   cannot   come   in   contact
with    operating   voltages.    Enclose   high-voltage
circuits  and  terminals  and  provide  fail-safe  inter-
locking   switch  circuits   to  open  the   primary  cir-
cults  of  the  power  supply  and  to  discharge  high-
voltage    condensers    whenever    access    into   the
enclosure  is  required.

X-RAY  RADJArJOIV   -   The   EIMAC   8959,   opera-
ting    at   its    rated   voltages    and   currents,    is   a

potential    X-ray   hazard.    Moreover,    the   X-ray
radiation    level   can   increase   significantly   with
aging   and   gradual  deterioration,   due  to  changes
in   leakage   paths   or  emission  characteristics   as
they   are   affected   by   high   voltage.   Only   limited

shielding   is   afforded  by  the  tube  envelope.   Ad-
ditional  X-ray  shielding  must  be  provided  on  all
sides  of  the  tube  to  provide  adequate  protection
to  operating  personnel  throughout  the  tube's  life.
When   this   tube   is   used   as   a   pulse   modulator,
shielding   of   the   pulse   transformer   may   also  be
necessary.  X-ray  caution  signs  or  labels  must  be

permanently attached  to equipment  using this tube
directing   operating   personnel   never   to   operate
this    device   without    X-ray   shielding   in   place.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  RADIATION    -Exposure
of   the   human   body   to   rf   radiation   becomes   in-
creasingly   more   hazardous   as   the   power   level
and/or  frequency  are  increased.  Exposure  to  high-
power   rf  radiation  must  be    strictly  prevented   at
any  frequency`

Equipment    must   be   designed   to   fully   safe-

guard   all   personnel   from   these   hazards.   Labels
and   caution   notices   must  be   provided   on   equip-
ment    and   in   manuals   clearly   warning   of   these
hazards .
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TE€HNI€AI   DATA

X-2159

WATER-COOLED

POWER   TETRODE

The   EIMAC   X-2159   is   a   ceramic/metal,   water-cooled   power
tetrode  designed  for  very-high-powered  medium-frequency  or  high-
frequency  broadcast  service  and  very-low-frequency  communication
in  the  megawatt power range.

The   X-2159   has   a   two-section   thoriated-tungsten   filament
mounted  on  water-cooled  supports.  The  two  sections  may  be  fed in

quadrature  to  reduce  hum  contributed  by  an  ac  power  source.  The
maximum  anode  dissipation  rating  is  1250  kilowatts  steady  state.

Large-diameter  coaxial  terminals  are  used  for  the  control  grid
and   the  three  rf  filament  terminals.  Filament  power  and  filament
support  cooling-water  connections  are  made  through  three  special
couplings  with knurled  and tbreaded  clamping rings.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated-tungsten,  two-section
Voltage per section    ............
Current  at  18.5  V  per  section   ......

Amplification  Factor  (Average),  Grid  to  Screen  ....................
Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitance (grounded cathode)2 :

18.5  ±  0.9    V

700A
4.5

Cin   ...............................................                         1650    pF

Cout    ..............................................                           260    pF

Cgp......................................

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance (grounded  grid)2 :
10pF

675   pF
260   pF
1.0   pF

Frequency of Operation:  for use above  30 MHz,  contact:
Product  Manager,  Power  Grid  Division,  EIMAC  Div.  of Varian.

1.    The design  of  this tube  is  subject to  change.  The data  supplied  is for guidance only.  Before  establishing  a  final
equipment  design with  this tube,  contact:  Product  Manager,  Power  Grid  Division,  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian.

2.    Capacitance values  shown  are nominal,  measured  with  no  special  shielding.

(Effective 7-1-73)     ©     1973  by  varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos    /    california    94070
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MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length.......

Diameter......

Net  Weight    ......

Operating Position   .
Cooling........

Base  Terminals  .  .  .
Recommended  Filament Connectors  (not supplied  with tube):

Filament Power/Water  Connector  (3  required)  ........
Filament  rf  Connector  (1  required)   ...............

Maximum  Operating Temperature:
Envelope,  and  CeramicAIetal  Seals    ..............

23.75  in;  60.32   cm
17.03  in;  43.26    cm

175 lbs;  80   kg
Vertical,  base down

.....    Water  and  Forced  Air
•..........,            Special

Ei;IMAC  X-2175

EIMAC  X-2181

200OC

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ......

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   .....

DC  PLATE  CUFIPIENT     ......

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ......

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .....

GRID   DISSIPATION        ......

.   .       22.5    KILOVOLTS

..          2.5    KILOVOLTS

..         125    AMPEBES

.   .      1250    KILOWATTS

.   .            15    KILOWATTS

.   .         4.0    KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB|,  Peak  Envelope  Conditions

PI ate  Voltage
Screen  Volta
Grid  Voltage
Zero  Signal  Plate  Current   .  .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .  .
Single  Tone  Screen  Current 2
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage2.....
Plate  Dissipation   .......
Plate  Load  Resistance   ....
Plate  Power  Output   ......
Efficiency............

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R

OSCILLATOR    Class  C Telegraphy or  FM

(Key-down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .........

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ........

DC  PLATE  CURRENT    .........

PLATE   DISSIPATION     .........

SCFIEEN   DISSIPATION     ........

GRID   DISSIPATION         .........

22.5    KILOVOLTS

2.5    KILOVOLTS

125    AMPERES

1250    KILOWATTS

15    KILOWATTS

4.0    KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPEPATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage     .......
Screen  Voltage     ......
Grid  Voltage   ........
Plate  Current  ........
Screen  Current 1.......
Grid  Current 1     .......
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipationl .....
Screen  Dissipationl ....
Grid  Dissipationl   .....
Plate  Load  Besistance   .  .
Plate  Power  Output   ....
Eff i ci ency   ..........

1.    Approximate  value.

2
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PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER

AMPLIFIER   Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  FiATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE       ........

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ........

DC  PLATE  CuRRENT        ........

PLATE  DISSIPATION         ........

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     ........

GRID   DISSIPATION    ..........

17.5    KILOVOLTS

2.0    KILOVOLTS

100    AMPERES

800    KILOWATTS

15    KILOWATTS

4.0    KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

plate  Voltage     ..........
Screen  Voltage     .........
Grid  Voltage       ..........
Plate  Current      ..........
Screen  Current 1   .........
Grid  Current   1    ..........
Pk.  Screen  Voltage  (100% Mod)
Pk.  rf  Grid  Voltage   .......
Calculated  Driving  Power  .  .  .
Plate  Dissipation   ........

a:::eBjg::psi%tioTn.1.  :  :  :  :  :  :
Plate  Load  Resistance      ....
Plate  Output  Power      ......
Efficiency.............

1.    Approximate  value.

AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER OR

MODULATOR
Class AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube):

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SCPIEEN  VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE  CURF}ENT    ,

PLATE  DISSIPATION     ,

SCPEEN  DISSIPATION

GFuD  DISSIPATION

22.5    KILOVOLTS

2.5    KILOVOLTS

125    AMPEF}ES

1250    KILOWATTS

15    KILOWATTS

4.0    KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  Twc)  Tubes  -Sinusoidal  Wave

Plate  Voltage     ...........

?cr::ecoYtoa|::gi :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ..  :  :  :
Zero  Signal  Plate  Current   ....
Max.  Signal  plate  Current  ....
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current2  .  .
Pk.  Audio  Freq.  Grid  Voltage 3 .
Max.  Signal  Plate  Dissipation 3
Plate/plate  Load Resistance      .
Plate  Output  Power   ........

1.    Adjust  for  stated  zero-signal  plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.
3.    Per Tube.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION  data  are obtained  by  calculation  from the  publ ished  characteristic  curves.  Adjustment of
the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen,  and  plate voltages  is
assumed.  If this procedure  is followed,  there will  be  little  variation  in  output  power then  the tube  is  changed,
even  though  there may  be some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen  currents which  result
when  the  desired  plate  current  is obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current variations
cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence  of the  variations  in
current.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

A/OOwTJIVG   -   The   X-2159   must  be   mounted
vertically,  base  down.   The  i ull  weight  of  the
tube  should rest on the main  screen-grid contact
flange  at  the  base of the tube,  and all  lifting of
the  tube  should  be  done  with  the  lifting  eye
which   is   attached   to   the   top  of  the  anode
cooling jacket.

COOLJIVG   -   It   is   essential  that  high  purity
water  be  used  for   anode  cooling  to  minimize
power  loss  and  corrosion of metal fittings.
Good  distilled  or de-ionized  water will  have  a
resistance  of  1  to  2   megohmsper cm3.  Water
should  be  discarded  if  resistivity falls to
50,000  ohms/cm3.   Since the anode  is  normally
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at  high  potential  to  ground,  water  connections  to
the   anode   are   made  through   insulating  tubing.
These insulating sections  should be long enough
so that column  resistance is  above  100,000 ohms
per   1000  plate   supply  volts.   The   table   shows
minimum   anode   cooling   water   requirements   for
several   plate   dissipation   levels.

Plate  Dissipation Water  F`low Pressure  Drop
(Kilowatts) (GPM) (PSI)

500 130 15
800 205 30

1000 250 45
1250 310 66

This  data  is based  on an  inlet  water  temperature
of 40°C  and  an  outlet  temperature  of  70°C.  In no
case    should   the   outlet   water   temperature   be
allowed to exceed  70°C,   and   system  pressure
should  be  limited  to  85  PSI  maximum.

Water  cooling  is  also  required  for  the  screen

grid,    with   a   minimum   flow   of   2.0   GPM,   at   an
approximate  pressure  drop  of  25  PSI.   The  tube
outline   drawing   shows   which   of   the   two   con-
nections  should be used  for  inlet water.

Water  cooling  of  the  filament  supports  is  re-

quired.   Each  of  the  three  water  connections  in-
cludes   both  an   inlet   and   outlet   line,   with  the
proper  section  for  the  inlet  water  shown  on  the
outline  drawing.  Minimum  flow  for  the  F`1  and  F`3
connectors  should  be  2.0  GPM,  with  an  approxi-
mate  pressure  drop  of  10  PSI  for each connector;
minimum  flow  for  the  F2  connector  should  be  4.0
GPM,   with  an  approximate  pressure  drop  of  55
PSI.

Base   water  cooling   requirements  can   some-
times  be  simplified  if  the  screen  grid  and  fila-
ment   connectors   Fl   and   F3   are   all   cooled  in
series,  with  suitable  insulation  between  termin-
als.

In  addition  to  the  water-cooling  requirements,
cooling  air  should  be  directed  against  the  lower
envelope   surface,   in   the   area  of  the  ceramic/
metal  seals,  and  particularly  from  below,  up   in-
to   the   recesses   involving  the   control   grid   and
screen   grid  contact  surfaces.  Under  normal  cir-
cumstances,   a  general   purpose   blower  capable
of  supplying  a  minimum  of  one  hundred  CFM  (at
zero  head),  properly  directed,  will  provide  ade-
quate cooling  in  the  recessed  base  area.  Temper-
atures  of  the  ceramic/metal  seals  and  the  lower
envelope    areas    are   the   controlling   and   final

limiting  factor.  Temperature-sensitive  paints  are
available   for   use   in   checking   temperatures   in
these   areas   before   equipment   design   and   air-
cooling arrangements  are  finalized.

AJJ   base   cooling,    air   and   water,    must   be
applied  before  power  is  applied  to  the  filaments.
F`or  standby  operation,  with  no  direct  anode  dis-
sipation,    a   minimum   flow   of   5   GPM   of   anode
cooling  water  is  still  required  to  prevent  anode
overheating,  in  addition to base  cooling.

In    all   cases,   both   air-flow   and   water-flow
interlocks   should  be  used  to   remove   all  power
from  the  tube  in  case  of  a  cooling  failure.  How-
ever,   cooling  normally  should  be  maintained  for
a   brief   period   after   all   power   is   removed   to
allow for tube cool-down.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT  OPERATION   -   Special  procedures
must  be  used  in  the  application  and  removal  of
filament   power.   Cooling  water  flow   must  be  on
and   at  the   correct   level   before   any   voltage  is
applied.    Then   a   voltage   of   (approximately)   4
volts  should  be  applied  (per  section),   and  held
for  a  minimum  of  30  seconds.   Voltage  can  then
be   gradually   increased   until  the   full  operating
filament   voltage   level   is   achieved,   but   at   no
time  should  surge  current  be  allowed  to  exceed
1600   amperes   per   section.   To   remove   filament

power,   the  voltage  should  be  reduced  gradually
to  (approximately)  4  volts  and  held  at  this  level
for   a  minimum  of  30  seconds  before  all  voltage
is  removed.

The  peak  emission  capability  at  the  rated,  or
nominal,  filament  voltage  is  normally  many  times
that  required  for communication  service.  A  small
decrease   in   filament   temperature   due   to   a  re-
duction   of   filament   voltage   can   increase   tube
life    by    a   substantial   percentage.    It   is   good
practice  to  determine  the  nominal  filament  volt-
age   for   a   particular   application   that   will   not
affect   the   operation   of  the   equipment.   This  is
done  by  measuring  some  important  parameter  of
performance,   such   as   plate  current,   power  out-
put,     or    an    increase    in    distortion,    while   fil-
ament  voltage  is  reduced  in  small  steps. At  some
value  of  filament  voltage  there  will  be  a  notice-
able  reduction  in  plate  current  or  power  output,
or   an   increase   in   distortion.   Operation   should
then  be  at  a  filament  voltage  slightly  higher  than
the  point  at  which  performance  degradation  was
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noted.   The  voltage  should  be  measured   at  the
tube  base  terminals  with  a  197o  accuracy  rms  re-
sponding   meter   and   periodically   checked,

GRJD  OPER4rJOIV   -   The  X-2159  grid  is  rated
at   4000  watts   of  dissipation.   Protective  mea-
sures  should  be  included  in  the  circuitry  to  in-
sure  that  this  rating  is  not  exceeded.  Grid  dis-
sipation   is  the   approximate   product   of  dc   grid
current and  peak positive  grid voltage.

SCREEIV  OPERATION   -   Base  cooling  (a±t  and
water) must be on  and  at  the correct  level before
tube  operation  is  started.  The  power  applied  to
the   screen   grid   must   not  exceed   15  kilowatts.
Where no  ac  is  applied to the  screen,  dissipation
is   the  product   of  dc   screen  voltage   and  dc
screen  current.  With  screen  modulation  the  dis-
sipation  is the  product of rms  screen  current  and
rms  screen voltage.

Plate  voltage,   plate  load,  or  grid  bias  volt-
age   must  never  be   removed  while  filament   and
screen   voltages   are   present   since   the   screen
dissipation   rating   will   be   exceeded.   Suitable
protective  circuitry  must  be  provided  to  remove
screen  power  in  case  of  such  a  fault  condition.
Tetrode  tubes  may  exhibit  reversed  screen  cur-
rent  to  a  greater or   lesser  degree  depending  on
individual  tube  design  and  operating  conditions.
The   screen  supply  voltage  must  be  maintained
constant  for  any  values  of negative  and  positive
screen currents that  may be  encountered. Danger-
ously  high  plate  currents  may  flow  if the  screen
power   supply  exhibits   a  rising  voltage  charac-
teristic  with  negative  screen  current.  Stabiliza-
tion   may   be   accomplished   by   use   of   a   shunt
regulator circuit  in the screen voltage  supply,  or
other suitable techniques.

PLATE  OPER4rJOIV   -   The  maximum  dissipa-
tion  rating  of  the  X-2159  is  1250  kilowatts  with
water  cooling.   When  used   as  a  plate-modulated
rf  amplifier,  plate  dissipation  under  carrier  con-
ditions  is  limited to  800 kilowatts.

FAULT PRorECTJOIV   -   In  additior. to the  nor-
mal   plate-overcurrent   interlock,   sci.een-current
interlock,  and  coolant  Goth  air  and  water)  inter-
locks,   it   is   good   practice  to  protect   the  tube
from  internal  damage  caused  by  an  internal  plate
arc  which  may  occur  at  high  plate  voltages.  An
electronic  crowbar,  which  will  discharge  power-
supply   capacitors   in   a  few  microseconds  after
the  start of  a plate  arc,  is  recommended.

JZJGH   VOLTAGE   -   Normal   operating   voltages
used  with  the  X-2159  are  deadly,  and  the  equip-
ment   must   be   designed   properly   and  operating
precautions  must  be  followed.  Design  all  equip-
ment   so  that  no  one  can  come  in  contact  with
high    voltages.    All   equipment   must   include
safety  enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and
terminals,   with  interlock  switches  to  open  pri-
mary   circuits   of  the   power   supply   and   to  dis-
charge high-voltage condensers whenever access
doors  are opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not be
bypassed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with
access  doors  open.  Always  r3member  that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

X-RADJArJOIV   -   High-vacuum   tubes   operating
at  voltages  higher than  10 kilovolts  produce  pro-

gressively  more dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as the
voltage   is  increased.   The  X-2159,   operating  at
its   rated   voltages   and  currents,   is  a  potential
X-ray  hazard.  Only  limited  shielding  is  afforded
by  the tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion  level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and  gradual  deterioration,  due  to  leakage  paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray   shielding   must  be
provided  on  all  sides of tubes  operating  at these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection  through-
out the tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on the X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10  kilovolts   are   in  use.
Lead  glass,  which  attenuates  X-rays,   is  avail-
able  for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt
as   to   the   requirement   for   or   the   adequacy  of
shielding,  an  expert  in  this  field  should  be  con-
tacted  to  perform  an  X-ray  survey  of  the  equip-
ment.

Operation    of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock  switches  "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open in order to be better able to  locate  an equip-
ment   malfunction   can   result   in   serious   X-ray
exposure.

RADlo  FREQUENCY   RADIATloN   -   ANoid  ex-
posure  to  strong  rf  fields  even  at  relatively  low
frequency.    Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human
tissue  is  dependent on  frequency.  Under 30 MHz,
most  of  the  energy  will  pass  completely  through
the  human body with  little  attenuation  or  heating
effect. Public  health  agencies  are concerned with
the  hazard,  however,  even  at  these  frequencies,
and   it   is   worth   noting   that   some   commercial
dielectric  heating  units  actually  operate  at  fre-
quencies   as  low  as  the   13  and  27  MHz  bands.



SPECJAL  APPLJCAr/OIV   -Where  it  is  desired                    Tube    Product   Manager,    EIMAC   Division   of
to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  dif-                     Varian,    301    Industrial    Way,    San   Carlos,   Ca.
ferent from  those  listed  here,write to  power Grid                     94070,     for    information    and    recommendations.
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The    EIRAC    Y834    is    a    ceramic/metal,    forcedrdir    ccoled,
radial-bean  tetrode with a  rated maximm plate  dissipation of
4.5  kw.  It  is  especially designed  for UIT Irm,  IV translator
and  linear  axplifier  operation  requiring  low  inter[rodulation
distortion xp  to  loco Mlz.  Ira  level  is  better  than -52dB.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

ELHrmcEL

Type  of  Cathode  ..............
Heating..................

a    :::=:: v£:=:,I airio;i=:eiy ....... I ....
Peak  Cathode  Current  ...........
Interelectrode Capacitances ,  approx irately:

Input  (g2  tied  to  g1)   .........
Output  (g2  tied  to  g1)   ........
cathode/chode

®   #i:::n=nan:::t::ei::e-.8: :V:r?g:)

Bin-CEL
haunting  Position  ......
Anede  Cooling   ........
Minimm Airflcw2    ......
Corresponding  Pressure  Drop  .
Maxinm Inlet Air Texperature
Maximm Outlet Air Texperature
Maxinm Tenperature 3    ....
Net  Weight   ..........
Dimensions.........-

Thoriated  Tungsten
Direct

6.0  ±  2%  volts
•   .   .          34aps

•...              6arrps

40pF
I....          8.2pF

•...         0.02pF
7

40  rrrthos

Vertical
Forced Air

70  cfm
0.8„  H20

450c
1000c
2500c

5  lbs/2.3Kg
See  Drawing

]In   the  high   frequency  operation   the  cathode   is   subjected  to  considerable  back  bchardnent
which  raises  its  teaperature.  After  the  circuit  has  been adjusted for proper  tube operation,

*      h      Fhoertf±[L±=tt  V°[tage  rms[  be   reduced   to  Prevent  overheating  of  the  cathode  with  resulting
2For 30°C  inlet  air  terrperature  and 2 kw anode  dissipation.

3At   any  point   on  the   ceramic   insulators.   For  maximm  tube   life,   this  tenperature  rust  Trot
exceed  2cO°C.  The  ccoling  air  flow  irmst  be  established before  application of  any voltage  and
maintained  for at  least  one minute  after  filament voltage  has  been  rennved.

A
20April84;  Revised April  86

Varian EIMAC / 1678 South Pioneer Poad / Salt Lake City / Utah 84104 / (801) 972-5000
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A

onATnc onu)ITlors

RA"M RATINGS  (all potentials  refer  to cathode)

DC  Anode  Voltage   ...............
IX}  Grid  g2  Voltage   ..............
ac  Grid  g1  Voltage  ..............
Pealc  Cathode  Current  .............
IX:  Anode  Current   ...............
Anode  Dissipation    ..............
Grid  g2  Dissipation    .............
Grid  g1  Dissipation    .............
Frequency..................

a.Ass A - LINIIAR irmlFm Fun H.EvrslcN TRANSLArm
Aural  and Video  Signals  Simultaneously

TyplcAL  OEmArmN

aperating  Frequency  ...........
Bandwidth................
Filanent  Voltage  ............
ac  Anode  Voltage  ............
IX}  Grid  g2  Voltage   ...........
IX)  Anode  Current  (no  signal)   ......
Peal{  Video  Power   ............
Anode  Current  (black  level  +  audio)     .   .
Gain..................
Interrrndulation  Products  ........
Distance  Betveen Audio  and Video  Carriers

1cro RE

474no5O Mk
lorn

6V
4kv

4cOV
0.4A

1.1  tw
0.8A

15.Od3
-54  dB  (*)

4.5 Mk

(*)  Under  video  level   (3-tone  test)   typical;   depending  on  the  cavity/circuit  used  and
adjustnents rmde.



r\<~`        ABrmlJIE  rm"H  RArmrs:      Values   shrm   for  each   type  of   service  are  based  on  the  "absoluterH systed'   and  are  Trot   to  be   exceeded  under  any   servi€e  conditions.   These   ratings   are  limiting
.-1.._-     _---_-.I_     _J_  ,  _1        .1`~  values   outside  which  the   serviceability  of   ire   tube  may  be   ixpaired.   In  order  Trot  to  exceed_ _     _-____-_    ___    -_'_I--.1(>

absolute  I.atings,   the  equipment  designer  has  the  resporisibility of  determining an average  design
value   for  each  rating  below  the  absolute  value  of  that  rating  by  a  safety  factor  so  that  the
absolute  values  will  never  be  exceeded  under  any usual  conditions  of  supply voltage variation in
the   equipment   itself .    It   does   rot   necessarily   follow  that   corfoinatious   of  absolute  ]maximm
ratings can be attained simltaneously.

Hum  'VulRE:      Normal   operating  voltages   used  with   this   tube  are   deadly.   Equiprmt  IIust   be
designed  praprly  and  operating  precautions  must  be  followed.     Design  all  equipment  so  that  ro
one   can  ccme   in  contact  with  hich  voltages.   All   equipment  nust  include  safety  enclosures  for
hich-voltage  circuits  and  temimls,   with   interlock  switches   to  open  primary  circuits  of  the
peer  sapply  and  to discharge higholtage  capacitors whenever access  dcors are quned.  Interlock
switches  Tnust   rot   be   bypassed  or   "cheated"   to   allow  operation  with  access  dcors  open.  Alvays
rerrrfer  that rmun `mJmGE caN KHL.

INTREJH±   CAIZACITRE:       The   actual    intemal    interelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is
rlinflueneed   by  many  variables   in  rest   applications   such  as   stray  capacitance   to   the  chassis,

capacitace  added  by  the  socket  used,   stray  capacitance  between  the  tube  temimls,  and  wiring
effects.  To  control  the  actual  capacitance  values  within  the  tube as  the key ccxpnent  im/olved,
the   industry  and  military  services   use  a   standard  test  procedure  as   described   in  Electronic
Industries   Assaciation   Standard   RS-191.   This   requires   the   use   of   specially  constructed   test
fixtures   which  effectively   shield  all   extemal   tube   leads   from  each  other  and  eliminate   any

ffi:on¥:::=j::t:L£[totjfro:;::,±tT:c:es±:±tshf:r::=£o=f[;o::s::=s.g¥erfnf:::g:beca±b¥[:t#-   tubes  over  a  period of  time,  even  if  the  tube  is made  by  different rranufacturers.  The  capacitanee

values  shoo  in  the  rnanufacturer's  technical  data,  or  test  specifications,  normlly are  taken  in
accordance with  Standard RS-191.

The   equipment   designer   is,   therefore,   cautioned   to  rrcke   allcmarroe   for   the   actual  capacitanee
values  which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.  Measurenents  should  be  taken with  the  socket
and  rrounting  which  represent  approxirrate  f ilral  layout  if  capacitance  values  are  highly  signifi-
cant  in  the  design.

GRID  0PERrmcH:      Mexirrm  control   grid   dissipation  is  5  watts,   detemined  approximately  by  the
product  of  the dc grid current  and  the peak positive  grid voltage.

SCEEN  CRE  CRErmon:     Maximm  screen  grid  dissipation  is  25  ratts.  With  co  ac  applied  to  the
screen  grid,   dissipation  is  sinply  the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and  the  dc  screen  current.
With   screen  flndilation,   dissipation  is  dependent  on  rms  screen  voltage  and  rms  screen  current.

late  voltage,   plate   loading,   or  bias  voltage  Trust  never  be  remved  while  filanent  and  screen
Dltages  are  present,   since  screen  dissipation  ratings  will  be  exceeded.  A  protective  spackTgap
^'_.__       _1____1  I      1_  _

rE
\     _  ___-_---r__--C>Jr*,device   should  be  comected  between   the  screen  grid -and  the  cathode  to  guard  against  excessive

voltage.

_,
Y834

Page  3
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fins Y863

The    EIMAC    Y863     is    a     ceramic/metal     VHF    power    tetrode
intended    for    use    as    a    retrofit    for    the    8F76R    in    VHF-TV
amplifier   service.    A   retrofit    kit    1.s    available   which    al-
lows    use    of    the    Y863    in    NEC    10-15    kw   visual    TV    cavities.
No     other     changes     are     required.     The     Y863     features      an
electro-mechanical     structure    which    provides    high     rf
operating   efficiency.    Low   losses    in   the   structure   permit
operation    at    full    ratings    to    250   MHz    in    TV    linear    ampli-
fier   service.

Improved   electron   optics   provide   higher   gain   than   the
8F76R.    particularly    in    the    high   channels.    easing   exciter
problems.    Improved   grid   coristruction   reduces   tube-to-tube
differences   and   contributes   to   extended   life.

The   anode    is    rated    for    15    kilowatts    dissipation    with
forced   air   cooll.ng.

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL

i---  f:_

CHARACTE    R     I     ST     I     CS     1

Filament:    Thoriated    Tungsten    Mesh
Vol Cage       ..........
Current,   at    7.5   volts       .    .    .

|mplification   Factor,   average
Grid   to   Screen

VHF -TETRODE
TO FIEPLACE

8F76Ft
DATA INCLUDES

Ycl t 2
FtETROFIT KIT

•i`ect    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (cath.    grounded)2

Gin

Gin.............
Gout.............
Cpk.............

Cout......................
Cgp.....................

Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (grids   grounded)2

Maximum   frequency   for   Full    Ratings    (TV)       .........................

7.5    +    0.4       V-    120      A

8.5

170       pF
16pF

0.5       pF

1.      Characteristics    and    operating    values    are    based    on    performance    tests.    These    figures    may    change
without   notice   as   a   result,   of   additional    data   or   product    refinement.

2.      Capacitance    values    are    for    a    cold    tube,    as    measured    with    no    special     shielding.     in    accordance
with   Electronic    Industries   Association    Standard   RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum   Overall     Dimensions:
Length.......
Di ameter    .......

net   Weight   (approxilnate)   .

9.3    In;    23.6    cm
7.4    In:    18.8   cm

14    Lbs;    6.4    kg

Operating   Position          ..........................          Axis    Vertical,    Base    Up   or    Down

Cooling       ......................................                                Forced   Air

Operating   Temperature,    Absolut.e   Maximum
Ceramic/Metal    Seals   and   Anode   Core          ......................                                                 25o°C

Base         .......................................               Special,    Coaxial

IMAC    Retrofit    Kit.    for    Installation    in    NEC    PCN-1200    VHF-TV    Visual     Cavity    (See    Page    2)                           EIMAC    YC112

Effective   August   86
VA4928

Printed    in    U.S.A.

Varian   EIMAC    /    301    Industrial    Way   /    San    Carlos,    CA   94070   /   USA



9019
YC1 30
VHF

RADIAL BEAM
POWEF]

TETRODE

The   EIMAC   9019/YC130   is   a   ceramic/metal    VHF   power   tetrode.    It

i§er::edafc°TrastuTCTpPo°wweerrajmnpp,ujtfjte°r]o]r°pMTHazteanfojus,arteecd°m::3i:€j:::

fromAi:ria€:tamcosn°ncekcettosracnTdjpmi:C!T;:i]aabjTrecfhojrmnmeayksT.n:r:heav::1:3::
nection   to   the   anode.

GENERAL            CHARACTERISTICS]

ELECTRICAL

Filament:    Thoriated   Tungsten   Mesh
Vol tage      .................
Current,   at   7.5   volts      ..........

Amplification   Factor   (average),   Grid   to   Screen
Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitance   (cathode   grounded)

Gin         -..----------------      _      _      _

Gout.....................
Cgp.........,,,,,,,,....

Direct   Interelectrode   Capacitance   (grids   grounded)
Cin        .....------------     _     -     -     .

Cout...............
Cpk...............

Maximum   Frequency    for   Full    Ratings    (CW)

ance   with   Electronic

MECHANICAL

Maximum    Overall     Dimensions:

Length........
Di ameter      .......

Net    Weight    ........

7.5   +    0.37       V.       160      A

4.5

160   pF
26.5   pF

1'5    pF

67pF
27.5    pF
0.2   pF
110    MHz

I.:i:I::te:1;€i';:Saasndth:PerreastujTntgovfaTaudedsjt%enaiasdeadta°norpeprrfo°drumcatncreeftjensetmse.nt|hevsaerj:1;guE|aicm3%o:tang:

consulted   before   using   this   information   for   final    equipment   design.
2.      Capacitance    values    are    for   a    cold   tube   as   measured    in    a    special    shielded    fixture   in   accord-

Industries   Association   Standard   RS-191

3g#in8p:::#::nT;in;e;a€u;e:  6e;a;i;/riet.al.   Se:1;  6r.En.vi;16p;
Cooling       ................,    ®     ,,,,,,    ®    .    .
Base
Recommended   Air-System   Socket:       For   LF   or   HF   Service         .........

For   VHF   Service       ............
Recommended   Ai r-System
Recommended   Screen   Grid
Available   Anode   Connector

For   El.ther   the   SK-300A   or   SK-360   Socket
Capacitor   Kit   for   the   SK-360   Socket   .    .

9.375    In;    23.81    cm
....                7.580    In;    19.25   cm

12.8   Lb;    5.8   kg
Axis    Vertical,    Base   Up   or   Down
....                                                            250OC

Forced   Air
Specl.al    Concentric

EIMAC    SK-300A
EIMAC    SK-360
EIMAC    SK-316
EIMAC    SK-355

EIMAC    ACC-3

RAI)I0    FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER
Class    C    FM

(Key-down   conditions)

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE     .

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    GRID     VOLTAGE         .

DC    PLATE    CURRENT     .
PLATE    DISSIPATloN
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION     .

0,000    VOLTS
2000    VOLTS
-750    VOLTS

5.0   AMPERES
18    KILOWATTS

450    WATTS

200    WATTS

3&383§(Effective   March   1986)

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    to    110   MHz)

DC   Plate   Voltage    ....

88  a:t:e'oy:i::ge.   :   :   :
DC   Plate   Current    ....
DC   Screen   Current   *      .    .
DC   Grid   Current   *       .    .    .
Peak   rf   Grid   Voltage   *   .

8i:::'8f:8i::iy;:g  :a:e:
Plate   Output   Power   .    .    .
*      Approximate   value;   will    vary   with   circuit   and   tube

Printed    in    U.S.A.

Varian    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial    Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA   94070   /    U.S.A.



© 901 9/YC1 30

PLATE    MODULATED    RF    POWER    AMPLIFIER
Grid   Driven
Class   C   Telephony   -Carrier   Conditions

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE     .                            8000    VOLTS
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    GRII)    VOLTAGE

2000    VOLTS
-750    VOLTS

DC    PLATE    CURRENT    .     .     .                  4.0    AMPERES
PLATE    DISSIPATION    #        .                      12    KILOWATTS
SCREEN    DISSIPATION    ##                     450    WATTS
GRID    DISSIPATION    ##        .                  200    WATTS

#   Corresponds   to   18   kw   at   100%   sine-
wave   modulation.

TYPICAL    OPERATION

DC   Plate   Voltage    .    .    .
DC   Screen   Voltage       .    .
Peak   AF   Screen   Voltage
DC    Grid    Bias    Voltage    .
DC   Plate   Current    .    .    .
DC   Screen   Current   *      .
DC   Grid   Current   *      .
Peak   rf   Grid   Voltage
Grid   Driving   Power    (calculated)    *
Plate   Dissl.pation   *      ......
Plate   Output   Power   *   ......

*      Approximate   value.
##   Average,   with   or   without   modulation.

AUDIO    FREQUENCY    AMPLIFIER    0R    MODULATOR

Grid    Driven,    Class    AB1,    Sinusoidal    Wave

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE     .

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    PLATE    CURRENT    .

PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION    .

*     Approximate   value.                 #      Per   tube.

##   Adjust   for   specified   zero-si.gnal
plate   current.

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (two    tubes)

DC   Plate   Voltage    ........
DC   Screen    Voltage      .......
DC   Gri.d   Voltage   ##    .......
Zero-Signal    Plate   Current      .    .    .
Maximum   Signal    Plate   Current    .    .

¥::imxF  8i?3a'olsf:;:n*C#r:eTt.*.
Dri.ving   Power   *      ........
Load   Resistance   Plate-to-Plate   .
Maximum   Signal    Plate   Dissipation
Plate   Output   Power   *   ......

TYPICAL   OPERATION    values    are   obtained    by   measurement   or    by   calculation    from   published   characteri.stic
curves.   To   obtai.n   the   specified   plate   current   at   the   specified   bias,    screen.    and   plate   voltages,   ad-
justment   of   the   rf   grid   voltage   is   assumed.    If   this   procedure   is   followed,   there   will   be   little   vari-
ation   in   output   power   when   the   tube   is    replaced,    even   though   there   may   be   some   variation   1.n   grid   and
screen   currents.   The   grid   and   screen   currents   which   occur   when   the   desired   plate   current   is   obtained
are   incidental   and   vary   from   tube   to   tube.   These   ciirrent   variations   cause   no   performance   degradation
providing   the   circuit   maintains   the   correct   voltage   i.n   the   presence   of   the   current   variations.

RANGE     VALUES    FOR    EQUIPMENT    DESIGN

Filament:   Current   at   7.5   volts   .............

Interelectrode   Capacitance   (grounded   filament   connection)
Gin,,,,,,,®,,,,,,,,,,,,,...

Gout......,,®,,,,,,,®,......
Cgp......................

Min,        Max.

148          168         A

154          167          pF
24            29         pF

---        2.0        pF

I     £i8£C#::€:oX,e!ui:d:::rjf::  3t:£|gr:uR;.:§]Teasured   in   a   Special   shielded   fixture   in   accordance

U

u
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

MOUNTING    -        The    tube    must    be    mounted    vertically,

3:S:,#b:rp:8!:cf:dtf:o:e:j#::i':nc:::e:i::::.  and

STORAGE    -If   a   tube    is   to   be   stored   as   a    spare   it
should    be    kept     in     its     original     shipping    carton,
with     the     original     packing    material,     to    minimize
the   possibility   of   handling   damage.

Before    storage    a    new    tube    should    be    operated    in
the   equipment   for   100   to   200   hours   to   establish   it
has    not     been    damaged    and    operates    properly     (See
FILAMENT    OPERATION    for    recommendations    on     initial
value     of     filament     voltage    during    this    operation
period).    If   the   tube   1.s   still    in    storage    6   months
later   it   again   should   be   operated   in   the   equipment
for    loo   to    200   hours    to   make   sure   there    has    been
no    degradation.     If    operation    is    satisfactory   the
tube   can    again    be    stored    with    great    assurance    of
being   a   known-good   spare.

SOCKETING    -        An     air-system    socket     should     be    used
in    all    applications    to   assure   cooling   of   the   tube
base    seals.     The    EIMAC    SK-300A    is     recommended     for
audio    or    LF/HF    rf    operation;    the    SK-360    is    recom-
mended    for    VHF    operation.    The    SK-360    incorporates
low-inductance    filament    bypassing    in    the    form    of
three     5000    pF     copper-clad     Kapton®capacitors.          A
screen    grid    bypass    capacitor    kit     (the    SK-355)    is
also   available   for   the   SK-360   socket`    and    includes

ht       1000      pF      5000      DCWV      capacitors       (EIMAC      P/N
706),16   mounting    clips     (EIMAC    P/N    242859),    and

an    assembly    drawing    (EIMAC    P/N    243135)    which    shows
how   the   parts   are   attached   to   the   socket.

COOLING   -      The   tube   requires   forced-air   cooling   in
all     applications.    An    air-system    socket    is     recom-
mended,    with    a    matchi.ng    ai.r    chimney.    Normally    the
tube    socket    is    mounted    in    a    pressurized    compart-
ment    so   the   cooling   air   passes   through   the   socket
and   is   then   gui.ded   to   the   anode   cooling   fins   by   an
air     chimney.     A     chimney     is     available     from    EIMAC,
the    SK-316,     for    use    with     the     SK-300A     socket     at
frequencies     below    30    MHz    and    with    the    SK-360    at
VHF.     If    all     cooling    ai.r    is    not    passed    around    the
base     of    the    tube     and    through     the     socket,     then
arrangements    must     be    made     to     assure     adequate
cooling    of   the   tube    base    and   the   socket    contacts
themsel ves .

In     this     regard     it     should     be     noted     the     contact

i:::::Sa::e8ui:rt::,::::t:°:::::o:°:i::  :::e::Tr:::
95;g!    i!8ocmai3r o:n,berayp'plrtucT aE|o:Pe,re.ng:i    o.Pfer::::
this     material     wl.ll     lose     its     temper     (or     springy
characteristic)    and   then   will    no    longer   make    good
contact    to    the    base    rings    of    the    tube.    This    can
lead   to   arcing   whi.ch,    in   an   extreme   case,    can   burn

::5:Y8hvatchueumm:tnatTeg:ftythT.es   t#::   ::Steroryjendg.  and   the

Thus    adequate    movement    of    cooling    air    around    the
base   of   the   tube   accomplishes    a    double    purpose    in
keeping   the   tube   base   and   the   socket   contact   fin-
gers   at   a   safe  operatinTrtemperature.
Though     the    maximum    temperature     rating    for    seals
and   the   anode   core   is    250°C,    it   is   considered   good
engineering    practice    to    allow    some    safety    factor

:T:::e5toao%Teansdh°mwanxjTLSumf:Lb%eaanTo::eTte#::a#::i:8
225    °C.    Such   a    safety   factor   makes    some    allowance
for    variables     such    as    dirty    air    filters,    dirty
tube   anode   cooling   fins   which   will    effect    cooling
efficiency,     duct     losses,     etc.    The    figures    shown
are   for   the   tube    in    an    air-system    socket    wl.th    an
air    chimney    in    place,    with    air   passing   in   a    base-
to-anode   direction.   Pressure   drop   values   shown   are
approximate    and    are     for    the    tube/socket/chi.mney
combi nat i on .

Plate   Diss.
(Watts )

7 , 500
12 , 500
15 ' 000
18.000

Air   Flow                  Press.Drop
(cfm) Inches   Water

At    altitudes     significantly    above     sea     level     flow
rate   must    be    increased    for   equivalent   cooling.   At
5000   feet   both   the   flow   rate   and   the   pressure   drop
should    be    increased   by   a    factor   of    I.20,   whi.le   at
10,000   feet   both   flow   rate   and    pressure    drop   must
be   increased   by   1.46.

Anode   and   base
s i mu 1 ta neou s l y

ld   be   applied   before   or
nt     voltage    turnon     and

should   normally   continue   for    a    brief    period    after
shutdown   to   allow   the   tube   to   cool    down   properly.

IMPACT    AND    VIBRATION    -The    9019/YC130    has    a    thori-

ated    tungsten    mesh     filament    and     is    intended    for
regular   commerci.al    service.    Any   tube   with   a   thori-
ated    tungsten     filament     should    be    protected    from
undue   shock    and    vibration   and    if    not    installed    in
equipment    should    always    be    stored    in    its   protect-
l.ve   packing   material    in    1.ts    shipping   container.

ELECTRICAL

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each

type   of   service   are   based   on   the   "absolute   system"
and   are   not   to   be   exceeded   under   any    service    con-

These   ratings   are   li.miting   values   outside
ervi.ceability    of    the    tube    may    be    im-

ired.     In    order    not    to    exceed    absolute    ratings
t    designer    has    the    responsibility    of

design    value   for   each   rat-
value   of   that    rating    by    a

he   absolute   values   will    never   be
d   under   any   usual    conditions   of   supply-vol-

n e c e s s a r 1.  1

load    variation,    or    manufacturing
in     the     equipment     itself.      It   does   not

follow   that   combinations   of   absolute
ned    simu taneously

HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    used   with
this    tube    are    deadly.    and    the    equipment    must    be
designed    properly    and    operating    precautions    must
be    followed.    Design    all     equipment    so    that
can   come   in   contact   with   high   voltages.    All
ment     must      include     safety     enclosures      for
voltage     circuits     and     terminals,      with     in
switches     to    open     primary    circuits     of     the     power
supply   and   to   discharge   high-voltage   capacitors
whenever     access     doors      are     opened.      Interlock
switches     must     not     be     bypassed     or     "cheated"     to
allow     operation     with     access     doors     open.      Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.
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FILAMENT   OPERATION    -With   a    new   tube,    or    one   which
has     been     in     storage     for     some     period     of     time,
operation   with   fi.lament   voltage   only   applied   for   a
period   of   30   to   60   minutes    is    recommended    before
full      operation     begins.     This     allows     the     active
getter     material     mounted     within     the     filament
Structure     to     absorb    any     residual     gas    molecules
which   have   accumulated   duri.ng   storage.    Once   normal
operation    has    been   established   a   minimum   filament
warmup    time    of    four    to    five    seconds    is    normally
s u f f i c i ent .
At   rated    (nominal)   filament   voltage   the   peak   emis-

:::3edcafpoarbj:;:%un°ifca#:ntsuebrevjfc=.minyre:i::ionth::
fl.lament    voltage   will    lower   the    filament   tempera-
ture,    which   will    substantially    increase    life    ex-
pectancy.     The    correct    value    of    filament    voltage
should     be    determined     for    the     particular     appli-
cation.    It   is    recommended   the   tube   be   operated   at
full    nominal    voltage    for   an    initial    stabilization
period    of    loo    to    200    hours    before   any   action    is
taken   to   operate   at    reduced    voltage.    The    voltage
should     gradually     be      reduced     until      there     is     a
slight    degradation    in    performance    (such    as    power

?::P::s:dradj:::rt::t};#eav°vTot,atgeabsohv°euT€h:h::1::
where   performance   degradation   was    noted   for   oper-
ation.     The     operating     point     should     be     rechecked
after   24   hours.
Filament   voltage   should   be   closely    regulated   when
voltage     is    to    be     reduced    below    nominal     in    this
manner,    to    avoid    any    adverse    influence    by    normal
line   voltage   variations.

Filament    voltage    should    be    measured    at    the    tube
base    or    socket.    using    an    accurate    rms-responding
meter.     Periodically    throughout    the     life     of     the
tube   the   procedure   outlined   above   for   reduction   of
voltage   should   be   repeated,    with   voltage    reset    as
requi.red,   to   assure   best   tube   life.
EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #18     titled     "EXTENDING
TRANSMITTER    TUBE    LIFE"    contains    valuable    informa-
tion   and   is   available   on   request.

GRID    OPERATION    -Maximum    control     grid    dissipation
is   200   watts,   determined   approximately   by   the   pro-
duct   of   the   dc   grid   current   and   the   peak   positive

rid   voltage.   A   protective   spark-gap   device   should
e    connected    between    control    grid    and    cathode   to

guard   against   excessive   voltage.

SCREEN    OPERATION    -The    maximum    screen    grid    dissi-
pation    is    450    watts.    With    no    ac    applied    to    the
screen    grid,    dissipation    1.s    simply   the   product   of
dc   screen   voltage   and   the   dc   screen   current.    With
screen   modulation,   dissipation   is   dependent   on   rms
screen   voltage   and   rms   screen   current.   Plate   volt-
age,    plate    loading,    or   bi.as   voltage   must   never   be
removed     while     filament     and     screen     voltages     are
present.    since   screen   dl.ssipation    ratings   will    be
exceeded.   A   protective   spark-gap   device    should    be
connected   between   the   screen    grid   and   the   cathode
to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

PLATE    DISSIPATION   -The    rated   maxi.mum   plate   dissi-

8:::?;   8:s#:n:gb:ii;   ;Set:!#atatisr'  cWo:fiihngTaywh::
the   tube   is   used   as   a   plate-modulated   rf   amplifier

#:j€:3s€8aE2o2j¥:£::t::rrjer   conditions   should   be

FAULT   PROTECTION    -    In    addition    to   the   norma
over-current    interlock.    screen    current
and   cooling   air    interlock,    the   tube   must    be    pro-
tected   from   internal    damage   caused   by   an   internal

3]r:t:c:i:ewhr`::?s¥:ync:CCusrhoautidhjagihwap;satgev:;::::tea
in    series    with    each    tube    anode,     to     help     absorb
power     supply     stored     energy     i.f     an     internal     arc
should    occur.     An     electronic     crowbar,     which     will

8:S8#a:g:ftp:retrhesusptpa'rytcoafpaacnjta°rrcs,jinsare::#m:i8:3:
The   protection   crl.terl.a    for   each   electrode   supply
is    to    short    each    electrode    to    ground.    one    at    a
time,    through    a    vacuum    relay    switch    and    a    6-inch
length     of     #30     AWG     copper     wire.      The     wire     will
remain   intact   if   protection   is   adequate.
EIMAC    Application    Bulletin     #17    titled     FAULT     PRO-
TECTION   contains    considerable   detail    and    1.s   avail-
able   from   EIMAC   on    request.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -           Avoi.d      exposure      to

i::::3t?:nf;:1::  :X::g;tb;e|::ixet¥s:::  ::e8:;::%:
ent   on   f requency.   Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy

¥i't't,8asasttce°nmup::i:`nyotrhr°huegaht,tnhge:¥Taenct:°d¥ur,i?:
health   agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard   even

::dt#::,ethfrAedqmujennjcsjtersa.tis:}Are(c°ocmc#epna:sj°natThatsa;::I
longed   exposure   to   rf    radiation    should    be    limited
to   10   mi.lliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE     -     The     actual      internal

interelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by    many    vari.ables     in    most     applications,     such     as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis,    capacitance
added    by    the    socket    used,    stray    capacitance    be-
tween    tube    terminals,     and    wiring    effects.     To
control    the    actual     capacitance    values    within    the

:#e.Mid,Sit:i;kseeyrvcj°cmeps°n:g:janv::::8:r:heteT.sntdu;::I
cedure    as     described     in    Electronic     Industries
Association   Standard   RS-191.    This    requires   the   use
of     a     specially     constructed     test     fixture     which
shields    all    external    tube    leads    or    contacts    from
each   other   and   eliminates    any    capacitance   reading
to   "ground".   The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube.
Other     factors     being     equal,     controlling    internal
tube   capacitance   in   this   way   normally   assures   good
interchangeability   of   tubes   over   a   period   of   time.
The   capacitance   values   shown   in   the   technical    data
are   taken   in   accordance   with   Standard   RS-191.

The   equipment    designer    is    therefore    cautioned    to
make    allowance    for    the    actual    capacitance    values
which    will     exist     in    the    appliction.     Measurements
should   be   taken   with   the   mounting   which   represents
approximate   final    layout   if   capaci.tance   values   are
highly   significant   in   the   design.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired   to    oper-
ate    thi.s    tube    under    conditions    widely    different
from    those     listed     here,     write     to     Varian     EIMAC;

8:#6s,P:°Adugc4to7oManua.gse.rA;.    301     Industrial      Way;     san

EE

u
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OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT    T0     POWER    TUBES    ARE     THE     RESPONSIBILITY    0F     EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS    ANI)    USERS    0F    SUCH    TUBES.     ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     0R     ARE     EXPOSED     T0     POWER     TUBES     0R     EQUIP-

MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE      SERIOUS
BODILY     INJURY.     D0    NOT    BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH    PRODUCTS.

#:ra°tpfnratj:anct°ifcetshjasndt;br:c::¥i !#;:1::uTtdherefs°uT,'t°Wjjnngsehrajzoaursdsh.ar;n{o°;:r:ofnnweh,i:Ch.   i n   the   absence   of   Safe

a.   I:8#iJ?L|:£:m5e¥°#:I   #8fiai6[¥A::1 8£&eR]:::   be                  §#:::!esb.e  Tahve°jddaendg'eresveonf artf r::dafajtv,e:¥  :::  ::::

b.   LOW-VOLTAGE    HIGH-CURRENT    c|Rcu|Ts.        personal                       :::::es:?i:::   abnoddj|T;Cra°nwdaveeyefr:#::,S:::   3R8D:a3
jewelry,    such    as    rings,    should    not    be   worn   when                          PACEMAKERS   MAY    BE    EFFECTED.
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current              d.   HOT     SURFACES     -     Surfaces     of     tubes     can     reach
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.                                           temperatures     of    several     hundred    °C    and    cause

serious    burns    if    touched    for    several     minutes
c.   RF   RADIATION   -Exposure   to   strong   rf   fields                                  after   all    power   is    removed.

Please    review    the    detailed    operating    hazards    sheet    enclosed    with    each    tube,    or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian   EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San   Carlos    CA   94070.
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The   EIMAC    9019/YC130

i:er::edafc°]ras€uTc[pPo°wweerr

from^`Eri-M%%S.teAmc8n°nc=ce€5r
nection   to   the   anode.

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL

is   a   ceramic/metal    VHF   power   tetrode.    It
input    to    110   MHz    and    is    recommended   for
amplifier   or    plate   modulated    amplifier.

and    matching    air    chimneys    are    available
clip   is   available   for   making   the   dc   con-

CHARACTERISTICS]

Filament:    Thoriated   Tungsten   Mesh
VO' tage      .................
Current,   at   7.5   volts      ..........

Amplification   Factor    (average),   Grid   to   Screen
Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitance   (cathode   grounded)

Cin         ,,,...     I     -------     I      -      -      _      _      .      .      _

Cout............`-.-........
Cgp.....................

Direct   Interelectrode   Capacitance   (grids   grounded)
Gin         .....-------      I      ----      _      _      _      _

Cout.........
Cpk.........

aximum   Frequency   for   Full

I.      Characteristics   and

ance   with   Electronic

MECHANICAL

Maximum   Overall    Dimensions:

Ratings    (CW)

7.5   +    0.37       V-       160      A

4.5

160   pF
26.5   pF

1'5   pF

67pF
27.5   pF

0.2   pF
Ilo   MHz

operating   values   are   based   on   performance   tests.    These   figures   may   change
wi.thout   notice   as   the   result   of   additional    data   or.   product   refineme-nt.--V-a-riahJE-Iilic...;`hoJ.1.a"i;
consulted   before   usi.ng   this   information   for   final    equipment   design.

2.      Capacitance    values    are    for   a    cold   tube   as   measured   in   a    special    shielded    fixture   in    accord-
Industries   Association   Standard   RS-19l

Length
Diameter

Net   Weight

&:;T;:i
Cool i ng
Base   ,

nap:::#i8nT;in;e;a€u;e:   6e;arii;/rie€al.   Se;1;   6r.E;vi:16pe.

Recommended   Air-System   Socket:      For   LF   or   HF   Service         ........
For   VHF   Service      ...........

R:::##:#8:8§::::%s€:TdcSjF::¥:c::arc,Et:Pe{i€h:o:Kt-#09K:;68K;3:?e€O:k:t
Available   Anode   Connector   Clip   ....................

9.375    In;    23.81    cm
7.580   In;    19.25   cm

....                       12.8   Lb;    5.8   kg
Axis    Vertical,    Base   Up   or   Down
•    '    '    .                                                        250OC

Forced   Air
Special   Concentric

EIMAC    SK-300A
EIMAC    SK-360
EIMAC    SK-316
EIMAC    SK-355

EIMAC    ACC-3

rt:!3   :R:3uENcy   pOwER   AMPLIFIER
(Key-down   conditions)

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE
DC    GRID    VOLTAGEri PLATE    CURRENT     .

ATE    DISSIPATION
EN    DISSIPATION

of    `   ur'.fD   DISSIPATION

0,000    VOLTS
2000    VOLTS
-750    VOLTS

5.0    AMPERES
18    KILOWATTS

450    WATTS

200    WATTS

izg83§(Effective   March   1986)

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    to    110   MHz)

DC   Plate   Voltage    .    .

88   8:TgeSoy::::ge.   :
DC   Plate   Current    .    .
DC   Screen   Current   *
DC   Grid   Current    *      .
Peak    rf   Grid   Voltage

1ated   Driving   Power
e   Dissipation

Output   Power

Approximate   value;   will    vary   with   circuit   and   tube

Pri.nted   in   U.S.A.

Varian    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial    Way    /    San   Carlos.    CA   94070   /    U.S.A.



TECHNICAL  DATA

The  EIMAC  8973  is  a ceramic/metal,  water-cooled  power  tetrode
designed  for  very-high-powered  medium-frequency  or  high-frequency
broadcast    service   and    very-low-frequency   communication   in   the
half-megawatt  power range.

The   8973   has   a   thoriated-tungsten   mesh   filament   mounted  on
water-cooled   supports.   The   maximum   anode   dissipation   rating  is
650 kilowatts  steady  state.

Large-diameter   coaxial   terminals   are  used  for  the  control   grid
and  the  rf  filament  terminals.   Filament  power  and  filament  support

cooling-water  connections  are  made  through  special  couplings.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated-tungsten  Mesh

Voltage......................... 18.5  ±  0.9    V

Current  at  18.5  V  ...................

Amplification  Factor  (Average),  Grid  to  Screen .  .
Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitance (grounded  cathode): 2

Cin...........------.-------------

650A
4.5

x  8973

WATER-COOLED

POWER    TETRODE

t`  Previous  designation

was  X-2170

Cout..................................................

Cgp...................................................

Frequency  of Operation:  useful to  loo  MHz.

1000   pF
165   pF

5pF

1.   Characteristics and  operating  values are  bcised  upon  performance tests.  These f igures may change without notice as
the  result of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division of Varian should  be consulted  before  using this
information  for  f inal  equipment  design.

2.   Capacitance  values  shown  are  nominal,  measured  with  no  special  shielding.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length.....................'....................

Diameter.........................................

Net  Weight    ....   '

Operating  Position
Cooling......,

Base  Terminals   .  .

(Effective7-I-78)       ©       1978  byvarian

18.75  in;  47.62   cm

17.03 in;  43.26    cm

153lbs;     69.5   kg
Vertical,  base  down

Water  and  Forced  Air
Special

Printed  in  U.S.A.

-.  _____      _  _ __    __   _          _ _                             _

varian  EIMAC division/301  industrial  way/san  carlos/california  94070



@ 8973

Recommended  Filament  Connectors  (not  supplied  with  tube):

Filament  Powerz'Water  Connector  (2  required)  ...............

Filament  rf  Connector  (1   required)   ......................

Recommended  Anode  Cooling  Water  Connectors  (not  supplied  with  tube):

Note:    2  SK-2320  or  SK-2321  connectors  are  required  per  tube.

Complete  fitting,  with  knurled  nut,  replaceable  electrolytic  target,

20-inch  length  canvas  hose,  corona  shield,  and  2-1/2-inch  female

pipe  fitting  to  mate  to  rigid  pipe .........................

Fitting  similar  to  SK-2320  but  does  not  include  the  20-inch  length
of  canvas  hose  and  pipe  fitting .........................,

Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

Envelope,   and  Ceramic,/Metal  Seals   ......................

EIMAC  SK-2310

EIMAC  SK-2315

EIMAC  SK-2320

EIMAC  SK-2321

200 OC

RADlo   FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN

Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM   F}ATINGS.

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE 22.5    KILOVOLTS

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    .                                         2.5    KILOVOLTS

DC   PLATE   CUFIRENT      ........               65     AMPEF`ES

PLATE   DISSIPATION       .                                            650    KILOWATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATloN      .   .   .                                 7.5     KILOWATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION     ......                                2.0     KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB|,   Peak  Envelope  Conditions

Plate  Voltage      .....
Screen  Voltage      ........
Grid   Voltage   1    .........
Zero  Signal   Plate  Current   .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current  .   .
Single  Tone  Screen  Current2
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 2 .....
Plate  Dissipation    .
Plate  Load  Ftesistance   .
Plate  Power  Output    ......

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal  plate  current,
2.    Approximate  value.

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  0R
OSCILLATOR    Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM

(Key-down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    .

DC   PLATE  CuF`RENT     .

PLATE   DISSIPATION      .

SCFiEEN   DISSIPATI0N      .

GRID   DISSIPATION

22.5    KILOVOLTS

2.5    KILOVOLTS

65    AMPERES

650    KILOWATTS

7.5    KILOWATTS

2.0    K.lLOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage      .......
Screen  Voltage      .....
Grid  Voltage        ,......
Platecurrent      .
Screen  Currentl     ......
Grid  Current 1
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Dissipation  1 .....
Plate  Load  f]esistance   .   .
Plate  Power  Output   ....

1.    Approximate  value.



8973   @

PLATE  MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER
AMPLIFIER   Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F`ATINGS

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE    .

DC   PLATE   CUF{RENT     .   .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .

SCBEEN   DISS'PATION     .   .

GFHD   DISSIPATION         .   .   .

17.5    KILOVOLTS

2,0    KILOVOLTS

50    AMPERES

400    KILOWATTS

7.5    KILOWATTS

2.0    KILOWATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Freqiiencies  to  30  MHz)

plate  voltage     .
Screen  voltage    .
Gridvoltage       ...
Plate  current      .
Screen  Current 1   .
Grid  Current 1.
Pk.  Screen  Voltage  (100%  Mod)
Pk.  rf  Grid  Voltage    .
Calculated  Driving  Power  .   .   .
Plate  Dissipation     .
Plate  Load  Resistance  .   .
Plate  Output  Power   ........

1.    Approximate  value.

AUDlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR
MODULATOR
Class  AB

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS   (per  tube).

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CUF{FIENT
PLATE  DISSI PATI ON
SCFtEEN   DISSIPATION

GF`lD   DISSIPATION    .

22.5    KILOVOLTS

2.5    KILOVOLTS

65    AMPERES
650    KILOWATTS
7.5    KILOWATTS
2.0    KILOWATTS

1.    Adjust  for  stated  zero`signal   plate  current.
2.    Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  0PEF{ATION  Two  Tubes -Sinusoida I  Wave

Plate  voltage     .
Screen  voltage     .
Grid   Voltage  1     .....

Zero  Signal   Plate  Current    .......

Max.   Signal   Plate  Current   .   .
Max  Signal   Screen  Current  2 ......
Pk.  Audio  Freq.   Grid  Voltage3  ......
Max.   Signal   Plate  Dissipation3 ......

Plate;  Plate  Load  Resistance
Plate  Output  Power  4

3.    PerTube.
4.    Suitable  to  modulate  a  carrier  power  of  1.25  Megawatts.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  the  published  characteristic  curves.  Adjustment
of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen,  and  plate  voltagesIsassumed.Ifthisprocedureisfollowed,therewillbelittlevariationinoutputpowerthenthetubeis

changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen  currents
which    result  when   the  deslred   plate   current   is   obtained   are   incidental   and   vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These
current variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence  ofthevariationsincurrent.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

A40Ow7TIVG  -The  8973  must  be  mounted  verti-
cally, base down. The full weight of the tube should
rest  on  the  main  screen-grid  contact  flange  at  the
base of the tube, and all lifting of the tube should be
done with the lifting eye which is attached to the top
of the anode cooling jacket.

COO£JIVG   -   Minimum   cooling   water   require-
ments  for the anode are shown in the table, for an
outlet  water  temperature  not  to  exceed  70°C and
an  inlet  water  temperature  of 50°C.  System  pres-
sure  should  not  exceed  loo psi.  High-purity water
must be used to minimize power loss, corrosion of
metal  fittings,  and  loss  of anode dissipation capa-
bility.   Water  resistivity  must  be  maintained  at   I
megohm/cm  (at   25°C)   or   better   for  long-term

operation.     EIMAC     Application     Bulletin  #16
should  be  consulted  for details on maintenance of
water quality standards and use of a water purifica-
tion   loop   in   the   installation.   Since  the  anode  is
normally at high potential to ground , water connec-
tions   to  the  anode  are  made  through  insulating
tubing,  with  long enough sections that column re-
sistance is above 4 megohms  per  1000 plate supply
volts,  or  10  megohms  total,  whichever  is  less.
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The    tube    base    requires    air    cooling`    with    a

minimum  of 50 cfm of air at  50C' C maximum at sea
level`   directed   toward   the   base   seal   areas   from
a  general  purpose  fan.

Water  cooling   of  the   rilament   and   screen  grid

supports   is   also   required.   with   inlet   water  temp-
erature  not  to  exceed  50°C.  Each  of the  2 filament
connectors  includes   both  an  inlet  and  outlet  line`
with the  proper section for the inlet water shown on
the   outline   drawing.   Minimum   flow   for   the   FI
connector  is  2.()  gpm`  at  an  approximate  pressure
drop of  12 psi.  Minimum flow for the  F2 connector
is  4.0  gpm`  at  an  approximate  pressure  drop  of 50

psi.  The screen grid cooling water is fed by means of
I   4-18   NPT   tapped   holes   shown   on   the   outline
drawing`  with a minimum flow of 2.0 gpm required`
at  an  approximate  pressure  drop  of  12  psi.

All  cooling  must  be  applied  before  or  simulta-
neously  with  the  application  of electrode  voltages`
including  the  filament.  and  should  be  maintained
for  at  least  two  minutes  after  all  voltages  are  re-
moved  to  allow  for  tube  cooldown.

As  regards  base  air cooling,  temperatures  of the
ceramic ' metal  seals  and  the  lower  envelope  areas
are  the  controlling and final limiting factor.  Temp-
erature-sensitive   paints   are   available   for   use   in
checking  temperatures  in  these  areas before equip-
ment design and air-cooling arrangements are final-
i7-ed.

ELECTRICAL

FII.AME.NT   OPERATION   -F.ilELmerL`  turn-or\
and  turn-off should  be programmed in accordance
with  a  special  procedure.  Filament  voltage  should
be  smoothly  increased  from  zero  to  the  operating
level  over  a  period  of  two  minutes,  and  a  motor-
driven   VARIAC`  or   POWERSTAT  is  suggested.
Inrush   current   must   never  be  allowed   to  exceed
twice    the     normal    operating    current.    Turnoff

procedure  should  be  a  smooth  decrease  from  the
operating voltage to 7ero over a period  of two min-
utes,  such  as  would  be  provided  by a  motor-driven
VARIAC`  POWERSTAT  or  solid-state  regulator
circuit.

Filament  voltage should  be measured at the tube
base with an accurate meter.  When operating at the
nominal   voltage,  variations  of  ±597f  are  tolerable
and   should   have  little  effect  on  the  electrical  per-
formance  of the tube.  When very long life and con-
sistent  performance  are  factors.  the  filament  volt-
age  can  often  be  reduced  to a  lower value than the
nominal.  but  should  be  regulated  and  held  to ±1%
when  this  is  done.  To  achieve  a  regulated  voltage
and   still   have   it   adjustable   a   typical   procedure
would  involve  a  one-to-one regulating transformer

feeding a  variable-ratio transformer.  which in turn
feeds  the  filament  transformer.  The  equipment  is
first  operated  with  nominal  filament  voltage`  and
when   stable   operation   is  achieved   the   voltage   is
then  reduced  in small steps. until a  point is reached
where  performance  of the  tube  is  clearly  affected.
The  voltage  is  then  raised  a  few  tenths  of  a  volt
above   this   level   for   operation.    Periodically   the

procedure  should   be  repeated  and   the  operating
value   of  filament  voltage  readjusted  if  necessary.
This    value    is    normally    16.5    to    17.0   volts   rms

(initially).

Where   hum  is  an   important  system  consider-
ation  it  may  be  necessary  to  operate  the filaments
with  dc  rather  than  ac  power,  or  provide  suitable
hum-bucking  circuits.

Care  should  be  exercised  to  keep  any  rf power
out of the filament of the tube, as this can cause ex-
cessive   operating   temperatures.   A   HEWLETT-
PACKARD  Vector  Impedance  meter  is  useful  in
detecting  the  presence  of impedance that will sup-

port  rf  buildups  in  the  filament  "backcavity"  cir-
cuit.

VACION      PUMP   OPERATION  -Ttre  txtoe  is
supplied  with  an  ion  pump  and  magnet,  mounted
inside  the  filament  structure  at  the  base  (stem).  A

power  supply  (Varian  Part #921-0015)  and  8-foot
cable   (Varian   Part  #924-0020)   are   required   for
operation.

It  is  reommended  that  the  VACION    pump  be
operated    continuously   if   possible;   otherwise   it
should  be  operated at least once a year until the in-
dicator  meter  shows  1.0  HA  or  less  of current.

A 8 S 0 LU T E M A X I M U M  RA TI N G S -True VEL+Hes
shown  for  each  type  of  service  are  based  on  the
"absolute system" and are not to be exceeded under

any  service  conditions.  These  ratings  are  limiting
values  outside  which  the  serviceability  of the tube
may  be  impaired.  In  order  not  to  exceed absolute
ratings, the equipment designer has the responsibil-
ity of determining an average design value for each
rating  below  the absolute  value of that  rating by a
safety  factor  so  that  the absolute values will never
be  exceeded  under  any  usual  conditions  of supply
voltage variation, load variation, or manufacturing
variations in the equipment itself. It docs not neces-
sarily    follow    that    combinations    of    absolute
maximum  ratings  can  be attained  simultaneously.

GRID  OPERATION  -The  8973  c;ontrol  gr.id  .\s
rated    at    2000   watts   of   dissipation.    Protective
measures  should  be included  in  the circuitry to  in-
sure  that  this  rating  is  not  exceeded.  Control  grid

4



dissipation  is  the  approximate  product  of  the  dc

grid  current  and  peak  positive  grid  voltage.

S C R E E N G R I D 0 P E R A T I 0 N - Ba.se c,odiing (alil
and   water)   must  be   on  and   at  the  correct  level
before tube operation is started. The power applied
to   the   screen  grid   must  not  exceed   7500  watts.
Where no ac is applied to the  screen, dissipation is
the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and  dc  screen
current.  With  screen  modulation the dissipation is
the  product  of rms  screen  current  and  rms  screen
voltage.

Plate  voltage,   plate  load,  or  grid  bias  voltage
must  never be  removed  while  filament  and  screen
voltages  are  present   since  the  screen  dissipation
rating     will     be    exceeded.     Suitable     protective
circuitry must be provided to remove screen power
in case of such a fault condition. Tetrode tubes may
exhibit reversed screen current to a greater or lesser
degree   depending  on  individual  tube  design  and
operating  conditions.   The  screen  supply  voltage
must be maintained constant for any values of neg-
ative  or  positive  screen  currents  that  may  be  en-
countered.   Dangerously  high  plate  currents  may
flow  if  the  screen  power  supply  exhibits  a  rising
voltage characteristic with negative screen current.
Stabilization   may   be   accomplished   by  use   of  a
shunt regulator circuit in the screen voltage supply,
bleeder  resistors,  or  other suitable  techniques.

PLATE  OPERATION  -The  marxlmum  dlssipa,-
tion  rating  of the  8973 is 650 kilowatts with water
cooling.    When    used    as    a   plate-modulated    rf
amplifier,   plate   dissipation   under  carrier  condi-
tions  is  limited  to  400  kilowatts.

Specified  anode  dissipation  ratings  assume   10
kilovolts  maximum anode voltage during conduc-
tion.  If full rated dissipation at a tube drop greater
than   this   value   for   periods    greater   than   200
milliseconds  is  desired,  contact  EIMAC's  Power
Grid  Tube  Application  Engineering  Office.

FAULT  PROTECTION  -To a.ssuTe nondestruc-
tion of tube elements from high-energy power sup-

plies, during a fault condition, all supplies must be
checked for proper operation of their protective cir-
cuits.    An   approved   method   to   meet   the   tube
protection  criteria  would  be  the  use  of foil, solder
wire, or small diameter wire to produce a controlled
short  on the  power supply.  The simplest technique
is   to   short  the   plate  to  cathode,   screen  grid   to
cathode, control grid to cathode, and screen grid to
anode (individually,  one at a time) using a vacuum
relay  through a  section  of #30  AWG copper wire,
which  should  be  approximately             inches  long.

•grf 3-    t&

The wire will remain intact if the power supply pro-
tective circuitry is operating properly. An electronic
crowbar will  be  required  on the anode supply, and
may  be  required  on  the  other electrode supplies if
the  test  outlined  above  is not  passed.  See  EIMAC
Application  Bulletin#17  for  further  details.

Properly  rated spark gaps should  be located be-
tween the screen grid and cathode, and between the
control grid and cathode, to meet over-voltage pro-
tection criteria.  A series resistance of 10 to 50 ohms
is   recommended   in   the   screen  and   control  grid

power  supply  leads.

HIGH   VOLTAGE  -Norma,\  operating  volta,ges
used  with  the  8973  are  deadly, and the equipment
must   be   designed   properly   and   operating   pre-
cautions must be followed. Design all equipment so
that no one can come in contact with high voltages.
All  equipment  must  include  safety  enclosures  for
high-voltage  circuits  and  terminals,  with  interlock
switches to open primary circuits of the power sup-
plies   and   to   discharge   high-voltage   condensers
whenever    access    doors    are    opened.    Interlock
switches  must  not  be  bypassed  or "cheated" to al-
low   operation   with   access   doors   open.   Always
remember that  HIGH  VOLTAGE  CAN  KILL.

LOAD  7'SWR -The load VSWR should be moni-
tored  and  the  detected  signal  used  to  operate  the
interlock system to remove the plate voltage within
20  milliseconds  after  a  fault  occurs.  In  the case  of
high  stored energy in the load system, care must be
taken  to  avoid  excessive  return  energy from dam-
aging  the  tube  and  associated  circuit components.

jY-jzA DJA 7YOIV -High-vacuum tubes operating at
voltages  in excess of  15  kilovolts produce  progres-
sively  more  dangerous  X-Radiation as the voltage
is  increased.  The  8973,  operating  at  its  rated  volt-
ages  and   currents,   is  a  potential  X-Ray  hazard.
Only  limited  shielding is  afforded  by  the  tube  en-
velope.    Moreover,    the    X-Radiation    level    can
increase significantly with aging and gradual deteri-
oration, due to leakage paths or emission character-
istics as they are affected by the high voltage. X-Ray
shielding  must  be  provided   on  all  sides  of  tubes
operating  at  these  voltages  to   provide  adequate
protection   throughout   the   tube's   life.    Periodic
checks  on  the  X-Radiation  level  should  be  made,
and the tube should  never be operated without ad-
equate  shielding  in  place  when  voltages  above  15
kilovolts are in use. Lead glass, which attenuates X-
Radiation,   is   available   for   viewing   windows.   If
there is any doubt as to the requirements for or the
adequacy of shielding, an expert in this field should
be contacted to perform an X-Radiation survey of

5
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the equipment.

Operation    of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock   switches   "cheated"   and   cabinet` doors
open  in  order to be better able to locate an equip-
ment  malfunction  can  result  in  serious  X-Radia-
tion exposure.

RADIO   FREQUENCY   RADIATION   -   ANofid
exposure  to  strong  rf fields even at  relatively low
frequency. Absorption of rf energy by human tissue
is dependent on frequency. Under 300 MHz most of
the energy will pass completely through the human
body with little attenuation or heating effect. Public
health   agencies   are  concerned   with  the  hazard,
however, even at these frequencies, and it is worth
noting   that   some   commercial   dielectric   heating
units actually operate at frequencies as low as the 13
and  27  MHz bands.

ELECTRODE   RF   TUNING   CHARACTERIS-
7YCS   -   Typical   electrode   tuning   characteristics
may be obtained  by contacting the EIMAC Power
Grid  Tube  Application  Engineering  Office.

S P EC I A L  A P P LI C A TI 0 N S - Where .tt is destLled
to  operate this tube under conditions widely differ-
ent  from  those  listed  here,  write  to:  Product  Line
Manager,    High   Power   Tubes,   Varian   EIMAC
Division,   301   Industrial   Way,   San   Carlos,   CA
94070.
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DINENsloNAL   DATA

D" INCHES M' LL"ETms
MIN MAX. REF MIN MAX REF

A I I 440 1560 2sO6 293,6
a .I.Ill. 1524
C 3CX)O 762
D 8235 &265 2092 2Ce9
E a485 8.525 2155 2'65
r 6970 •¥. 43 I .0 4326
G •.i: 063
H 0.3'0 79
J •... •rl. • 25.4
K 0180 46
L 4093 1040
M 2375 60.3
N &700 8- 2210 •.
P 6250 '6 5cO 412.7 4'9.I
R 8`5cO '8750 4ee9 4762
S 375 349
T 3575 •1.i
lJ 7-I,a 7-loo
V 150 150

W ^'J. .
X 2J56 548
Y 41'3 4'37 1045 105'
Z 3675 i699 93'3 •.

AA •^.. .I..
AB .. i
AC •. 7'On 495 5313
An •.+. 114

AE 35cO i-, •-.` •

AF 0725 184

fyoTES:
I  clRoulT  FETUFtN Mnr EE

MADE TO FA  EIV SK-2315
CONNECTOR.

2. MATE  wrm EIMAc OONN.

3.E#oDR#i=#2RTiin
iNFo. oNur AND AFtE rot
REOulFED FOR INSPECTION
PURPOSES.

4. (x) conTACT suRFACEs.
5. LA  DIA.  WATER  DFIAIN

HOLES - 3 PLACES.

8973  PCRER TETm
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8974
WATER COOLED

POWEFZ TETRODE

The    EIMAC    8974    is    a    ceramic/metal,    water-cooled    power    tetrode
designed    for    very-high-power   medium    and    high    frequency    broadcast
service   in   the   megawatt   power   range.

The    8974    has     a    two-section    thoriated-tungsten    mesh    filament
mounted    on    water-cooled    supports.     The    two    sections    may     be     fed
from     an     ac     or     dc     power     source.     The     maximum    anode     dissipation
rating   is   1500   kilowatts   steady   state.

Large-diameter   coaxial    terminals   are   used   for   the   control    grid
and    the    rf    filament    terminals.    Filament    power    and    filament    sup-
port     cooling-water     connections     are    made     through     three     special
connectors.    Anode    cooling   water   connections    are   made    with    avail-
able   hand-tightened   fittings   with   0-ring   seals.

GENERAL            CHARACTERIST|CSL

ELECTRICAL

Filament:       Thoriated-tungsten   Mesh,   two-section

Voltage,    per    section    (See    FILAMENT    OPERATION    note)     ..............

Current    @   18.5   volts,    per   section    (nominal)       .................

Maximum   Frequency    for    Full    Ratings    (CW)          ....................

Amplificati.on    Factor,    Average,    Grid   to   Screen          ...............

Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (grounded   cathode)2

Cin                .     .     .     ®     ,,,,,,     ®     ,,,,,     ®     ,,,,,,,............

Cout....................................

Cgp...................................

Dl.rect    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (grounded   grid)2

Cin                          ,         ®         ,         ,         ,         ®         ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,         ®         ,,,,,,         ®

Cout..........,.........................

Cpk....................................

18.5    +    0.9       V

650A

30        MHz

4.5

1600       pF

260       pF

7.5       pF

690       pF

265       pF

1'5       pF

1.    Characteristics    and    operating    values    are    based    on    performance    tests.    These    figures   may    change
without    notice    as    the    result    of    additional     data    or    product    refinement.    VARIAN    EIMAC    should    be
consulted   before   using   this    information    for   final    equipment   design.

2.    Capacitance    values    shown    are    nominal,    measured    with    no    special     shielding,     in    accordance    with
Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard   RS-191.

MECHANICAL

Net    Weight       ...................................

Operating   Position       ...............................

Cool i ng          ....................................

Maximum    Overall     Dimensions:

Length............................

Di amete r    ............................

Maximum   Operating    Temperature,    Envelope   and    Ceramic/Metal    Seals          .

Recommended    Filament    Power   Connector    (not    supplied   with   tube):

Filament   Power/Water   Connector    (3    required)       ..........

Filament    rf   Connector    (1    required)    ...............

Recommended   Anode    Cooling   Water   Connectors    (not    supplied   with    tube)

Note:    2   connectors   are   required   per   tube

396300    (Effective   March    1986    -supersedes    March    1984)
VA4896

175    lb;    80    kg

Vertical,    Base    Down

Water   and    Forced   Air

25.50    in;    64.78    cm

17.03    in;    43.26    cm

200     OC

EIMAC    SK-2310

EIMAC    SK-2315

EIMAC     SK-2320,     SK-2321

SK-2322    or    SK-2323

Printed    in    U.S.A.

VARIAN    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA    94070       U.S.A.
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RADIO    FREQUENCY    LINEAR    AMPLIFIER
GRID    DRIVEN

Class    AB

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE

DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .
DC    PLATE    CURRENT

PLATE     DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATloN

22.5        KILOVOLTS
2.5        KILOVOLTS

-2.0       KILOVOLTS

125       AMPERES

1500        KILOWATTS
15        KILOWATTS

4.0        KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION        (Frequencies    to    30   MHz)
CLASS   AB1,    Peak    Envelope    Conditions

Plate   Voltage      .    .
Screen   Voltage    .    .
Grid   Voltage   **
Zero   Signal    Plate
Single   Tone   Plate
Single   Tone   Screen
Peak    rf   Grid
Plate   Di.ss
Plate   Load
Plate   Power   Ou
Efficiency   *   .
*      Approximate   value.
**   Adjust   for   specified   value   of   zero-signal    plate   current.

RADIO     FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER

Class    C   Telegraphy    or   FM
(Key-down    Conditions)

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE        .

DC     SCREEN    VOLTAGE     .
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .     .

DC    PLATE    CURRENT         .
PLATE    DISSIPATION    .

SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION        .

*   Approximate   Value

22.5        KILOVOLTS

2.5        KILOVOLTS
-2.0       KILOVOLTS

125        AMPERES
1500       KILOWATTS

15        KILOWATTS
4.0        KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Frequenci.es    to    30    MHz)

Plate   Voltage
Screen    Voltage
Gri.d    Voltage
Plate   Current
Screen   Current
Grid   Current   *
Calculated   Dri.ving    Power
Plate   Dissipation   *
Screen   Dissipation   *
Grid   Dissipation   *    .
Plate   Load   Resistance
Plate   Power   Output   *
Effi.ciency   *   ....

PLATE     MODULATED    RADIO    FREQUENCY     POWER

AMPLIFIER          Class    C    Telephony

(Carrier   Conditions)

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE
DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE
DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .

DC     PLATE    CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

17.5        KILOVOLTS
2.0        KILOVOLTS

-2.0       KILOVOLTS

100       AMPERES
1000        KILOWATTS

15        KILOWATTS

4.0        KILOWATTS

*      Approximate   value

#       1500   kw   at    100%   sine-wave   modulation

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)

Plate   Voltage
Screen   Voltage
Grid    Voltage
Plate   Current
Screen   Current
Grid   Current   *   ...........
Peak    Screen    Voltage    (100%   modulation)
Peak    rf   Grid   Driving   Voltage   *    .    .    .
Calculated   Driving    Power    ......
Plate   Dissipation   *
Screen   Dissipation   *
Grid   Dissipation   *    .
Plate   Load   Resistan
Plate   Output    Power
Efficiency   *   .    .    .

AUDIO    FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER     0R

MODULATOR            Class    AB

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS     (per    tube):

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE
DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE

DC    GRID     VOLTAGE     .
DC    PLATE    CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATloN

22.5        KILOVOLTS
2.5        KILOVOLTS

-2.0        KILOVOLTS

125        AMPERES

1500        KILOWATTS

15        KILOWATTS

4.0        KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Two    Tubes    -Sinusoidal     wave)

Plate   Voltage
Screen   Voltage
Grid   Voltage   **
Zero-Signal    Plate   Current       .
Max.Signal    Plate   Current    .    .
Max.Si.gnal    Screen   Current    *
Peak    Audio   Freq.Grid    Voltage
Max.Signal    Plate   Dissipation
Plate/Plate   Load   Resistance
Plate   Output   Power   *   ....

*      Approximate   value.
**     Adjust   for   stated   zero-signal   plate   current.                     #     Per   tube.

2
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RADIO    FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER

Doherty   Amplifier   Service

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE
DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE

DC    GRID    VOLTAGE     .
DC     PLATE     CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION

KILOVOLTS

KILOVOLTS

KILOVOLTS
AMPERES

KILOWATTS
KILOWATTS

KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    0PERATloN    (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)

Peak    Tube   -Peak    of   Modulation

!::::nv?##;e
Grid   Voltage   *
Peak
Peak

rid   Dri.ve    Voltag
rid   Drive   Power   *

Peak    Plate   Power   Out    *
Plate   Load   Resistance

*   Approximate   value.

A

Carrier   Tube   -Carrier   Conditions

Plate   Voltage
Screen   Voltage
Gri.d    Voltage   *
Grid   Current   *   .......
Screen   Current   *   ......
Plate   Current      .......
Peak    Grid   Driving    Voltage   *
Grid   Driving    Power   *
Plate   Power   Output   *
Plate   Dissipation   *
Plate   Efficiency   *   .
Plate   Load   Resistance

Carrier   Tube    -Peak   of   Modulation

Peak    Grid   Drive    Voltage   *
Peak    Gri.d    Drivi.ng    Power   *
Plate   Power   Output    *    .    .
Plate   Load   Resistance      .

668v
1090       w
2750       kw
51.5       Ohms

Actual    Load   Resistance    at    Combini.ng    Point    =    25.7   Ohms
Screen   dissipation   averaged   over   a   sinusoi.dal    modulation

cycle      -      Modulation    Index    1
Carrier   Tube   .........
Peak   Tube       ..........

14.0       kw
8.5       kw

TYPICAL   OPERATION   values   are   obtained   by   calculation    from   published   characteristic   curves.    To   obtain
the   specified   plate   current   at   the   specified   bias,    screen,   and   plate   voltages,   adjustment   of   the   rf
grid    voltage    is    assumed.     If    this    procedure    is    followed,    there    will     be    little    variation    i.n    output
power     when     the     tube     is     replaced,     even     though    there    may     be     some     variation     in     grid     and     screen
currents.    The    grid    and    screen    currents   which    occur   when    the   desired    plate    current    is    obtained    are
incidental     and    vary    from    tube    to    tube.    These    current    variations    cause    no    performance    degradation
providing   the   circuit   maintains   the   correct   voltages   in   the   presence   of   the   current   variati.ons.

RANGE     VALUES     FOR     EQUIPMENT     DESIGN

Filament   Current,    Per   Section,    at    18.5   Volts   ac

Interelectrode   Capacitance    (grounded   cathode)
Gin..................
Gout..................
C9p..................

Interelectrode   Capacitance    (grounded   grid)
Cin,.,,,
Gout       .
Cpk.

Min.                 Max.              Unit

600                  700            Aac

1      Measured   wl.th    no   special    shielding,    in    accordance   with   Electronic    Industries   Association
Standard    RS-191.

pF
pF
pF

pF
pF
pF
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APPLICATION

MECHANICAL

INITIAL    UNPACKING     -    To     insure    the     safety     of     the
tube,    the    following    unpacking    instructions    should
be   followed:

1.    The    shippping    crate    is    opened    by    removing    the
four     hex-head     bolts     just     above    the    carrying
handl es .

2.   Attach   a   lifting   hoist   to   the    lifting    loop    and
ral.se     slightly    to    support    the    weight    of    the
tube.

3.   Remove    8    bolts     securing    the    mounting    brackets
to   the   corner   flanges.

4.   Lift   the   tube   and   place   on   blocks   or   on   a   stand
so    that    its    wei.ght    is    supported    by    the    lower
f 1 ange .

5.   Remove    the    mounti.ng    brackets    from    the    tube    by
removing   the   eight   hex   bolts   and   nuts.

MOUNTING    -        The    8974    must    be    mounted     vertically.
base   down.    The   full    weight   of   the   tube   should   rest
on   the   screen-grid    contact    flange    at    the    base    of
the    tube,    and    all     liftin
done   with   the   lifting   eye

of    the    tube    should    be
ich   is   attached   to   the

top   of   the   anode   cooling   jacket.

ANODE    COOLING    -Tube    life    can    be    seriously    compro-
mised     by    cooling    water    condition.     If    1.t    becomes
contaminated,    deposits   will    form    on    the    inside    of
the   water   jacket,    causing    localized    anode   heating
and    eventual     tube    failure.    To    insure    minimum    el-
ectrolysis   and   power   loss,   the   water   resistance   at
25    Deg     C     should     always     be     one     megohm     per     cubic
centimeter     or     higher.     Relative    water     resl.stance
can   be   continuously   monitored    in    the    reservoir    by
readily   available   instruments.

Minimum   water   flow   requirements    for   the    anode    are
shown   in   the   table   for   an   outlet   water   temperature
not   to   exceed   70°C   and   with   an   inlet   water   temper-
ature    of    50°C.    System    pressure    should    not    exceed
100   psi.

Anode
Di ssi pati on

(kw)

Fi  1.Only
500

1000
1500

Approx.Jacket
Press.    Drop

(psi  )

100

High    velocity    water    flow    is    required    to    maintain
high     thermal      efficiency.     Cooling     water     must     be
well    filtered.   with   effectivness   the   equivalent   of
a    100-mesh   screen,    to   elimi.nate   any   solid   material
and     avoid     the      possibility     of     blockage     of     any
cooling   passages,   as   this   would   immedi.ately   affect
cooling     efficiency     and     could      produce     localized
anode   overheating   and   failure   of   the   tube.

EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #16,      WATER     PURITY     RE-

QUIREMENTS     IN    LIQUID    COOLING    SYSTEMS,     is    available
on     request,     and     contains    considerable    detail     on
purity   requirements   and   maintenance   systems.

BASE   COOLING   -       The   tube   base    requires    air   cooling
with    a   minimum   of    50   cfm   of   air   at    50°C   maximum   at
sea     level,     directed    toward    the    base    seal     areas
from   a   general    purpose    fan.    At    higher    frequencies
considerably     greater     flow     may     be     required.      It
should   be   noted   that   temperatures    of   the   ceramic/

metal    seals    and    the    lower    envelope    areas    are   the
controlling   and   final    limi.ting   factor.

Temperature-sensitive   paints   are   avai.1able   for   use
in     checking     temperatures     in     these     areas     before
equipment    desi.gn    and   air-cooling    arrangements    are
finalized.      Additional      detail      1.s      given      in      EIMAC
Application   Bulletin   #20,    available   on   request.

Water     cooling     of     the     fi.lament     and     screen     grid
supports    is    also    required,    with   inlet   water   temp-
erature    not     to     exceed     50°C.     Each     of    the     three
filament    connectors    i.ncludes    both    an    inlet    and   an
outlet     line,     with     the
inlet     water     shown     on

r    connector    for    the
ube     outline     drawing

Minimum    flow    for    the    Fl    and    F3    connectors    is     I.0

&?Ti'muamtfainowaE%:°XtjhmeatFe2Pcroensnseucrteordi°sP4::::in,PS:i
an   approximate   pressure   drop   of   55   psi.    The   screen
grid    cooling    water    is    fed    by    means    of    1/4-18    NPT
tapped     holes     shown     on     the    tube    outline    drawing,
with     a     minimum     flow     of     2.0     gpm     required.     at     an
approximate   pressure   drop   of   25   psi.

ALL      COOLING     MUST     BE     APPLIED     BEFORE      0R      SIMULTANE-

OUSLY     WITH     THE     APPLICATION     0F     ELECTRODE     VOLTAGES,

INCLUDING       THE       FILAMENT,        AND       SHOULD        NORMALLY        BE

MAINTAINED     FOR     SEVERAL     MINUTES     AFTER     ALL     VOLTAGES
ARE     REMOVED    T0    ALLOW    FOR     TUBE     C00LDOWN.

ELECTRICAL

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each
type   of   service   are   based   on   the   "absolute   system"
and   are   not   to   be   exceeded   under   any    service    con-
ditions.    These   ratings   are   li.miting   values   outside
which    servi.ceability    of   the    tube    may    be    1.mpaired.
In   order   not   to   exceed   absolute   ratings   the   equip-
ment   designer   has    the    responsibility    of   determin-
i.ng    an    average    design    value    for   each    rati.ng    below
the    absolute     value     of     that     rating     by     a     safety
factor    so    that    the    absolute    values    will    never   be
exceeded     under     any     usual      conditions      of     supply-
voltage    variation,    load    variation,    or   manufactur-
ing   variation    in   the   equipment    itself.
necessarily    follow   that   combinations

It   does   not
o        bso   ute

s   can   be   attained   simultaneousl

FILAMENT     OPERATION     -         Filament     turn-on     and     turn-
off    should    be    programmed.    Filament    voltage    should
be    smoothly    increased    from    zero   to    the    operating
level    over    a    period    of    two    minutes,    and    a    motor-
driven   continuously   variable   autotransformer    (such
as    a    VARIAC®   or    a    POWERSTAT®)    is    suggested.     Inrush
current   must   never   be   allowed   to   exceed   twice   nor-
mal     operating     current.     Normal     turnoff     procedure
should     be     a     smooth     decrease     from    the     operating
voltage   to   zero   over   a   peri.od   of   two   minutes.

Filament     life     will      be     substantially     improved     if
the   filament   is   maintained   at   a   standby   voltage   of
3.5    to   4.0   volts    per   section    when   the   tube    is    not

::ufsreo.m]atndjsdorwenc°Tmoentdhe,qst!:anfdjbTyami::e,be(:¥:i::
than   to   0   volts)    in   the   manner   indicated    above
order   to   maximize   filament    life.    A   minimum   c
water   flow   of   at   least    I.0   gpm   is   required   t
all     cooling    ci.rcuits     (including    the    anode)
standby   operation.

At    rated    (nominal)    filament   voltage   the   peak   emis-
sion     capability    of    the     tube     1.s    many    times    that
needed    for    communication    service.     A    reduction    in
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filament    voltage   will     lower    the    filament   tempera-
ture,     which     will      substantially     increase     life
expectancy.    The    correct    value    of   filament    voltage
should     be     determined     for     the     particular     appli-
catl.on.    It    is    recommended   the   tube   be   operated   at
full    nominal     voltage    for    an    initial     stabilization
period    of    loo    to    200    hours    before    any    action    l.s
taken    to    operate    at    reduced    voltage.    The    voltage
should      gradually      be      reduced     until      there      is      a
slight    degradation    in    performance     (such    as    power
output   or   distortion).    The   filament   voltage   should
then    be    increased    several     tenths    of    a    volt    above
the    value    where    performance    degradation   was    noted
for     operation.     The     operating     point     should     be
rechecked    after    24    hours.    Filament    voltage   should
be   closely   regulated   when   voltage   is   to   be   reduced
below   nominal    in   this   manner,   to   avoid   any   adverse
influence     by     normal      line     voltage      variations.      A
filament     voltage     of     17.5     volts     per     section     is
adequate   for   most   applications.

Filament     voltage     should     be    measured     at    the    tube
base,     using    an     accurate     rms-responding    meter.
Periodically    throughout    the    life    of   the    tube   the
procedure     outlined     above     for     voltage      reduction
should   be   repeated,    resetting   voltage   as   required,
to   assure   best   tube   life.

EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #18,     titled     "EXTENDING
TRANSMITTER     TUBE     LIFE",     contains     detailed     infor-
mation   and   is   available   on    request.

Where    hum    is    an    important    system    consi.deration    it
is    permissible    to    operate    the    filaments    with    dc
rather    than    ac    power.    Contact    Varian    EIMAC    Appli-

::?:8na  Ednc9jfnj%;tnn€   sfu°prpT;?ecial     Precautions    when

Care    should    be   exercised   to   keep   any    rf   power   out
of    the    filament    of    the    tube,     as    this    can    cause
excessive     operating     temperatures.     Both     sides     of
the     filament     must     be     bypassed     to     assure     mono-
potential    operation.    It   should   be   ascertained   that
no   resonance   exists    in    the    filament    circuit    which
could   be   excited   during   operation.

This   tube   is   designed   for   commercial    service,   with
one    off/on    filament    cycle    per    day.    If    additional
cycling   is   anticipated   it    is    recommended    the    user
contact      Applicati.on      Engineeri.ng      at      VARIAN     EIMAC
for   additional    information.

VACI0N®   PUMP    OPERATION    -The    tube    is    supplied    with

re      at      the      base      (stem).      A     power     supply
and    magnet,    mounted    on    the     filament

art     #921-0015)      and     an     8-foot     cable
Varian    Part    #924-0020)    are    required    for    operat-

e    primary    function    of    this    device     is    to
monitoring     of     the     condition     of     the     tube

vacuum,    as   shown   by   an    ion   current   meter.

With     an     operational     tube     it     is     recommended    the
VACI0N    pump    be    operated    full     time    so    tube    vacuum
may    be   monitored    on    a    continuous    basis.    A   reading
of    less   than    10   uAdc    should    be   considered    as    nor-
mal,    indicating   excellent   tube   vacuum.    In   addition
to     other     interlock     circuitry     it     is     recommended
that    full     advantage    be    taken    of    the    VACI0N    pump
readout     by     providing     circuitry     which     will      shut
down   all    power   to   the   tube   in   the   event   the   read-
out   current   exceeds    50   uAdc.    In   the   event   of   such
a     shutdown,     the     VACI0N     pump     should     be     operated
alone     until      vacuum     recovery     is     indicated     by     a
reading    of    10    uAdc    or    less,    at    which    point    the
tube   may   again   be   made   operational.    If   the   vacuum
current     rises     again     it     should    be    considered    as

5

I.ndicating    a    circuit    problem    such    that    some    tube
element   may   be   over-dissipating   and   outgassing.

In    the    case    of
is     recommended
tinuously      if
operated     peri
tube    vacuum,    a
achieve   a    reading   o

(non-operational)    it

che
as

operated    con-
it      should      be

k    the    condition    of
ong    as    necessary    to

Figure    1    shows   the    relationship    between    tube    vac-
uum    and    the    1.on    current    reading.    Electrode    volt-
ages    should    never    be    applied    if    a     reading    of    50
uAdc     or     higher     is     obtained.     Filament     voltage
should   never   be   applied   with   a    Vaclon   pump   current
of    1.0   rnA   or   higher.    In   the   event    poor   vacuum   can-
not     be     improved     by     operation     of    the     VACI0N     pump
the    user    should    contact    EIMAC    and    review   the    case

Engineering   specialist.

PLATE      OPERATION      -      The     plate     dissipation     maximum
rating    of    1500    kilowatts    provides    a    large    margin
of   safety   for   most   applications.   The   rating   may   be
exceeded    for    very    brief    periods    during     setup    or
tuning.     When    used    as    a    plate-modulated    rf    ampli-
fier,    plate    dissipation    under    carrier    condi.tions
is    limited   to   1000   kilowatts.

Operation     with     significant      plate     current      under
some    conditions    of    high    i.nstantaneous    anode   volt-
age     (such    as     regulator    service    or    low    power    and
low     impedance     "tuning"     condi.tions)     can,     as     a
result     of    the     screen     and     grid     voltages     chosen,
lead    to    anode    damage    and    subsequent    failure.     If
operation   under   such   conditions    is    necessary   EIMAC
Application     Engineering     should     be     contacted     for
assistance   in   selection   of   operating   parameters.

GRID     OPERATION     -     The     maximum     grid     dissipatl.on     is
4000   watts   and   protective   measures   should   be   taken
to    insure    that    this    rating    is    not   exceeded.    Grid
dissipation    is    approximately    equal    to   the    product
of   dc   grid   current   and   peak   positive   grid   voltage.
A   protective    spark    gap    device    should    be    connected
between   the   control
against   excessive

rid   and   the   cathode   to   guard

SCREEN    OPERATION     -The    maximum    screen    grid    dissi-
pation    is    15,000   watts.    With    no   ac   applied    to   the

3:r::Peg:is61,djgsesig::i#ei:cS:g:::nt::.:::f:Ct,::
screen   modulation,   dissipation   is   dependent   on   rms
screen   voltage   and   rms   screen   current.   Plate   volt-
age,    plate    loading,    or   bias   voltage   must   never   be
removed     while     fl.lament     and     screen     voltages     are

present,   since   screen   dissipation   ratings   wi.11    be
exceeded.     Suitable    protective     circuitry     must     be
provided   to   remove   screen   power   in   case   of   a   fault
condition.   A   protective   spark-gap   device   should   be
connected   between    the    screen    grid   and   the   cathode
to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

Tetrode   tubes   may   exhibit    reversed   screen   current
to   a    greater    or    lesser    degree    depending    on    indi-
vidual     tube    desi.gn    and    operating    conditions.    The
screen    supply    voltage   must    be   maintained    constant
for     any     values     of     negative     or     positive     screen
currents     which     may     be     encountered.      Dangerously
high    plate    currents    may    flow    if   the   screen    power
supply    exhibits     a     rising     voltage     characteristic
with   negative   screen   current.   Stabilization   may   be
accomplished    by    use    of    a    shunt    regulator    circuit
in    the    screen    voltage    supply,    bleeder    resistors,
or   other   suitable   techniques.
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PULSE    OPERATION    -        The    thermal     time    constants    of
the   internal    tube   elements   vary   from   a    few   milli-
seconds     in    the    case    of    the    grids    to    about    200

gi:Ti:::?::Sof°druttyheasa::dp?ied]ntomaanypui:ET:::?i°TS
lost    because    the    interpulse    period    1.s    very    long.
For     pulse     lengths     greater    than     10    milliseconds,
where   the   interpulse   period    is   more   than    10   times
the    pulse    duration,    the    element    dissipations    and
requl.red   cooling    are   governed    by   the   watt-seconds
during    the     pulse.     Provided    the    watt-seconds    are
less    than    the     listed    maximum    dissipati.on     rating
and   sufficl.ent   cooling   is   supplied,   tube   life   will
be   protected.    To   maintain    high    cooling    efficiency
the   anode   water   flow   must   be   sufficient   to   insure
turbulent    flow.    EIMAC    has    determined    that    a    mini-
mum   flow   of   35   gpm    (130   lpm)    is    required.

FAULT   PROTECTION    -In    addition    to   the   normal    plate
over-current    interlock   and   coolant    interlock,    the
tube   must   be   protected   from   internal    damage   caused
by    any    arc    which    may    occur.    A    protective    resis-
tance    should    always    be    connected    in     series    with
the     grid     and    anode    to    help    absorb    power    supply
stored    energy    if    an    arc     should    occur.     An    elec-
tronic    crowbar,    which   will    discharge    power   supply
capacitors    in    a    few   microseconds    after    the    start
of   an   arc,    1.s   recommended.    The   protection   test   for
each   supply    is   to   short   each    electrode   to    ground,
one   at   a   time.   through   a   vacuum   relay   switch   and   a
6-inch     length     of     #30    AWG     copper    wire.     The     wire
will     remain    intact    if    protection    is    adequate.    As
noted      in      GRID      0PERATloN      and      SCREEN      OPERATION      a

tective   spark   gap   should   be   connected   from   grid
ground   and   from   screen   gri.d   to   ground

Application      Bulleti.n      #17      titled      FAULT
ON     contains     considerable     detail,     and     is

available   on   request.

LOAD    VSWR    -The    load    VSWR    should    be    monitored    and
the   detected   signal    used   to   operate   the   interlock
system    to    remove    plate    voltage    within     20    milli-
seconds    after   a   fault   occurs.    In   the   case   of   high
stored    energy    in    the    load     system,     care    must     be
taken   to   avoid   excessive   return   energy   from   damag-
ing   the   tube   and   associated   cl.rcuit   components.

X-RADIATION     HAZARD     -     High-vacuum    tubes     operating
at   voltages   hl.gher   than    15    kilovolts    produce    pro-
gressively    more    dangerous    X-ray    radiation    as    the
voltage   is   increased.    This    tube,    operating   at    its
rated   voltages   and   currents,    is   a   potential    X-ray
source.    Only    limited   shieldi.ng    is    afforded    by   the
tube   envelope.    Moreover.   the   X-radiatl.on   level    may
increase   significantly   with   tube   aging   and   gradual
deterioration,     due    to     leakage    paths    or    emission

;:i:::::rfxs.trjacyssahsjetThdejyngarmeayefbf:Ctreedqu?¥edth:nhiii
sides   of   tubes   operating   at   these   voltages   to   pro-
vide    adequate    protection    throughout    the    life    of
the     tube.      Periodic     checks     on     the      X-ray      level
should      be     made,      and     the     tube     should     never     be
operated    without    required    shielding.    in    place.     If
there    is    any    question   as   to   the   need    for   or   the
adequacy     of     shielding,     an     expert     in     this     fi.eld
should    be    contacted   to    perform   an   equipment    X-ray
S u r V ey .

In     cases     where     shielding     has     been     found     to     be
required   operation   of   the   equipment   with   interlock
switches    "cheated"   and   cabinet   doors   open   in   order
to    be     better    able    to     locate    an     equipment    mal-
function   can   result   in   serious   X-ray   exposure.

HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating   voltages    used   with
thl.s    tube    are    deadly,    and    the    equipment    must     be
designed    properly    and    operating    precautions    must
be    followed.    Design    all     equipment    so    that    no    one
can   come   in   contact   with   high   voltages.   All    equip-
ment     must      include     safety     enclosures      for      hl.gh-
voltage     circui.ts     and     terminals,      with     interlock
swi.tches     to     open     primary     circuits     of     the     power
supply     and     to     discharge     high-voltage     capacitors
whenever     access     doors     are     opened.      Interlock
switches   must   not   be   bypassed   or   "cheated"   to
allow     operation     with     access     doors     open.      Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

RADIO-FREQUENCY     RADIATION     -Avoid     exposure     to

strong   rf   fi.elds   even   at   relati
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human

frequency
e   l.s   depend-

ent   on   frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy
wl.11     pass    completely    through    the    human    body    with
little    attenuation     or     heating    affect.     Public
health   agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard   even

::dtHheeasTethfL%:ujennjcsT;ersatfo°ns)HAre(c°ocmcmuepnadtsj°n:Thatsa:::I
longed    exposure    to    rf    radiation    should   be   limited
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE     RF    TUNING    CHARACTERISTICS    -Typical
interelectrode     tuning     characteristics     may     be
obtal.ned      by      contacti.ng      VARIAN     EIMAC      Power     Grid
Tube   Appli.cation    Engineering.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE      -     The     actual      internal
interelectrode   capaci.tance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by    many     variables     in    most     applications,     such    as
stray    capacitance    to    the    chassis     from    the     tube
terminals     and     associated    wiring.     To    control     the
actual    capacitance   values   within    the   tube,    as    the
key    component    i.nvolved,    the    industry    and   Military
Services      use      a      standard      test      procedure      as
described      in      Electronic      Industries      Association
Standard    RS-191.    The    test    is    performed    on    a    cold
tube,    and    in   the   case   of   the   8974,   with   no   special
shielding.    Other    factors    being    equal,    controlling
internal      tube     capacitance     in     this     way     normally
ssures    good    l.nterchangeability    of    tubes     over    a
erl.od    of    time.     The    capacitance     values    shown     in
he   test   speci.fication   or   technical    data   are   taken

in   accordance   with   Standard   RS-191.

The   equipment   designer   is   cautioned   to   make   allow-
ance    for    the    capacitance    values,    including    tube-
to-tube   variation   and   strays,    which   will    exist    in
any      normal      application.      Measurements      should     be
taken     with     mounti.ng     which     represent     approximate
final      layout      if     capacitance     values     are     highly
significant    in   the   design.

SPECIAL    APPLICATIONS    -When    i.t    is    desired    to    oper-
ate    this    tube    under    conditions    widely    different
from     those     listed     here,     write     to     VARIAN     EIMAC;
attn:      Applications      Engineering;       301       Industrial
Way;    San    Carlos,    CA    94070       U.S.A.

6
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OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT     T0     POWER     TUBES     ARE     THE     RESPONSIBILITY     0F     EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS     AND     USERS     0F     SUCH     TUBES.     ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK    WITH     0R    ARE     EXPOSED     T0    POWER    TUBES    0R     EQUIP-
MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE       SERIOUS

BODILY     INJURY.     D0     NOT    BE     CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH     PRODUCTS.

The   operation    of   this    tube   may    involve   the    following    hazards,    any    one    of    which,1.n    the    absence    of    safe
operating   practices   and   precautions,   could   result   in   serious   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    can    be
deadly.    Remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

b.    RF     RADIATION     -     Exposure     to     strong      rf     fields
should    be   avoided,    even    at   relatively   low   fre-
quencies.     CARDIAC    PACEMAKERS    MAY    BE    EFFECTED.

c.     X-RADIATION        -    Hi.gh    voltage    tubes    can    produce
dangerous   and   possibly   fatal    X-Rays.

d.     LOW-VOLTAGE      HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS     -          Personal

jewelry,    such   as   rings,    should   not   be   worn   when

Please    review    the    detailed    operating    hazards    sheet
VARIAN    EIMAC,    Power   Grid    Tube   Division,    301    Industrial     Way,    San    Carlos    CA   94070.

7

working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.

e.    HOT    WATER    -    Water    used    to    cool    tubes    may    reach
scalding    temperatures.     Touching    or    rupture    of
the   cooling   system   can   cause   serious   burns.

f .    HOT     SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of     tubes      can      reach
temperatures    of    several     hundred    Degrees    C    and
cause     serious     burns      if     touched     for     several
minutes   after   all    power   is   removed.

enclosed    with    each    tube,     or    request    a    copy    from:
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The     EIMAC     4CM300.000G     is      a      ceramic/metal,      multiphase-cooled

(water/vapor)      power     tetrode     desi.gned     for     hi.gh-power     broadcast
service.    Pyrolytic   graphite   grids   are   used   to   provide   high   dissi-
pation      capability      in      combination     with      low     secondary     emission
characteri sti cs .

The   4CM300,000G   has    a    thoriated-tungsten   mesh    filament   mounted
on   water-cooled   supports.    The   maxi.mum   anode   dissipation    ratl.ng    is
300   kilowatts   steady   state.

Large-di.ameter   coaxial    terminals   are   used   for   the   screen   grid,
control    grid   and   fl.lament   connections.

A

iiil

GENERAL            CHARACTER|ST|CSL

ELECTRICAL

Filament:       Thoriated-tungsten   Mesh
Vol tage       ............................
Current    @    15.0   volts    (nominal)          ................

Frequency    of    Maximum    Ratings    (CW)3       ................

Amplification    Factor,    Average,    Grid   to   Screen          .    .

Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitances    (grounded   cathode)2
Cin.............................
Cout.............................
Cgp............................

Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacit,ances    (grounded   grid)2
Cin.............................
Cout.............................
Cpk.............................

4CM300,000G
HIGH  POWEF]
MULTIPHASE

COOLED TETRODE

1.    Characteristics    and    operating    values    are    based    on    tests    and    calculations.    These    figures    may
change    without     notice    as    the     result     of    additional     data     or     prodiict     refinement.     VARIAN     EIMAC
should   be   consulted   before   using   this   information   for   final    equipment   design.

2.    Capacitance      values      shown      are      nominal       measured      in      accordance      with      Electronic      Industries
Associ.ation    Standard   RS-191.

3.    The   tube   is   projected   to   have   excellent    rf   characteristics   up   to   150   MHz.

MECHANICAL

Net    Wei.ght 1211b;     55    kg

Operating   Position       ...............................               Vertical,    Base   Down

Cool i ng          .........

Maximum    Overall     Dimensions:
Length........
Di amete r    ........

Maximum   Operating    Temperature,    Envelope   and   Ceramic/Met,al     Seals

Base.............................

Recommended    Socket       ..............-.--.-.-

390850(Effective   April    1985)
VA4816

VARIAN    EIMAC    /    301     Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA    94070       U.S.A.

Water   and   Forced   Air

22.5    in;    57.1    cm
13.3    in;    33.8    cm

200OC

Special     Coaxial

EIMAC    SK-2450

Printed    in    U.S.A.
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RADIO    FREQUENCY     LINEAR    AMPLIFIER
GRID     DRIVEN

Class    AB

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE

DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE

DC     PLATE     CURRENT
PLATE     DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID     DISSIPATION

*      Approximate   value.

KILOVOLTS

KILOVOLTS

AMPERES
KILOWATTTS

KILOWATTS

KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION        (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)
CLASS    AB1,    Single    Sideband    Peak    Envelope    Conditions

Plate   Voltage       .    .    .
Screen    Voltage    .    .    .
Grid    Voltage   **
Zero    Signal    Plate   Cur
Single   Tone    Plate    Cur
Single    Tone    Screen    C
Peak    rf    Grid    Voltage
Plate    Dissipation    *
Plate    Load   Resistance
Plate   Power   Output    *

**      Adjust   for   specifi.ed   value   of   zero-signal    plate   current.

RADIO     FREQUENCY     POWER     AMPLIFIER     0R

OSCILLATOR       Class    C    Telegraphy    or    FM

(Key-down    Conditl.ons)

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE

DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE

DC     PLATE     CURRENT
PLATE     DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION
GRID     DISSIPATION

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)

Plate   Voltage
Screen    Voltage
Grid    Voltage
Plate   Current
Screen   Current
Grl.d   Current    *
Calculated    Dri.ving    Power
Plate    Dissipation    *       .     .
Plate    Load    Resistance
Plat,e    Power   Output    *
*       Approximate    value.

PLATE     MODULATED     RADIO     FREQUENCY     POWER

AMPLIFIER           Class    C    Telephony

(Carrier   Conditions)

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC    PLATE     VOLTAGE         .

DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE      .

DC     PLATE     CURRENT         .

PLATE     DISSIPATION     #

SCREEN     DISSIPATION
GRID     DISSIPATION         .

*   Approximate    value

#   300    kw   at    100%    sine-wave   modulation

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Frequencies    to    30    MHz)

Plate    Voltage       .
Screen    Voltage    .
Gri.d    Voltage           .
Plate   Current       .
Screen   Current    *
Grid    Current    *    ...........
Peak    Screen    Voltage    (100%   modulation)
Calculated    Driving    Power    .....
Plate    Di.ssi.pation    *       .......
Plate    Load    Resistance       ......
Plate    Power   Output    *    .......

AUDIO     FREQUENCY     POWER     AMPLIFIER     0R

MODULATOR            Class     AB

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS     (per    tube):

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE

DC     SCREEN     VOLTAGE

DC     PLATE     CURRENT

PLATE     DISSIPATION

SCREEN     DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION

#      Per   tube.

20.0        KILOVOLTS

2.0        KILOVOLTS

50        AMPERES

300        KILOWATTS

6.0        KILOWATTS
2.0        KILOWATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Two    Tubes     -Sinusoidal

Plate    Voltage       ....
Screen    Voltage    ....
Grid    Voltage    **
Zero-Signal    Plate    Curr
Max.Signal     Plate    Curre
Max.Signal     Screen    Cur
Peak    Audio    Freq.Grid
Max.Signal     Plate    r)iss
Plate/Plate   Load    Resis
Plate    Power   Output    *    .

*      Approximate    value.
**      Adjust   for   stated   zero-sig.    plat,e   current.

TYPICAL    OPERATION    values    are    obtained    by   measurement    or    by    calculation    from

s::¥::;tTgfo3;:i:ft!:tap::i€::g?!a::s:#:a:nfoTaTto:,p:gsg:i:f;:gc:a:::,s€[:::.w;|i
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in   ouput    power   when   the   tube   is    replaced,    even   though   there   may   be   some   vari.ation    in    grl.d   and   screen
currents.    The    grid    and    screen    currents    which    occur   when    the    desired    plate    current    is    obtained    are
incidental     and    vary    from    tube    to    tube.    These    current    variati.ons    cause    no    performance    degradation
providing   the   circuit   maintains   the   correct   voltage    in   the   presence   of   the   current   variations.
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MECHANICAL

MOUNTING    -       The    4CM300,000G   must    be    mounted    verti-
cally,     base     down.         The     full     weight     of    the    tube
should    rest    on    the    screen-grid    contact    flange    at
the    base   of   the   tube,    and   all    1i.fting   of   the   tube
should    be    done    wi.th    the    lifting    eye    which    is    at-
tached   to   the   top   of   the   anode   cooling   jacket.

ANODE    COOLING    -        The    anode    is    cooled     by    circulat-
ing   water   through   the   structure.   Water/vapor   cool-
ing    provides    efficient    anode    heat    removal     and    al-
lows   extra   capacity   for   temporary   overloads.

Tube     life    can     be     seriously     compromised     by    water
condition.     With     contaminated    water    deposits    wi.11
form    on    the    i.nside    of    the    water    jacket,     causing
1  oca 1  i  zed nd   eventual    tube   failure
To   minimize   electrolysis   and   power   loss,   waf,er   re-
sistivity    at    25°C    should   always    be    one   megohm   per
cubic   centimeter    or    higher.    Water    resistivity    can
be      continuously     monitored      in      the      reservoir      by
readily   available    instruments.

Minimum    water    flow    requirements    for    the    anode    are
shown   in   the   table   for   an   outlet   water   temperature
not   to   exceed    100°C   and   inlet   water   temperature   at
60°C.    System   pressure    should   not   exceed    100   psi.

Anode
Di ssi pati On

(kw)

Fi  1.Only

loo
200
300

Water                     Approx.Jacket
Flow                            Press.    Drop

(psi  )

Cooling    water    must    be    well     filtered,    with    effec-
tiveness    the    equivalent    of    a    100-mesh    screen,    to
eliminate    any    solid   material     and    avoid    the    possi-

£;|i:yj3£edbi'a°tcekiay9eaf°ffec:00:::Tgjnpgas:i¥:i;enacsyt':ia
could     produce     localized    anode    overheating    and
failure   of   the   tube.

EIMAC     Application      Bulletin      #16,      WATER      PURITY      RE-

QUIREMENTS     IN     LIQUID    COOLING    SYSTEMS,     is     available
on     request,     and     contains     considerable     rletail      on
purity    requirements   and   maintenance   systems.

BASE    COOLING    -       The    tube    base    requires    air    cooling
with     a     ml.nimum    of     100    cfm    of    air    at     50°C    maxi.mum
at    sea    level,    directed    through    the    SK-2450    series
socket     toward    the    base    seal     areas.     It    should    be
noted   that   temperatures   of   the   ceramic/metal    seals
and    the    lower    envelope    areas    are    the    controlling
and    final    limiting    factor   and   that    the   maximum   al-
lowable      temperature      is      200°C.      In     acldi.t.ion,      the
socket    contact.    finger    temperature    should    not    ex-
ceed    150°C.    Temperature-sensitive    paint    is    avail-
able     for     use     in     checking     temperatures     in     t.hese
areas      before      equipment      design      and      air      cooling
arrangements   are   finalized.

EIMAC     Application     Bulletin     #20    ti.tled     TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS     WITH     EIMAC     POWER     TUBES     contains     con-

siderable   information   and   1-s   available   on    request.

ALL      COOLING      MUST      BE      APPLIED      BEFORE      0R      SIMULTANE-

OllsLY     WITH     THE     APPLICATION     0F     ELECTRODE     VOLTAGES,
INCLUDING       THE        FILAMENT,        AND       SHOULD        NORMALLY        BE

MAINTAINED     FOR      SEVERAL     MINUTES     AFTER     ALL     VOLTAGES

ARE     REMOVED     TO     ALLOW     FOR     TUBE     C00LDOWN.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT     OPERATION     -         Filament     turn-on     and     turn-
off    should    be    programmed.    Fi.lament    voltage    should
be    smoothly    increased    from    zero    to    the    operating
level    over   a   period   of   two   minutes.    A   motor-driven
continuously    variable    autotransformer     (such     as     a
VARIAC®   or    a    POWERSTAT®)    is    suggested.    Inrush    cur-
rent    must    never    be    allowed   to    exceed    twice    normal
operating   current.    Normal    turnoff   procedure   should
be   a   smooth   decrease   from   the   operating   voltage   to
zero   over   a   period   of   two   minutes.

At    rated    (nominal)    filament   voltage   the   peak   emis-
sion     capability    of    the     tube     is    many    times    that
needed    for    communication     service.     A    reduction     in
filament    voltage   will    lower   the    filament   tempera-
ture,    which    wi.11     substantially     increase     life    ex-
pectancy.     The     correct     value    of    filament     volt
should     be     determined     for     the     particular     a
cation.    It    is    recommended   the   tube    be   operat
full    nominal     voltage    for    an    initial     stabilization
period    of     100    to    200    hours    before-any    action    is
taken    to    operate    at    reduced    voltage.    The    voltage
should      gradually      be      reduced      until      there      is      a
slight    degradation     in     performance     (such    as     power
output    or    distortion).     For    operation    The    voltage
should   then    be    increased    several    tenths    of    a    volt
above    the    value    where    performance    degradation   was
noted.      The     operating     point,     should      be      rechecked
after   24   hours.    Filament    voltage   should   be   closely
regulated     when      voltage      is      to      be      reduced      below
nominal     in    this    manner,    to    avoid    any    adverse    l.n-
fluence   caused   by   normal    line   voltage   variations.

Filament     voltage     should     be    measured     at     the    tube
base    or    socket,     using    an     accurate     rms-respondi.ng
meter.     Periodically     throughout     the     life     of     the
tube   the   procedure   outlined   above   for   reduct,ion   of
voltage    should    be
required,    to

eated,    with   voltage   reset   as
t     tube     life.     EIMAC     Appli.-

cation    Bulleti.n    #18,    titled    "EXTENDING    TRANSMITTER
TUBE    LIFE",    contains    detailed    information    and    is
available   on    request.

Where    hum    is    an    important    system    consideration    it
is     permissi.ble     to     operate     the     filament     with     dc
rather   than   ac   power.

Care    should    be    exercised   to   keep   any    rf    power    out
of   the   filament   of   the   tube,   as   this   can   cause   ex-
cessive    operating    temperatures.     Proper     bypassing
of     t,he     filament     must     be     used     to    assure    monopo-
tent,ial    operation.     It    should    be    ascertained    that
no    resonance    exist,s    in    the   filament   circuit   which
could    be   excited   during   operation.

This   tube    is    designed    for   commercial    service,   with
no   more   than    one   normal    off/on    filament    cycle    per
day.     If    additional     cycling     is    anticipated    it    is
recommended   the   user   contact   Application   Engineer-
ing    at    Varian    EIMAC    for   additional     information.

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each

type   of   service   are   based   on   the   "absolute   system"
and   are    not   to   be   exceeded   under   any    service    con-
diti.ons.    These   ratings   are   limiting   values   outside
which    the    serviceability    of    the    tube    may    be     im-
paired.     In    order    not    to    exceed    these    ratings   the
equipment    designer    has    the    responsibility    of    de-
termining    an    average    design    v rating
below   the   absolute   value   of   the   rating   by   a   safety
factor   so   that    the    absolute    values    will    never   be
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exceeded   under   any   usual    conditions   of   supply-vol-
tage    variation,     load    variation,     or    manufacturi.ng
variati.on      i.n     the     equipment      itself .      It   does   not

follow   that   combinations    of    a    solutenecessari 1
maximum    ratin s   can   be   attained   simu taneous

PLATE     OPERATION     -          The     300     KW     plate     dissipation
maximum     rating     may     be     exceeded     for     very     brief
periods     during     setup     or    tuning.     When     used     as     a
plate-modulated      rf     amplifier,     dissipation     under
carrier   conditions    is    limited   to   195   kilowatts.

GRID     OPERATION     -The    maximum    grid     dissipation     is
2000   watts   and   protective   measures   should   be   taken
to    insure    that    this    rating    is    not    exceeded.    Grid
dissi.pation    is    approximately    equal    to    the    product
of   dc   grid   current   and   peak   positive   grid   voltage.
A   protective    spark    gap    device    should    be    connected
between    the    control    grid   and   the   cathode   to    guard
against   excessive   voltage.

SCREEN    OPERATION     -The    maximum    screen    grid    dissi-

pation    is    6000    watts.     With    no    ac    applied    to    the
screen    grid,    di.ssipation    is    simply   the    product    of
dc    screen    voltage   and   the   dc    screen    current.    With
screen   modulation,    dissipati.on    is   dependent   on    rms
screen   voltage   and   rms   screen   current.    Plate   volt-
age.    plate    loading.    or    bias    voltage   must    never    be
removed     whi.le     filament     and     screen      voltages      are
present,    since    screen    dissi.pation    rati.ngs    will    be
exceeded.     Suitable     protective     ci.rcuitry     must     be
provided   to   remove   screen   power   in   case   of   a   fault
condition.    A   protective    spark-gap   device   should    be
connected    between    the    screen    grid    and   the   cathode
to   guard   against   excessive   voltage.

PULSE    0PEf`ATI0N     -        The    thermal     time    constants    of
the    internal    tube    elements    vary    from    a    few   milli-
seconds     in     the     case    of    the     grids     to    about     200
milliseconds     for    the    anode.      In    many     applicati.ons
the   meaning   of   duty   as   appli.ed   to   a    pulse   chain    is
lost    because    the    interpulse    period    is    very    long.
For     pulse     lengths     greater    than     10    milliseconds,
where   the    interpulse    period    is   more    than    10    ti.mes
the    pulse    durati.on,    the    element    dissipations    and
required    cooling    are    governed    by    the    watt~seconds
during     the     pulse.     Provided    the    watt-seconds     are
less     than     the     listed     maximum     di.ssipati.on     rating
and   sufficient   cooling    is    supplied,    tube   life   wi.1l
be     protected.     EIMAC     has     determined     that     a     mini-
mum    flow   of    2    gpm    (7.6    lpm)    is    required.

FAULT    PROTECTION    -In    addition    to    the    normal     plate
over-current    interlock    and    coolant    interlock,    the
tube   must   be   protected   from   internal    damage   caused
by     any    arc    which    may    occur.     A    protective    resis-
tance    should    always     be     connected     in     series    with
the     grid     and     anode     to     help    absorb     power    supply
stored     energy     i.f     an     arc     should     occur.     An     elec-
tronic    crowbar,    which    will     discharge    power   supply
capacitors    in    a    few   microseconds    after    the    start
of   an   arc,    is    recommended.    The   protection   criteria
for     each     supply     is     to     short     each     electrode     to
ground,      one     at     a     time,     through     a     vacuum     relay
swi.tch    and    a    6-inch    length   of   #30   AWG   copper   wire.
The   wire   will    remain   I.ntact   if   criteria    is   met.

As     noted    under    GRID    OPERATION    and    SCREEN    OPERATION

a    protective    spark     gap    should    be    connected    from
the    control     grid    to    ground     and     from    the     screen
grid      to      ground.      EIMAC      Application      Bulletin      #17
titled    FAULT    PROTECTION    contains    considerable    de-
tail    and   is   available   on   request.

LOAD    VSWR     -The    load    VSWR    should    be    monitored    and
the   detected    signal    used   to   operate   the   interlock
system    to    remove    plate    voltage    within     20    milli
seconds    after   a   fault   occurs.    In   the   case   of
stored    energy     in    the    load     system,     care    must
taken     to     avoid     excessive     return     energy     from
damaging     the      tube      and      associated      circuit      com-
ponents .

X-RADIATION     HAZARD     -     High-vacuum     tubes      operating
at     voltages     hi.gher     than     15     kilovolts     produce
progressively     more     dangerous     X-ray     radi.ation     as
the    voltage    is    increased.    Thi.s   tube,    operating   at
its    rated    voltages    and    currents,     is    a    potential
X-,ray     source.     Only     limi.ted     shieldi.ng     is    afforded
by    the    tube     envelope.     Moreover,     the     X-radiation
level     may     increase    significantly    wi.th    tube    aging
and   gradual    deterioration,    due   to   leakage   paths   or
emission    characteristics    as    they    are    effected    by
the    high    voltage.    X-ray    shielding    may    be    required
on    all    sl.des    of   tubes    operati.ng   at   these   voltages
to   provi.de   adequate   protection   throughout   the   life
of    the    tube.     Periodic    checks    on    the    X-ray    level
should   be   made,    and   the   tube    should   never   be   oper-
ated   without    required   shielding   in   place.    If   there
is   any   question   as   to   the   need   for   or   the   adequacy
of    shielding,     an    expert     in    this    field    should    be
contact,ed   to   perform   an   equipment    X-ray   survey.

In    cases    where    shielding    has    been    found   to    be    re-
quired    operation    of    the    equipment    with    interlock
switches    "cheated"    and   cabinet   doors   open    in   order
to     be     better     able     to     locate     an     equipment     mal-
funct.ion   can    result    in   serious    X-ray   exposure.

HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal     operati.ng    voltages    used    with

this    tube    are    deadly,     and    the    equipment    must    be
designed    properly    and    operating     precautions    must
be    followed.     Design    all     equipment    so    that,    no    one
can    come   i.n    contact   with    high    voltages.    All
ment      must      i.nclude      safety      enclosures
voltage     circuits      and      terminals,      with
switches     to     open     primary     circuits     of    the     power
supply     and     to     discharge     high-voltage     capaci.tors
whenever     access      doors      are      opened.       Interlock
switches     must      not      be     bypassed     or      "cheat,ed"      to
allow     operation     with     access     doors     open.      Always
remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -Avoid     exposure     to
strong    rf   fields   even   at    relatively   low   frequency.
Absorpti.on   of   rf   energy    by   human   ti.ssue    is   depend-
ent   on    frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy
will     pass    completely    through    the    human    body    with
little     attenuation     or     heat
health   agencies   are   co

ffect.     Public
the   hazard   even

at     these     frequencies.      OSHA      (Occupational      Saf
and     Health     Administration)     recommends
longed    exposure   to    rf    radiation    shoul
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

INTERELECTRODE     RF     TUNING    CHARACTERISTICS    -Typical

interelectrode    tuning    characteristi.cs    may    be    ob-
tained    by    contacting    Varian     EIMAC    Power    Grid    Tube
Applicati.on    Engineering.

INTERELECTRODE      CAPACITANCE      -     The      actual       internal

i.nterelectrode   capacitance   of   a   tube   is   influenced
by    many    variables     in     most     applications,     such     as
stray     capacitance    to    the     chassis     from    the    tube
terminals   and   associated   wiring.    To   cont,rol    actual
capacitance     values     withi.n     the     tube.     as     the     key
component     i.nvolved,     the     industry    and    Military

u
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4 Services    use    a    standard    test    procedure    described
1.n    Electronic    Industries    Association    Standard    RS-
191.    The   test   is   performed   on   a   cold   tube   which   is
mounted   in   a   shielded   fi.xture.

Other     factors     being     equal,     controlling     internal

?#:.:::::::i:i:t;n.?hi:b::yoc::in:l;!.::3u::s.?3:?
The   capacitance   values   shown    in   the   technical    data
are    taken    in    accordance    with    Standard    RS-191    but
with   no   special    shielding.

The   equipment   designer   is   cautioned   to   make   allow-

ance    for    the    capacitance    values,     including    tube-
to-tube    vari.ation    and    strays.    which   will    exist    in
any     normal       application.      Measurements      should      be
taken     with     mounting     which     represent     approximate
final    layout    if   capacitance   values   are   highly   sig-
nificant    in   the   desi.gn.

SPECIAL    APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired    to    oper-

ate    this     tube     under    conditions    widely    different
from     those     listed     here,     write     to     Varian     EIMAC;
attn:      Product      Manager      Hi.gh      Power     Tubes,      301
Industrial    Way;    San    Carlos,    CA   94070   U.S.A.

OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER     USE     AND     SAFE     OPERATING     PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT     T0     POWER     TUBES     ARE     THE      RESPONSIBILITY     0F     EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS     AND     USERS     0F     SUCH     TUBES.      ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     0R     ARE     EXPOSED    T0     POWER     TUBES    0R     EQUIP-

MENT      WHICH      UTILIZES      SUCH      TUBES      MUST      TAKE       PRECAUTIONS      T0       PROTECT      THEMSELVES      AGAINST      POSSIBLE       SERIOUS

BODILY     INJURY.     D0     NOT     BE     CARELESS    AROUND     SUCH     PRODUCTS.

The    operation    of   this    tube    may    involve    the    following    hazards,    any    one    of    which,     in    the    absence    of    safe
operating   practi.ces   and   precautl.ons,    could   result    in    serious    harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal     operating    voltages    can    be                 d.    HOT    WATER     -Water    used    to    cool     tubes    may    reach
deadly.    Remember   that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.                                    scalding     temperatures.     Touching     or     rupture     of

the   cooling   system   can   cause   serious   burns.
b.     LOW-VOLTAGE      HIGH-CURRENT      CIRCUITS      -            personal

jewelry,    such    as    rings,    should    not    be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    ci.rcuit    can    produce    very    hi.gh    current
and   melting,    resulting    in   severe   burns.

c.    RF     RADIATION      -     Exposure     to     strong      rf     fields
should     be     avoided,     even     at      relatively     low
frequencies.    The   dangers   of   rf   radiati.on   are
more     severe     at     UHF     and     microwave     frequencies
and    can    cause    serious    bodily    and   eye    injuries.
CARDIAC     PACEMAKERS     MAY     BE     EFFECTED.

e.    HOT      SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of      tubes      can      reach
temperatures     of     several     hundred     °C     and     cause
serious     burns     if    touched     for     several     minutes
aft,er   all    power   is    removed.

f .     X-RAY      RADIATION      -      Hi

duce     dangerou
comp rehen s i ve

h-voltage    tubes    can    pro-
sibly     fatal     X-rays    and

ay     be      required.      If
shi.elding     is     provided,     equipment     should     never
be     operated     without     all      such     shielding     in
pl ace .

Please     review    the    detailed    operati.ng    hazards     sheet    enclosed    with    each    tube,     or     request     a     copy     from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power    Grid    Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos    CA   94070.
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EIMAC
~-"  ,  i   -     `    .,  ,  (   i:  :   ,   q       i   ,.,,      `.«,,`'  £J    r  i,;,;   .  S

S     S<      N          ;i?     A     R`     i     #     £

i      A      i       i       i      cc3      R      grad         i      A

The    Eimac   4E27A/5-125B   is   a    power    pentode   intendecl    for    use   as   a    modula+or,    oscillator   or
amplifier.   The   driving-power   requirement   is   very   low,   and   neutralization   problems   are   Simplified   or
elimina+ed    entirely.   The   +ube   has   a    maximum    plate-dissipation    rating   of    125   watts   and   a   maximum

plate   voltage   rating   of   4000  volts   at  frequencies   up   +a   75   Mc.   Cooling   is   by   convection   and   radia-
tion.  Type  4E27A/5-125B  unilaterally  replaces  type  4E27.

The   4E27A/5-125B    in    class-C   r-f   service   will   deliver   up   to   375   wa+ts   pla+a    power   output   with
less  than   2   watts   driving   power.   It  will   deliver   up  to   75  watts  of  carrier  for  suppressor   modula+ion.

Two   4E27A/5-125B's    will   deliver    up   to   300   wa+ts    maximum-signal    plate    power   output   in    class
AB,  modulator  service,  400  watts  in  class  AB.2  wi+h  less  than   I   watt  driving   power.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filamen+:   Thoriated   tungsten

Voltage---------

Current---------

Grid-Screen   Amplification   Fac+or    (Average)    ----

Direc+   ln+erelectrode  Capacitancos   (Avorage|

Grid-Plate---.----

Input---------

Output.-----.--

Transconductanco   (lb=50ma.,   Eh=2500v.,   Et.2=500v.,   E„=  Ov.)

Highes+    Frequencio§   for   Maximum    Ra+ing§       ----

a
MECHANICAL
Base--------

Connections-------
Socket*--------

Mounting   posi+ion      ------

Cooling

Recommended  Heat  Dissipating  plate  Connector

Maximum   Over-All   Dimensions:

Length---.--

Diameter

Ne+we.,qhv:ai`;:e`:aqe|-.-.-.-.-.
Shipping    weight        -----.

tsee    "Coolir\Q"     uncler    Applicatiori    Notes.

5.0   yol+s

7.5    amperos
-5.0

0.08   lJ.Vtd

10.5   H4{fd

4.1   p.pr'd

2150   Hmhos

75   Mc.

7-pin,    mo+al    shell
-------     See   drawing

E.    F.   Johnson    Co.   No.    122-237.   or   ®quivalont
----        Vertical,   base   down   or   up
----        Convection    and    radiation

-      Eimac   HR-5

-6.19   inches

-2.75   inches

-        6.0    ounces

-2.Opounds

Note:    Typical    operation    data    are     based    on   conditions    of   adiusting    the    r-f    grid     drive    to    specified    plate    current,     maintaining    fix®d    condi-
tions   of   grid    bias,    screen   voltago   a d    suppressor   voltage.      It    will    be   lou d    that    if    this    procedure    is ollowed,    th®r®     will     be     I-ittl®    variation
in    power    output    between    tubes   eve though   thor®    may    be   some   variatio in    grid,    screen    and    suppr® or    currents.      Wh®r®    grid    bi.s    is    ob-
|ained    principally   by   means   of   a   grid   resistor,    to   control    plate   current  it  is   necessary   to   make   the   resistor   adiustable.

RADIO-FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy   or   FM   Telephony.   Frequencies   up  +o  75   Mc.

(Key-down   condi+ions,   per  tube)
MAXIMUM    RATINGS
D-C   PLATE     VOLTAGE
D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID    VOLTAGE
D-C   PLATE    CuRRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION        -
SUPPRESSOR    DISSIPATION
SCREEN     DISSIPATION
GRID    DISSIPATION          -

TYPICAL    OPERATION
60   Suppressor   Volts.    500   Screen

i:§  ;:i:d:  V:o°ul':t,:eg:e:      :       :

8:8  ::rpepernessco:rr:nutr.rent,   -
D-C   Grid   current.        -         -
Peak     R-F    Grid     Input    Yoltaqe

grr';Yd;n9Disps?pwaeti:n.          :          :
Screen    Dissipation'       -          -
Plate     Dissipation              -           -

;i:;:   ?::::  16:#ut  -       :

MAX.

VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
MA
WATTS
WATTS

MAX.   WATTS
WATTS

(Effective  8-15-52)   c    1968  by  Varian

TYPICAL    OPERATION
Zero   Suppressor   Volts,   500   Screen   Volts
D-C   plate   voltage        -         -
D-CGrid    voltage         -          -
D-C   plate    Current        -          -
D-C   Screen    Current'             -
D-C  Grid   current'       -         -
Peak     R-F    Grid     Input    Voltage
Driving      Power'.

Grid     Dissipation'
Screen     Dissipation'
Plate     Dissipation
Plate    Power    Input
Plate     Power    Output

1000      1500     2000     2500
-120   -130    -150   -170

145           loo          ZOO          184

17            20            23

6811

170        200        240

TYPICAL    OPERATION
Zero   Suppressor   Volts.   750  Screen   Volts
D-C   plate   voltage        -          -          -
D,CGrid    voltage         -         -         -
D-Cplate    current         -          -`-
D-C   screen    Current.              -          -
D-C   Grid   current*        -          -          -
Peak     R-F    Grid     Input    Voltaqe
Driving     PowerJ'                 -           -          -
Grid     Dissipation .--.
Screen      Dissipation'
Plate      Dissipation            -          -          -
Plate    Power    Input         -          -          -
Plate    Power    Output               -          -

+Approxima+e     Values

1000
-170

160

21

3

205
.6

I

16

45
'60
'15

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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PLATE-MODULATED  RADIO-FREOuENCY
AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony,   Frequencies  up  +o  75  Mc.
(Carrier   conditions.    per   tube,    unless   o+herwisc   specified)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
D-C   PLATE    VOLTAGE
D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE     -
D-C   PLATE    CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATI0N        -

SuPPRESSOR    DISSIPATION

SCREEN     DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATloN         -

3200   MAX.   VOLTS

750   lvlAX.   VOLTS
-500   MAX.   VOLTS

160   MAX.    MA

85   MAX.   WATTS
20   MAX.   WATTS
20   MAX.   WATTS

5   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION

Zero   Suppressor  Volts,   500   Screen   Volts

D-C   Plate     Voltage           -
D-C   Grid     Voltage           -
D-C   plate     Current           -
D-C   Screen     Current.
D-C   Grid    Current*          -
Peak   A-F    Screen    Voltage

(|oo°/a     Modulation)
Peak   R.F   Grid   Input   Voltage
Driving    Power*         -           -           -

Grid    Dissipation*              -          -

Screen     Dissipation*          -           -

Plate     Dissipation                 -           -

Plate     Power     Input           -           -

Plate    Power   Output       -          -

1000

-'90
149

350        350        350

260        265        270
222

0.5          0.5          0.5

10                9           8.5

64          72          80

149         225         300

350     volts

275      volts

2     watts
0.5     watts

8     watts
85    watts

380     watts
85         153        220        295      watts

SuPPRESSOR-MODULATED
RADIOIFREOuEN,CY  AIVIPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony,  Frequencies  up  to  75  Mc.
(Carrier   condi+ions,   per  tube.   unless   otherwise   specified)

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C   PLATE    VOLTAGE

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE     -

D-C   PLATE    CURRENT

PLATE   DISSIPATION        -

SUPPRESSOR    DISSIPATION

SCREEN    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION         -

4000   MAX.   VOLTS

750   MAX.   VOLTS

-500   MAX.   VOLTS

ZOO   MAX.   MA

125   MAX.   WATTS

20   MAX.   WATTS

20   MAX.   WATTS

5   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL    OPERATION

D-C   plate     Voltage           -          -

D-C   Suppressor    Voltage         -
Peak   A-F   Suppressor   Voltage

(100%     Modulation)           -
D-C   screen   voltage       -          -
Fixed    D-C    Screen    Voltaqe

Screen     Dropping     Resistorl

D-C   Grid     Voltage           -          -
D-C   plate     Current           -          -
D-C   screen     Current'               -
D-C   Grid    Current*          -          -
Peak    R.F   Grid    Input   Voltage
Driving    Power*         -           -           .

Grid      Dissipation*             -           -
Screen   Dissipation''           -          .

Plate   Dissipation                  -           .

Plate   power     Input            -          -
Plate   power   output        -          -

-       1500     2000      2500     3000     volts

-    -220   -260   -305    -350    volts

-         220        260        305        350     volts

-        400       400        400       400     volts

-         610         645         650         610      volts

-5500      010010.000      8300    ohms

-    -170    -loo   -190   -200    volts
-           59          59          59          60     rna

-           38          27          25           25     rna

-             6            5             5            4     rna
•         230        235        245        250      volts

-             I.4            I.3            I.2            I.2       watts

-          .35          .25          .25          .20      watts

AUDIO-FREOUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR  MODULATOR
Class-AB,   Sinusoidal  Wave

MAXIMUM   RATINGS   (Per  Tube)

D-C   PLATE    VOLTAGE               -

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE          -

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE     -           -

D-C   PLATE    CURRENT               -

PLATE    DISSIPATloN        -            -

SUPPRESSOR    DISSIPATloN

SCREEN    DISSIPATION               -

GRID    DISSIPATloN         -           -

4000   MAX.   VOLTS

750   MAX.   VOLTS

-500   MAX.   VOLTS

ZOO   MAX.   MA

125   MAX.   WATTS

20   MAX.   WATTS

20   MAX.   WATTS

5   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL   OPERATION
Class-AB,

(Two   tubes   unless   otherwise   specified)

D-C   plate     Yoltage           -          -          -
D-C   Suppressor    Voltage          -          -
D-C   screen   voltage         -          -          -
D-C   Grid     Voltage!           -           -           -

Zero-Signal     D-C    Plate    Current

Max-Signal     D-C    Plate    Current

Zero-Signal    D-C    Screen    Current*
Max-Signal     D-C    Screen    Currentt

Effective    Plate-to-Plate    Load         -

Peak    A-F   Grid    Voltage    |per    tube)
Max-Signal     Driving     Power.             -

tvlax-Signal     Plate    Power    Input      -

Max-Signal    Plate    Power   Output

13.70018.00020.000      ohms

70          80           85     volts

0            0            0     watts

310        420        550     watts

200        250        300     watts
lAcliiist     to    stated     Zero-signal     cl-c     plate     current.    The     effective     grid     cir-

cult    resistance    tc)r    each    tube    must    not    exceed    250,000   ohms.

TYPICAL    OPERATION     (Two    tubes    unless   otherwise    specified)

Class-ABg

D-C   plate     Voltage            ----.

D-C   Suppressor    Yoltaqe          ---.

D-C   screen    Voltage         ----           _

D-C   Grid     Voltage'           ----.

Zero-Siqndl     D-C     Plate    Current               -           -

Max-Signal     D-C     Plate    Current               -           -

Zero-Signal     D-C    Screen    Current+         -           -

Max-Signal     D-C    Screen    Currentt          -           -

Effective    Plate-to-Plate    Load         -           -           -

Peak   A-F   Grid    Input   Voltage   (per   tube)    -

Max-Signal      Driving      Power*            ,           .            .

Max-Signal     Plate     Power     Input                .           .

Max-Signal     Plate     Power    Output          -           -
lAdiust   to    stated    zero-slgnal    d'c    plate    current.

*Approximate     values.

lF   IT    IS   DESIFtED   TO   OPERATE   THIS   TUBE   UNDER   CONDITIONS   WIDELY   DIFFERENT   FROM   THOSE   GIVEN   UNDER    "TYPICAL   OPERATION"
POSSIBLY   E:XCEEDING   THE    MAXIMUM   RATINGS    GIVEN    FOR   CW   SEF`VICE:,    WRITE   E.IMAC,    DIVISION    OF   VARIAN,    FOF`    INFORMATION   AND

RECOMMENDAT I ONS  .

2
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APPLICATION

4E27^/5-125B -

A

3

MECHANICAL

Mounting-The   4E27A/5-125B  must   be   mounted  vertically,   base
down    or    up.   The   plate   lead    should    be   flexible,    and   the   tube

must   be  pro+ected  from  vibra+ion  and  shock.

C®oling-A   hea+  dissipating   connector   (Eimac   HR-5   or  equiva-

len+)    is   required    at   +he    plate   terminal,    and    provision   must   be

made    for   +he   free    circulation    of   air   through   the    socket   and

+hrough   the   holes   in   the   base.   If  the   E.   F   Johnson   Co.122-237

socke+   recommended   under   "General   Characteris+ics"   is   to   be

used,    the     model    incorporating    a    ventilating    hole    should     be

specified.

A+   high   ambient  +emperatures,  a+  frequencies  above   75   Mc.,

or   when   the   flow   of   air   is   res+Tic+ed,   i+   may   become   necessary

to   provide  forced  air  circulation  in  sufficien+  quanti+y  to  prevent

the   temperature   of   the    pla+e    and    base    seals   from    exceeding

225°C.    Forced    movement    of    air    across    the    tube    seals    and

envelope    is   always    beneficial,   +hough    no+    necessarily   required.

Tube   temperatures   may   be   measured   with  the   aid   of  "Tom-

pilaq,"    a    temperature-sensitive    lacquer    manufac+ured    by    the
Tempil   Corporation,132   West   22nd   Stree+,   New   York   11,   N.   Y.

ELECTRICAL

Fik)met..  V®heg.-For  maximum  tube   life  the  filament  voltage.
as    measured    directly    a+   +he    base    pins,    should    be    the    rated

value   of   5.0   vol+s.   Variations  should   be   held  wi+hin   the   range   of

4.75  +o   5.25  vol+s.

Grid  Y®hege-AI+hough  a   maximum  of  -500  volts  bias  may  be
applied   to   the   grid,   there   is   li+tle   advantage   in   using   bias   volt-

ages   in   excess   o.f  those   listed   under  "Typical   Operation," except

in   cer+din   specialized   applications.

When   grid-leak   bias   is   used,   sui+able   protective   means   mus+

be   provided   to   prevent   excessive   plate   dissipa+ion   in   +he   event

of   loss   of   excitation,   and   the   grid-leak   resistor   should   be.made

adjustable   +o   facilitate    main+aining    the    bias   vol+age    and    pla+e

current  at  +he   desired   value  from   tube  to  +ube.

ln    class-C    operation,    particularly    a+    high    frequency,    both

grid   bias  and   grid  drive  should   be  only  great  enough  +a  provide
satisfactory  operation   at  good   plate  efficiency.

Sere.h  Die.ipa.ion-Decrease   or   removal   of   plate   load,   plo+e
voltage   or   bias   voltage   may   result   in   screen   dissipation   in   ex-

cess  of  the   20  wa++  maximum   ra+ing.  The  tube   may  be  protected

by   an    overload    relay   in   the   screen   circuit   set   to   remove   the

screen   vol+age   when   the   dissipa+ion   exceeds   20  watts.

Resistors    placed    in   the    screen    circuit    for    the    purpose    of

developing     an     audio     modulating     voltage     on     +he     screen     in

modulated    radio-frequency   amplifiers   should    be   made   variable

to  permit  adjustment  when  replacing  tubes.

Plate   Die.ipa.i®il -Pla+e    dissipation    in    excess   of   the    125-wet+
maximum    rating    is   permissible   tor   short   periods   of  time.    such

as  during  tuning   procedures.

Op®rdi®Il-l{    reasonable     precautions    are    taken    to    prevent

coupling    be+ween   the   input   and   output   circui+a,   the   4E27A/5-

1258    may    usually    be    operated    a+   frequencies    up    to    75    Mc.

withou+   neu+ralization.   A   conventional   method   of   ob+aining   +he

necessary    shielding    between    the    grid    and    plate    circuits   is   to

use   a   suitable   metal   chassis  with  the   grid   circuit  mounted   below

the   deck  and   the   plate   circuit  above.  The  tube  Socket  §liould  be
mounted    flush    wi+11    the    under    side    of   the    chassis    deck,    and

spring   fingers   mounted   around   the   socket  opening   should   rna(e

contact    between   the   chassis   and   the    motel    base   shell   of   the
tube.    Power-supply   leads   en+ering   +he   dmplifi®r   should    b®    by-

passed   +o   ground   and   properly   shielded.  The   output  circuit  and
antenna    feeders    should    be    arranged    so    as   to    preclude    any

possibili+y  of  feedback  +a  other  circuits.

Feedback  at  higt`  frequencies  may  be  due  +a  the  inductdnco

of   leads,   particularly   those   of   +he   screen   and   suppressor-grids.

By-passing    methods    and    means    of    placing    tL`®s®    grids    at    r-f

ground    po+ential   are   discussed   in   Application    Bulletin   Number
Eight,    ''The    Care   and    Feeding    of    Power   Totrodes,"    available

from    Eimac,    DiLision    of   V-arian.   Much   of   the   material
contained   in   this   bulletin   may   be   applied  to   pentodes.
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EIMAC
i,`.#  5  ,3,   I  , S  A  €^j;  £ ^€     ~€+ .,      `*`,  6tr£ Z~  i  a Fu,.,

S    fi     ivi         a    A     #     i    es     s

C     A     i      i      F     Sv     R     ffi        i      ¢`

The  Eimac  5-500A  is  a  compact,  ruggedly  constructed  radial-beam
power pentode having a maximum plate dissipation rating of 500 watts. It
is intended for use as an amplifier, oscillator or modulator. The high plate
current rating,  low  grid-plate  capacitance  and  low  driving power require-
ments  permit  maximum  power  capability  to  be  combined  with  circuit
simplicity and economic driver requirements.

The Eimac 5-500A is cooled by radiation from the plate and by circu-
lation of forced-air through the base, around the envelope and over the plate
seal.  Cooling may be  greatly  simplified by the use of the  Eimac  SK-400  or
SK-410 Air System Socket and the accompanying Eimac SK-426 glass chim-
ney. These sockets are designed to maintain the correct balance of cooling
air between the component parts of the tube.

The suppressor element of the 5-500A terminates at the tube base shell,
and is  designed  to be  operated  at  ground  (zero)  potential.  The base  shell
must be grounded by means of suitable spring clips.

GENERAL     CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filament :  Thoriated Tungsten, balanced
Voltage----------
Current----......

Grid-ScreenAmplificationFactor (Average) -       -       -
Direct  Interelectrode  Capacitances,  Grounded Cathode

Grid-Pl ate        -------        _        .
Input----------
Output----------

MECHANICAL
Base-----------
Basing----------
Mounting  position        -------
Cooling----------
Recommended Heat Dissipating connector   -       -
Recommended  socket -------
Recommended chimney     ------
Maximum Overall Dimensions

Length---------
Diameter--------

Netweight    -       -       -

10.0 volts
10.2 amperes

5.5
Min.                Max.

15.0
9.5

•10           pf
19.0            pf
12.0             pf

-see  drawing
-------      seedrawing
----     Vertical,baseupordown
----       Radiation and forced air
-------      Eimac  HR-6

Eimac SK-400 or SK-410 Air System Socket
-       -Eimac  sK-426

7.00 inches
3.56 inches

11  ounces
Shipping  weight   ---------------         2.5 pounds

NOTE:  Typical  operation  data  are  based  on  conditions  of  adiusting  the  r-f  grid  drive  to  a  specified  plate  current,  maintaining
fixed  conditions  of  grid  bias  and  screen  voltage.   It  will  be  found  that  if  this  procedure  is  followed  there will  be  little  varia-

i:o:bi,:i::dw::i:cuitppa|iyb:;w=::ntsu::saegv,?3;:so,:,g.hr,t,h.erce.nTra.Y3fa;Cot:.?ea:iat,iorsi:egcr:gs:rnyd,s.cr;eank:u,rl:n::.s,Yt::r:d?:isd,aBi,ae:

(Effective  5-1-68)     ©      1965,1968  by  varian Printed   in   U.S.A,



-a 5-sooA
RADIO   FREQUENCY   POWER
AMPLIFIER   AND   OSCILLATOR

Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

D-C  PLATE  VOLTAGE  -          -

D-C  SCREEN   VOLTAGE         -

D-C  SUPPRESSOR   VOLTAGE

D-C  PLATE   CURRENT   -          -

PLATE    DISSIPATION    -          -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION            -

GRID  DISSIPATION       -          -

4000  Max.  Volts
600  Max.  Volts
loo  Max.  Volts
450  Max.  rna
500  Max.  Watts

35  N\ax.  Wa++s
12  Max.  Watts

TYPICAL   OPERATION
D-C  plate   voltage     -         -
D-C screen  voltage  -        -
D-CGrid   voltage       -         -
D-C Suppressor  Voltage  -
D-Cplate  current      -         -
D-C screen  current  -        -
D-C Grid  current       -         -
Screen   Dissipation    -         -
Grid    Dissipation          -          -
Peak  R-F  Grid  Input  Voltage
MFDrivingpower*-         -
Platepowerlnput     -         -
PlateDissipation         -          -
Plate  power  output  -        -

2500        3000        4000  Volts
500           500           500  Volts-210    -220    -240Volts

0                 0                 O  volts
405           432           450  rna

55              65              65  rna
28               `35               38  rna

27.5          32.5               33  Watts
2.8             3.8             5.0  watts

310            330            365  Volts
8.7                 12                 14  Watts

1015          1300          1800  Watts
265           495           500  Watts
750           805         1300  Watts

*Driving  Power  increases  as  frequency  is  increased.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  below  30  Mc.)
Peak-Envelope  or  Modulation-Crest  Conditions.
Adjusted  for  minimum  distortion.

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER

Class  ABi,  Grounded  Cathode,  one  tube

MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC  PLATE   VOLTAGE   -         -

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE           -

DC  SUPPRESSOR   VOLTAGE

DC  PLATE    CURRENT   -          -

PLATE    DISSIPATION    -          -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION            -

4000  Max.  Volts
1000  Max.  Volts

100  Max.   Volts
450  Max.  rna
500  Max.  Watts

35  Max. Waf+s

DCplatevoltage       -        -        -
DCscreenvoltage   ---
DCSuppressor  voltage   --
DCcontrol  Grid  voltage*        -
Zero-Signal  DC  Plate  Current  -
Single-Tone   DC   Plate  Current
Two-Tone  DC  Plate  Current     -
Single-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
Two-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
PeakRFGridvoltage      -         -
Useful  output  power       -        -

5i;rodnaon;d:oraFntLTi::gaul:,:on-
P rod ucts * *      ----

Fifth  Order   lntermodulation
Prod ucts * *      ----

2000        3000
750           750
00

-loo    -112
150             loo
338           320
252            221
3126
1512

100                112
395            612

10
121

832
3600        5800        7700

-52     -33     -28 db
-49     -41     -37 db

*1.     Adiust to  the  specified  zero-signal  plate  current.
**2.     Equal  or  better  than  stated  for  all  signal  levels  up  to  indicated

usef ul  output  power.  Reference to one tone of  a  two-tone  test  signal.

PLATE   MODULATED   RADIO
FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER
Class-C  Telephony
(Carrier  conditions  unless  otherwise  specified.)
MAXIMUM    RATINGS
DC  PLATE   VOLTAGE   -         -

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE           -

DC  SUPPRESSOR   VOLTAGE

DCGRID   VOLTAGE      -          -

DC  PLATE   CURRENT    -          -

PLATE    DISSIPATION    -          -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION           -

GRID   DISSIPATION      -          -

4000  Volts
600  Volts
loo  Volts

-500  Volts
340  rna
330  Watts

35  Watts
12  Watts

TYPICAL   OPERATION

B!g[:::nvoJ:itgaege  :      :      :
DCGridvoltage        -        -        -
DCSuppressor   Voltage   --
DC  plate  current        -         -         -
DCscreen  current    -        -        -
DC Grid  current         -         -         -
ScreenDissipation     -         -         -
Peak  A-F  Screen  Voltage  Approx.

(100°/a   Modulation)     --
PeakR-FGridvoltage      -         -
MF  Grid   Driving   power  -         -
Plate   Dissipation         -          -          -
Plate  power  output          -        -

2700         3100         3500  Volts
450           470           500  Volts

-270    -310    -300Volts
00

285           260
6850
2015
3123

350           330
355           385
76

160            220
580           580

0  Volts
305  rna
55ma
18ma
27  Watts

350  Volts
375  Volts

7  Watts
280  Watts
780  Watts

AUDIO   FREQUENCY   POWER
AMPLIFIER   AND   MODULATOR

Class  AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

D-C  PLATE  VOLTAGE  -         -         -4000  Max.  Volts
D-C  SCREEN   VOLTAGE         -         -1000  Max.   Volts
D-CSUPPRESSOR   VOLTAGE      -100Max.   Volts
MAX-SIGNAL  D-C   PLATE

CURRENT  -----       450  rna
PLATE  DISSIPATION    -         -         -500  Max.  Watts
SCREEN   DISSIPATION           -         -          35  Max.  Watts
GRID   DISSIPATION      -         -         -          12  Max.  Watts

2

TYPICAL  OPERATION   CLASS  ABi
(Sinusoidal  wave,  two  tubes  unless  otherwise  specified)
D-C  plate  voltage      -----
D-C screen   voltage  -----
D-C Suppressor   voltage  ----
D-CGrid   voltage(approx.)*   ---
Zero-Signal  D-C  plate  current           -         -
Max-Signal  D-C  plate  current           -         -
Zero-Signal  D-C  screen  current      -         -

#aexc-,:|gen::aDd-Fpi:;::t:-5|ua:reeTt     :       :
Peak  A-F  Grid   Input  Voltage  (per  tube)
Driving   power   ------
Max-Signal   plate  power  output     --

3000        4000  Volts
750           750  Volts

0                0  volts
-112     -121  Volts

200            160  rna
640           645  rna
0Oma

52              48  rna
11,60015,400  Ohms

112              12l   volts
0                O  watts

1224         1664  Watts
*fndjsuesrtjetso£,j¥:;taete:o=terroq.s;grrda,o¥,aet:cEu:Lebnet.sThhoeu,3_cnortes:sxt::ecg

250,000  ohms.

lf  it  is  desired  to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  different  from  those  given   under  "Typical  Operation,``  possibly
exceeding  the  maximum  ratings  given  for  CW  service,  write  Eimac,   A   Division   of   Varian   Associates,   for   information   and
recommendations.
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MECHANICAL

MOUNTING-The 5-500A must be mounted
vertically,  base  up  or  base  down.  The  socket
must  be  constructed  so  as  to  allow  an  unim-
peded flow of air through the holes in the ba.se
of the tube and must also provide clearance for
the  glass  tip-off which  extends  from the center
of the base. The metal tube-base shell should be
grounded  by  means  of  suitable  spring  fingers.
The  above requirements  are met by the Eimac
SK-400    and    SK-410    Air-System    Sockets.    A
flexible   connecting   strap   should  be  provided
between  the  Eimac  HR-6  cooler  on  the  plate
terminal and the external plate circuit. The tube
must  be  protected  from  severe  vibration  and
shock.

COOLING-Adequate forced-air cooling must
be provided to maintain the base seals at a tem-
perature  below  200°C.,  and  the plate  seal  a.t  a
temperature below 225°C.

When the Eimac SK-400 or SK-410 Air-System
Sockets  and  SK-426  chimney  are used,  a mini-
mum  air flow of  14 cubic feet per minute  at a
static pressure of 0.25 inches of water, as meas-
ured in the socket at sea level, is required to pro-
vide  adequate  cooling  under  all  conditions  of
operation.  Seal  temperature limitations require
that cooling air be suppHed to the tube even when
the filament alone is on during standby periods.

In the event an Air-System socket is not used,
provision  must  be  maLde  to  supply  equivalent
cooling of the base, the envelope, and the plate
lead.

Tube temperatures may be measured with the
aid  of  "Tempilaq,"  a  temperature-sensitive  la-
quer manufactured by the Tempil Corporation,
132 West 22nd Street, New York  11, N.Y.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT VOLTAGE-For maximum tube
life  the  filament  voltage,  as  measured  directly
at the filament pins, should be the rated voltage
of   10.0   volts.   Variations   in  filament  voltage
must  be  kept  within  the  range  of  9.5  to  10.5
volts.

The   5-500A   features   a   balanced   filament
structure  to  help  the  designer  meet  FCC  hum
and noise specifications in AM service.

BIAS VOLTAGE  - The d€ bias voltage for
the  5-500A should not exceed 500 volts.  If grid
leak bias is  used,  suitable  means  must be pro-
vided to prevent excessive plate or screen dissi-
pation in the event of loss of excitation, and the
grid-leak resistor should be made  aLdjustable  to

facilitate maintaining the bias voltage and plate
current at the desired values from tube to tube.
In  operation  above  50  Mc.,  it  is  advisable  to
keep  the  bias  voltage  as  low  as  is  practicable.

SCREEN VOLTAGE-The d-c screen voltage
for  the  5-500A  should  not  exceed  800  volts  in
r-f  applications.  In  audio  applications  a  maxi-
mum  d-c  screen  voltage  of  1,000  volts  may  be
used. The screen voltages shown under "Typical
Operation"  are  representative  voltages  for  the
type of operation involved.

PLATE VOLTAGE-The plate-supply voltage
for the 5-500A should not exceed 4000 volts in
CW and audio applications.  In plate-modulated
telephony  service  the  d-c  plate-supply  voltage
should  not  exceed  3200  volts,  except below  30
Mc., intermittent service, where 4000 volts may
be used.

GRID  DISSIPATICIN  -  Grid  dissipation for
the  5-500A should not be  allowed to exceed  12
watts.  Grid dissipation may be calculated from
the following expression,

P8  -  €cmplc
where Pg  =   Grid Dissipation

€cmp . =  Peak positive grid to cathode
voltage,  and

Ic  =  D-C grid current
€cmp may be measui.ed by means of a suitable
peak voltmeter connected between filament and
grid.

SCREEN DISSIPATION  - The power dissi-
pated  by  the  screen  of  the  5-500A  must  not
exceed  35  watts.  Screen dissipation is  Hkely  to
rise to excessive values when the plate voltage,
bias voltage or plate load are removed with fila-
ment and screen voltages appHed.  Suitable pro-
tective means must be provided to Hmit screen
dissipation to 35 watts in event of circuit failure.

PLATE DISSIPATION-Under normal oper-
ating conditions,  the plate dissipation of the  5-
500A should not be allowed to exceed 500 watts.

In plate modulated amplifier applications, the
maximum allowable carrier€ondition plate dis-
sipation is 330 watts. The plate dissipation may
rise to 500 watts under 100%  sinusoidal modu-
lation.

Plate  dissipation in  excess  of the maximum
rating is  permissible  for short periods  of time,
such as during tuning procedures.

General   information  pertaining  to  the  operation  of  the
5-500A  may  be  found  in  Application  Bulletin  No.  8,  "The
Care   and    Feeding    of    Power   Tetrodes."   This   Bulletin    is
available  upon  request.
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DIMENSIONAL   DATA

OIM M'N MAX. REF.

A 6.500 7.000
a 3-erK;  D.
D 5.750 6.250
E .350  D. .365   D.

F 21/64
H 7,'6
J 3'/32
K I./4
L 3/4
M I/4    D.

N 2-3/4 D.
P 5/16   D.

a I/2    0.
R I-5/8   D.

S I-'A D.P. C

T •185   D. •19'     D.

u 30®

V 60L®

W 45®

DIAMETERS OF   .204   a  .500   REspECTivELy
LOCATED    ON   THE   TRUE   CENTEF}S    BY   THE

CIVEN    DIMENSIONS   ©  ,  ©  ,  ©_.
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5CX1500A

F}ADIAL    BEAM

POWER   PENTODE

TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  5CX1500A  is  a  ceramic/metal  power  pentode  designed  for
use   as  a  Class  AB|  linear  amplifier  in  audio  or  radio  frequency  applica-
tions.  Its  characteristic  low  intermodulation  distortion  makes  it  especially
suitable  for  single  sideband  service.  The  filament  is  a  rugged  mesh  type.

The  tube  is  also  recommended  for  use  as  a  Class  C  rf power  amplifier
in  CW,  FM  and  AM  service.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:  Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage............,

Current,  at  5.0  volts    ...,

fl

a

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib  =  1.0  Adc,  E c2 =  500  Vdc

Amplification  Factor  (Average):
Grid  to  Screen    ....................

5.0  ±  0.25    V

40A

24,000   ffmhos

5.5
Direct Interelectrode  Capacitance  (grounded  cathode)2

Input    ..................................................             75    pF

Output     .................................................        16.5    pF

Feedback    .......   a   .......................................       0.20    pF

Frequency  of  Maximum  Rating:
CW      ...................................................           110    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment design.

2.   Capacitance  values  are  for a  cold  tube as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length..............

Diameter.............

Net  Weight     .............

Operating Position    ........
Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals   ......
Anode  Core   ............

(Effective  6-6-70)   ©    1965,1967,1970      Varian
fa=ffi+         _+    .TIT   ,T=

........     4.950  in;125.73  mm

........     3.370  in;    85.60  mm

........            30oz;    850.5gm

.  .    Axis  vertical,  base down or up

......     250OC

......     250OC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

E=-   _    --: ..----  _     _
EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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Cooling......
Base........

•...............     Forced  Air

.......   Special  ring and  breechblock  terminal  surfaces
Recommended  Air  System  Socket    ...........................     EIMAC  SK-840  series
Recommended  (Air)  Chimney   ...................................   EIMAC  SK-806

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER

GRID  DRIVEN
Class AB|

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .  .   .

DC  SCFIEEN   VOLTAGE   .   .

DC  PLATE  CUFiRENT    .  .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION     .  .   .

SUPPFiESSOR  DISSIPATI  ON

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .   .

GBID  DISSIPATION    ....

4000   VOLTS
750   VOLTS
1.0    AMPERE

1500   WATTS

25    WATTS

75   WATTS

25   WATTS

1.    Adjust to  specified  zero-signal  dc  plate  current.
2.    The   intermodulation   distortion   products   are   refer-

enced  against  one  tone  of  a  two  equal  tone  signal.
3.   Approximate values.

TYPICAL  OPEFiATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB1,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
Conditions

P,ate  Voltage  ..........
Suppressor  Voltage  ......
Screen  Voltage     ........
Grid  Voltage  1 ..........
Zero-Signal  Plate  Current   .  .
Single-Tone  plate  Current  .  .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current    .  .  .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current3
Two-Tone  Screen  Current3.  .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltaqe 3  ....
Peak  Driving  Power3 ......
Single-Tone  Useful

Output  Power  ......... 1090        1330
F{esonantLoad  Impedance  ....    2340       2680
lntermodulation  Distortion  Products2

3rdorder       ...........- 38          -36            -33    db
5thorder        ...........- 39          -41            42    db

RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

OSCILLATOR    Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .  .   .

DC  SCFiEEN  VOLTAGE   .  .

DC  PLATE  CURF`ENT   .   .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .   .   .

SUPPF!ESSOR  DI SSI PATI ON

SCREEN   DISSIPATION    .   .

GPID   DISSIPATION   ....

5000   VOLTS
750   VOLTS

1.0    AMPEF{E

1500    WATTS

25   WATTS

75   WATTS

25    WATTS

TYPICAL  OPEF`ATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

plate  Voltage  .......,
Suppressor  Voltage   ....
Screen  Voltage  .......
Grid  Voltage    .......,
Plate  Current   ........
Screen  Currentl .......
Grid  Currentl    ........
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltagel  .  .  ,
Calculated  Driving  Power
plate  Input  Power    ....,
Plate  Dissipation    ....,
Plate  Output  Power    ...,
Resonant  Load  Impedance

1.    Approximate  value.

PLATE MODULATED  RADIO  FREQUENCY  POWER

AMPLIFIER-GRID  DRIVEN    Class  C  Telephony

(Carrier  Conditions)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC  PLATE   VOLTAGE .  .   .

DC  SCFIEEN  VOLTAGE  .  .

DCPLATECUF}F}ENT        ..

PLATE  DISSIPATION1.   .

SUPPFIESSOR  D I SSI PATI ON

SCREEN  DISSIPATION 2.  .

GRID  DISSIPATION  2  .   .   .

3500   VOLTS

550   VOLTS
0.8    AMPEBE

1000   WATTS
25   WATTS
75   WATTS
25   WATTS

1.   Corresponds to  1500 watts  at  100°/o sine-wave mod-
ulation.

2.   Average.  with  or  without  modulation.

TYPICAL  OPERATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  .......
Suppressor  Voltage   .  .  .
Screen  Voltage  ......
Grid  Voltage    .......
Plate  Current   .......
Screen  Currentl ......
Grid  Currentl   .......,
Peak af  Screen  Voltage 1

pea`[9fow6rTdodvu:?tt:::),.:
Calculated  Driving  Power
Plate  Input  Power    ....
Plate  Dissipation    ....,
Plate  Output  Power    ...,
Resonant  Load  Impedance

1.    Approximate value.



AUDIO  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER  OR

MODULATOR   Class  AB.  Grid  Driven  (Sinusoidal  Wave)

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (per  tube)

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE  .   .   .

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE  .   .

DC  PLATE  CuRPENT   .  .   .

PLATE  DISSIPATION    .   .   .

SUPPRESSOR  D I SSI PATI ON

SCF{EEN   DISSIPATION    .   .

GRID   DISSIPATION   ....

4000   VOLTS
750   VOLTS
1.0    AMPERE

1500   WATTS

25   WATTS
75    WATTS

25   WATTS

5CX1500A

TYPICAL  OPEBATION  (Two  Tubes)

plate  Voltage   ............,
Suppressor  Voltage    ........,
Screen  Voltage   ...........,
Grid  Voltage          ............

#arx°.-Ssj.ggnnaa', Pp',aattee Ccuurrrreenntt    :  :  :  :  :
Zero-Signal  Plate   Current     ....,
Max.  Signal  Screen  Current    ....
Peak  af  Grid  Voltage    ........
Peak  Driving  Power    ........,
Max.  Signal   plate  Dissipation     .   ,
Plate  Output  Power     ........,
Load  Ftesistance(plate  to  plate) .  ,

1.    Approximate  value.
2.    Per  tube  .
3.   Nominal  drive  power  is  one-half  peak  power.
4.   Adjust to give  stated  zero€ignal  plate  current.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  from  direct  measurement  or  by  calculation   from   published  character-
istic   curves.   Adjustment  of  the  rf  grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,
screen  and   plate  voltages   is  assumed.   If  this  procedure  is  followed,   there  will   be   littlevariation  in  output
power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The grid
and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from tube
to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct voltage  in
the  presence  of  the  variations  in  current.   In  the  case  of  class  C  Service,   if  grid  bias  is obtained  principally
by   means  of  a   grid  resistor,   the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to   obtain   the  required  bias voltage when the
correct  rf grid  voltage  is  applied.

fh
RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  5.0  volts     ...................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded cathode connection)
Input    .  .  .

Output  .  .  .
Feedback .

Interelectrode Capacitancesl (grounded  grid connection)
Input.........

Output.........

Feedback.......

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

Mot/IvrJIVG   -   The   5CX1500A   must  be   operated
with  its  axis  vertical.  The  base  of  the  tube may
be  down  or  up  at  the  convenience  of  the  circuit
designer.

SOCKET   -   The      EIMAC     SK-840     socket    and
SK-806   chimney   have   been   designed  especially

Min.        Max.

38           43   A

70          80   pF
14.5       18.5   pF
---0.25   pF

32         37   pF
14.5       18.5    pF`
---      0.05   pF

for   the   5CX1500A.   The  use  of  recommended  air-
flow    rates   through   these   sockets    provides   ef-
fective  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.  Air forced
into the bottom  of the socket passes  over the tube
terminals    through   the   Air   Chimney,    and   exits
through  the anode coohng fins.

3
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COOLJIVG   -   The  maximum  temperature  rating  for
the  anode  core  of  the  5CX1500A  is  250°C.  Suffi-
cient  forced-air  circulation  must  be   provided  to
keep   the   temperature   of   the   anode   at   the  base
of   the   cooling   fins   and   the   temperature   of  the
ceramic/metal   seals   below   250°C.   Air-flow
requirem'ents    to   maintain    seal   temperature    at
225°C   in   50°C   ambient  air   are   tabulated  below
(for operation  below  30  MHz).

SEA LEVEL 6000 FEET

PLATE
Am  FLow

PPIESSURE

AIR  F LOW

PRESSURE

D Fi 0 P DROP

D I SS I PATI O N ('NCHES (INCHES

(WATTS) (CFM) of  WATEPl   ) (CFM) of  WATEB)

1000 27 .33 33 .40

1500 47 .76 58 .95

*   Since    the    power    dissipated    by    the    filament   represents

about  200  watts  and  since  grid-plus-screen-plus-suppressor
dissipation   can,   under   some   conditions.   represent   another
125  watts.   allowance  has  been  made   in   preparing  this  tab-
ulation  for  an  additional   325  watts  dissipation.

The   blower   selected   in   a   given   application
must    be   capable   of   supplying   the   desired   air
flow   at  a   back   pressure   equal   to   the  pressure
drop  shown  above  plus  any  drop  encountered  in
ducts and filters.

At   other   altitudes   and   ambient   temperatures
the  flow  rate  must  be  modified  to  obtain  equiva-
/enf   cooJJ.ng.   The   flow   rate   and   corresponding
pressure    differential   must   be   determined   indi-
vidually    in   such   cases,   using   rated   maximum
temperatures   as   the   criteria   for   satisfactory
cooling.

ELECTRICAL

FILAMENT   0PERATloN   -   The   rated   filament
voltage  for  the  5CX1500A  is  5.0  volts.  F`ilament
voltage,   as   measured   at  the   socket,   should  be
maintained  within  ±5%  of  this  value  or  below  to
obtain maximum tube life.

INTERMODULATION   DISTORTION   -  The  Radio
Frequency  Linear  Amplifier  operating  conditions
including  distortion  data  are  the  results  of  oper-
ation    in    a    neutralized,     grid-driven    amplifier.
Plots  of  IM  distortion  versus  power output  under
two-tone   condition  for  a   typical  tube  are  shown
on next page.

GRJD   OPERATJOIV   -   The   rated   dissipation   of
the   grid  is  25  watts.   This  is  approximately  the

product  of  dc  grid  current  and  peak  positive  grid
voltage.   Operation  at  bias  and  drive  levels  near
those  listed will insure safe  operation.

SCREEN   OPERATION   -   The   power   dissipated
by   the  screen   of  the  5CX1500A  must not exceed
75  watts.

Screen  dissipation,  in  cases  where  there  is  no
ac   applied   to  the  screen,  is  the  simple  product
of  the  screen   voltage  and  the  screen  current.  If
the  screen  voltage is modulated,  the  screen  dissi-
pation   will  depend  upon   rms   screen  current   and
voltage.

Screen  dissipation  is  likely  to  rise  to  exces-
sive  values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias  voltage,
or    plate    load    are    removed   with    filament   and
screen     voltages     applied.     Suitable    protective
means  must  be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dis-
sipation  to  75 watts  in  the event of circuit failure.

SUPPRESSOR   OPERATION   -   The   [ated   d±ssl-
pation   of  the  suppressor  is  25  watts.  Suppressor
current  will   be  zero  or  very  nearly   zero  for  all
typical     operating     conditions     specified.     The
5CX1500A   has   been   designed   for   zero  voltage
operation  of   the   suppressor   grid   for  most  appli-
cations.

PLATE    DJSSJPArJOIV   -   The    platerdissipation
ratings    for    the    5CX1500A    is    1000   watts    for
Class-C  plate-modulated  service  and  1500  watts
for  Class-C  telegraphy.  In  Class-AB  service  the
plate dissipation  rating is  1500 watts.

HJGJr   VOLTAGE   -   The   5CX1500A   operates   at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must   be   designed   properly    and   operating   pre-
cautions   must   be   followed.   Equipment  must  be
designed so that  no  one  can  come in  contact with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures for hich-voltage circuits  and terminals,
with  interlock  switches   to  open  the  primary  cir-
cuits    of   the   power   supplies   and   to   discharge
high  voltage  condensers   whenever  access  doors
are  opened.   Interlock   switches  must  not  be  by-
passed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  ac-
cess   doors   open.   Always   remember   that  HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL  APPLJCArJOIVS   -   If  it  is  desired  to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely  dif-
ferent   from  those   given  here  write  to  the  Power
Grid   Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian„
301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,
for infomation  and  recommendations.
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EIMAC  5CX 1500A
lM   PRODUCTS   vs   POWER   OUTPUT

3rd  Order   Products
-----.  5th  Order  Products

Eb  =  4000   VOLTS,    Ec2  =  500   VOLTS
Ec3  =  0   VOLTS.    RL=  3500   OHMS

Fl  =  1.980   Mc.    F2  =  I.982   Mc

POWER   OUTPUT          (PEP)-WATTS

1000

POWER   OUTPUT          (PEP)-WATTS

-20 db

-30 db

-40 db

-50 db
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CONTACT

S U PI FA C E S

5CX1500A

a
I

II i
-_Ti

1 /
I

I

'[[

Suppf]ESSOP

SCPEEN

CONTROL

FILAMENT

Fu.AMENT

DO    NOT

CONTACT

DIMENsloNAL    DATA

D'M.
lNCHES MILLIMETERS

ill_N. MAX. MIN. MAX._

A 3.335 3.370 84.71 85.60

a 0.807 0.820 20.50 sO.83

C I.870 I.goo 47.50 4826
D 2.250D 23cxro 57.15D 58.42D

E 2.335 2.535 59.31 64.39
F 3.530 3.730 89.66 94.74
G 4.coo 4.950 '21.92 '25.73

H 0.950 I.000 24.13 25.40
J 0.675 0.725 ' 7. I 5 18.42

K 0.400 0.450 10.16 „.43

L 0.'40 0.170 3.56 4.32

M 0.020 0030 0.51 0.76
N 0,7cO 0.800 17.78 20.32

P 0.3'4D 0.326D 7.98D 8.28D

R 550 650 550 650
S 1150 1250 1150 '250

T 0,470 0.530 11.94 13.46

u 0.025 0.048 0.63 I.22

V 0.045D 0.070D I . 14D I.78D

W 2.468 2.531 62.69 6429
X I. 225 I.275 31.12 32.39

8
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The EIMAC 5CX3000A is a ceramic and metal power pentode designed
to be used as a Class-ABi linear amplifier in  audio or radio-frequency appli-
cations.  Its  characteristics  of  low  intermodulation  distortion  make  it espe-
cially suitable for single side-band service.

GENERAL      CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FilamveoT:;g:ho.riate.dTu.ngst.en  ....     44!21    A!#    J4921.volts

a

®

Current--------39.5
AmplificationFactor  (Gridscreen)   ---                       5.5
FrequencyforMaximumRatings      -       -       -
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Cathode :

Input--------125
Output--------18
Feedback-------

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances, Grounded Grid and Screen :
Input--------55
Output--------18

MECHANICAL

Base
Maximum sealTemperature      -       -
Maximum Anode Core Temperature  -
Recommended  socket   ----
RecommendedAirchimney       -       -
Operating  position         ----
Maximum Dimensions :

Height      -       -
Diameter         -

Cooling      -        -        -
Netweight      -       -
Shipping Weight ( Approximate )

43.5  amps

150   MHz

145  pF
24pF
•60   pF

67pF
24pF

Special ring and breechblock terminal surfaces
-----           250OC
-----           250OC
-        -EIMAC  SK-1420  series
-        -        -EIMAC  SK-1426

Axis vertical, base up or down

6.8  inches
4.6  inches
Forced air

5.5  pounds
10  pounds

RADlo-FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLII=lER
OR  OSCILLATOR
Class-C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony

(Key-down  conditions)
MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE           -
DCSCREEN   VOLTAGE       -
DC   PLATE   CURRENT             -
PLATE    DISSIPATION            -
SCREEN   DISSIPATION         -
GRID   DISSIPATION    -           -
SUPPRESSOR   DISSIPATION

(Effective   8-1-67)   ©   1967   by   Varian

7000   VOLTS
1000   VOLTS

2.0   AN\PS
4000   WATTS

175   WATTS
50   WATTS

loo   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC  Plate  Voltage    -
DC  Screen  Voltage
DC  Grid  Voltage     -
Suppressor  Grid      -
DC  Plate  Current     -
DC  Screen  Current
DCGrid  current      -
Peak  RF Grid  Voltage
Driving   power          -
Plate   Dissipation      -
Plate  Output  Power

Printed   in   U.S.A.



-@ 5CX3000A

AUDIO-FREQUENCY   AMPLIFIER
OR   MODULATOR
Class-AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (Per  Tube)

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION
SCREEN   DISSIPATION
GRID  DISSIPATION    -
SUPPRESSOR  GRID    -
*Per   Tube

**Approximate   Values

VOLTS
VOLTS
AMPS
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Two  Tubes),  Class  ABi

DC   plate  voltage    ------
DC  screen  voltage          -----
DC Grid  voltage*    ------
DCSuppressorGridvoltage         -        -        -
Max-Signal   plate  current       ----
Zero-Signal   plate  current     ----
Max-Signal   screen  current**       -         -         -
Zero-Signal  screen  current   ----
Peak  AF  Driving  voltage*    ----
Driving   power          ------
Load   Resistance,   Plate-to-Plate     -         -         -
Max-SignalplateDissipation*       -         -         -
Max-Signalplateoutputpower   ---

6000   volts
850   volts

-147   volts
0   volts

2.9
1,0

200
0

'38
0

4700
3000

1  1,000

Note:    ln   Class   AB   operation,   maximum   plate   voltage   and   plate   current   must   not   be   applied    simultaneously,   as   plate   dissipation   will    be   exceeded.

RADIO-FREQUENCY   LINEAR   AMPLIFIER

Class-AB

MAXIMUM  RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE           -

DCSCREEN  VOLTAGE       -

DC   PLATE  CURRENT            -

PLATE    DISSIPATION            -

SCREEN   DISSIPATION        -

GRID  DISSIPATION    -          -

SUPPRESSOR   DISSIPATION

7000   VOLTS
1000   VOLTS

2.0   AMPS
4000   WATTS

175   WATTS
50   WATTS

loo   WATTS
*Adjust  to  the   specified  Zero-Signal   lb

*+The   intermodultaion   distortion   products   will    be   as   specified   or   better   for

all    levels   from   zero-signal    to   maximum   output   power   and    are    referenced
against  one  toile   of   a   two   eqiial   tone   signal.

TYPICAL  OPERATION  Class  ABi Grid  Driven

B! ::ar:eenvoJ;iiaege-      :      :
DC  Grid  Voltage*
DC  Suppressor  voltage         -

3ienr;,-:jfonna:DDCcPp|Fat,eeccuuT:ennt,
Single-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
Two-Tone  DC  Plate  Current
Two-Tone  DC  Screen  Current
PeakRFGridvoltage   --

-       -       3800      6000  volts
-       -          800         850   volts
-        -       -128       -147   volts

0               O   volts
=        :         .600        .500amps

:       :      'i!8     l:63!ammAPS
--I.7701.010amps
-        -         .072         .041    rnA
-         -            116            128   volts

Peak  Envelope  usef-ul  outputpower-3300       5500   watts
ResonantLoadlmpedance   ---
lntermodulation Distortion  Products* *

(3nr°d noergdaet:Ve.+eed.back!       .       .

5th   order      ----.

1300       2350   ohms

J6      -4'   dB
-50       -53  dB

Note:   ``TYPICAL    0PERATloN"    data    are    obtained    by    calculation    from    published   characteristi.c    curves    and    confirmed    by    direct   tests.   No    allowance    is    made   for
circuit   losses.   Adjustment   of   the   rf   grid   drive   to   obtain   the   specified   plate   Cilrrent   at   the   specified   grid    bias,   screen   voltage,   and    plate   voltage    is   assumed.

APPL.CATION

MECHANICAL

Mo2{7tti73g  -  The  5CX3000A  must  be  oper-
ated with its  axis vertical. The base of the tube
may be  down  or up  at  the  convenience  of  the
circuit designer.

SocfeGt  -  The  EIMAC  SK-1420  socket  and
SK-1426 chimney have been designed especially
for  the  5CX3000A.  The  use  of  recommended
air-flow rates through this socket provides effec-
tive  forced-air  cooling  of  the  tube.  Air  forced
into  the  bottom  of  the  socket  passes  over  the
tube terminals through an Air Chimney, the SK-
1426, and through the anode cooling fins.

Coo!i7tg - The maximum temperature rating
for  the  5CX3000A  is  250°C.  Sufficient  forced-
air  circulation  must  be  provided  to  keep  the
temperature of the anode at the base of the cool-
ing  fins  and  the  temperature  of  the  ceramic-
metal seals below 250°C. Air-flow requirements
to maintain seal temperature at 200°C in 50°C

2      :a:#toakrHazr;. tabulated below (for operation

Plate    Dis§ipation*

SEA  LEVEL                         5,000  FEET

Air   Flow
Pressure   Drop

Air   Flow
Pressure   Drop

(Inches   of (Inches   of
(Watts) (CFM) Water) (CFM) Water)

2500 67 I.24 80 1.5
3500 100 2.4 121 3.2
4000 117 3.1 140 4.3

*Since  the  power  dissipated  by  the  filament  reple-
sents   about   450   watts   and   since   grid-plus-screen
dissipation  can,  under  some  conditions,  represent
another 225 watts, allowance has been made in pre-
paring  this  tabulation  for  an  additional  675  watts
dissipation.
The  blower  selected  in  a  given  application must be
capable  of  supplying  the  desired  air  flow  at  a  back
pressure  equal  to  the  pressure  drop  shown  above
plus any drop encountered in ducts and filters.

AI other altitudes and a:mbient tom;peratures
the foow rate must be modifed to obtcin eqwiva-
Zc7tt  coo!i72g.  The  flow  rate  and  corresponding
pressure  differential  must  be  determined  indi-
vidually  in  such  cases,  using  rated  maximum
temperatures   as   the   criteria   for   satisfactory
cooling.

EE



ELECTRICAL

FizczmG7tt   Ope7.cztio7i   -   The   rated   filament
voltage  for  the  5CX3000A  is  9  volts.  Filament
voltage,  as  measured  at  the  socket,  should  be
maintained  at  this  value  to  obtain  maximum
tube life. In no case should it be allowed to devi-
ate  by  more  than  plus  or  minus  five  percent
from the rated value.

In_termodulation Distortion - The apera.ting
conditions  including  distortion data  are  the re-
sults  of  actual operation in  a neutralized,  grid-
driven  amplifier.  A plot of IM distortion versus
power  output  under  two-tone  condition  for  a
typical tube is shown on the next page.

Co7ztroz Gric! OpG7.a!tio73-The rated dissipation
of the grid is 50 watts. This is approximately the
product of dc grid current and peak positive grid
voltage.  Operation  at bias and drive levels near
those listed will insure safe operation.

ScrGe72-Gric! Ope7.ot6o72-The power dissipated
by the screen of the 5CX3000A must not exceed
175 watts.

Screen dissipa.tion, in cases where there is no
ac applied to the screen, is the simple product of
the screen voltage and the screen current. If the
screen voltage is modulated, the screen dissipa-

5CX3000A

tion  will  depend  upon  loading,  driving  power,
and carrier screen voltage.

Screen dissipation is likely to rise to excessive
values  when  the  plate  voltage,  bias voltage,  or
plate load are removed with filament and screen
voltages applied. Suitable protective means must
be  provided  to  limit  the  screen  dissipation  to
175 watts in the event of circuit failure.

S"ppressor  Gricz  -  The rated dissipation  of
the  suppressor  grid  is   100  watts.   Suppressor
current will be  zero  or very  nearly  zero  for  all
typical operating conditions specified. The 5CX-
3000A has been designed for zero voltage opera-
tion of the suppressor grid for most a.pplications.

P!cztc Dissipcitio72 - The plate-dissipation rat-
ings for the 5CX3000A are 2650 watts for Class-
C  plate-modulated  service  and  4000  watts  for
Class-C  telegraphy  and  Class-AB  operation.  In
any  Class-AB  application  maximum  plate  cur-
rent and maximum plate voltage should not be
applied  simultaneously  as  the  platerdissipation
rating would be exceeded.

Spec¢ciz App!iccitfo"s-If it is desired to operate
this tube under conditions widely different from
those  given here, write to the Power Grid Tube
Division, EIMAC Division of Varian, 301  Indus-
trial Way,  Sam Carlos,  Calfomia,  for informa-
tion and recommendations.
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5CX3000A

DIMENSIONAL  DATA

}:M. MIN. MAX.                REF.

A 4. 585 4.625
C 2.985 3.025
D 3.490 3.525
E 3.Ore 3. I sO
F 5.9cO 6.leo
G 6638 6. 838
H .965 I.Cxb
J 13cO }4sO
K .7cO .7sO
L .4sO .4cO
M .leo .leo
N .018 025
P I .OsO I.cO
Ft 39® 41®

S 89® 91®

U I.557 I.567
V 4.OcO 4. I 75
W 4.615 4.635
X I    .375

PRoi'ECT  ABOVE \, D 3.490 3.525
ANODE   OR   BEYONDF'NSF                  I_E'1 E 3.Ore 3. I sO

F 5.9cO 6.leo

_II

ANOuNOTE-DOSUP-DO-SCR-C-F'L

G 6638 6. 838
H .965 I.Cxb
J 13cO }4sO
K .7cO .7sO

II

I

I L .4sO .4cO
M .leo .leo
N .018 025
P I .OsO I.cO
Ft 39® 41®

S 89® 91®

U I.557 I.567
V 4.OcO 4. I 75
W 4.615 4.635
X I    .375
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The   EIMAC   264/8576   is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air  cooled,   radial
beam  pentode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  3000  watts.  The
tube  has   very  low  input  capacitance  for  its  power-handling  capability.
It  is  well  suited  for  use  in  broad-band  linear  amplifiers  or  in  other  high-

performance  Class  ABi  amplifier  applications.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS 1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage    ......................

Current,  at  6.0  volts      .............

Transconductance  (Average):
Ib=  2.0  Adc,  Ec2 =  750  Vdc     ..............

Direct lnterelectrode  Capacitances (grounded  cathode)2

Input     '   ............................

Output............................

Feedback......................,...

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:

CW..............................

37,000    Hmhos

55pF
18pF

0.13   pF

30    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures
n`,ay   change   without   notice   as   the   result  of   additional   data   or   product   refinement.
EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this   information  for  final
equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a   cold   tube  as  measured   in   a   special   shielded  f ixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length........................................

Diameter.......................................

Net  Weight      ........................................

.....    6.188  in;   157.18    mm

.....    4.438  in;   112.73    mm

......           3.91b;1.77kg

Operating  Position      ...................................................    Any

Maximum Operating Temperature:
Ceramic/Metal  Seals   ....
Anode  Core

Cooling....

Base......

....      250     OC

....      250     OC

..     ForcedAir
7-Pin  Special

EIMAC  SK-265A

EIMAC  C-265
Recommended  Air-System  Socket    ...........,

a                 Recommended Air chimney (included with sK-265A)

Effective   6-5-70       ©      Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california    94070
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RADlo   FREQUENCY   LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID   DRIVEN
Class  ABi

MAX,MUM   F{AT,NGsn

DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE   ....

DC  SUPPRESSOR  VOLTAGE

DC  SCREEN   VoLTAGE   .   a   ,

DC   GF{lD   VOLTAGE   ....,

DC   PLATE  CUF{RENT     .   .   .

PLATE   DISSIPATION     ,   -.

SCF{EEN   DISSIPATION     .   .

GF`,D   D,SS,PAT,oN    a   a   .   ^

5000    VOLTS
100    VOLTS

1000    VOLTS
-250    VOLTS

2.0    AMPERES

3000    WATTS
50    WATTS

2    WATTS

1.    Adjust     to     specified     zero-signal     dc       platecurrent.

2.     Except  for   brief  tuneup   periods,   operation   under   single
tone  conditions  may   not  be  possible  due  to  excessive
screen  current.

3.    The     intermodulation    distortion    products    will     be    as
specified   or   better   for   all    levels   from   zero-signal    to
maximum  output  power  and   are  referenced   against  one
tone    of    a    two    equal    tone     signal.   No  deg3nerative
feedback.

TYPICAL  OPEFIATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Class  ABi ,   Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation
Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage   ...........     4000

Suppressor  Voltage    .......            0
Screen  Voltage   ..........       650
Grid  Voltagel ............- 92

Zero-Signal   Plate  Current ....       400
Single-Tone  Plate  Current    .   .   .      1.43
Two-Tone  Plate  Current  .....     0.95
Zero-Signal   Screen  Current4..            7
Single-Tone  screen  current2t4       58
Two-Tone  Screen  Current4...         26
Peak  rf  Gr.id  Voltage4 ......          92
Useful  Output  Powers ......    3300
F}esonant  Load  Impedance    .  .   .1350
lnterrrodulation  Distortion  Products3

3rd  order      .........- 28

5th  Order       ..........- 45

4.    Approximate  values.

5.    Actual     power    output    delivered    to    the    load    from    a
typical   amplifier.

APPLICATloN

MOUIvr/IVG   -    The  264,/8576  may  be  operated  in  any

position,   and  should  normally   be  mounted  in  the  air-
system   socket   EIMAC   type   SK-265A,   with   a   C-265
chimney.   The  SK-265A  has   a  built-in  bypass   capac-
itor    for   the    screen    grid,    and    the    suppressor   grid
contacts   are  grounded.

AIR      SYSTEM       SOCKET       AND      CHIMNEY    -   The
SK-265A  socket  makes  all   electrical  contacts  to  the
264/.8576   except  to   the   anode.   The   suppressor   grid
contact  is   grounded  to   the  socket  shell.   An  integral
screen    grid   bypass   capacitor   is    included,    with   a
capacitance    of   2000    pF`    and    rated     for    1000  Vdc
maximum.

The  C-265  air  chimney  is  designed  to  mate  with  the
SK-265A    socket   and   guide   the   cooling   air   through
the   anode  cooling  fins  of the  tube.

COOL/IVG   -    Forced-air    cooling   is    required   in    all
applications,   and   the   use   of  an   air-system   socket,
such  as  the  EIMAC  SK-265A,  with  a  C-265  chimney,
is     recommended.     Cooling    is    simplified    if    air   is
directed   in   a   base-to-anode   direction;   when   so   di-
rected,  with  full  rated  anode  dissipation  and  with  air
at   50°C   at  sea  level,   an  air  flow  of  110  cubic  feet

per  minute,  with  a  resultant  pressure  drop  of  approx-
imately    0.95    inch    of   water    for   the    tube/soc.ket/
chimney   combination,   is   sufficient  to  limit  the  max-
imum  tube  temperature  to  225°C.  If  air  is  not  directed
in    the   base-to-anode    direction,    additional    cooling
may   be   required   for   the   base   section   of   the   tube.

2.

Cooling   air  should  be   supplied  before   or  simultane-
ously    with   the   application   of   electrode   voltages,
including  heater,   and  should  normally   be  maintained
f or  a  brief period  after  electrode  voltages  are  removed
to   allow  for  tube  cooldown.

HEATER   -The     rated     heater     voltage    for     the
264/8576   is  6`0  volts,   as  measured  at  the  socket  or
tube   base   pins.   Variations   should   be   restricted   to

plus   or   minus   0.3   volts   for   long  tube   life   and   con-
sistent  performance.

GRID     OPERArJOIV   -    Grid-bias     voltage    must    be
obtained   from   a   fixed   bias   supply   in   Class   AB   ap-

plications.  The  internal  resistance  of the  bias  source
should   not  exceed  2500  ohms.

SCREEIV  OPERArJOIV   -   In  linear  amplifier  service,
the   screen   voltage   must   be   obtained   from    a   well
regulated   source,   to  prevent  excessive  screen  volt-
age    variations    due   to    changes    in    screen   current
which  occur  between  zercrsignal  and  full-signal  con-
ditions.   The  circ.uit  should  be  arranged  so  that  it  is
impossible   to    apply   screen   voltage   without   plate
voltage.   The  use  of  a  screen  grid  over-current  relay
is   recommended,   to   remove   screen   voltage   immedi-
ately   in   case   of   excessive   screen   current   due   to
circuit    problems,    grid   bias    failure,   or   accidental
removal   of  plate   circuit   loading.   The   relay   should
not  break  the  screen-cathode  d-c  ground  return  patha

Eii

Ei=



a PLATE   OPERAT/OIV   -   The   maximum    rated   plate
dissipation   power   for   the   264/8576   is   3000   watts.
Except   for   brief   periods   during   circuit   adjustment,
this  maximum  value  should  not  be  exceeded.  Contact
to  the  plate  may  be  made  either  at  the  top  cap  or  by
means    of   a   circular   clamp   or   spring-finger   collet
around   the  outer  surface  of  the  anode  cooler  itself.
Points  of electrical  contact  with  the  anode  should  be
kept  clean  and  free  of  oxide  to  minimize  rf  loss.  The
anode   cooler   should   be   inspected   periodically  and
cleaned   when   necessary   to   remove   any   dirt   whic`h
might  interfere  with  effective  cooling.

NEUTRALIZATION    FOR    RF    OPERATION    -For
minimum-distortion       Class      AB1      linear      amplifier
service,   where   reaction  on  the  driver  circuit  should
be   eliminated   completely,   it   will   usually   be   found
advisable   to   neutralize   the   small   feedback   c.apaci-
tance  of the  tube.

264L-
8576

GENERAL  OPERATION   NOTES   -    A.  metal  chess.is
or  equivalent  means  should   be  provided  to  separate
the   input  and  output  circuits   of  an   rf  amplifier  em-

ploying the  264/8576.  Reasonable  precautions  should
be  observed  in  regard  to  bypassing  and  shielding  of
supply  leads  to  prevent  coupling  between  input  and
output    through   external   circuits.    The   use   of   the
EIMAC  SK-265A  air-system  socket,  with  its  integral
screen   grid   bypass   capacitance   built   in,   is  helpful
in   these  respects.

SPEC/,4L   APPL/CAT/OIV   -   If  it   is   desired   to   op-
erate    this    tube   under   conditions   widely   different
f ron   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power   Grid   Tube
Division,   EIMAC   Division  of  Varian,   301   Industrial
Way,    San   Carlos,    California   94070,   for   information
and  recommendations.

NOTE      TYPICAL   OPEF}ATION   data   are   obtained   from   dlrect   measurement  or   by   calculatlon   from   publlshed   character-
Istic   curves.    Adjustment   of   the   rf   grld   voltage   to   obtaln   the   specified   plate   current   at  the  speclfied  bias,
screen   and   plate   voltages   is   assumed.   If   thls   procedure   is  followed,   there   will   be   llttlevariation  in  output

I)ower  when  the  tube  ls  changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  ln  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid
ancl  screen   cilrrents  which  result  when  the  deslred  plate  current   is  obtained  are  incldental   and  vary  from  tube
to   tube.   These  current   varlatlons   cause   no  dlfflculty   so   long  as  the  circuit  malntatns  the  correct  voltage  ln
the  presence  of  the  variatlons   ln   current.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT   DESIGN

Heater:   Current  at  6.0  volts   ..................................

Cathode  Warmup   Timel    .....................................

Interelectrode  Capacitances2  (grounded  cathode  connection)

Input............................................

Output....................`......'................

Feedback   ......,..............................   I   .   .   .   A   .

Min.

15.5

5

51.0

140

Max.

18.5    A
---    minutes

61.0    pF

22cO    pF

0.16   pF

1.    Heater   voltage   should   normally   be  applied   for   the   stated   time   before   voltages   are   applied   to   the  other  tube  elements.

2,    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture.

3.



DIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM.
lNCHES M ILLIM ETERS

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 4.828 122.63

a 4.374 4.438 1„.09 112 .72

C 3.484 3.516 88.49 89.31

E I .6'5 I.630 41.02 41.40

F 0-625 0.750 '5.87 19.05

G I.SIS I.937 46.05 49.20
H I. 530 I.560 38.86 39-62
J I.219 I.343 30.96 34.11

K I .leo I .360 29.46 34.54
L 0.540 0,600 13.72 15.24

M 0.805 0.819 20,45 20.80
N 0.688 17.47

S 2.812 71.42

T 0.350 8.89
V 0.220 5.60
W 0.122 0.128 3.10 3-25
X 0.'49 0.159 3.78 4.04

REF:EF`ENCE    DIMENsloNS

D 5'® 510

a 0.205 5.2'

R 520 52®

U 0.250 6.35

Y I.000   DIA.   P.C. 25.40   DIA.  P. C.

PIN    CONNECTloNS

PIN     NO. ELEMENT

I k

2 91

3 h

4 k

5 h

6 91

7 k

CENTEFt     PIN lNT.    CON.

LOWEFi    FllN6 92
UPPER    RING 93

CAP P
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The   EIMAC   290   is   a   ceramic/metal,   forced-air   cooled,   radial   beam

pentode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  5000  watts.   The  tube
has   very   low   input   capacitance   for  its   power-handling   capability.   It   is
well  suited  for  use  in  broad-band  linear  amplifiers  or  other  high-perform-
ance Class  AB|  amplifier  applications.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  1

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide  Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:   Voltage       .   a   .....................

Current,  at  6.0  volts     ...............

Transconductance (Average):
Ib  =  2.0  Adc,  Ec2  =  750  Vdc     ...............

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)2

6.0  ±  0.3    V

17A

37,000    4tmhos

a

a

Input.............

Output.............

Feedback...........

Frequency  of Maximum  Rating:
CW............... 30    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon   performance  tests.   These  figures  may  change  without  notice  as  the
results  of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using  this  informa-
tion  for  f inal   equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:

Length..............

Diameter.............

Net  Weight  ..............

Operating  Position  .........

Maximum  Operating Temperature:

Ceramic/Metal  Seals    .....

......    7.250  in;   184.15    mm

......    5.532  in;   140.51    mm

.....      9lbs2%oz;4.154     kg

•................      Any

..............          250OC

..............         250OC

............       Forced  Air

..........       7-Pin  Special

•........     EIMAC`   SK-291A

.........          FIMACC-290

Anode  Core
Cooling      ...

Base.,,,,
Recommended  Air  System  Socket     ...........,

Recommended  Air  Chimney  (included  with  SK-291A)

(Effective  5-5-70)     ©      Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.



-©290
RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN
Class  AB|

MAXIMUM  PIATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .

DC  SUPPFiESSOFi  VOLTAGE    ..........

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE

DC   GRID  VOLTAGE   .   ,

DC  PLATE  CURF{ENT    ,

PLATE   DISSIPATION     ,

SCPIEEN   DISSIPATION

GPllD   DISSIPATION     .   ,

6000    VOLTS
100    VOLTS

1000    VOLTS
-250    VOLTS

2.0    AMPEBES

5000    WATTS
50    WATTS

2    WATTS

1.    Adjust  to  specified  zero-signal   dc  plate  current.

2.    The   lntermodulatlon   distortlon   products  will   be  as  spece
ified  or  better  for  all   levels  from  zero-signal   to  maximum
output   power   and  are   referenced   against  one  tone  of  a
two  equal  tone  signal.

3.    Approximate  values.

TYPICAL  OPEPIATION   (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)
Class  AB|  ,  Gr`id  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or  Modulation  Crest
C on d `i t i on s

Plate  Voltage   .
Suppressor  Voltage    .......

a:,:ecoYtoa'::g,e.  :  :  :  :  :  :  .....
Zero-Signal   Plate  Current  ....
Single  Tone  Plate  Current    .   .   .
Two-Tone  Plate  Current      .   .   .
zeroEsignal  screen  current3.  .
Single®Tone  Screen  Current 3/5
Two-Tone  Screen  Current 3  .  .   .
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage3  ......

55
23
90

useful  Output  Power4  ........    4400
F{esonant  Load  Impedance     .....     1950
lntermodulation  Distortion  Products2

3rdorder      .............- 29            -26            -25    db
5thorder      .............- 45            -40            -40    db

4.     Actual   power  output  delivered  to  the   load  from  a  typical
ampl , f , er.

5.     Except   for   brief   tuneup   periods,   operation   under   single
tone   conditions   may   not   be   possible   due   to   excessive
screen  dissipation.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION   data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves.   Adjustment  of
the  rf   grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at  the  specified  bias,  screen  and  plate  voltages  is
assumed.    If   this   procedure   is   followed,   there   will   be   little   variation   in   output   power   when   the  tube  is
changed,  even  though  there  may  be  some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen   currents
which   result   when   the  desired  plate  current   is  obtained   are   Incidental   and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These
current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage   in  the  presence
of   the   variations   in   current.   If   grid   bias   ls  obtained   princlpally   by   means  of  a   grid  resistor,  the  resistor
must  be  adjustable to  obtain  the  required  bias  voltage  when  the  correct  rf  grid  voltage  is  applied.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater:  Current  at  6.0  volts   ............................

Cathode  Warmup   Time     .............................,.

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl (grounded  cathode  connection)
Input........................................

Output       ........    I    .   .    I    ......................    I    .    .    .    '

F`eedback.....................................

i.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  flxture.

APPLICATloN

MOurvrJIVG   -    The  EIMAC  Type  290  may  be  operated
in   any  position,   and   should  normally   be  mounted  in
the   air-system   socket   EIMAC   type   SK-291A,   with   a
C-290   chimney.   The   SK-291A  has   a  built-in   bypass
capacitor   for   the   screen   grid,    and   the   suppressor
grid  contact   is   grounded.

AIR       SYSTEM      SOCKET      AND      CHIMNEY    -   T`he

SK-291A  socket  makes  all  electrical  contacts  to  the
Type   290  except  to   the  anode.   The   suppressor   grid
contact  is  grounded  to  the  socket  shell.   An  integral
screen  grid  bypass  capacitor  is  included,  with  a  cap-
acitance of  2000 pF  and  rated  for  1000  Vdc  maximum.

2.

EL       Max.
15.5            18.5    A

5             ---minutes

51.0           61.0    pF

14.0           22.0    pF
---           0.16    pF

The    C-290   chimney   is   designed   to  .mate   with   the
SK-291A  socket  and  guide  the  cooling  air  through the
anode   cooling   fins   of  the   tube.   The   chimney   is  in-
cluded  with  the  socket  and  only  when   required  as  a
replacement    unit    would    separate    procurement   be
necessary.

COOL/IVG   -    Forced-air   cooling   is    required   in    all
applications,    and   the   use   of   an   air-system   socket,
such   as  the  EIMAC   SKo291A,   with   a  C-290  chimney,
is   recommended.   Cooling   is   simplified   if  air   is   di-
rected,    in   a   base-to-anode   direction;    when    so   di-
rected,    with   air   at   50C`\C   at   sea   level,   minimum   air



290 a -
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A
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flow  requirements  are  shown,  with  approximate  pres-
sure  drop   values   for  the   tube/socket/chimney   com-
bination,  to  limit  the  maximum  anode  core  temperature
to   200°C.   If  air  is   not   directed   in   a  base-to-anode
direction,   additional  cooling  may  be  required  for  the
base  section  of  the  tube.   Cooling  air  should  be   ap-

plied   before  or  simultaneously   with   the   application
of   electrode   voltages,   including   the   heater,   and
should  normally  be  maintained  for  a  brief  period  after
electrode    voltages    are    removed   to    allow   for   tube
cooldown.

Anode  Diss. Air  Flow Press.  Drop

3000  W 78  cfm 0.32  In.  H20
4000 124 0.50

5000 166 0.72

HEATER   -   The   rated   heater   voltage   for   the   Type
290  is  6.0  volts,   as  measured  at  the  socket  or  tube
base  pins.  Variations  should  be  restricted  to  plus  or
minus   0.3  volt  for  long  tube  life  and  consistent  per®
formance.

GRID     OPER4rJOIV   -    Grid-bias    voltage    must    be
obtained  from   a  fixed   bias   supply   in   Class   AB   ap-

plications.    The   internal    resistance   of   the   source
should not exceed  2500  ohms.

SCREEIV  OPERATJOIV   -   In  linear  amplifier  service,
the  screen  voltage  must  be  obtained  from  a  well  reg®
ulated   source,   to   prevent   excessive   screen   voltage
variations   due   to   changes   in   screen   current   which
occur  between  zero-signal  and  full-signal  conditions.
The   circuit  should  be  arranged   so   that  it  is  impos-
sible  to  apply  screen  voltage  without  plate  voltage.

The  use  of  a  screen  grid  over-current  relay  is  recom-
mendedj    to    remove   screen   voltage    immediately   in
case    of   excessive    screen    current   due    to   circuit

problems,   grid  bias   failure,  or  accidental   removal  of
plate  circ.uit  loading.

PLATE    OPER4TJOIV   -The   maximum    rated   plate
dissipation   power   for   the   Type   290   is   5000   watts.
Except   for   brief   periods   during   circuit   adjustment,
this   maximum   value   should   not   be   exceeded.    Con-
tact  to  the  plate  may  be  made  either  at  the  top  cap
or  by  means  of  a  circular  clamp  or  spring-finger  col-
1et    around   the   outer    surface   of   the    anode   cooler
itself.    Points   of   electrical   contact   with   the   anode
should   be  kept  clean   and   free  of   oxide   to  minimize
rf   loss.   The   anode   cooler  should   be   inspected  pe-
riodically  and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove  any
dirt    which    might    interfere    with    effective   cooling.

NEUTRALIZATION     FOR    RF     OPERATION    -   For
minimum-distortion   Class   AB|   linear   amplifier   ser-
vice,   where  reaction   on   the  driver  circuit   should  be
eliminated   completely,   it   will   usually   be   found   ad-
visable  to  neutralize  the  small  feedback  capacitance
of the  tube.

GENERAL  OPERATION   NOTES   -    A  rrLetal  chass.1s
or  equivalent  means   should  be  provided   to   separate
the   input   and   output  circuits   of  an   rf  amplifier  em-

ploying     the     Type     290.     Reasonable     precautions
should be observed  in  regard  to bypassing  and shield-
ing    of   supply    leads   to   prevent   coupling   between
input   and  output  through  external   circuits.   The  use
of   the   EIMAC   SK-291A   air-system   socket,   with   its
integral   screen   grid  bypass  capacitance   built  in,   is
helpful  in  these  respects.

SPEC/AL   APPL/C4r/OIV   -   If  it  is   desired  to  operate   this   tube  under  conditions  widely  different  from   those  listed
here,  write  to  Power  Grid  Tube  Division,   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,  301  Industrial  Way,  Sam  Carlos,  California  94070,
for  information  and  recommendations.

3.
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OIMENsloNAL    DATA

D'M
INCHES M  ILLIMETERS

MIN MAX. FIEF MIN MAX` REF

A 5.468 5.532 158.89 140.51

a .805 .819 20.45 20.80
C .688 17.48

D .937 I .062 23.80 26.98
E 2.624 2.688 66.65 68.28
F` I.625 I.750 41.28 44.45
G .624 .688 15.85 17.4 8

H .187 4.75
J I.062 I. 250 26.97 31.75

K I-- .125 3.18

L 6.000 152.40

M .375 9.53
N .220 5.59
P .437 .562 11.10 14.27

R I.6'5 I.629 41.02 4 I . 38

S 2.812 46.02
T 3.484 3.516

I

88.49 89.31

U 5'0 51®

V 520 520

W .122 .128 3.10 3.25
X I.000 25.40
Y .'49 •159        , 3.78 4.04

NOTES.

1.         (')    CONTACT     SURFACE

2         flEFEnENCE    DiMENsioNs    ARE    FOR     iNFORMATioN     ONLy    &

AFiE    NOT    REoumEo    FOR     iNspECTioN     pUFIPoSES.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  8295A  is  a  ceramic/metal,  forced-air  cooled,  radial  beam

pentode  with  a  rated  maximum  plate  dissipation  of  1000  watts.  It  is  cap-
able  of  high  power  gain  and  excellent  efficiency  at  relatively  low  plate
voltage.  The 8295A  is  a direct replacement  for the 8295.

This   external-anode  tube  is  especially  suited  for  Class  AB|  linear
rf amplifier  service,  but  will  also provide  excellent  performance  in  Class
A82,  Class  8,  and Class  C  service.

GENERAL    CHARACTERISTICS   1

8295A

RADIAL    BEAM

POWEFI    PENTODE

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide Coated,  Unipotential
Heater:  Voltage      .........................        6.0  ±  0.3    V

Current  ,  at  6.0  volts     ................                     8.2   A

Amplification  Factor (Average):

Grid  to  Screen  ...........................                       3.4

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances (grounded  cathode)2
Input...................................................

Output...................................................

Feedback       ..................,........................   _   I   _   .   .   .

40pF
18.5   pF
0.09   pF

Frequency of Maximum  Rating:
CW       .....................................................                  30    MHz

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice as  the
result    of  additional   data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using this  infor-
mation  for  final  equipment  design.

2.   Capacitance    values   are  for   a   cold  tube  as  measured   in  a  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  Industries  As-
sociation  Standard  F{S-191.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length      ...............................................        5.05  in;   128    mm

Diameter     ..............................................        4.03   in;   102    mm

Net  Weight   .....
Operating  Position

(Revised  1-15-73)  ©   1970 Varian

2.8  lb; 1.27  kg
•.....         A.ny

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam    carlos    /    california    94070



8295A

Maximum Operating Temp erature
Ceramic/Metal  Seals  .................
Anode  Core  .......................

Cooling...........................

Base............................

Recommended Socket  (includes integral  chimney)

...............       250    OC

................       250     OC

...............   Forced  Air

.............    7-Pin  Special

EIMAC  SK-184  or  EIMAC  SK-184A

RADIO  FREQUENCY  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER
GRID  DRIVEN,   Class AB|

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .  .   .
DC  SUPPRESSOR  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE    .   .
DC  PLATE  CURF}ENT     .   .   .
PLATE  DISSIPATION     .  .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION     .   .

3000    VOLTS
100   VOLTS
600   VOLTS
0.8    AMPERE

1000    WATTS
30   WATTS

1.   Adjust    to    specified    zero-signal    dc    plate    current.

2.    The     intermoclulation    distortion    products    are    refer-

enced   against  one  tone  of   a   two   equal   tone  signal.

3.    Appi.oximate  value

2

TYPICAL OPEPATION  (Frequencies to 30  MHz)
Class  ABi ,  Grid  Driven,  Peak  Envelope  or
Modulation  Crest  Conditions

Plate  Voltage  ..........

Suppressor  Voltage   ......

i:::e#toa'::qe :  :  :  : :  :  :  : :
Zero-Signal  plate  Current   .  .
Single  Tone  Plate  Current 4  .
Zero-Signal  Screen  Current   .
Single-Tone  Screen  Current 3/4
Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 3   ....
Single  Tone    Useful
Output  Power   ..........
Resonant Load  Impedance  .  .
I ntermodulation  Di stortion
Products2  -   3rd  Order   ....

5th  Order    ....

-24          -22          -23   db
-37          -50          -40   db

4.    For  peak   conditions,   or  for  single-tone  modulation   at
full  signal.   Except  for  brief  tuneup    periods,   operation
under    single-tone    conditions    may    not    be    possible
because of excessive screen  dissipation.

RADlo  FREQUENCY  POWER  AMPLIFIER
OR OSCILLATOR
Class  C  Telegraphy  or  FM  Telephony
(Key-Down  Condi tions)

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .............

DC  SuPPF}ESSOR  VOLTAGE    .........
DC   SCF`EEN   VOLTAGE    ............

DC   GFllD  VOLTAGE    ..............

DC  PLATE  CUPRENT      .............

PLATE  DISSIPATION      .............

SCF`EEN   DISSIPATION      ............

3000    VOLTS
75   VOLTS

500    VOLTS
-200    VOLTS

1.0    AMPERE

1000    WATTS
30   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION  (Frequencies  to  30  MHz)

Plate  Voltage  .........

Suppressor  Voltage   .....
Screen  Voltage  ........
Grid  Voltage    .........
Plate  Current   .........

Screen  Current 1    .......
Grid  Current 1  .........

Peak  rf  Grid  Voltage 1 ....
Calculated  Driving  Powerl .
Plate  Input  Power    ......
useful  Output  Power   ....

1.    Approximate  value.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPERATION  data  are  obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves.  Adjustment of  the  rf  grid
voltage  to obtain  the  specified  plate  current at  the  specif ied  bias,  screen  and  plate  voltages  is assumed.  If this  pro-
cedure  is foHowedo  there WHI  be  little  variation  in  output  power  when  the tube  is  changed,  even  though  there may  be
some  variation  in  grid  and  screen  current.  The  grid  and  screen  currents  which  result  when  the desired plate  current
is  obtained  are  incidental   and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.   These  current  variations  cause  no  difficulty  so  long as  the
circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence of  the  variations  in  current.   If  grid  bias  is obtained  principally
by  means  of  a  grid  resistor,  the  resistor  must  be  adjustable  to  obtain  the  required  bias voltage when  the  correct rf
grid  voltage  is  appl ied.

fi

fi
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RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Min.        Max.
Heater:Currentat6.0volts     ...................................           7.7          8.7A

CathodeWamupTime    .......................................               3          ---minutes

lnterelectrode Capacitances 1 (grounded cathode  connection)
Input    ...............................................        36.0        44.0    pF

Output    ..............................................         16.5        20.5    pF

Feedback    ............................................---          0.12    pF

Amplification Factor
GridtoScreen    ..........................................           3.0           3.8

1.   Capacitance   values   are  for   a   cold tube  as  measured  in  a  shielded fixture  in  accordance with  Electronic  Industries  As-
sociation  Standard  F`S-191.

APPLICATloN

A/OowrJIVG   -   The  8295A  may  be  operated  in  any
position,    and   should   normally   be   mounted   in   the
EIMAC    air-system    socket    SK-184    or    SK-184A,
or    equivalent.    The    SK-184    socket    has    built-in
bypass  capacitors for the screen  grid and suppressor
grid.    The   SK-184A   socket   has   a   built-in   bypass
capacitor  for  the  screen  grid  and  has  grounded  sup-
pressor  grid contacts.

HEATER   -   The  rated  heater  voltage  for  the 8295A
is   6.0   volts,   as   measured   at   the   socket  or  tube
base  pins.   Variations  should  be  restricted  to  plus
or  minus  0.3  volts  for  long tube  life  and  consistent
performance.

COOLJIVG   -   Forced-air   cooling  is   required   in   all
applications,   and  the  use  of  an  air-system  socket.
such   as  the  EIMAC  SK-184  or  EIMAC  SK-184A,  is
recommended.   Each   of  these   sockets   includes   an
integral   chimney   to   direct   air   through   the   anode
cooling  fins.  Cooling is  simplified  if  air  is  directed
in    a   base-to-anode   direction.   At   full   rated    dis-
sipation,  with  air  at  50°C  at  sea  level,  an  air  flow
of  25  cubic  feet  per  minute,  with  a  resulting  pres+
sure  drop  of  approximately  0.15  incli.es  of  water,  is
sufficient    to   limit   maximum   tube   temperature   to
225°C.   If  air  is   not  directed  in   the  base-to-anode
direction,  additional  cooling may be  required  for  the
base   section   of   the   tube.   Cooling   air  should  i'be
applied   before   or   simultaneously   with   the   appli-
cation  of  electrode  voltages,  including  heater,  and
may  be  removed  simultaneously  with  them.

CATHODE  WARA/UP  I/ME   -   Heater  voltage  should
be   applied  for  a   minimum  of  three   minutes  before
the  application  of other  electrode  voltages  to  allow
proper  conditioning of the  cathode  surface.

GRJD    OPERArJOIV   -   In   Class   AB   applications,
grid  bias  voltage  must be obtained  from  a fixed  bias
supply.   The  internal  resistance  of  the  bias  source
should  not  exceed  5000  ohms  in  Class  ABi   appli-
cations   or   2000   ohms   in   Class   A82  applications.
Either  fixed  bias  or  cathode  bias,  or  a  combination
of the two,  is  recommended for Class  C  applications.
Partial  grid  leak  bias,  in  combination  with  fixed  or
cathode   bias,   or  both,   may   be   used    in   Class  C
application  provided  the  total  resistance  of the  grid
leak   plus   the   bias   source   does   not   exceed   5000
ohms,

SCREEN   OPERATIOIV   -   1£   the   scteer\  voltage   ±s
obtained  from  a power supply  separate  from the plate
voltage   supply,   the  circuit   should  be   ananged   so
that  it is  impossible to  apply  screen  voltage without
plate  voltage.  The use of a screen over-current relay
is   recommended,   to  remove  screen  voltage  immedi-
ately   in  case  of  excessive  screen  current  due  to
circuit   problems,    grid   bias   failure,   or   accidental
removal  of  plate  circuit  loading.  In  linear  amplifier
service,  the  screen  voltage  must  be  obtained  from  a
well  regulated  source,  to  prevent  excessive  screen
voltage  variation  due  to  changes  in  screen  cnrrent
which    occur   between   zero-signal    and   full.signal
conditions.



8295A

SUPPRESSOR   OPERATION   -   rme   8295A   petforms
well  with  the  suppressor  operated  at  cathode  poten-
tial.    For   maximum   efficiency   at   high   power   input
and   low  plate  voltages,  a  positive  voltage  of  about
35  volts   should  be  applied  to  the  suppressor.  How-
ever,   the  actual  value  is  not  critical,   and  voltages
between    25   and   45   volts   may   be   used   with   only
minor     differences     in     performance.     The    internal
resistance   of   the    suppressor   grid   voltage   supply
should not exceed  3000 ohms.

PLATE   OPERATJOIV   -   The   maximum   rated  plate
dissipation   power   for   the   8295A   is   1000   watts.
Except  for  brief  periods  during  circuit  adjustment,
this   maximum  value  should  not  be  exceeded.   Con-
tact  to  the  plate  may  be  made  either  at  the  top  cap
or   by   means   of   a   circular   clamp   or   spring-finger
collet  around  the  outer  surface  of  the  anode  cooler
itself.   Points  of  electrical  contact  with  the  anode
should  be  kept  clean  and  free  of  oxide  to  minimize
rf   loss.    The   anode   cooler   should    be   inspected
periodicauy  and  cleaned  when  necessary  to  remove
any dirt which might interfere with  effective  cooling.

GENERAL OPERATION  NOTES   -   A netal chassis
or  equivalent  means  should  be  provided  to  separate
the   input   and   output   circuits   of  an   amplifier  em-
ploying the 8295A.Reasonableprecautions should be
observed  in  regard  to  bypassing and  shielding of the
supply  leads  to  prevent  coupling between  input  and
output   through   extemal   circuits.   The   use   of   the
EIMAC  SK-184  or  SK-184A  air-system  sockets,  with
integral  bypass  capacitance  built  in,  is  helpful  in
these  respects.  When  it  is  desired  to  apply  voltage
to   the  suppressor  of  the  tube,   it   is   recommended
that   any  suppressor  bypass  capacitance  be
located  on  the  anode  side  of  a  chassis.  Total  sup-
pressor   bypass   capacitance   should   be   sufficient
to   result  in  a  reactance  of  3  ohms  or  less  at  the
operating   frequency.   The   dc   supply   lead   to   the
suppressor   should   either   be   located   entirely   on
the   anode  side  of  the  shielding  (chassis),   or  fed
through  an effective  rf choke located well  out of the
field  of  the  plate  tank  circuit  and  again  bypassed
before  passing  throuch  the  shielding  into  any  com-

partment  exposed to the  control  grid  circuit.

NF:UTRALIZATloN     FOR    RF    OPERATION   -+n
most  Class  C  applications,  the  8295A  may  be  oper-
ated  without  neutralization  provided  the  suppressor

grid   and   screen   grid   are   effectively   grounded   for
radio  frequencies.  The  use  of the  EIMAC  air-system
sockets   is   heir;ful   in   this   respect.   F`or  minimum-
distortion Class  AB| linear amplifier service,  where
reaction  on  the  driver  circuit  should  be  eliminated
completely,   it  will   usually   be   found  advisable  to
neutralize   the   small   feedback   capacitance   of  the
tube.

INTERELECTRODE     CAPACITANCE -Tt\e    actual
internal  interelectrode  capacitance   of  a  tube  is  in-
fluenced    by   many   variables   in   most   applications,
such   as   stray  capacitance  to  the  chassis,  capaci-
tance   added  by  the  socket   used,   stray  capacitance
between  tube  terminals,  and  wiring  effects.  To  con-
trol  the   actual  capacitance  values  within  the  tube,
as  the  key  component  involved,  the  industry  and  the
Military   Services   use   a   standard   test   procedure   as
described      in     Electronic     Industries    Association
Standard  RS-191.  This  requires  the  use  of  specially
constructed  test  fixtures  which effectively  shield  all
external  tube  leads  from  each  other   and  eliminates
any   capacitance   reading  to   "ground".   The   test   is

performed  on  a  cold  tube.  Other  factors  being  equal,
controlling    internal   tube   capacitance   in   this   way
normally   assures   good   interchangeability   of   tubes
over   a   period   of  time,   even  when  the   tube   may be
made   by   different   manufacturers.   The   capacitance
values  shown  in  the  manufacturer's  technical  data,
or   test   specifications,   normally   are   taken   in   ac-
cordance  with  Standard  RS-191.

The  equipment  designer  is  therefore  cautioned  to
make   allowance   for   the   actual   capacitance  values
which  will  exist  in  any  normal  application.  Measure-
ments  should  be  taken  with  the  socket  and  mounting
which  represent  approximate  final  layout  if  capaci-
tance   values   are   highly   significant   in   the   design.

JZJGH  VOLTAGE   -   The  8295A  operates  at  voltages
which   can   be   deadly,   and   the   equipment   must  be
designed  properly  and  operating  precautions  must  be
followed.  Equipment  must be  designed  so that  no  one
can   come  in  contact  with  high  voltages.   All  equip-
ment  must  include  safety  enclosures  for  high-voltage
circuits   and   terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to
open  the  primary  circuits  of  the  power  supplies  and
to   discharge   high-voltage   condensers   whenever  ac-
cess  doors  are  opened.  Interlock  switches  must  not
be   bypassed   or   "cheated"  to  allow   operation  with
access    doors    open.    Always    remember   that   HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN KILL.

®
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AIR-SYSTEM  SOCKETS

Two air-system  sockets  are  available  for  the  8295A,  each  of which  makes  all  electrical  contacts  to  the
tube except to  the anode.  The characteristics of these  sockets  are as  follows:

EIMAC  SK-184             EIMAC  SK-184A

Screen  Grid  Bypass  Capacitor     .  .  a  ....  a  .

Suppressor Grid Bypass  Capacitor     ......
2000  pF,1000 Vdc     2000  pF,1000 Vdc
2500pF,500Vdc       none

Groundedcontacts  (to  socket  frame)   .................            none                                  Suppressor  Grid
AnodeAirChimney     ............................            Integral                             Integral

SPECIAL  APPLICATloN

If  it  is  desired  to  operate  this  tube  under  conditions  widely  different  from  those  listed  here,  write to
Power   Grid   Tube   Division,   EIMAC   Division   of  Varian,   301   Industrial   Way,   San   Carlos,   California
94070,  for information  and  recommendations.
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DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM.
lNCHES MILLIMETEFts

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

A 3.458 3.832 87.83 97.33
a 3.968 4.032 loo.79 102.41

C 3.485 3.515 88.52 89.28
E I.615 I.630 41.02 4 I.40
F .655 .719 '6.64 I 8 . 26

G I.395 I.645 35.43 41.78

H I.468 I.532 37.29 38.91

J .593 .657 15.06 I 6 .69

K I.056 I.219 26.82 30.96
L .438 .562 I  I .13 14.27

M .559 .573 14.20 14.55

N .400 10.16

P .125 3.18

T .250 6.35
V .220 5.59
W .056 .062 I.42 I.57

X .120 .127 3.05 3.23
REFEF`ENCE     DIMENsloNS

D 510

a .125 3.18

R 520
S .125 3.18

U .250 6.35
Y I.000 25.40

PIN     CONNECTloNS

PIN     NO. EIEMENT

I k

2 91

3 h

4 k

5 h

6 91

7 k

CENTEFI     PIN lNT.     CON.

LOWER     FllNG 92
UPPER     FtlN6 93

CAP a

8295A

N;UPPRESSOF`6FllD899c I- ®I
-

I
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  8252W/4PR60C  is  a high-vacuum  tetrode  intended  for pulse-
modulator  service  in  circuits  employing  inductive  or  resistive  loads.  This
tube  unilaterally replaces  the  715C  and  the  5D21  and  supersedes  the  8252/
4PR60B.  The  internal  structure  of the  tube  has  been  strengthened  to  mini-
mize  the effects  of shock and  vibration.

The  8252W/4PR60C has a  maximum  plate  dissipation  rating of 60 watts,
is  cooled  by  radiation  and  convection,  and  delivers  pulse  output  power  in
the  region  of  300  kilowatts  with  less  than  one  kilowatt  of  pulse  driving

Power.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Cathode:  Oxide-coated,  Unipotential
Heater  Voltage     ............................         26.0    V

Heater  Current      ............................           2.1    A

Cathode  Heating  Time  ........................                3    Min.

a

A

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances 2
Cin....................................

Cout...................................

Cgp....................................

43pF
8.5   pF
1.5   pF

8252W
4PR60C

PULSE

MODULATOR

TETRODE

1.   Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance tests.  These  figures may  change without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment  design.

2.    Capacitance  values  are  for  a  cold  tube as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in  accordance  with  Electronic  ln-
dustries  Association  Standard  RS-191A.

MECHANICAL

Environmental  Capability
Base.............

Mounting  Position .....
Cooling...........

........................       See  Application  Note

Fits  E.F.  Johnson  Co.  Socket Number  122-234  or equivalent
•.................................... Any

......................   Radiation  and  Convection
Recommended Heat Dissipating Plate  Connector  .
Maximum  Seal  and  Envelope  Temperatures  .....
Maximum  Over-All  Dimensions

EIMAC  HR-8
..          200OC

Length      ..........................................         6.000  in;  152.4  min

Diameter.  .  .
Net  Weight    .  .  .

Shipping Weight

(Revised  6-30-71)       ©    1962,1966,1971  Varian

3.063  in;     77.9mm

12oz;    0.34kg
2.51b;     1.14kg

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    sam     carlos     /    california    94070



8252W/4PF]60C

PULSE  MODULATOR  OR  SWITCH  TUBE  SERVICE

ABSOLUTE  MAXIMUM  flATINGS

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   ..........

DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE   .........

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE2   ..........

PEAK  POSITIVE  GFHD  VOLTAGE   .   .   .

PEAK  PLATE  CURRENT   .........

PEAK  POSITIVE  PLATE  VOLTAGE    .  .

PLATE  D I SS I PAT I ON (Average)    ....

20    KILOVOLTS

1.5    KILOVOLTS
-1.0    KILOVOLT

300    VOLTS
18    AMPEPIES

25    KILOVOLTS

60   WATTS

SCREEN  DISSIPATION   (Average)...              8    WATTS

GF]lD   DISSIPATION(Average)   .....              1     WATT

DUTY   ....................       See  chart  page  6

1.   Approximate  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Pulse  Modulator  (Per  Tube)
DC  Plate  Voltage   ......
Pulse  Plate  Current  .....
DC  Screen  Voltage   .....
Pulse  Screen  Current 1   .  .  .
DC  Grid  Voltage     ......
Pulse  Grid  Currentl .....
Pulse  Positive  Grid  Voltage
Duty..............

Pulse  Duration  ........
Peak  Positive  Plate Voltage
Pulse  Input  Power  ......
Pulse  Output  Power  .....
Pulse  Output  Voltage ....

16.0      200   kvdc
10.0
1.25
1.8

-550
0.20

30
0.0025

5
25

160
150

15.0     1

2.   The  effective  grid-circuit  resistance  must  not  exceed
100,000  ohms.

RANGE  VALUES  FOR  EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Heater  Current at  Ef = 27.0  volts    .................

Interelectrode  Capacitancesl  (grounded  cathode  connection)
Cin..................................

Cout.................................

Cgp..................................

1.    Capacitance  values   are for  a  cold  tube  as  measured  in  a  special  shielded  fixture  in   accordance with  Electronic  rn-
dustries  Association  Standard  PS-191.

APPLICATloN

MECHANICAL

MOowr/IVG   -   The  4PR60C  may  be  mounted  and
operated   in  any   position.   A   flexible  connecting
strap  should  be   provided  between  the   plate  ter-
minal  and the  external  plate  circuit.

If  environmental  stress,  such  as  shock  or  vi-
bration  is  expected,  the  tube  must  be  clamped  in-
to position by  means  of clamps  on the  metal skirt.
Such  clamps  must  be  shaped  to  fit  the  contour  of
the  skirt  and  must  be  fastened  to  the  tube  before
being  tightened   to  the  chassis   in  order  that  no
distorting  force  will  be  applied.  No  lateral  pres-
sure  or  clamping  action  should  be  applied  to  the
base  pins  or to any  part  of the  tube  other  than the
skirt.   The   skirt   is   internally   connected   to  the
cathode.

COOL/IVG   -   Adequate   ventilation   must   be   pro-
vided  so  that  seal  and/or  envelope  temperatures
do not  exceed  200°C  under any  operating or  stand-
by  condition.  When the  4PR60C  is  operated  where
air   circulation   is   restricted,   these  temperatures
can   easily  reach   225°C   or   more   which  will  ac-
celerate  seal  deterioration  and  cause  early  tube
failure.

2

Adequate  control  of  the  base   temperature,  in
particular,  is  necessary.  Envelope  and  plate-seal
temperatures   do   not    ordinarily   require   special
attention  provided  that  an  HR-8  heat dissipating
plate  connector  is  used.  However, each  individual
application   of   the'  4PR60C   should   be   carefully
evaluated  to  assure  safe  operating  temperatures.
A  blower  is  usually required  only when  normal air
circulation is  restricted, when the  ambient temper-
ature   exceeds   25C`C,   when  the   altitude   is   other
than   sea   level,   or  when  a  combination  of these
factors  exists.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER  OPERArJOIV   -   The  heater  voltage,  as
measured  directly  at  the   heater  pins,   should  be
maintained  at  the  rated  value  of  26.0 volts.  Maxi-
mum   variations   in   heater   voltage   must   be  kept
within  the  range  of  23.4  to  28.6  volts.  Where  con-
sistent  performance and  long tube  life  are factors,
the  heater  voltage   must  be  kept  within  range  of
24.7 to 27.3 volts.  The  peak  pulse-emission capa-
bility   of  the   cathode   may  be   impaired   at  low

a
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heater   voltages,   and   high  heater   voltages  con-
tribute to short tube  life.

A  heater  noise  test  is  conducted  periodically
on  4PR60C  samples.  This  test  insures  that  the
heater/cathode  assembly will  not  generate  exces-
sive  rf  noise  during  vibration  over  the  frequency
range  of  10 to 50 eps.

A   500-hour   heater   cycling  test   is   also  con-
ducted p9riodically on 4PR60C samples.This test
consists   of  at  least  1000  complete  on-off cycles
and  insures  that   gridito-cathode  shorts  will  not
occur as  a  result  of cumulative hysteresis  effects
upon  mechanical  joints  in  the  cathode  assembly.

CATHODE   OPERATI01V   -   It   ls   esset\t±al  that
the  minimum  cath ode  heating time  of three  min-
utes  be  observed  prior  to the  flow  of cathode  cur-
rent.  Conservative  design  for  reliable  tube  opera-
tion   in   pulse   circuits   dictates   the   use   of  five
minutes  minimum  heating time.

The     "Cathode    Current    Derating   Chart"
depicts   the   current   capabilities   of  the  4PR60C
cathode  at  various  pulse  durations  and  duty  fac-
tors.  To use  this  chart,  enter  with  pulse  duration
and note  the  intersection with desired  pulse  cafh-
ode  current  (the  total  of  plate,  screen,  and  grid
currents during particular  pulse condition). At this
intersection read  off values  of maximum duty  and/
or pulse repetition rate.

Under  a  given  set  of  operating conditions,  ele-
ment  dissipations  may  limit  the  maximum  permis-
sible duty to a value  less than that which cathode
considerations would dictate.  When this  occurs,  it
will  usually  be  found  that  screen  dissipation  is
the   limiting   factor   under   low   tube-voltage-drop
conditions   and  that   plate  dissipation   limits  the
maximum  duty  under  high  tube-voltage-drop  con-
ditions.

CONTROL-GRID    0PERATloN   -   "e    avetag;a
power  dissipated  by  the  control  grid  of  the  4PR-
60C  must  not  exceed  one  watt.  Control-grid  dis-
sipation  is  not  usually  a  limiting  factor  with  this
tube,  but  can be  computed as  the  product  of pulse
grid  current,  pulse  positive  grid  voltage,  and  duty
factor.Similarly,  pulse driving power is  pulse  grid
current  times  pulse  grid  voltage  swing  ¢ias  volt-
age  plus  positive  grid  voltage).

SCREEN-GRID OPERATloN   -   Ttie ave[agie pow~
er  dissipated  by  the  screen  of  the  4PR60C  must
not  exceed  eight  watts.  Screen  dissipation  is  the
product  of dc screen voltage, pulse  screen current,
and  duty  factor.  Excessive  screen  dissipation  is
likely  to  occur  under  conditions  of  low  tube-volt-
age drop during conduction.  This  condition can  be

relieved  by  using  a  lower  plate  load  resistance
which  will  cause  higher  tube-voltage  drop  during
conduction.

A bleeder resistance designed  to draw  at  least
10 milliamperes  of current should  be connected  di-
rectly from screen to cathode of the 4PR60C.This
bleeder resistance will insure that only a  positive
current    load   is   presented  to  the  screen supply.

PLATE  OPERArJOIV   -   The  plate  of the 4PR60C
is  radiation cooled  and  is  rated  at  60 watts  maxi-
mum  dissipation.  Average  plate  dissipation  must
not  exceed  60  watts.  The  4PR60C  should  not  be
operated   without   a   heat-dissipating   plate   con-
nector   such   as   the   recommended  EIMAC   liz-_8.

Average   plate   dissipation  may  be  calculated
as  the  product  of  pulse  plate  current,  pulse  tube-
voltage  drop,  and  duty  factor.  Excessive  average
plate  dissipation  is  likely to  occur  at  high  values
of  pulse  tube-voltage  drop.  The  calculated  value
of  plate  dissipation  may  be  well  below  60  watts
in  a   given  case,  but  excessive  dissipation  may
result  if  pulse  rise  and  fall times  are appreciable
compared  to  pulse  duration.  This  excessive  plate
dissipation   occurs   because   long   rise   and   fall
times  slow  down  the  plate  voltage  swing  and  al-
low  plate  current  to  flow  for  longer  periods  in the
high  voltage-drop  region.

The   plate-supply   voltage   for   the   4PR60C
should   not   exceed   20  kilovolts.   In   circuits  em-

ploying  inductive  loading,  the  peak  instantaneous
plate   voltage   should   not   exceed   25   kilovolts.

CAUTION-HIGH   VOLTAGE   -   Ope[at±ng  voltage
for  the  4PR60C  can  be  deadly,  so  the  equipment
must  be  designed   properly  and   operating  precau~
tions  must  be  followed.  Design  equipment  so  that
no  one  can  come  in  contact  with  high  voltages.
All  equipment  must  include  safety  enclosures  for
high  voltage  circuits   and  terminals,   with  inter-
lock  switches  to  open  the  primary  circuits  of  the
power  supply  and  to  discharge  high  voltage  cap-
acitors   whenever   access   doors   are   opened.   In-
terlock    switches   must    not    be   bypassed   or
"cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  access  doors

open.    Always    remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE
CAN  KILL.

SHOCK/VJBRATJOIV   -   The  internal  structure  of
the  4PR60C  has  been  reinforced  to  minimize  the
effects  of  shock  and  vibration  in  the  grid-cathode
section  of  the  tube.  When  environmental  stress  is
expected,  proper  mounting  is  extremely  important

(see  MOUNTING).
Production  samples  are  periodically  tested  for

ability  to  survive  50  G,11  millisecond shockim-
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pact,  and  vibration  at  a  fixed  double-amplitude  of
0.08  inch  over  the  range  of  10  to  50  Hz  and  10  G
of  acceleration  over  the  range   of  50  to  200  Hz.

X-RADJAT/OIV   -   High-vacuum  tubes  operating at
voltages   higher   than   10   kilovolts   produce   pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is   increased.   The  4PR60C,  operating  at
its   rated   voltages   and   currents,   is   a   potential
X-ray  hazard.   Only  limited   shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.   Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion  level  can  increase  significantly  with  aging
and   gradual  deterioration,   due  to   leakage   paths
or  emission  characteristics  as  they  are  affected
by  the  high  voltage.  X-ray  shielding  must  be  pro-
vided   on   all   sides   of  tubes   operating   at  these
voltages  to  provide  adequate  protection  through-
out  the  tube's  life.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  the  tube  should  never
be  operated  without  adequate  shielding  in  place
when   voltages   above   10   kilovolts   are   in   use.
Lead  glass, which attenuates X-rays,  is  available
for  viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to
the  requirement  for  or  the  adequacy  of  shielding,

4

an   expert   in  this   field   should   be   contacted  to
perform  an  X-ray  survey  of the  equipment.

Operation     of    high-voltage    equipment    with
interlock  switches   "cheated"  and  cabinet  doors
open  in  order  to be  better  able  to  locate  an equip-
ment    malfunction   can    result    in   serious   X-ray
exposure .

CAUTION-GLASS      IMPLOSI0N   -   The      ETMAC
4PR60C  is  pumped  to  a  very  high  vacuum,  which
is  contained  by  a  glass  envelope.  When  handling
a  glass  tube,  remember  that  glass  is  a  relatively
f ragile    material,    and    accidental   breakage   can
result  at  any  time.  Breakage  will  result  in  flying

glass  fragments,  so  safety  glasses,  heavy  cloth-
ing,    and    leather    gloves   are    recommended   for

protection.

SPECJAL   APPLJCArJOIV   -   If   it   is   desired   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent   from   those   listed   here,   write   to   Power
Grid  Tube   Division,  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,
301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070,
for  information  and  recommendations.
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DIMENSIONAL   DATA

DIM.
INCHES M LLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. REF MIN. MAX. PEF.

A 5.750 6.000 146.10 152.40

8 - 3.063 - - 77.80
C 5.344 5.594 135.7 142.I

D I.125 I. 250 28.57 31.75 -
E 2.885 2.905 73.28 73.79
F 0.328 - 8.33
G 0.438 0.500 - 11.13 12.70 -
H 0 .016 - 0.41 -
J CAP:    C -41      (JEDEC    DESIGNATION)

N 0.250 - 6.55
P 0.043 0.057 - I.09 I.45 -
Q - 0.'88 - 4.77
R - 0.687 - 17.45

T 0.171 0.203 4.34 5.16

U 0.17 I 0.203 4.54 5.16 -
V I.788 I.815 45.42 46.05
W 0.183 0.  191 4.65 4.85
X 0.157 5.99

HEATER    CATHODE

NOTES:

I.   DIMENSIONS   IN   INCHES.

2.  (I)CONTACT    Af}EA.

-  H EA T E F}
3.  u[*)DEFINES    CYLINDRICAL   AREA    AVAILABLE

FOB   CLAMPING   WHKIN   MUST   NOT   BE   DISTORTED

BY   CLAMPING   ACTloN.

4.   THE   BASE   piNS   SHALL   BE   CAFIABLE    oF  ENrrERING

A  GAUGE    I/4  INCH   THICK   HAVING   FOUR   .214"  DIA.

HOLES   LOCATED   ON   11/16  CENTEPS   AND  A

CENTEB  HOLE    .250  DIA
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The  Eimac  8187/4PR65A  is  a  pulse  tetrode  intended  for  use  in  pulse-modulator,

pulsed-amplifier,  and pulsed-oscillator service.  This  compact,  high vacuum,  radial-beam
tetrode,  incorporating  a  Pyrovac  plate  and  non-emitting  grids,  is  recommended  for  use
jn new equipments where high voltage, high current, or high duty factor is encountered.

Cooling  of  the  tube  is  accomplished  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  cii.cula-
tion  of  foi.ced-air  through  the  base  t`nd  ai.ound  the  envelope.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Filament:   Thoriatod   tungs+en

Voltage---------

Current---------

Amplifica+ion   Factor   (Grid   to   screen)         -----

Direct   lnterelectrode   Capacitances,   Grounded    Cathode:t
Grid-plate--.---.-

lnptJt-----.--.

Outpu+---.--.--

Highest   Frequency  for   Maximum   Ratings    -----

MECHANICAL
Base--------...-

Basing-----------

Recommend   socke+     ---------

Operating    position      ---------

Maximum   Operatin.g   Tempera+ures:

Base    seals            --------

Plate    seal            -..----.

Cooling----.------

Recommended   Heat-Dissipating   plate   connector        -          -          -
Maximum   Over-all   Dimensions:

Length-.-.-.---

Diameter---------

Not   weigh+    (tube   only)    --------

Shipping   weight         ---------

tln  Shielded  Fixture

PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

MAXIMutvl   RATINGS

DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE        -          .

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE    -          -

DC   GRID   VOLTAGE           -           -

PEAK    PLATE   CURRENT    -           -

PLATE   DISSIPATION    (AVG.)    .

SCREEN    DISSIPATI0N    (AVG.)

GRID    DISSIPATION     (AVG.)    .

•           15    MAX.    KILOVOLTS

-         2.0    MAX.    KILOVOLTS

--I.a   MAX.   KILOVOLT

•          1.0    MAX.    AMPERES

-         65    MAX.    WATTS

•          10    MAX.    WATTS

-            5    MAX.    WATTS

(Effective  2-15-63)   c    1968  by  Varian

Min.     Nom.      Max.
.           -     6.0

3.2                                  3.8

-           .     6.0

.             -             -        0.12

6.0                               8.3

I.9                                 2.6

•           -           -         '50

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC   plato   voltage          -
DC  screen   Yol+age        -
DC   Grid   Vol+age           -
Pulse   Plo+a   Vol+ago         -

Peak   plato   current        -
Pulse   Scroon   Curron+   -

Pulse  Grid   current       -
Pulse   Pos.   Grid   Voltage

Pulse    Drive    Power          -

Pulse   Plato   lnpu+   Power

Pulse   Plo+a   Output   Power

Du+y-.--

5.pin

----            See    drawing

National    HX-2?   or   Johnson    122-101
-            Vertical,    base    down    or    up

•----              2000C

•----                225OC

-          -Radiation   and  forced-air

----             Eimac    HR-6

-.--            4.I,       incl,es

----             2.38       inches

----            3            ounces

----            I.5         pounds

-            5               10               15 kilovolts

•     500          500          500volts
-loo   -225   -270volts
-     4.35           9.35        14.35Lilovolts

-    0.95         0.95         0.95 amperes
-    0.20         0.20         a.20 ampore

-0.12          0.12          0.12ampere

-      loo           loo           loovol+s

•    33.6         39.0         44.5watts

•    4.75         9.50       14.25kilowatts

•    4.10          8.85       13.60kilowatts

•        10              10             lopercent

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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RADIO-FREOUENCY   PLATE   AND   SCREEN-PULSED  AMPLIFIER   AND   OSC]LLATOR*

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

PEAK   DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE      -           -             10   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE     -           -           -           2.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE        ---- 1.0   MAX.   KOLOVOLT
PEAK   CATHODE   CURRENT   (No+e   1)       I.5   MAX.   AMPERES

PLATE    DISSIPATION    (AVGi.)    -            -            65   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    (AVG.)            -            10   MAX.   WATTS

GiRID    DISSIPATION     (AVG.)    -           -               5   MAX.   WATTS

*When    used    as    a     RF    Plate-and    Screen-Pulsed    Amplifier,    the

grid   drive   must   also   be   pulsed   to   avoid   overheating   this   ele-
men+   during    the    inter-pulse    periods.

TYPICAL   OPERATION

Pulse   platdvoltage        -           -

Pulse    Screen   Voltage   -           -

DC    Grid    Voltage           -           -

Pulse    Plate    Curren+    (Note    I)

Pulse   Screen    Current   -           -

Pulse   Grid   current        -           -

Peak   RF  Grid  voltage  -           -

Pulse    Drive    Power          -           -

Pulse   Plate    Input    Power         -

Pulse   Plate   Output   Power     -

Duty---.-

•             5               7.5                 10   kilovolts

I      500           500           500  volts

--265    -300    -335 volts
-200           200           200mA
-        20              20              20  rnA

12                  12                  12mA

•      370            405            440  vol+s

•       4.5          4.85             5.3   wet+s

•    1000         1500         2000   waf+s

•       8)5          1270          1720   watts

-35              28              23   percent

RADio-FREouENcy   eRID-PULSED
AMPLIFIER   AND   OSC.LLATOR
MAXIMUM   RATINGS

DC    PLATE   VOLTAGE         -           -           -7.5   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE    -           -           -       2.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

DC   GRID   VOLTAGE           ---- I.0   MAX.   KILOVOLT

PEAK   CATHODE   CURRENT   (Note   I)    I.5   MAX.   AMPERES

PLATE   DISSIPATION    (AVG.)    -           -65   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    (AVG.)            -10   MAX.   WATTS

GRID    DISSIPATION     (AVG.)    -          -25   MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION

DC    Plate    Voltage           -           -

DC    Screen    Voltage       -           -

DC   Grid   voltage           -          -
Pulse   Plate   Current   (No+e   I)

Pulse   Screen   Current   -           -

Pulse   Grid   current        -           -

Peak    RF   Grid    Vol+age            -

Pulse    Drive    Power         -           -

Pulse    Plate    Input   Power         -

Pulse    Plate   Output   Power   -

Duty-----

-       4.5             6.0

-      500           500

--260    -280
.      200           200

-         20              20

-          '2               '2

-      365            385

.       4.4            4.6

.      900         1200

-       725          1000

-         37               32

7.5   kilovolts

500  volts
-300  yolts

200  rnA
20mA

12mA

405  yolts

4.9  watts

I 500  watts

1265   waf+s

27  percent

Note   I:   The   maximum   peak-cathode   current   rating   refers   to   +he   instantaneous   peak   ca+hode   current   available.   This   rating   is   based

on    available    emiss;on   throughout fe   of   80   milliamperes   per   watt    of   filament    power.   The    pulse    plate    current   data    shown
under   the    Typical    Opera+ion    see on    refers   to   th-e    dc    plate   curl.ent   component   during   the   pulse.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

Mounling-The  8187/4PR65A  must  be  operated  ver-
tically, base up  or down.  The socket must provide clear-

:Fetiefo5atshe?filafi:xt.ig|-eof:.`:,::ccti:;t:::.:;f::=u#eb:e::::.
vided between the plate terminal and the external plate
circuit,  and the  Eimac  HR-6  connector  (or  equivalent)
used  on the tube plate lead.  The  socket must not apply
lateral  pressure  against  the  base  pins.  The  tube  must
be  protected  from  severe  vibration  and  shock.
Cooling-When   the   inlet   air  temperature   does   not
exceed   30°   C   it   will   not   oidinai.ily   be   necessary,  to
provide  forced-air  cooling. 6f  the  envelope  or  the  plat'e
seal  at  fi.equencies  below  30  Mc.   provided  the  HR-6
Heat-Radiating  plate  connector  is  used  and  the  tube
I.s   so   located   that   normal   c{irculation   of   air   past   the
envelope  is  not  impeded.

In  the  event  the  inlet  air temperature  is  expected to
be   greater   than   30°   C,   adequate   forced-air   cooling
must  be  provided  to  maintain  base-seal  and  plate-seal
tempera`tures  below  200.°. C  and  225°   C,  respectively.
In   all' classes   of  oP'eration   it   i§   recommended   that   a
heat  radiating  connector,  the  Eimac  HR-6  or  equiv-
alent,  be  installed  dn  the  anode`  terminal,  and  that  a
socket   be   employed   which   provides   for   proper   seal
cooling.   When  the  Eimac  8187/4PR65A,  utilizing  an
HR-6 heat radiator, is operated at dc or low frequencies
in   a   Johnson   122-101   socket,   the   minimum   air flow
requirements  to  maintain  seal  temperatures  at  200°  C
in  500  C  inlet  air  are  tabulated  below:

2

Sea    Level '0,000    Feet

Ayg.  Plate Air     Flow Plenum     Pressure Ai,    Flow Ptenum     Pressure

Dissipation (CFM) Drop.     (Inches (CFM) Drop.     (Inches

(watts) of   Water) of   Water)

40 I.7 0.013 2.5 0.02

50 2.4 0.024 3.5 0.04

65 3.3 0.036 4.8 0.06

When the Eimac 8187/4PR65A is used as a pulsed-
amplifiei.   or   oscillator   at   fi.equencies   above   30   Mc,
additional  cooling  may  be  required  to  compensate  for
the   effects   of  plate   and  base-seal  heating   caused  by
rf   charging   currents   and   dielectric   losses.   Since   the
amount of seal heating varies  with  the particular appli-
cation,  it  is  suggested  that  the  user  monitor  the  seal
temperatures  to  determine  the  adequacy  of the  cooling
air.

Cooling   air   should   be   applied  before   or   simultail-
eorisly   with   the   application   of   filament  voltage   and
may  be  removed  simultaneously  with  filament  voltage.
In   any   qiiestionable   situation,   the   only   critei.ion   for
a`dequate   cooling   is   temperature.   Tube   temperature
may be measured conveniently by using a temperature-
sensitive  paint.

ELECTRICAL
Filament  Volfoge-For  maximum  tube  life  the  fila-
ment voltage,  as measured directly at the filament pins,
should  be  6.0  volts.  Variations  in  filament voltage  must



be  kept  within  the  range  of  5.7  to  6.3  volts.

When the 8187/4PR65A is utilized in pulse applica-
tions  where high  peak  currents  are  demanded,  filament
voltage must be maintained at the rated value;  the nor-
mally   allowable   five-percent   variation   in   this   voltage
cannot  be  tolerated  if  the  tube's  peak-current  capabil-
itl'es  al.e  to  be  realized.

Element  Dissipalion-Under  normal  operating  condi-
tions, the i`verage plate dissipation  of the 8187/4PR65A
should   not   be   allowed   to   exceed   65   watts.   Dissipa-
tion   in   excess   of  this   maximum   rating  is   permissable
for  short  periods  of  time,  such  as  during  tuning  pro-
cedures.

The   average   power   dissipated   by   the   screen-grid
and   the   control-grid   must   not   exceed   10   watts   and
5  watts,  respectively.

Cut-Off Characteristics-The Plate Current Cut-Off
Characteristics  of  the  8187/4PR65A  are  shown  in  the
graph  below.  These  curves  indic`ate  the  value  of  nega-
tive  grid  voltage  required  to  maintain  a  plate-current
flow  of  50  microamperes  or  less  at  the  various  plate
and  screen  voltages  noted.  These  curves  were  plotted
from   a  "typical"  tube  whose   electrical  characteristics
closely  approximate  the  mean  value  in  the  tube  test
specification.

Eac`h 8187/4PR65A is tested to insure proper cut-off
characteristics   at   maximum   ratings.   This   cut-off   test
is  made with  a plate voltage of  15  KV,  a screen voltage

-800

3

ZEE, 4PR65A -

of  I.5  KV  with  the  grid  voltage  adjusted  to  maintain
a   plate   current   of    10   microamperes.    Under   these
test  conditions  the  negative  grid  bias  must  not  exceed
575  volts.   Due  to  tube-to-tube  variations  this   cut-off
point  will  vary  and  the  typical  range  can  be  expected
to be between 350 volts and 500 volts.

Pulse-Modulator   Senrice+The   data   shown   in   the"Typical  Operating"  section  of  Pulse-Modulator  Serv-

ice was  calculated  assuming a rectangular plate voltage
wave-form,   ignoring  the  effects  of  shunt  capacity.   In
reality,  the  total  shunt  capacitance  (including  the  out-
put   capacity   of   the   tube,   stray   capacitance,   etc.)
affects   the   output  wave   form   and  can   have   consid-
erable   effect   on   plate   dissipation.    Since   the   actual
plate   wave form   is   not  rectangular,   even   though  the
grid   pulse    is,    additional   power   will   be    dissipated
during   the   rise   time   and   can,   under   some   circum-
stances,  be  much  greater  than  that  dissipated  during
the  remainder  of the  pulse.  The total  power  dissipated
is  then  the  sum  of  the  power  dissipated  during  the
rise   time   and   the   power   dissipated   during   the   re-
mainder  of the  pulse.

Special  Applications-lf    it    ls    desired    to    operate
this     tube    under    conditlons    widely    different    from
those   given   here,   please  write  to   Power   Grid   Tube
Marketing,   Eimac,   Division  of   Varian,   301   Industrial
Way,     San    Carlos,     California,    for     information    and
recommendat i on s .

EIMAC  4PR65A
TYPICAL

PLATE  CUT-OFF
CHARACTERISTICS

0                                  2                                  4                                 6                                  8                                 10                                12

PLATE  VOLTAGE -KILOVOLTS
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4PR65A -

DIME:NSIONS  IN  INCHE:S

DIME:NSIONAL   DATA

F3E:F.           M[N. MAX. NOM.

A 4 4 - 3/16
a 2 - 3/8
C .350 .365
D - 9/16
E 21/64
F 2 -15/16 3 -5/16
G 2-I/8
H 3/8 I/2

K .000
L 5/16
M 3/8
N I.000
P 102®

R 52®

S •122   DIA. •128   D,A.

T •055 DIA. •061    DIA.
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The  Eimac  8247/4PR125A  is a pulse tetrode intended for use in pulse-modulator, pulsed-
amplifier, and pulsed-oscillator service.  This compact, high vacuum, radial-beam tetrode,
incorporating   a   Pyrovac   plate   and   non-emitting  grids,  is  recommended for use in new
equipments where high voltage, high cur.rent, or high duty factor is encountered.

Cooling  of  the  tube  is  accomplished  by radiation from the plate and by circulation of
forced-air  through  the  base and around the envelope. Cooling can be  simplified by the use
of the  Eimac  SK-410  Air-System Socket and the  SK-406  Air  Chimney.

ELECTRICAL
GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS

Filament:  'Thoriated tungsten                                                       Min.  Nom.  Max.
Voltage   -                                                                               -         5.0

AmpiificactTornreFn:ct-or (Grid to screen)        =                            6.0
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances,  Grounded Cathode:  t

Grid-Plate
Input        -
Cmtyut     -

:fg=essctoFdrueci=ncceyi:E=M5£i=:'m;atings

MECHANICAL
Base
Basing
Recommend Socket
Operating  Position
Maximum Operating Temperatures:

Base  seals           -
Plate  Seal

Cooling
Recommended Heat-Dissipating plate connector   -
Maximum Over-all Dimensions:

Length
Diameter

Net   Weight  (tube  only)     =
Shipping Weight

t  in Shielded Fixture

PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC   PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN   VOLTAGE
DC   GRID  VOLTAGE
PEAK   PLATE   CURRENT
PLATE   DISSIPATION   (AVG.)
SCREEN  DISSIPATION   (AVG.)
GRID   DISSIPATION   (AVG.) MAX.

KILOVOLTS
KILOVOLTS
KILOVOLT
AMPERES
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

volts
7.0                  amperes

uuf
uuf
uuf

umhos
mc

-          5-pin metal  shell
-See drawing

Eimac SK-410 Air-System Socket
-         Vertical, base down or up

:,T,;:;,`:`:

_           Radiation and forced-air
Eimac  HR-6

-       5.69  inches
-       2.81  inches
-        6.5  ounces
-         1.5  pounds

TYPICAL  OPERATION
DC   Plate  Voltage
DC   Screen  Voltage
DC   Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Plate  Voltage
Peak  Plate  Current
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid  Current
Pulse   Pos.  Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Drive  Power
Pulse  Plate  Input  Power
Pulse  Plate  Output  Power
mty

(Effective   3-15-64)©Copyright   1962,1964  by   Eitel-Mccullough,   Inc.

18   kilovolts
i.0  kilovolts

-275   volts
17.0   kilovolts
1.0  ampere
0.2  ampere
25

10   percent

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070
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RADIO-FREQUENCY  PLATE  AND  SCREEN-PULSED  AMPLIFIER  AND  0SCILLATOR*

MAXIMUM RATINGS
PEAK  DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC   SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID  VOLTAGE
PEAK  CATHODE  CURRENT**
PLATE  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
SCREEN  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
GRID  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )

12   MAX.   KILOVOLTS
2.0   MAX.  KILOVOLTS

-1.0   MAX.  KILOVOLT
2.5  MAX.   AMPERES
125  MAX.   WATTS

20  MAX.   WATTS
5  MAX.   WATTS

*When  used  as a  rf Plate-and Screen-Pulsed Amplifier
the  grid  drive  must  also  be  pulsed  to  avoid overheating
this element during the inter-pulse periods.

TYPICAL OPERATION
Pulse  Plate  Voltage
Pulse  Screen  Voltage
DC  Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Plate  Current   **
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid  Current
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Drive  Power
Pulse  I'late  Input  Power
Pulse  Plate  Cfutput  Power
Duty

>RADIO-FREQUENCY  GRID-PULSED  AMPLIFIER  AND  OSCILLATOR

MAXIMUM RATINGS
DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE  .
DC   SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC   GRID  VOLTAGE
I'EAK  CATHODE  CURRENT**
PLATE  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
SCREEN  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
GRID  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )

9.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS
2.0   MAX.  KILOVOLTS

-i.0   MAX.  KILOVOLT_

2.5  MAX.   AMPERES
125  MAX.   WATTS

20  MAX.   WATTS
5  MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION
DC  Plate  Voltage
DC   Screen  Voltage
DC   Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Plate  Current   **
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid  Current
Peak  RF  Grid  Voltage
Pulse  Drive  Power
Pulse  Plate  hput  Power
Pulse  Plate  Output  Power
Duty

810
1.0       i.0

-380   -390
416     416
3636
66

520      530
3.12    3.18
3.33    4.16
2.52    3.24

1513

57
1.0       i.0

-365   -375
416     416
3636
66

505      515
3.0       3.i

2.08    2.92
i.44   2.16
1916

®

12  kilovolts
1.0  kilovolt

-400   volts
416   rna
36ma
6ma

540   volts
3.25  watts

5.0   kilowatts
4.0  kilowatts
12  percent

9  kilovolts
i.0  kilovolts

-385  volts
416   rna
36ma
6ma

525   volts
3.2  watts

3.75  kilowatts
2.88   kilowatts

14  percent

**

The maximumpeak cathode  current rating refers to the  instantaneous peak cathode  current available.    This  rating is
based on available  emission throughout life  of 80  milliamperes per watt of filament power.    The pulse  plate  current
data  shown under the  Typical  Operation  section  refers to the  dc plate  current component  during the pulse.

2

APPLl(ATloN
MECHANICAL

MOunting-The 4PR125A must be operated vertically,
base up  or  down.     When  the  SK-410  Air-System  Socket  is
used   in  conjunction  with  the   SK-406   Air   Chimney,   the
socketmust be  mounted tothe under  surface  of the chassis
to  maintain proper  air space betweenthe plate  seal  and the
chimneyopening,  otherwise plate  seal cooling will be  seri-
ously  impaired.

In the event the  SK-410  Air-System Socket is not used,
the   socket  must  provide  clearance  for  the  glass  tip-off
which extends from the center of thetube. The  metal tube-
base  shell  should be grounded by means of suitable spring
fingers.

Cooli ng-Adequate forced-air cooling must be provided
to maintain  base-seal  and  plate-seal temperatures below
2oo°C  and |70°C,   respectively.     In all   classes of opera-
tion it is recommended that a heat-radiating connector,  the
Eimac  HR-6  or  equivalent,  be  installed on the  anode  ter-
minal,   and that  a  socket  and  chimney  be  employed  which
provides for proper seal cooling.   Whenthe Eimac 4PR125A
is operated  at  d-c  or low frequencies  in an  Eimac  SK-410
Air-System Socket,  complete  with SK-406  Air Chimney and
HR-6  Heat  Radiator,   the minimum airflow  requirements
to  maintain  seal  temperatures  at   170° C  in 50° C  inlet  air
are tabulated:

}  Indicates  chcinge  from  data  sheet  dated  7-15-62

Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Aye.  Plate Air  Flow Plenum  Pressure Air  Flow Plenum  Pressure

Dissipation (CFM) Drop.  (Inches (CFM) Drop.  (Inches

(wo''s) of  Water) of  Water)

50 5.0 0 .014 7.2 0.020

100 8.0 0 .016 10.2 0 .023

125 10.0 0 .018 14.2 0.026

When the  Eimac 4PR125A is used as apulsed-amplifier
or oscillator at frequencies  above 30 Mc, additional cooling
may be  required to compensate for the effects of plate  and
base-seal heating caused by r-I charging currents and di-
electric  losses.  Since  the  amount  of  seal  heating varies
with the particular application,  it is suggested that the user
monitor  the  seal temperatures to determine the  adeqliacy
of the  cooling air.

Cooling air should be  applied before or simultaneously
with the  application of filament voltage and maybe removed
simultaneously  with  filament  voltage.  In any questionable
situation,  the  only  criterion  for adequate  cooling is tem-
perature .  'I\ibe temperature  maybe measured conveniently
by using a temperature-sensitive paint.



ELECTRICAL

Filament  Voltage-  For maximum tube life the fila-
ment  voltage,   as measured directly at the  filament  pins,
should be 5. 0 volts.   Variations  infilamentvoltage  must be
kept within the  range  of  4. 75  to  5. 25  volts.

When   the  4PR125A  is  utilized  in  pulse  applications
where  high  peak currents  are demanded, filament voltage
must  be  maintained  at  the  rated  value;  the normally al-
lowable   five-percent  va.riation  in  this  voltage  cannot  be
tolerated  if  the tube's peak-current capabilities  are to be
realized.

Element  Dissipation-Under  normal  operating  con-
ditions,  the average plate dissipation of the 4PR125A  should
not be  allowed to  exceedl25  watts.    Dissipation  in  excess
of this maximum  rating is permissable  for  short  periods
of time,   such as  during tuning procedures.

The  average power dissipated by the  screen-grid and
the   control-grid   must  not  exceed  20  watts  and  5 watts,
respectively.

Cut-Off  Characteristics-   The  Plate  Current  Cut-
off  Characteristics of the 4PR125Aare  shown inthe graph
below.    These  curves  indicate  the  value  of  negative  grid
voltage  required  to  maintain  a  plate-current  flow  of  50
microamperes orless  at the variousplate and screenvolt-
ages noted.     These curves  were  plotted from a "typical"
tube whose  electrical  characteristics  closely approximate
the  mean value  in the  tube  test  specification.

Each 4PR125A is tested to insure proper cut-off char-
acteristics at maximum ratings.  This  crit-off test is made

A

a 02

3

with  a  plate  voltage  of  18  KV,  a  screen voltage of  i.5  KV
with  the  grid  voltage adjusted to maintain a plate current
of  10  microamperes. Under these test conditions the nega-
tive  grid  bias  must  not exceed 450 volts.  Due to tube-to-
tube  variation  this  cut-off  point  will vary and the typical
range  can  be  expected  to  be between  -370 volts and  -445
vo Its .

Pulse-Modulator  Service-  The  data  shown  in the
"Typical   Cxperating"   section  of Pulse-Modulator  Service
was calculated assuming a rectangular plate voltage wave-
form,   ignoring  the effects of  shunt  capacity.     In reality,
the  total shunt capacitance   (including  the  out,put  capacity
of the tube,   stray capacitance,  etc. ) affects the outputwave
form and can have  considerable  effect on plate  dissipation.
Since  the actual  plate  wave form is not  rectangular,  even
though the  grid  pulse  is,   additional  power  will  be  dissi-
pated during  the  rise  time  and  can,  under  some  circum-
stances,  be much greater  than  that dissipated during  the
remainder of the pulse.   The totalpower dissipated is then
the sum of thepower dissipated duringthe  rise time  and the
power dissipated during the  remainder of the pulse.

Special  APplicalions-Ifitis desiredto operate this
tube under conditions widely different from those given here
write to  Power Grid Tube  Marketing,   Eitel-Mccullough,
Inc. ,  301 Industrial Way,  Sam Carlos,  California,  forinfor-
mation a.nd recommendations.

EIIVIAC  4PR125A
TYPICAL

PLATE  CUT-OFF
CHARACTERISTICS

46 810

PLATE  VOLTAGE -KILOVOLTS



BOTTOM     VIEW

4

DIMENSIONAL   DATA

REF. M'N. MAX. NOM.

A 5 -3/16 5 -11/16 5 - 7/re
8 4 - 7/'6 4 - 15/16 4 -11/16

C 2 - 5/8 D.
D 3/4
E 21/64
F 2 - 13/16 D.

G 2 - 3/4  D.
H 31/32
J 7/'6
K I/4
L i I Vf>

M .350   D. .365   D. .360   D.

N I/4   0.
P I   5ro   D.

a I/2    D.

R 5/16   D.

S .185     D. .19'      D. .188    D.

T I    V,  a.

U 450

V 300
W 300
X 600

A
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The   EIMAC  8248/4PR250C  is   a  pulse   tetrode  intended  for  use  in
pulse-modulator,   switch  tube,  pulsed-amplifier,  and  pulsed-oscillator  ser-
vice.    This   compact,   high   vacuum,   radial-beam   tetrode,   incorporating   a
tantalum   plate   and   non-emitting   grids,   is   recommended   for  use   in   new
equipments  where  voltages to  50 kilovolts  are required.

Cooling  of  the  tube  is  accomplished  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and
by   circulation   of  forced-air   through   the   base   and   around   the  envelope.
Cooling   can   be   simplified   by   the   use   of   the   EIMAC   SK-410   Air-System
Socket.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  1

1

ELECTRICAL

Filament:    Thoriated  Tungsten
Voltage.......

Current,  at  5.0  volts
Amplification  Factor (Average):

Grid  to  Screen   .........

..        5.0±0.25    V

.......         14    A

........       5.2

Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances  (grounded  cathode)2
Input      .,

Output   .  ,

Feedback

•..13.0    pF

3.3   pF
•..         0.10pF

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final   equipment  design.

2.     In  Shielded  Fixture.

MECHANICAL

Maximum  Overall  Dimensions:
Length
Diameter

Net  weight       ...,
Operating Position
Maximum  Operating  Temperature:

Plate and  Base  Seals   .....

7.63  in;  191.8    mm

•..          3.60in;    91.3    mm

...12.5oz;     355    gin
Vertical,  base  down  or up

200    OC

Cooling    .........................................     Radiation  and  forced-air

Base       ..............................................          5-pin  metal  shell

Recommended  Socket     .............

Recommended  Heat-Dissipating  Connector
Plate.....................

(Revised  9-1-70)     ©     1963,1966   Varian

EIMAC  SK-410

EIMAC   HR-8

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE
MAXIMUM  PATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE      ......

DC  SCF}EEN  VOLTAGE      .....

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     .......

50    KILOVOLTS

2.0    KILOVOLTS

•1.0    KILOVOLT

PEAK  PLATE  CUPIPIENT  1  .........    4.0     AMPERES

PLATE  DISSIPATION2    .........       250    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION   2  .........      25    WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION2   ...........         5    WATTS

1.    In  switch  tube  applications  with  capacitive  loads,
plate   current   may   be   increased   to   6.0   amperes.

2.    Average  value.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

Plate  Voltage  ......

Screen  Voltage  .....
Grid  voltage        .....
Pulse  Plate  Voltage  .   .
Peak  Pulse  Current    .
Pulse  Screen  Current   .
Pulse  Grid  Current     .   .
Pulse  Input  Power   .   .   .
Pulse  Output  Power   .  .
Pulse  Drive  Power  .   .

30
1.51

-600       -6
283

..   .      4.0            4.0

0.5
0.03
120

112

25
Pulse  Positive  Grid  Voltage .
Duty      .

130           130

33

RF  POWER  AMPLIFIER  AND  OSCILLATOR
Plate  and  Screen  Pulsed

MAXIMUM  RATINGS:

PEAK  DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE

DC  SCFIEEN  VOLTAGE      .   .

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE     ....

PEAK  CATHODE  CURPENT  1

PLATE  DISSIPATION   2  .   .   .

SCREEN   DISSIPATION2    .   .

GFilD   DISSIPATION

35    KILOVOLTS

2.0    KILOVOLTS

-1.0     KILOVOLT

5.5    AMPEPIES

250    WATTS

25    WATTS

5    WATTS

1.    The   maximum   peak   cathode   current   rating   refers
to   the   instantaneous   peak   cathode   current   avail-
able.   This  rating   is  based   on   available   emission
throughout    life    of    80    milliamperes    per   watt   of
filament     power.     The     pulse    plate    current    data
shown   under  the  Typical   Operation   section   refers
to  the  dc  plate  current  corrponent  during  the  pulse.

TYPICAL  OPERATION
Class  C,  Grounded  fi lament

Plate  Voltage  (Pulsed)   .  .   .

Screen  voltage  (Pulsed)      .
Gridvoltage       ...
Pulse  Plate  Current
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid  Current    .
Peak  Grid  Voltage3
Pulse  Driving  Power
Pulse  Input  Power  .   .
Pulse  Output  Power  .
Duty    .

2.    Average  value.

.25

.1.5

. -650

.940

.30

.6

....   780
3.......4.7

........  23.5

........  19.0

.-----..      5.5

3.    When   used   as   a   rf   plate   and   screen-pulsed   amplifier,
the  grid  drive  must  also  be  pulsed  to  avoid  overheating
this  element  during  the  interpulse  period.

RF  POWER  AMPLIFIER  AND  OSCILLATOR

Grid  Pulsed

MAXIMUM  F}ATINGS:

DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE   .                                      .      25    KILOVOLTS

DC  SCREEN   VOLTAGE   ..........    2.0    KILOVOLTS

DC  GRID  VOLTAGE       ..........-  1.0     KILOVOLTS

PEAK  CATHODE  CURRENTT  .......    5.5     AMPEFIES

PLATE  DISSIPATION  2     .........       250    WATTS

SCREEN   DISSIPATION  2     .........      25     WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION  2    ...........       10    WATTS

1.    The  maximum  peak  cathode  current  rating  refers  to
the  instantaneous  peak  cathode  current  available.

tThhr'osugLaotJTgi,;:8fs88%nH:avmap:ieasb'peere#:::'%nf
filament     power.     The    pulse    plate    current    data
shown  under  the  Typical   Operation  section   refers
to  the  dc  plate  current  component  during  the  pulse.

TYPICAL  OPERATION

P\late  Voltage      ........

Screen  Voltage      .......
Grid  Voltage        ........

:::skeGpr,'adtev%'::rge:t(TPu.I:e.d!
Pulse  Screen  Current  ....
Pulse  Grid  Current    .....
Pulse  Driving  Power    ....
Pulse   Input  Power   ......
Pulse  Output  Power  .....
Duty     .

2.    Average  value.

3.    When   used  as   a   rf  plate  and   screen-pulsed  amplifier,
the  grid  drive must  also  be  pulsed  to  avoid overheating
this  element  during  the  interpulse  period.

NOTE:    TYPICAL  OPEFiATION  data  are obtained  by  calculation  from  published  characteristic  curves.  Adjustment  of  the

grid  voltage  to  obtain  the  specified  plate  current  at the specified  bias,  screen  and  plate voltages  is  assumed.
lf  this   procedure   is  followed.  there  will   be   little  variation   in   output  power  when  the  tube  is  changed,  even
though   there   may  be  some  variation   in   grid   and   screen   current.   The  grid  and   screen   currents  which  result
when  the  desired  plate  current  is  obtained  are  incidental  and  vary  from  tube  to  tube.  These  current  variations
cause  no  difficulty  so   long  as  the  circuit  maintains  the  correct  voltage  in  the  presence  of  the  variations  in
current.

2



RANGE  VALUES  FOR   EQUIPMENT  DESIGN

Filament:  Current  at  5.0  volts     ....................

Interelectrode  Capacitances 1  (grounded  filament  connection)

Input.....

Output.....

Feedback....

1.     In  shielded  fixture.

i=

APPLICATloN

MiEi       Max.
13.5       14.7    A

11.0        15.0    pF

2.5         4.0   pF
•..        0.15    pF

MECHANICAL

MOowr/IVG   -   The   4PR250C   must   be   operated
vertically  base  up  or  down.  The  SK-410  Air-Sys-
tem  Socket  may  be  used  to  aid  in  directing  air  to
the  metal  base  shell.

In  the  event  the  SK-410  Air-System  Socket  is
not  used,  the  socket  must  provide  clearance  for
the   glass   tip-off  which  extends  from  the   center
of  the  tube.  The  metal  tube-base  shell  should  be

grounded   by   means   of   suitable   spring   fingers.
The   tube   must  be   protected   from  severe  shock
and  vibration.

COOLJIVG   -   Adequate    forced-air    cooling   must
be  provided  to  maintain  base-seal  and  plate-seal
temperatures  below  200°C.  In  all  classes  of  op-
eration   it  is   recommended  that   a  heat-radiating
connector,    the   EIMAC   HR-8   or   equivalent,   be
installed    on    the    anode    terminal,    and    that    a
socket   be   employed   which   provides   for   proper
base  seal  cooling.  When  the  EIMAC  4PR250C  is
operated  at  dc  or  low  frequencies  in  an   EIMAC
SK-410    Air    System    Socket,    the    minimum    air-
flow  requirements  to  maintain  seal  temperatures
at   200°C   in  25°C  inlet  air  are   approximately   2
to  5  cf in.

When    the    EIMAC    4PR250C    is    used    as    a

pulsed-amplifier     or    oscillator     at    frequencies
above    30   MHz,   additional   cooling   may   be   re-

quired    to   compensate   for   the   effects   of   plate
and  base-seal  heating caused  by  rf  charging cur-
rents  and  dielectric  losses.   Since  the  amount  of
seal  heating  varies  with  the   particular  applica-
tion,   it   is   suggested   that  the  user   monitor  the
seal   temperatures   to   determine   the adequacy  of
the  cooling air.

Cooling air  should  be  applied  before  or  simul-
taneously  with  the   application  of  filament  volt-
age   and   may   be   removed   simultaneously   with
filament  voltage.  In  any  questionable  situation,
the   only   criterion   for  adequate   cooling  is   ten-
perature.    Tube    temperature    may   be   measured

by   using   a   temperature-sensitive  paint.

ELECTRICAL

FJLAMEIvr  VOLr4GE   -   For  maximum  tube  life
the   filament   voltage,   as   measured   directly   at
the  filament pins,  should  be  5.0  volts.  Variations
in    filament    voltage    must   be   kept   within   the
range  of  4.75  to  5.25  volts.

When  the  4PR250'C  is  used  in  pulse  applica-
tions   where   high   peak   currents   are   demanded,
filament    voltage    must    be    maintained    at    the
rated  value;  the  normally  allowable  five-percent
variation   in   this   voltage  cannot  be  tolerated  if
the   tube's   peak-current   capabilities    are   to   be
realized.

ELEMENT   DISSIPATI0N    -   TJndet  normal  oper-
ating conditions,  the  average  plate dissipation  of
the   4PR250C   should   not  be   allowed   to   exceed
250  watts.   Dissipation   in   excess   of   this   maxi-
mum   rating   is   permissible   for  short   periods   of
time,  such  as  during  tuning  procedures.

The  average  power  dissipated  by  the  screen-

grid    and   the   control-grid   must   not   exceed   25
watts  and  5 watts,  respectively.

CUT-OFF  CHARACTERISTICS   -   rThe  plate  our~
rent   cut-off  characteristics   of  the   4PR250C   are
shown  in  the  tollowing  graph.   These  curves  in-
dicate  the  value  of negative  grid  voltage required
to   maintain   a   plate-current   flow  of   50  microam-

peres   or   less   at   the   various   plate   and   screen
voltages  noted.  These  curves  were  plotted  from
a  "typical"  tube whose  electrical characteristic
closely  approximate  the  mean  value  in  the  tube
test specification.

Each  4PR250C  is  tested  to  insure  proper  cut-
off   characteristics    at    maximum    ratings.    This
cut-off  test  is  made  with  a  plate  voltage  of  50
kv,   a   screen   voltage   of   1.5   kv,   with   the   grid
voltage  adjusted  to   maintain  a   plate  current  of



10   microamperes.   Under   these   test   conditions
the negative  grid  bias  must not  exceed  675  volts.
Due   to   tube-to-tube  variation   this   cut-off  point
will  vary   and  the  typical  range  can  be  expected
to be  between  -500 volts  and  -650 volts.

PULSE-MODULATOR  SERVICE-Tt\e  data  shown
in   the   "Typical   Operating"   section   of  Pulse-
Modulator  Service was  calculated  assuming a rec-
tangular   plate   voltage   wave-form,   ignoring   the
effects   of  shunt   capacity.   In   reality,   the   total
shunt   capacitance   (including   the   output   capa-
city  of  the  tube,  stray  capacitance,  etc.)  affects
the  output  wave  form  and  can  have  considerable
effect  on  plate  dissipation.  Since  the  actual  plate
wave   form   is   not   rectangular,   even   though   the

grid  pulse  is,  additional  power will be  dissipated
during   the   rise   time   and   can,   under   some   cir-
cumstances,    be   much    greater   than   that   dissi-

pated   during   the   remainder   of   the   pulse.   The
total   power   dissipated   is   then   the   sum   of
power   dissipated   during   the   rise   time   and
power    dissipated   during   the   remainder   of
pulse.

As  a  switch  tube  with  capacitive  loading,  as
in    a   floating   deck   modulator,   the   peak   plate
current  during  the  pulse  may  reach  6.0  amperes.
This   can   be   tolerated   since   under   capacitive
load  conditions  the  plate  voltage  at  the  begin-
ning  of  the  pulse  is  equal  to  applied  dc  voltage,
with  high  plate  current  and  low  screen  grid  cur-
rent.  As  the  load  is  charged,  plate  current  falls
while   screen   current   rises.   Protection   for   the
screen   must  be   provided  to   limit  dissipation   at
the  end  of  the  pulse.

X-RADJATJOIV   -   Hich-vacuum    tubes    operating
at  voltages  higher  than  10  kilovolts  produce  pro-

gressively  more  dangerous  X-ray  radiation  as  the
voltage  is  increased,  and  are  therefore  potential
X-ray  hazards.   Very   little  shielding  is  afforded
by  the  tube  envelope.  Moreover,  the  X-ray  radia-
tion   level   can   increase   significantly   on   older
tubes  with  aging  and   gradual  deterioration,  due
to  leakage  paths  or  emission  characteristics  as
they   are   effected   by   the   high   voltage.   X-ray
shielding  must  be  provided  on  all  sides  of  tubes
operating  at  these  voltages  to  provide  adequate
protection  throughout  the  tube's  life.  When  pulse

transformers  are  involved,  shielding  may  also  be
required  for  these.  Periodic  checks  on  the  X-ray
level  should  be  made,  and  such  tubes  must  never
be   operated   without   shielding   in   place.   Lead
glass  which  attenuates    X-rays   is  available  for
viewing  windows.  If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to  the
adequacy   of   shielding,   an   expert   in   this   field
should  be  contacted  to  perform  an   X-ray  survey
of    the    equipment.     Operation    of   high-voltage
equipment   with    interlock   switches   "cheated"
and  cabinet  doors  open  in  order to  be  better able
to  locate  an  equipment  malfunction  can  result  in
serious  X-ray  exposure.

Reference:   MEDICAL  X-RAY  PROTECTION  UP
TO     THREE     MILLION     VOLTS,
National  Bureau  of  Standards  Hand-
book  76.   Available   from   Superinten-
dent   of  Documents,   Washington,   DC
20402.  Price:  25  cents.
NCRP      REPORT     #33-MEDICAL
X-RAY     AND     GAMMA     RAY    PRO-
TECTION   FOR   ENERGIES   UP   TO
10    MEV.    Available    from   N.C.R.P.
Publications,   P.O.   Box  4867,  Wash-
ington,   DC   20008.   Price: 75   cents.

HJGH    VOLTAGE   -   The    4PR250C    operates   at
voltages  which  can  be  deadly,  and  the  equipment
must    be    designed    properly    and    operating   pre-
cautions   must   be   followed.   Equipment   must   be
designed  so that  no  one  can  come  in  contact with
high  voltages.  All  equipment  must  include  safety
enclosures  for  high-voltage  circuits  and  terminals,
with    interlock   switches   to   open   the   primary  cir-
cuits      of   the   power   supplies    and   todischarge
high   voltage  condensers  whenever  access  doors
are   opened.   Interlock   switches   must  not   be   by-

passed  or  "cheated"  to  allow  operation  with  ac-
cess    doors   open.    Always   remember   that   HIGH
VOLTAGE CAN  KILL.

SPECIAL    APPLICATIONS-1£   ±t    ±s   desired   to
operate   this   tube   under   conditions   widely   dif-
ferent  from  those  given  here,  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube  Marketing,   EIMAC  Division  of  Varian,   301
Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California  94070  for
information and  recommendations.
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DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM.
INCHES M ILLIM ETERS

MIN. MAX` MIN. MAX.

A 7.062 7,625 '79.37 193.68

a 3.406 3.594 86.51 9 I . 29

D 6.SIS 6.SIS 160.55 173.05

E 0.557D 0.567D 14.15 14.40

F 0.469 0.53' 11.91 13.49

H 0.375 0.500 9.53 12.70

K 0.250   (NOTE   I) 6.35    (NOTE   I)

L 0.688 0.875 '7.48 22.23
M 0. 2 I 9 D 0.281D 5.57 7.14

N 2.750 69.86
P 0.281 0.344 7.14 8.74

Q 0.469 0.531 12.60 13.49

R I. 594 I.656 40.49 42.06
S 0.250   (NOTE   I) 6.35   (NOTE   I)

T 0.185D 0. '9l D ( I ) 4.70D 4.85 ( I )

U 30®   (NOTE   I) Boo    (NOTE   I)

V Goo   (NOTE   I) 60®    (NOTE   I)

W 45°   (NOTE  I) 45°    (NOTE   I)

Z 30°   (NOTE  I) 30®    (NOTE   I)

NOTES.

BASE     PINS AND    TUBULATloN

MUST     BE     ALIGNED      S0     THAT

THEY     CAN       BE     FBEELY      INSERTED

lN      A     GAUGE      I/4"    THICK      WITH

HOLE      DIAWETERS      OF    .204   81.500

ron     plNs    AND    TUBULATioN

nEspECTlvELy      LOcATED     ON     TBUE

CENTERS     DEFINED      BY    ©   ©  ©.
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The  Eimac  8188/4PR400A is  a pulse tetrode intended for use in pulse-modulator,   pulsed-
amplifier,  andpulsed-oscillator service.   This compact, high vacuum,  radial-beam tetrode,
incorporating a Pyrovac plate and non-emitting grids,  is recommendedforuse in new equip-
ments where high voltage,  high current,  or high duty factor is  encountered.

Cooling  of  the  tube  is  accomplished by  radia.tion  from the plate  and  by circulation  of
forced-air through the base  and around the envelope.    Cooling can be  simplified by the use
of the  Eimac  SK-410 Air-System Socket and the  SK-406 Air  Chimney.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Filament:   Thoriated Tungsten

Voltage
Current

Amplification  Factor  (Gridto screen)            =
Direct Interelectrode  Capacitances,   Grounded Cathode: *

Grid-Plate      -

Min.      Nom.      Max.
-        5. 0                             volts

13.5                        14.7    amperes
-5.1

Input                                                                               -           10. 7

Transcondu¥atpn::  (ib =  loo rna)    =                                              4. 2
Highest  Frequency for Maximum  Ratings    -

MECHANICAL
Base
Ba sing          -
Recommend socket      -
Operating position       -
Maximum Cberating Temperatures:

Base  Seals  -
Plate seal   -

Co ol ing        -
Recommended Heat-Dissipating PlaLte  Connector
Maximum Over-all  Dimensions

L ength          -
Diameter     -

Net Weight  (tube only)
Shipping Weight

*In Shielded Fixture

PuLSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC  PLATE VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN  VOLTAGE
DC  GRID VOLTAGE
PEAK PLATE  CURRENT
PLATE  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
SCREEN  DISSII>ATION  (AVG. )
GRID  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )

20  MAX.
2. 5  MAX.

-1. 0  MAX.
4. 0  MAX.
400  MAX.

35  MAX.
10  MAX.

KILOVOLTS
KILOVOLTS
KILOVOLT
AMPERES
WATTS
WATTS
WATTS

-         0.17               uuf
14. 5               uut

5. 6               uuf
4, 000                      umhos

110

TYPICAL OPERATION
DC  Plate  Voltage
DC  Screen  Volta.ge
DC  Grid Voltage
Pulse  Plate  Voltage
Peak  Pulse  Current
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid Current
Pulse  Pos.   Grid Voltage
Pulse  Drive  Power

-         5-pin metal  shell
See  drawing

Eimac  SK-410  Air-System Socket
-         Vertical,  base  down or up

2000 C
2250 C

Radiation and forced-air
-EimacHR-6

-       6. 38  inches
-       3. 56  inches

9  ounces
-        2. 5 pounds

10               15            20  kilovolts
1. 5             1. 5          1. 5  kilovolts

-450         -490       -525  volts
8.25        13.2518.25  kilovolts
3.5            3.5         3.5  amperes

0.40         0.40       0.40ampere
0.06          0.06       0.06ampere

60              60            60  volts
31.0          33.0       35.0  watts

Pulse  plate  Input  power         35. 0         52.5      70. 0 kilowatts
Pulse  plate  output  power     29.0         46.5      64.0  kilowatts
Duty                                                     5. 5           5. 5         5. 5 percent

(Revised  9-15-65)  ©  Copyright  1962,  1964  by  Varian  Associates
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-a 4PR400A

RADIO-FREQUENCY  PLATE  AND  SCREEN-PULSED  AMPLIFIER  AND  0SCILLATOR*

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
PEAK DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN VOLTAGE
DC  GRID VOLTAGE
PEAK  CATHODE  CURRENT**
PLATE  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
SCREEN  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
GRID DISSIPATION  (AVG. )

15  MAX.   KILOVOLTS
2.5  MAX.   KILOVOLTS

-1. 0  MAX.   KILOVOLT
5.4  MAX.   AMPERES
400  MAX.   WATTS

35  MAX.   WATTS
10  MAX.   WATTS

*When used as a  rf Plate-and Screen-Pulsed Amplifier,
the  grid  drive  must  also  be  pulsed to  avoid over-heating
this element during the inter-pulse periods.

TYPICAL OPERATION
Pulse  Plate Voltage
Pulse  Screen Voltage
DC  Grid Voltage
Hilse Plate Current**
Pulse  Screen  Chrrent
Pulse  Grid Current
Peak  RF  Grid Voltage
Pulse  Drive Power
Pulse Plate Input Power
Pulse Plate Outyut Power
Inty

10          12. 5            15  kilovolts
1.5            1. 5          1. 5  kilovolt

-725         -750       -785  volts
0.87           0.87       0.87ampere

70                70            70  rna
10                10            10  rna

845             870          905  volts
8.5             8.7          9.0  watts
8.7           ii*O       13.Okilowatts
6.8             8.8       10.5kilowatts

20               18            16  percent

RADIO-FREQUENCY  GRID-PULSED  AMPLIFIER  AND  OSCILLATOR

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
DC  PLATE  VOLTAGE
DC  SCREEN VOLTAGE
DC  GRID VOLTAGE

PEAK  CATHODE  CURRENT**
PLATE  DISSIPATION  (AVG. )
SCREEN  DISSII>ATI0N  (AVG. )
GRID DISSIPATION  (AVG. )

10  MAX.   KILOVOLTS
2. 5  MAX.   KILOVOLTS

-1. 0  MAX.   KILOVOLT

5. 4  MAX.   AMPERES
400  MAX.   WATTS

35  MAX.   WATTS
10  MAX.   WATTS

TYPICAL  OPERATION
DC Plate  Voltage
DC  Screen Voltage
DC  Grid Voltage
Pulse  Plate  Current**
Pulse  Screen  Current
Pulse  Grid  Current
Peak  RF Grid Voltage
Pulse  Drive  Power
Pulse  Plate  Input Power
Pulse  Plate  Outyut Power
Imty

1
-6

0.

8
8
4
2

7. 5            10  kilovolts
1

-7
5         1. 5  kilovolts
0       -725  volts

0.87       0.87ampere
70            70  rna
10            10  rna

820         845  volts
8.2         8.5  watts
6. 5          8. 7  kilowatts
4. 7         6. 6 kilowatts
22           19 percent

The  maximum  peak  cathode  current  rating  refers to  the instantaneous peak cathode current available.    This
rating is basedon available emissionthroughout life of 80 milliamperes per watt of filament power.    The pulse
plate current data shown under the  Typical  Operation  section refers to the  dc plate  current component  during
the pulse.

APPLl(ATloN
MECHANICAL

MOunting-  The 4PR400Amustbe operated vertically,
base up or down.     When  the SK-410 Air-System Socket is
used in conjunction with the SK-406 Air Chimney,  the socket
must be mounted to the under surface of the chassis to main-
tainproper air space between the plate  seal andthe chimney
opening,    otherwise  plate  seal  cooling  will  be  seriously
impaired.

h the event the SK-410 Air-System Socket is notused,  the
socket  must provide clearance for the glass tip-off which
extends from the  center of the tube.   The metal tube-base
shell should be grounded by means of suitable spring fingers ,

Cooling-   Adequate  forced-air  cooling  must  be  pro-
vided to maintain  base-seal  and  plate-seal temperatures
below  200°C  and  225°C,   respectively.     In all  classes of
operation  it  is  recommended  that  a  heat-radiating  con-
nector,  the Eimac  HR-6 or equivalent,  be  installed on the
anode terminal,  and that a  socket and chimney be employed
which  provides for proper  seal cooling.    When the  Eimac
4PR400A is operated at d-c orlowfrequencies in an Eimac
SK-410   Air   System   Socket,    complete  with  SK-406  Air
Chimney and HR-6  Heat  Radiator,   the  minimum  airflow
requirements  to maintain  seal  temperatures  at  200° C in
5o° C inlet air are tabulated :

La-  __

Sea  Level 10,000  Feet

Aye.  Plate Air  Flow Plenum  Pressure Air  I:low Plenum  Pressure

Dissipation 'CFM) Drop,  (Inches (CFM) Drop.  (Inches

(watts) of Water) of  Water)

200 6.5 0. 045 9.5 0. 063

300 8.5 0. 076 12.5 0.110

400 10.5 0.125 15.5 0.180

Whenthe  Eimac  4PR400A is used as a pulsed-amplifier
or oscillator at frequencies above 30  Mc,  additional cooling
maybe required to compensate for the  effects of plate and
base-seal   heating   caused  by  r-f  charging  currents  and
dielectriclosses.   Since the amount of seal heating varies
with the particular application,  it is suggested that the user
monitor  the  seal temperatures to determine the adequacy
of the cooling air.

Cooling air  should  be applied before or  simultaneously
with the application of filament voltage  and may be  removed
simultaneously with filament voltage.   In any questionable
situation,  the only criterion for adequate cooling is temper-
ature.     Tube  temperature may be measured conveniently
by using a temperature-sensitive paint.

ELECTRICAL

Filamenl  Voltage--For maximum tube life the fila-
ment voltage,  as measured directly  at  the  filament  pins,
should be  5. 0  volts.     Variations in filament voltage must
be kept within the  range  of 4. 75  to  5. 25  volts.

-2-
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When the 4PR400A is utilized in pulse applications where
high peak currents are demanded,  filament voltage must be
maintainedat the ratedvalue;  the normally allowable five-
percent variation in this voltage  cannot be tolerated if the
tube's peak-current capabilities are to be  realized.

Element  Dissipation-under  normal  operating con-
ditions,  the average plate dissipation of the 4PR400A should
not be  allowed to  exceed 400 wa.tts.    Dissipation  in excess
of  this maximum rating is permissable  for short  periods
of time,   such as  during tuning procedures.

The average power  dissipatedby the  screen-grid and the
control-grid must not exceed 35 watts and 10 watts,  respec-
tively.

Cut-Off Characteristics-The Plate Cinrrent cut-orf
Characteristics  of  the  4PR400A  are  shown  in  the  graph
below.     These  curves indicate  the value of negative  grid
voltage  required  to  maintain  a  plate-ourrent  flow  of  50
microamperes or less at the various plate and screen volt-
ages noted.     These  curves  were plotted from a  "typical"
tube whose electrical  characteristics closely approxima,te
the mean value  in the tube test specification.

Each 4PR400A is tested to insure proper cut-off charac-
teristics  at maximum ratings.    This  cut-off test is made
with a plate voltage of 20 KV,  a screen voltage of 1. 5  KV,
withthe grid voltage adjustedto maintain a plate current of
10 microamperes.   Under these test conditions the negative
grid bias must  not exceed  675 volts.    nie to tube-to-tube
variation this cut-off  point will vary and the typical  range
can be  expected to be between -500 volts a.nd  -650 volts.

Pulse-Modulalor  Service-The  data  shorn  in  the
"Typical  Ctoerating"   section  of  Pulse-Modulator  Service
was calculatedassuming a rectangular plate voltage wave-
form,  ignoring  the effects of  shunt  capacity.    h reality,
the total shunt capacitance  (including the outyut capacity of
the  tube,   stray capacitance,  etc. )  affects the output wave
form and can have  considerable effecton plate  dissipation.
Since  the actual plate wave form is not  rectangular,  even
though the grid pulse is,  additional power will be  dissipated
during the rise time and can,  under some circumstances,
be much greater than that dissipated chiring the  remainder
of the pulse.   The totalpower dissipated is then the  sum of
the  power  dissipated during  the  rise  time and  the  power
dissipated during the  remainder of the pulse.

Special Applications
If it is desired to operate this  tube under conditions

widely different from those  given here, write to Power
Grid Tube Marketing, Eimac Division of Varian A§soci-
ates,  301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  California,  for
information and recommendations.
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DIMENSIONAL  DATA

REF. MIN. MAX. NOM.

A 5 - 7y 8 6-3/8
a 3.9/16  D.

D 5 - I/8 5-5/8
E 350  DIA. 365    DIA.

F 21/64
H 7/16
J 3'/32
K I/4
L 3/4
M I/4   D.
N 2-3/4   D.
P 5/16   D.

a I/2    D.
R I-5/8   D.
S I-I/4D.  P
T J85   DIA. .191     D'A.

U 30®
V GOO

W 45®
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The  Eimac  8189/4PRloooA  is  a  pulse  tetrode  intended  for  use  in  pulse-modulator,

pulsed-amplifier,  and pulsed-oscillator service.  This compact,  high vacuum,  radial-beam
tetrode,  incolporating  a  Pyrovac  plate  and  non-emitting  grids,  is  recommended  for  use
I.n new equipments where high voltage, high current, or high duty factor is encountered.

Cooling  of  the  tube  is  accomplished  by  radiation  from  the  plate  and  by  circula-
tion  of  forced-air  through  the  base  and  around  the  envelope.  Cooling  can  be  simpli-
fied  by  the use  of the  Eimac  SK-510 Air-System  Socket  and  the  SK-506  Air  Chimney.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL

Filament:. Thoriated   tungsten

Voltage--------
Current--------

Amplification   Factor   (Grid   to   scr®on)        ----
Direct    lnterelectrode   Capacitances,   Grounded   Cathode:i

Grid-Plate-------

Input--.--.--

Output-.------
Transconductanco    (lb=300   rna)           -----
Highes+   Frequency  for   Maximum   Ratings    ----

MECHANICAL
Base---.-------

Basing-------.--

Recommend   socket    --------

Operating    position      --------

Maximum   Operating   Temperatures:

Base    seals            -------

Plate    seal            -------

Cooling-----.----

R®commended   Heat-Dissipating   plate   connector        -          -
lvlaximum   Over-all   Dimensions:

Length--------

Diameter-.------

Net   weight   (tube   only)   -------

Shipping   weight         --------

tln  Shielded  Fixture

PULSE  MODULATOR  SERVICE
MAXIMUM   RATINGS
D-C    PLATE   VOLTAGE
D-C  SCREEN   VOLTAGE

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE
PEAK   PLATE   CURRENT

30   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

2.5   MAX.   KILOVOLTS
-I.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

8.0   MAX.   AMPERES

PLATE   DISSIPATION    (AYE.)    -           -       1000   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    (AYE.)            -            75   MAX.   WATTS

GRID   DISSIPATION    (AYE.)       -           -            25   MAX.   WATTS

(Effective   12-15-65)  Copyright   1962,1965  by  Varian  Associates

Min.     Nom.     Max.
.          -     7.5                                yolt$

20.0                          22.7        amp®ros
-           -      6.,

•          -          .      0.35                   uuf

23.8                            32.4                    uuf

6.8                            9.4                   uuf
-         10,000                             umhos

-          -          -        ''0                  mc

TYPICAL  OPERATION

D-C   Plate   Voltage        -
D-C   Screen   Voltage     -
D-C  Grid  vol+age          -
Pulse   plate   vol+ago        -

Peak   plate   current       -

Pulse   Screen   Current   -
Pulse   Grid   Current       -

Pulse   Paw.   Grid   Voltage

Pulse    Drive    Power          -

Pulse   Plate    [npu+   Power

Pulse    Plato   Outpu+   Power

Duty----

-           -           -               5-pin    metal    sli®ll

•---           See     drawing

Eimac    SK-5lo    Air-System    Socket
-          Vertcial,    base    down    or    up

-----                 150®C

•-..-              200OC

r`adiation   and   +orcod-ail
•---             Eimac     HR-8

.---             9.63       inches

----              5.25       inches

I.5     pounds

12     pounds

-         20             25

-          1.5                I.5

•-335   -360
-      17.7          22.7

-       8.0            8.0

.      I.25           1.25

-        0.2             0.2

-        ZOO              ZOO

.      107          „2
-       '60            ZOO

.       140            leo

.      4.0           4.0

30 Kilovolts

I .5 Kiloyolt§
-380Yolts

27.7 Kilovolts

8.OAmperes

I .2 5 Am pores
0.2 Ampore

200 Volts

I I 6 Watts
240 Kilowat+s

220 Kilowat+s

4.0 Percent
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RADIO.FREQUENCY   PLATE   AND   SCREEN-PuLSED  AMPLIFIER   AND   OSCILLATOR*

MAXIMUM   RATINGS                                                                                                                 TYPICAL   OPERATION

PEAK   D-C   PLATE  VOLTAGE     -           -            20   MAX.   KILOVOLTS                  Pulse   plate   voltage        -           -           -10              15              20Kilovolts

D-CSCREEN   VOLTAGE---2.5   MAX.   KILOVOLTS                  Pulse   screen   voltage   -           --I.5             I.5             I.5Kilovolts

D-C   GRID   VOLTAGE        ---- I.O   MAX.   KILOVOLTS                D-C   Grid   voltage        -          -         -480     -510     -535Volts
PEAK   CATHODE   CURRENT   (Note   I)    12.0   MAX.   AMPERES

PLATE    DISSIPATION    (AYE.)    -           -       1000   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATloN    (AYE.)            -            75   MAX.   WATTS

GRID    DISSIPATION     (AYE.)     -           -            25   MAX.   WATTS

*When    used    as   a    R-F   Plate   and    Screen-Pulsed   Amplifier,    +he

grid   drive   must   also   be   pulsed   to   avoid   overheating   this   ele-
ment   during   the    inter-pulse    periods.

Pulse   plato    Current    (Note    I)       -I.95          1.95          I.95Amporos

Pulso   Screen   Current   -

Pulse   Grid   curren+        -

Peak   R-F   Grid   Voltage

Pulse    Drive    Power          -

Pulse    Plo+e    lnpu+    Power

Pulse   Plate   Output   Power
Du+y----

0.32          0.32          0.32Amporo

0.02         0.02         0.02  Amporo

735           760           785  Volts

14.7          15.2           15.7  Watts

19.5          29.3           39.O  Kilowatts

17.0          23.0          31.5  Kilowatts

15.0           15.0           12.O  percent

RADIOIFREOUENCY    GRID-PULSED   AMPLIFIER

MAXIMUM   RATINGS
D-C   PLATE  VOLTAGE        -           -           -           15   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

D-C   SCREEN   VOLTAGE   -           -           -          2.5   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

D-C   GRID    VOLTAGE         ---- 1.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

PEAK   CATHODE   CURRENT   (Note   I)    12.0   MAX.   AMPERES

PLATE    DISSIPATION    (AYE.)    -           -       1000   MAX.   WATTS

SCREEN    DISSIPATION    (AYE.)            -           75   MAX.   WATTS

GRID      DISSIPATION    (AYE.)    -           -            25   MAX.   WATTS

AND   OSCILLATOR

TYPICAL  OPERATION

D-C   Pla+e  Voltage

D-C   Screen   Voltage

D-C   Grid   Voltage

10            12.5                15   Kilovolts

I.5              I.5              I.5  Kilovolts

180   195   -5lovol+s
Pulse   platocurrent   (Notel)         -I.951.951.95Amporos

Pulse   Screen   Current   -

Pulse   Grid   curren+        -

Peak    R-F   Grid    Vol+age

Pulse    Drive    Power         -

Pulse    Plate   Input   Power

Pulse   Plate   Output   Power
Duty-.--

0.32          0.32         0.32Ampero

0.02         0.02         0.02Ampere
735           745           760 Volts

14.7          15.0          15.2  Wet+s

19.5          24.4          29.3  Kilowat+s

17.0           18.6           23.O  Kilowa+ts

15.0            15.0           15.O  perc®n+

Note   I:   The   maximum   peak   cathode   current   ra+ing   refers   to   +he   ins+antaneous   peak   cathode   current   available.   This   rating   is   based

on  an  availeblo  emission  throughout  life  of  80  milliamperes    per   watt   of   filament   power.   The   pulse   plate   curr®n+   data   shown

under   the   Typical   Operation   sections   refers  to   +he   d-c   pla+a   curren+   component   during   the   pulse.

APPLICATION
MECHANICAL

Mounting-The 4PR1000A must be operated vertical-
ly,   base  up   or   down.   When  the  SK-510   Air-System
Socket   is   used   in   conjunction   with   the   SK-506   Air
Chimney,  the  socket  must  be  mounted  to  the  under
surface  of the  chassis  to  maintain  proper  air  space  be-
tween  the  plate  seal  and  the  chimney  opening,  other-
wise plate seal cooling will be  seriously impaired.

In  the  event  the  SK-510  Air-System  Socket  is  not
used,  the  socket  must  provide  clearance  for  the  glass
tip-off which extends from  the center of the tube.  The
metal  tube-base  shell  should  be  grounded  by  means  of
suitable  spring  fingers.

COOLING-Adequate forced-air cooling must be pro-
vided to maintain base-seal and plate-seal temperaLtures
below  150°  C  and  2000  C,  respectively.  In  all  classes
of  operation  it  is  recommended  that  a  heat-radiating
connector,  the  Eimac  HR-8  or  equivalent,  be  installed
on  the  anode  terminal,  and that  a  socket  and  chimney
be  employed  which  provides  for  proper  seal  cooling.
When  the  Eimac  4PRloooA  is  operated  at  d-c  or  low
frequencies  in  an  Eimac   SK-510  Air  System   Socket,
complete  with  SK-506  Air  Chimney  and  HR-8  Heat
Radiator,  the  minimum  airflow  requirements  to  main-
tain  seal  temperatures   at   1500   C   in  50°   C   inlet  air
are tabulated below:

2

Sea    Level '0.000   Feet

Aye.   Plate Air    Flow Plenum     Pressure Air    Flow Plenum    Pressure
Dissipation (CFM) Drop.     (Inches (CFM) Drop.     (Inches

(watts) of  Water) of   Water)

600 17.0 0.30 24.0 0.45

800 20.0 0.40 28.0 0.56

1000 25.0 0.55 36.0 0.80

When   the  Eimac  4PR1000A   is   used  as  a  pulsed-
amplifier   or   oscillator   at   frequencies   above   30   Mc,
additional  cooling  may  be  required  to  compensate  for
the  effects  of  plate  and  base-seal  heating  caused  by
r-f  charging  currents   and   dielectric  losses.   Since  the
amount of seal heating varies  with the particular appli-
cation,  it  is  suggested  that  the  user  monitor  the  seal
temperatures  to  determine  the  adequacy  of the  cooling
air'

Cooling   air  should   be   applied  befoi.e   or   simultaii-
eously   with   the   application   of  filament  voltage   and
may  be  removed  simultaneously  with  filament  voltage.
In   any   questionable   situation,   the   only   criterion  for
adequate   cooling   is   temperature.   Tube   temperature
may be measured conveniently by using a temperature-
sensitive  paint.

ELECTRICAL
Filamehl  Yol.age-For  maximum  tube  life  the  fila-
ment voltage,  as measured directly at the filament pins,

u



should  be  7.5  volts.  Variations  in  filament voltage  must
be  kept  within  the  range  of  7.13  to  7.87  volts.

When  the  4PR1000A  is  utilized  in  pulse  applica-
tions  where high peak curl.ents  are  demanded,  filament
voltage must be maintained at the rated value;  the nor-
mally  allowable  five-percent  variation   in   this  voltage
cannot  be  tolei.ated  if  the  tube's  peak-cui.rent  capabil-
ities  are  to  be  realized.

Ei'.enT,e#eD.:;seir?a::iopn|=eu:.qs:i.p:,oil;=a:foT;:atf:gR|C8gg.i

should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  1000  watts.   Dissipa-
tion   in  exc`ess   of  this   maximum   rating  is  permissable
for.  short  periods  of  time,   such  as  during  tuning  pro-
cedures.

The   avei.age   power   dissipated   by   the   screen-grid
and   the   control-grid   must  not   exceed   75   watts   and
25  w.itts,  respectively.

Cut-Off Characterisl.ics-The plate Current Cut-Off
Characteristics   of   the   4PRloooA   are   shown   in   the
graph  below.  These  curves  indicate  the  value  of  nega-
tive  grid  voltage  required  to  maintain  a  plate-current
flow  of  50  microampei.es  or  less  at  the  various  plate
{ind  screen  voltages  noted.  These  curves  were  plotted
from  a  "typical"  tube  whose  electrical  characteristics
closely  approximate  the  mean  value  in  the  tube  test
specification.

Each   4PR1000A   is   tested   to   insui.e  proper   cut-off
characteristics   at   maximum   ratings.   This   cut-off   testfl

4PRIOO0A

is made with a plate voltage of 30 KV, a sci.een voltage
of  2.5  KV  with  the  grid  voltage  ad].usted  to  maintain
a   plate   current   of    10   microamperes.    Under   these
test  conditions  the  negative  gi.id  bias  must  not  exceed
600   volts.   Due   to  tube-to-tube   variation   this   cut-off
point  will  vary  and  the  typical  range  can  be  expected
to be between -470 volts and -585 volts.
Pulse-Modulator   Service-The   data   shown  in  the"Typical  Operating"  section  of  Pulse-Modulator  Serv-

ice was  calculated assuming a rectangular plate voltage
wave-form,  ignoring  the  effects  of  shunt  capacity.  In
reality,  the  total  shunt  capacitance  (including  the  out-
put   capacity   of   the   tube,   stray   capacitance,   etc.)
affects   the   output  wave  form   and  can   have   consid-
erable   effect   on   plate   dissipation.   Since   the   actual
plate   wavefoi.in   is   not  rectangular,   even  though  the
grid   pulse   is,    additional   power   will   be   dissipated
during   the   rise   time   and   can,   under   some   circum-
stances,  be  much  greater  than  that  dissipated  during
the  remainder  of the  pulse.  The total  power  dissipated
is  then  the  sum  of  the  power  dissipated  during  the
rise   time   and   the   power   dissipated   during   the   re-
mainder  of the  pulse.
Special Applications - If it is desired to operate
this tube under conditions widely different from
those  given  here,  please  write  to  Power  Grid
Tube  Marketing,  Eimac,  a  division  of -Varian
Associates, 301  Industrial way, Sam Carlos, Cali-
fomia,  for information  and recommendations.

EIMAC  4PFtl000A
TYPICAL

PLATE  CUT-OFF
I    CHAFtACTERISTICS

4                                   8                                 12                                 16                                20                               24

PLATE  VOLTAGE -KILOVOLTS
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DIM.N.ION^L  DATA

FtEr. MIN. MAI. MOM.

A ce75 9.625 gL2sO
a 8.coo 8.7sO e.375
C 5.2cO
D 3.625
E .313

F .825 .925 .e75
G I.Ilo u40 lco
H .559 .573 .566
J .484
K 60®
L 30®
M 30,
N I.495 I.505 IJ5cO
P .37' .SrfT .374
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The  Eimac 6C21  is a  high-vacuum  power +riode  designed  for pulse-modula+or
service  a+  d-c  plate  voltages  up  to  30  kilovolts  and  peak  plate  currents  as  high
as   15  ampere§.

The  6C2l   is  forced-air  and  radia+ion  cooled,  has  a  maximum  pla+e-dissipa-
tion  rating  of  300  wa+ts,  and,  in  pulse  modulator  service,  will  deliver  up  to  375
kilowatts  to  a  resistive  load  with  7.5  kilowatts  of  driving  power.

GENERAL   CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL
Filamen+:  Thoriated  Tungsten

Vol+age

Current------
Amplification  Factor   IAverage)
Direct  lnterelec+rode  Capacitances   (Average)

Grid-Plate------

EiE!

Input

Output
Transconductance   (lb± loo  rna.,  Eb=2000v.)

MECHANICAL
Base
Connections------

Socket-------

Mounting   position       --..            a            .            .

Cooling---------
Maximum   Temperature   of  Grid   &   Plate   Seals      -            -
Recommended  Heat  Dissipating  Plate  and  Grid  Connectors
Maximum   Overall   Dimensions:

Length---.---
Diameter

Net  weigh+       --------
Shippingweight         -           -

8.2            yolts

17.0   amperes
-30

-            4.3   „Hf
-          9.5   „„f
-             0.1    l|ILt

6100     ttmhos

50-watt  iumbo  4-pin
-            -            -See   drawing

E.  F.  Johnson  Co.   123-21  I ,
Na+ional  Co.  XM-50  or
equivalent.

Vertical,  base  down  or  up
Forced  Air  and   Radiation

2250   C.
-            -            -EimacHR-8

.            .             .       |2-5/8    inches

-             -             -          5-I/8     inches

-            -            -            I.3    pounds

•            -            -           5.8   pounds

MAXIMUM  RATINGS
Pulse  Modulator  Service   (Per  Tube)

D-C   PLATE   VOLTAGE        -           -

D-C   GRID  VOLTAGE          -           -

PEAK   POSITIVE   PLATE  VOLTAGE

PEAK   POSITIVE   GRID  VOLTAGE

PEAK   PLATE   CURRENT     -           -

AVERAGE   GRID    DISSIPATION

AVERAGE   PLATE   DISSIPATON

30   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

-2.0   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

35   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

I.6   MAX.   KILOVOLTS

15   MAX.   AMPERES

50   MAX.   WATTS

300   MAX.   WATTS

(Revised   12-15-65)  Copyright   1954,1965  by  Varian  Associates

TYPICAL  OPERATION
D-C   plate  voltage     -          -
D-C   Grid  voltage     -          -
Pulse   Plato   Current
Pulse   Grid   Curren+.
Pulse    Positive   Grid   Vol+ago
Pulse   Grid   Driving   Powor*
Load:    Resistive             -            -
Duty              -           -           -
Pulse   Vol+age   Ou+put
Pulse    Power    Input       -
Pulse    Plate    Dissipation
Pulse   Power   Output
+Approlima+e   values.

28   Iilovol+s
-I.5    Lilovol+s

15   amperos
3.0   amporos

1000   yolts
7.5   [ilowat+§

1650   ohms
.002

25   kilovolts
420   kilowatts

45   kilowa+ts
375   kilowatts



-@ 6C2,
APPLICATION

Mounting.-The  6C2I   must  be  mounted  vertically,
base  down  or  up.   The  leads  to  the  pla+e  and  grid
terminals  should   be  flexible.  and  the  tube  mus+  be

pro+ected  from  vibration  and  shock.
Cooling -..- Forced-air   cooling   of  the   filamen+  stem
structure  is  required.    Base  cooling  requires  a  mini-
mum  air  flow  of  2 I/2   cubic feet  per minute  directed
+hrough   +he  tube   base  toward  the  filament  press.
If  the  hole  in  the  socket  is  a+  least   I   inch  in  diam-
e+er   and   +he   manifold    is   the   same   diameter,    a
static   pressure   of   I/4    inch   of  wa+er   is   required   a+
+he   manifold   +o   provide   the   2'/2    cubic   feet   per
minu+e.    Hea+  Dissipating  Connec+ors   (Eimac  HR-8
or  equivalent)   must  be  used  at  +he  plate  and  grid
terminals     and     unobstruc+ed     circula+ion     of     air

around   the  tube   is   required   in   sufficient  quantity
to  prevent +he  temperatures  of grid  and  plate  seals
from  exceeding  225°C.   Forced  ventilation  of  com-

partments   or   equipment   in   which   the   tube   is   lo-
ca+ed   is   always   beneficial,   +hough   not  necessarily
required.

Tube  +emperatures  may  be  measured  with  the  aid
of    "Tempilaq..,     a    +empera+ure-sensitive    lacquer
manufac+ured     by    +he    Tempil    Corporation,     132
West  22nd   Street,   New  York   I  I,   N.  Y.    For  sa+is-
factory   results,   Tempilaq   must   be   sprayed   on   the
surface  to  be  measured  in  a  thin  coat,  covering  as
small  an  area  as  will  serve  the  purpose.

ELECTRICAL

Filament  Volfoge-For  optimum  tube  life  the  fila-

Fi:::sl:I:Fdg:,e:;.i:+aes:r;ad,u:i:efc:I.!ya:,+:!ev:rai::

t;o°,::.ShA°,T'dfobu:kseopctkewtjtf::in+.}neairsansgh:ui£7;:t:s:a:
with  +wo  placed  in  parallel  for  each  filament  con-
nection.
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Operation-The  6C2l   may  be  operated  with  in-
ductive  or  resistive  loads,  provided  only  that the
maximum  ratings  are  not  exceeded.  The  ratings
listed  for  pulse  modulator  service  are  for  opera-
tion   at   peak   plate  currents  of   15   amperes   and
pulse   lengths   up   to    loo   milliseconds.    Further
information  on  pulse operation,  such  as tube  lim-
itations   under   long   (loo   milliseconds   or   more)

pulse   conditions,   is   contained   in   ``Pulse  Service
Notes``  obtainable  from  Eimac  Division  of  Varian
on   request.   If  it  is  desired  to  operate  the  6C2l
under   conditions   widely   different   from   those
given   for   pulse   modulator  service,   write   Eimac
Division   of   Varian   for   information   and   recom-
mendations.

Usef ul   information   about   pulse   circuits   may   be   obtained
from  such  publications  as  '`Pulse  Generators,"  volume  5  of
the  MIT  Radiation  Laboratory  Series,  by  MCGraw-Hill,1948.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

EIMAC   VS-2,   VS-4  and  VS-6  are  single  pole,   double  throw,  electro-
magnetically  actuated  vacuum  switches  designed  for  high  voltage  applica-
tions where  a compact,  fast-acting vacuum  switch is required.

The   VS-2  and  VS-4  are  identical  electrically  and  are  intended  for
switching   radio-frequency  circuits   at  moderate   values  of  current.   These
two switches differ only in physical  characteristics,  the  VS-4 being  shorter.

The  VS-6  is  intended  for  pulse  switching.applications  where  high  peak
currents   are  encountered.   These  switches  are  designed  to  be  used  with
EIMAC  12 volts and  24 volts  direct-current coils.

GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICSI

ELECTRICAL

Peak  rf hold-off voltage  ...................
Rf Contact  Current  (1-15 MHz) ...............

(30  MHz)  ................
Pulse Current (see note)

VS-2            VS-4          VS-6

20,000      20,000      22,000   volts
7.5              7.5                 amperes
5.0              5.0                 amperes

•..........       150    amperes

(Note) Pulse duration less than  2.5 microseconds,  pulse repetition  rate less than  400 pps.
Pulse train  = 0.5 seconds.

Maximum  Contact Resistance:

Normally  closed  contact   .....
Nomally open  contact   ......

Maximum  Contact closing time   .

MECHANICAL

Dimensions.............

Weight   (Approximate)      .....

Coil  Data:

Part Number    ............

Resistance  (nominal) .......

0.03           0.03           0.03   ohms
0.05            0.05            0.05   ohms

20               20               20  millisec.

12  volt coil
051270

30

.  .    See  drawings
2oz;56.7      gin

24 volt coil
051271

115       ohms

1.    Characteristics  and  operating  values  are  based  upon  performance  tests.  These  figures  may  change  without  notice
as  the  result  of  additional  data  or  product  refinement.  EIMAC  Division  of  Varian  should  be  consulted  before  using
this  information  for  final  equipment design.

(Effective  9-1-75)        ©       1970,1975    EIMAc division  of varian                             Printed  in  u.S.A.
ELh-T=TT--I.I_TIT. _,-_          -:I

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



@ VS-2    VS-4     VS-6

A/OOwTJIVG   -    The   operating  coil  is  mounted   in
rubber  grommets  over  the  glass  barrel  on  the  arm
containing  the  iron   core.   The   non-magnetic  end
of   the   coil   is   placed   toward   the   contacts.

In   order  to   prevent  damage   from   shock   and  vi-
bration,   the   switch   should   be   fastened   to  the
equipment  with  rubber  covered  metal  strips  over
the  glass  tubing.
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COIvr4Crs   -   The    normally    open    contact   is
housed   in   the   glass   barrel   containing   the  iron
core:   the  normally   closed  contact  being  directly
oposite this  core.

DC   RATJIVGS   -   While   not   designed   for  dc   ap-
plications,  the  VS  series  may  be  used  at  reduced
ratings  in  dc  service.  The  following  ratings  have
been established:

VS-2         VS-4        VS-6

Voltage-                  14,00014,00014,000 Vdc
Current-                        4               4               6       Adc

DIMENsloNAL   DATA

I)lM
INCHES Ml lllMETERS

M'N. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. FIEF.

A 4.750 4.875 - 120.65 123.82 -
a 3.000 3.125 - 76.20 79.37 -
C I . 687 I.812 42.85 46.02 -
D 3. 437 3.562 87.50 90.47
E 0.090 0.I05 - 2.29 2.62 -
F 0.468 0.531 I I .89 I 3 . 49 -
G 0.543 0.406 8.71 '0.31 -
H - 9/16  X - 4 .76 *
J I  .031 26.'9
K 0.750 I.000 - 19.05 25.40
M 0.437 0.562 - 11.'0 14.27 -
N 0.090 0.103 - 2.29 2.62 -
P 0.343 0.406 8.71 10.31

a - - 2-1€ - 51.59x*
R 0.343 0.406 - 8.71 1031 -
S 0.750 - 19.05 -
T 0.437 0.562 11.10 14.27 -
U 0.090 0. 103 - 2.29 2.62 -

X  I . D. COIL

X   *O.D.COIL

VS-2

.®



VS-2   VS-4    VS-6 a

t`\,<N\          -

DIM ENSI0NAL   DATA

I)lM
NCHES M LLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. FIEF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 4.453 4.577 113.11 I I 6.2 5 -
a 2.922 3.046 - 74.22 77.37 -
C I .469 I.593 37.31 40.46 -
D 3.437 5.562 - 87.30 90.47 -
E 0.090 0.log - 2.29 2.62 -
F 0.469 0.531 - 11.91 13.49

G 0.297 0.359 7.54 9.12

H * - X

J - I.031 26.19
K 0750 I000 19.05 2540

K

<> M 0.438 0.562 - 11.12 14.27 -
//,,

®OUTUNEtif-

N 0090 0103 229 262 -\ \1 I-® P 0343 0.406 8.71 10.31 -
Q *X - *X
R 0. I 5 6 0.218 - 3.96 5.54 -
S 0.750 - - 19.05 -
T 0.438 0.562 - 11.12 14.27 -
u 0.090 0.103 2.29 2.62

F I,ffl
('N.)                                  (MM)

*O.5621.D.COIL   I                                                   I

Ix*M 2.03l  o.D.cell  |51.590.D.COIL       I9

A I
I

6

-\III-,
11'111

'    11.„•1'lJ

IIILi-

LI±=_                -
Thll

1bJc
©1.u
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@ VS-2    VS-4     VS-6

DIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM
INCHES M LLIMETERS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 4.750 4.875 - '20.65 '23.82 -
a 3,OcO 3, I 25 - 76.20 7937
C I.687 I.812 42.85 46.02
D 3.437 3.562 - 87. 30 90.47 -
E 0.090 0.103 - 2.29 2.62 -
F 0.484 0515 1229 I 3 .08 -
G 0.343 0.406 .

8.71` 10.51

H - - 9/16 * - - 4.76i(
J - I.031 - 26.'9
K 0.750 I.OcO 19.05 25.40
M 0.468 0.531 I I .89 13.49 -
N 0.090 0. '03 2.29 2.62 -
P 0.543 0.406 8.71 10.31 -
Q - 2-lra2X - 51.59**
F\ 0.343 0.406 8.71 10.31 -
S - 0.750 - - 19.05
T 0.468 0.531 „.89 13.49
u 0.090 0.103 - 2.29 2.62

*    I.D.COIL
X  X  O.D.  COIL

VS-6



CONTACT  FINGER  STOCK

EIMAC  Preformed  Finger  Stock  is  a  prepared  strip  of  spring ma-
terial,  slotted and  formed into  a  series  of fingers,  designed  to  make
a  sliding contact.

EIMAC   Finger  Stock  provides  excellent  circuit  continuity  bet-
ween  components  with  adjustable  or  moving  contact  surfaces.  It  is
especially  suitable  for  making  connections   to  tubes  with  coaxial
terminals  or  to  moving  parts,  such  as  long line  and  cavity  circuits.
It  is  also  useful  as  an  electrical  "weather  stripping"  around  doors
in equipment cabinets and  "screen"  rooms.

The  base  material  is  a  non-ferrous  spring alloy,  heat  treated  for
more  positive  spring  action  and  silver  plated  for  better  rf  conduc-
tivity.

CF-100,  CF-700,  and  CF-800  incorporate  "spooned"  fingers  to

prevent   scratching  the   contact  surface   (see  drawings   on  reverse
side of sheet)

EIMAC   Contact   Finger   Stock   is   supplied   in   36-inch   lengths

(91  cm).

FINGER  STOCK  CURRENT  RATING

MINIMUMDEFLECTION
MAXIMUM  CURRENT

TYPE INCH MM AMPS.  PER AMPS.  PER  INCH  OF AMPS.  PER  CM  0F
FINGER FINGER  STOCK FINGER  STOCK

CF-100 .015 (.38) 7.8 47.2 18.7

CF-200 .015 (.38) 7.8 47.2 18.7

CF-300 .025 (.63) 5.7 34.6 13.6

CF-400 .025 (.63) 5.7 34.6 13.6

CF-500 .030 (.76) 7.8 47.2 18.7

CF-600 .030 (.76) 7.8 47.2 18.7

CF-700 .015 (.38) 7.8 47.2 18.7

CF-800 .035 (.89) 6.4 38.7 15.3

CF-900 .015 (.38) 3.9 47.2 18.7

(Revised  6-15-71)     ©        1962,1966,1971    Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



CF-100-900

EIMAC  Contact  Finger  Stock  is  heat  treated  to  a  minimum  tensile  strength  of  170,000  pounds

per square inch.
No  further  forming  of  the  material  should  be  attempted.  The  minimum  bending  radius  of curva-

ture  for  the  material  is  0.75  inch.  It may  be  secured  by any  suitable  mechanical  means  or by  soft
soldering.  If torch-soldering is  attempted,  extreme  care  must   be exercised  to  prevent  overheating
which will  anneal the  material,  resulting in loss  of its  elastic  properties.

EIMAC  Contact Finger Stock is  available in  the  following semi-finished  states:

CF-101  through  CF-901:  Slotted  and  fomed  (Not heat treated  or  plated)
CF-102  through  CF-902:  Slotted,  formed,  and  heat  treated  (Not  plated)
CF-103  through  CF-903:  Slotted,  formed,  and  plated  (Not heat  treated)

Contact  Finger Stock which  has  not  been  heat treated  can  be  formed  to  different  shapes  by  the
user,  after which  it may  be  heat treated.

A   suitable  heat  treating  schedule  consists  of  holding  the  unplated  material  at  600°±5°F  for
2.5  hours  in  air,  after  which  it  must  be  cleaned  and  plated.  Heat  treating  the  material  in  a  con-
trolled  atmosphere  such  as  cracked  natural  gas,  disassociated  ammonia,  or forming  gas  will  mini-
mize   oxidation.  Finger  stock  should  be  held  in  a  suitable  jig  or  fixture  during  heat  treating  to

prevent deformation.
The  Finger  Stock  current  rating is  based  on  a  temperature  rise  of  50°C  at  the point of contact

with  one  piece  of  finger  stock  making  contact  with  another  identical  piece.  Contact  pressure  is
controlled  by  assuring that  the  deflection  at  the  point  of  contact is  at  least  as  great as  indicated
in  the  table  on page  1.

For  long  term  operation  the  finger  stock  temperature  should  not  exceed   150°C  (300°F).  The
material  may  be  heated  to  260°C  (500°F)  for  a  short  period  such  as  required  for  soft soldering.

Temperature  rise  is  proportional  to  current  squared.  It  will  be  affected  by  the  temperature  of
the   surface  to  which  contact  is  made  and  by  the  amount  and  temperature  of  cooling air  if used.



CF-100-900

Dimensions  in  Inches
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CF-100-900

Dimensions  in  Millimeters
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EIMAC
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Eimac  HR  Heat-Dissipating  Connectors  are  used  to
make electrical connections to the plate and grid terminals
of Eimac tubes,  and,  at the same  time,  provide  efficient
heat transfer from the tube element and glass seal to the
air.  The  HR  connectors  aid  materially  in  keeping  seal
temperatures  at  safe  values.  However,  it  is  sometimes
necessai.y to forced-air cool the connector by means  of a
small fan or blower.  In such cases the air flow should be

parallel  with  the  fins  of  the  connector.    Designed  for
use   on   the   larger   tubes,   the   HR-9   Heat-Dissipating
Connector  is  provided  with  an  air  duct  to  conduct  the
c`ooling  air  directly  to  the  glass  seal.

HR  Heat-Dissipating  Connectors  are  machined  from
solid  dural  rod,   and  are   supplied  with  the   necessary
machine  screws.  The  table  below  lists  the  pi.oper  con-
nectors  for  use  with  each  Eimac  tube  type.

TUBE
PLATE GRID PLATE GRID

CONNECTOR CONNECTOR TUBE CONNECTOR CONNECTOR

2-25A HR-I 75TH-TL HR-3 HR-2
2-50A HR-3 '00R HR-8
2-150D HR-6 100TH-TL HR-6 HR-2
2-240A HR-6 VT1 27A HR-3 HR-3
2-2000A HR-8 152TH-TL HR-5 HR-6
3C24 HR-I HR.I 250TH.TL HR-6 HR-3

4-65A HR-6 250R HR-6
4-125A HR-6

253 HR-8
4-250A HR-6

4400A HR-6 304TH-TL HR-7 HR.6

4-I oooA HR-8 327A HR-4 HR-3
4E27A/5-125B HR-5

450TH.TL HR.8 HR-8*4PR60A HR-8

6C2' HR-8 HR-8 592/3-200A3 HR-lo HR-5

KY2'A HR-3 750TL HR-8 HR.8
RX2'A HR-3 866A HR-8
25T HR-I 872A HR-8
35T HR-3 I OOOT HR-9 HR.9
35TG HR.3 HR-3 I SOOT HR-8 HR-8
uH50 HR-2 HR-2 2000T HR.a HR.8

i,:ofaeng:hr:89g!,:j':md[jn::mLe,:n:ar,'hgoerfld4t5h?:Tr#:!s:yTP::I:;:aa,;Steg:,:a;in::ii.:£:3nvi:e::duT;etis:i.a;Ie:R:_€;:cTof#°£s';e,.ixhjisst':3a;i:jpFi:ntisdiijr::3€d`°s'otthheat°'ftermsa'yy'ebe45r:L%#

(Effective  12-1-65)   ®   1954,  1965,  1969  by  Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.
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The  Eimac  SK-300A  Air-System  Socket is  recommen-
ded  for use  with  those  tube  types  listed  at  the  bot-
tom   of  the  data  sheet.   The  Eimac   SK-306,   SK-316
and  SK-1306  Air  Chirilneys  are  available  for  use
with  this  socket.  When  this  socket  is  used,  connec-
tion  is  made  to  each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except
the  anode,  by  means  of  concentric  rings  of  spring-
finger   contacts.   The   SK-300A   is   an  improved  ver-
sion  of  the  SK-300  with  significantly  reduced  pres-
sure drop at the air-flow  rates  used  with these  tubes.
The  cooling  air  horsepower  requirements  are  appre-
ciably  lower  for  these  tube  types  in  an  SK-300A  as
compared to  the  SK-300.

BASE    CONNECTION

The  SK-300A  Air-System  Socket  consists  of  four  concentric  rings  of  spring-finger  contacts.  The  socket
is  provided  with  two  filament  connectors  with  a  I/4"  diameter  hole  in  each  connector  for  making connec-
tion  to  the  inner  and  outer  filament  contacts,  one  6-32  terminal  is  provided  for  DC  connec tion  to the
screen-grid.  RF  connection  to  the  screen-grid  may  be  made  directly  to  the  collet.  The  SK-300A  has  four
8-32  terminals  for  connection  to  the  control-grid.  The  four  contact  rings  are  shown  on  the  outline draw-
ing.

MAXIMUM   WORKING  VOLTAGE:

Screen-Grid......

Control-Grid......

3000   Vdc

3000   Vdc

MATERIALS   AND  FINISHES

The  socket  body  is  made  from  brass  silver-plated.  The  contact  material  is  a  non-ferrous  spring  alloy,
Beryllium-copper,  per  QQ-C-533,  heat  treated  for  spring action  and  silver-plated,  per  QQ-S-365,  for  good
RF conductivity.  The insulation material is  Teflon and  Alsimag 665 ceramic.

INSTALLATloN

The  SK-300A  Air-System  Socket can  be  mounted on  a  chassis deck,  partition  or pressurized  compartment.
Chassis mounting is  accomplished  by  cutting a 7-3/16"  hole in the chassis  deck or partition.  The  socket
is  then  placed  in  the  hole  and  fastened  in  place  by  eight  6-32  machine  screws  through  the eight holes
provided  for fastening.  The  SK-300A  Air-System  Socket is  recommended for use  with  the  following tubes:

8170/4CX5000A
8170W/4CX5000R
4CW10,000A

8171/4CX10,000D
8281/4CX15,000A

NET   WEIGHT
SK-300A

(Revised  4-15-69)  ©   1964,  1969  by  Varian

3.25   lbs

Printed in  U.S.A.
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I.    ALL                 NSIONS     IN     INCHFS

2    TOLERANCES     ARE    NOT     CUMULATIVE

r_CoNTBOL   GR,D
`        6-32    MACHINE    SCREW

DIMENSION      DATA

DIM. MIN. VAX. REF

A 2.001   d a. 2.06'  d ia.

-
a 3.25'  d ia. 3.311   d ia.

C 3.672  d a. 3.732  d a.

D 3  880 d a. 3.940 d a.

E 4.890 d a. 4.921   d a.

F 3.469 3.53'

H I  .095 I  . I 40

J .216 •240

K •634 689
L .820 .856

M 1.595 I .657

N 3.434 3.58 I

P 1.500

R .890 940
S 6.725  did.

_a._i66-ala=

T 177  r. .187  r.

U 8  230  dl a. 8.266  dia.

V 6-32  NC-2A  STUD

W .235  did. 265  did.

X 3.000 3.030

Y 1.575

Z T47 dia.  8  holes  on  7% ia     p.c.

AA88 44c 460

.950

AIB   CHIMNEY

(ACCESSOBY    PART)
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The  SK-306  and  SK-316  Air-System  Chimneys  are  intended  for  use  with

the   tube  and  socket  combinations  listed  below.  They  are  used  to direct
cooling air to the tube's anode cooling fins after it has been  forced through
the  companion  Air-System  Socket.

MATERIALS

These  chimneys  are  molded  from  a  gray  thermosetting polyester premix
compound.

®
INSTALLATION

The  SK-306  mounts  above  the  chassis  or  plenum  and  is  secured  by  the
eicht mounting screws  that secure the  SK-300 or SK-300A  socket.

The   SK-316   mounts   above   the   chassis   with   four   separate  mounting
screws on 8-15/16"  diameter pitch circle.

CHIMNEY/TUBE/SOCKET  COMBINATIONS

CHIMNEY TUBE SOCKET

SK-306 4CX5000A SK-300SK-300A

4CX5000R

SK-316 4CX15,000A

Net  Weight    ..........................................

(Revised  8-15-66)  ©   1963,1966  Varian

SKj?t&64thx5monoeoyAS::¥n

SK-300  socket

SK-306 -5.5 ounces
SK-316-11 ounces

Printed  in  U.S.A.



-a SK-306,   SK-316

SK-316
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and   controls  the   flow  of  cooling  air  around   the  tube  envelope.

i3:a:!T:he#:£i¥as°:s:i:-tshy:at;t:beass°acn:d:t,saci:-n:S:idsc:;dt°:as:tuicga:St#a!:T!::9,oow::fn:t?dwt!:icaht:;i:Papp°frbt;i::tu£;:.C:|'[C:::'}:S;BK:.;'so:6:

::etha:yf:;ter:pi:P!,i:e:nt;:!3e?:;3:ehr:he::t:ugep;j!-;:£s:tmft:;a:p:I:i,enrges:t:hi:etT:h:e:S:kn-ev4:i:pA:ihrea::h¥=:!a!tyeAtreaay:hi?enoe#:tifg:tnd|;

i::t!::::ai!etn:fi:§{i,:;oC:a:a:n:;::a:u!:n;v:u!jd:a::i:hrtl#ei:;;:a:::t;a::i§eneT:#:ps;;S|i,aefiie#h:e,I:p°ec;:#;it:i;y;:hsatj:::a;i:cuo!;{d;nr'!°e:aiii;*',S:;SS:e;ail,b:'i
An   air   blower   must   be   connected   to   the   socket   air-inlet.     This   can    be   done    by   means   of   a   duct   termin-

i:::e:attj,;rgacfa::ye:.i:::r;;a;:;::stut:e:g°jrf:nit:/4ca:n:d:%€rnr:;3a:rfirnm€:se{locbte:rsa:i:etsaT:a:Xabie:ope:n:;i::gdoa:t:fhsehce°te:tni:t:eydphe:°tp::b:eer:i?ew::e!:

¢'::tf::r!e:n:cC;i::ehtiR::¥eci;i;ieis[:tih::;at:;:n:;is:iia;;S;sf:a:;er:;h::aL:n;a;;tk::e::n't:i:n:ts'a:lnam:iYt:::iu:ir;::;a:c:;ts!js;;I;Tr:::b:i::e;tc:!!d;:e::o'l:i:::d;:te:tt:ha:n:i;;p:k:e:tis:St;h;,i
inner   wall   of   the   socket.

i:°r;ve%e§#§ig;!i;:eke;Ah:;rj::a:stfe:::dt:Sh;k;nk:ee!yh';nocgpk:e:t!:g::::Syf?:Tsh¥n::a:-ociu:rass;:iaec;s°:a|:'o?3#:a,:ldoi3:2::#::mec:h,I,ie::o:u:;#Cc:r,up:si:n:g;;:;

:jnthi:¥;ne.i:na€khs:u;¥tk::et.:snesT:h.r::,C:onj#i:nag::lfc:kaei;a;:::hf;::pod:k::;d.inusfr'8ot::fefici:::iyaifex?Bfeai:dpebrym.{jYfere:e'i.:t'eg#'onnqta
looking  up  at  a  cut-away  socket  mounted,
for    demonstration   purposes,   on   a   trans-
parent   deck.    Arrows   indicate   the   flow   Of
cooling  air.   The  socket  mounts  I lush  with
the  bottom  Of  the  deck  by  means  Of  screws

-qu^             (A)  which  also  position  clips  (8)  on  the  top
Of  the   deck.    Tliese   clips  ground  the   tube
base  shell  and  secure  the  air-system  chin-
hey.  Air  enters  the  assembly  through  duct
(C) ,  (not supplied with the socket assembly)
which  is  §ecored  by  set-screw   (D).     Screw
(E)     is     removed     for     making     pressure
measurements.

(Effective  4-I-56)   Copyright   1956  by  Eit®l-Mccullough,   lnc.



-@ SK-400  Air-System  Socket

#10-32   MACHINE
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TOP    VIEW
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CHASSIS
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#9 (.196)  DF}ILL  THRU
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FLOW   CHIMNEY

SPRING   CLIPS  GROUND
TUBE   BASE  AND  HOLD
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AIR  INLET     1±"   O.D.

TUBING   OR  FITTING

SCREEN   GRID

CONTROL  GRID

:..2::  DIA.  BORED  HOLE

SCREEN  GRID



TECHNICAL     DATA

The  EIMAC  SK-410  is  an  Air-System  Socket  recommended  for use
with   the  tube  types  listed  below,   or  other  types  having  the  same
special  five-pin  base.  Three  different  glass  Air-Chimneys  are  avail-
able   from   EIMAC   for  use  with   the  SK-410,   depending  on   the  tube
type  to  be used.

The   SK-410  is   especially  recommended  for  pressurized-chassis
installations.  Cooling  air  then  cools  the  base,  envelope,  and  plate-
seal   areas  of  the  tube,   when  directed  by  the  proper  Air  Chimney.

Contact  terminals  are  provided  for  all  five  of  the  tube  base  con-
nections,   with  the  anode  connection  made  separately  at  the  top  of
the tube.

The   SK-410   and  its   contact  assemblies   are  humidity   and  salt-
spray resi stant.

SK-410

AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET

BASE  CONNECTIONS,  MATERIALS,  AND  FINISHES

The  socket  shell  or  body  is  of  a  molded  plastic  with  excellent  insulation  characteristics  to
match  the  tube  types  for  which  this  unit  was  designed.  The  base  contact  terminals  are  made of
beryllium-copper  and  are  silver  plated.  A  set  of  four  clips  are  provided,  for  locating  and  holding
the  recommended  Air  Chimney.  These  clips  are  also  made  of  beryllium-copper  and  are  cadmium

plated.   Additional  clips,  of  the  same  type,   are  required  to  ground  the  metal  base  shell  of  some
tube types;  see  INSTALLATION  notes,  below.

NET  WEIGHT  (Approx.)    ..................................          5.5  oz;     156  gins

INSTALLATION

The   SK-410  Air-System   Socket  can  be  mounted  on  a  chassis  deck,   partition,   or  pressurized
compartment.   Mounting  is   accomplished  by  cutting  a  proper  size  hole  in  the  mounting  surface,

placing the  socket below  the hole,  and  fastening it into place with  four  6-32 maching  screws  (not
supplied),  through  the  four  mounting  holes in  the  "ears"  of  the  socket  body.  The proper chassis
hole  size  required is  dependent  on  the  tube  type  to  be  used,  and  is  indicated  with  the tabulation
of   tubes   and   recommended  Air-Chimneys   shown   below.   The   socket  has   a  2.4  inch  O.D.  round
neck  extending 3/4 inch  below the main  socket  body  to provide  a means  for connecting a  standard
air  duct  to  the  base.  Four  metal  clips  are  provided  for  retention  and  positioning of the  Air  Chim-
ney.  Tube  types  with  a  metal  base  shell  will  require  four  additional  clips(not  supplied)to  ground
the  base  shell.  The  EIMAC  Part  Number  for  this  clip  is  115846.

The   following  listing  shows  the  EIMAC  tube  types  which  may  be  used  with  the  SK-410,  and
the  recommended  Air  Chimney.  The  proper  mounting  hole  size  js  indicated,   and  the  need  for  the
additional  clips  for  grounding of the tube base  shell  is  shown.

(Revised  12-1-73)            1962,1973  by  varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/calif ornia    94070 J



SK-410

TUBE  TYPE*

4-125A /  4D21
4D21A
4Plu25A / 8247
4-250A / 5D22
4-400A / 8438
4-400C / 6775
4PR400A / 8188
4PR250C / 8248
4-500A
5-500A
175A
I;8F!fl A
6569
6580

AIR  CHIMNEY

None  Available
None  Available
None  Available
SK-406
SK-406
SK-406
SK-406
None  Available
SK-426
SK-426
SK-406
SK-406
SK-406
SK-406

TUBE  TYPEt

6155
3-400Z / 8163
3-500Z
6156
4-4008 / 7627

AIR  CHIMNEY

None  Available
SK-416
SK-406

SK-406
SK-406

t`    These  types   all   have  a   metal   base   shell.    Chassis

mounting   hole   size   should   be   2-5/8   inch   diameter.
Four  extra   base   clips  should   be  ordered  for  shell

grounding  if  Air  Chimney  is  to  be  used.

t These  types  have  no  base  shell.  Chassis mounting
hole   size   should   be   3-5/8   inch   diameter.   No  addi-
tional  base  clips  are  required.

i®
OIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM
I N CH ES MIL LIMETEFts

MIN. MAX. nEF. MIN. MAX. REF.

©

A 4.593 4.656 116.66 118  26
8 4.968 5.051 126  19 127.79
C 4.031 4.093 102 59 103_96\SK410ri/a`sti\1atkT`+`?I. , D 0.156 0.218 3.96 5.54
E 0.718 0.781 18.24 19.84
F - I . 250 31.75
H I.468 I . 531 37.29 ae.89
J 0.2Sl 0.345 7.14 a.7l
K 0.093 0.156 2.36 3.se
L Oce5Fi 0.156R - 2.368 3.96Fi
M 0.343 0.406 8.71 10.3 I

N 2.543 2.406 59.5 I 61.  I   I

P 2890 75.41
R i593 3.656 91.27 82.87-©T? S 2,140 2.203 54.36 55.96
T - 0. 187R 4.75
U 0.5CXRE 12.70
V 0. I 39 0152 3.53 i.
W 0.031 0.093 079 2.36

W

|lT®     r?
L    "          i=     "t,®t

IalTuNOT(2rot(3 tbe'               I 'H\
IN `&xro)slots

THFrouGH  WAIL

K                                                                                               CLips  (FOPI  GFrauNDiNGAPuliiiiiiiLh, MOUNTS  ON  A 3.250  DIA.

S                                                                                                                                                                       6-32  MACH.  SCF`EWSI

/45.

\                £                      /a ,                                                                            so.

i                          i                                                  /  '`',,  ~,,`   `-```\,i                            %iNMf%HL,3:E5:SA,R                          \\`  ``      ~,   '''''

V                                                                           .                                             FLOW CH MNEY  OPTIONAL)
i}/                       fy            `®                                &SOCKETTOCHASSIS                                                         I

SEE  TABLE  ABOVE

)                                                                                                                                                                                  FOB  F`ECOMMENDED

NOTES:
1.     BEF  DIMENSIONS  ABE   FOF`  INFO

ONLY  a  ARE  NOT  F`EQUIBED  FOB
INSPECTION  PUPIPOSES.

2.    SOCKET  AND  SHELL:

MAT'L:  DIALLYL  PHTHALATE.
3.    TUBE  PIN  CONTACT  CLIPS.

MAT'L:  BEPYLLIUM COPPEB
FINISH:  SILVEB  PLATED.

4.    CHIMNEy/GBOuNDING  CLIP
PAPT  No.115846
MAT'L:  BEBYLLIUM  COPPEB, HEAT
TF`EATED

FINISH    CADMIUM  PLATED.

(4)    SUPPLIED  WITH  SOCKET  FOB
SECUBING  CHIMNEy.  WHEN
ADD I TI ONA L  C H I MNEY /a F`OuND I NG
CLIPS  AF`E  F`EQ'D  TO GBOUND  THE
METAL  SHELL  OF  SOME  TUBE  TYPES
THEY  MAY  BE  OBDEBED  AS  PAFIT
No.115846.   IT   IS  BECOMMENDED

THAT  (4)  BE  USED  WHEN  THE  METAL
SHELL  IS  TO  BE  GBOUNDED.

TUBE  BASE  ONLY)
P.C.

®
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  SK-406,   SK-416,   and  SK-426  Air-System  Chimneys  are  intended  for
use  with  those tube and  socket combinations listed  below.  They  are used to
direct   cooling  air  from  the  socket  across  the  glass  envelope  of  the tube,

past the plate  seal  and  heat-radiating connector.

MATERIALS

The    SK-406,    SK-416,    and   SK-426,   Air-System   Chimneys   are   made  of
sturdy,  heat  resistant  Pyrex  glass.  The  bottom  edge  is  flat  for  a  tight  seal
against the  chassis while the top edge has  been  fired  for smoothness.

INSTALLATION

These   chimneys   are  designed  for  installation  above  the  chassis  or

plenum  that  holds  the  companion  Air-System  Socket.  The  four  spring  clips
supplied  with  the  SK-400  and  SK-410  sockets  act  as  retaining clips  for  the
chimney.   After  the   socket  and   spring  clips  are  installed,   the  chimney  is

pressed  down over tbe  spring clips.

CHIMNEY/TUBE/SOCKET  COMBINATIONS

SK-406
SK-416
SK-426

Am-sysTEM
CH  IMNEYS

CHIMNEY TUBE SOCKET

SK-406

3-500Z                       4PR400A/8188

SK-400OR
i::::i);i!2;2      !!!;A
4-400C/6775           6580 SK-410

SK-416 3-400Z/8163

SK-426 4-500A
5-500A

Net  Weight        .........................................        SK-406  -8  ounces

SK-416 -  7  ounces
SK-426 -  8  ounces

(Revised  12-1-73)          1963,1965,1967,1973   by  varian

L

Printed  in  U.S.A.

__.  _i --.- `    I

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301--ihd-u-strial   way/sam    carlos/california    94070



-© SK-406     SK4T6     SK-426

SK-406

D' MENS'ON AL    DATA

DIM
lNr.HF,i 11111 LIMFTEFl S

M'N MAX, REF MIN MAX FIEl:

A 23'2 2438 58,72 6'92
i 4al3 5,CcO 12225 127CX)

C 4125 I 0477
D 3718 3906 9444 9923
E Q250 635
F 625 875 4127 4762
G 0188 477
H 3_250 8255
J a  IaFl 477

SK-41 6

SK-426

Dl MENSI0N A|   DATA

DIM
lNl:11  ES NIL 1   METER.\

MIN MAX F'EF M'N MAX FIEF

A 23'2 z458 587Z 6'9Z
8 5  CXS3 5250 I 28 cO 5335
C 4125 10477
D 3718 3 9Ci5 9444 9923
E 0250 635
F 625 .875 4127 4762
G 32sO 8255
H Ol8S 477
J 0125 317

Dl MENS'ON AI   DATA

DIM
I I, I-H tx MIL L'METm .\

WIN MAX REF M" MAX REF

A 2312 2438 5872 a.92
8 •   , ,I, 4 laFl "fr) 1rralt
C 4125 '0477
D 3ne .I.+. cO44 C)C'?1

E 0250 635
F t07 1312 3015 33.32
G 0188 477
H 3.250 82as

I •" 477

fl

a
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The SK-500 Air-System Socket is the recommended socket for use with the
4-1000A tetrode, and it may be used as well with any other tubes having the
same physical dimensions. The SK-500 pl.ovides effic-ient connection between
the tube and its external circuits, acts as  a firm mechanical support for the
tube, and controls the flow of cooling air around the tube envelope.

The  SK-500 Air-System  Socket consists  of  a  cast  aluminum  body  which
supports the electrical insulation for the terminals and acts as an air-duct to
guide the air flow into the base of the tube. The air passes through the base
of the tube and is guided past the tube envelope  and plate seal by the glass
Air Chimney, SK-506.

Most applications of the SK-500 Air-System Socket require the use of the
SK-506 Air Chimney to guide the air over the envelope of the tube and past
the plate seal. The SK-506 Air Chimney may be omitted only in the few spe-
cial cases where other definite Provisions for cooling the tube envelope and
plate seal have been made.

The electrical insulation for the connecting jacks and their terminals is a disk of low-loss insulating
material, resting on a shoulder turned into the bottom of the socket body. The insulating disk is held
in place by four machine screws which act as clamps. The design permits the insulation and terminal
assembly to be rotated to  any convenient  direction and  clamped firmly in place,  so no  compromise
with wiring requirements will have to be made when  the socket is installed.

An air blower must be connected to the socket air-inlet. This can be done by means of a duct termi-
nating in a cylindrical fitting of two inches O.D., or the chassis may be enclosed and connected to the
blower. In either case the pressure drops and corresponding flow-rates will depend upon the tube type,
power level, operating frequency and ambient conditions, and must be obtained from the data sheet
for the specific tube type being used.

Socket air pressure can be measured conveniently by a manometer arranged to indicate the pressure
difference between the air in the socket and the air in its surroundings. To facilitate and standardize
this measurement, 74-28-threaded hole is provided  in the wall of the socket body opposite the air inlet.
A probe or fitting can be screwed into this hole for connection  to a manometer;  it  should be  screwed
into the socket until its end is flush with the inner wall of the socket base. It should not be permitted to
protrude inside the inner surface of the socket wall.

The  SK-500  Air-System  Socket  is  designed  for  under-chassis  mounting  and  requires  a  3-%-inch
diameter  hole  through  the  chassis  deck.  The  socket is fastened in place by four No.  10 32 machine
screws, running in tapped holes in the cast aluminum body.  These four  screws  also hold four  small,
double clips, which serve to ground the metal base of the tube and to hold the SK-506 Air Chimney
in place.

When a tube is inserted in the socket, the five pins on the tube are engaged by five self-aligning pin-
jacks in the socket. The connecting leads to the socket must be sufficiently flexible to permit free move-
ment` of the pin-I.acks, or the self-aligning feature may be impaired.

(Revised  3-15-67)    ©    1961,1967  by  Varian Printed   in   U.S.A.



-®® SK-500  Air-System  Socket
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The  SK-506  and  SK-516  Air-System  Chimneys  are  intended  for  use  with

those  tube  and  socket  combinations  listed  below.  They  are  used  to  direct

cooling  air  from  the  socket  across  the  glass  envelope  of the  tube,  past  the

plate  seal   and heat radiating connector.

MATERIALS

The  SK-506  and  SK-516  Air-System   Chimneys  are  made  of  heat  resistant

Pyrex  glass.  The  bottom  edge  is  ground  flat  for  a tight  air  seal  against  the

chassis  while  the  top  edge has  been  fired  for  smoothness.

INSTALLATION

These  chimneys  are  designed  for  above-chassis  installation  over  the  companion  Air-System  Socket.  Four

Spring Clips  supplied  with  the  SK-500  and  SK-510  sockets  ground  the  metal  tube  base  and  act as  retain-

ing   clips  for  the  chimney.

CHIMNEY/TUBE/SOCKET   COMBINATloNS

CHIMNEY TUBE SOCKET

SK-506

4-1000A

SK-500SK-5104PR1000A

4PluoooB

SK-516 3-1000Z

Net   Weight

SK-506

SK-516

(Revised   4-15-69)     ©    1963,  1964,  1969  by  Varian

10 ounces

8  ounces

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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TECHNICAL     DATA

The   EIMAC   SK-510   is  an   Air-System   Socket   recommended  for

use    with   the   tube  types   listed   below,   or  other   types  having the
same  special  five-pin  base.  Two  different  glass  Air-Chimneys  are
available   from   EIMAC   for  use  with   the   SK-510,   depending  on  the
tube type used.

The   SK-510  is  especially  recommended  for  pressurized-chassis
installations.  Cooling  air then  cools  the base,  envelope,  and  plate-
seal   areas  of  the  tube,   when  directed  by  the  proper  Air-Chimney.

Contact  terminals  are  provided  for  all  five  of  the  tube  base  con-
nections,   with  the  anode  connection  made  separately  at  the  top  of
the tube.

The   SK-510  and  its  contact  assemblies  are  humidity  and  salt-
spray resistant.

SK.510

AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET

BASE  CONNECTIONS,  MATERIALS,  AND   FINISHES

The  socket  shell  or  body  is  of  a  molded  plastic  with  excellent  insulation  characteristics  to
match  the  tube  types  for  which  this  unit  was  designed.  The  base  contact  terminals  are  made of
beryllium-copper  and  are  silver  plated.  A  set  of  four  clips  are  provided,  for  locating  and  holding
the   recommended   Air-Chimney  concentric  with  the  tube.   These  clips   are  double-ended  so  they
will  ground  the  metal  base  shell  of  some  tube  types  which  require  this.  The  clips  are  also made
of  beryllium  copper  but  are  cadmium  plated.

NET  WEIGHT  (Approximate)    .................................       6.5  oz;   184    gins

INSTALLATION

The  SK-510  Air-System  Socket  can   be  mounted  on   a  chassis  deck,  partition,  or  pressurized
compartment.   Mounting  is  accomplished   by  cutting  a  3-3/4  inch  hole  in  the  mounting  surface,

placing   the  socket  below  the  hole,   and  fastening  it  into  place  with   four  6-32  machine  screws
(not  supplied) through  the four mounting holes in  the  "ears"  of  the  socket  body.

The  socket  also  has  a  2-3/8  inch  0.D.  ro,und  neck  extending  3/4  inch  below  the  main  socket
body which provides  a  means  for  connecting a  standard  air duct  to  the  base.

The  following listing  shows  the  EIMAC  tube  types  which  may  be  used  with  the  SK-510 and  the
recommended  Air-Chimney. TUBE  TYPE

3-1000Z (8164)
4-1000A  (8166)
4PR1000A  (8189)
4PR1000B  (8189W)
TYPE  279
TYPE  284
TYPE  8960

(Revised  3-15-75)     ©    1963,  1966,  1975   by  Varian
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AIR  CHIMNEY

SK-516
SK-506
SK-506
SK-506
SK-506
SK-506
SK-506

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian/301    industrial    way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070
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DIMENsloNAL   DATA

DIM
INCHES M I LL I M ET ER S

MIN. MAX. F]EF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 4. 593 4.656* 116 .7 118.3

a 4.968 5.031 126.2 127.8

C 4.031 * 4095* 102 .4 104.0
D 0. I 56 0.218 5.96 5.54
E 0.718 0.781 18.24 19.85
F I . 250 51.75
H I.468 I .531 37.29 58.89
J
K 0.095 0.156J* 2.36 * 5.96 #
L 0.095Fi 0.156R 2.56R 3.96Fi
M 0.343 0.406 8.71 10.31

N 2.345 2 .406# 59.51# 61.11    #

P 2.890 75.41
R 5.593# 3.656# 91.26* 92.86#
S 2.140# 2 .205 54.3 55.96*
T 0.187Fi 4.75R
u 0.500R 12.70Fi

V 0.159# 0.152# 5.53 # 3.86*
* DI AMETEFi

## 0.031 x 0.281, 0.093 xO.343  ( I N.)

0.79 x7.14,  2.36x8.7l  (MIL.)
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TOP   VIEW

NOTES:

I.   SOCKET  SHELL-MA;I-`L.. D±!4±!±£!l.£!!|!W AIAlf I.
2.   7.UBE    P/AV CON7:#C7  CL/PS_-M4J,C..
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TECHNICAL    DATA

SK.600A

SK.610A
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKETS

This series of sockets provide terminal connection, cooling air direction,
and  a  low  inductance  screen  bypass  capacitor  for  the  power  tubes  listed
below. The SK-600 series sockets may be used with other tube types having
similar basing.

These Air-System Sockets are recommended for use with the following
tubes :

7034/4X 150A                             8249/4W300B
7203/4CX250B                         8321/4CX350A
7580W/4CX250R                      8322/4CX350F
7609                                                8621/4CX250FG

8904/4CX350FT
8930
8957/4CX250BC

Normally the ceramic chimney SK-606 is used with  these  two  sockets  to direct the  cooling  air
past the body of the tube  as it flows from pressurized  chassis  through  the  socket,  then  through  the
tube anode fins. Reverse air direction may be used.   (Type 8930 uses  Chimney  SK-646).

The base contact fingers and the screen terminal fingers are heat treated beryllium copper. The
base  contact  fingers  are  supported  and  insulated by  polytrifluoroethylene,  an  excellent  insulating
material  even  at  ultra high  frequencies.  All  contact fingers,  and the brass shell are silver plated to
insure good contact and to resist corrosion.

These  sockets  have  hermetically  sealed  screen  bypass.capacitors  to  protect  against  moisture
and dirt.

The  SK-600A  socket has  all base  terminals brought  out  separately.  The  SK-610A  has  cathode
termina.1s 2,  4,  6  and 8 connected to the shell.

INSTALLATION

These  Air-System  Sockets  can be  mounted  on  chassis  decks  or partitions  or in  coaxial  tuning
devices  with  no  modification  to  the  socket.  Chassis  mounting  is  accomplished  by  cutting  a  21/4"
diameter hole in the chassis deck or partition. The socket is then placed in the hole and held securely
by the three toe clamps provided,

If the socket is to be used in  a coaxial line,  it may be mounted directly on the end of the input
line  outer conductor.  The  socket  skirt fits  snugly on  a  15/8" diameter cylinder and four screw holes
are provided for fastening as shown in the outline drawing.

CHARACTERISTICS

SK-600A            SK-610A

SCREEN  BYPASS  CAPACITOR  WORKING  VOLTAGE  DC  -        -        -            1000                   1000

SCREEN  BYPASS  CAPACITANCE(pF)     -------     2700  ±  500   2700  ±  500

CATHODE  TERMINALS  CONNECT TO  SHELL    -----              No                      Yes

SCREEN  BYPASS  CAPACITOR  HERMETICALLY  ENCAPSULATED             Yes                     Yes

NET  WEIGHT             ----------        3.5  oz.  (99  gins)     3.5  oz.  (99  gins)

(Revised  11-1-74)            ®            1961,1965,1971,1974    Varian

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/calif ornia    94070

Printed   in   U.S.A.



@ SK-600A,   SK-6]OA

SCREEN    GRID    BY-PASS
CAPACITOR

TOE   CLAMP

( 3  SUPPLIED)

HOLE   TO   CLEAR
*6  MACHINE  SCREW

(  NOT   SUPPLIED)

SCREEN  GRID_
CONTACT

MOUNTING    PLATE

( TYPICAL )

TOE  CLANPDETAIL

*6-32 NC  2X3/16  DP

CONTROL   GRID
CONNECTION

DIMENSIONS

lN    INCHES BOTTOM      VIEW

NOTES:
I  -TOLERANCES    ARE   NOT   CUMULATIVE G

DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
INCH  ES M I LL I M ET ER S

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2.688 2.750 6827 . . i-- -
a 0.234 0.266 5.94 6.76 -
C 0.203 0.235 5.16 5.97
D 0.125 0,157 - 3.17 3.99 -
E 0.844 0.906 - 2' .44 23.01
F 0.250 6.35
G 0.03m 0.79R
H - 0.078 I.98
J I.633 I .643 41.48 41.73
K 2.L88 2.208 55.57 56.08
L 0. I 72 0.204 - 4.37 5.18

M 890* 910* 890` 910*

N 66.50* 68.50* 66.50- 68.50`
P 21.50* 23.50* 21.50  * 23. 5 0*
R 0. I 44 3.66
S 0.'42 3.61
T - 3.000 76.20
U 0.Croo 2.29
V - 0.687 17,45

AA 0. I 25R 0.187R 3.17ft 4.75Fi
AB 0.292 0.332 7.42 8.43 -
AC 0.292 0.332 - 7.42 8.43 -
AD 0.105 0.145 2.69 3.68
AE 0.062R I.57B
AF 800 1000 - SOP 1000 -
AG 0.417 0.457 10.59 11.61

AH 0. 142 0.146 3.61 3.71

+SEE   NOTE   I.

CATHODE  CBOUND  BIVETS
CONNECTION NO.S    2`4c6,8
(ON  SK-6lo A  ONLY)

4  HOLES
i FOR  CAvl T@MOuNTINC}

CONNECTIONS

NO   I      SCREEN   GRID.
"    2     CATHODE

•.     3     HEATER

"    4    CATHODE

"     5    NO   CONNECTION

"     6   CATHODE
"     7    HEATER
"     8   CATHODE

SK-600A          SK-6 I o-A
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The EIMAC  SK-606,  SK-626,  SK-636B,  and  SK-646  Air-System  Chimneys

are intended for use with  those  tube and  socket combinations listed  below.
They  are  used  to  direct cooling  air  into  the  anode  radiator  on  the  tube

types listed.
The   SK-636B  is   also  designed  tp  hold  the   tube  in  use  in  place  by

means of a clamping  band  around  the  tube's  radiator.

MATERIALS

The   SK-606   and   SK-626   are   made   of   high-temperature   ceramic.   The
SK-636B  is  molded  of  diallyl  meta-phthalate,  and  the  clamping  band  is  of
beryllium   copper.   A  neoprene   "0"  ring  is  furnished  in  a  recess  at  the
bottom  of  the  chimney  to  more  effectively  seal  the  chimney  to  the  socket.
The  SK-646 is molded  of silicone resin  glass  fiber.

INSTALLATION

The SK-606 and  SK-626 ceramic chimneys are installed  by  slipping them
over  the  tube's  radiator.  They are  held  in  place  by  their  own  weight  or  by
a  suitable clamping means.

The  SK-646  also  slips  over  the  tube's  radiator,  and  four  clips  are  pro-

vided to  secure  the chimney  in position.
The  SK-636B  is  secured  to  the  chassis  over  the  companion  Air-System

Socket   by  means  of  four  #6  screws  (not  provided).  The  clamping  band in-
cludes  two  solder  lugs  to  facilitate  making  electrical  contact  to  the  tube
anode.

CHIMNEY/TUBE/SOCKET  COMBINATloNS

SK-606

SK-626

SK-636B

SK-646

AIR-SYSTEM

C H I M N EY S

Chimney Socket Tube Chimney Socket Tube

SK-606

SK-600 7203/4CX250B SK-646 SK-607 8809/4CX600.I
SK-600A 8957/4CX250BC SK-646 SK-600 8930
SK-610 8621/4CX250FG SK-600A
SK-610A 7580W/4CX250R      . SK-610
SK-640

•§321/4CX350A
SK-610A

SK-626
SK-620 §322/4CX350F SK-640

SK-620A 8904/4CX350F] SK-606 SK-700 8167/4CX300A

SK-636B SK-630 7034/4X150A SK-710 8561/4CX300Y
SK-630A 7609 SK-710ASK-711SK-711A

id           "Ii Weight  (approximate)     ..............     SK-606,  SK-626,  SK-636B
SK-646

fective  11-1-74)     ®     1963,  1966,  1974   Varian

1.4   oz;  49.5   gins
2.7  oz;  76.5   gins

Printed  in U.S.A.

__
EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial   way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070



@ SK-606,   SK-626,   SK-636B,   SK-646

OIM
lNC HES MIll" [TEfls

M" MAX MIN MAX

A 635 '700 4153 4318
a 178' 1881 4524 4778
C 0812 0875 2062 2223
D 0'56 0218 396 554

I)lMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
INCH  ES M' LLIMETEPIS

MIN MAX QtF MIN MAX REF

A 2609 2641 6627 6708
a 1607 I677 4082 4260
C 1109 '141 2817 2898
D 0560 06CO '422 1524
E 0155 0187 394 475
F 0219 0281 556 714

G 2335 2365 5931 cO07
H 1580 I620 4013 4115

J 0083 0103 211 262
K 028' 0343 714 S7l
L /8f] 318Fi

M goo 900
N 651 1661 4194 4219
P 2306 2340 5857 5944
R 2480 2510 63cO 6375
S 0„1 0121 282 307
T 0151 0161 384 4C®

rT
i.-:-.--

SK-606 SK-626

NOTES
1      S"AP    &    BRACKETS    OF   CLAMP   -   MATL   BE   CU

SILVER    PLATED
2       CHIMNEY-MATL    DIALLYL    META-PHTHALATE
3      CLAMP    PROVIDES   A    MIN.    3    LBS.    RETENTION    0N    A    I.625    DIA.    TUBE

SK-636B

DIM
lNC HES MILL'M ETEfls

MIN MAX M'N MAX

A 3720 37R5 9449 9614
8 2.C87 2100 55 CX) 5334
C 1703 1735 4326 4407

___.                                   <:

NOTES
1      MATL.   CHIMNEY.   GLASS   FIBER,PIEINFORCED   SILICONE

RESIN.   (MAX.   TEMP.   37CPC)

CHIMNEY  CLIP.   BE.-CU
ALLOY   NO.172.  (CADMIUM   PLTD.)

2    THE  TWO  HOLES   NOTED   HAVE   NO   FUNCTION   WITH
THIS   CHIMNEY.

SK-646

.®

n

-a
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TE€HNl€AL    DATA

The  SK-607  socket  provides  terminal  connections  and  a  low-inductance
screen  bypass  capacitor  for the  power  tubes  listed  below.  The  SK-607  may
be  used  with  other  tube  types  having  similar  basing  which  require  a  full
complement of base-pin contacts.

This air-system  socket is  recommended  for use with the  following tubes:

8809/4CX600]                                8921/4CX600] A

Normal    installation   is   on   a  pressurized   chassis   or   plenum,   with  the

SK-607

AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET -_i

recommended  chassis  cutout  for  adequate  air  flow,  and  the  proper  chimney
to  match  the  anode  of  the  tube  involved  and  direct  the air  flow  through  the
tube anode cooling fins.

The  base  contact  fingers  and  the  screen  terminal  fingers  are  heat-treated  beryllium  copper.  The
base  contact  fingers  are  s"pported  and  insulated  by  polytrifluoroethylene,  an  excellent insulating
material  even  at  ultra-high  frequ{J;ncies.  All  contact  fingers  and  the  brass  shell  are  silver plated
to  insure  good  contact and  to  resist corrosion.

All   base  terminals  are  brought  out  separately.   The  screen  bypass  capacitor  is  hermetically
sealed  to  protect against moisture and dirt.

The  bypass  capacitor has  a  capacitance of 2700  ±  500  pF  and  is  rated  for a working voltage of
1000  Vdc,

INSTALLATION

The  socket  can  be  mounted  on  a  chassis  deck  or  partition  with  no  modification  to the  socket.
Chassis  mounting  is  accomplished  by  cutting  a  2-17/64  inch  diameter  hole  in  the  chassis,  and
additional  air-flow  slots  as  shown  with  the  outline  drawing  and  marked  CHASSIS  CUTOUT  PAT-
TERN  REQUIRED.  The  socket  is  held  securely  by  the  four  toe  clamps  provided.  The  provision
of  the  additional  air-flow  s#`ots  is  important  in  order  to  keep  system  pressure  drop  at a low  level
for  the  required  cooling air for the  tube  anode  cooling fins.

If the  socket is  to  be  used in a coaxial  line,  it may be  mounted directly  on  the  end of the  input
line  outer  conductor.  The  socket  skirt  fits  snugly  on  a  1-5/8  inch  diameter  cylinder  and  four
screw holes  are provided  for  fastening as  shown in  the outline drawing.  The  des;gner is  cautj`oned
to  allow  for additional  air passage  around  the  socket  in  order  to  keep  required  system  pressure  at
a  low  level.

CHIMNEY

The  SK-646  chimney  is  available  for  use  with  the  8809/4CX600J.  The  SK-656  chimney  is  de-
signed  for  use  with  the  8921/4CX600JA.  The  chimney  is  mounted  above  the  chassis  deck  and is
held in place with  four chinmey  clips,  which  are supplied with the  chimney.  The required mounting
holes  for the  chimney  clips  are  shown on  the  CHASSIS  CUTOUT  PATTERN drawing.

NET  WEIGHT  FOR  SK-607  SOCKET  (Approximate)   .......  ®  ..........       3.5  oz;  99.3  gin

(Effective  8-15-71)     ©    by varian Printed  in  U®S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san     carlos     /    california    94070
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TOE  CLAMP   DETAIL

A

O"Epd5xm Om
DIM.

lNms NILJ-". h4AX. REF ". " REF
A 2.688 2.750 - 68.27 69.85
a .254 .266 5.94 6.76
C 203 .235 5'6 5.97
D .125 .157 3.17 3.99
E .844 .906 21.44 23,01 -
F - - .250 .635
G - .05lFi 0.79
H - .078 I.98
J I.6331 1643lD 41.48 41.73 -
K 2 .I 88 2.208 55.57 56.08 -
L 172 .2C# 4.37 5.18
M 890 910 8or 910 -
N 6650 68.50 6650 68.50 -
P 2L50 23.50 - 2 I.50 23.50
F( - .144 DIA. 3.66DIA
T - .OsODIA. 2.29DIA
V .687DIA - 7.45DIA

AA .125R 187R 3.17Fi 4.75R -
AB .292 .332 - 742 8.43 -
AC 292 .332 742 8.43 -
AD .105 .145 2-67 5.68 -
AE .062R I.57 -
AF BOO 1000 - BOO 1000
AG .417 .457 I 0 . 59 I  I .6  I -
AH .142 .146 3.61 3,71 -

NOTES:
I    FtF DIE.Bio^E; AME Ftn iifn

only a AFiE NOT Fmurm
•EitcTION PuFtposES.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The EIMAC SK-620 is one of the A].r-System  Sockets recommended foi. use with those
tubes listed at the bottom  of this  data  sheet or other  tube  types  having  the  same  special
nine-pin  base.  A  ceramic  SK-626  Air  Chimney  or  a  fiber.glass-reinforced   EIMAC   resin
SK-636  Air  Chimney  are  also  available  and  ai.e  rec`ommended  for  use  with  the  socket
when ail.-cooled tubes ai.e to be employed,  except the 8930.

When this socket is used, coimection is made to eac.h of the tube electrodes except the
anode,  and  to  one  side  of  the  integi.al  screen-grid  by-pass  capacitoi..  The  SK-620  Air-
System Socket is humidity and salt-spray  I.esistant.  The  SK-620A is  an improved  SK-620
which  includes  a  slightly  modified  sc`i.een  by-pass  capac`itor  sealed  with  an  improved
encapsulating  material  to  insure  reliable  perfoi.mance  undei.  high  humidity  or  moisture
conditions.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The SK-620 Air-System  Socket  consists  of  eight  sc`i.een-grid  contact  fingei.s,  seven  pin
contacting terminals  (no contact is made to pin No. 5) , a center control-grid terminal, and
an integral screen by-pass capacitoi.. The cathode of the tube is connected to its external
circuits by the four even-numbered base pins which are connected in parallel to mininize
the effects of lead inductance; these tei.minal lugs are insulated from the socket body.

SK-620

SK.620A
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET

SCREEN-GRID  BY.PASS  CAPACITOR

Incorporated  in  the  socket  structure  is  a  low-inductance screen by-pass capacitor,  1100 pF  ±20%, which provides
a  short  radio-frequency  path  to  ground.  The  silvered-mica  dielectric,  encapsulated  in  epoxy  resin,  is  humidity  and
salt-spray  resistant.  The  sockets  are  hi-voltage  tested  at  2000 volts dc and are rated for use at 1000 volts dc.

When  this  socket  is  mounted  on  a  grounded  chassis,  one side of the screen-grid by-pass capacitor will automatically
be grounded.

MATERIALS  AND   FINISHES

The metal shell,  or  body,  of the  socket  is  silver-plated  brass.  The screen-grid contact fingers  and base pin terminals
are fabric`ated of beryllium-copper,  heat-treated  after forming,  then  silver-plated.  The  center  control-grid  terminal  is
silver-plated brass  as  are  the toe  clamps  which  are  supplied for. mounting purposes.

The socket insulating material, po]ytrifluorochloroethylen e,  is chemically inert, non-flammable,  will not absorb water
or water vapors, and is not affected by acids or alkalies. It will  not  react to normal  solvents,  except  in  the  case  of halo-
genated compounds which will induce minor dimensional changes. Its physical c`haracteristics are stable over a temper-
ature range of -196°C to  + 199°C and it is resistant to embrittlement and thermal shock.

NET   WEIGHT   (Approximate) 4  oz.;    114  gins

INSTALLATION

The SK-620 and SK-620A Air-System  Sockets can be mounted on chassis  decks or partitions or in coaxial tuning de-
vices with no modification to the socket.  Chassis mounting is accomplished by cutting a 2-%" diameter hole in the chassis
deck or partition. The socket is then placed in the hole and held securely by the three toe clamps provided.

If the socket is to be used in a coaxial line] it may be mounted directly on the end of the input line outer conductor.
The socket skirt fits  snugly on a  1-%"  diameter cylinder and four screw holes are provided for fastening as shown in the
outline drawing.

TUBE  EXTRACTOR

The SK-604 is a spring-steel device useful for inserting and extracting tubes of the type used in the SK-620 Air-System
Socket. It is recommended for use where the construction of the equipment makes it difficult or impossible to grasp the
tube by hand or when it is necessary to handle the tubes while they are still hot from recent use.

THE  SK-620  AND  SK620A  AIR-SYSTEM SOCKETS  ARE  RECOMMENDED  FOR  USE WITH THE FOLLOWING  TUBES:

7034/4X150A
7203/4CX250B
7580W/4CX250R
7609

8249/4W300B
8321/4CX350A
8322/4CX350F
8621/4CX250F`G

(Revised  7-1-75)  ©   1961,  1967,  1975   by  Varian

8904/4CX350F`]
8930
8957/4CX250BC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian/301    industrial    way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070
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DIM ENsloNAL   DATA

DIM
INCHES M LLIMETE RS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. FIEF.

A 2438 2.478 6'.92 62.94
a 0.348 0.378 8.84 9.60
C 0.203 0.235 5.16 597
D 0.105 0. 145 2.67 3.68
E 0.700 0.740 I 7. 78 18.80
F 0.250 6.35
G 0.031 R 0.79R
H 0.078 - I.98
J I.633 I.645 41.48 41.73
K 2.188 2.208 55.57 56.08
L 0.172 0.204 4.37 5.18
M 890 910 890 910

N 66.50 6850 66.50 ee.50
P 21.50 23.50 21.50 23.50
R 0.144J¢ 3.66#
S 0.142* 3.61 #
T 2.285 2.SOS 58.04 58.55
U 0.090JE - 2.29 #
V 0.687 17.45
AA I . 2sOFi I.270R 31.24 32.26
AB 0.292 0.332 7.42 a43
AC 0.142 J, 0.146 * 3.61, 371*
AD 0.'36 0.176 3.45 447
AE 0.105 0.145 2.67 3.68
AF 0.062R I.57R
AG 0261 0.Sol 6.63 764

*   DIAMETEFi
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The EIMAC SK-630 is one of the Ail.-System  Sockets recommended for use with those
tubes listed at the bottom of this data sheet or other tube types having the same special
nine-pin  base.  A  ceramic  SK-626  Ail.  Chimney  or  a  fiberglass-reinforced  silicone  resin
SK-636 Air Chimney are also available and are I.ecommended for use with the socket when
air-cooled tubes are to be employed.

When this socket is used, connection is made to each of the tube electrodes except the
anode,  and  to  one  side  of  the  integral  screen-grid  by-pass  capacitor.  The  SK-630  Air-
System  Socket is humidity and salt-spray resistant.  The SK-630A is  an improved SK-630
which  includes  a  slightly  modified  screen  by-pass  capacitor  sealed  with  an  improved
encapsulating material to  insure reliable  performance  under  high  humidity  or  moisture
conditions.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The  SK-630 Air-System  Socket consists  of  eight screen-grid  contact fingers,  seven pin
contacting  terminals  (no  contact  is made  to  pin  No.  5) ,  a  center  control-grid  terminal,
and  an  integral  screen  by-pass  capacitor.  The  cathode  of  the  tube  is  connected  to  its
external  circuits  by  the  four  even-numbered  base  pins  which  are  connected  in  parallel
to minimize the effects of lead inductance.  These terminal lugs are connected directly to
the  metal  shell  of  the  socket  and  will  automatically  be  grounded  when  the  socket  is
mounted to a metal chassis.

a SCREEN-GRID  BY-PASS  CAPACITOR

Incorporated  in  the  socket  structure  is  a  low-inductance screen by-pass capacitor,1100 pF  ±20%, which provides
a  short  radio-frequency  path  to  ground.  The  silvered-mica  dielectric,  encapsulated  in  epoxy  resin,  is  humidity  and
salt-spray resistant. The sockets are hi-voltage breakdown tested at 2000 volts dc and are rated for use at 1000 volts dc.

When this  socket is mounted on  a  grounded  chassis,  one side of the screen-grid by-pass capacitor will automatically
be grounded.

MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

The metal shell, or body,  of the socket is  silver-plated brass. The screen-grid contact fingers and base pin terminals
are fabricated of beryllium-copper,  heat-treated  after forming,  then  silver-plated.  The  center  control-grid  terminal is
silver-plated brass  as  are the toe clamps which are  supplied for mounting purposes.

The socket insulating material, polytrifluorochloroethylene, is chemically inert, moll-flammable, will not absorb water
or water vapors, and is not affected by acids or alkalies. It will not react to normal solvents,  except in the  case  of halo-
genated compounds which will induce minor dimensional changes. Its physical characteristics are stable over a temper-
ature range of -196°C to  + 199°C and it is resistant to embrittlement and thermal shock.

NET   WEIGHT 4 Ounces

INSTALLATION

The SK-630  and SK-630A Air-System  Socket can be mounted on chassis decks or partitions or in coaxial tuning de-
vices with no modification to the socket. Chassis mounting is accomplished by cutting a 2-]A" diameter hole in the chassis
deck or partition. The socket is then placed in the hole and held securely by the three toe clamps provided.

If the socket is toJbe used in a coaxial line, it may be mounted directly on the end of the input line outer conductor.
The socket skirt fits  snugly on a  1-%''  diameter cylinder and four screw holes are provided for fastening as shown in the
outline drawing.

TUBE  EXTRACTOR

The SK-604 is a spring-steel device useful for inserting and extracting tubes of the type used in the SK-630 Air-System
Socket.  It is recommended for use where the construction of the equipment makes it diffioult or impossible to grasp the
tube by hand or when it is necessary to handle the tubes while they are still hot from recent use.

THE SK-630  AND SK-630A  AIR-SYSTEM SOCKETS ARE  RECOMMENDED FOR  USE WITH THE FOLLOWING  TUBES:
7034/4X150A                                              7204/4CX250F
7035/4X150D                                             7580W/4CX250R
7203/4CX250B                                           8249 /4W300B

(Revised  3-15-67)   ©    1961,1967  by  Varian

8321/4CX350A
8322/4CX350F
7580

Printed   in   U.S.A.



-@ SK-630/SK-630A

SCREEN    GPID    BY-FASS

DIMENSION    DATA

I, LV' MIN. MAX. E:E-F.

CAPACITORTOECLAMP A 2. 438 0.D. 2.498  0.D.
a .348 .388
C .203 .235
D .105 .145

E .TOO .740
F .250

(3   SUPPLIED) G •031  R.
11          I            11//`

H .078
J I.633   I.D. 1'643  I.D.

\HOLETOC:EAR \\   \                 I           S%*6MACHINESCREW
K 2.188   0.D. 2.208 0.D.
L .172 .204
M 89® NOTE  I 9|°NOTE  I

N 66.5®    " 68.5®    "

{NOT   SUPPLIED) P 21.5.     " 23.5®     "

SUGGESTED  BOLT  CIRCLE                                                       V R .144  D'A.

5:= #p°su N2='g,% #E.                      L                 ®
S •142   DIA.

T 2 . 285 0.D. 2.SOS  a.D.

scBEEN6BiD                   I       ,81          r®
u . 0 9 0 01

V •687 DIA.
CONTACT                                  I                                 I                               I                     r©

r®      NO]E4:  REF, DMSREcOB iNfio,
1111                                                                                                                                                               I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 I                                     , I

I

oNrv i. Lee oT eEQ`D Foe

¥T°vUp¥cT±NLSPLATE             I          RE``---E-:   HHL\\           J'    ,

E                 J-Nip,  Pu&poses,u3HOLES

:i=5HT:sD4Ec68§§:g:,oN             _  Ld=       _   F:¥:gto
A I.230R ll.27oR       I

IAB .292        I.332         I

[` i .142DIA.1.146DIA.L_.  _+
MOuMT'NO

CONNECTIONS

NO.  I  .SCREEN   6PIO

NO.  2  CATHODE
#6-32 NC 213/16  DP

CONTROL  GPID
CONNECTION

CE=EF,
NOTE   I

1

®
BOTTOM    VIEW

NOTE:
I. TOLEBANCES   ABE  NOT   CuMULATIVE.

NO.  3  HEATER

NO.  4  CATHODE

NO.  5  NO  CONNECTION

NO.  6  CATHODE

NO.  7  HEATEB

NO.  8  CATHODE

TOECLAunDE"iL2-¥gp.D_:ELM_A_c:,.I_N_s9.e.KE.T__I_D€wiFic^TioHL^BE±
LOCATED  (APPROX)   NEXT   TO     PIN NO.5

3. CAPACITANCE  I * VOLT DC  TESTIOOOWVDC
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  SK-640  is  one  of the  air  system  sockets  recommended  for  use  with
those   tubes   listed  at  bottom  of  the   page,   or  other  tube  types  having  the  same
special  nine-pin base,  when  an  integral  screen by-pass  capacitor  is  either  not  re-
quired or desired.  When this socket is  used,connection is  made to each  of the tube
electrodes  except  the  anode.  The  SK-640  Air-System  Socket  is  humidity  and  salt-
spray resistant.  SK-606 Air Chimney  is  used with  most  air cooled  tubes.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The  SK-640 Air-System  Socket  consists  of  seven base  pin  contacting terminals
(no  contact  is  made  to  Pin  #5)  and  a  center  control-grid  terminal.  The  cathode  of
the  tube  is  connected to  its  external circuits by the  four even-numbered base  pins
which  are  connected  in  parallel to minimize the effects  of  lead  inductance.  These
terminal  lugs  are  insulated  from  the  socket  body.  Connection  to the  screen-grid  is
made  via  Pin #1  while  control-grid  contact is  accomplished by the  use  of  a 6/32"
screw at the center terminal.

SK.640
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET

MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

The  metal  shell,  or  body,  of  the  socket  is  nickel-plated  brass  and  the  base  pin  contact terminals  are
fabricated   from  beryllium-copper,   heat   treated  after  forming,   then   silver-plated.   The  center  control-grid
terminal  is  silver-plated brass.

The  socket  insulating  material,  polytriflourochloroethylene,  is  chemically  inert,  non-flammable,  will  not
absorb  water  or  water-vapors  and  is  not  affected  by  acids  or  alkalies.  It  will  not  react to normal  solvents
except  in  the  case  of  halogenated  compounds  which  will  induce  minor  dimensional  changes.  Its  physical
characteristics  are  stable  over  a  temperature  range  of  -196°C  to  +199°C  and  it  is  resistant  to embrittle-
ment  and  thermal  shock.

NETWEICHT     (Approximate')  ......................................      2.0    0z.    57    gins

lNSTALLATloN

The  SK-640  Air-System  Socket  can  be  mounted  on  a  chassis  decks  or  partitions  by  the  four  0.150 inch
diameter holes  provided  in the  sacket  body.  These holes  are  90° apart  and  are drilled on a 2-9/16"diameter
pitch circle.  A 2-1/4" hole  is required to accept the socket body.

TUBE  EXTRACTOR

The   SK-640A  is  a  spring-steel  device  useful  for  inserting  and  extracting  tubes  of  the  type used in the
SK-640  Air-System  Socket.  It  is  recommended  for  use  where  the  construction  of  the  equipment  makes  it
difficult or impossible to  grasp the tube by hand  or when it  is  necessary to handle the tubes  while they are
still hot  from  recent  use.

THE  SK-640  AIR-SYSTEM  SOCKET  IS  RECOMMENDED   FOR   USE  WITH  THE  FOLLOWING  TUBES:

7034/4X150A
7203/4CX250B
7580W/4CX250R
7609

8249/4W300B
8321/4CX350A
8322/4CX350F`
8621/4CX250FG

(Revised7-1-75)      ©        1961,1966,1975   byvarian

8904/4CX350F`]
8930
8957/4CX250BC

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial   way/sam    carlos/calif ornia    94070



+L-, SK-640  Air.System  Socket

DIMENsloNAL   I)ATA

DIM
NCHES M LLIMETEFts

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2295 2.335 58.29 59.51
a 2.295 2.335 58.29 59.31
C 2 . I 75 2.215 55.24 56.26
D 0. 150 0.180 3.8' 4.57
E 0. 5 I 5 0.565 13.08 14.35
F 0.670 0.730 I 7. 02 18.54
G 0.835 0.895 21.21 22.73
H 0.070 0. Ice I.78 2.54
J 0.672 0.702 17.07 17.83
K 0. 146 0.156 5.71 3.96
M 0.892 0.915 22.66 2324 -
N I.807 I.819 45.90 46.20

MOUNTING    FIANEL

( TYPICAL) I

SS

I
lD

t

EV

I lEW& a
ECTION  A-A

.09ITYPICA

BOTTOM  VIEW

CONNECTIONS

I.     Scf]EEN     GRID

2.              CATH ODE

3.              HEATER

4.             CATHODE
5.     NO   CONNECTION

6.             CATHODE

7.               HEATER

8.             CATHODE

Prii`ted     in     U.S.A.     990
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The  Eimac  SK-650  is  one  of  the  Air-System  Sockets  recommended  for  use  with
those  tubes  listed  at  the  bottom  of  the  page,  or  other  tube  types  having  the  same
special  nine-pin  base,  when  a  compact,  low-cost,  special  purpose  socket  is  required.
When  this  socket  is  used,  connection  is  made  to  each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except
the  anode.

The   SK-655   Sol.een   By-Pass   Capacitoi.   is   a  separate  encapsulated   capacitoi.   de-
signed  for  use  with  the  SK-650  Ail.-System  Socket.  When  this  combination  is  used,
the  sci.een  by-pass  capacitor  can  be  replaced  without  troublesome  or  costly  I.epairs.

Both  the  SK-650  and  the  SK-655  are humidity  and  salt-spray  resistant.
BASE  CONNECTIONS

The   SK-650  Air-System   Socket  consists   of  seven   base  pin   contacting  terminals
(no  contact  is  made  to  Pin  #5)   and  a  center  control-grid  terminal.  The  c.athode  of
the  tube  is  connected  to  its  external  cii-cuits  by  the  four  even-numbered  base  pins
which,  in  turn,  are  connected  to  the  four  socket  mounting  tabs.  Connections  are  made
in   this  manner  to  minimize  the   effec.ts   of  lead   induc.tance.   When  the   SK-650   Air-
System  Socket  is  used  alone,  connection  is  made  to  the  screen-grid  via  Pin  #1.  Con-
trol  grid  contact  is  accomplished  by  means  of  a  6/32"  screw  at  the  center  terminal.
THE  SK.655  SCREEN-GRID  BY-PASS  CAPACITOR

The  SK-655  Screen-Grid  By-Pass  Capacitor  is  an  independent  encapsulated  capa-
citor  which   is   mounted  to  the   SK-650  Air-System   Socket  by  the   same  four   socket
mounting  screws.  This  is  a  low-inductance  c.apacitor,1100  uuf  ±  20°/?„  which  provides
a  shoii  radio-frequency  path  to  ground.  The  capacitor  is  hi-voltage  breakdown  tested
at  2000  volts  d-c  and  I-ated  at   1000  volts  d-c.  When  the  SK-655   is  mounted  on  a
grounded  chassis,  one  side  of  the  sol.een  by-pass  capacitor  is  automatically  grounded.
MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

In  the  SK-650  Ail.-System  Socket,  the  base  pin  terminals  and  the  four  mounting
lugs  are  fabricated  of  beryllium-copper,  heat  ti.eated  after  forming,  then  silver-plated.
The  center  control-grid  terminal  is  silvei.-plated  brass.

The  insulating  material,  polyti.ifluorochloroethylene,  is  chemically  inert,  non-flan-
mable,  will  not  absorb  water  or  water-vapors  and  is  not  affected  by  acids  oi.  alkalies.
It will not react to normal  solvents  except in the  case  of halogenated  compounds  which
will  induce  minor  dimensional  changes.   Its  physical  characteristics  are  stable  over  a
temperature  range  of  -196°C  to   +199°C   and  it  is  resistant  to  embrittlement  and
thermal  shock.

The  SK-655  Screen  By-Pass  Capacitor  has  a  body,  or  shell,  constructed  of  silver-
plated brass while the eight screen-grid contacting fingers  are heat treated,  silver-plated
beryllium-copper.  The  capacitor  dielectric  is  silvered-mica  and  is  encapsulated  in  epoxy
resin.

Net WeigllT of the SK-650 Air-System Socket
Net Weight of I'lte SK-655 Screen-Grid  By-Pass Capacitor

I.2   ounces
1.5   ounces

SK-650

Air-System  Socket

SK-655  Screen
By.Pass  Capacitor

INSTALLATION
Both  the  SK-650  Air-System   Socket  and  the  SK-655   Sci.een-Grid   By-Pass   Capacitor   can   be   mounted  to   a

chassis  deck  or  partition  by  the  four  0.130"   diameter.  holes  provided  in  each  of  the  assemblies.   Both  units  have
holes  which  are  90°  apai.t  and  are  drilled  on  2-17/32"  diameter  pitch  circle.

The  SK-650  Air-System  Socket  requires  a  2-1/8"  diameter  hole  to  accept  the  socket  body.
TUBE  EXTRACTOR

The  SK-604A  is  a  spring-steel  device  useful  for  inserting   and   extracting   tubes   of   the   type   used   in   the
SK-650  Ail.-System  Socket.  It  is  recommended  for  use  whet.e  the  construction  of  the  equipment  makes  it  difficult
or  impossible  to  gi-asp  the  tube  by  hand  or  when  it  is  necessary to handle the tubes while they are still hot from
recent use.
THE   SK-650   AIR-SYSTEIVI   SOCKET   IS   RECOMMENDED FOR  USE WITH THE FOLLOWING TUBES:

7034/4X150A                           7204/4CX250F

7035/4X150D                            7580W/4CX250R

7203/4C X250B                         8249/4W300B

(Revised   1-15-66)  Copyright  1961,1966  by  Varian  Associates

8321/4CX350A

8322/4CX350F

7580
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SK-655  Screen  By-Pass  Capacitor
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The  EIMAC  SK-700  and  SK-710  Air-System  Sockets  are  designed  to
socket the EIMAC 4CX300A. Connections are made to each of the tube elec-
trodes  except  the  anode.  An integral  screen-grid  by-pass  capacitor  is built
into the socket.

SK-700
The cathode contacts are insulated from ground.

SK-710
All six of the cathode contacts are connected directly to the metal body.

HEATER   CONNECTIONS
In both  socket  types.  one  heater  contact  is  connected  directly  to  the

metal body.

SCREEN-GRID   BY-PASS   CAPACITOR
The  capacitor  is  built  into  the  socket  and  provides  a  low-impedance

path to ground for screen-grid rf currents. It is tested at  1000 volts dc and
rated at 400 volts dc. Capacitance is 1100 picofarads ±20% .

MATERIALS   AND   FINISHES
The metal shell,  or body,  of the  socket is made of silver-plated brass.

The  non-ferrous  alloy  contacts  are  heat  treated  after  forming  and  then
silver-plated. Three silver-plated brass toe clamps are suppned for mounting
Purposes.

The socket insulating material is chemically inert, non-flammable, and
will not  absorb water or water vapor.  It is not  affected by  strong or weak
acids or alkalies.  It will not react  to normal solvents except in the  case of
halogenated compounds, which will induce minor dimensional changes. Its
physical characteristics are stable over a temperature range of -150°C to
+275°C and it is resistant to embrittlement and thermal shock.

A silvered-mica dielectric is used in the screen-grid by-pass capacitor.

AIR   CHIMNEY
The  SK-606 is  intended  to be used with  the 4CX300A mounted verti-

cally with the anode up.  If horizontal mounting or vertical mounting with
the anode down is required, means should be provided to retain the chimney.
The air chimney is made of high-temperature ceramic and serves to direct
the flow  of  air emerging from the  socket into  the  anode  cooling fins.  It is
recommended that the SK-606 chimney, or its equivalent, be used with each
SK-700 or SK-710 socket.

(Revised  10-15-66)  ©  1958,  1966  Varian Printed  in   U.S.A.

SK-700

SK-700  WITH  SK-606

SOCKET,  TUBE,  AND  CHIMNEY



-@ SK-700, SK-710

MOUNTING  PLATE                                                 rfA`                                          .  c
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DIMENS Iou  DATA
Dl„., MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2.688 0. a 2.750  0.D.
8 .014 046
C .175 207
D JOT .147
E 650 .690
F J12 .352
G 453 .493
H •031  R.

I 2  DIA.
K 2.184  0.D. 2.204 0.D.
L 29® 31®

M 34® 36.
N 54® 56®
P .080   DIA •085  DIA.
R •'42  DIA.

S 3   DIA.
I i .ar3Z_ Ft
u I_ "6 A
V 7Z/64 ey64
W •020   THK- .030  THK.
X I  Ey64  Ft
Y I  5/16  R
Z 3/6®  DIA. ty64 DIA.

AB 11/64 13/64
AC •005  THK- •015  THK.
AD 7/64 9/64
AE -015   THK. .025  THK.
AF I   '9/Eb  FL I  ZI/64  Ft.

AH •065  DIA. •075   D,A.
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SK-700, SK-7] 0
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DIMENSION  DATA

D". MIN. MAX. REF.
A 2.688  0.D. 2.750  0.D.
a .014 046
C .75 .2.Clr7__

D .107 .147

a;      /,i`\               I?,*=OuM=cTH¥NgL§£%RE-:i`5;v,i#`al

E .65o .690
F ._5iT._. ___ .352
G 453 .493
H .o3l  RT`  `

J 2  DIA.

K 2-.T8-4--6.6T 2i.i64o.D.
L_

'2_9_a___. .5iiT

M 34® 360
N 540 56®

( NOT   SuPPLI ED)2-5eNc-2B(RE P •080   DIA. .085  DIA
R •142   DIA.

S 3   DIA.2  PLACES                                                  ©
T 59® 6'®

M;ut¥=Ip¥gApuIATE-RE\\E= i         -ffjGFIL;-iH U I  9/32 R
V I  7/16   H
W •` 9/64
X .020  THK. .030 THK.
Y I   13/64 R
Z I  5/'6   R

AB 3/64 DI A . 5/64 DIA-
AC „/64 13/64
AD .005  THK. •015  THK-
AE- 7/64 9/fi4
AF •015   THK. .025  THK-
AG I  '9/64  R I   Zl/64  R

® AJ •065  D'A. .075  DIA.
CONTROL  GRID                                            #6  SOLDEFilNG   LUG

Ju±              N '~                                                  a 2 HOLEs                    =`NRNEEoPDC°PPERIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11117F5riiiijinT-I|+--lI6ROuNDED                                                                                                                       Y-

kj                                     z                             p i-RE
HEATER_ "                   f                TTTT                    `EUGsl                        i                               v\J,®\oU

erNRTfl"erNrfe-F5dr#`/i
rTal
L|                                                     CoNTROL   GRID                                    X  (TYP.  2 LUGS)

NOTES.                                                                                         LUG   DIMENSIONS
T       EPANCES   ARENOT  CUMULATivE            '(DETAILSOMITTED'--

--                                       2 DIMENSIONS  IN INCHES                                            FOR  CLARITt)

17=                               a.cAneiTANCE  lioo N.  FD. i 20%-VOL"CE  IOOovDc-TEST+oov`oe
4. FreFDiM.ARE FOR INFO. ONLy a  ARE  NOT  FtEco  FOR  iNsp  puF`pOsEs
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DIMEN8loNS .N INCHES

DIMEN§loNAL  DATA

DIM. MIN. MAX. PEF.

A I.635 I .700
a I.78' I.881

C .812 .875
D .156 .218

SK-700, SK-7] 0-@
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC  SK-711A  Air  System  Socket  is  designed  to  socket the
EIMAC   4CX300A   and   other   members   of  this   family   listed   below.   Con-
nections  are  made  to  each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except  the  anode.  An
integral screen  bypass capacitor is  built into the  socket.

CONTACTS

SK-711A:  The  cathode  and  one  heater  contact  are  connected  directly  to
the  metal  body.

SK-712A:    One    heater  contact  is   connected  directly  to   the  metal  body.

SK-711A

SK-712A

AIR   SYSTEM

SOCKETS

SCREEN  BYPASS  CAPACITOR

The  capacitor is  built  into  the  socket and  provides  a  low-impedance  path  to  ground  for screen

grid  rf currents.  It  is  tested  at  1000  volts  dc and  rated  at  400  volts  dc.  Capacitance  is  900 pF  to
1500  pF.  The  screen  bypass  capacitor is  sealed with  epoxy.  The  sealing provides  a  longer volt-
age  breakdown  path  and  prevents  contamination.  It  is   usable   in  high  humidity  environments.  It
may  be used with 350  volts  dc  at an  altitude of 60,000  feet.

MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

The  metal  shell,  or  body,  of the  socket  is  made  of silver  plated  brass.  The  non-ferrous  alloy
contacts   are  heat  treated  after  forming  and  then  silver  plated.  Three  silver  plated  brass  toe
clamps  are  supplied  for  mounting purposes.

The  socket  insulating  material  is  Diallyl  Phthalate.  Its  physical  characteristics  are  stable
over  a   temperature  range  of  -65°C  to  +185°C  and   it  is  resistant  to  embrittlement  and  thermal
shock.

A  silver  mica dielectric  is  used  in the  screen  bypass capacitor.

AIR  CHIMNEY

The  SK-606  is  intended  to  be used with the  4CX300A  mounted  vertically with  the  anode up.  If
horizontal  mounting or  vertical  mounting with  the  anode  down  is  required,  means  should  be pro-
vided  to  retain  the  chimney.  Tne  air chimney  is  made  of high  temperature  ceramic  and  serves  to
direct  the  flow  of  air  emerging  from  the  socket  into  the  anode  cooling  fins.  It  is  recommended
that the  SK-606  chimney,  or its  equivalent,  be  used  with  each  SK-711A  socket.

THE  SK-711A  IS  RECOMMENDED   FOR  USE  WITH  THE  FOLLOWING  TUBES:

4CX300A                    4CX300Y                    4CX125C                    4CX125F

(Revised  3-15-71)     ©   by  varian

4CN15A

Printed  in U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301     industrial    way    /    san    carlos    /    california    94070



SK-711A

NO. 6    MACHINE
ScflEWS  ( NOT
suppLreo)

2-56  UNC-2B
2  PLACES  (REF)

MUST  E£  ALIGNED
WITHIN   I/16

SEENOTE4         I_                      =©LI    DC

EF
Yl

la \
r\t

``````_```' 1\
lr

IGI-11
IllIll

a

.in-

0

I-

DIMENsioNAL   rmA

D'M.
INCHES M iLLINETEFes

M'N. hex REF MIN. hex. REF
A 2.688 2750 68.28 69.85
C 0 75 0.207 4.45 526
D 0. 56 0.218 396 554
E 06cO 0.650 15.24 16.51

F 0312 0352 792 8.94
G 0.453 0493 11.51 I 2.52
H 0.031 0.79
J 2.OcO 50.80
K 2. 84 22'0 55.47 56.13
L 300 300
M 350 350
N 550 550
P 0. 09 0161 2.77 3,58
R 0.234 0.266 594 6.76
T 600 60®
U 0437 0'469 11.'0 I   I.9'

V 0.890 0.922 2261 23.42
Y 1203 30.56
Z 1312 3352

AB 0 ex52 157
AC 0188 4.78
AD 0.031 079
AE 0. I 25 3''8
AF 0.020 0.51
AJ 0062 I.57

NOTES :

I.      pEF[iMs.  ARE  FOB  INFO.  ONLy  AND  ABE  NOT   F3EOD.   roFi   iNsp

PUBPOSES.

2.     TOLERANCES   ABE   NOT  CUMULATIVE.

3.     BYPASS   CAPACITof}    F`ATINGS:

CAPACITANCE--goo/1500  Pf

VOLTAGE   BREAKDOWN-350 VOC   AT 60

4      INSULATING   CODY   RING   MADE  OF DIALLYL   ISOPHTHALAIE

PER  M IL-M-19833

5      THE   CAPAciTOB  is A  SEALED  uNi-r   Socr(ET  CAPABLE  OF

OPERAT'NC  AT  350  VDC  IN  AN AMBENT TEMP  OF€5°C TO  |85°C.

6      BODYOF  THE  SOCKET   a  CONIACTS  AF}E  SILVER   PLATEL,

¢}--
TOE  CLAMP  DETAIL

a

A

A
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TECHNICAL     DATA

The    EIMAC   SK-740   Air-System   Socket   is   recommended   for   use  with
those tubes  listed  at  the  bottom  of  the  page  or other  tube types having this
special  breech-block  base.  This  socket is  not intended  for  use with  an  Air-
Chimney,   but  is  particularly  useful  in  applications  where  transverse  air
cooling,   heat-sink  or  immersion  cooling  is  intended.   When  this  socket  is
used,  connection  is  made  to  each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except  the  anode.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The  SK-740  socket  consists  of  five  sets  of ring  contacts:  they  are  from
top  to   bottom:   1.screen-grid,   2.control-grid,   3.cathode,   4.heater,   5.heater.
Each set of contacts consist of six separate contacting tabs.  The tube ele-
ments  are connected  to  their external  circuits by  two diametrically-opposed
solder  tabs.  The  SK-740 has no  grounded  contacts.

SK-740
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKET

MATERIALS  AND   FINISHES

The  mounting  plate  of  the  socket  is  fabricated  of nickel-plated  brass.  The  contact  rings  and
tabs  are of beryllium  copper, heat-treated  after  forming,  then silver-plated.  The rivets  and  washers
are of brass,  silver and  nickel-plated respectively.  The  ten  contact  terminals  are  solder-dipped  to
insure  firm,  dependable  solder contact.  The insulating wafers  and  the  stop yoke of the  socket  are
molded  of a  flameproof diallyl meta-phthalate.

INSTALLATloN

The   SK-740  Air-System  Socket  is  designed  for  under-chassis  mounting  and  requires  a  1.593
inches  diameter  hole  through  the  chassis  deck.  Four  screw  holes  are  provided  for  fastening  as
shown  in  the outline  drawing.

THE  SK-740  AIR-SYSTEM  SOCKET  IS  RECOMMENDED   FOR  USE  WITH   THE   FOLLOWING  TUBE   TYPES:

4N15A                                         4CX300A/8167
4CX125C                                   4CX300Y/8561
4CX125F

Note:   A  separate  means  of directing air is  required when using the  SK-740  with  the  4CX300A  and
4CX300Y.  For  applications  using these  two  tubes,  the  SK-760  and  SK-770  Air-System  Sockets  are
recommended.  These  contain an integral chimney.

NET  WEIGHT  (Approximate)    ...............................        1.5  0z.;  (42.5  gin)

(Revised  7-15-75)    ©    1963,  1966,  1975   by  Varian Printed in  U.S.A.

a-'J

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/california    94070
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-_\ -     - OIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
lNCH ES MILLIMETEF`SIIIIII|-PHT--- MIN. MAX. FIEF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A1 +P_

Jr              I *   +x.¢

(  \\

A I .6 I 5 I.655 41.02 41.53
a I.360 I.590 54.54 55.51

C I.615# I.635* 41.0 41.53J,
D I.735 I .765 4407 44.85
E I ,485 I.575 37. 72 40.00
F I.070 I.Ilo 27.18 28.19+©¢,x G 0.925 0.965 25.49 24. 51
H I .020 I .060 25.9' 26.92 -
J 600 600
K 3/32R 2.34R
L I/16 # - I.57*
M 0. I 34# 0.154* 5.40* 5.9 I #
N 0. I 20 0.'50 5.05 3.30
P 0.078 0. I 09 I.98 2.77

# DIAMETERMOuNTnepiATE1       C ONE

TIOuS

t
ro-A•L_A

-Ia-I®Bullll-

;L± i  u!±±)

GL
I-

11
11

2                                 1. SCPEEN   GfllD2.CONTf]OLGRID33.CATHODE44.HEATEB©5.HEATER

I

11 I-tT--I I-
E±-,     :           ,
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TECHNICAL     DATA

The  EIMAC  SK-760  and  SK-770  Air-System  Sockets  are  recommended  for
use  with  those  tubes  listed  at  the  bottom  of  the  page  or  other  tube  types
having  this  special  breech-block  base.  These  sockets  incorporate  a  built-
in  integral  chimney.   When  these  sockets  are  used,  connection  is  made  to
each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except  the  anode.  The  screen  contacts  on  the
SK-760   are  not  connected   to   the   metal  mounting  plate,   while  the  screen
contacts   on   the  SK-770  are   connected   to   the   metal  mounting  plate.   The
SK-760 has  no  grounded contacts.

SK-760

SK.770
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKETS

_-=i±±`.i--=.-=======+L==LL-in===Efu

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The   SK-760  and   SK-770  Air-System   Sockets  consist  of  five   sets  of  ring  contacts.   They  are

(from  top  to  bottom):   1+screen-grid,  2)-control-grid,  3)-cathode,  4)-heater,   5)-heater.  Each  set  of
contacts  consist  of six  separate  contact  tabs.  The  tube  elements  are  connected  to  their external
circuits by  two diametrically  opposed  solder  terminals.

MATERIALS  AND   FINISHES

The  mounting  plates  of  these  sockets are  fabricated  of nickel-plated  brass.  Contact  rings  and
tabs  are  made  of  beryllium  copper,  heat-treated  after  forming,  then  silver-plated.  The  rivets  and
washers  are  of  brass,'  silver and nickel-plated  respectively.  The  ten contact  terminals  are solder-
dipped  to  insure  firm,  dependable  solder  contact.  The  insulating  wafers  and  the  stop  yoke  of  the
sockets  are molded  of a  flameproof diallyl meta-phthalate.

INSTALLATloN

The  SK-760  and  SK-770  Air-System  Sockets  were  designed  for  under-chassis  mounting  and  re-

quire  a  1.593  inches  diameter  hole  through  the  chassis   deck.  Four  screw  holes  are  provided  for
fastening as shown  on  the outline  drawing.

THE  SK-760  AND  SK-770  AIR-SYSTEM  SOCKETS  ARE   RECOMMENDED   FOR  USE  WITH  THE   FOLLOWING

TUBE  TYPES:

4CN15A 4CX300A/8167                             4CX300Y/8561

NET  WEIGHT  (Approximate)  ................................          1.5  oz;  (42.5  gin)

(Revised  7-15-75)   ©   1963,  1966,  1970,  1975     by  Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of    varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/calif ornia    94070



@ SK-760,   SK-770

® e

DiMENsioNAL   a4IA

DIN.
INCHES MILLl-

MIN. MAX. FiET MIN. MAX. REF
A I.615 I.635 - 41.cO 41.40
a I.3cO 1390 3457 35.25
C I.615 D. 1635 a - 4'.00D 4'.40D.
D I .735 I.765 - 4aso 44.83

F '3sO I.370 33.75 34.80
G I.205 1245 30.60 3'.66 -
HSK

I,020 I.OcO 25.91 26,92 -

HSX770
.93' .971 23.70 24.70 -

J - 60® - coo
K - 3/32 FL - 2.SSR.
L - - I/16  a - I.59  a
M .134  D. J54  D. - 340D 3.92 D. -
N .'20 .130 - 3.05 3.30
P .078 .K)9 I.98 2.77

NOTES:
Tfa DiRENsiOus ARE  For if\FQ

ONLY  8 ARE  NOT  REIOulRED FOF`
I`ESFECTION  PU RPOSES.
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The   Eimac   SK-800B   is  one  of  the  air-system  sockets  recommended
for   use   with  the   Eimac   4CX1000A  or   4CW2000A  tetrodes.  A  companion
SK-806   Air  Chimney   is  also  available  and   is  recommended for  use with
the  socket  when the  air-cooled  4CX1000A  is  to  be  employed.

When   this   socket   is   used,   connection   is   made   to  eachof the  tube
electrodes,    except   the   anode,   and   to   one   side   of the  integral  screen-
grid  by-pass  capacitor.   The  SK-800B   is  humidity   and  salt-spray  resis-
tant.

The   SK-800B   is   an   improved   version  of  the  SK-800A  and directly
replaces the  SK-800A  in  any equipment.  The  SK-800B features  a  stronger,
one  piece base  and  improved  contact  tabs.
BASE  CONNECTIONS

The   SK-800B   socket   consists   of   three    sets   of  spring-finger  con-
tact   tabs   for   each   tube  electrode   (to  assure   low-inductance  contact),  a
center   guide   pin   to   facilitate   tube   installation,    and  an  integral  screen
by-pass  capacitor.   The  terminals  are   shown  on  the  outline  drawing.

When   the   socket   is   mount:ed   on   a  grounded  chassis,  no  tube  elec-
trodes   are   automatically   grounded.    Connection   to   the  cathode  and  one
side   of   the   heater   is  made  via  the   second  set  of  spring-finger  contacts
from  the  bottom  of the  socket.

SCREEN-GRID  BY-PASS  CAPACITOR

This  capacitor utilizes  Mylar film  as  a dielectric  and  is  encapsulated
in  silicone  resin.  Its capacitance  is  1500  uufds  ±20 percent  and  it  is  rated
at  400  dc  working  volts.   One  side connects to  the  three  screen-grid tabs
on  the  tube   and  the  other  side  is  connected directly to the  socket body.

MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES
The    metal    shell,    or    body,   of   the   socket   is fabricated  of  silver-

plated  brass,  while  the  mounting  base  and centering pin  are  a  one-piece,
nickel-plated  die  casting.   All  contacts  are formed of  a non-ferrous  alloy,
heat-treated and  silver-plated.  Contact  insulating material is high-temper-
ature  ceramic.

SK-800B

SK-800B  WITH  CHIMNEY

lNSTALLATloN
The    SK-800B    Air-System    Socket    is    designed   for   under-chassis

mounting    and    requires   a   5-1/16-inch   hole   through   the   chassis deck.
The   socket   is   held  in  place  by  the  three  toe  clamps provided.  One  side
of   the   screen-grid   by-pass   capacitor   is  automatically  grounded  to  the
chassis  when this  mounting method  is  used.

AIR  CHIMNEY
The   SK-806   Air  Chimney  is  moulded  of  fiberglass-reinforced   silicone  resin.  It effectively

directs  the  flow of air to  the  anode  cooling fins  with  minimum pressure  drop  and  is  recommended
for  use with each SK-800B when the  air-cooled  4CxloooA  is to be  socketed.
SK-800B:

Net  weight ---------

SK-806:
Net weight  ---------
Maximum  Height -------
Maximum  Diameter ------

(Effective  4-9-64) ©  1964,1968  by  Varian

-------------   18  ounces

---~     ----   3-1/4ounces
1-7/8   inches
6-i/8  inches

Printed   in  U.S.A.



=ERE SK-800B  -  SK.806

8-rs

DIMENSION   DATA
I        MIN.

MAX.

A 5.290 5.530
8 5.0 -I 0 5.047
C .690 .730
D I.loo I . I ?a

E .760  REF

F .641 .681

C .500 .540

AA   HEIGHT   oFCENTEIPINJc

H .  .Ilo
I.140

J 5'0 .540
K .422 .45Z
L 5.595BEF

I+ M •057 D,A. •077 D,A.
N 40® 42®'mtw ,a,I®
P 29® 31®

R 119® [21®

S I.490 I.530

T I.699 I.739
U I.9 I ? I .957

V .245 .255
e W I.052 I.Orevyrh

X 2.052 207&
Y .'42  DIA.'z

•078 DIA. .I08rm.

I H
^A I.24 6 I.286

BB 156   DIA. •186  DIA.I     H   ,HHl  ,I

DOC

CC  `                              `-234RE

EAR

AB .125 F]             187P

rouwTiuepLATE              tE           I           d#_~---_=(TYPICAL)X§-Z
AC .292          -332

COLE

AD .292        `332
AE I  105            -J45
AF 0628

TC®ow"OlenD              PH

AG 000     I   lco®
AH 4'7         1~457
A.J .'42         1146

P                                                                       ts  MACH.  SCFEWI (NOT  SUPPLlED) e    AJ     -C-
R -

N` --
6rouND_    z;                                       ```\ \\ -L@'®.,  Y,U   a A-

8C    EEN U Ii-iTI,'s GENTZ5>

® I7"

Tf,   @8€/FS    ],;# HGRIDioECLAMPDrrlLNSIONSININCHES.

V      2.CAPACITOB:  1500  MMFD ±  2o°/a-III\B-SE-I-HIIIIIIIIII.ZzizfillREiEL 400 WVDC,loco  VDC  TEST

}               LNuSMU LATED  TO  WITHSTANDlDITY

X                                                                           |PE  CLAMP
SALT SPRATt3 SUPPLIED)                 '
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gir¥cmo%igdfs4%]X°i6#8#aps]etoaE:1:Smrffo°ymefendedforusewiththesocketwhenthe
When this  socket is  used,  connection is  made  to each of the tube electrodes

ixhc:PstKt.h8eioaBn:sda'u:nisi:;::a§£te.s:fratF:efsTsttea8nrt:]Screen-8ridby-passcapacttor.
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BASE  CONNECTIONS
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are shown on the outline drawing.
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SCREEN  CRID  BY-PASS  CAPACITOR

i:e::iEg::r:sc::!F:a.i;:;¥l:i::?d!::e::'ctats:;til#iF:tsh:::::si:e;::eg;1:r::ndtd:Ll;soeL::t:hEes::uaji8a!:
MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

¥a?i::::afT|itc:.in:t::ii,fr:es:f:giae:cfe.:nFe:rls:o:C:5f:enrlrs:;:b::!a;:-d!:?:siir`::e:r!i5n::tesTva:s,:i
plated. Contact insulating material is  high-temperature  ceramic.

INSTALLATION

:sey::h:::i:::fa:tli,9eg;i¥;¥j:tolvEige¥;ts::s:esdsciiigei;:t:ie;crk:::¥i:ic::c!je;tlt;:s;:o:i:ctj¥:1:atn::

SK-8 l oB

SK-810B  WITH  CHIMNEY

AIR  CHIMNEY

8fK.a8L::i:*K::i:to:d::af::o:l¥:ng:|1=:scm¥°1:t:h::rnA:ELis:::e:b8e:arsseso;:iL:%:°diE:SSLahnc8n:sr::Lc:m[i:if::gvefLoyrduITs:Ct#Eega°c¥

SK-8'OB

Net  weight -----------

SK.806

Net  weight -----------
Maximum  Height    .........
Maximum   Diameter     ........

(Revised   6-1-67)   ©    1964,1967  by  Varian

18  ounces

3-%  ounces
1-%   inches
6-%   inches

Printed  in  U.S.A.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The   EIMAC   SK-860  and  SK-870  are  air-system   sockets  recom-
mended   for   use   with   the   EIMAC   3CX1000A7   triode.   A  companion
SK-816  Air  Chimney  is  also  available  and  is  recommended  for  use
with the  socket.

When  this  socket is  used,  connection is made  to  each of the  tube
electrodes  except  the  anode.  The  SK-860  and  SK-870  are  humidity
and  salt-spray resistant.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

The  SK-860  and  SK-870  sockets  consist  of  three  sets  of  spring-
finger  contacts  for  each  tube  electrode  (to  assure  low-inductance
contact)   and   a   center   guide   to   facilitate   tube   installation.   The
terminals  are shown  on  the outline drawing.

No  contacts  are  grounded  on  the  SK-860,  while  the  SK-870  has
the  grid contacts  grounded  to  the  equipment  chassis  when installed.

MATERIALS  and   FINISHES

The metal  shell,  or body,  of the socket  is  fabricated  of silver-plated  brass,  whj.1e the mounting
base  is  a  one-piece  nickle-plated  die  casting.   All  contacts  are  formed  of  a  non-ferrous  alloy,
heat  treated  and  silver-plated.  Contact insulating material  is  high-temperature  ceramic.

INSTALLATION

The SK-860  and  SK-870  are designed for under-chassis mounting and  require  a  2-3/4"  diameter
hole  through  the  chassis   deck.  The  socket  is  held  in  place  by  the  six  4-40  studs  provided on  the
socket.   The  grid  of  the  SK-870  is  automatically  grounded  to  the  chassis  when  this  mounting
method  is  used.

AIR  CHIMNEY

The   SK-816  Air  Chimney  is  molded  of  fiberglass-reinforced  silicone  resin.  It  effectively  di-
rects   the  flow  of  air  to  the  anode  cooling  fins  with  minimum  pressure  drop  and  is  recommended
for use  with  each  SK-860 and  SK-870.

NET  WEIGHT    ...........................................         12  oz;  340    gins

(Revised  3-25-75)  ©  1963,  1967,  1975   by  Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/calif ornia    94070



@ SK-816/SK-860/SK-870

I)lMENsloN AL   DATA

DIM
INCHES MI LllMETEF!S

MIN. MAX. FIEF. MIN. MAX. FIEF.

A 0160 0.180 4.06 4.57 -
a 3.040 3.085 77.22 78.36
C 0.234 0.266 5.94 6.76
D 0.484 0.516 I 2 . 29 I 3.  I  I

E 1190 1210 1190 1210

F - 0. 270 - 6.86
G I.215 I.295 30.86 32.89
H - 0.170 - - 4.32
J - - 0.092 2-34
K 0. I 60 0.180 - 4.06 4.57
L 0.430 0.460 - 10.92 I I.68
M 0.690 0.735 17.53 18.67 -
N - I.985 - - 50.42
P 290 310 290 310 -
R I .062 - 26.97
S - 0.066 - I.68

A

EiEil
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to  be  employed.

When this  socket is  used, connection is made to each of  the tube  electrodes
except the  anode. The SK-890B is  humidity and salt-spray resistant.
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BASE  CONNECTIONS
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are shown on the outline drawing.
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SCREEN-GRID  BY-PASS  CAPAC.TOR
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MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES
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SK-890B

SK-890B  WITH  CHIMNEY

INSTALLATION
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AIR  CHIMNEY
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SK-890B

Netweight  ....     _     .     .     _     _     .     _       .     _     .     _     .......      18ounces

SK-806
Netweight.     .     _     ......     _     _       _     .     _     _     _     ......     3-%ounces
MaximumHeight    .     .     _     .     .     _     .     _     ............     1-%   inches
Maximum   Diameter     ...................     6-%   inches

(Revised   6-1-67)   ©    1964,1967  by  Varian                                                                                                             Printed  in  U.S.A.



-a SK-890B  I  SK-806

DIMENSION    DATA

D,M. MN. MAX. BEF.
A 5.290 5,330
a 5.o'O 5.047
C .790 --860

`D .990 I, '30
•g J560
fT .550 5_9o

G, .420
`500

r' .Ilo .'40
_J

.500 .540
X- .4a2 .45a
L` 5 . 5 9 5`
M 057  DIA 077  DIA,

J\ •4o0 42.
P 290 3r
R •    I  I  90

1120

S I.  485 !530
T .699 739
U 1917 I.9'57

V 245 255)
W 1052 i o 7 2_
X 2052 2072
Y •142   D'A

i .078   DIA 108    DIA

AA 254
AB 156    DIA 186    DIA.`

AC .125   R. TEE_FT
AD .142 .146

E .292 332
AF 292 .532               I
AG   I.iJ5 145 --_
AH     I,S17       I .457

J 800 1000               i
AKi I, 062  R'
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The  EIMAC  SK-goo  Air-System  Socket  and  companion  SK-906  Air
Chimney are intended for use with the EIMAC 4X500A. The socket makes
connection  to each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except  the  anode.  A  screen-grid
by-pass capacitor is incorporated  as an integral part of the socket.

BASE   CONNECTIONS
Filament,  control-grid,  and  screen-grid  pins  of  the  tube  are  engaged

by  four  self-aligning  pin-jacks  supported  in  a  disk  of  low-loss  material
and terminating in  10-32 studs. The connecting leads to these studs must
be  sufficiently  flexible  to  allow  free  movement  of  the  pin-jacks  or  the
self-aligning   feature   will  be   impaired.   The   supporting  insulating  disk
rests  on  a shoulder turned into the bottom of the socket body  and is held
in  place  by  four  machine  screws  which  act  as  clamps.  This  design  per-
mits  the  insulation  and  terminal  assembly  to  be  rotated  to  any  conveni-
ent  position  and  clamped  firmly  in  place.

SCREEN-GRID   BY-PASS   CAPACITOR
This  capacitor  utilizes  polyester  film  as  the  dielectric  and  is  encap-

sulated  in  epoxy resin.  The  capacitance  is  650  4.#f±20%   and  is  rated  at
700  working  volts.  One  side  of  the  by-pass  capacitor  contacts  the  screen-
grid  flange  of  the  tube  through  eight  spring  fingers  and  the  other  side
is  directly  connected  to  the  socket  body.

INSTALLATION
The SK-900 Air-System Socket is designed for under-chassis mounting and requires a 35/8-inch

hole  through  the  chassis  deck.  The  socket  is  held`in  place  by  four  8-32  machine  screws  running
through the chassis and into tapped holes in the cast aluminum socket body. One side of the screen-
grid by-pass capacitor is automaticany grounded to the  chassis when this mounting method is  used.

An  air blower may be connected to  the  socket  air-inlet  by  means  of  a  duct  terminating  in  a
cylindrical fitting of 11/4-inch OD or the entire chassis may be pressurized.

Pressure drop  across the socket and tube  (with  SK-906 installed may be measured by  a man-
ometer  arranged  to indicate  the pressure  difference  between  the  air  in  the  socket  (or  pressurized
chassis)  and  the surrounding  air.  A  1/4-28 tapped  hole  is  provided  in  the  socket  body  to  facilitate
the installation of a fitting. A suitable fitting will have  a  hole  diameter  of  approximately  1/64-inch
and  when  installed,  must be 'flush  with  the  inner wall  of  the  socket  to  avoid  inaccurate  pressure
measurements.

SK-906   AIR   CHIMNEY
The  air  chimney  is  molded  of  fiber-glass  reinforced  silicone  resin  and  fitted  with  an  anode

clamp. It effectively directs the flow of air to the anode cooling fins with minimum pressure drop and
is recommended for use with each SK-900 Air-System Socket.

(Revised  8-15-66)  ©  1963,1966  Varian
Printed   in  U.S.A.



-@ SK-900,   SK-906

DIME NSION   DATA

REF MIN. MAX. NOM.

A 3.720   DIA 3.785 DIA

8 I.990   I  D 2.010   I.D.

C 3/8 .
D '.7'5 I.7 3 5

E .5'0 .530
F 13/32   R.

G 90 Ilo

SK-906 CH IMNEY

SK-900  CHASSIS  DR.LLING

DIME NSION   DATA

REF. MIN. MAX. NOW.

A 53/8 5lfa

a 3.595  Dl 3.605 D'A.
C 3.864 DIA 3.884 DIA.

D 4   I/16   DIA. 4 ty'6  D,A.
E I.490 D'A. .510   DIA.

F I.248  DIA. 263 D'A.
G .512 .532
H .040 .060
J I 3/6. I  tyEa
K 13qha lo fa4

L 2   Ieyha  DIA. 2    1732D'

M 44® 46®

N '942 2'/`'
P 273, f,. 2eyl, R .

R 031  P

SK-900 SOCKET

u
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TECHNICAL     DATA

The  Eimac  SK-650  is  one  of  the  Ail.-System  Sockets  recommended  for  use  with
those  tubes  listed  at  the  bottom  of  the  page,  or  other  tube  types  having  the  same
special  nine-pin  base,  when  a  compact,  low-cost,  special  purpose  socket  is  requil.ed.
When  this  socket  is  used,  connection  is  made  to  each  of  the  tube  electrodes  except
the  anode.

The  SK-655  Screen  By-Pass  Capacitor  is  a  separate  encapsulated  capacitor  de-
signed  for  use  with  the  SK-650  Air-System   Socket.  When  this  combination  is  used,
the  screen  by-pass  capacitor  can  be  replaced  without  troublesome  or  costly  repairs.

Both  the  SK-650  and  the  SK-655  are humidity  and  salt-spray  resistant.
BASE  CONNECTIONS

The   SK-650  Air-System   Soc`ket   consists   of  seven  base  pin   contacting  terminals
(no  contact  is  made  to  Pin  #5)   .and  a  center  control-grid  terminal.   The  cathode  of
the  tube  is  connected  to  its  external  circuits  by  the  four  even-numbered  base  pins
which,  in  turn,  are  connected  to  the  four  socket  mounting  tabs.  Connections  are  made
ju   this  manner  to  minimize  the   ef.fec.ts   of  lead   inductance.   When  the   SK-650  Air-
System  Socket  is  used  alone,  connection  is  made  to  the  screen-grid  via  Pin  #1.  Con-
trol  grid  contact  is  accomplished  by  means  of  a  6/32''  screw  at  the  center  terminal.
THE  Sl(-655  SCREEN-GRID  BY.PASS  CAPACITOR

The  SK-655  Screen-Grid  By-Pass  Capacitor  is  an  independent  encapsulated  capa-
citor  which   is   mounted  to   the   SK-650   Ail.-System   Socket   by   the  same  four   socket
mounting  screws.  This  is  a  low-inductance  c`apacitor,1100  uuf  ±  20%,  which  provides
a  short  radio-frequency  path  to  ground.  The  capacitor  is  hi-voltage  breakdown  tested
at  2000  volts  d-c  and  rated  at   1000  volts  d-c.  When  the  SK-655  is  mounted  on   a
grounded  chassis,  one  side  of  the  screen  by-pass  capacitor  is  automatically  grounded.
MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES

In  the  SK-650  Air-System  Socket,  the  base  pin  terminals  and  the  four  mounting
lugs  are  fabricated  of  beryllium-copper.,  heat  ti.eated  after  forming,  then  silver-plated.
The  center  control-grid  terminal  is  silver-plated  brass.

The  insulating  material,  polytrifluorochloroethylene,  is  chemically  inert,  non-flan-
mable,  will  not  absorb  water  or  water-vapors  and  is  not  affected  by  acids  or  alkalies.
It will not react to normal solvents except in the case of halogenated compounds  which
will  induce  minor  dimensional  changes.   Its  physical  characteristics  are  stable  over  a
temperature   range  of  -196°C  to   +199°C   and   it   is   resistant  to   embrittlement  and
thermal  shock.

The  SK-655  Screen  By-Pass  Capacitor.  has  a  body,  or  shell,  constructed  of  silvel.-
plated brass while the eight screen-gI.id contacting fingers are heat treated,  silvei.-plated
beryllium-copper.  The capacitor dielectric is silvered-mica  and  is encapsulated  in  epoxy
resin.

Net Weight of llle SK-650 Air-System Socke. 1.2   ounces

SK.650

SK-655
A.R-SYSTEM

SOCKET

SK-650

Air-System  Socket

SK1655  Screen

By-Pass  Capacitor

Net Weight of the SK-655  Screen-Grid  By-Pass Capacitor  ..................   1.5  ounces
INSTALLATION

Both  the  SK-650  Air-System  Socket  and  the  SK-655   Sci.een-Grid   By-Pass   Capacitor   can   be  mounted  to   a
chassis  deck  or  partition  by  the  foul.  0.130"  diameter  holes  provided  in  each  of  the  assemblies.   Both  units  have
holes  which  are  goo  apart  and  are  drilled  on  2-17/32"  diameter  pitch  cil.cle.

The  SK-650  Air-System  Socket  requires  a  2-1/8"  diameter  hole  to  accept  the  socket  body.
TUBE  EXTRACTOR

The    SK-604    is  a  spring-steel  device  useful  for  inserting   and   extracting   tubes   of   the   type   used   in   the
SK-650  Air-System  Socket.  It  is  recommended  for  use  where  the  consti.uction  of  the  equipment  makes  it  difficult
or  impossible  to  grasp  the  tube  by  hand  or  when  it  is  necessary to handle the tubes while they are still hot from
recent use.
THE   SK-650  AIR-SYSTEM   SOCKET   IS   RECOMMENDED  FOR  USE WITH THE FOLLOWING TUBES:

7034/4CX150A
7609
7203/4CX250B
8957/4CX250BC

8621/4CX250FG
7580W/4CX250R
8249/4W300B

(Revised  5-1-76)           1961,1966,1976  by  varian

i-9hii: -{i= EE=::=:__.__              i=  : -..- t`,.

8321/4CX350A
8322/4CX350F`
8904/4CX350F]

EIMAC    division    of    varian/301    industrial    way/san    carloLs/calif ornia    94070
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These  sockets  have  been  designed  for  use  with  the  tube
types   listed   below.   The  SK-1300  and  the  SK-1320  are  in-
tended   for   mounting  on   a   pressurized   chassis   or  plenum,
allowing air-cooling of the  tube  base and  terminals.

BASE  CONNECTIONS

All   these   sockets   are   provided   with   three  concentric
rings   of  spring  contact  fingers   for  making  contact  to  the
filament  and  the   grid  of  the  coaxial  triodes  listed  below.

The  filament  contact  fingers  are  terminated  on  two  bus
connections  to  insure  good  high  frequency  curre\nt  distribu-
tion.  Each  of these  two  bus  rings  is  provided  with  two  lugs
for making external  connections.

The  grid  spring-finger contacts  are  terminated  on a heavy
support  assembly.   The   grid  contact  assembly  is  insulated
from  the  socket  mounting  cup  in  the  SK-1300;  it  is  grounded
to  the  cup  in  the  SK-1320,  for  grounded-grid  operation.  The
SK-1310   is   a   version   intended   for  use   with  vapor-cooled
versions  of  these  coaxial  triodes  and  has  no  grounded  con-
tacts,

MATERIALS  AND  FINISHES SK-1320

The   contact  fingers  are  non-ferrous  spring  alloy,  heat-treated  for  positive  spring  action and
silver-plated  for  good  rf  conductivity.  The  main  socket  body  and  cup  assemblies  are  made  of
brass  and are also  silver plated.

INSTALLATION

The   SK-1300  and  SK-1320  are  supported  by  the  socket  cup  on  a  pressurized  compartment or
chassis.  A  7-1/8  inch  diameter  hole  is  required  in  the  supporting  chassis  or  plenum  and  the  soc-
ket  is  secured  by  eight  #6  machine  screws  on  a  7-3/4  inch  pitch  circle.   The  socket  cup on  both
these  sockets  is  open  so  that  air may  be  directed  through  them  for  cooling of the  tube  base  term-
inals,

The  SK-1310,  which  is  designed  for  use  on  vapor-cooled  versions  of  these  tubes,  has  no
mounting/support  cup;  i t  is  held  into  place  on  the  base  of the  tube  only  by  its  contact finger as-
semblies  for the  grid  and  filament.

(Revised  3-1-72)          ©       1963,1966,1972   Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian    /    301    industrial    way    /    sam    carlos    /    california    94070



SK-1300/SK-1310/SK-1320

CHIMNEY

A companion Air-Chimney,  the  sK-1306,  is available for use with  the sK-1300 and sK-1320 and                  a
some  of the  air-cooled  triode  types,  as  listed  below.  The  chimney  is  mounted  above  the  chassis
deck  and  is  installed  using the  same  eight  mounting  screws  used  for  securing the  socket  to the
chassis or deck.

Use  of an  Air-Chimney  allows  simplified  cooling of  the  tube;  air  forced  through  the  socket is
directed  through  the  chimney  and  then through  the  tube's  anode  cooling fins.

SOCKET/CHIMNEY/TUBE  TYPE  GUIDE

SOCKET                      TUBE  TYPE  NUMBER          RECOMMENDED  AIR  CHIMNEY

SK-1300

3CW10,000A3 none -water cooled tube
3CW20,000A1 none -water cooled tube
3CW20,000A3 none -water cooled  tube
3CW20,000A7 none-water cooled  tube
3CW25,000A3 none -water cooled  tube

and 3CX5000A3 special -  EIMAC  Y-463
SK-1320 3CX10,000A1/8158 SK-1306

3CX10,000A3/8159 SK-1306
3CX10,000A7/8160 SK-1306
3C_X15,000A3 SK-1306
3CX20,000A3 none available

SK-1310 3CV30,000A1 none -vapor cooled  tube
3CV30,000A3 none-vapor cooled  tube

NET  WEIGHTS

SK-1300,  SK-1310,  SK-1320     .................................         2.3  1bs;  1.04  kg



SK-1300/SK-1310/SK-1320

Dl- Om
Dtw.

- N-
LIN un REF " ut FtEF

A 990 2..CJIO 5055 52.58
8 3240 1. a2.30 84.53
C 3,700 37m 93.se 95.76i 7CBO 7125 178.56 18Q97
F 3,590 3690 91.  '9 93.73
G 2710 2835 68S3 72.0'
H 440 .530 3658 38es
J 890 0.sO 22.61 24J38
L .235 0265 597 673
M 6.720 6.780 '7069 172.2'

N 8220 8,280 Zm79 210.31

P 7Crso 7. I 90 7932 '8263
S 270 Oes 686 loos
T .185 0285 4.70 7.24
U 5cO 07cO 14.73 1778
V C`  TcO 0865 '930 2 I . 97
X 5cO 1620 3810 41.15

Y 4970 5030 2624 I2776
Z 450 470 430 470

AA 7730 7 7 7t` 96ffl 197 36
AB Ore 09cO 2184 24JB9
AC 0I40 0154 356 391

SK-1300

0' =``. rm
OPL

N- Iut ur. REF ut " Rg
A 1990 2.070 5055 52.5S
a 3240 3.320 82.sO 84.33
C 3`7cO 3.770 939S ffi76
E 7CcO 7125 178.56 8097
F 35sO 3,6sO 9119 9a73
G 2710 2835 ee.83 72.0'
H I .440 I.5sO 3658 38.86
J 08sO O.sO 22.6' 24.38
L 0235 0265 5f5i' 673
M 6.720 6`780 '70.69 72.21
N 8`220 8.280 2cre.79 21 0. 31
P 7 CXsO 7IsO 179.32 82.63
S 0.270 0.395 6.86 IQCB
T 0 . 185 0.285 4.70 7.24
U 0.580 07cO 1473 1778
V 07cO 0as '930 21.97
X 1cO I .620 3810 41.15

Y 4.970 5Cro '26 24 2, .T6
Z 450 470 430 470

AA ?7cO 7770 Ies`34 97`36
AB 0.860 0.seo 2184 2489
AC 0` 140 0154 356 3,91

®L=-

SK-1320
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SK-1300/SK-1310/SK-1320

0'- On
DnL

•= NLLJ-
MAX MIN. REF N pr fdF

A 2061 2001 5082 52.35
B 3311 3?51 8257 84.10
C a732 3672 93.27 94`79
D 5.OsO 4970 126.24 12776
E Q8cO Q860 2184 22.6'
F Q267 0.233 5.92 6.78
G 2.835 2.7'0 68.83 7201
H I . 187 1'156 29` 36 30.15
J Q960 08sO 2261 2458
K 6-32  NC
L L/4DIA  HOLE 635 DIA  Hoe
M 6780 6L720 I 70 69 72.21
N 09cO 08cO 2'84 24`89
P 46sO 4cO I I 7 35 „9.13
S '620 '500 38'10 4'15
T Q285 Q185 4.70 7,24
U Q3'4 0280 7„ 797
V Q856 0.826 20.ee 2!.74
W 470 430 430 470

SK-1310
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The  SK-1306  and  SK-1406  Air-System  Chimneys  are intended for use
with the tube and socket combinations listed below. They are used to direct
cooling air to the tube's anode cooling fins after it has been forced through
the companion Air-System Socket.

MATERIALS

These   chimneys   are  molded  from   a  grey,   thermosetting  polyester

premix compound  .

à̀_,

INSTALLATION

The  SK-1306  and  SK-1406  Air-System  Chimneys  are  mounted  above
the chassis or pressurized compartment, directly over the companion socket.
The chimneys are secured by the eight equally spaced machine screws on a
a 73/4 '' P.C. that are used to install the socket.

CHIMNEY/TUBE/SOCKET   COMBINATIONS

CHIMNEY TUBE SOCKET

SK-1306

3CXIO,000A13CXIO,000A33CXIO,000A7

SK-1300

4CX10,000D SK-300SK300A

SK-1406 4CX3000A SK-1400ASK-1470A

Net weight      -----

(Revised  8-15-66)  ©   1963,1966  Varian

SK;Tjt3h°£ccxhiE,noeoyosahn°dwn

SK-300  socket

SK-1306 -8 ounces
SK-1406 - 7 ounces

Printed   in   U.S.A.
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The EIMAC SK-1400A and SK-1470A Air-System Sockets are
intended for use with the 4CX3000A and the 4CV8000A. The SK-
1400A incorporates an integral screen by-pass capacitor and has
no  grounded contacts.  The  SK-1470A does not include  a by-pass
capacitor but does have the screen contacts grounded to the socket
mounting plate.

BASE   CONNECTIONS

A continuous screen grid contact finger assembly is provided
for  making  contact  with  the   solid  screen  ring  flange  on  the
4CX3000A  or  4CV8000A.  Grid  and  filament  connections  to  the
tube are made by four rows of contact tab assemblies that provide
for breech-block electrical and mechanical contact.

Each  grid  contact is  terminated in  two  machine  screws  at
the bottom of the  socket base.  Filament connections are to a ter-
minal strap and to the socket base.

BY-PASS   CAPACITOR

The  SK-1400A  is  provided  with  an  integral 1800  picofarad  screen  by-pass  capacitor  rated  at
1000  volts  dc.  The  screen  contact fingers  are  attached  to  one  side  of  this  capacitor.  The  SK-1470A
does not contain this capacitor; instead the screen contacts are grounded directly to the socket shell.

INSTALLATION

When mounted on a chassis or pressurized compartment, a 71/4 "  diameter hole is required for
the socket. The socket is secured by eight #6 screws on a 73/4 " bolt circle. These same screws are used
to install the companion SK-1406 chimney used with the air-cooled 4CX3000A.

VATERIALS

The  contact  fingers  and  tabs  are  non-ferrous  spring  alloy,  heat-treated  and  silver-plated.  The
socket body is made of silver-plated brass.

CHIMNEY

The  SK-1406  chimney is  available  for use with  the  SK-1400A or  SK-1470A  and  the  air-cooled
4CX3000A. It effectively directs air that has passed through the socket into the anode cooling fins.

Note.. Where a "floating" socket is desired -especially for the 4CV8000A-the SK-1490 is available.
This is a SK-1470 without the mounting ring and is intended for use where the tube is fixed and the
socket is to be removable.

Net weight      -----------------          30  ounces

(Revised   10-15-66)  ©  1963,1966  Varian Printed  in  U.S.A.
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SK-151@A

TUBE SOCKETS    -

SK-i5il
TUBE posiTf oatEZ¥ ~

*3-_.;seffi=..*..Qv-i.:`ii3.:i~3,:..,.-.ir,.`-.:.:..`..-:>f-¥*#`4..`+ae

SK.1500A SK-1§10A

rl4cTvhteoso:,o388ieat:da4r:wd,eos#o%dD,t:roby?d,:%e:ant:I:tt:'tMh:fi,at:be:t,t¥%en:ro8,3€r:€?:*35s'c¥n.g#d5:{
the sock'eted tube.

Screen grid  bypass capacitor components are available but  must. be ordered separately:   `

t4
i=

2300  pF  Dielectric               -EIMAC  P/N  149089
Set of Insulator Bushings-EIMAC  P/N  149088

1100 pF  Dielectric               -EIMAC  P/N  149090
Set of Insulator Bushings-EIMAC  P/N  149088

(one supplied)
(six sl'pplied)

(one supplied)
(six  sllppllod)

For a grounded-screen application the screen flange of the socket is moiinted directly to the equip-
ment chassis.  using the eight 3/16-inch holes provided  in the flange.

The SK-1500 has four guidos mounted tQ the screen flange for proper centering of the tube. When in
place. the tub.9 is tu.r-hed to engage a bayonet  retainer in the base of the socket.

r|     ::'tf!, :t: ` ; Fa'c°e': `:St ;`':°s'g;'kr:: Ct:tj I:n goo9t,'t' ::°n9e'r9emn%Va%de: :i: nbca'suod :? tan : ::: :uabn9dpt%! t;:::t!a#tt,hhtahnad',Deb,:
then turned to pull the tube securely into the socket and  retain  it.                                va

/
The special positioner is avail'able separately as the SK-1511, and the SK-1500 socket, whicfi cloes not
include  it.-may  be modified  to  include the positioner.

The  SK-1500 and  SK-1510 are  not air-system  sockets,  since the anode-cooling air for a forced~air
cooled tube, su.ch as the 4CX35,000C, does not pass through the socket on its way to the anode. Base   `
cooling of the tube in use ,js therefore accomplished by directing air across the socket. and both also
`nclude a central  connec.tion for an  air hose for tube  base cooling.

Tube contacts in both sockets are of heat-treated beryllium-copper alloy attached to brass support  ~
flanges. All metal parts are silver plated. The contact insulating material is high-temperatur©ceramic.

A     4090 (Effectjve3-15-79)    ©    1979byvarian
Prinit;d  in  U.S.A.

varian,  E!MAC  division/301  industrial  way/san  carlo.s/california 94070





SK-1500A,  SK-1510A,
SK-1511
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A i 1 `240 I , 2cO 28S sO 2es cO

a 1 I  9cO 20co    ! 3r,J 78 -J»a2
r` 10 094 'O `fi 2try 3® 25, 9®

I, a ^1', 8sO .r,  !4 '1 '9
L I.2'4 284 'J,J ut 3r e,J

F I . 958 2`OcO 4963 5'ce
G 2823 3. 1 1 0 1'10 70.99

H 0'7' 0203 42® S'B

J 0422 0453 to_7? '5,
K '.2,0 '2sO sO73 32,7

M a. 725 0T'S !a4: '968

N '230 '240 3,24 3'sO

---
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±xp peLOAr ARE.opm.ii  I-frrs .
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SK-1500A, SK-1510A,
SK-1511

DltlEtlsIONAL OiLTA

lNcl|ES MILLIMETEf]S

f}Ef, MIN. MAX. M'N w^x.i
A a-72S 077S 84t 9a8
a I 1  0cO I? OcO 3C3 ,8 3ce..ee
C. a.04' 324' 7^70 e? .i?
r, I I 240 I I  ?Or' 2fl3 er' ascO
F '0,094 10  t5® 256,sO 2€7.9S

G 2.799 2.946 7, '09 71_ae

H 4-500 6.312 1 ' 4.30 Ice.32
J 9-4cO 9.4'0 23& 76 239'Or'

K a. 9 I 2 0962 23'6 2443
1 1.230 1.2cO 3,24 also
M 4.875 5  ,2.5 23 82 I cO. I ,

N 0.470 8.590 2,5 ,4 21 a '9

!p 0.984 1-0'6 2499 2S.8'

!F`
0. ' 7 ' 0203 434 5.'8

is 042? 0 45.1 '0,2 „±,

mm'_
i.  ec-I- inn can-eriafr cejiicati=IIrbilsTco eFu* Iir. t~.I. a.T]+ip

•az3T B€ cocoa a-I-..1nJr.
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The  EIMAC  SK-2200  and  SK-2210  are  air-system  sockets  recom-
mended  for  use  with  the  EIMAC  8877/3CX1500A7  triodeo  Two  com-

panion   chimneys  are  available,   either  of  which  will  operate  with
either socket.

With   these   sockets,   connection  is   made   to  each   tube  element
except  the anode.

No  contacts  are  grounded on  the  SK-2200,  while  the  SK-2210  has
the  grid  contacts  grounded  to  the equipment chassis  when  installed.

lNSTALLATloN

The  SK-2200  and  SK-2210  are  designed  for  under-chassis  mount-
ing,  and  require  a  31/4  inch  hole  through  the  chassis  deck.  Each
socket is  held  in place  by  four 6-32  screws.

AIR  CHIMNEYS

Two  chimneys  are available. The  SK-2206 is  made  of fiber  glass
and  is  recommended  for  general  purpose  use  at  low  and  medium
frequencies.  For  high  frequency  applications  where  losses  must  be
held   to  a  minimum,   the  SK-2216  chimney  should  be  used  as  it  is
made   of  low-loss  teflon.   The  SK-2206  is  held  in  place  with   four
clips   (supplied  with   the   chimney).   The  SK-2216  is  held   in  place
with four  toe  clamps  (supplied with  the chimney).

NET  WEIGHTS

SK-2200  Socket   ,
SK-2210  Socket   ,
SK-2206  Chimney
SK-2216  Chimney

(Effective  8-15-71)     ©       byvarian

4.5oz;    128
4.Ooz;    113

1.5  oz; 42.5

2.0  oz; 56.7

SK-2200

SK-2210
AIR   SYSTEM

SOCKET

SK-2200

SK-2210

SK-2206

SK-2216

Printed  in  U.S.A.

EIMAC    division    of   varian/301    industrial    way/san    carlos/calif ornia    94070



SK-2200/SK-2210

SK-2200  Socket

Typical
Chassis
Cut out

roTESL-
2    CONNECTIONS.

I  -HEATE f`

2 - CATH CD E

3~CATHODE

4-CATHODE

5-riEATER

6-CATHODE

7-cATricroE

2=5±±P   CONTACTS   INSULATED
FROM   Groiiro   8   OTHER
ELEh.ENTS

rois-L-
2 ~CTIONS

I  -HEATEfi
2-CATHCDE

3-CATHODE

4-CATHODE
5-HEATER

6-CATHODE
7-CATHCDE

3. 6"D  cONTACTs  crouh.DEI)
ro  .mmrTm®  pL.TE.

D

III1111t----------------|J

_-
SK-2206  Chimney

A
SK-2210  Socket

D'N- rm
0" P- W

~ wh FZEr " dy rty
A 5385 3415 8598 8674
8 3532 3592 8971 9124
C +\T 3es7 9924 10076
D 1220 1280 !    `  \.\ 3251
E 0110 0140 279 356
F 0417 0457 I r) 5 9 1161

G
-:-,. 0332 742 S43

H 0292 0332 742 843
J 0[05 0145 2-67 368
KL BOO0'42 lcxJO0146 800361 1000i7l

:::::

TOE    CLAMP   DETAIL

(4)   SupfLIED
piN  a899Oi

SK-2216  Chimney

rl-
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TECHNICAL    DATA

The EIMAC SK-700  and SK-710 Air-System Scekets  are  designed to socket the
EIMAC   8167/4CX300A    or    8561/4CX300Y.   Cormections  are  made  to each  of the
tube  electrodes  except  the  anede.    An integral  screen-grid  by-pass capacitor is
built into the scoket.

SK-700
The cathode contacts are insulated from ground.

SK-7lo
All six of the cathode contacts are connected directly to the metal body.

HEATER   CONNECTIONS
In both  socket  types,  one  heater  contact is  connected  directly  to  the

metal body.

SCREEN-GRID   BY-PASS   CAPACITOR
The  capa.citor is  built into  the  socket  and  provides  a  low-impedance

path to ground for screen-grid rf currents. It is tested at 1000 volts dc and
rated at 400 volts dc. Capacitance is 1100 picofarads ±20% .

MATERIALS   AND   FINISHES
The metal shell, or body,  of the socket is made of silver-plated brass.

The  non-ferrous  alloy  contacts  are  heat  treated  after  forming  and  then
silver-plated. Three silver-plated brass toe clamps are supplied for mounting
purposes.

The socket insulating material is chemically inert, non-flammable, and
will not absorb water or water vapor.  It is not  affected by  strong or weak
acids or alkalies.  It will not react to normal solvents except in the case of
halogenated compounds, which win induce minor dimensional changes. Its
physical characteristics are stable over a temperature range of -150°C to
+275°C and it is resistant to embrittlement and thermal shock.

A silvered-mica dielectric is used in the screen-grid by-pass capacitor.

AIR   CHIMNEY

The SK-606 is  intended  to  be  used  with  the tube mounted  vertically  with  the
anode up.   If horizontal  mounting  or vertical  mounting  with the  anode  down  is re-
quired,  means should  be   provided to retain the  chimney.   The air chimney is made
of high-temperature  ceramic  and  serves to direct the  flow of air emerging frcm the
socket into the anode  cooling fins.   It is recommended that the  SK-606 chimney,  or
its equivalent9 be  used with each SK-700 or SK-710 sceket.

(F}evised  5-1 -76)  ®  1958,1966,1976  Varian Printed  in   U.S.A.

SK-700
AND

SK.710
AIR-SYSTEM

SOCKETS

SK-700

SK-700  WITH  SK-606

SOCKET,  TUBE,  AND  CHIMNEY

EIMAC    division    of   v@rian    /    301     industrial    way,/    sam    carlos    /    california    94070



a SK-700, SK-710

SK-700

A

DIM ENsloNAL    DATA

OIM
lN CH ES M ILL I M ET ERS

MIN. MAX. REF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2'688 2.750 68.27 6985
a 453 .493 11.51 12.52
C .175 207 4.44 5.26
D 107 147 2.7' 5.73
E .650 .690 I 6.51 I 7.5 3
F .312 .352 7.92 8.94
G •031 P 0791?
H 014 046 0.55 117

J 2   Dia. 50.4D
K 2.'84 2.2'0 55.47 56.13

M 350 350
N 550 550
P 500 boo
R 062D I.57D

S 3.000 76 .2 0

lJ .437 469 11.10 11,91

V .890 .922 2 2 .60 23,42
W .234 .266 5.94 6.76
X .log 141 2.77 5.58
Y I.205R 30.55R
Z I. 313Fi 33.55R

AA .080 085 2.03 2.16

AC .'42 .146 3.61 3.71
AD .292 .332 7.42 8.45
AE .292 .332 7.42 8.45
AF .105 .145 2.67 3.68
AG 062R I . 57 R
AH .417 .457 0.59 11.61

AJ .125 R .187R 3.17R 4.7 5P
AK 800 1000 800 1000
AL .062 D I.57D
AM .437 fi 36.50R
AN I.28l  R 32548
AP .187 4.75
Aft .125 3.17

AT .109 .140 2.77 355

Ness
I.     REF  "us.  AFtE  Foe  iNro.  ONLY  AND  ARE  NOT

REQD.  FOR misp  p`mosES.
2.    TcxmANCEs  AFtE  r\x}T  culAiLAnvE.

cAPAcrTENCE -I loo  h
VDC. TES+400 WVDC

loE  CLAMP  DETAIL



SK-700, SK-710©
A

.i

fi

HTFl(6FtouNDEO)                    Nchreef©r -            comROL GRDI©

HEATEFt_
2 HOIES® ^0 I-o^

E

-o,I o`-

2

SOL GRIDHOLES

PSCREENGRID~Leo_a__I y,OM|,9ck®©j=_.-a

TOE  CLAMP  DE1"L

DIMENsloNAL    DATA

DIM
INCHES MILLIMETEFIS

MIN. MAX. FIEF. MIN. MAX. REF.

A 2688 2750 68.27 6985
a .453 493 I   I.51 12.52
C .175 207 4.44 5.26
D J07 _'47 2.7' 3.73
E .650 .690 I 6.51 17.53

F .312 352 7.92 8.94
G 031R .079F?
H 014 046 0.35 L'7
J 2   Dia. 50.4D
K 2.'84 2.204 55.47 55.98

M 350 350
N 550 550
P 300 300
R 062D l.57D

S 5   DIG. 76.20D
T 600 600
lJ .437 469 I  '.10 11.91

V '890 .922 2 2 `6 I 25.42
W .234 .266 5.94 6.76
X •. 141 2.77 3.58
Y I.205R 3055
Z I . 3' 2F3 33.55R

AA .080 .085 2.05 2.16

AC .142 .146 3.61 3.71
AD .292 .332 7.42 8.43
AE .292 .332 7.42 8.43
AF .105 .145 2.67 3.68
AG 062R I . 57 Fi

AH .417 .457 I 0.59 11.61

AJ .'25R .1878 3.178 4.7 58
AK 80® 1000 800 1000
AL .062 D I.57 D

AM .437 Fi 36.50F3
AN 1281  a 52548
AP .'87 4.75
AFt .125 3.17

AT . I Ci3 .140 2.77 355

lroTES:
I.     REF DiMs  AFiE  FOR iNFo.  oNLjr  AND  ARE  r\IOT  FIOD For  iNSP

PURPces.
2.    TOLERANCES  ARE  NOT  CuMULATIVE.

3L    CAPACITANI I Ice MI\fD I 25 a/. , Vol:17`GE 1000 VDC
400 wvac

LUG D-
(DEiz\its  OMrTTED
FOF3   ci.ARny)

SK-710
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SK-700, SK-7] 0@
DIMEN8ION§ IN INCHEe

DIME:NSIONAL  DATA

DIM. MIN. MAX. REF.

A I.635 I .700
a I  .781 I.881

C .812 .875
D .'56 .218
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EIMAC CAVITIES FOR FM BROADCAST

Varian EIMAC cavity amplifiers for FM broadcast service cover the international frequency assign-
ment of 86-108  MHz.  Stock amplifiers  provide power levels of 35 to 0.75  kw,  An  EIMAC  solid-
state driver is available for use as an  intermediate stage,  if desired. Anticipate reduced trans-
mitter down-time and  higher revenues with this modern  amplifier concept.  For full  information
contact  Product  Manager, Varian  EIMAC,  301  Industrial  Way,  San  Carlos,  CA 94070. Telephone
(415) 592-1221.

EIMAC CAVITIES FOR FM  BROADCAST

OUTPUT CAVITY TUBE PLATE SCREEN DRIVE SIZE
POWER TYPE TYPE VOLTAGE /  CURRENT VOLTAGE  /  CURRENT POWER HWD

kw kv A V A W (INCHES)

35 C;N-2:2!fJ2 4CX20,000C 10.0 4.65 1000 0.253 375 31.5      19    21

20 c;N-2:2!fro 4CX20,000A 10.0 3.25 750 0.220 3cO 36.0     19   21

15 CV-2210 4CX12,000A 8.0 2.60 800 0.120 250 19.8     19    21

10 CV-2228 4CX7500A 6.5 2.2 750 0.128 100 19.8     19   21

5.5 CV-2225 4CX3500A 4.3 1.9 700 0.123 66 6.6     19    16

1.5 CV-2223 3CX800A7(2) 2.2 1.0 - - 43 6.6     17    12

0.75 C;N-2:22:2. 3CX800A7 2.2 0.5 - - 21 6.13   17    12

0.15 AM2215A Solid State .028 12 - - 15 2.63  5.6  8.2

VARIAN  EIMAC
301  Industrial Way
San Carlos, CA 94070
415.592-1221
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CHNICAL

The  EIMAC  AM-2215A    is   a   sol  id-state  power   ampl  lf ier

module   for   use   in   +he  FM  broadcast   service.
The   broadrband   design   permits   operation   over   the

entire  FM  band   (86   to   108   MHz)   without   tuning.

These   amplifiers   are    intended   for    use   as    drivers
for   E:IMAC  cavity   ampl  if iers   which   del  iver   power   output
levels   from'  1.5   to  60  ki  lowatts.

The    AM-2215A    utilizes    rugged    bipolar    transistors
with   emitter   bal lasting   which   provides   protection   from
varying   load   impedance   which  may   occur   during   tuneup   of
fol  lowing    stages.    The    semiconductor    devices    employed
are  wel I   establ tshed   +ypes   avai lable   fran  many   sources.

CHARACTER    I     ST    I    CST

ELECTR I CAL

Power  Output   ........
Power  Gain   .........
Frequency  of  Operation   .   .   .
Nominal   Power   Supply   Vol+age
Power   Supply   Current  @   28   Vdc

Nominal    Input   Impedance      .............
Nominal   Output   Impedance   .............

Input   VSWR    (88-108   MHz)       .............

Load  VSWR   150  Watts  output   ............

MECHAN I CAL

Coo H ng  Requ i rements   .....
Maximum  Operating  Temperature

Input  rf  Connector   ......
Output  rf   Connector     .....
Nominal   Overal  I   Dlmenslons:

He i ght     ..........
W i dth   ,,.........
Length.................

We i 9h+     ...................

AM-2215A
VHF

AMPLIFIER
MODULE

150      W           (maximum)

•..........                   10      dB       (minlmum)

..........           86-108     MHz
28     Vdc   (Note   2)
12      Adc    (maximum)

50      Ohms

50      Ohms

2.0:1        (maximum)

2.0:1        (maximum)

Conduction   with   Forced  Air     (Note  3)
.........             85°C     (Note  4)

•.....         BNC   Jack

......         BNC   Jack

•..,,,,      2.62    ln

.,..,.      5,56    ln

•......      8,19    ln

.          42  0z

( f ema I e)

( f ena I e )

(66.5   mm)

(141.2   mm)

(208   mm)

(1.19    kg)

Note   1        Characteristics   and   operating   values   are   based   on    performance   tests.    These    f igures   may

Note  2
Note  3

Note  4

change   without   notice   as   the   result   of   additional    data   or   product   ref inement.   Varian  EIMAC
should   be   consulted   before   using   +his   information   for   f inal   equipmen+   design.
Dc   voltage  may  be   varied  over   the   range   from  24  to   a  maximum  of   28  volts   to  vary   rf   output.
Forced-air   cooling   is   required   for  output   power   over   25   W.   The   absolute  requirements   depend
on   power   output,   amblent  temperature,   and   coc)ling   technique   used.
Measured   at  the  hottest  point  on   the  heat  sink.   This  value  should   not  be  exceeded.

398099   (Effective  February   1984)
VA4666

Varian   EIMAC,   301     Industrial   Way,    San   Carlos,   CA   94070

Printed    in   U.S.A.
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STABILITY  -     The   ampl if ier,   when  operated  at   loo  W   output  and  within  the  col  lector  voltage  range  (see  Note
2,   page   I),   wUl    not   be   damaged   when   operated   into  a   3:1    load  mienatch   at   al  I   phase  angles.   At   poser  over
loo  W   output,   the  VSWR  should   not  exceed  2:I.   Sensing  clrcuitry  for  protection   is  recommended.

The   output   wiu    contain   no   spurious   non-harmonic   related   products   when   operated   at  any   frequency   from  86
to   108  MHz.   When   not  driven   and  with  the  output  terminated   in   a  50-ohm   load,   the  ampl if ier   is  stable  whUe

the   input   is   terminated   into   an   impedance   representing   an   inf inlte  VSWR  at   al  I   phase   angles.

2/84
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VHF CAVITY
CV-2223
FOR  FM

BROADCAST
SERVICE

a

A

The     EIMAC     CV-2223     amplifier     cavity      is      designed
for    use    as    a    final    amplifier    stage    in    an    FM   trans-
mitter.    It   is   designed   for   fixed   frequency   operation
within   the   88-108   MHz   band   for   broadcast   service.    It
is    also   useful    as    a    reliable    intermediate    power    am-
plifier   for   driving   higher   power   tube   amplifl.ers.

Cavity   design    is   straightforward   with   reliability
and    simpli.city    as   major    features.    Two    EIMAC    3CX800A7
high     performance      focus-cathode     triodes      are      used.
They   are   designed   for   grounded   grid   service.    Overall
stage   gain    of   this    cavity    assembly    is    approximately
15   dB   with   no   neutralization    required.

GENERAL            CHARACTERISTICS]

ELECTRICAL

Tuning    Range       ...................

Input    Impedance    (nominal)    .............

Output    Impedance    (nominal)       ............

Power    Tubes    (3CX800A7)    Heater    Voltage    .......

Power   Tubes    Heater   Current,    Approximate    ......

MECHANICAL

Power   Tubes    Used    (not    supplied   with    cavity)    ....

Input   rf   Connector      ................

Output    rf   Connector   ................

Cool  i ng    ............    I     .........

MOunt i ng       .-...................

Overall     Dimensions     (nominal):
Height
Wi dth
Depth

88    to    108    MHz

50    Ohms

50    Ohms

13.5    +    0.6    V

3.0A

Two    EIMAC    3CX800A7

....    '    .                                                       Type   N

.    .             Unflanged    7/8"    EIA   Connector

•.....                                         Forced   Air

Standard    19    In.    Rack    (Not    Supplied)

Net    Weight    (Approximate)       ............

Shipping    Weight     (Approximate;    Tubes    Not    Installed)

6.125    In;
17.00    In;
11'59    In;

7.3    Lbs;    3.3    kg

13    Lbs;    6.0    kg

I      Characteristics    and    operating   values    are    based   on    performance   tests.    These    figures   may   change
without    notice   as    a    result    of   additional    data   or   product    refinement.    EIMAC   should    be   consulted
before   using   this    information    for    fl.nal    equipment    design.

RADIO     FREQUENCY     POWER     AMPLIFIER

FM     BROADCAST     SERVICE

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE      .

DC     PLATE     CURRENT     .
PLATE     DISSIPATION

GRID     CURRENT     .      .      .

GRID    DISSIPATlo
LOAD     VSWR          .      .

2250        VOLTS

1.2        AMPERE

1600        WATTS

0.12        AMPERE

8        WATTS
1.5:1

*   Approximate    value

#   Power   delivered   to   the   load

398026(Effective   March    1986)
VA4902

Typical    Operation    (Measured    data    at    98.1    MHz)

Plate   Voltage    .    .    .
Cathode    Bias    Voltage
Plate   Current    .    .    .
Grid    Current    *       .    .
Useful    Power   Output
Driving    Power    .    .    .
Ef f i ci ency       .........
Power   Gain       .........
Maximum    Input     VSWR,     88-108    MHz
Plate   Dissipation    *    .....

Varian    EIMAC    /    301     Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA    94070    /    U.S.A.

15.5

Printed    in    U.S.A.



APPLICATION

@ CV-2223

MECHANICAL

COOLING     -The     maximum    temperature     limit     for     ex-
ternal    tube    surfaces    and    the    anode    core    is    250°C
but    tube     life     is     prolonged     1.f     these     areas     are
maintained    at     lower    temperatures.     An    air    inter-
lock    system   should   be   provided   to    remove    all    vol-
tages    from    the    tube    in    case    of    failure    of    or    a
Significant    reduction    in   normal    cooling   ai.r   flow.

Minimum   air    flow    requirements    for   a   maximum    (tube)
anode   core   temperature   of   225°C   are   listed   for   two
altitudes     and     inlet    air    temperatures,    for    three
power    levels.    The    pressure    drop    values    shown    are
in   inches   of   water   and   are   for   the   cavity   and   tube
c o in b i. n a t i o n .

Cool  i n Air   at   25°c

SEA    LEVEL

Cool  i n Air   at    5o°c

5000 FEET

Press.
Drop
ln.Water

SEA    LEVEL                                        5000    FEET

Press.            Flow                  Press.
Drop                  Rate
ln.Water      cfm

Drop
I n . Wat e r

Air    flow   must    be    applied    before    or    simultaneously
with    the    application    of    tube    electrode    voltages,
including    the    heater    voltage,    and    should    be   main-
tained    for   a    brief    period    after    all    voltages    are
removed   to   allow   for   tube   cooldown.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER     &     CATHODE     OPERATION     -Rated     filament      vol-

:i8:idf3:mtehaesur3ecdx8a°t°At7hef:av::}5heva°tTetrs.te}£]::i:
with    an    accurate    rms-respondi.ng    meter,    and    should
be   maintained   at   this   value   to   obtain   optimum   per-
formance   and   good   tube   life.    In   no   case   should   the
voltage    be    allowed    to    deviate    from    13.5    volts    by
more   than   plus   or   minus   five   percent.

GRID     OPERATION     -      The     two     3CX800A7     control      grids
have     a     total     maxi.mum    dissipation     rating     of     4.0
watts.     Care     should     be     taken     to     avoid     exceeding
this    rating.    The    cathode   bias    should    be    kept    near
the     value     shown     in     the    TYPICAL     OPERATION     section
of   this   data   sheet.   An   interlock   circuit   should   be
used    so    that    driving    power
the    cavity    unless    plate    voltag

be edto
be

Drive     power     should     be      removed      if     grid     current
exceeds    120   milliamperes.

PLATE     INDUCTOR    -The    plate    inductor    has    a    movable
snorting     bar    which     serves     as     the     plate    circuit
coarse    tuning.     The     positi.on     of     the     bar     is     set
according     to     the     frequency     range     selected     for
operation.     Detailed     1.nformation     1.s     supplied    with
the   cavity.

INPUT    &    OUTPUT    TUNING    -Both    input    and    output    fine
tuning   are   adjustable   from   the   front   panel.

OUTPUT   LOADING    -Output    loading    l.s    adjustable    from
the   front   panel.

FAULT   PROTECTION    -All    power   tubes    operate   at    vol-
tages    which    can    cause    severe    damage    in    the    event
of     an      internal      arc,      especially     i.n     cases     where
large    amounts    of    stored    energy    or    follow-on    cur-
rent   are   involved.    Some   means   of   protection    is   ad-
vi.sed    in    all     cases,    and    it    is    recommended    that    a
series    resistor    be    used    in    the    anode    circuit    to
limit    peak    current    and    help    dissipate    the    energy
in   the   event    of   a    tube   or   circuit    arc.    A    resist-
ance   of   25   ohms    (50   W)    in   the   positive   plate   power
supply     lead     will      help     protect     the     tube     in     the
event    of    an    internal     arc.    Additional     information
is    found    in    EIMAC    Application     Bulletin     #17     "FAULT
PROTECTION".    Copies    are    avai.lable    on    request.

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each
type   of   service   are   based   on   the    ''absolute   system"
and   are   not    to    be   exceeded    under   any    service    con-
ditions.    These   ratings   are   limiting   values   outside
which    serviceability   of   the    tube   may    be    impaired.
In   order   not   to   exceed   absolute   ratings   the   equip-
ment   designer    has    the    responsibility    of    determin-
ing    an    average    design    value    for   each    rating    below
the    absolute     value     of     that     rati.ng     by     a     safety
factor    so   that    the    absolute    values    will    never   be
exceeded     under     any     usual      conditions     of     supply-
voltage    variation,load    variation,    or   manufactur-
ing   variation    in   the   equipment    itself.    It   does   not
necessarily    follow   that   combinati.ons   o      a   so   ute
maximum   ratings    can   be   attained   simultaneousl

HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operati.ng    voltages    used   with
the    CV-2223   are    deadly,    and   the    equipment    must    be
designed     properly    and    operating    precautions    must
be    followed.    Design    all     equipment    so    that    no    one
can    come    l.n    contact    with    hi.gh    voltages.    Equipment
must     include    safety    enclosures     for     high     voltage
circuits   and   termi.nals,   with    interlock   switches   to
open    primary    circuits    of    the    power    supply    and    to
discharge    high-voltage    capacitors    whenever    access
doors    are    opened.     Interlock    switches    must    not    be
bypassed    or    "cheated"    to    allow   operation   with   ac-
cess    doors    open.     Remember:     HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -Avoid     exposure     to
strong   rf   fields   even   at   relati.vely   low   frequency.
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human   tissue   is   depend-
ent   on   frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy

YiTtTtTpeas:t:%mnpuTaettje:%tohrr°#%hattjhneghuamfafnecbt°:ypwujbtThjc
health   agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard   even

::dt[::TethfrAedqmujennjcsjtersa.tis:iAre(c°ocf#:sj°natThatsa:::I
longed   exposure   to    rf    radiati-on    should    be    limited
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

SPECIAL    APPLICATIONS    -When    it    is    desired    to    oper-
ate    thi.s    cavi.ty    assembly    under    conditi.ons    widely
different    from   those   listed    here,    write   to   Varian
EIMAC;     Attn:     Product    Manager;     301     Industri.al     Way;
San    Carlos,    CA    94070       U.S.A. EE
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OPERATING     HAZARDS

PROPER    USE     AND     SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES     WITH     RESPECT     T0     POWER     TUBES     AND     THEIR     CIRCUITS     ARE     THE     RESPONSI-

BILITY     0F     EQUIPMENT     MANUFACTURERS     AND     USERS     0F     SUCH     TUBES.      ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     0R     ARE      EXPOSED     T0
POWER     TUBES     0R     EQUIPMENT     WHICH     UTILIZES     SUCH     TUBES     MUST     TAKE      PRECAUTIONS      T0      PROTECT      THEMSELVES     AGAINST

POSSIBLE     SERIOUS     BODILY     INJURY.     D0     NOT     BE     CARELESS     AROUND     SUCH     PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   cavity   may   involve   the   following    hazards,    any    one   of   which,    in    the    absence    of    safe
operating   practices   and   precautions,    could   result    in    seri.ous   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    can    be
deadly.     Remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

b.     LOW-VOLTAGE      HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS      -           Personal

jewelry,    such   as    rings.    should   not    be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.

c.    RF   RADIATION    -Exposure   to   strong    rf    fields

ri

should    be    avoided.    The
are    more    severe    at    UHF    a

of    rf    radiation
rowave    f requen-

cies    and    can    cause    seri.ous    bodily    and    eye    in-
juries.     CARDIAC    PACEMAKERS    MAY    BE     EFFECTED.

d.    HOT      SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of      tubes      can      reach
temperatures     of     several     hundred     °C    and     cause
serious     burns     if    touched     for     several     minutes
after   all    power   is    removed.

Please    review    the    detailed    operating    hazards    sheet    enclosed    with    each    device    or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power   Grid    Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San    Carlos    CA    94070.
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The     EIMAC     CV-2222
for    use    as    a    final    am
mitter.    It   is   designed

lifier    cavity     is     designed
fier    stage    in    an    FM   trans-

or   fixed   frequency   operation
within   the   88-108   MHz   band   for   broadcast   service.    It
is   also   useful    as    a    reliable    intermediate    power    am-
plifier   for   driving   higher   power   tube   amplifiers.

Cavity   design   is   straightforward   with   reliability
and   simplicity   as   major   features.    The    EIMAC    3CX800A7
high   performance   focus-cathode   triode   is   used.    It   is
designed     for     grounded     grid    service.     Overall     stage
gain    of   this    cavity   assembly    is    approximately    15    dB
with   no   neutralization   required.

GENERAL            CHARACTERISTICS]

a ELECTRICAL

Tuning    Range       ............

6:B5:tlT#:::e`#1P::,),.  :  :  :  :  :
Power    Tube    (3CX800A7)    Heater    Voltage
Power   Tube   Heater   Current,    Approximate

`         Inputrf   Connector      .........

a

MECHANICAL

Power   Tube    Used    (not    supplied   with    cavity)

ut   rf   Connector

ng.........
Overall     Dimensions     (nominal):

Hei ght    ....................
Wi dt h       ....................
Depth....................

Net    Weight    (Approximate)       ............
Shipping   Weight    (Approxi.mate;    Tube   Not    Installed)

EIMAC     3CX800A7

Type    BNC
Type   N

Forced   Air
St;n6a;d.I;    In.    Rack    (Not    Supplied)

I      Characteristics    and   operating   values    are    based    on    performance   tests.    These    figures   may   change
without   notice   as   a    result   of   additional    data   or   product    refinement.    EIMAC   should   be   consulted
before   using   this    information   for   final    equipment   design.

RADIO    FREQUENCY     POWER    AMPLIFIER

FM    BROADCAST     SERVICE

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS:

DC     PLATE     VOLTAGE

DC     PLATE     CURRENT
PLATE    DISSIPATION

GRID    CURRENT     .      .
GRID    DISSIPATION

LOAD     VSWR         .      .      .

2250        VOLTS
0.6        AMPERE
800       WATTS

0.06        AMPERE
4        WATTS

1.5:1

*   Approximate    value

#   Power   delivered   to   the   load

398025(Effective   March    1986)
VA490l

Typical    Operation    (Measured   data    at    107.9   MHz)

Plate   Voltage
Cathode    Bias    V
Plate   Current    .    .    .
Grid   Current   *      .    .
Usef ul    Power    Output
Driving    Power    .     .     .
Ef f i ci ency      .........
Power   Gain       .........
Maximum    Input     VSWR,     88-108    MHz
Plate   Dissipation   *    .....

Varian    EIMAC    /    301    Industrial     Way    /    San    Carlos,    CA    94070    /    U.S.A.

2200
+12.0

0.5
47

756
21

68.7
15.5

1.2:I
330

Printed    in    U.S.A.



APPLICATION

@ CV-2222

MECHANICAL

COOLING     -The     maximum     temperature     limit     for     ex-
ternal    tube    surfaces    and    the    anode    core    is    250°C
but     tube     li.fe     is     prolonged     if     these     areas     are
maintained     at     lower    temperatures.     An    air    1.nter-
1ock    system   should    be   provided   to    remove    all     vol-
tages    from    the    tube    in    case    of    failure    of    or    a
Significant    reduction    in   normal    cooling   air   flow.

Minimum   air   flow   requirements    for   a   maximum    (tube)
anode   core   temperature   of   225°C   are   listed   for   two
attitudes    and    inlet    air    temperatures,    for    three
power    levels.    The    pressure    drop    values    shown    are
l.n   inches   of   water   and   are   for   the   cavity   and   tube
combi nat i on .

C o o 1  1' n Air   at    25°C

SEA    LEVEL

Cool i n Air   at   5o°c

Press,
Drop
In.Water

SEA    LEVEL

Press.
Drop

5000 FEET

Press,
Drop
In.Water

5000    FEET

Flow
Rate

In.Water      cfm

Press,
Drop
In.Water

£:€hft£::;;ij::tjaopnpT:Sdtbuebfe°reeTe°crtrsojdmeuT;:i::;::¥
including   the    heater    voltage,    and   should   be   main-
tained    for   a    brief    perl.od    after    all    voltages    are
removed   to   allow   for   tube   cooldown.

ELECTRICAL

HEATER     &     CATHODE     OPERATION     -Rated     fi.lament     vol-

tage      for      the      3CX800A7      is      13.5      volts.      Vol
should   be   measured   at    the   cavi.ty    heater   termi
wi.th    an    accurate    rms-responding   meter,    and
be   maintained   at   this   value   to   obtain   optimum   per-
formance   and   good   tube   life.    In   no   case   should   the
voltage    be    allowed    to    deviate    from    13.5    volts    by
more   than   plus   or   minus   five   percent.

GRID    OPERATION    -     The     3CX800A7     control     grid     has     a
maxl.mum     dissipation      rating     of     4.0     watts.      Care
should    be    taken    to    avoid    exceeding    this     rating.
The     cathode     bias     should     be    kept    near    the    value
shown      in     the     TYPICAL     OPERATION     section      of     this
data   sheet.   An   interlock   circuit   should   be   used   so
that   driving   power   cannot   be   appli.ed   to   the   cavi.ty
unless    plate    voltage    is    on    the    tube.    Dri.ve   power
should     be      removed      if     grid      current      exceeds      60
mi  111. amperes .

PLATE     INDUCTOR    -The    plate    inductor    has     a    movable
snorting     bar    which     serves     as     the    plate    circui.t
coarse    tuning.     The     position     of    the     bar     is     set
according     to     the     frequency     range     selected     for
operation.     Detailed     information     is     supplied    with
the   cavity.

INPUT    &   OUTPUT    TUNING    -Both    input    and    output    fine
tunl.ng   are   adjustable   from   the   front   panel.

OUTPUT   LOADING    -Output    loading    is    adjustable    from
the   front   panel.

FAULT   PROTECTION    -All    power   tubes    operate   at    vol-
tages    which    can    cause    severe    damage    in    the   event
of     an     internal      arc,     especially     i.n     cases     where
large    amounts    of    stored    energy    or    follow-on    cur-
rent   are   involved.    Some   means   of   protectl.on   is   ad-
vised    in    all     cases,    and    it    is    recommended    that    a
seri.es    resistor    be    used    in    the    anode    circuit    to
limit    peak    current    and    help    dissipate    the    energy
l.n   the   event    of   a   tube   or   circuit    arc.    A    resist-

33;;1;fi5e°ad°h#ii{5°hewi)pjnprtohteecpt°S#:VetupbTeateT.np°¥::
event    of    an    internal     arc.    Addi.tional     information
is    found    in    EIMAC    Application     Bulletin     #17     "FAULT
PROTECTION".    Copies    are    available    on    request.

ABSOLUTE     MAXIMUM     RATINGS     -     Values     shown     for     each

type   of   service   are   based   on   the   "absolute   system"
and   are   not   to   be   exceeded   under   any    service    con-
ditions.    These   ratings   are   limiting   values   outsi.de
which    serviceability   of   the    tube   may    be    impaired.
In   order   not   to   exceed   absolute   ratings   the   equip-
ment   designer    has    the    responsi.bility    of    determin-
ing    an    average    desl.gn    value   for   each    rating   below
the    absolute     value     of    that     rating     by     a     safety
factor   so   that    the    absolute    values    will    never   be
exceeded     under     any     usual      conditions     of     supply-
voltage    variation,    load    vari.ation,    or   manufactur-
ing   variation   in   the   equipment   itself.    It   does   not
necessa ri  I follow   that   combinations   o      a   so   u   e

s   can   be   attained s i mu 1 ta neou s I

HIGH    VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating   voltages    used   with
the   CV-2222   are   deadly,    and   the    equipment    must    be

g:S'#i8wepdr.°Pfer!Ygnanad,T°Peeqruajtpjmnegntprseocatuhtajt°n;om:::
can    come    in    contact    with    high   voltages.    Equipment
must     include    safety    enclosures     for     high     voltage
circuits   and   terminals,   with   interlock   switches   to
open    primary    circuits    of    the    power    supply    and    to
discharge    high-voltage    capacitors    whenever    access
doors    are    opened.    Interlock    switches    must    not    be
bypassed   or    "cheated"    to   allow   operation   with   ac-
cess    doors    open.    Remember:     HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

RADIO-FREQUENCY      RADIATION      -Avoid     exposure     to
strong   rf   fields   even   at   relatively   low   frequency.
Absorption   of   rf   energy   by   human   tissue   is   depend-
ent   on   frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the   energy

YiTtTtTpeas:t€%TPuTaettjeo'¥tohrr°#:hattjhneghuamfafnecbt°:ypwujbtThjc
health   agencies   are   concerned   with   the   hazard   even

::dt#::,ethfrAedq#jennjcsjtersa.tis:iAre(g:;#:°natTha€a;::I
longed   exposure   to    rf    radiation    should    be    limited
to   10   milliwatts   per   square   centimeter.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS    -When    i.t    is    desired   to    oper-
ate    this    cavity    assembly    under    conditions    widely
different   from   those   listed   here,    write   to   Varl.an
EIMAC;    Attn:     Product    Manager;     301     Industrial    Way;
San    Carlos,    CA   94070       U.S.A.

u

u
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OPERATING    HAZARDS

PROPER    USE    AND    SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES    WITH    RESPECT    T0    POWER    TUBES    AND    THEIR    CIRCUITS    ARE     THE     RESPONSI-

BILITY     0F     EQUIPMENT     MANUFACTURERS     AND     USERS     0F     SUCH     TUBES.      ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     0R     ARE     EXPOSED     T0
POWER     TUBES     0R     EQUIPMENT     WHICH     UTILIZES     SUCH     TUBES     MUST     TAKE     PRECAUTIONS     T0     PROTECT     THEMSELVES     AGAINST

POSSIBLE    SERIOUS    BODILY     INJURY.     D0    NOT    BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH    PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   cavity   may   involve   the   following   hazards,    any   one   of   which.    in   the   absence   of   safe
operating   practices   and   precautions,   could   result   in   serious   harm   to   personnel:

a.    HIGH   VOLTAGE    -Normal    operating    voltages    can    be
deadly.    Remember   that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN    KILL.

b.    LOW-VOLTAGE     HIGH-CURRENT     CIRCUITS     -           Personal

jewelry,    such   as   rings.    should   not   be   worn   when
working   with   filament   contacts   or   connectors   as
a    short    circuit    can    produce    very    high    current
and   melting,    resulting   in   severe   burns.

c.    RF   RADIATION   -Exposure   to   strong    rf   fields

should   be   avoi.ded.    The    dangers    of    rf    radiati.on
are    more    severe    at    UHF    and    microwave    frequen-
cies    and    can    cause    serious    bodily    and    eye    in-
juries.    CARDIAC    PACEMAKERS    MAY    BE    EFFECTED.

d.    HOT     SURFACES      -      Surfaces      of     tubes      can      reach

::T?:::tubruersns°fjfs%eurcahTedhufnodrre€ev°ecra,andmj:::::
after   all    power   is    removed.

Please    review    the    detai.led    operating    hazards    sheet    enclosed    with    each    device    or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian    EIMAC,    Power   Grid    Application    Engineering,    301    Industrial    Way,    San   Carlos    CA   94070.

TUBE   'N

CAVITYI_-__--__|

ELECTnicAL  CmcuiT  OIAGRAM
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A

The   EIMAC   CV-2202   is   a   power   ampl  if ier   cavi+y   assembly

designed    for    use    as    +he    final     amplifier    of    a    30    kw   FM

transmitter   in   the  86-108  MHz   band   assigned   for   broadcast
serv i ce .

The   ampl  if ier   tube   used    is   the   EIMAC   4CX20,000C    high-

performance    tetrode    designed    especially    for    VHF    appli-
cations.    In   this   cavity   assembly   the   tube   is   grid   driven
for    a    stage    gain    of    18    +o    20    dB    with    a    useful     power

output  of  30  ki lowatts.

G    E    N    E    R    A   L          C    H   A   R    A   C   T    E    R     I     S    T    I     C    S

ELECTR I CAL

Tuning   Range      ..............         86   to   108   MHz

Input   Impedance   (noninal)    ........                          50   Ohms

Output   Impedance   (nominal)       .......                          50   Ohms

MECHAN I CAL

Power   Tube   Used   (not   supplied   with   cavity)

I,iput   rf   Connector      ............
Output  rf   Connector   ............
Cool  ing   Required      .............

MOunt I ng      .................

Overall    Dimensions    (noninal):

Height   (exclusive  of   tuning   rods)      .    .    .

W i dth      .................

Depth.................
Net   Weight   (approximate;   tube   not   instal  led)

VHF CAVITY

CV-2202
FOFZ  FM

BFZOADCAST
SEFivICE

EIMAC   4CX20,000C

Type   N

.    .    .      3-1/8    Inch   EIA   Coaxial

Forced  Air
Vertical:   Standard   19   ln.   Rack

31.5    ln;    80.0   cm

19    ln;    48.3   cm

.    .    .                              21     ln;    53.3   cm

60    lb;    27.3   kg

RADlo    FREQUENCY    POWER    AM'LIFIER

FM  Broadcast  Service

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE    .......

DC    SCREEN   VOLTAGE       ......

DC   GRID   VOLTAGE       .......

DC   PLATE   CuRRENT   .......

PLATE   D I SS I PAT I ON       ......

SCREEN   D I SS I PAT. I ON    ......

GRID   DISSIPATION    .......

12.5       KILOVOLTS

2000      VOLTS
-1000      VOLTS

5.0      AMPERES

20       KILOWATTS

450      WATTS

ZOO       WATTS

I  Approximate         #  Delivered  to  the   load

Typical   Operation,   Measured  Data   at   100.0  MHz

plate  Voltage     ....
Screen  Voltage   ....
Grid  Voltage   .....
P I ate current    ....
Screen  Current  t[   .   .   .
Grid  Current  t`   ....
Driving  Power   I      .    .    .
PlateDlsstpation     .    .
Useful   Power   Output  *   #
Eff iclency  *   .....
Gain   tL   ........

398015   (Effective   April    1984)
VA4693

Varian   EIMAC   /   301     Industrial   Way   /   San   Carlos,   CA  94070   /   u.S.A.

Printed    in   U.S.A.
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a CV-2202

MECHAN I CAL

COOLING  -The  maximum   temperature   for   the  external
surfaces    of    the    4CX20,000C    tube    used    with    this
cavity     is    250°C.     Sufficient     forced-air     cooling
must  be  provided   to  maintain   the   anode  at   the   base
of   the   cooling   fins,   and   the   ceramic/metal    seals,
below   250°C.    A   rec+angular   air-lnlet   port   with   an
integral   EMI   filter   is  provided   for  the   introduct-
lon  of   the  required   cooling   air   to  the  cavity.
During   normal    operation   of   the   CV-2202   the   plate
dissipatlon   of   the  tube  may   approach   12   kilowatts.
At  this   dissipation    level   air   f low   requirements   to
malntaln   anode   core  +emperature   at  225°C  with   50°C
ambient  cooling   air   at  sea   level   and  elevations  of
5000   feet   and   10,000   feet  are:

SEA   LEVEL      5000   FT      10,000   FT

Flow   rate   (cfm)                  435                    514                 613

Pressure  Drop                      1.2                   1.3                 1.5

Pressure   drop   is   in   inches  of   water   and   is   approx-
imate,   and   is   for  the  cavity   and  tube  combination.
The   blower   selected    in   any   given   application   must
be   capable   of   supplylng   the   desired   air   f low   at   a

back    pressure    equal     to    the    pressure    drop    shown
above   plus    any    drop(s)    encountered    in    ducts    and
fllters.    The    designer    is   reminded   that   the   data
shown   represent  minimum   cooling   requirements   (with
some   safety   factor).    Ccoling    in   excess   of   minimum
requlrements   ts   normally    beneficial    to    allow    for

pressure   loss  due  +a  dirty   filters,   etc.
Alr   flow  must   be   applied   before,   or   simultaneously
with,   the   application   of   power,    including   the   tube
filanent,    and   should   normally   be   maintained   for   a
short   period   of   time   after    power    ls   removed   to
al  lCh/   for   tube   cooldown.

An    air    interlock    switch    should    be     incorporated
into    the    control     system    to   remove    all    voltages
(includlng     the     filament)      automatically      in      the

event   of   failure   or   even   partial     loss   of   coollng
air   f Ion  to  the  cavity.

ELECTR I CAL

FILAMENT    OPERATION    -Rated    filanent    voltage    for

the    4CX20,OO0C    is    10.0   volts.    The   voltage   should
be   measured    at    the   cavity   Ef    terminals    with    an
accurate   rms-responding   meter,    and   should   be
malntalned   at   this   value   to   obtain    optlmum    per-
fomance  and   good  tube   I lfe.

GRID   OPERATION  -The   4CX20,000C   control    grid   has   a

maximum     dissipation     rating     of     200    watts.     Care
should   be   taken   to   avoid   exceeding   this    rating.
The    grid    bias    and    driving    power    should    be    kept
near    the    values    shown      in     the    TYPICAL    OPERATION

section  of  the  data   sheet  whenever   possible.

SCREEN    GFUD    OPERATION    -    The    maximum     screen     grid

dissipation    rating    is   450   watts.    With    no   ac    ap-

plied   to   the    screen    grid,     dissipation     is    simply
the  product  of   dc   screen  voltage  and  the  dc   screen
current.       Plate   voltage,    plate    loading,    or    bias
voltage   must    never   be   removed   while   filament   and
screen   voltages   are   present,    since   screen   dissi-
pation     rating     will     be     exceeded.     Suitable    pro-
+ecttve   means    must    be    provided    to    limit    screen
dissipatlon   in   the   event  of   a   circuit   failure.

FAULT  PROTECTION  -ln   addition   to  the   normal    plate
over-current   interlock,    screen   current   interlock,
and   air-f low   interlock,   the  tube  must  be  protected
fran   damage   caused   by   an    internal    plate   arc   which
may    occur    at    high    plate    voltage.     A    protective

resistance   (5   to  10  ohms   at  225   watts,   of   sultable
design)    should   always   be   connected    in   series   with
+he   tube   anode   to   help   absorb   power   supply   stored
energy    lf   an    internal    arc   should   occur.   The   pro-
tection  test   for  each  electrode  supply   is  +o  short
each  electrode  to  ground,   one  at  a  time,   through   a
vacuum   relay   switch   and   a  6-inch    length   of   #30  AWG

copper   wire.    The   wire   will    remain    intact    if    the

protection   is   adequate.
EIMAC    Application    Bulletin    #17    titled    FAULT    PRO-

TECTloN    contains    considerable    detail,    and    is
avai lable  on   request.

HIGH   VOLTAGE  -Normal   operating   voltages   used  with
the   CV-2202   are   deadly.The   equlprent   must   be   de-
signed   properly   and   operating   precautions   must   be
fol  lowed.    Design   al  I    equipment   so   that   no   one   can
come    in   contact   with   hlgh   voltages.   All    equipment

must    include    safety   enclosures    for    high    voltage
circuits   and   terminals   with   interlock   switches   to
open   primary   circuits   of   the   power   supply   and   to
discharge   high-voltage   capacitors   whenever   access
doors   are   opened.    Interlock   switches   must   not   be
bypassed    or    ''cheated"    to    allow    operation    with
access    doors   open.    Always    remember    that   HIGH
VOLTAGE    CAN   KILL.

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    F}ATINGS    -     The     values     shown     for

each   type   of    service   are   based   on   the   ''absolute
systen"    and    are    not    to    be    exceeded    under    any
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service    conditions.     These    ratings    are     limitlng
values    outside   whtch    the    serviceability    of    the
tube   or   cavity   assembly  may   be   impaired.    In   order
not   to   exceed   absolute   ratings   the   equipment
designer   has   the   responsibility  of   determintng   an
average   design    value    for    each    rating    below    the
absolute   value   of   that   rating   by   a   safety   factor
so  that  the  absolu+e  values  wi 11   never  be  exceeded
under    any    usual    conditlons   of    supply   voltage
variation     in    the    equipment     itself .     It  does  not
necessari  ly fol  low  that  combinations  of   absolute
maximum  ratings  can   be   attained   simultaneously.

RADIO-F.REQUENCY      RADIATION      -      Avoid      exposure      to

strong  rf   f ields  even  at  relatively   low   frequency.

dF\

Absorption  of   rf  energy  by   hiinan   tissue   is   depend-
ent  on   frequency.   Under  300  MHz   most  of  the  energy
will     pass    completely   through   the   himan   body   with
little   attenuation   or   heating   affect.    Public
health   agencies  are  concerned  wi+h  the  hazard  even
at    these    frequencies.    OSHA    (Occupational     Safety
and   health    Administration)    reconmends      that   pro-
longed   exposure   to   rf   radiation   should   be    llmited
to   10  mll  I  lwatts   per   square  centimeter.

SPECIAL   APPLICATIONS   -When    lt    is    desired    to   op-

erate  this   cavity   assembly   under   conditions   widely
different   from   those   listed   here,   write  to   Varian
EIMAC;    attn:    Product   Manager,   301     Industrial    Way;
San   Carlos,   CA   94070     U.S.A.

OPERATI NG   HAZARDS

PROPER    USE    AND    SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES    WITH    RESPECT    TO    POWEF{    TUBES    ARE    THE    RESPONSIBILITY    OF.    EOUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS    AND    USERS    OF    SUCH    TUBES.    ALL    PERSONS    WHO   WORK   WITH   0R    ARE    EXPOSED   TO   POWER   TUBES   OR    EOUIP-

MENT    WHICH     UTILIZES     SuCH    TUBES     MUST     TAKE     PRECAUTIONS     TO     PROTECT     THEMSELVES     AGAINST    POSSIBLE     SERIOUS

BODILY     INJURY.    DO    NOT    BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH   PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   cavity    involves   one   or   more
absence  of   safe  operating   practices  and  precautions,

a.   HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages   can   be
deadly.     Always    remember    that    HIGH    VOLTAGE    CAN

K I LL .

b.   RF    RADIATloN    -    Exposure    to    strong    rf     f ields

should    be    avoided,    even    at    relatively    low
frequencies.    The    dangers   of    rf    radiation    are
more   severe   at  UHF  and  microwave   frequencies

of   the   following   hazards,    any   one   of    which,     ln    the
could   result   in   serious   harm  to  personnel:

and   can   cause   serious   bodily   and   eye    injuries.
CARD IAC   PACEMAKERS   MAY   BE    EFFECTED.

c.   HOT   SURFACES  -Surfaces  of   air-cooled   radiators
and  o+her   parts  of  tlibes  can  reach  tenperatures
of   several    hundred  Degrees  C  and   cause   serious
burns    if   touched   for   several   minutes   after   al  I

power   is   removed.

Please   review   the   detailed   operating   hazards   sheet   enclosed   with   each   tube,    or   request   a    copy    from:
Varian  EIMAC,   Power   Grid   Appl  lcation   Engineering,   301     lndustrlal   Way,    San   Carlos   CA  94070.
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NOTE:     CENTER     TAP     OF
FILAMENT       TRANSF.ORMER
SECONDABy       ls      GROUNDED.

NOTE:     4CX20,OO0C     TUBE     NOT     SuPPLIED
WITH      CAVITY.

Cl INPUT     MATCH
VABIABLE     CAP.      3.8-21.6   PFD      1500   V
#48-APL-2I        (ALL     STAR     PBODuCTS)

C2-BYPASS,   INPUT    TUNING    SLIDE      (A-244920)
C3-CAP.    500   PF    ±20%     5l{VDC       (JENNIN6S)
C4,C17     EMI     FILTEB,     PI     TYPE,    1250    PF

#    1280-060      (ERIE)

C5,C6      CAP.    200   PF     7.5KV
#JIC)T03C620lJ752       (JENNIN6S)

C7-CAP.loo   PF    ±5®/.15KV    #JIDT02     (JENNIN6S)

C8 ------ NEUTF`ALIZER   PADDLE    ASSY     #  a-244927

C9-ANODE     BLOCKEf`    ASSY

CIO-PLATE     TUNING    CAP.    ASSY      #C-241355

CII-H.V.    FEED    THOU    CAP.     #C-244068
C12,C13,C14-FILAMENT     BYPASS       #C-24313l

C15-FILAMENT     FEEDTHBU    CAP.     #8-241477    (DUAL)

C16-SCBEEN     BLOCKEP   #C-244103

LI                  ASSY      INPUT     TUNED

L2,L3-lNDUCTOB    COIL   -Ff]EQUENCY     DEPENDENT~
SEE     CHABT    ON     TUNING     MATf}lx.  #D-248032

L4-F.IXED     INDUCTOP     #8-244934
L5-CHOKE     #Z-144      (OHMITE)

L6-ANODE    RF.     CHOKE     #8-248355
L7-OuTPUT   COUPLEB    ASSY    #241366

L8-UPPEB     FILAMENT     CHOKE     #C-244923

L9-LOWER     FILAMENT    CHOKE     #C-244922

Lio~  iNDucTOR   pOsTs   ``FREQUENcy    DEPENDENr
SEE     CHART     ON     TUNING     MATBIX   #D-248032
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The   EIMAC   CV-2250   cavlty    ls   deslgned    for   VHF   hlgh-band

TV   broadcast   sorvlc®.    It   ls   doslgned   to   utlllze   the   EIMAC
3CX10,000U7   hlgh-mu   trlode   power   ampllfler   tube.   The   tube
and   cavity   conblnatlon    ls   capabl®   of   dellvorlng   up   to   10
kw   peak-of-sync   ln   video   servlce,   wlth   typlcal    power   galn
of    12   to   15   dB.    In   translator   sorvlce   the   cavlty   can   be
operated    at   2.5   kw    peak-of-sync    output    wlth    lntormodu-
latlon   products  of  -52  dB  or  better.

The   cavlty   ls   designed   to   be   mounted   b®hlnd   a    19-Inch

panel.     Operatlng    frequency    range     ls    CH-7    through    CH-13
Dom®stlc    and     CH-7     through     CH-E2     ln     Europe.     Exc®llent
llnearlty   and   efflclency   make   thls   tube   and   cavlty   con-
blnatlon   a   good   cholce   for   hlgh-band   tolovlslon   broadcast
se rv I c® ,

CENER^L        CH^R^CTERISTICS'

ELECTR I CAL

Tuning   Range   (USA   Channels   7-13)    .....         177   -228  MHz

(Europe   Channels   7   -E2)

Input   Impedance   (nonlnal)      ........                       50  Ohms

Outpiit   Impedance   (nonlnal)    ........                        50  Ohms

VHF Cavity
CV-2250

FOR

TV  BROADCAST

SERVICE

MECHM I C^l

Power  Tube  Used   (not  suppl led):     ........................

Input  rf  Conn®ctor           .............................

EIMAC   3CX10,000U7

Type   N

Output  rf  Cbnn®ctor          .............................          I-5/8   ln.   EIA  Coaxlal

Cool lng  R®qulred   (see  ^PPLICATION  note)      ....................                                     Forced   Alr

tountlng       .........................                   V®rtlcal:   Doslgned   to  flt   19-ln.   Rack

Overall    Dlm®nslons   (nonlnal):

Ltolght  (mlnlmun)     ..............................

Wldth     (maxlmun)     ..............................

DOpth...................................

N®t  Wblght  (approxlmat®;   tube  not   lnstel led)        .................

Shlpplng  Wolght  (approxlmat®;  tube  not   lnstal led)     ...............

41.75    In;    106   cm

15.5    In;   39.37   cm

12.25    ln;    31.I    cm

80   lbs;   36.3   kg

150   Ibs;   68   kg

1     Charact®rlstlcs  and   oporatlng  values  are  based  on   p®rfor.manco  tests.   These  f lgur®s  may  change
*lthout  notlco  as  a  r®sult  of  addltlonal   data  or   product  r®f lnon®nt.   EIM^C  should   b®  consulted
b®for®  uslng  thls   lnfomatlon   for   f lnal   ®qulpmont  d®slgn.

398050 (Effective  18 Jar 82)

Varian   EIMAC  /  301    Industrial   Way  /   Son   Carlos,   CA  94070  U.S.A.

Prlnted   ln   U.S.A.
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RADlo   FREOUEneY  POWER   ^"'LIFIER,   Televlslon   Service

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMUM   RATINGS:

HEATER   VOLTAGE

WARMUP   TiME    3

DC   PLATE   VOLTAGE

DC   PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATION

LOAD    VSWR

15.0   +   0.5      VOLTS

5       MINUTES

6500      VOLTS

4.0      AMPERES

10       KILOWATTS

100      WATTS

1.  5:  I

Con b I n ed
Vl sua I

Typical    Performance:                       Vlsual'       Vlsua|'      &   Aura|2

heater   Voltage     .....

Heater  Current     .....

Plate   Voltage       .....

Zero   Signal    Plate  Current

Max.Signal    Plate  Current

Cathode   Bias   Voltage

Driving   Pwr   (peak-of-sync)

15.0                15.0                15.0            Vac

13.5                13.5                13.5            Aac

4000             5500             4800           Vdc

0.9                  I.0                  1.9            Adc

2.5                 5.0              2.25           Adc

+22                  +31                   +15            Vdc

200                 335                    60           W

Useful    P`^/r   Out   (peak-of-sync)         5.0              10.5                 2.5           kw

Bandwldth   (    +    1    dB)    .    .    .                  6.28              6.28              6.25            MHz

1     Measurements  made   under   CW  condltlons   to  ref lect   peak-of-sync  operation.

2      lntermodulatlon   dlstortion   better   than   -52   dB  measured   under   CCIR   loadlng:
Video        -8   dB                Sound        -7   dB                   Color      -17   dB

3     tteater   voltage  must   be   appl  led   to  the  tube   for   5   mlnutes   mlnlmun   (to   al  low   for   cathode   warmup)    before
high  voltage   is  appl led   to  the  tube.

4     Adjust  to  obtain   the   specif led   zero-signal   plate  current.

APP   L    I    C   AT    I    ON

MECHAN I CAL

MOUNTING   -The   cavity    is    designed    to    mount    on    a

standard     19-Inch     rack     panel.     The     panel      is    not
Suppl  led    by   EIMAC.    A   drawing    showing   the    posltlon

of   the    panel    mounting    holes   and   the    posltlon   of
tunlng    controls    ls    avallable    on    request.    Order:
Panel     Layout   CV-2250,    Drawing   #D242148    frcm   EIMAC

at  the  address   shown   on   page   I.

CcOLlve    -    Two    air     Inlet    ports    are    provided;    a
large   rectangular   port   whlch   dlr®cts   coollng   air
to  the  anode   f lns   (plate  cavity  alr   Inlet),   and  a
smaller   clrcular    port    whlch    dlr®cts    alr    to    the
cavity    proper   and    cools   the   3CX10,000U7   stem
(Input  cavlty  alr   lnlot).   The  pressure  drop  exlst-
lng   at   the    Input   cavity   alr    Inlet   exceeds   that
at   the   rectangular    port    except   at    the    highest
anode    dlsslpation     levels.    Therefore    a    separate
systen   ls  necessary  for  the   Input  cavity  air   Inlet
at   low  anode  dlsslpatlon   levels.

-2-

'1•_*

The    maxlmun    temperature    limlt    for    e»ternal    tube

::::a?:Spraon,don:he:  ::0::esce°raere::  :r5: mDa¥n.tca.I ne:u::       .
lower    tenperatures.    The   mlnimun   coollng    requlre-
ments   stated   here   are   for   inlet   air   temperatures
not  to  exceed   50  Dog.C.

sea   Level

P I ate
D' ss.
Watts

Plate  Cavity   Air   Inlet:
2000
4000
6000
8000

'0,000
Input   cavlty   Alr    lnl®t:

All     levels:

Flow                     Press.
Rate                        Dro p
CFM                    I n. Water

'9

0.28
0.30
0.66
1.60

3.12

2.98



`rI

a

5000  feet  -   1524  meters

Pl ate                        Fl ow                   Press.
Di ss.                         Rate                        Drop
Watts                          CFM                   I n.Water

Plat®   Cavity   Alr    Inlet:

2000
4000
6000
8000

I 0 , 000
Input   cavity   Air    Inlet:

0.34
0.36
0.79
1.92

3.76

All     levels:                             22                            3.59

10,000  feet  -  3048  meters

Pl ate                         Flow                    Press.
Dl ss.                         Rate                         Drop
Watts                          CFM                   I n. Water

Plate   Cavity   Alr    Inlet:
2000
4000
6000
8000

I 0 , 000
Input  cavity   Air    Inlet:

All      I®vols:

0.4'
0.43
0.96
2.32
4.53

27                         4.30

E LECTF` I c^L

ConTROL   CIRCUIT   -EIMAC    recommends    the    fol  lowlng

turn-on   sequence:
1.      Prlmary    lln®   power

2.     Control-clrcult   power
3.      Coollng   air
4.     rtoater   power
5.      Flve-mlnute  tlme  delay
6.     Blas  voltage
7.      Anode  voltage
8.      Drlv®   power

The   shut-down   procedure    ls    slmply   rev®rsod,    dls-
regardlng   the    flvo-mlnut®   delay.    Coollng    alr
should   normal ly   be   kept   on   for   3   mlnutes   to   al  low
for  tube  cooldown.

HEATER  a   C^TtloDE  OPER^TION  -Rated   heater   voltage
for   the   3CXIO,000U7   ls   15.0  volts.   rleat®r   voltag®
should   bo  measured   at   the   socket   wlth   an   accurate
ms-respondlng   m®t®r,   and   should   b®  malntalnod   at
thls   value   to  obtaln   optlmun   porformanco   and   good
tube    llf®.     In    no    case    should    h®at®r    voltage    bo
allowed    to   dovlat®    from    15.0   volts    by   more   than

plus  or  mlnus   f lv®   p®rc®nt.

•3.

CV-2250

The   required   mlnlmum   warmup   time   for   a   cold   cath-
ode    is   5   minutes   before   applylng   high   voltage.    In
the  event  of   a   fault  or    loss   of   power   during   nor-
mal    operatlon    all    voltages   must   be   removed    fran
the   tube    lmmedlately.   When   the   fault   has   cleared,

voltage   should    be   reapplled    according    to   the
recommended    control    clrcuit   sequence.    The    heater
warmup   may   be   shortened    lf   the   power-off   tlme   was
less  than   5  minutes.    In   such   a   case,   heater   warmup
tlme  must  e.qual   or   exceed   the   power-off   time.

TUNING    PROCEDURE    -betailed     tuning     Instructions

are   available   on   request   fran   EIMAC.

FAULT    PROTECTlol\l    -All      power     tubes     operate    at

voltages     which    can     cause     severe    damage     ln    the
event    of    an     lnternal     arc,     especlally     ln     those
cases    where     large    amounts    of     stored    energy    or
follow-on     current    are      involved.      Some     means     of

protection     is    advised     ln    all     cases,     and     it     ls
recommended   that   a   series   resistor   be   used    ln   the
anode   clrcuit   to   llmlt   peak   current   and    provide   a
means  of   dlsslpatlng   the   energy   in   the   event   of   a
tube   or    circult   arc.    A   reslstance   of    10   ohms    ln
the   posltlve   plate   power   supply   lead   together   with
the    protective   spark   gap   (Slemens   #B1-C145)    built
Into    the     CV2250     cavity     wlll      holp     protect     the
3CX10,000U7     ln    the    event    of    an     Internal     arc.     A
maxlmun    of    four     (4)    Joules    total     energy    may    be

permltted    to   disslpate    Into   an    Internal    grld-to-
cathode   arc.    Amounts    ln   excess   of   this   will    perm-
anently   damage   the  cathode  or   the  grld   structure.
Additlonal     lnformatlon    ls    found    ln    EIMAC's    Appll-

catlon    Bul  letln   #17   '.FAULT   PROTECTloN"    and    a   copy

ls  avaHable  on   request.

HIGtl   VOLTAGE   -Normal    op®ratlng   voltages   used   wlth

thls   cavity   are   deadly,   and   the   equlpment  must   be
d®slgnod    properly   and   operating    precautions   must
be   followod.    Deslgn   all    equlpment   so   that   no   one
can   cone   ln   contact   with   hlgh   voltages.   AI  I   equip-
ment    must     Include     safety     enclosures     for    high-
voltage    clrcults    and     termlnals,     wlth     Interlock
switches    to    open    prlmary    clrcults   of    the    power
supply    and    to    discharge    hlgh-voltage    capacltors
whenever    access    doors    are    opened.     Interlock
Swltch®s    must    not    be    bypassed    or    .'cheatedM    to
allow    operatlon     wlth'   access    doors    open.     Always
renenber   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE   CAN   KILL.

ABSOLUTE    M^XIMOv    R^TII\lGS    -The    values    shown    for

each   type   of   s®rvlce   are   based   on   the   ''absolute
system"    and    are    not    to    be    oxco®ded     under    any
sorvlce    condltlons.     Those    ratlngs    are     llmltlng
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values    outside     which    the    servlceability    of    the
tube   or   cavlty   may    be    impaired.     In    order    not   to
exceed   absolute  ratlngs  the  equipment  designer   has
the    responsibility   of    determlning    an    average

design    value    for    each    rating    below   the   absolute
value   of   that   rating    by   a   safety   factor   so   that
the   absolute   values   will    never   be   exceeded    under
any    usual    conditions   of    supply    voltage   variation
ln    the   equipment    itself.     It   does   not   necessarily
follow    that    comblnations    of    absolute    maximum

ratings   can   be   attained   simultaneously.

RADloLFREQUENCY      RADIATION      -      Avoid      exposure      to

strong   rf   f ields   even   at  relatively   low   frequency.
Absorption    of     rf    energy    by    human     tissue     ls

dependent   on    frequency.    Under   300   MHz   most   of   the
energy   wl  11    pass   completely   through   the   human   body
with    little   attenuation   or   heating   affect.   Public
health    agencies    are    concerned    with     the    hazard,
however,     even    at    these     frequencies,     and     it     ls
worth    noting    that    some   commercial    dielectrlc
heating    units   actually   operate   at   frequencies   as
low   as   the    13   MHz   and   27   MHz   bands.

SPECIAL     APPLICATIONS     -      When       it      is     desired      to

operate    this    cavity    under     conditions    wldely

different   from  those   I  isted   here,   write   to:
Varian    EIMAC;    attn:    Applications    Engineering;     301

Industrial    Way;    San   Carlos,    CA   94070      U.S.A.

OPER^T I NG   HAIARDS

PROPER    USE    AND    SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES    WITH    RESPECT    TO    POWER    TUBES    ARE    "E    RESPONSIBILITY   0F     EQul"ENT

MANUFACTURERs    AND    usERs   OF    sucH   TUBEs.    ALL    pERsONs   wHo   wonK   wiTH   On   ARE   ExpOsED   TO   pOwER   TUBEs   On   EQuip-                 \|

MENT    WHICH     UTILIZES     SUCH     TUBES     MUST     TAKE     PBECAUTIONS     T0     PROTECT     "EMSELVES     AGAINST     POSSIBLE     SERlous

BODILY     INJURY.    DO   NOT   BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH   PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   cavity    involves   one   or   more
absence  of   safe  operatlng   practicos  and   precautions,

a.   HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages   can   be

dead I y.

b.   RF    RADIATION    -    Exposure    to     strong     rf     f lelds

should    be    avoided,    even    at    relatively    low
frequencles.    The    dangers    of    rf    radiation    are
more    severe    at    UHF    and    microwave    frequencies

Please   rovlew   the   detailed    operatlng    hazards    sheet.

of   the    following    hazards,    any   one   of    which,     ln    the
could   result   ln   serlous   harm   to   personnel  :

and   can   cause   serious   bodily   and   eye    lnjuries.
CARDIAC   P^CEM^KERS   MAY   BE   EFFECTED.

c.   roT   SuftFACES  -Surfaces   of   alr-cooled   radiators
and  other   parts  of  tubes  can  reach  tenperatures
of   several    hundred   Degrees   C   and   cause   serious
burns    lf   touched    for   sevoral    minutes   after   all
power   ls   removed.

enclosed    wlth   each   tube,    or    request    a    copy    from:
Varlan   EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Tube   Dlvlslon,   301     lndustrlal    Way,    San   Carlos   CA   94070.
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AIR      INLET,    PLATE       CAVITY
2.5   X   10.0    (63.5  X   254.0)
OPENING

r #rfe-::TO ::i.A:i  :3::s

~  SAMPLING
OUTPUT       CAVITY
BNC       CONN.

37.00
( 959.80)

HE
(i55.S.°7o)REF.

L         _____-1
AIR     OUTLET

12.5

I

317-
CLUARE

2.0  (50.8)    O.D.

AIR       INLET
INPUT     CAVITY

2.0  (50.8)   O.D.-
3-

RF      INPUT
TYPE    ``N„
CONN-

CV-2250

_`7r`     INPUT    TUNE   #J   ("8")

-+     INPUT    TUNE   #2(``C")

IT,9RACK     TEST     PANEL

L3
INPUT

c4       TUNlriGi

MATCHING

AT     EIMAC      NOT      SUPPLIED
(DWG.#D-242148      REF.)
MTG.      SLOTS      TO     ACCOMMODATE
STD.      19"     RACK
WESTERN      ELECT.     OR      EQUIV.

NOTE:DIMENSIONS      MAFiKED      THUS    ()     ABE       IN      MILUMETEBS

;8PERTUTN6NGE,MDA:AlcDJ!S.25``A'`'.B:'N"i8;``P;o¢:EE:`uRE

CV-2250     CIRCulT     DIAGRAM      #C-245340      REF.
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VHF CAVITY
CV-2225

FOR
FM  BROADCAST

SERVICE

EiE

The    EIMAC    CV-2225     ls     a     power     amplifier     cavity

assembly   designed    for   use   as   the   main   conponent   of
the    final     amplifier    of    an     FM    transmitter     ln    the
88-108  MHz  band   assigned   for   broadcast   service.

Cavity   design    is    straightforward    and    relatively
simple.     The     amplifier     tube     used      is     the     EIMAC

4CX3500A      high      performance      tetrode      designed
especially     for     VHF     applications.       In     this     cavity

assembly  the  tube   is  grid   driven   for   a   stage  gain  of
approximately    18   dB   with    a    useful     power    output   of
5000  watts.

An      EIMAC      solid-state      amplifier      module       is
available   for   use   as   an   intermediate   power   amplifier
for   the  CV-2225.

GENERAL         CHARACTERISTICS'

ELECTR I CAL

Tuning   Range   ...........              88   to   108  MHz

Input    Impedance   (nominal) .......                    50   Ohms

Output    Impedance   (nominal)    ......                    50   Ohms

Sol  id-State   Intermediate   Power   Ampl  ifler   (lf   required)

MECHAN I CAL

Power  Tube   Used   (not   suppl  led   with  cavity)      ...................

Input  rf  Connector     ...............................

Output  rf  Connector   ...............................

Cc)ol  ing   Required   (see   APPLICATIONS)    .......................

EIMAC   AM-2215A

E IMAC   4CX3500A

Type   BNC

1-5/8    Inch   EIA   Cbaxlal

Forced   Air

Mounting     ..............................               Vertical  :   Standard   19   ln.   Rack

Overall    Dimensions   (noninal):

Height   ....................................                         19   ln;   48.3  cm

Width     ....................................                         19   ln;   48.3  cm

Depth     ....................................                        21    ln;   53.3  cm

Net  Weight   (approximate;   tube   not   installed)      ..................                         38   Lb;   17.3   kg

Shlpping   Weight   (approximate;   tube   not   lnstal  led)    ................                          84   Lb;   38.1   kg

1     Characteristlcs   and   operating   values   are   based   on   performance   tests.   These   f lgures  may  change
without   notice  as  a   result  of   additlonal   data  or   product  ref lnement.   EIMAC  should   be  consulted
before   using   this   information   for   f inal   equlpment  design.

950482   (Effective:    15   Fob   1982   -supersedes   1   Mar   81)

VA4512

Varlan   EIMAC   /   301     Industrial    Way   /   San   Carlos,   CA   94070   /   U.S.A.

Printed    in   U.S.A.
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RADlo   FREQUENCY   POWER   AMPLIFIER,    FM   BROADCAST   SERVICE

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS:

FI  LAMENT    VOLTAGE

DC    PLATE    VOLTAGE

DC    SCREEN    VOLTAGE

DC    GRID    VOLTAGE

DC    PLATE   CURRENT

PLATE    DISSIPATloN

SCREEN   DISSIPATION

GRID    DISSIPATloN

LOAD    VSWR

5.0   +   0.25      VOLTS

5500       VOLTS

1500       VOLTS

-500      VOLTS

2.0      AMPERES

3500      WATTS

165       WATTS

50       WATTS

1.5:  1

1      Approximate   value

2     Power   delivered   to  the   load

TYPICAL    OPERATION    (100.5   MHz)

Plate   Voltaqe      ......

Plate  Current     ......

Screen   Grid   Voltage      .    .    .

Screen  Current'     .....

Grid   Bias   Voltage      ....

Grid   Current'      ......

Useful    Power   out'.2     .   .    .

Efficiency'.......

Driving   Powert         .....

Power   Gain'      .......

Fi lament   Voltage   .....

Fi lament  Currentt      ....

4000

1.5

500

140

-300

84

3838

64

56

18.4

5.0

90

A   P   P   L    I    C   A   T    I    0   N

MECHAN I CAL

COOLING    -The    maximum    temperature     limit     for

external    tube   surfaces   and   the   anode   core    is   250
Deg.C   but   tube    life    is    prolonged     if    these   areas
are   maintained    at    lower   temperatures.    The   minimum
cavity    cooling    requirements    stated    here    are    for
inlet   air   temperatures   of   35   Deg.C.   and   50   Deq.C.
Pressure   drop    is   measured   at   the   air    inlet   port,
which   is   located   on   the   bottom  cover   of   the  cavity
assembly.      The      blower      selected       in      a      given

5000   feet  -   1524  meters

Plate        Flow               Press.
Di ss.        Rate                  Drop
Watts           CFM            I n.Water

2500             287                     2.60
(When    inlet   air    is   50   Deg.C.)

2500              227                       I.74

(When    inlet   air    is   35   Deg.C.)

application    must    be    capable    of    supplying    the

desired   air   f low   at   a   back   pressure   equal    to   the            10,000   feet  -3048  meters

pressure    drop    shown    plus   any   drop   encountered    in
ducts   and   filters.

Sea   Level   -0  Meters

Pl ate        Flow                Press.                      Flow
Di ss.        Rate                 Drop                       Rate

M3/in,nWatts           CFM            I n.Water

2500             238                     2.20                        6.7
(When    inlet   air    is   50   Deg.C.)

2500               188                       1.48                          5.3

(When    inlet   air    is   35   Deg.C.)

Press.
Drop

Mi  I  '  i bars

5.48

3.69

2

Plate        Flow               Press.
Di ss.        Rate                  Drop
Watts           CFM            I n. Water

2500             346                     3.09
(When    inlet   air    is   50   Deq.C.)

2500             273                     2.06

(When    inlet   air    is   35   Deg.C.)

4300

1.9

700

123

-400

63

5531

68¢

66W

'9.2              dB

5.0             Vac

90             Aac

Fl ow               Press.
Rate               Dro p

M3/min         Millibars

8.1                      6.48

6.4                    4.34

Fl ow               Press.
Rate               Drop

M3/min          Millibars

9.8                     7.68

7.7                        5.13
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ELECTR I CAL

FILAMENT     &     CATHODE      OPERATION      -Rated      filament

voltage    for    the    4CX3500A    is    5.0   volts.     Filament

voltage    should    be    measured    at    the    cavity    Ef
terminals    with   an    accurate   ms-responding   meter,
and    should    be   maintained   at   this   value   to   obtain

optimum   performance   and   good   tube   I  ife.    In   no   case
should   fi lameQt   voltage   be   al  lowed   to   deviate   from

5.0  volts  by  more   than   plus  or  minus   f ive   percent.

GRID   OPERATION   -The   4CX3500A   control    grid    has   a

maximum   dissipation    rating    of    50   watts.    Care

should    be   taken    to   avoid    exceeding    this    rating.
The    grid    bias    and    driving     power    should    be    kept
near    the    values    shown      in     the    TYPICAL    OPERATION

section   of   the  data   sheet  whenever   possible.

SCREEN    GRID    OPERATION    -    The    maximum     screen     grid

dissipation    rating     is     165    watts.     With    no    ac
applied   to   the   screen   grid,   dissipation    is    simply
the  product  of  dc  screen  voltage  and   the  dc   screen
current.       Plate   voltage,    plate    loading,    or    bias
voltage   must    never    be   removed    while    filament   and
screen    voltages    are     present,     since     screen
dissipation    ratings    will     be    exceeded.         Suitable

protective   means   must   be   provided   to   limit   screen
dissipation   in   the  event  of   a   circuit   failure.

FAULT   PROTECTION   -ln    addition    to    normal     cooling

airf low     interlock    and    plate    and    screen    over
current   interlocks,   it   is  good   practice  to  protect
the   tube    from    internal    damage   which   could    result
from   a    plate   arc   at    high    plate    voltage.     In    all
cases    some    protective   resistance   (20   to   50   ohms)
should     be     used      in     series     with     the     cavity    +HV
terminal    to   absorb   power    supply   stored   energy    in
case  a   plate  arc   should   occur.   The  resistor   should
be    rated    for    50   to    100   watts   dissipation   to   be
able  to  withstand   the  energy   surge.

FREQUENCY    DETERMINED    PARTS    -These    parts    are

supplied    with   the   cavity.    The    input    inductors    L3
and   L4   are   identif led   for   each   part   of   the  88-108
MHz   band   as   fol  lows:

lnductor                 Frequency                    E IMAC

ldent.                       Range                    Part  No.
A                                 88-96      MHz              243332

a                                  95-103   MHz              243333

C                                 102-108   MHz               243534

The    positions    of     input     inductors    L3    and    L4    are
shown     in    drawing   #243134    packed    with    the    CV-2225

cavity   assembly.

PLATE    INDUCTORS   -Plate    inductor   L7   has   a   movable

shorting   bar   which   serves   as   coarse   plate   circuit
tuning.    The   position   of   this   shorting   bar    is   cle-
f ined   by   counting   the   pairs  of  mounting   holes   from
the   hotton.   The   nominal   position  of   the  bar   should
be   as   fol  lows:

Frequency                     L7   Shorting
Range                             Bar  position

88-90  MHz                                     N

89-92

91-94

93-96

95-99

98- I 02

10 I -105

104-108

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

These   shorting   bar   positions   are   nominal.    Improved

performance  may  be  obtained   by  trying  two  or  three
adjacent  positions.

OUTPUT  COUPLING  -Output   coup!  ing    is   adjusted   with
a    movable    tap    on    plate    inductor    L9.    The    nominal

position   for   the  tap   is  as   follows:

Power                             Output   coupl  ing

Level                                Tap   position

3500   W                                                5

5500   W

Tap   position   is  clef ined   by  the   holes   in   the   straps
where    the    output    line    connects    to    L9.    The    tap
position   is  determined   by   counting   from  the   bottom
hole.    Depending    on    the    power     level,     load,    etc.,
better   performance  may   be   obtained   by   trying   sev-
eral   adjacent  tap  positions.

NEUTRALIZATION     -With     fllament,     grid     bias,     and

cooling     applied,     with     a     50    ohm     load,     set    the
neutralization     control      (C19)     for    minimum    signal
through   the   ampl  if ier.   With   low-level   drive  at  the
operating    frequency   and   a    sensitive    indicator   at
the   output,    adjust   the    input    and    output    tuning
controls    for    maximum    and    the    neutralization
control    for   a   null.   These   adjustments   are    Inter-
active    so    the    adjustment    must    be   repeated    sev-
eral    times   for   the   best   null.   Final   adjustment   of
neutralization     should     be    made    at    full     power    by
moving   the  neutral ization   control   sl lghtly   so  that
maximum   screen   grid   current   and   maximum   power   out-

put    are    coincidental     with    output     (C13)     tuning.
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Screen   grid   current   should    be   kept   below    150   mAdc

during   the   tuning   procedure.

HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages   used   with

the   CV-2225   are   deadly,   and   the   equipment   must   be
designed    properly   and    operating    precautions   must
be    followed.    Design    all    equipment    so   that   no   one

can    come     in    contact    with    high    voltages.     All
equipment   must    include   safety   enclosures    for    high

voltage     circuits     and     terminals,     with      interlock

switches    to   open    primary    circuits    of    the    power
supply    and    to    discharge    high-voltage    capacitors
whenever    access    doors    are    opened.     Interlock
switches    must    not    be    bypassed    or    ''cheated"    to
allow    operation     with    access    doors    open.     Always
remember   that   HIGH   VOLTAGE   CAN   KILL.

ABSOLUTE    MAXIMUM    RATINGS    -The    values     shown     for

each   type   of    service   are   based   on    the   ''absolute
system"    and    are    not    to    be    exceeded     under    any
service     conditions.     These    ratings    are     limiting
values    outside    which    the    serviceability    of     the
tube   or   cavity   assembly   may   be    impaired.    In   order
not   to   exceed    absolute   ratings   the   equipment
designer    has   the   responsibility   of   determining   an

average    design    value    for    each    rating    below    the
absolute   value   of   that   rating   by   a   safety   factor
so  that   the   absolute  values   wi 11   never   be  exceeded
under    any    usual     conditions    of    supply   voltage

variation     in    the    equipment     itself.     It    does    not
necessarily    follow   that   combinations   of    absolute
maximum   ratings   can   be  attained   simultaneously.

RADlo-FREQUENCY     RADIATION      -      Avoid      exposure      to

strong   rf   f ields   even   at   relatively   low   frequency.

Absorption     of     rf    energy    by    human    tissue     is
dependent   on   frequency.   Under   300  MHz  most   of   the
energy   wil  I    pass   completely   through   the   human   body
with   little   attenuation   or   heating   affect.   Public
health    agencies    are    concerned    with    the    hazard,
however,    even    at    these    frequencies,    and     it     is
worth    noting    that    some   commercial    dielectric
heating   units   actually   operate   at    frequencies   as
low   as   the   13   MHz   and   27   MHz   bands.

SPECIAL     APPLICATloNS     -     When      it      is     desired     to

operate     this     cavity     assembly     under     conditions
widely   different   from   those   listed   here,   write   to
Varian     EIMAC;    attn:Applications    Engineering;     301

Industrial    Way;    San   Carlos,   CA   94070      U.S.A.

OPERAT I N6   HAZARDS

PROPER    USE    AND    SAFE    OPERATING    PRACTICES    WITH    RESPECT    T0    POWER    TUBES    ARE    THE    RESPONSIBILITY   0F    EOUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS     AND     USERS     OF     SUCH     TUBES.      ALL     PERSONS     WHO     WORK     WITH     OR     ARE     EXPOSED     T0     POWER     TUBES     OR

EQUIPMENT    WHICH    UTILIZES    SUCH    TUBES    MUST    TAKE    PRECAUTIONS    TO    PROTECT    THEMSELVES    AGAINST    POSSIBLE    SERIOUS

BODILY     INJURY.    D0   NOT   BE    CARELESS    AROUND    SUCH   PRODUCTS.

The   operation   of   this   cavity    involves   one   or   more   of   the    following    hazards,    any   one   of    which,    in    the

absence  of   safe  operating   practices  and   precautions,   could   result   in   serious   harm   to   personnel  :

a.   HIGH   VOLTAGE   -Normal    operating   voltages   can   be

dead I y.

b.   RF    RADIATION    -    Exposure    to     strong     rf     f ields

should     be    avoided,    even    at    relatively    low
frequencies.    The    dangers    of    rf    radiation    are
more    severe    at    UHF    and    microwave    frequencies

and   can   cause   serious   bodily   and   eye    inj.uries.
CARDIAC   PACEMAKERS   MAY   BE   EFFECTED.

c.   HOT   SURFACES   -Surfaces  of   air-cooled   radiators
and  other   parts  of  tubes  can  reach  temperatures
of   several    hundred   Degrees   C  and   cause   serious
burns    lf   touched   for   several   minutes   after   all
power    is   removed.

Please   review   the   detailed    operating    hazards    sheet   enclosed    with   each   tube,    or    request    a    copy    from:
Varian   EIMAC,    Power   Grid   Tube   Division,    301    Industrial    Way,    San   Carlos   CA   94070.
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© CV-2225

NOTE:       DIMENSIONS      MARKED      THUS   (    )      ARE       IN      MILLIMETERS

CV-2225        CIBCUIT     DIAGBAM      #C-243086      REF.
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CV-2225

(431.BOO)

( 2'5.goo )

©©

.25   SLOT    TYP
( 6 .55 )

NEUTRALIZATION
I_BEE
nueuT    TUNEi

(4'.148)

EMI     FILTER     AIR     OUTLET
4,0   X  9.0     (lol.6X228.6)
OPENING    DO      NOT      OBSTF`UCT
18,0  (457.20)   MIN.
CLEABANCE    RECOMMENDED.

_I
.75     (19.050)

IIEi

3.22

4625L4.625
(117.475)                              (117.475)

( 12Q-65)

7

( 8' .788 )

-_.     ._     '

(15.875)
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